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performing a particular task imposes on the learner’s
cognitive system [3]. And although the DRT method is
used to assess cognitive load of performing a secondary
task while driving, it also introduces an additional one.
With this study, we want to explore the effect of using
this method on driver’s cognitive load, driving
performance and secondary task performance (use of invehicle systems).

Abstract— The Detection-response task (DRT) is a method
for assessing the attentional effects of cognitive load of
drivers. Although many studies focusing on the evaluation
and the sensitivity of the method have been performed, it is
harder to find data on the impact of the method to the
driver and his/her driving performance. In this paper, we
present a study in which we explore the intrusiveness of the
method of all of its versions: visual DRT, tactile DRT, and
auditory DRT. We explore possible effects on cognitive
distraction, driving performance and secondary task
performance (for example operating an in-vehicle device).
The results got in the study suggest that DRT does not
impose significant additional cognitive load, however it
affects driver speed regulations in terms of acceleration
deviations, and increases the time need to complete
secondary tasks.

II.

The experiment was conducted in simulated driving
environment using a NERVteh driving simulator [4].
Participants drove on a highway, which followed
Slovenian traffic rules. Slovenian highway regulations
define a maximum allowed speed at 130 km/h, overtaking
is always from the left side, the lane furthest on the left is
considered as overtaking lane, whereas the rest (most
often only one lane) are used for driving.

Keywords: detection-response task (DRT), driving
performance, cognitive load, attention, n – back task, IVIS.

I.

METHODS

INTRODUCTION

A.

Participants
24 participants (12 female) took part in this
experiment. Only participants with a valid driving licence
were invited to participate in the study. None of the
participants reported any hearing problems, and had
normal or corrected to normal vision.

The Detection-response task (DRT) is a method for
assessing the attentional effects of cognitive load of
drivers [1]. It is used to evaluate how use of in-vehicle
information and infotainment systems affects drivers’
attention. It is based on the performance of a secondary
task, where drivers are presented with visual (RDRT) [1],
tactile (TDRT) [1] or auditory (ADRT) [2] stimuli and
have to respond to it by pressing a button attached to their
finger. The method suggests that increased cognitive load
would reduce driver’s attention to other visual, tactile or
auditory information, and thus result into the driver
missing and not answering the presented DRT stimuli.
With this method, response times and hit rates are
observed as indicators of changes in cognitive load and its
effect of driver’s attention. Response time and hit rates are
used as indicators of cognitive load, where longer
response times and lower hit rates indicate increase in
cognitive load. Mean response time is calculated as the
mean of all correctly detected stimuli between 100 and
2500 milliseconds after its triggering. Hits before 100 ms
are considered as “early”, and hits after 2500 ms as
“missed” and should not be included in the mean response
time calculations. The mean hit rate is calculated as the
ratio of correctly detected stimuli and all stimuli presented
(correctly and incorrectly detected stimuli).

B.

Tasks
This study involved three tasks: driving, answering to
DRT stimuli, and a performing cognitive task. Each
participant performed 8 2-minute-long trials:
• driving
• driving and a cognitive task (n-back task)
• driving and RDRT
• driving and RDRT, and a cognitive task (nback task)
• driving and TDRT
• driving and TDRT, and a cognitive task (nback task)
• driving and ADRT
• driving and ADRT, and a cognitive task (nback task)
DRT stimuli were presented and responses to them
were recorded with an Arduino Mega board [5]. Pupil
dilation was measured with Tobii Pro Wireless Glasses 2
[11].

Driving is a complex multimodal task, and as such
engages and relies on more than one of driver’s
attentional resources. When the driver uses an in-vehicle
information device or any other mobile device, he/she is
exposed to dual tasking. This can result in an increase of
cognitive load, which can be defined as the load that

1) Primary task: Driving
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The primary task was safe driving. Participants drove
on a Slovenian highway and were instructed to drive at a
constant speed 130 km/h. They were also instructed to
use only the driving lane, to do not drive over the speed
limit and to don't reduce the instructed speed unless for
safety reasons (curvy road, obstacles on the road, etc.).
Driving performance indicators were collected from
the automatic logs from the NERVteh driving simulator
[4].

4) Variables
Level of cognitive load and answering to DRT stimuli
(additional task) were defined as independent variables.
Cognitive load was manipulated in two levels: without a
cognitive task (cognitive load only from driving) and
with a cognitive task (2-back task).
Participants also performed trials without and with
DRT stimuli. We observed all three types of DRT stimuli
modalities: visual, tactile and audio stimuli.
Cognitive load, secondary task performance and driving
performance were observed as dependent variables. We
observed more than one indicator for most of these
variables:
- cognitive load: pupil size,
- secondary task performance: percentage of
correctly repeated numbers out of all presented
numbers and task completion times (time from
presentation of number until the participant
answers), and
- driving performance: speed and acceleration
average values and standard deviations.

2) Secondary task: Detection response task (DRT)
All drivers had to perform 6 trials with DRT (2 with
each stimuli modality). Participants were presented with
DRT stimuli in randomly chosen 2 to 5 second intervals.
With this task, the driver is asked to answer to the
presented stimulus by pressing a button against the
steering wheel, which is attached on his/her left hand
index finger. DRT stimuli were presented and response
times were recorded with an Arduino Mega board [5].
In this experiment, three versions of the detection
response task are used:
• remote visual DRT (RDRT)
• tactile DRT (TDRT), and
• auditory DRT (ADRT).

Since we wanted to explore whether answering to
DRT stimuli imposes additional cognitive load, we
wanted to use another method for assessment of changes
in cognitive load. This method had to be a non-invasive
psychological measure that does not impose additional
task to the driver. Studies have shown that changes in
driver’s cognitive load can be detected by monitoring
driver’s pupil dilation [9], which can be done with a low
cost or high end eye-tracker [10].
We observed (automated logs of) average speed,
acceleration, and standard deviations of speed and
acceleration as indicators of driving performance.

The visual and tactile DRT followed the recommended
technical specifications for presentation of stimuli,
defined in the DRT ISO standard 17488 [1]. For the
auditory DRT, we used a 1000 ms long 4000 Hz pure
tone signal. The auditory stimuli were presented to the
participants at 60 dB SPL through headphones in order to
avoid sound travel delays in the response time [6]. The
background vehicle sounds were played at 70 dB SPL.
3) Task with secondary priority: n – back task
To increase driver’s cognitive load, we used the
Delayed Digit recall task, also known as a modified n –
back task [7]. It requires the driver to respond to stimuli
(one digit numbers from 0 to 9) in a specific sequence
order (0-back, 1-back, 2-back or 3-back. For example, for
2-back task, drivers have to repeat the number they heard
second to last (Table 1). In a NHSA paper by the US
Department of Transportation, the 2 – back task level is
suggested to be starting point for setting a limit for
acceptable amount of cognitive distraction [8]. Therefore,
in order to impose the highest acceptable cognitive load,
the 2 – back task level was used in this study. The
numbers were presented auditory in a randomized order,
5 seconds apart. The participants were asked to repeat the
numbers as quickly and as accurately as possible.

Performance rate and task completion times were
measured as indicators for secondary task performance.
The performance rate is calculated as ratio of the
correctly answered stimuli out of all stimuli presented
(numbers in the n-back task). Task completion times are
defined as the time from the presentation of n-back
stimuli until the moment the participant gives a correct
answer. Incorrect answers and completion times longer
than 5 seconds are considered as missed and excluded
from the calculations of this indicator. Participants
answered to the stimuli vocally, by repeating the
appropriate number.
III.
A.

RESULTS

Cognitive load
Levene’s test did not show homogeneity of variances
for average values of the pupil diameters. Due to the large
sample of data (more than 2000 samples per trial),
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test did not show normal data
distribution, p<0.05. Although the pupil size increased
from trials with only driving (Mdn=3.868) to trials with
driving and answering to DRT stimuli (RDRT
Mdn=4.020; TDRT Mdn=3.929; ADRT Mdn=4.029),

Table 1: Consequential order of numbers in a 2 – back
task.
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Answer	
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0	
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8	
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post hoc pair-wise comparisons (Wilcoxon Signed Rank
tests with Bonferroni correction) showed that these
differences were not significant, p>0.017. These results
suggest that answering to DRT stimuli does not impose
additional cognitive load to the driver (Figure 1). Similar
results were also for the right eye. The pupil diameter
increased from trials with only driving (Mdn=3.818) to
trials with driving and answering to DRT stimuli (RDRT
Mdn=3.934; TDRT Mdn=3.875; ADRT Mdn=3.936),
post hoc pair-wise comparisons (Wilcoxon Signed Rank
tests with Bonferroni correction) showed that these
differences were not significant, p>0.017 (Figure 2).

Figure 3. Mean n-back task performance rate for trials
without and with DRT stimuli.
Shapiro-Wilk test showed data comes from a normal
distribution for task completion times. Levene's test
showed homogeneity of variances F(3,92)=0.350,
p=0.789. Mauchly's test, χ2 (5) = 4.508, p = 0.479 did not
indicate any violence of sphericity. Tests of withinsubjects effects showed that the difference between means
was statistically significant: F(3,69) = 5.605, p = 0.02. The
mean n-back task completion times increased from
M=1.579) to trials with driving and answering to DRT
stimuli (RDRT M=1.700; TDRT M=1.693; ADRT
M=1.734), as shown in Figure 4.

	
  

Figure 1. Differences in mean pupil sizes for the left eye
for trials without and with DRT stimuli

	
  

Figure 2. Differences in mean pupil sizes for the right eye
for trials without and with DRT stimuli

Figure 4. Mean task completion times for trials without
and with DRT stimuli.

B.

C.

Driving performance
Levene's test showed heterogeneity of variances.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test distribution
normality. It showed the data was not normally
distributed, p<0.05.
Post hoc pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon Signed
Ranks tests with Bonferroni correction, p=0.017) showed
that the speed standard deviations of mean acceleration
were was significantly different for TDRT (p<0.01) and
ADRT (p<0.01) compared to only driving, but were not
significantly different for trials with RDRT compared to
only driving (Figure 5).

Secondary task performance
Levene's test showed heterogenic variances
F(3,90)=3.154, p=0.029. Shapiro-Wilk test did not show
normal data distribution p<0.05. The n-back task
performance success rate did not differ for from trials
with only driving (Mdn=94.4) to trials with driving and
answering to DRT stimuli (RDRT Mdn=94.4; TDRT
Mdn=88.8; ADRT Mdn=94.4), and post hoc pair-wise
comparisons (Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests with
Bonferroni correction) showed no significant difference
also for TDRT, p>0.017.
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In the study, participants were asked to drive at a
constant speed of 130/km on a simulated highway route
with low traffic intensity, which did not require them to
overtake any vehicles. Consequently, the average driving
speed and average accelerations did not change much
during different trials. However, there was an increase in
the standard deviation of speed and acceleration for trials
with the DRT. This can be interpreted that participants
had to put more effort to complete the task of driving at a
constant speed.
The performance of the secondary task (i.e. a delayed
digit recall task (n-back task)), did not decrease
statistically significantly when users were asked to
respond to the DRT and drive compared to trials without
the DRT and only driving. However, there was a fall in
the performance success rate for trials with the TDRT and
ADRT compared to only driving. Furthermore, the task
completion times for each part of the task (time to repeat
the number at the requested order) increased significantly
for trials which also included answering DRT stimuli.
Since task completion times are often observed as an
indicator of a system’s usability, researchers should be
careful in interpreting this data when evaluating a system
using the DRT.
Additionally, from the results on speed and
acceleration deviations, researchers should be cautious
when performing studies with the DRT in real driving
environment, to ensure test driver’s safety.

	
  
Figure 5. Standard deviation of the mean speed across
trials without and with visual, tactile and auditory DRT
stimuli
Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances showed that
variances were not equal, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
showed that the data was not normally distributed.
Friedman test showed there are significant differences in
acceleration between different trials, χ2(3) = 1643,4
p<0.001.
Post hoc pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks
tests with Bonferroni correction, p=0.017) showed
significant increase in acceleration deviations for trials
with DRT stimuli compared to only driving, p<0.017
(due to Bonferroni correction), for all three versions of
DRT.
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can perform all aspects of the driving task under some
circumstances. The driver must be ready to take control of
the vehicle when ADS requests him/her to do so.
Level 4 defines high automation. The ADS can perform
all driving functions under certain circumstances, in which
the driver does not need to pay attention. The driver may
still have the option to control the vehicle.
Last, Level 5, defines full automation. The vehicle can
perform the driving in all circumstances. The driver is not
needed, but it has an option to control the vehicle.
The fully autonomous vehicle, as NHTSA defines it in
Level 5, performs all the driving tasks. These types of
vehicles drive according to the algorithms, which
command how the vehicle should move in the next step,
for example the speed and the steering wheel angle of the
vehicle. These algorithms are trained with the data
obtained from various sensors, such as LIDAR (Light
Detection And Ranging), radar, ultrasonic, etc. Learning
solely from the data obtained from the real world requires
extremely high number of driven training miles, vast
number of situations, possibly also unusual and critical,
and is therefore a very time-consuming and expensive
task. In order to speed up the process of acquiring the
training data, it is possible to use the simulation
environment to obtain the data from various sensors in
various situations and consequently faster train the
algorithms.

Abstract— The focus of automotive and software industry in
the recent years has been in the development of algorithms
for autonomous vehicles, whose input depends on various
sensor data. Such algorithms which are mostly based on
machine learning techniques need a vast amount of data to
be trained successfully. Since obtaining data in a real world
can be expensive and time-consuming job, one can obtain
and train algorithms also in a simulation environment.
Vehicles in a simulation also perceive the environment
through a set of sensors whose output should replicate the
output of real-world sensors as much as possible. This paper
describes an example of such professional driving
simulation environment for testing self-driving vehicles,
gives an overview of a simple autonomous driving
algorithm, which is partly based on sensor input, and
concludes with an evaluation of our algorithm in
comparison with the human-driving data. The results show
that autonomous algorithm performed much better than
human drivers.

I.
INTRODUCTION
With higher speed and larger amount of vehicles on the
roads, safety is becoming of high importance. To increase
the safety, vehicles are nowadays equipped with driver
assistance technologies. These technologies are sensor
based, meaning, that they analyze the data obtained from
sensors in order to make actions that safe lives and prevent
injuries. Such examples are braking automatically if the
driver in front of us makes a sudden stop, preventing the
driver to drift off the road or to make unsafe lane changes,
automatic braking when pedestrians are in front of a
vehicle, etc.
Driver assistance technologies have been evolving
throughout the years and are helping the driver to
automate the driving tasks with the aim to fully automate
the driving. National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) [1] defines five levels of
automation.
In Level 0 there is zero autonomy, the driver performs
all the driving tasks. In Level 1 the vehicle is equipped
with advanced driver assistance system (ADAS), which
sometimes assist the driver with either steering or
accelerating/braking, but not simultaneously.
Partial automation is a part of Level 2. ADAS on the
vehicle can control steering and accelerating/braking
simultaneously in some cases. Driver must be engaged
with the driving task and monitoring the environment all
the time.
Level 3 defines conditional automation. Automated
driving system (ADS) is integrated into the vehicle, which

Figure 1. The process of training autonomous vehicles in simulation
environment and real environment.

Once the algorithm is successful in simulation
environment, it can be applied to the real world driving
scenarios, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Such approach of pretraining autonomous vehicles in simulation environment,
which is as close as possible to the real environment, is
currently gaining high interest in automotive industry due
to cheaper, faster, and easier data acquisition. In fact,
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more than 90% of the algorithm training is performed in
simulated environments, which is also a focus of many
research groups around the world.
The authors in [7] focus on automatic generation of
simulation environment from specified testing criteria that
algorithms should met however they only mention the
limitations of sensors in testing environment, by example
how to have the same output as the sensors in real-world
have in different weather conditions.
The authors in [8] create a simulation environment from
the camera output, mounted on a physical vehicle in the
traffic. This data was then used to create a simulation
environment, where the autonomous vehicle was tested
particularly for two tasks: obstacle avoidance and selfdriving. Since their input was based solely on the camera,
their future plans include the inclusion of other sensors,
such as LIDAR, radar, and ultrasonic in their simulation
environment.
In this research, we implemented a simple autonomous
algorithm which makes decisions according to the traffic
rules and sensor input. The goal was to successfully apply
autonomous algorithm to a vehicle in the simulation
platform. In addition, we were interested in how the
algorithm performed, therefore we evaluated its driving
performance and compare it to the results acquired by
human drivers in the same environment.

III. METHODOLOGY
Our simulation platform enables us to create a variety
of scenarios, including static and dynamic objects,
different roads, building, surroundings, and traffic. All
vehicles, pedestrians, and other objects in the simulation
are controlled by the AI-based traffic modules, which
enable them to move around in the environment and obey
the default driving rules. On the other hand, their behavior
can also be modified or changed at any time through a
scripting language. The latter enables us to create custom
interactions among the objects and to create also untypical
and critical situations and scenarios.
The simulation environment provides also a set of
sensors for detection of the environment: LIDAR, radar,
ultrasonic, camera, and GPS. The output of these sensors
has been defined and developed based on existing industry
solutions [4,5,6] for the sensor used in automotive
industry in order to replicate real-world as much as
possible. All sensor modules have their own specific
configuration options. With those options one can
configure the virtual sensor to replicate the same
specifications as in reality and provide the same output
data with limitations from the environment. An example
of the configurations of radar and LIDAR is presented in
Fig. 3.

II. MOTIVATION
Simulation environment is an environment with 3D
objects, such as vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, and other
static objects, such buildings, traffic signs, lanes. The task
for autonomous vehicle in a simulation environment is to
obtain the data from surroundings through sensors and to
process it in the same way as they would process the data
obtained in the real-world. Simulation environment is also
perfect for fast generation of a big variety of events
including critical and unpredicted scenarios, road artifacts,
weather conditions, etc.
We are presenting a professional simulation platform
[3,9] for driving simulation studies and driver training. It
can be used also as a test platform for algorithms for
autonomous driving. In this paper, we are focusing
primarily on autonomous driving features of the platform,
more specifically on the features available for acquiring
data from a variety of sensors. Screenshot of simulation
environment can be seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Configuration parameters for radar meter and LIDAR.

In order to test the ability of sensors in simulation
environment, we tested our algorithm for autonomous
driving with our internal evaluation algorithm, which
generates a score for each drive according to traffic
compliance, collisions, safety distance, etc. To make the
calculated score credible, we compare it to the scores
obtained from the human-driving data.
A. Algorithm For Autonomous Driving
Our proposed algorithm, which provides fully
autonomous driving, works in the following way. It
predicts how the vehicle should move in the next step by
acquiring and analyzing data obtained directly from the
simulation environment as well as sensors. Therefore, it is
based on two parts: sensor- and rule-based. The rule-based
part takes into account the traffic rules, which are directly
obtained from the simulations, whereas the sensor-based
part consists of the following four modules:
 Lane keeping algorithm
 Adaptive cruise control algorithm
 Emergency braking algorithm
 Surroundings mapping algorithm
Lane keeping algorithm uses the camera input in order
to keep the vehicle in the middle of the lane. The camera
detects the road markings and supplies the algorithm with
the distances to the sides of the lane and the curvature for
the road ahead. From this data we calculate the steering

Figure 2. Screenshot of simulation platform
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wheel angle needed to maintain the position on the current
lane.
In addition, we use this data for lane changing and
intersection crossings.
Adaptive cruise control algorithm uses the radar input
in order to keep a safety distance to the next vehicle. From
the data collected from the radar the algorithm calculates
the nearest vehicle in front of us, which is used to
maintain the safety distance to it. The range of the radar
detection can be modified to any specific distance. We use
different distance settings for highway, urban, and rural
driving.
Emergency braking algorithm also uses the radar input
in order to brake if the safety distance becomes too short.
Surroundings mapping algorithm uses LIDAR to obtain
the data about the environment and positions of the
objects in it in order to avoid collisions. LIDAR collects
data from a 360° radius with 721 horizontal rays and 46
vertical rays. It has a range of 120m and a refresh rate of
60Hz. An example of visualization of LIDAR output is
shown in Fig. 4.

consists of various critical situations, such as vehicle
driving in the wrong way on highway, driving in fog,
children jumping onto the road, aggressive drivers, and so
on.
Next, we let our autonomous vehicle drive 30-times the
same scenario. For each trial, we also collected the
performance data.
Lastly, we evaluated the driving performance from the
gathered data. We developed our own internal mechanism
for the evaluation of the driving performance, which first
calculates the following sub-scores:
 Aggression score
 Alertness score
 Attention score
 Violation score
Each of these sub-scores is calculated from the data
obtained from simulation.
Violation score for example takes into account traffic
violations, such as driving through the red light, failure to
stop at stop sign, failure to reduce the speed at yield sign,
speeding, collisions, penalty points, etc. Due to the IP
protection policy of the company NERVteh we cannot
provide the details on the calculation of other sub-scores.
Each sub-score has the range from 0 to 100, where 0 is
the worst and 100 is the best score. Once the sub-scores
are calculated, we calculate the final driving score, which
also ranges from 0 to 100, making 0 the worst and 100 the
best driving score.
IV. RESULTS
As mentioned, we let the autonomous vehicle repeat the
scenario for 30 times. For each time, we calculated the
driving score, as described in the previous section.
To make the evaluation results credible, we compared
the results obtained by our autonomous vehicle to the real
human driving data. We gathered the driving data at New
York International Auto Show [2] from more than 300
human drivers which were driving in the same simulation
scenario. The results for both, autonomous and human
driving are shown in Fig. 5. Human driving is shown with
blue and autonomous driving is shown in orange colored
bars.
The results show that autonomous driving performs
much better than human driving. The average evaluation
score of autonomous algorithm is 71, whereas the
evaluation score for human driving is 43. Additionally,
more than 40% of autonomous driving have score more
than 95, whereas most of the human driving evaluation
scores are around 35. The evaluation scores lower than 50
are mostly due to the collisions.

Figure 4: Visualization of LIDAR output, which is used in Surroundings
mapping algorithm

B. Evaluation
Once we implemented the algorithm for autonomous
driving, we prepared a test-bed for evaluation in the
following way.
First, we created a scenario, which consists of two
parts. The first part is driving on the highway and the
second one is driving in urban environment. Scenario
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Additionally, our algorithms rely on some data gathered
directly from the simulation environment, which should
be gathered from sensors in order to make the simulation
autonomous driving comparable to the real-world
autonomous driving.
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particular toy and create a particular learning/entertaining
setting/environment. Since toys settings are not integrated
into a common framework, the data gathered from one
learning/entertaining setting cannot be exchanged or
reused by similar, or even identical settings. There is a
lack of common framework that will serve as guideline for
integration of different smart toys setting.
Regarding challenges associated with designing IoToys
solutions, only data privacy is largely covered in the
literature, from generating and sharing data to the risks
that data imposed to the kids involved. There are many
challenges related to IoToys, like challenges coming from
the main umbrella of IoT to more domain specific, but
they are not yet identified and analyzed.
In this paper we aim to overcome the abovementioned
gaps in the literature and to come one step closer to
understanding IoToys paradigm. The first aim of this
paper is to provide a comprehensive definition of “Internet
of Toys” regarding all relevant sociological and
technological aspects of this paradigm. Secondly, we will
review the relevant literature and extract IoToys
frameworks/architectures that are already proposed in the
literature. Considering domain specific characteristics, we
will extract all common features in order to construct raw
architecture/framework that will be used as a solid base
for interconnection of smart toys that are still not utilizing
their full collective potential as IoToys. Additionally, we
will try to identify all relevant challenges associated with
developing IoToys solutions present in the state-of-the-art
literature and determine the most important ones. This
overview should provide a comprehensive roadmap for
parties that aim to employ this paradigm for business,
industrial, educational or research proposes.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper in
the literature defining the term “IoToys” from engineering
and data science perspective, in contrary to other
publication that cover the topic from educational and
socio-economic perspective.
The paper is organized as follows. The second section
describes the research methodology used in our survey.
Third section summarizes the Internet of Toys
architectures from the papers we surveyed, their historical
evolution, state-of-the-art and future general framework.
The fourth section provides in-depth analyses of the
challenges present in developing successful IoToys
solution, defining from technical and non-technical
perspectives. This paper is concluded in section five.

Abstract— This paper provides a comprehensive definition
of “Internet of Toys” as a new application domain of
“Internet of Things” including both sociological and
technological aspects. We survey available Internet of Toys
architectures from the literature and propose new
architecture/framework that will enable interconnection of
smart toys into complex entertaining environments capable
of exchanging data, learning from experience, and obtaining
new insight on children’s cognitive development.
Additionally, we determine the challenges inherent to the
general Internet of Things, but also those that are specific
for the Internet of Toys.

I.
INTRODUCTION
There are many examples in the children everyday lives
of utilizing the state-of-the-art technologies, from using
tablets, interacting with smart toys in complex learning
environments, to humanoid robots that can fully simulate
humans and monitor proper children development [1]. The
main component of these applications is a “smart toy”,
defined as a toy equipped with processor, memory, and
sensing unit, capable to detect physical phenomena and to
react in a predetermined way. It can perform simple or
more complex task, depending on its processing
capabilities. Smart toy or intelligent toy does not
necessary need to record the actions, or to transmit the
recorded data or actions since most of the smart toys do
not possess communication modules.
In the context of the emerging field of Internet of Toys
(IoToys), “smart toy” consists of software that allows the
toy to be connected online (through Wi-Fi and/or
Bluetooth) or to other toys [2]. These toys are equipped
with different sensors, and relate one-on-one to children
[3], therefore the Internet of Toys can be divided into two
general groups: IoToys that simulate human interaction
(sensor-based toys, such as famous Barbie dolls with
enabled voice recognition) and IoToys that do not
simulate human interaction (toys-to-life). The most
sophisticated toys (some robots like Cozmo and Leka) are
not only smart and connected, but they can be augmented
with programmable actions not enabled from the
producer.
The term “Internet of Toys” appeared firstly in a
conference paper [2] in 2010, and since than there has
been other research closely related to but not extensively
covering this topic. IoToys as a relatively new concept has
appeared as a complementary sociologically based
approach to the well-known and more popular concept of
“Internet of Things” (IoT). Still, most of these state-ofthe-art IoToys approaches that exist are specific to
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II. RESEARCH METODOLOGY
To summarize the most appropriate recent
developments covering topics that relate to the IoToys
paradigm the published literature was searched using the
online
service
Google
Scholar
(GS)
(https://scholar.google.com/). Besides the obvious search
term “Internet of Toys”, other search terms, as shown in
Fig. 1, were also allowed to appear anywhere in the text of
the publication. The total number of articles found for
each search phrase is given in the Fig. 1. The overlapping
articles were further removed from the list. From the
remaining articles, we used only those published in
prestigious journals and conferences.

III. IOTOYS ARCHITECTURES
In this section we are going to survey our findings from
the literature. We consider a historical perspective of the
topic, describing the process of toys evolution in the last
few decades. We also define a common framework as a
sublimate of the “state of the art” approaches, which is a
solid base for future IoToys solutions.
A. IoToys evolution
The roadmap of “Internet of Toys” started almost 40
years ago, when first intelligent toys appear on the market.
They were the first toys able to communicate with the
children, i.e. to perform some form of interaction (Fig. 2
left). Since then, the toys evolved toward possessing more
complex capabilities, allowing them to be remotely
controlled with smartphones, tablets, or computers (Fig. 2
middle).
The
information
and
communication
technologies (ICT) are the main enablers of this (second)
generation. Other characteristic for this generation is the
ability of toys to communicate with each other, which is
the main feature of the concept “Internet of Toys”, widely
accepted in the literature [5]. So, the only requirement for
the existence of “Internet of Toys” is the ability for toys to
communicate and exchange data with each other. The last
(third) generation of toys defines the most complex
learning/entertaining settings/environments (LESE) where
many kids can interact with many toys. The adults
(parents/teachers) are active entities in this system. They
can monitor the children and learn their habits, abilities
and requirement with the help of the devices (Fig. 2 right).
The most advanced state-of-the-art solution attempt to
belong to this generation.
[6] reviews the aspects of parental monitoring of infants
in a networked society. The infant wearables used for
monitoring share the same context as the internet of toys
in terms that both utilize Internet connections to provide
personalized feedback and interaction and often collate a
significant amount of information about the child. The
paper states that the datafication and intimate monitoring
of children is becoming a necessary culture of care and a
standard for affectionate parenting. Following these
societal norms parents often overlook issues like the lack
of proper medical and/or scientific usage of the data
collected and even more important the data privacy. The
data captured, although anonymized in terms of personal
information, is complex enough for individuals to be
identified by finding appropriate patterns in the data itself.

Figure 1. Total number of publications retrieved by GS using
different search terms

Regarding the number of articles found with the search
engine the results reflect the problem motivating this
article. A lot of research is focused on toys that are
capable of data processing and possess some form of
artificial intelligence, however their intercommunication is
rarely considered as a research problem. Furthermore,
literature of smart toys integrated in an Internet of Things
paradigm is even scarcer. Regarding the specifics of the
Internet of Toys two main challenges arise from selected
articles, and that are the interactivity of the smart toys and
the data security and privacy issues. Other, no less
important aspects that need to be properly addressed are
big data issues, knowledge extraction, data reduction,
interoperability, etc. [4].

Figure 2. Three generations of smart toys
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The authors of [7] investigate the educational promises
that may be expected from the Internet of Toys. The study
finds that young children are enthusiastic about digital
affordances accessed through physical play objects, as
they undertake a range of activities with these toys that
foster play, creativity, and learning. Moreover, the
conclusions indicate that the IoToys have the capacity to
initialize social play and this can be considered both part
of their digital and physical affordances, and their
connectedness and digitally-enhanced features embed
their educational affordances.
[8] introduces visible light communication (VLC) in
networking toys and smartphones. VLC has a low cost of
implementation using existing toy components, thus
facilitates toy networking. Additionally, toys can easily
communicate with smartphones using cameras and
flashlights. The authors argue that with the IEEE
802.15.7, updates in the IrDA standard, and the
lightweight IPv6 protocols developed for the Internet of
Things, the free space optics can play an important role in
providing an Internet of Toys at low-cost, without adding
unnecessary complexity and/or resource requirements.
[9] describes the design and implementation of a
sensor-base low-cost smart toy system that performs
datafication of the child play. Data is collected by a
mobile computing platform to be analyzed for
developmental delays by professionals. The authors
propose a centralized collector-based architecture that
allows non-technical users to easily interact with the toys,
perform different experiments and gather data without
directly interacting with the underlying sensors.
[10] presents a study on both children’s and parents’
perspectives on toys that listen. The study is concerned
with the models of interaction between the toys and both
children and parents, and their expectations of the toys’
intelligence. Furthermore, it examines the children’s
perception of their privacy while interacting with the toys,
and parents’ privacy concerns and expectations for
parental controls. The findings indicate that children are
not satisfied with the current interaction models which are
not sufficiently sophisticated and that they are already
exposed to other everyday devices that listen, like
smartphones or smart home devices. The results for the
privacy perception show that children are unaware that
they recorded by the toy and monitored by the parents,
while parents have mixed opinions on the toys’ recording
capabilities, but all agree in terms of privacy concerns and
monitoring.
A ToyBridge is a middleware platform that integrates
physical-world smart toys with online activities [11]. The
communication between browser applications and external
devices is via sockets. The ToyBridge-to-toy interface
depends on the type of toy used. If the toy uses IrDA, the
ToyBridge provides Visible Light Communications (VLC)
technology. The Toy-to-browser interface enables the
shifting of toy complexity to the computer, providing easy
creation of applications that can make full use of smart
toys’ radios, sensors, and actuators.

The EDUCERE project investigates, develops, and
evaluates innovative solutions for detection of
psychomotor development changes in children, through
their natural interaction with toys and everyday objects. In
[12] the ethical impact assessment (linked to data
protection rights) was carried out from the EDUCERE
project. They applied smart toys for detection of
development difficulties in children, but also, they provide
and apply privacy protection measures (security concerns
of children’s health data) that consist of legal and
technical measures. The authors have placed particular
attention on the usage of the information about the
transformation of bulk data (acceleration and jitter of toys)
into health data when patterns of atypical development are
found. By applying “privacy by design” paradigm they
handle ethical and juridical prerequisites.
A Hello Barbie playmate applies Internet connectivity
and speech recognition techniques to deliver a truly
responsive and interactive experience, like two-way
conversation, playing games, or even telling jokes.
Children can develop a very strong connection with the
Hello Barbie toy and can fed up the system with serious
conversations like bullying, religion, and making friends.
The authors of [13] tend to identify the sensitive personal
information shared by children and propose a solution to
balancing the right to privacy vis-à-vis the duty to report
(the proposed amendment to COPPA, obliges companies
such as ToyTalk to report about the reasonable suspicion
of child neglect and abuse). The proposed solution aims to
protect abused children without shackling smart toy
manufacturers with heavy burdens and expenses.
The web-based Clinical Decision Support System
(CDSS) [14] solves the problem of early diagnosis of
language disorders in early detection of language
pathologies. By using this monitoring tool, the nursery
school educators can assess the degree of language
acquisition in their students (children from 0 to 6 years
old). The methodology consists of two consecutive
phases: (1) the observation of child language abilities, to
facilitate the evaluation of language acquisition level
performed by a language therapist, and (2) the same
language therapist evaluates the reliability of the observed
results. A key result obtained from this evaluation was the
identification of 7 out of 146 children with possible
language delays that were previously undetected by either
the NSLT or his/her educator. These cases require a
formal diagnosis process to compare the system’s decision
with traditional methods.
B. Future IoToy framework
The term “Internet of Toys” appeared as a particular
application domain of “Internet of things”. Therefore, the
commonly accepted definition is not complete. To be
technically correct, we must extend the basic IoToys
definition as: “Internet of Toys refers to a future where
toys connected to the internet, not only relate one-on-one
to children and other toys in complex learning/entertaining
settings/environments (LESE), but all LESEs are
wirelessly connected to other LESEs through cloud
architecture”.
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In this section we define a new architecture as a general
framework for future IoToys solutions (Fig. 3). This
architecture allows all available state-of-the-art third
generation LESE to be connected in one common Internet
of Things solution. The cloud is a central element in this
framework, acting as a hub for all subjects of this system.
Data from all LESEs flow to the cloud, which is
responsible to extract complex knowledge and share it
with LESEs, so they all can benefit from participation in
this system.
More formal presentation of the framework is given in
Fig. 4. Most constituents of the framework are mapped
from the IoT architecture, however there are entities
exclusive for IoToys. The key difference is the active
involvement of people at various levels in the framework,
which makes this architecture remarkable compared to
other application specific IoT architectures which are fully
machine based. This framework is hierarchical, meaning
that data cannot be sent directly from the toys as sensing

from the hub to the toys.
The general knowledge can be beneficial not only for
the children, but also for the society at all, for policy
makers and experts involved in children education, as well
as for the business society interested to develop new toys,
new applications for existing toys, or even new services
for existing applications.
Specific knowledge about children includes identifying
their abilities, talents, requirements, needs and wishes.
This information can be of interest for the parents, since
they can be instructed how to adopt to their kid’ changes
in behavior, interests, maturity, etc. For more important
relations and more complex issues, they can be instructed
to consider visiting professionals, teachers, or
psychologist.
IV. DESIGNING CHALLENGES
In the following subsections challenges identified in the
literature are discussed and analyzed in context of the
proposed framework. The main challenges can be divided
into two main classes, regarding their background.
A. Technical challenges
In the first class, the main challenges are similar with
the challenges associated with other IoT based solution.
Interactivity in IoToys can be considered an umbrella
term for many features that need to be
implemented/provided in the framework all of which
involve some type of interaction. The first aspect is
providing the means for end users i.e. children to interact
with the smart toy. This interaction should be done in the
most natural way possible, ideally by only using sounds,
facial expressions, gestures, and movement. This
interactivity aspect can be accomplished through
integrating different sensors, like microphone, camera,
touch sensor, accelerometer etc., in the smart toy. One of
the key differences between the IoToys and IoT is the
response to the sensed data. While IoT predominantly
works in a passive sensing mode, proactiveness is very
important in IoToys. This defines the second interactivity
aspect in IoToys, namely the ability of the smart toy to
provide a feedback interaction with the child. This concept
of active sensing combines the artificial intelligence of the
toy with its data to guide the play scenario, further engage
the child and make the overall experience more natural by
creating an artificial personality of the toy. To provide this
the smart toy needs a database and AI technologies on top
of its operational hardware. In the proposed framework
this potential problem can be relaxed by transferring smart
toy data and AI to the hub. The final aspect of interactivity
involves toy to toy interaction which can be accomplished
physically but even more so virtually. The end goal of
such interaction would be the interaction of the children
using the toys. The proposed cloud centric framework can
easily provide this functionality by pairing toys (children)
either automatically using some expert system or by direct
supervision of a human expert. Not all IoToys necessarily
possess this third aspect of interactivity.
Toys interoperability is considered as the most
important requirement that must be fulfilled for the toys to
be able to “speak to each other”. It is a common language
that the devices can understood so they can be visible to
each other. Currently, the available protocols for smart
objects are not mature enough for communicate with other

Figure 3. Future IoToys Framework.

units to the cloud, but through gateways or hubs. The
main reason is energy efficiency, since the toys usually
operate using low energy protocols such as Bluetooth, and
rarely use GSM of Wi-Fi communication. Each LESE has
to posses at least one hub able to communicate with the
toys and with the cloud at the same time. The reverse
process goes the same way, from the cloud to hub, and

Figure 4. IoToys Framework architecture. Each rectangular
represents an entity involved in the framework, with green ones
referring to people. Yellow arrows depict data flows.
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devices operating under the same protocols with different
version. The situation is even worse if two devices
operating under different protocols need to communicate.
The only communication protocols that has achieved full
interoperability with itself is Insteon with Z-Wave behind,
and Zig-Bee being the worst [4][15].
Data security and data privacy issues in IoToys
currently arise mainly due to the massive volume of
children information gathered by the smart toys. Users
give their consent to data collection and sharing because
of the decrease of quality of user experience that is
imposed if this is opted out. While there are ways to
increase the data protection, e.g. routing any data transfer
from the smart toys through the hub and define security
policies there, there really need to be laws/policies
regulating the legality of data toys harvest, process, and
monetize. In the IoT applications, where connected
devices are ready to be accessed from anywhere, the
security issues should not be nullified [16]. Security of
smart devices is heightened through device vulnerabilities
(risk of threats which causes some loss of value to
devices). IoToys is inherently vulnerable to common
attacks of wireless networks. Security lightweight cryptoprimitives can possibly provide a security policy at a low
cost, by enabling authenticity of entities in the framework,
integrity in the data flow and confidentiality of data by
making it unreadable to others. Today’s development of
smart labels, memory amplifiers, and smart dust seems to
mirror the sudden technology shifts, opening new forms of
social interactions that change one’s expectation of
privacy or secrecy.
Big data issues are inherited by the process of
managing and processing huge volumes of data by the
central servers or clouds. The traditional databases fail to
provide real-time processing of massive data streams that
arrive from everywhere [17]. Therefore, new concepts
appeared to overcome these issues, like non-relational
database, new tools, techniques, and machine learning
algorithm. Some solutions to this issue reshape the
mainstream IoT framework, where the traditional
centralized approach has been shifted toward load
distribution, where all entities in the system can share the
processing load. At the lowest level, the smart toys
equipped with simple microcontrollers can perform some
initial computation, known as dew computing [18]. At the
next levels, entities responsible for transmitting data can
also participate in data processing, performing more
complex data processing tasks, known as fog (edge)
computing [19][20]. At the highest level the cloud is
responsible to provide very complex computation and to
extract new knowledge from the available data. The data
flow outlines the transition from raw data measurements,
through information to knowledge, the highest level of
understanding.

Ethical implications are related with managing clinical
data or sensitive data about psychological development of
children who are participating [22].
Business opportunities for designing advanced IoToys
based services are endless (new platforms, tools, and
applications), especially in big countries [23].
V.
CONCLUSIONS
Internet of Toys research is still in the beginning, as
only few groups in EU consider this topic, mainly from
education perspective. In this paper we aim to overcome
the gaps in the literature regarding this paradigm. Firstly,
we provided a comprehensive definition of “Internet of
Toys” with respect to sociological and technological
perspectives. Secondly, we identified three generation of
toys available on the market and proposed new IoToys
frameworks/architectures that will be used as a solid base
for interconnection of smart toys that are still not utilizing
their full collective potential as IoToys. Lastly, we
identified all relevant challenges associated with
developing IoToys solutions. This overview should
provide a comprehensive roadmap for parties that aim to
employ this paradigm for business, industrial, educational
or research proposes.
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Achieving due care and due diligence is a challenge that
requires significant effort. Likewise, proving that due care,
and especially due diligence, was exercised, can be a
difficult task if the undergone efforts aren’t properly
documented. Establishing and maintaining a body of
evidence which demonstrates security assurance in a
large-scale enterprise system can be a daunting task, due
to the complexity of the system and the volume of assets
that require protecting [2].
In this paper, we help solve this problem by providing a
framework for documenting evidence for security
assurance. We construct a domain model for our
framework that contains information derived from:
- The asset inventory, which identifies assets;
- Data flow diagrams of a particular asset, listing
components that manipulate the asset;
- The security policy that defines protective
mechanisms and activities for components that
manipulate assets.
By using this information, we produce asset-centric
security assurance cases that demonstrate the level of the
security of the system in question.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
defines the problem addressed by this research and lists
the relevant related work. Section 3 presents our
framework, describing the domain model and each step of
its usage process. Section 4 provides an illustrative
example of the usage process. In Section 5 the real-world
application of this framework is discussed, and further
research goals are proposed. Finally, in Section 6, we
conclude our work.

Abstract—Enterprise systems often require a high level of
security. While securing such systems is a challenge in and
of itself, proving that a system is sufficiently secure is an
additional problem which is rarely discussed.
This paper presents a security assurance framework that
can be used to prove that an information system is
reasonably secured. The framework is structured around
data assets, their security goals, and their flow throughout a
system. We present the domain model for our framework
and describe how the asset inventory, data flow diagrams,
and security assurance cases are used by it.
Finally, we demonstrate how the framework produces a
scalable body of evidence that can be used to demonstrate
the exercise of due care and due diligence, mitigating some
of the issues that arise from expert judgment-based
approaches.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale enterprise information systems represent a
complex, heterogeneous environment of application
software which supports the workflow and business
processes of organizations. Such systems are designed to
manage large volumes of sensitive data and support
mission-critical business operations. Apart from the
functional requirements, these systems need to meet many
quality requirements, such as usability, maintainability,
efficiency, and security.
Security has become a leading concern for
organizations of all scales. To protect the environment
with which an organization interacts, regulatory bodies
have issued data protection laws and regulations. Laws
such as HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, and more recently
GDPR, impose fines for organizations that do not comply
with their data protection requirements. In the event of a
breach, organizations are required to demonstrate due
care. This entails the provision of evidence which proves
an organization was compliant with all security
requirements defined by law at the time of the incident
[1].
Additionally, security has become a business driver as it
protects trade secrets, brand integrity, and customer trust.
While a company might be legally protected if it can
demonstrate due care, the company’s brand might still be
damaged. Demonstrating due diligence, on the other hand,
might nullify all reputation damaged caused by the
incident. Due diligence is a superset of due care and
pertains to best practices that an organization should
follow to keep its systems and data secure [1].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The work presented in this paper aims to answer the
question of how to demonstrate that an enterprise
information system is sufficiently secure. To precisely
define our scope and research questions, we first discuss
what a system is and what makes a system sufficiently
secure.
A system can be defined as: (i) a product or component
within an organization, (ii) the infrastructure needed to
combine the products or components (i.e. network
equipment, hardware), (iii) applications that are used to
support everyday activities of an organization, (iv) the
users, such as technical staff, management or customers,
which interact with the information technology deployed
in an organization. In general, a system is all of these
things combined [3].
In order to answer what makes a system sufficiently
secure, we analyzed the definitions of information security
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and cybersecurity and examined leading security
standards, such as the ISO 27k series [4] and several NIST
security-related publications from the 800 series,
including 800-53 [5] and 800-37 [6].
As a result of this analysis, we conclude that a system is
sufficiently secure if the security goals of all its assets are
reasonably achieved throughout the assets’ lifecycle.
In this work, we limit our scope and only examine data
assets. Therefore, the proposed security assurance
framework can be used to demonstrate that due care and
due diligence was exercised, but only in the context of
data assets. Assets such as hardware, personnel, etc. are
out of our scope.
We define our research question as follows:
How to structure a body of evidence which
demonstrates that the security goals of all data assets are
reasonably achieved throughout the asset’s lifecycle?
More succinctly, how to document proof that all sensitive
data assets are reasonably protected?
Traditional techniques for demonstrating security
assurance rely on expert judgment. This approach has
been criticized for having several disadvantages, most of
which are caused by the invisibility of the reasoning
process, which, as a result, can’t be maintained, improved
or appropriately validated [7].
An alternative technique for demonstrating security
assurance is by using security assurance cases [2]. This
technique relies on semi-structured arguments and fixes
some of the disadvantages listed in [7] by providing
completeness of decomposition of claims and richness of
argumentation. Several problems regarding security
assurance cases have been highlighted, including the lack
of support for structuring the information, scalability
problems, and other [8]. The scalability problem is one
our proposed framework aims to solve.
In order to demonstrate that the security goals of all
data assets are reasonably achieved throughout their
lifecycle, we need to define:
- What are data assets and how to represent them;
- What are security goals and how to represent them;
- How to track an asset through its lifecycle;
- How to document protective mechanisms and
activities as evidence for security assurance.
To answer these questions, we constructed a security
assurance framework, described in the following chapter.

Figure 1 - Security assurance framework domain model

Each asset must have an owner. By assigning an owner
to the main block of the security assurance case, we
enable the scalable construction of the body of evidence.
The owner is responsible for his or her assets and is
likewise responsible for populating the domain model
with information related to his or her asset.
A sensitive asset in our context is an asset that has one
or more security goals related to it. A security goal can be,
for example, confidentiality, integrity, or availability.
Each security goal has a set of possible values. A value
for a security goal is identified by its name and offers a
description which aids the asset owner in determining if
his or her asset should be assigned the given security goal
value. For example, for the security goal of
confidentiality, the set of possible security goal values
might include top secret, internal use, and public.
Once the appropriate security goal value has been
selected for the asset under examination, the asset owner
assigns the asset goal value and documents the reasoning
behind choosing this value.
Protecting a data asset throughout its lifecycle can be
achieved by providing appropriate protection to each
component that stores, processes, or transmits the data
asset. Therefore, our domain model entails the
identification of components which manipulate a given
asset. Examples of such components include a particular
SQL database, HTTP communication between two
application servers, as well as the application servers
themselves. The component is identified by its name and
further context is provided through its description.
As large systems can have hundreds of components, we
group components according to their type. By introducing
the component type, we can generalize security measures
that need to be applied to all components within a system
of a given type.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The following section describes our proposed
framework. First, we examine the domain model and
describe each section of this model. Then we examine the
usage process of our security assurance framework.
A. Domain Model
The proposed security assurance framework relies on
the domain model which is presented in Fig. 1.
The main building block of the security assurance cases
constructed by our framework is the asset. An asset can be
described by a wide array of information, as detailed in
standards such as ISO 27001 [4] and NIST 800-37 [6]. For
our purposes, we require that an asset has a name with
which it is identified and a description that signifies its
purpose in the system.
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Next, we introduce the security controls in the form of
security mechanisms and activities. Examples of security
mechanisms include symmetric cryptography, access
control checks, and logging controls. Examples of security
activities include penetration testing, security awareness
education, and system hardening.
According to the security policy, security mechanisms
and activities are defined. They are identified by their
name and further described through some form of
description. Furthermore, a set of security mechanisms
and activities is defined for each component type that
manipulates data assets containing a particular goal value.
For example, all components of the HTTP communication
type that transfer top secret data assets need to be
encrypted. The security mechanism for this scenario
would be the application of TLS, while an additional
security activity might be the hardening of the TLS
configuration according to best practice guides.
The final block in our domain model is the evidence
store, which contains a set of records that prove that a
particular security mechanism or activity has been applied
to a particular component. For the previous example, the
appropriate evidence could be a TLS hardening report as
well as a 3rd party security audit that confirms that TLS is
installed.
B. Framework Usage
By following the framework usage steps, the domain
model is populated with information which can then be
used to generate security assurance cases. The steps of the
framework usage process are as follows:
1. Asset inventory construction;
2. Data flow analysis;
3. Security control identification;
4. Security assurance case generation.
The first step entails the identification of assets and
their owners. With the aid of the asset owner, the security
goals related to the asset are identified and asset goal
values are assigned. As mature enterprises should already
have an asset inventory constructed, this step might
already be completed when utilizing our framework.
Next, data flow diagrams [9] are used to map the flow
of data assets across system components. By constructing
data flow diagrams, all system components which store,
process or transfer the data asset are identified and entered
into the domain model. As with the previous step, mature
enterprises might already have data flow diagrams
constructed for their sensitive assets, resulting in the
completion of this step before the introduction of the
framework.
The third step of the framework usage process entails
the identification of the security mechanisms and activities
used to protect the system. The important step here is to
tie each security control with the appropriate security goal
values and component types. While mature enterprises
often have an established security policy, transformative
functions might be needed to adapt these policies to our
domain model.
The last step of our usage process requires that evidence
is entered into the domain model – documented proof that
a certain security control is applied to a certain
component. The framework can then be used to generate a
security assurance case [8], as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 – Structure of the security assurance case generated by the
proposed framework

The base goal of the enterprise system is for it to be
secure. This goal is decomposed by following the
definition that a system is secure if all its sensitive assets
are reasonably protected. As the focus of our work is
related to data assets, we decompose the goal into two
goals – the protection of data assets and the protection of
non-data assets.
The goal of protecting data assets is decomposed into N
subgoals, where N is the number of data assets in the asset
inventory, constructed in step 1. Each of these goals is
related to the protection of a specific asset from the
inventory.
Specific asset protection goals are further decomposed
by following the statement that a data asset is sufficiently
protected if all components that manipulate it are
reasonably protected. By using information gathered using
data flow diagrams in step 2, the asset protection goal is
decomposed into a set of subgoals for each identified
component.
Guided by the security policy constructed in step 3,
tooling reports, auditing reports, and other forms of
evidence can be constructed to prove that a specific
mechanism or activity has been applied to a specific to a
specific component.
The complete security assurance case can then be used
to argue that the data assets of a system are reasonably
protected. The authority examining the security assurance
case needs to confirm that the reports are correct (and not,
for example, forged), that the asset classification is
reasonable and that the data flow diagrams are complete.
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Figure 3 - Data flow diagram of the conference management system paper submission subsystem

-

HTTP communication for the flows between the
Author and the Conference Management system as
well as the communication between the Paper
Submission Service and the Database Service.
As part of the third step, the security mechanisms and
activities applied to each type of component are listed,
based on the security goal values of the assets manipulated
by components of this type. In the context of this example,
this includes:
- Least privilege access control mechanisms applied
to the MySQL database and the Java Spring
application functionality;
- Input validation mechanism applied to the Java
Spring application;
- System hardening activities applied to Apache
Tomcat application servers;
- TLS mechanism applied to all HTTP
communication;
- Least privilege access control lists applied to logs.
Finally, documentation in the form of tooling reports,
auditing reports, or other forms of assessment can be
produced to confirm that the previously mentioned
security mechanism and activities have indeed been put
into place to protect the given components.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we illustrate the use of our framework
on a subsystem of a hypothetical conference management
system, related to paper publishing. The data flow
diagram of this system is presented in Fig. 3.
We demonstrate the usage of our framework by
analyzing the personally identifiable information (PII) of
the authors using the system to submit their papers.
The first step is related to the construction of the asset
inventory. In the context of this illustrative example, this
entails the identification of the Author PII data asset. An
owner of this asset is selected, from the pool of employees
of the organization running the conference management
system. By working with the asset owner, the security
goals relevant to this data asset can be identified. As this
system can accept submissions from authors who are
residents of the European Union, GDPR might be a
concern for this data asset. Therefore, the security goal of
privacy is identified, and a security goal value of private is
attributed to the Author PII data asset.
The second step entails the construction of data flow
diagrams, in order to identify components that manipulate
the Author PII data asset. This data asset originates from
the authors themselves, being created using a web
browser. The asset is then transported over HTTP to the
Paper Submission Service, where it is forwarded to the
Database Service that stores it. An additional location
where the Author PII is stored is in the log files of the
Paper Submission Service component. The log files are
accessed by system developers to provide remote
maintenance services but are not transported to the
organization the system developers work for. Once all
components are registered, the component types are
defined for each component. For our example, this could
include:
- The MySQL database for the Database Service that
stores the Author PII;
- The Apache Tomcat application server running a
Java Spring web application for the Paper
Submission Service;
- The Linux file system that stores the Logs;

V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the practical application of
our security assurance framework and point out its
limitations.
The proposed framework relies on two strict
assumptions for the complete reasoning of the produced
security assurance case to hold:
1. The asset inventory must be complete;
2. The data flow diagrams are complete and correct.
Without listing all data assets, the security assurance
case cannot claim that all data assets are sufficiently
protected. Likewise, by not identifying all components
that manipulate the data asset, the produced security
assurance case cannot prove that a specific asset is
sufficiently protected. For example, if the data flow
diagram presented in Fig. 3 did not account for the logs
produced by the Paper Submission Service, there would
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be no evidence to prove that the logs have been protected
by least privilege access control lists.
Our framework relies on the asset inventory, data flow
diagrams for these assets, and the security policy of an
organization. Mature enterprises have some, if not all of
these elements already constructed. In this scenario, the
practical application of our framework is viable, as it
mostly requires the restructuring of existing
documentation and evidence.
The benefit of this restructuring is two-fold. On the one
hand, the resulting security assurance case introduces
benefits discussed in [7]. This includes complete
decomposition of the main goal of owning a secure
system, as well as richness of the argumentation that
proves this. On the other hand, by transforming existing
documentation into our domain model, the enterprise can
detect where the weakest links are, what assets are not
sufficiently protected and plan their risk management
accordingly.
For organizations that do not have these elements prebuilt, using our framework and constructing and
maintaining these elements can be a daunting task.
Security assurance cases have been criticized for their
scalability problems [8]. To help solve this issue, we
based our framework on the asset, where the asset owner
is responsible for all the relevant documentation for his or
her asset. While this does not reduce the total work that
needs to be done, it does offer a simple way to distribute
and scale the workload.
The main limitation of our work is introduced by the
asset, and this is the question of asset granularity [10].
Identifying data assets is a non-trivial task. A data asset
can be generalized, as in the previous example, where
Author PII was identified. However, a data asset can also
be the email address of an author.
Likewise, data flow diagrams can be decomposed,
where each component can be described in more detail by
constructing a subdiagram, also called a higher-level data
flow diagram [9]. For example, the Paper Submission
Service can be decomposed into process nodes that
include the operating system, the application server, and
the application software. Likewise, the application
software node can be further decomposed to describe the
various modules of the software. The issue that arises here
is that the enterprise might not be aware of the underlying
technologies used by its software. Therefore, higher level
data flow diagrams can only be produced by the software
developers, which can be imposed as a requirement by the
enterprise to the software vendor.
Granularity of data assets should be handled by the
enterprise’s asset management strategy. As for the
granularity of data flow diagrams, this falls within the
domain of threat modeling [11] and risk assessment. By
having a high level of granularity of data assets, and
detailed analysis of their data flow, an enterprise can
demonstrate a mature security analysis of its system.
Paired with sufficient security controls, this can be used to
prove due diligence.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a framework that is used to
produce asset-centric security assurance cases. This
documentation structure presents a body of evidence that
can be used to prove due care and due diligence was
exercised. The resulting structure can be constructed in a
scalable way and can be more precisely evaluated than
traditional judgment-based approaches.
The framework relies on several steps which include
the construction of the asset inventory, the mapping of the
data flows for each asset, and the determination of security
controls for each component that manipulates a given
asset. By providing evidence that proves the controls are
in place, and using the reasoning logic provided by the
produced security assurance case, the security of the
system’s data assets can be proved.
We have outlined the usage process, offering an
illustrative example for better explanation. Finally, we
have discussed the real-world application of the
framework, listing best practices for its adoption and use.
Further work includes empirical evaluation of the
framework and additional study and customization for
real-world enterprises. Concretely, we aim to see how the
framework can be integrated into the security
development lifecycle of software vendors and how it can
best be tailored to the agile development methodology,
building on the work presented in [12].
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II. RELATED WORK
The idea of merging and efficiently using the IoT-onCloud paradigm benefits has raise the interest in different
application fields. It has found a place in the energy
management infrastructures providing flexibility for better
optimization of the smart sensors geographical
distribution [4] a sensing as a service paradigm is used as
a base for trading-based value creation model for efficient
adoption of IoT in society, thus forcing the sustainable
adoption of IoT for fulfilling the social aspects and needs.
The need for secure and personalized use of IoT
components and services has inspired a number of
research groups to confront the needs and possibilities in a
way to grant IoT security by providing strong topological
sustainability [5]. In order to deeply explore the vision of
IoT development in the context of the use of additional
systems and platforms such as CC, the major efforts are
focused towards a range of possible applications, deal
with all the challenges, and use all available opportunities
and benefits that such a merging provides [6]. The strong
sustainability approach is a must have for proper operation
of any such system and for the provisioning to the user all
the necessary conditions and services. The United Nations
sustainability model is one of the most respectful studies
related to the sustainability development modeling, which
also supports the open data initiative [7, 8, 9, 10]. It
defines a set of 10 principles and 17 sustainability
development goals (SDGs) from three defined categories:
economy, ecology and social. For further boosting of the
importance of such an approach, we have proposed a
framework, MO CC Sustainability Assessment model,
that brings enhancement in terms of additional line of
consideration, the business area. This framework is
foreseen to allow to the users constrains-free area when
selecting significant objectives for their system/working
platform. It provides additional design flexibility for joint
use of CC and IoT concepts. The main goal of this paper
is to provide more details related to technical
characteristics of the sustainability provisioning in IoT,
targeting exclusively the interoperability issues.

Abstract— Internet of Things (IoT) as a concept provides a
possibility of interconnecting different devices and
technologies through the Internet. Such diversity of devices
and heterogeneity of the communication protocols, data
formats and service demands for storage, energy, and
availability has imposed a huge set of side effect issues that
are becoming the serious stumbling stone in IoT-like system
design and management. In this paper we have put
interoperability in the center of our attention as one of the
most persistent issues, making an effort to enhance the
multi-objective cloud computing sustainability assessment
framework by providing the necessary level of sustainable
interoperability for IoT environments.

I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of Cloud Computing (CC) and Internet of
Things (IoT) merging concept provides the most potential
transformative paradigm with tempting opportunities that
are offered in business and society areas. It brings a
number of computing services as a response to the
challenges for providing different usage alternatives to
both end users and operators. Considering its rising
application, IoT-on-Cloud draws strong efforts hype in
conforming needs for assessing proper sustainability
model that would be adequate for such a modern and vivid
technological development.
Our research background in the area of the
sustainability assessment for CC and IoT has motivated
us to proceed with further step towards expanding the
framework and estimate the impacts of the
interoperability as one of the sustainability objectives [1,
2, 3]. Interoperability reflects the continual capacity of a
system
to
provide
and
use
different
business/technological services from or to a different
system and consequently the exchange of data with other
systems in order to achieve some defined purpose in a
specified environment. The sustainability, supported
through four defined pillars, allows the provisioning of
different interoperability flawors. In this paper the
spotlight is on the business pillar, nowel sustainability
awareness area introduced by the aforementioned MultiObjective Cloud Computing (MO CC) Sustainability
Assessment Framework [1-3]. We reffer to the
sustainable interoperability in a broader context,
considering that there are many factors that contribute in
different manner to the global functionality of the
system/enterprise/organization or to the user quality of
the experience (QoE).

III. INTEROPERABILITY IN IOT ENVIRONMENTS
The versatility and omnipresence of the IoT has roughly
defined two categories of supportive technologies, short
and long range technologies.
The short range technologies are exploited mostly in
low cost and low power/energy consumption
environments, where the main representatives belong to
LAN/PAN technology type (e.g. Bluetooth BLE, WiFi,
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ZigBee). The long range technologies deal with high cost
and high power consumptions, covering mostly the 3GPP
technologies such as LTE, CatM/NB-IoT. Nevertheless,
the IoT technological bum has raised lots of challenges
making the choice of the base technology a complex
problem to analyse. This oversimplified classification
does not follow the realistic view of new generation
propositions that are circling in the middle ground
between these two groups of technologies. The
appearance of the low power wide area network
technologies (LPWAN) has brought a new flawors of
possibilities, where the main representatives are: Sigfox
(ultra narrow band), LoRa, and NB-IoT.
In Industrial IoT, the devices are mostly used for
industrial automation processes which require direct
connection to a power supply and high data rate, while the
IoT infrastructure requires an end-to-end security across
the protocol stack. Thus, the main question is which
connectivity protocol most closely meets the technical
requirements for a specific IoT space, whereas we
additionaly consider the sustainability of such
interoperability demanding environments.
The general conceptual interoperability layering model
offers the possibility of providing granularity to the
interoperability aspect of the system as a whole (Figure 1).
Fig.1 aids in understanding the interoperability through
levels, starting from the basic "technical level", to the
most complex - "conceptual interoperability" (providing
the meaningful abstraction of the reality).

concerns, the issue with proper protocol layering is
deepened to the inevitable introduction of a range of
security protocols and crypto features. Thus, the
fundamental
interoperability
relies
on
the
compatibility/understandability of the used encryption
algorithms, and successful secure keys exchange.
A number of social, ecology care, financial,
organizational, and legal organizations and government
bodies are cooperating in order to define the set of critical
points that would tackle common interest and/or
information exchange for overall benefit. The request for
such a cross-domain interoperability provisioning has
raised the question of its proper implementation to the
proposed MO CC Sustainability framework, assuming
diversity of technologies used at different system/network
layers, and focusing mostly on business area and IoT
environment [1, 2, 12]. The proposed framework is also
covering the open data paradigm as one of the main
cornerstones for interoperable sustainability of the system.
The sustainability need for openness of the data sources,
being private, public or of other type is equally important
for interoperability provisioning [13]. Figure 2 provides
details related to the business pillar of the MO CC
Sustainability Framework.
MO CC Sustainability Framework encompasses four
sustainability pillars: economy, ecology, social and
business (UN supports the first three). Interoperability
provisioning issue tangles in different ways the four
defined sustainability pillars and in broader context,
interoperability is related to many factors that contribute
in different manner to the global functionality of the
system/enterprise/organization or to the user quality of the
experience (QoE). One of the reasons of its introduction to
the overall sustainability framing and its analysis is the
need to provide interconnectedness of mutually coherent
systems, keeping in line with the quest for efficient, fast,
superpower systems that would smoothly give necessary
level of quality of service (QoS) to the end users, energy
and storage efficiency to the providers, and keep good
balance of the cost satisfaction to both users and provides.
The complete framework is explained in [1, 2, 3].
As the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP1)
claims, the “Interoperability is the ability of two or more
systems or components to exchange data and use
information“ [14], this definition enforces the issues
related to the data flow and targets the most common IoT
common challenges. In general the interoperability is "the
ability of two systems to interoperate using the same
communication protocol” mixed with "the ability of
equipment from different manufacturers (or different
systems) to communicate together on the same
infrastructure (same system), or on another while
roaming" [15, 16], and we consider these as definitions for
our further use. Thus, taking into consideration the clauses
related to the technical interoperability we are providing a
survey on interoperability measurement as an
enhancement to the proposed sustainability assessment
framework, covering the business pillar features with
necessary interoperability functionalities.
It relies on the definition of the additional decision
variables and objectives that would involve the
interoperability aspects that are in line with the
sustainability assessment area.

Conceptual
Dynamic
Pragmatic
Semantic
Syntactic
Technical
No
Interoperability

Figure 1. Levels of the conceptual interoperability model

Our focus is on the technical interoperability
characteristics. It is associated with hardware and software
components, systems and platforms that enable Machineto-Machine (M2M) communication. It is related to the
protocols and the infrastructure necessary for their proper
interconnection and operation. The TCP/IP protocol stack
is a generally accepted concept in system networking and
interaction, although recently some new tendencies have
appeared, such as DASH7 (representing the Low Power
Wireless IoT Stack) [11]. Yet, there is no apparent move
towards the so needed integration and consolidation of
IoT wireless technologies. When combined with the
increasing trend of the system vulnerabilities and security
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Data

Service

Storage

Figure 2. IoT-to-Cloud business pillar of MO Sustainability Framework

Definition of the sustainability from the interoperability
point of view covers in more detail the security concerns.
Security at different IoT TCP/IP protocol stack levels
significantly influences the technical interoperability.

Linux, Windows, etc). Instead, the network itself can
provide an integrative mechanism using identical
protocols, according to some specified protocol stacks.
The technological challenges in communication can be
described through research initiatives for exploring the
possibilities of integration, interconnection and
interoperability of IoT technologies and systems [21].
The communication is of the highest concern as IoT
allows for heterogeneous environment in the sense of
devices, services, and communication media. In [12] the
spotlight is on the issues of integration of existing
protocols and technologies, scalability for new ones,
keeping a good balance with the pervasiveness, contextawareness and security for IoT environments. The
protocol non interoperability can be explained through a
range of real time cases, where e.g. the diversity of the
incompatible characteristics and demands for proper
functioning of the file sharing protocols (FTP (File
Transfer Protocol), NFS (Network File System), SMB
(Server Message Block, Microsoft compatible), and SCP
(Secure Copy Protocol) used on the application layer can
actually disable the communication. NFS is typically
used by the UNIX community and is not compatible for
the MS Windows family users, while SMB stand for the
MS Windows FSP and is formally no understandable for
UNIX community. On the other hand, the Linux
community supports both protocol types. FTP has also an
open non-crypto version, and different cryptographically
secured adaptations, which can additionally complicate
the issue of algorithms mutual compatibility and proper
key exchange between entities. Fig. 3 provides an
overview of protocol stack generated based on the
TCP/IP concept and modified according to the IoT
specifications. The five basic layers (PHY, DataLink,
Network, Transport, and Application) are mutually
interlaced and are tailored to keep the conformity for
providing necessary conditions for different technologies
that are using several layers at the same time.

IV. INTEROPERABLE IOT SUSTAINABILITY
Undoubtedly, interoperability stands for
an
unavoidable characteristic to fulfill if there is an aim to
provide sustainable functioning of any system or next
generation network [17, 18]. One of the reasons of its
introduction to the overall sustainability framing and its
analysis is the need to provide interconnectedness of
mutually coherent systems, keeping in line with the quest
for efficient, fast, superpower systems that would
smoothly give necessary level of quality of service (QoS)
to the end users, energy and storage efficiency to the
providers, and keep good balance of the cost satisfaction
to both users and provides. From the sustainability point
of view, the question of providing interoperability in IoT
like environments (enterprise information systems, smart
homes, intelligent transportation systems, smart grids,
virtual power plants, energy management systems,
intelligent health monitoring systems, smart cities, etc.)
goes much further than solving the technological issues,
and it covers intensively the social, economy, ecology,
organizational and in some aspects political factors that
impact system to system performance bringing to the
users more freedom and a higher quality of life (QoL)
[19]. These conditions and requests require the use of the
open data sources (private, public). The open data
paradigm is one of the main cornerstones for interoperable
sustainability of the system [20].
The goal is to support the IoT system sustainability by
responding adequately to the task of building coherent and
interoperable
services,
when
the
individual
components/devices are technically different and managed
by diverse enterprises, users or organizations.
An idea of the integrative and sustainable approach can
be explained by, for example, the enforcement of the use
of the identical or compatible operating systems (Unix,
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Smart Home

Smart City

Health monitoring

network/system. We stick to the design and
implementation of sustainable high tech environments in
order to allow their technological evolvement into the
secure, resource management efficient, and intelligently
managed systems that would provide:
 The proper approach to the issue of embedding
various IoT layer protocols into TCP/IP stack
interoperability formalism. The proposed MO CC
sustainability framework and its business
sustainability pillar covers the integration of the
interoperability features that allow sustainable
functioning of the system as a whole, perfectly
integrating IoT with Cloud based backend. For
proper approach to the interoperability assessment it
is necessary to consider the specificity of individual
layers and their protocols.
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Figure 3. IoT enhanced TCP/IP stack [22]

This approach has been supported by many
organizations as the basis for creating large corporate
networks. Finally, interoperability can be achieved by
using the application software generated to be operational
on different platforms. As the practical reach of our
interoperability goal is to provide the level 1, so called
"technical interoperability" in accordance to the proposed
MO CC sustainability concept, we are questing the
capabilities of the communication infrastructure, generally
basing the approach on the estimation of the
interoperability achievements in the area of the network
connectivity and functionality of the communication
protocols at different IoT TCP/IP protocol stack layers of
the considered network, organization or system (Fig. 3).
The main focus of the recent research efforts is on the
application layer.
The proper IoT system functionality is potentially
complicated by systems vulnerabilities to a range of cyber
attacks, hence the need for security on all the layers of
data/information transmission is being highly raised. It is
also a foundation for architecture and functioning of a
range of security protocols related to different stack
layers. Their main characteristics is the introduction of the
crypto features, whereas the fundamental interoperability
relies on the compatibility/understandability of the used
encryption algorithms, along with the successful and
secure keys exchange.
The general impresion is that there is a strong need for
detailed and comprehensive standardization, in order to
regulate the complex and messy results of the IoT
revolution. The standardization is the main catch when
considering issues with IoT like environments, and mostly
targets de facto protocol layering and their interconnection
in the system as a unit and on the intersystem level [23].
When tackling the characteristics of the adopted version
of TCP/IP protocol landscape this idea is further
elaborated, reaching the more fragmented structure shown
in Fig. 4. The aim is to provide an approach to the
problem of assuring the technical interoperability in the
context of the needed sustainability assessment for the

Definition of the rules/specifications to keep the
necessary interoperability level while implementing
security protocols. The additional goal is to keep
assuring the privacy and security on various layers of
protocol stack. The main concern is the mutual
compatibility/comprehensibility of algorithms and
adequate key exchange between the entities. It is
important to find the adequate position of such a
stack from the information technological point of
view as well from the enterprise (business)
perspective. To allow sustainable interoperability and
make everything function as intended, there are some
business values to follow [24]:
1: Device management procedures encompassing:
the proper service provisioning, user/client
registration, firmware management, remote access
management,
asset
structure
consolidation,
guaranteed security and privacy;
2: Business procedures for Service Transformation:
providing a range of support services for smart
devices, providing marketing documentation and
procedures for the owners and vendors of smart
devices, keeping an eye on the possible impact on
manufacturing for devices through efficiency
calculations;
3: Analytics services and procedures are mostly
based on the application of the machine learning and
artificial intelligence techniques in order to provide
information on: the impact of used technologies for
the data collection, efficiency of the data mining
techniques, visualization possibilities and details.

Figure 4, although not being exhaustive as this is
mission impossible with every new device that appears on
the market on daily basis, provides a basic overview of the
situation at the moment. With to many protocols, need for
keeping layering the stack in order to be neat and precise
still gives an impression of a mess, but controlled one.
The advantage of this proposal is the positioning of a new
layer that is business oriented, covering specifics that are
necessary for healthy development of the modern
enterprises.
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Figure 4. IoT protocol landscape [24]

Figure 5. Set of goals to fulfill IoT business sustainability principles [1, 2, 3]
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It is tailored according to the needs of
business/enterprise environment that supports the need
for connecting the devices with some business value.
Interoperability is defined as a Goal 11 in the defined set
of goals to fulfill the sustainability assessment framework
(Fig. 5). The O11 defines the maximization of secure
interoperability. It is derived from the fact that the
security at different IoT protocol stack levels significantly
influences the fulfillment of the technical interoperability.



Non repudiation: prevention of the false repudiation
to sending certain message/file (it can be proven that
a message/document comes from a given entity,
although that entity denies it).

Additionally, such a secure interoperability is further
enhanced with cryptographic features [25]. The
cryptographic systems form a part of an integral security
provisioning system. It relies on five-tuple (M, C, K, E,
D), namely: set of messages, set of ciphers, set of keys,
encryption and decryption functions. The need for
proceeding with encryption and decryption (relation 2) of
the messages during the exchange brings additional delay
in the processing, resulting in decrease of the general
system performances from the cost/price/time point of
view.

O  f ( KeyMngm, Encryption/ Decryption, IDcheck) (1)
11

The Goals O2 (sensitivity maximization) and O3
(specificity maximization), which are directly related to
the security, have great impact to the Goal O11, but also to
other goals, such as Goal O1 (QoS Maximization). This
impact is foreseen as with negative and positive
tendencies. The negative impact is to the performances as
when searching for higher level of security goals there are
always additional procedures, system CPU and storage
overloads and delays. The positive impact targets better
confidentiality reliability, authentication, integrity, and
non repudiation.
For comprehensive interoperability consideration, we
can even define the apsolute and relative interoperability.
Let S be a set of all the possible features related to
analyzed IoT technologies. Let Ns be the cardinal number
of the set S. The technology X (e.g. WiFi) supports certain
set of features NWiFi, while some other technology (e.g.
ZigBee) provides info on NZB properties. There is a
possibility that different technologies have a subset of
identical features.

TT' = TEncryption+TCypherMessage+TDecryption

(2)

where TT stands for the time needed for the transmission,
TCypherMessage is the time that is calculated as a function
based on the additional data related to the introduction of
the ciphers, and also depends on the network traffic load
at the moment of the evaluation.
The delay that crypto graphical operations introduce into
the calculations can be approximated to:
TT'/ TT= TT/ TEncryption +TCypherMessage+TDecryption

(3)

For gaining proper and sustainable interoperability, inter
alia, there is need for enhancement of the procedures and
algorithms that are related to mentioned security
methods. Also, there is need to be in line with the
absolute and relative interoperability when choosing the
proper protocols and technologies for the IoT
environment under the consideration. These techniques
can significantly differ depending on the technology and
its standard and practices.

The absolute interoperability IA of certain technology is
defined as a ratio of a number of features supported by
that technology and the total number of features provided
by a set of observed technologies, S, and IA values belong
[0, 1] range. E.g. WiFi has IA defined as NWiFi/Ns, while
for ZigBee it is NZB/Ns.
The relative interoperability IR of technology A to the
technology B is the ratio of the number of features that are
supported by both technologies and the number of
properties supported by technology B.
These calculations can be based only on the defined
spectrum of features. Thus, for the case of the
interoperability there is need to consider among others,
the features that are correlated to our Goal 11.
Thus there is need to examine IoT system performance
against the following set of characteristics:
 Confidentiality: preventing unauthorized access to
information, while providing message exchange
privacy
 Integrity: prevention from unauthorized change of
information, while providing the confirmation that
the messages are unchanged during the exchange
 Availability: prevention from unauthorized disabling
of the access to the information or resources
 Authentication: prevention from false representation,
(identification of message sources and verification of
person's identity)

V. CONCLUSION
IoT technologies have become an integral part of
modern human life. It is already covering different areas
related to comfortable and quality living, while on the
other side it is highly incorporated into different business
and industrial applications. Thus, we are facing the rising
needs for the efficient, smart and green application of IoT:
for smart cities, agriculture, automotive industry, health
care, government and administration, retail procedures,
asset traking applications and a range of other possible
application. Still, the main challenge is if IoT can flourish
under the weight of the rising expectations? The huge
number of different technologies, protocols, and constant
need for their interconnection requires for proper
standardization in order to allow sustainable
interoperability level in such messy environments. The
weak environmental characteristics, low compatibility,
weak ciphers, delays in encryption/decryption, filesystem
authentication incompatibility, traffic analysis algorithms,
and roaming are just some of the main issues to deal with
in this process. In order to provide fast, secure, low noise,
highly energy, storage and CPU efficient, smart IoT
technologies we have proposed a multi objective cloud
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computing sustainability assessment framework. The 11
defined goals are tailored with a special focus to the
business area and its weakest points, the QoS
performance, security, storage and memory management,
and interoperability.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents related work for node authentication and
authorization in IoT. Section III describes IoT architecture
and introduces node classification. In Section IV, the
problem to be solved is presented, along with the
assumptions as prerequisites for the designed solution,
while in Section V the two-step process for secure
registration of the nodes is presented in detail. The
discussion for the presented process is given in Section VI.

Abstract— Edge computing is recognized as an architecture
which is well suited for the integration with the Internet of
Things. A new layer of devices, also called nodes, between
cloud services and end-users, can provide new services with
fast response and great quality. On the other hand, new layer
devices introduce more architectural and security challenges
which were not yet considered. In this paper, the main focus
is directed towards security issues, especially those
concerning safe (re)authentication of the nodes in the already
established IoT system. We defined a two-step process for a
secure registration of the nodes in IoT system that includes a
solution for protection against the physical replacement of
the nodes with corrupted ones. Our approach uses public key
cryptography based on ECCDH algorithm and
communication between nodes, gateways and authentication
services in the cloud.

II.

RELATED WORK

The design phase for the IoT solution includes
significant effort invested in different security and privacy
restrictions as this solution has to be integrated into the
existing digital ecosystem. Therefore, the detailed analysis
of these security and privacy issues has to be carried out to
suppress threats for IoT solutions [7]. Certainly, the most
discussed questions are about authentication and
authorization. Different authentication schemes are
presented in [5], [8] and [9]. All of them consider using
public key infrastructure, especially Elliptic Curve
Cryptography algorithms, for secure communication. In
[10], authors have presented ECC based mutual
authentication protocol for IoT using hash functions.
These solutions discuss only the key establishment
between the nodes and the key distribution platform that is
centralized. The problem of secure communication and
authentication based on the shared key is presented in [11]
and is applicable to limited location and cannot be used for
a wide area. All solutions for authentication and access
control previously mentioned tackle the problems to the
certain extent in order to fulfill all requirements for IoT,
and the authors of this paper go further and propose the
solutions that solve observed oversights.

Keywords: Internet of Things, authentication, node capture
attack, industrial IoT, smart grid

I.
INTRODUCTION
Edge (or fog) computing is getting more popular
nowadays since it is an architecture that is organized by
networking edge devices which provide computing
services for the customers in the space between cloud
servers and end-users. Considering it is a distributed
architecture where devices can collect, process and store
data on their own this approach can be more beneficial for
the end-users. These devices can provide services with
faster response and greater quality in comparison with
cloud computing [1]. Thus, edge computing is a suitable
architecture to be integrated with the Internet of Things
(IoT). IoT brings more architectural and security challenges
into the picture. A big problem is that devices are not secure
by default, which leaves the potential risk of a large number
of unsecured devices connecting to the Internet. We
currently do not have full control over IoT devices and
Mirai and Mirai-like threats such as Persirai, IoTroop, etc.
are just a few examples of how insecure these IoT systems
are. Taking into consideration that IoT is multilayered
architecture [1], the whole classes of security issues exist
on each layer starting from the devices and ending with the
applications these devices communicate with (Figure 1).
Thus, the security mechanisms in existing communication
protocols need to be modified or extended to harden the IoT
systems. In this paper, the authors tackle problems that
occur on the lowest layer that involves communication
between the devices, particularly their secure
authentication.

III. IOT ARCHITECTURE
Lots of proposed IoT architecture solutions are strictly
coupled with a certain use-case, and there is not enough
accent put on the interoperability among different devices
in different IoT systems. Different research has shown that
the IoT can be considered as multi-layer architecture which
is roughly divided into three layers: perception layer,
network layer, and application layer [1]. The perception
layer is the lowest abstraction layer which goal is to
measure physical quantities through physical equipment.
The devices in the perception layer are uniformly called
nodes but their characteristics are often omitted. Since these
nodes are different in terms of processing power, energy,
and storage, they cannot be considered as equal. That is
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why more sophisticated classification should be defined.
The authors propose classification which consists at least of
3 types of nodes:
 nodes which are collecting the data from the
source and forwarding that data further – these
nodes have low computational power and thus
are only relevant for data streaming
 nodes which are collecting data and executing
simple tasks – these nodes are more powerful in
terms of storage, computational power, and
energy consumption, hence they can cache the
data or do initial preprocessing

gateways which are collecting the data from
other nodes, monitoring them and doing further
data processing – these nodes represent the
most sophisticated devices in this hierarchical
classification
When there is some sort of node classification, then
different problems can be tackled more precisely,
especially in terms of security. As the main purpose of the
devices in the perception layer is to collect data, the main
security issues which should be addressed are
compromisation of the devices and forging the collected
data. Different authors tackled these problems in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN) which are one of the technologies
for the perception layer. Other technologies include RadioFrequency Identifier (RFID), the implantable medical
devices (IMDs), Global Positioning System (GPS), etc.
Many proposed security schemes either ignore some
classes of attacks such as node capture attack and some of
them are trying to make all the nodes tamper-resistant
increasing the overall cost for the system implementation
[2]. Strict process for (re)authentication of the devices in
the system and detection of compromised nodes should be
defined. In this paper, authors proposed a process for secure
registration of the new/old device into the system.
The nodes are connected to the second layer, the
transport layer, via a gateway which represents a subnet
manager for these nodes. The transport layer represents
robust and high-performance network infrastructure that is
responsible for the transmission of information from
perception layer, initial processing of information and
classification.
The application layer provides a user interface for the
IoT services. These services cover various sectors like
healthcare, supply chains, government, transportation,
retail, smart grid, etc.

Figure 1. Security concerns in IoT multi-layer architecture

is not viable for the IoT system. That is why nodes in the
IoT system must be classified according to their capability
to collect, process, store and send data as previously
mentioned. The nodes which are not capable to store secrets
due to low memory are excluded from the process since
their authentication can be done, for example, by using
physically unclonable functions (PUFs) [3]. Further, every
segment should have one or more gateways which have the
greater processing power and power supply and can
monitor all the nodes in that segment to compensate their
limitations. The existence of the gateways can be one link
in a process for preventing the distributed denial of service
(DDOS) attacks [4]. Finally, gateways are the nodes which
communicate with the services running in the cloud.
Having set up the IoT system like this where a multi-layer
IoT architectural form is fulfilled, we can address the
problem of secure registration of the nodes and node
capture attack. The node capture attack removes a node
from the network and redeploys it to perform various
attacks or tampers with the hardware on the existing node.
In the authentication process nodes are authenticated
against gateways and a random number of other nodes in a
subnetwork or directly against authentication service in the
cloud.
V.

SOLUTION

The whole communication takes place between three
entities: a node, a gateway, and a cloud authentication
service. The process for the secure authentication of the
new node in the subnetwork consists of two steps:
1. the node, after key establishment, authenticates
against a local gateway
2. if the first step fails, the node authenticates with the
authentication service in the cloud
At the beginning of the IoT era, it has been a lot of
debate which cryptography mechanism is the most suitable
to use. Symmetric keys were the first option due to fast
computation and energy efficiency, but scalability
problems and memory requirement to store keys make this
approach inefficient for heterogeneous devices in IoT [5].
A public key cryptography overcomes this challenges
because of its high scalability, low memory requirements
and no-requirement of key pre-distribution infrastructure.
The Elliptical Curve Cryptography Diffie Hellman
(ECCDH) algorithm is now widely used as the algorithm
for the key generation as it is lightweight and suites well
for the IoT purposes [6]. ECCDH is a symmetric key
agreement protocol that allows two devices that have no
prior knowledge about each other to establish a shared

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
For the design of the secure authentication process,
authors made some assumptions. Different complex IoT
solutions are already established and functional. From the
architectural point of view, a lot of assumptions described
in the further text are already a common practice and are
considered the stable architectural approach in these
solutions but additional constraints must be given. IoT
system consists of a lot of interconnected nodes scattered
on some area. The nodes are often strategically grouped in
a specific area which means IoT network segmentation can
be made. Having strictly defined areas, additional targeted
processing and hardening can be made. Every segment can
have different types of nodes. The assumption that all nodes
have unlimited power and memory and that they are
protected from physical access from the attacker by default
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secret key. The protocol itself uses one or more Key
Distribution Centers (KDCs) which create domain
parameters. This KDCs can be a part of a gateway or an
authentication service located in a cloud. In this way, we
gain redundancy for the component that is crucial for the
keys distribution. The algorithm based on ECCDH is used
in this proposed solution.
The KDC selects particular elliptic curve (e.g.
secp256k1 used in Bitcoin) over finite field GF (p) where
p is a prime and makes base point P with large order q
(where q is also prime). KDC then picks random x GF(p)
as a private key and publishes corresponding public key Q
= x × P. KDC generates random number Kd GF(p) as a
private key for device d and generates corresponding
public key Qd = Kd × P. The key pair {Qd, Kd} is given to
device d [5]. This process is repeated for any number of
nodes where the only agreement is on base point P.
Generated key pairs are then used to share common secret
key using ECCDH. Every node receives its pair of keys
during the bootstrapping phase. The bootstrapping phase
is the process by which devices join the IoT ecosystem at
a given location and point in time and where they also gain
credentials.
The process for the secure authentication of the new
node in the subnetwork consists of two steps. In the first
step, the first substep is key establishment process based
on ECCDH where one-way authentication of the node
towards the gateway is performed in a secure manner.
After successful key establishment, the gateway selects
a configured number of nodes which have to check if the
registered node is available at specific intervals. If the node
is unavailable at check-times, the information will be sent
to the gateway and node will be blacklisted. In this way, if
the node malfunction is not announced earlier, it is possible
that the node capture attack is taking place.
In the second step of this process, the node has to
communicate directly with the authentication service
which resides in the cloud. The node has to send the same
data to the authentication service as it would to the
unavailable gateway through the key establishment. After
the configured number of unsuccessful authentication
attempts, the node is blacklisted and blocked for further
communication with gateway or cloud services. If the node
is successfully authenticated, as soon as gateway becomes
available and reauthenticates to the cloud authentication
service, the gateway will receive information about all
newly registered nodes during the offline period. The
gateway will then pick a configured number of devices in
a subnetwork to occasionally monitor new nodes. The
second step is performed only if the first step is finished
unsuccessfully. This step further hardens the process, and
as it is only a backup step, it does not burden the whole
process by default. The two-step process is presented in
Figure 2.
VI.

DISCUSSION

The authentication process is only one approach to
address security issues. In fact, the authentication process
is only the first step towards building a highly secure IoT
protection framework which will include fine-grained
access control model for these nodes, anomaly detection in

Figure 2. Two-step process for secure registration of nodes
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node-to-node
communication,
etc.
Different
authentication solutions consist of only one step, thus the
second step in the proposed process only hardens the
whole process and make it overall more complete solution.
The Key Distribution Centers are distributed from one
centralized cloud service to gateways too. In this way, the
whole communication with cloud authentication service is
more relaxed and cloud authentication service is no more
candidate for a single point of failure. Since KDC has to
be secure, trusted, and to do complex calculations,
gateways that include KDCs must be powerful devices and
physically secured as well. The node capture attack can
take place on gateway too, in order to corrupt KDC, but if
node capture attack is detected cloud authentication
service has its own KDC to generate keys. This two-step
process gives the opportunity to establish appropriate
access control model that can make gateways centers for
permission generation. If we consider different
authentication and authorization solutions, we can make
common multi-layer IoT architecture more secure starting
from the design phase. The future work will be oriented
towards secure-by-design IoT architectures that include
the proposed solution. For the two-step process itself, it has
broad use such as in industrial IoT manufacturing
processes, smart healthcare, smart grid, etc.
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measuring of movements in sport can lead to injury,
incorrect measuring of pulse can lead to medical condition
aggravation, and undetected fall of elderly person can
result in death.
Considering the above said, smartphone sensor data
quality for mobile health and sport applications should be
checked regularly and users should be given the
opportunity to verify and validate their smartphone
sensors. All of the above requirements can be achieved by
employment of participatory sensing application and
system designed to measure, quantify, and validate the
qualities of various smartphone sensors.
Participatory sensing applications are primarily
designed for sensing physical quantities of interest, such
as air pollution, temperature, body activity, and others. In
these applications smartphone sensors are used to measure
the values of the quantity of interest. The primary focus is
on gathering the sensor data, less attention is given to the
quality of the acquired sensor data.
Participatory sensing applications with high data quality
demands cannot use raw smartphone sensor data. They
may include intolerable measurement errors that must be
eliminated or reduced before the sensor data is used by the
sensing application. Our research group has been studying
and developing biomechanical biofeedback systems and
applications in sport based on inertial sensors [6]. Two of
the several factors that contribute to the sensor errors are
bias and noise. To estimate if a specific sensor is good
enough for a specific application, the quality of the
smartphone sensor must be known [7].
To the best of our knowledge, no study that would use
participatory sensing concept for evaluation of
smartphone sensor quality has yet been conducted. The
results of our study are available to anyone interested, for
instance healthcare and sport application developers.
Our primary motivation is to design and implement a
mobile sensing application that in the first phase allows
measurement, analysis, validation, and storage of
smartphone inertial sensor parameters. A database of such
parameters may prove particularly useful for: (a)
developers of applications in healthcare and sport that
would know the limitations of available smartphone
sensors and (b) to the users who could at any time check
or validate their particular smartphone sensors. In the
second phase the database will be extended to store the
parameters of other smartphone sensors relevant to the
developers of users of health and sport applications. The
primary contributions of this paper are:

Abstract—Smartphone sensors are being increasingly used
in various applications in healthcare and sport. The
performance of sensors varies among different smartphone
models. A publicly accessible resource containing real-lifesituation describing smartphone sensor parameters could be
of great help for developers of applications in healthcare
and sport. Therefore we have designed and implemented a
participatory sensing application for measuring, recording,
and analyzing smartphone sensor parameters. The
application database includes sensor parameters of a
number of different smartphone models. The database is
offering information on several statistical parameters of the
measured smartphone sensors and insights into their
performance. The database of smartphone sensor
parameters may prove particularly useful for developers of
applications in healthcare and sport where inertial sensors
are used.
Index Terms—Smartphone inertial sensors, Participatory
sensing, Applications in healthcare and sport.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In our modern society we are making a lot of efforts
towards better quality of life (QoL). Health is definitely
one of the most important aspects of someone’s QoL [1].
The most straightforward way to increasing or at least
maintaining the QoL is by leading a healthy lifestyle.
When discussing a healthy lifestyle, two factors are
predominant: a healthy diet and an appropriate amount
and quality of physical activity (sport) [2].
In the era of smartphones, a great number of mobile
applications in the domains of healthcare and sport are
already available or are being developed [3]-[4]. The great
majority of such applications use signals or data from one
or more sensors that are integrated into smartphones. For
example, cameras are used to measure someone’s pulse
signal or scan retina; signals from accelerometers and
gyroscopes are used to measure, quantify, and qualify
someone’s movements or posture [5]; magnetometers are
used to define the orientation in space; microphones are
used to detect and measure environmental noise; etc.
Given a large variety of smartphone manufacturers and
even greater variety of smartphone models, it is no
surprise that sensor data available to applications is also of
various qualities. In many health and sport applications
the quality of sensor data is of crucial importance for the
correct and safe operation. Bad sensor data quality could
lead to injury, medical condition aggravation, or in the
worst cases even to death. For example, incorrect
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see Figure 1. The server extracts the measured sensor
parameters and writes the anonymized results into the
database. Participants can use the database access to check
their personal results or various statistics. The pilot system
is designed for a medium group of advanced smartphone
participants.

Validation of the participatory data acquisition
concept for mass measurement and collection of
smartphone sensor parameters.
Compilation of a database containing measured
sensor parameters of more than 60 smartphone
models.
Useful results and findings about smartphone sensor
properties and their statistical parameters that can be
the base for directions to developers of health and
sport applications.
The possibility of the identification of faulty devices
that are, for example, potentially life-threatening if
used in health applications.

Developer

WLAN
3G
LTE

Participant

Figure 1. Participatory system architecture. Smartphones send sensor
data over one of the available wireless interfaces to the processing
computer (server). Processing results are stored in the database. They
can be analyzed and retrieved through a database access application.

The participant needs to install and setup one of the
supported off the shelf applications that have the option to
stream sensor data to a remote location: (a) for the
Android platform the Sensor Node version 1.53; (b) for
iOS platform Sensor stream version 1.1 and Sensor
monitor (Pro) version 1.0.9. Each sensor measuring
episode must be actively started by the participant. By
starting the measuring episode sensor data is sent to the
server and anonymized results are written to the database.
The server is in the public IP network and it is running the
custom-designed LabVIEW™ application. The database
used is XAMPP mySQL running on Windows server 2008
R2. For the retrieval of the participant’s smartphone
measuring results, PhoneID is required.

A. Basic sensor property calculation
Sensor bias of the signal x is defined as an average
sensor output at zero sensor input and it is estimated by
averaging N samples of sensor signal (1).
N 1

1
N

 x  n

(1)

n 0

The bias estimate averaging time depends on sampling
frequency fs and signal sample block length N. Bias
estimate exhibits variations which are the result of a
sensor noise. Sensor noise characteristics can be observed
by measuring the Allan variance (3) that is defined as the
average squared difference between successive bias
estimates y[m] (2). Each y[m] is calculated from a block of
N signal samples.

ym 

 A2 N  

III. RESULTS
Our measurement and data collection campaign lasted
44 days and during that period we were able to gather
results of 61 different smartphone models from 13
different manufacturers. We collected more than 500
measurements from 116 different smartphone devices.
Some smartphone models are represented in the results by
several different smartphone devices. Most of the
smartphone devices were measured once, but readily
accessible devices were measured several times, some of
them even continuously throughout the measuring
campaign.

N 1

1
N

 xn  m  N 
n 0

Database
access

Server

II. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT SETUP
Our database is to include results for a large number of
smartphone models. Participatory sensing enables
acquisition of a large number of measurements in a
relatively short time period; therefore it is our method of
choice. The quality of smartphone sensors is limited by
sensor inaccuracy and imprecision. Sensor bias and noise
cause parameter value errors that induce the linear angular
error of gyroscope and quadratic position error of the
accelerometer [6].

xbias 

Database

(2)

M 1
1
2( M 1)

 ( ym  ym  1)

2

(3)

A. Complete dataset results
We present the complete measurement dataset in graphs
and tables. Figure 2 shows smartphone accelerometer
biases for all the measured devices and Figure 3 shows
smartphone gyroscope biases for all the measured devices.
Plotted values represent the measured parameter values by
the device.
Accelerometer and gyroscope biases are measured
under conditions defined in Section II.A. The averaged
accelerometer biases for all devices under test are shown
in Figure 2 and averaged smartphone gyroscope bias
measurements in Figure 3. Some devices have large bias,
but they are not necessary faulty. For example, excessive
gyroscope bias values are evident in the results of the
device with ID = 73 in Figure 3.

m1

Our application calculates the bias estimates of the
sensor, Allan variance, Allan deviation A at Tavg = 1 s and
noise parameters. Allan deviation is also known as
velocity random-walk parameter for accelerometer and
angular random-walk parameter for gyroscope.
B. Experiment setup
We have implemented a pilot system that employs the
participatory sensing concept, where participants are
actively engaged in the data collection. The participants
connect their smartphones to one of the available wireless
networks and send sensor data to the server in the internet,
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Figure 2. Average accelerometer biases of 116 different smartphones for X, Y and Z axes. The horizontal axis represents the device identification
number (ID) from the measurement database.
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Figure 3. Average gyroscope biases of 116 different smartphones for X, Y and Z axes. The horizontal axis represents the device identification number
(ID) from the measurement database.

B. Results by smartphone model
While statistics of the complete measurement dataset
gives us the overall picture of the smartphone sensor
statistics, it is sometimes more interesting to show only
the results for a particular smartphone model. In this
subsection the statistics of different smartphone models
are presented and compared. Only the smartphones with
enough physical devices of the same model have been
taken into consideration. The selection includes eight
popular smartphone models: Galaxy S3, Galaxy S4,
iPhone 4, iPhone 5, iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, Nexus 5, and
Xperia Z1 Compact.
For illustration we group the dataset of properly
working devices shown in Figures 2 and 3 by the
smartphone model. The comparison is done for the
popular smartphone models listed in the previous
paragraph. At least six different devices of the same
model are measured. Figure 4 shows the comparison of
the averaged accelerometer noise density in combination
with its standard deviation.
Results in Figure 4 are presented in the random order.
Similar differences in sensors noise parameters between
various smartphone models are evident for all principal
axes. Smartphone models with codes 4 and 8 exhibit the
best performance of accelerometer sensor.

C. Results of individual smartphone device
The results of the complete dataset and statistics by
model, presented in Sections III.A and III.B, are
particularly useful for health and sport application
developers. Individual participants may find these results
useful when comparing their smartphone device to all the
smartphones measured or to the smartphones of the same
model, brand, operating system, etc. But participants, who
measure their device repeatedly, over some period of time,
can benefit also from the statistics about their own device.
Figure 5 presents one such case when one of the
participants is measuring his/her device repeatedly daily
44 times. The plot presents the device’s gyroscope bias
given in [rad/s]. It can be observed that the bias is in
general quite stable with slight variations during the
measured period.
A large number of bias measurements for the same
sensor device can give some information about one of the
most important sensor parameter; bias variation.
Accelerometer and gyroscope biases vary with time. Bias
variations are the result of random, low-frequency sensor
noise and of deterministic dependence on temperature
fluctuations. Deterministic bias drift cannot be
compensated without measuring of sensor temperature.
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Figure 4. Comparison of average accelerometer noise parameter and its standard deviation for eight different smartphone models. Smartphone models
presented are: Galaxy S3, Galaxy S4, iPhone 4, iPhone 5, iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, Nexus 5, Xperia Z1 Compact. The listed smartphone models are
presented in a random order (the same for all graphs). The vertical axis shows noise in [g0/ Hz ].
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presented device.

IV. CONCLUSION
The results of our pilot implementation are interesting
and encouraging. Even in this limited volume, they can
prove useful to developers of healthcare and sport
applications.
A developer of a health or sport application can benefit
from such results in several ways. For example, knowing
that different applications require different levels of sensor
quality, that bias can be compensated, and that noise can
only be reduced, but not eliminated, a developer may
choose different approaches. For example, if the
application requirements are low, the developer may
decide not to compensate biases at all, providing that the
targeted group of smartphones exhibit biases that satisfy
application requirements.
Larger scale measurements would give us a better
overall picture of existing smartphone sensor’s
performance. Its results would form a basis for further
research in this field, such as data mining, and offer a
good reference for the development of smartphone sensing
applications.
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cloud model approach though, then we have two options
for data processing: 1) collect all data, store it and then
process it - batch processing or 2) use fast data approach,
and process data as it is arriving - stream processing. But
both batch and stream options imply data must be sent to
some cloud provider’s cluster. Before processing such
data, usually some preprocessing operations (such as
filtering, cleaning, etc.) should be executed which involve
more time, and from what a cloud provider can
economically benefit [3].
Some new problems cannot be fully addressed using
just those options. Applications like autonomous driving,
smart cities, smart homes or even remote medicine all
have different requirements that cannot always be fully
addressed by the cloud in its current form. On the other
hand, cloud benefits from tools for cluster management
and resource orchestration to maximize resource
utilization. Such systems should be present in edge
computing architecture. Currently, all major cloud
providers and companies that are trying to solve those use
cases, design their applications and services in a standard,
cloud only, way. Some providing more services/features
than others, such as storing and data manipulation or
insight into data through data analytics, machine learning
and data science in general.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II present
design of edge computing system. Section III present
related work. Section IV summarizes conclusions and
briefly propose ideas for future work.

Abstract—Cluster orchestration systems achieve high
resource utilization, efficient task-packing, process-level
isolation. They support high-availability applications with
features that minimize fault and recovery time. These
systems helped large internet companies like Google,
Amazon, and Facebook to satisfy all their applications and
big data workloads. With this ability, these systems can run
a dozen of tasks at scale, to satisfy all operational needs. But
current systems are not that easily applicable in domains
with constant data flow with processing on the very edge of
the network. We present a system for edge computing, with
efficient resource utilization, orchestration, and taskpacking. With these properties, a system provides the ability
to run user-defined tasks in clusters defined on the edge of
the network for constant data acquisition, manipulation,
and processing
Keywords: distributed systems, big data, service-oriented
architectures, cloud computing, edge computing, orchestration,
containers

I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays we are facing a massive shift away from the
standard, centralized computing model that is provided
through cloud computing paradigm.
This shift returns the distribution of computing power
back to the edge of the network. Edge network is the idea
of connecting sensors to programmable automation
controllers (PAC) which handle processing, storage, and
communication. The basic concept of edge computing is
to leverage new generation technologies, processes,
services, and applications that are built to take an
advantage of this new infrastructure. The key difference
with this model is that it operates and it is deployed on
computing hardware closer to the edge of the network.
Thus, it is bringing the cloud computing model closer to
the ground.
With this new architecture of distributed edge devices,
we also need to consider how to manage them and
orchestrate jobs to those devices for best resource
utilization.
The problem with the current model is that heavily
involves centralized architecture. Issues such as latency or
small-time delays, security, privacy, network reliability,
performance and many others are extremely difficult to
completely overcome in centralized computing models.
Even a small problem can set a motion to bigger
complicated issues [1][2]. For example, Amazon Web
Services (AWS) outage is a great illustration of how much
large parts of the Internet applications, services, and even
businesses depend on the cloud services. If we choose

II.

DESIGN

The system we propose in this paper is purely on
conceptual level. It is influenced by three proven systems
used for decades in production environments in large
companies for various parts of their systems: 1)
Orchestration engine from Google called Borg [4] and
it’s open source counterpart called Kubernetes [5], that
helps Google run their workloads efficiently with
maximum resource utilization, 2) Chord [6], a lookup
protocol for fast locating the node that store data item and
3) log-structured merge-tree (LSM tree) [7] append only
key-value data structure for efficient data storage
presented by Patrick O'Neil.
Our system is designed to be able to run tasks defined
by users in a similar way those tasks potentially would be
run in the cloud. We assume that there are sensors which
are scattered over some area and collect data. That data is
then forwarded to the distributed nodes which can store
data and run user-defined tasks. Since this part of the
system runs those tasks on data that is coming from some
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sensing source on the edge, we ensure that data sent to
the cloud for future analyses is smaller and already preprocessed in some degree. In this way, the system enables
faster time to market approach saving both, time and
money to users.
In order to gain maximum resource utilization from
these distributed nodes, we define a master process which
resides in the cloud and manipulates the information
about previous, active and future user tasks which will be
triggered.
The system we propose is separated into two major
parts: 1) master process that is responsible for
orchestration and task scheduling, storing information
about user-specified tasks, cluster topology and resource
utilization, 2) cluster of nodes, that is responsible for
storing data and running user-defined tasks.

A job scheduler is responsible to find node, schedule
jobs there and always keep running a defined number of
jobs. Key-Value store is replicated in an odd number of
times. To prevent potential chaos, the consensus protocol
is responsible for maintaining global truth. Beside
orchestration process, in the cloud users can register their
own applications that will contain data from jobs they
submitted, run some analytics for data insights and
monitor their portion of the system with dashboard and
monitoring tools. Every part in the cloud is running as a
single service (microservice).
With this approach, we can more easily scale, and keep
the system always available [11][12]. All services should
be available to outside world through dashboards and/or
Representational State Transfer (REST) services, and
inside communications should be binary for less overhead.
Cloud should provide dashboards so that users can easily
monitor various parts of the system.

1.

Cloud master process
In the cloud, we would have logic that orchestrates
user-defined jobs, store and process metrics, keep secrets
and run user-defined microservices. Also, have engines to
process data collected from clusters.
Picture 1 shows high architecture overview of the cloud
system.

2.

Edge cluster
The second part is edge cluster. The core concept here
is a node. Node is a computer that runs an operating
system, container engine, and a small daemon. Daemon
does all the communication with orchestration engine in
the cloud. He is also responsible for metrics collection,
and communication between nodes inside the cluster,
starting/stopping/restarting jobs. Since this tasks should
run in parallel, we propose using Actor model [13] where
daemon just pass the message to some of its children
tasks.
Nodes are connected in the cluster in peer to peer [14]
manner in order to eliminate a single point of failure and
to be easier to scale. All nodes are equal, there is no some
special node like the master node. Nodes that belong to
the same cluster form a distributed hash table (DHT)[6]
used for data storing, lookups, deletes but also run userdefined jobs scheduled in orchestration engine in the
cloud.
All data stored in DHT is replicated by a user-defined
number of times in subsequent nodes to prevent data loss.
Nodes and data are hashed using consistent hashing
principles and all nodes that belong to the single cluster
are connected in one virtual ring. With this simple idea,
we can easily partition data so each node is only
responsible for a small portion of data. Consistent
hashing [15][16] is beneficial for two reasons: 1) if a
node join/leave a group, we just need to copy a small
amount of data over network because each node is only
responsible for small partition of data, 2) we store similar
data (same key) on the same place (same node) when we
do some calculation, since it is much faster because data
is already on the same node. By doing this we benefit
because we bring calculation to the data. Each node has a
retention policy, or how long will they keep the data.
Because these nodes are not high-end machines with a lot
of resources.
Picture 2 shows a high overview of a single edge node
with running processes.

Picture 1. High overview of the cloud architecture
The job is a standard user-defined application, which can
be categorized into one of three different types: 1) batch
jobs, for standard batch processing over some collection
of data. This job should run only when data is available,
or at predefined time 2) events, this type of job should
react when some specific event happened in the system,
or if acquired data pass some predefined threshold 3)
streaming jobs, should continually do some processing on
data as it is arriving (long-running jobs). Every job
should contain direct acyclic graph (DAG) [8] which is
created when job transits from operation to operation and
result of every operation is stored to disk or memory
depending on user’s preference. This is done to prevent
data loss if the job fails or entire node fails or restart. If
fail happens, the job can continue from last saved
checkpoint. The orchestration process is composed of a
key-value store (optimized for scaling) and job scheduler.
Key-Value store [9][10] contains topology and
information of the edge, user-defined job definitions,
number of replicas for every job, the total amount of
computing resources such as CPU, RAM, disk storage in
every edge cluster, configuration for every specified job.
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IV.

Picture 2. High overview of single edge cluster node
The system must always be able to store new data.
Each node can discover other nodes that belong to the
same cluster using Gossip-based protocol [17]. Each node
in the ring knows only about a handful of nodes
clockwise from it. This is done in order to scale the whole
system. Each node can contact any other node in the
cluster for some data, and eventually will get information
where that data is actually stored. All communication
between nodes should be as fast as it can, so binary
protocols like HTTP/2 [18] should be used via remote
procure call mechanism (RPC) [19][20]. Every job that
runs on these nodes, should be packed in form of a Linux
container [21][22]. This gives us the better ability for
packing jobs on machines, easier orchestration and
separation between jobs on a single machine.
The benefit of this approach is that users are free to
define their own applications that are composed of
multiple different jobs, and can always change,
upgrade/downgrade or remove their applications
depending on workloads they need.
III.

CONCLUSION

Since we are facing massive shift from centralized
computing architectures, we should find a new way to
address problems with new applications like the internet
of things area and autonomous driving. Cloud computing
is a great tool used for many decades now, but its
centralized nature may not be well suited for this new
kind of applications. Since we are waste a lot of time and
money on storing filtering and preprocessing data in the
cloud we could consider the option to do preprocessing
where data is created and that is on the very edge of the
network. Thus edge computing model could be used to
help cloud computing paradigm and users to preprocess
data on the edge of the network, and only that data send
to further analysis and on that way accelerate time to
market for its users.
Security is a crucial part of every system, and this
paper does not cover this topic of overall system design.
The future work will focus more on the security of the
whole system, beyond just process insolation trough
containers. Also, we will focus on metrics collection and
keep the health of the entire system and every job
interdependently,
and
self-healing
trough
task
orchestration. Another important topic is configuration
management of every job. Since we are talking about
large-scale distributed sensing systems manual
configuration of every node is out of the question. We
must find a way to automate the whole process.
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accepting and liking [8]. Audi is already using a version of
a touchpad for interaction with the infotainment system in
some premium models [7].
To minimize visual distraction we decided to present
IVIS information on a Head-up Display (HUD). A study of
Liu and Wen compared a HUD with a head-down display
and showed that when using the HUD the user response
times are better, there are less driving speed variances and
it causes less mental stress [9].
The research questions for this study were:
 Do free hand gestures and touchpad interaction
offer better user experience than accessible
buttons on the steering wheel when operating an
IVIS?
 Does difficulty of driving conditions (easy vs.
hard) impact the perceived user experience of any
of the evaluated input modalities?

Abstract— In this paper we report on a user study which
focuses on user experience when users interact with InVehicle Infotainment System (IVIS) through three different
input modalities. We compared two relatively new
approaches such as touchpad-based input and free hand
gesture input to the widely used input interface based on
buttons on the steering wheel. In order to evaluate the user
experience provided by three different input interfaces of
IVIS the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) was used.
The results of the study are showing clear differences
between different input devices favoring the conventional
buttons on the steering wheel.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Human-machine interaction in vehicles is challenged by
rapid development of technologies and is improving fast.
The in-vehicle infotainment system (IVIS) is moving from
interaction with buttons and rotary knobs to touchscreen
and free hand interaction. In addition, the functionalities of
infotainment systems are increasing and need to be
presented to the driver in a practical non-confusing way.
Some vehicle manufacturers are moving completely to a
touchscreen based user interface, others are using a
combination of buttons, knobs and touchscreen[1,2]. They
are introducing different input modalities of the control
system as touchpad, speech recognition or free hand
recognition. The manufacturers are not united which user
interface modality is best for their infotainment system.
There are many factors which need to be taken into account
– usability, simplicity, aesthetics, distraction from driving
and user experience quality.
Loehmann et al. are showing the importance of user
experience in the automotive industry is steadily growing.
They state that especially free hand gestural interaction
could enhance the user experience without causing any
safety related problems. They also introduce different
concepts of how to implement free hand gesture into
vehicles, mainly for intention detection which could help to
reduce visual distraction of the driver [3]. Research of
BMW also shows that gestures can be recognized by simple
state of the art hardware and easy gestures can be used for
simple interactions with the IVIS [4]. BMW already
implemented a simple free hand gesture interaction system
in the IVIS of the 2016 Series 7 [5].
Touchpads are also showing promising results as a
device used in the vehicles infotainment system. Burnet et
al. showed that using a touchpad is much better than
touchscreens and rotary knobs f or simple tasks as setting a
cabin temperature [6]. Norberg & Rahe found in their study
that a rich user interface could be developed which users

II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Driving simulator
The study was performed in a high-performance
compact driving simulator, which can be seen on Figure 1.
The simulator consists of a real car seat, a Fanatec steering
wheel [10], model ClubSport Steering Wheel Porsche 918
RSR [11], Fanatec ClubSport pedals V2 [12] and three
Samsung 48’’ curved TV screens[13]. This presents a near
to real driving environment with more than 120 degrees
horizontal field of view covered. The software used to
create the driving scenario was SCANeR Driver Training
form OKTAL [14], which was provided by Nervteh [15]. It
enables creation of custom driving scenarios and
implementation of the infotainment system and controls
directly into the simulator software.

Figure 1: Driving simulator setup
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driver on a route through intersections. While driving, each
participant was instructed to perform seven different tasks
(e.g. set the temperature to a specific value, change the
radio station, check a message, etc.). The traffic conditions
represented a between subject variable and the interface
type represented a within subject variable. Each participant
performed a slightly different set of tasks three times, each
time with a different input interface but the same traffic
conditions. The sequence of the interfaces/modalities was
counterbalanced.

B. User interface
For this user study we designed a simple interface based
on a hierarchical menu structure consisting of five items on
each level. The menu has 3-5 levels, dependent on the task.
It was presented to a driver through a HUD in the lower left
region of the windshield. The selected item was always
highlighted with neutral green color.

D. Tasks
Three different set of tasks were prepared. Each set
contained three simple tasks, where less than five
individual actions were required to complete the task. The
last action was always in the second or in the third level of
the menu, e.g. Temperature->Seat warmers->On.
Additionally four difficult tasks were also performed which
needed more actions to be completed and the final item was
on deeper levels of the menu, e.g. Entertainment>Music->Authors->Justin Bieber->Baby.

Figure 2: HUD: five lines are representing the menu items and the
green bar highlights the selected element

E. User Experience Evaluation
The user experience was evaluated with the User
Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [16]. The whole study
was performed in Slovenian language and the Slovenian
version of the UEQ was used. The participant filled the
UEQ three times, every time immediately after completion
of one set of tasks using one input modality.
The UEQ is a set of 26 questions on a scale from -3 to 3,
where the extremes represent two opposite descriptions for

The interface was operated through three different input
modalities (i.e. buttons on the steering wheel, touchpad and
freehand gestures interface). The first interface was a
Fanatec steering wheel where the directional button on the
right side of the wheel was used for performing input
functionalities. This button could be pushed up and down
to move the selection bar up or down in the menu, or pushed
left or right to confirm the selection and return to the
previous level.
The second input device was the touchpad which was in
our case implemented on an Android smartphone. A
custom application tracked the finger movements on the
screen and sent the data to the simulation software. The
phone was mounted on the right side of the seat on an
ergonomically appropriate location. We choose this
location based on observations in existing vehicles where
similar devices are mounted. This position enables to rest
the elbow on the armrest and the touchpad can be reached
with the finger without a big effort. Sliding forward and
back represented moving up and down in the menu.
Tapping on the device represented confirming the selection
and sliding to the left was returning to the previous menu
level.
The third input device used for a freehand gesture
interaction was the Leap Motion Controller. It tracked the
right hand’s palm position and direction. Changing the
palms pitch up or down enabled the user to choose an
element by pointing to its direction. In order to confirm the
selection the user had to hold the palm still in the desired
position for 1000 ms. In order to return to the previous
menu level the user had to roll the palm in the right
direction for 90 degrees.
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C. Participants and study design
16 male and 14 female subjects participated in this study.
The participants were divided into two groups. Group A
was driving in an easy environment on a landside road.
There were no intersections in this scenario and user’s task
was only to follow the leading vehicle. Group B was
driving in a difficult traffic environment in a city center
with high-density traffic. A navigation system guided the
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Figure 3: Results of the UEQ for the button on steering wheel. Top
- easy traffic, Bottom - heavy traffic
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Figure 5: Results of the UEQ for the free hand interaction.
Top - easy traffic, Bottom - heavy traffic

Figure 4: Results of the UEQ for the touchpad interaction.
Top - easy traffic, Bottom - heavy traffic

one feature. For example, the pairs for evaluation
attractiveness are attractive-unattractive, friendlyunfriendly or pleasant-unpleasant. The UEQ evaluated
six different categories: attractiveness, perspicuity,
efficiency, dependability, stimulation and novelty. The set
of questions and an evaluation tool is provided online [16].

IV. DISCUSSION
Wrapping everything together - we evaluated the user
experience of using different input modalities in a vehicles
infotainment user interface using the UEQ.
The results are showing clear differences between
different input devices, which are quite expected and now
experimentally confirmed. The pragmatic quality, which is
a combination of perspicuity, efficiency and dependability
and describes task related quality, is highest for the button
on the steering wheel, which is expected as those buttons
are widely used in the automotive industry that indicates its
quality. Pragmatic quality is for the touchpad interaction
above average and for the free hand interaction bad.
The hedonic quality, which is the combination of
stimulation and novelty, represents non-task related quality
aspects. Evaluation of this quality shows that those results
are opposite to the pragmatic quality. The button on the
steering wheel has a bad score, while the free hand
interaction has a good score. The touchpad is again in
between the other two results.
We expected better results in the easy traffic condition
because there are no distractions and almost no vehicle
manipulation is needed. Opposite to those expectations, the
results are showing no differences between user ratings of
using the devices using in easy or heavy traffic. Comparing
the benchmarks above there are no major differences
between graphs for easy and heavy traffic.

III. RESULTS
The results presented on Figures 3-5 were calculated
with the UEQ Data Analysis tool provided on the UEQ
homepage. The colored histograms on all figures are based
on existing values from a benchmark data set and represent
some sort of a baseline to which all other results can be
compared. This baseline data set contains data from 9905
persons from 246 studies concerning different products and
is provided in the UEQ data analysis tool [16]. Excellent
describes the 10% of the best results; good means that 10%
results are better and 75% are worse; above average means
that 25% results better, 50% worse; below average means
that 50% results are better and 25% results are worse; bad
is in the range of the 25% worst results.
We applied the UEQ tests for two groups of users
(driving in easy and difficult traffic conditions) and for each
input interface. The results of each interface are presented
in a separate figure, showing easy traffic condition on the
top and difficult traffic condition at the bottom. The black
line in each figure represents the mean value of UEQ
scores.
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Overall, the well-established interaction with buttons on
the steering wheel which is most commonly used in modern
cars shows the best results in terms of usability and task
related quality. The free hand interaction has very good
ratings for its originality and shows perspective to be used
in vehicles. However, the current implementation is not
efficient enough to be used for the main input modality of
an infotainment system. Perhaps a different set of gestures
and simpler set of controlling functions would make free
hand interaction more appropriate and usable in vehicle
environments. The touchpad also did not show excellent
results but is still above average with its current
implementation in this study. Probably it is not perfect as a
main input device for the infotainment system but could be
used as part of a multi-modal user interface.

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]

We conclude that the widely used button interface on the
steering wheel is the most efficient in terms of user
experience and has the best task related quality. However,
touchpad and free hand gesture interaction are very
attractive and with an implementation, which would
consider its limitations, it could be accepted by a lot of
drivers.

[9]

[10]
[11]
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for making various statistical reports. The BISIS library
management system is used in public libraries, faculty
libraries and some specific-purpose libraries. Currently,
the BISIS community comprises over 40 medium-sized
libraries in Serbia [2]. The primary modules of the BISIS
system comprise cataloguing, bibliography reports,
circulation, OPAC, bibliographic data interchange and
administration. The BISIS system has been the subject of
many research papers [3][4][5][6]. In order to talk about
the application of business intelligence, it is first necessary
to provide an appropriate data model that can be analyzed
analytically. Therefore, the central part of this paper is
dedicated to the creation of a data warehouse model based
on the data that exist in the BISIS system, and also taking
into account the needs of the end users regarding reporting
functionalities.

Abstract - Paper describes model of data warehouse and
usage of OLAP tools in order to support decision making in
library. Usage of Business Intelligence technologies is
presented on case study of libraries which use library
management system BISIS and have considerable need for
making various statistical reports. Focal point of this paper
is dedicated to modeling of data warehouse using data
sources from system BISIS and taking into consideration
user requirements regarding reports.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Every organization has huge amount of data that are
increasing every day. The performance of the organization
is directly related to the ability to provide relevant
information in a timely manner. Organizations must be
able to transform raw data into valuable information that
will enable better decision making. Every information
system is built on transactional databases that allow insert,
modification, deletion, and search of data relevant to the
domain of the organization's business. Transactional
databases have a high degree of data normalization, that
is, their goal is to reduce data redundancy and achieve
consistency, and therefore often have a very complex data
model. The disadvantage of such databases is that they are
not suitable for performing analytical queries which
provide managers with necessary information to make
strategic decisions. Creating such queries requires
advanced IT knowledge, but at the same time it can be a
very resource-intensive process that can degrade
performance as well as the availability of the information
system. To avoid performance degradation of information
system, one of the solutions is to introduce a new way of
organizing data and to develop business intelligence
systems.
Business intelligence is a set of tools, methods, and
applications that are used to collect, store, and analyze
data from an organization. One of the basic components of
a business intelligence system is data warehouse. It should
be stressed that business intelligence systems and data
warehouse do not exist as a ready-made solution, but need
to be built in accordance with the requirements of each
organization using the appropriate methodology. The data
warehouse represents a centralized database storing
historical data. Those data are unchangeable and obtained
by collecting and processing data from various sources in
order to support business decision-making [1].
This paper describes model of data warehouse and
usage of OLAP tools in order to support decision making
in library. Usage of Business Intelligence technologies is
presented on case study of libraries which use library
management system BISIS and have considerable need

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
One of the essential functionalities of each information
system, including the library information system, is to
provide various statistical reports that should help the
management of the library to make better business
decisions. There are various reports that librarians need in
everyday work, and these reports can be grouped into two
groups. The first group includes statistical reports
referring to the library holding (Reports showing
accessions registers, Reports on the overall library
holding, Reports about acquisition of books and others),
while the second group includes statistical reports relating
to the library members and use of library material. In this
second group, two subgroups can be noticed, such as
reports on members and collected fees (the number of
members in the library, the number of members per
category) and reports on the use of the library material (for
example, the number of borrowed books in a certain
period, the most popular book, ...). The reporting module
in the BISIS system was implemented in the Java
environment, and the JasperReports tool was used to
display the report. In order to create reports on library
holding, it is necessary to go through all the data in the
database. This activity significantly burdens the system
and reduces its performance. Because of this, reports are
generated outside working hours, usually at night, and
those data are stored in the XML documents. This way of
creating reports significantly reduces system load and
speeds up the display of reports to the end users. A more
detailed description of this reporting module is provided
in the paper [6].
However, this way of reporting does not meet all the
needs of the library. There are reports that need to be
created in real time. That group of report mainly includes
reports relating to the financial aspects of the library (e.g.
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the number of subscribers and the balance at the end of the
day). Due to execution in real-time, these reports are
ineffective and affect the performance of the entire
system. Also, another disadvantage of this kind of
reporting is that there is a set of predefined reports in the
BISIS system, and the creation of reports that are not
predefined is impossible without the prior intervention of
the BISIS system developers. One of the possible
solutions of the described problem is to use a data
warehouse. In that case, librarians would be able to create
reports by themselves using tools designed to be
integrated with data warehouses. Various ways of
implementing a data warehouse solution in libraries can
be found in the literature [7][8].

related to the library collection. Examples of the reports
from this category are: the number of publications by
languages for a specific period, the number of publications
by departments, the number of purchased publications, the
number of publications by UDC groups etc.
The second category contains requirements related to
the circulation. Examples of such reports are: the number
of borrowed books by the member categories, the number
of borrowed books by the language of publications, the
number of borrowed books by the locations of borrowing,
the most borrowed books by the UDC group, member
with the highest number of borrowed books for a specific
period, etc.
The third category contains requirements related to the
financial aspects of library membership. Some of those
reports are: the number of enrolled members and the sum
of member fees per day, the sum of member fees by
membership categories, total amount of fees for a certain
period etc.
The first step in creating a data warehouse is an analysis
of existing data sources. The BISIS system uses two
different data sources. Bibliographic records are stored in
XML documents according to UNIMARC format. The
model of that bibliographic record is described in paper
[3]. Circulation data as well as holding data regarding
items are stored in a relational database.
Data organized in this way are not suitable for fast and
easy generation of reports that require the combination of
bibliographic and circulation data. Example of such report
is the number of borrowed books by the UDC groups.
Information about UDC group is in the bibliographic
record in the XML document while the data about book
borrowing is in the relational database.
Taking into account the reporting requirements in the
BISIS system as well as the existing data in the BISIS
system, appropriate dimensional models are proposed in
this paper. The proposed dimensional models were
designed to meet all the existing requirements for
analytical processing, as well as to enable a simple
upgrade of the reporting system. A dimensional model
based on star schema was created for each of the identified
categories of reports. Only one of the three models is
shown in the paper.
The dimensional model of the data warehouse for the
analytical data processing of the library collection is
shown in Figure 1. The data from this model are used to
obtain reports about library collection. In process of
generation those reports, the main role has an inventory
number of copies and all reports are obtained either by
counting the inventory numbers or by displaying the
inventory numbers along with other data related to that
copy. Therefore, the inventory number represents the
measure in this dimensional model. The central table in
the model is the Item table and it represents fact table. All
other tables in the model are dimension tables. The
Publication table represents a dimension table with the
bibliographic data obtained from bibliographic records.
Only the basic data from the bibliographic record, that are
shown on the reports, are extracted. The Acquisition table
represents a dimension table that describes the
publication’s acquisition data. The Location table
describes the locations and departments within the library.
The Status, Publisher, Language, and UDC_group tables
contain information about the status of the copies, the

III. METHODOLOGY
To what extent a data warehouse will be useful in
making business decisions largely depends on the
approach used for modeling the warehouse itself. In
general, three approaches for modeling a data warehouse
can be observed taking into consideration how
requirements for new data warehouse are gather. These
approaches can be classified in three different paradigms
according to the origin of the information requirements:
supply-driven, demand-driven, and hybrids of these. A
supply-driven approach in modeling of data warehouse
implies that the basis are data that exist in the transactional
database. Those data are analyzed to determine which data
are the most relevant for making business decisions and
which data should be part of the data warehouse. On the
other hand, a demand-driven approach implies that the
data warehouse modeling is based on the end user
requirements. It means that data warehouse is modeled so
that can give answers to the questions asked by the end
user. The third approach is a hybrid approach and it
implies that in the process of building a data warehouse
the two previous approaches are combined. A hybrid
approach attempts to reduce the deficiencies of the
previous two approaches. In the case of a supply-driven
approach, it may very easily happen that the modeled data
warehouse does not meet the requirements of the end
users, while in the demand-driven approach, there may be
no data to fill the created warehouse. Overall view of the
research in the field of dimensional modeling of data
warehouses is given in the paper [9].
In contrast to the previous papers dealing with the use
of data warehouse in libraries and applying a demanddriven approach, this paper uses a hybrid approach to
model data warehouse as it is proposed in the paper [10].
The modeling process to create a data warehouse of BISIS
system using hybrid approach consisted of the following
activities:
1. Analysis of existing data sources in the BISIS system
and identification of possible fact and dimension
tables
2. Defining user requirements regarding reporting
3. Refactoring fact and dimension tables in accordance
with user requirements
4. Developing dimensional model based on star schema
IV. SOLUTION
In the BISIS system, user requirements related to
analytical processing of data can be grouped into several
categories. The first category contains requirements
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publisher, the language of the publication, and the UDC
group to which the copy belongs. The Date and Year
tables represent the time dimensions. Data in the Date

table are extracted from the date of the item inventory and
data in the Year table are extracted from the year of
publication.

Figure 1. Data warehouse model

and access to data in the data warehouses, various OLAP
tools have been developed [11]. The proposed models
represent the basis for the integration of OLAP tools into
the library's business. By using OLAP tools, librarians can
easily generate customized reports tailored to specific
needs of libraries. In this way, the librarians work in more
comfortable environment, perform analytical operations
independently and visualize query results without
knowing the programming and the database structure.
The next step in development of BISIS system will
include replacement of existing reporting module with an
open-source OLAP solution which will bring great
flexibility in generating statistical reports in libraries.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a data warehouse model proposal is given
to solve the specific problems concerning reporting in the
BISIS system. The proposed model was created in
accordance with the hybrid methodology of data
warehouse development. It means that the design of the
proposed model is based on existing data in the system as
well as on user requirements related to the report process.
After creation of the data warehouse model, it is
necessary to load data from different data sources into the
data warehouse That task can be demanding and it should
be given special attention. Also, another issue relates to
data warehouse updating. In order to achieve a better
performance of transactional databases, update of data
warehouse is not performed in real time. In the case of
libraries, those updates can be performed out of working
hours so data in data warehouse can be up to date on daily
basis.
However, usage of data warehouses brings great
benefits to libraries. In order to achieve easier processing
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is derived when IoT is regarded as part of a companywide
digital business strategy initiative [2].
All strategies need to address demand (what are the
requirements from the organization), supply (how to
satisfy demand), governance (how to prioritize and fund
the initiatives) and security. What makes IoT more
challenging than putting together any other IT strategy is
that the demand side is usually not well understood inside
the organization and, for most organizations, it is
reasonable to expect that it will take several iterations of
refining the vision before demand solidifies. The same
goes for the supply side of the strategy. Technology
advances rapidly while standards and business models
remain largely immature, hence the supply side will also
take several iterations before it solidifies. IoT strategy
work is no different than other strategy work in that you
need to know the current state or position in order to
assess the gap to the future, desired state or position [2].
Based on previous statement, logical first step in IoT
application would be organization’s current position
assessment from the IoT perspective. IoT readiness
assessment methods provide a structured IoT
implementation approach, and they are subject of great
interest for consulting companies (TDWI, Gartner,
McKinsey etc.), IoT technology and equipment
manufacturing companies (Intel, IBM, Cisco etc.),
professional committees and academic institutions. Some
of mentioned organizations have developed tools which
enable companies to understand their current position
concerning IoT.
Readiness assessment methods (or closely related
maturity assessment) are very helpful in assessing current
organization’s
position
concerning
observed
characteristic’s, in this case IoT’s, point of view on its
evolution path. A Readiness assessment method consists
of a sequence of maturity levels for a class of objects. The
bottom stage stands for an initial state that can be, for
instance, characterized by an organization having little
capabilities in the domain under consideration. In contrast,
the highest stage represents a conception of total maturity.
Advancing on the evolution path between the two
extremes involves a continuous progression regarding the
organization’s capabilities or process performance [5].
Knowledge base in methods provides criteria and
characteristics that need to be fulfilled to reach a particular
maturity level. During a maturity appraisal, a snap-shot of
the organization regarding the given criteria is made. The
characteristics found are evaluated to identify the

Abstract— In the next decade significant influence of IoT
technologies over all areas of human society is expected.
Most research show that IoT implementation is in early
phase in majority of companies, IoT application is partial, at
starting point, through pilot projects (HCL Global Systems’
“Global IoT Report 2017” reports that 6 out of 10 surveyed
are in early phases of exploration and defining IoT
strategy). Potential benefits and necessity of application are
not in question, but ways how to implement IoT efficiently
and effectively are not enough explored and known yet. In
defining IoT strategy it is necessary to assess current
organization state from IoT perspective, IoT readiness
assessment methods provide structured approach to do that.
A number of typical IoT readiness assessment methods are
presented in this paper.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the next decade significant influence of IoT
technologies over all areas of human society is expected
[1], [2]. Lessons learned and development of IT
infrastructure will enable IoT application in a number of
new areas that could result with significant cost reduction
and improved life conditions. Most research show that IoT
implementation is in early phase in majority of companies,
IoT application is partial, at starting point, through pilot
projects (HCL Global Systems’ “Global IoT Report 2017”
reports that 6 out of 10 surveyed are in early phases of
exploration and defining IoT strategy [3], in May 2017.
Cisco announced results from comprehensive IoT survey
that reveals that close to three-fourths of IoT projects are
failing [4]).
Potential benefits and necessity of application are not in
question, but ways how to implement IoT efficiently and
effectively are not enough explored and known yet. There
is not a single way of developing an IoT strategy, and key
challenges include the following: 1) Setting end goals for
an Internet of Things (IoT) strategy may seem
challenging, as many of the technologies, business models
and standards are nascent; 2) organizations embark on IoT
strategy with very different starting points based on
previous experiences, such as M2M initiatives, as well as
how well the IoT vision is articulated; 3) Working through
the IoT vision can be challenging and often involves
getting the participants in the process up to speed with the
opportunities offered by IoT technology and how it can be
used to enhance products and/or create services; 4) A
separate IoT strategy can add value, but maximum value
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appropriate organization-individual maturity level. The
application of maturity models can be supported by
predetermined procedures, e. g. by questionnaires. Based
on the results of the as-is analysis, recommendations for
improvement measures can be derived and prioritized in
order to reach higher maturity levels [5].
In this paper one of the several types of literature
review is used – narrative literature review. Although
systematic quantitative approach provides more
systematic and objective results, as well as provides
structured review process [6], a number of founded papers
that fulfill requests were so small that according to
suggestion provided in [6], narrative literature review was
chosen.
In the next sections a few typical IoT readiness
assessment methods are presented.

place to evolve the overall position. In many situations, it
is difficult to plan more than one move ahead, and each
move can take anywhere from six months to 18 months.
4.
Invest in ideation to further develop the IoT
vision - the IoT vision needs to be continually enhanced to
stay relevant.
5.
Produce an IoT roadmap based on current IoT
maturity and vision - depending on which one of the nine
quadrants and one box best reflects your current
capabilities and vision, different components will be of
different importance to your organization moving forward.

II. GARTNER’S IOT MATURITY ASSESSMENT
To achieve your goal, understand your starting point.
Based on that statement Gartner developed method for
quick IoT self-assessment along the two relevant axes:
technical capabilities and vision. Both are divided in three
levels: basic, intermediate and advanced.
Levels for technical capabilities are defined as follows:
1) Basic - The organization has no prior experience when
it comes to procure or operating IoT or M2M solutions; 2)
Intermediate - The organization has been operating or
procuring M2M or IoT solutions for more than two years.
Some of this experience may be in the area of OT, for
example, telemetry solutions to remotely monitor assets
like pumps, transformers, compressors, etc.; 3) Advanced
- The organization has been involved in large-scale IoT or
M2M projects for more than five years, probably in more
than one area/division and IT has been a partner in the
development of the solutions.
Vision is defined as follows: 1) Basic - The
organization has assigned responsibility for ideation
around IoT and vision formulation is in early stages; 2)
Intermediate - LOB has been educated about the potential
IoT and has an understanding of the technological
capabilities. A first version of an IoT strategy has been
developed and accepted by relevant stakeholders; 3)
Advanced - The organization already is shipping
products/services in operations that leverage IoT or M2M
technologies and are now working on the second or
subsequent iterations of an IoT vision. All relevant
stakeholders have an understanding of how the current
initiatives have impacted the organization.
IoT implementation is realized in following steps:
1.
IoT Readiness identification by Performing an
IoT Maturity Assessment;
2.
Refine IoT strategy component iteratively Depending on type of organization and LOB
requirements, the vision could be focused on enhancing
existing products and/or processes or be much more
radical and aim to establish new products or business
models.
3.
Assess where organization need to be in matrix Depending on which one of the nine quadrants you are
currently in, only adjacent quadrants could be considered
realistic targets for advancement. It is important to
understand that this is an iterative process, as requirements
on either axis grow and certain activities need to take

Figure 1. Sample IoT Assessment Matrix [2]

Gartner suggests list of activities that should be
concerned when moving along the two axes are as follows
- not all activities may be relevant depending on target
architecture and priorities may be different for different
organizations.
Finally, Gartner’s experts recommend that IoT strategy
should not be stand alone strategy, but part of global
company’s digital strategy. IoT in and of itself rarely
generates any tangible business benefit unless it is
monetized by being an integral part of another product
that is sold at a premium, or if the data collected by the
IoT initiative generates transactions that are fed into a
back-end system to generate billable events. A stand-alone
IoT strategy adds considerable value initially but even
more value is extracted over time when the IoT work is
part of a companywide digital business strategy that helps
organizations meet threats and opportunities in an
increasingly digital world as part of the business strategy.
III. SCHUMACHER’S INDUSTRY 4.0 MATURITY MODEL
The term Industry 4.0 symbolize the concept of a
Fourth Industrial Revolution. Industry 4.0 refers to recent
technological advances where the internet and supporting
technologies (e.g. embedded systems) serve as a backbone
to integrate physical objects, human actors, intelligent
machines, production lines and processes across
organizational boundaries to form a new kind of
intelligent, networked and agile value chain [7]. Similar or
the same definitions have recent terms Industrial internet,
Cloud-based Manufacturing, Smart Manufacturing, and
the subject of this paper IoT. In this subsection a readiness
assessment method for Industry 4.0 developed by A.
Schumacher, S. Erolb and W. Sihn.
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Model has been developed in three distinct phases: an
initial phase to create complete understanding of the
domain of Industry 4.0, a core development phase to
design and architect the model’s structure as well as a
practically applicable tool and an implementation phase to
validate the resulting tool in real life application.
Developed model include 62 maturity items which are
grouped into nine dimensions that helps in readiness
assessment, as it is shown in Table I.

the software tool to calculate and represent the maturity
level.
IV. TDWI READINESS MODEL FOR IOT
TDWI Research provides online questionnaire for IoT
readiness assessment with which users can test their
organizations on quick and simple way. Although model
behind the quick self-assessment tool is primarily focused
on IoT data and analysis, all IoT relevant areas are
included in questionnaire. TDWI’s Readiness Model for
IoT assesses IoT readiness across five dimensions (see
Table 2) most of which map to specific business or
technical analytic functions. Within each function, there
are multiple processes, team structures, and levels of
experience that can affect IoT success. These are
represented in the model as metrics. At the highest
maturity of IoT, these functions are closely aligned to each
other and, ultimately, to the strategic direction of the
company. This ensures investments in IoT and analytics
deliver the outcomes the enterprise needs.

TABLE I.
DIMENSIONS AND MATURITY ITEMS OF INDUSTRY 4.0 MATURITY
MODEL [7]

Dimension

Exemplary maturity item

Strategy

Implementation I4.0 roadmap, Available resources
for realization, Adaption of business models, …
Willingness of leaders, Management competences
and methods, Existence of central coordination for
I40, …
Utilization of customer data, Digitalization of
sales/services, Costumer’s Digital media competence,
Individualization of products, Digitalization of
products, Product integration into other systems, …
Decentralization of processes, Modelling and
simulation, Interdisciplinary, interdepartmental
collaboration, …
Knowledge sharing, Open-innovation and cross
company collaboration, Value of ICT in company, …
ICT competences of employees, openness of
employees to new technology, autonomy of
employees, …
Labour regulations for I40, Suitability of
technological standards, Protection of intellectual
property, …
Existence of modern ICT, Utilization of mobile
devices, Utilization of machine-to-machine
communication,

Leadership

Customers
Products
Operations

Culture
People

Governance

Technology

TABLE II.
IOT READINESS MODEL CONSISTING OF DIMENSIONS AND METRICS [8]
Dimensions

Metrics
quantified by
responses to
the
questionnaire

The evolution path each item undergoes five maturity
levels where level 1 describes a complete lack of attributes
supporting the concepts of Industry 4.0 and level 5
represents the state-of-the-art of required attributes.
Measuring, determining and representing the
enterprise’s maturity follow a three-step procedure (Figure
2) which we integrated in an easy-to-handle, softwaresupported tool.
Measurement of maturing items in enterprise
via questionnaire

Input

Calculation of maturity
level in nine dimensions
software supported

Output

Organizational
Readiness
Business use
cases

Data
Readiness
IoT data
production

Infrastructure
Readiness
Architecture

Analytics
Readiness
Team
expertise

IoT
network
technologies
Data
quality

Data
integration

Delivery &
deployment
Techniques

Leaders
hip

Data
properties

Strategy
(business
models,
processes)
Culture

Data
understanding

Data
manage
ment

Storage
technologies

Governance

Data
sources

Security

Embedded
and
actionable

IT, Dev.
& Op.
Readiness
Business
process
change
Team
experience
Team
readiness

General description of each dimension with a few
examples of the questions that the assessment tool asks for
each dimension and its metrics follows.
Organizational readiness: This dimension consists of
five key success areas. The first is that an enterprise must
define a use case for IoT that makes business sense. This
is critical because often organizations start an IoT project
without including all relevant stakeholders in early
discussions. For instance, some organizations are worried
about what competitors are doing. They want to get
started on a project but have not necessarily thought about
the data needed, its frequency, the processes impacted, or
how they will take action on IoT analytics.
Second, ideally upper management is committed to
analyzing IoT data, has a vision for it, and is willing to
fund it. This can be important, especially if outside
expertise is needed to help with the deployment.

Representation and
visualization of maturity
via maturity report and
radar charts

Figure 2. Three step procedure to assess Industry 4.0 maturity [7]

Evaluation of maturity through the maturity items
within an enterprise is conducted by using a standardized
questionnaire consisting of one closed-ended question per
item. Each question requires an answer to a Likert-scale
reaching from 1- “not distinct” to 5- “very distinct”. As
authors stress, the questionnaire can only be answered
properly, if all respondents have a basic understanding of
the concepts of Industry 4.0. External consulting or group
sessions can therefore increase the questionnaire’s
representability and the maturity model’s accuracy.
Responses to the questionnaire then serve as data input for
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Other success factors include a culture that supports
IoT, the beginnings of a strategy, and governance1 for
IoT.
Data readiness: Questions in the online assessment tool
test the presence of IoT data and whether the organization
has the experience and skills to source, manage, and
process IoT data, or big data in general (although not all
IoT data is necessarily big data). In this section,
respondents answer questions about IoT data sources and
data management. They are also asked about data
frequency.
Infrastructure readiness: The assessment tool tests
whether your organization has thought through
architectural issues related to IoT and IoT analytics. It
looks at where analytics will occur in the IoT deployment,
what data storage will be put in place, and how security
will be handled. Data quality is also examined here. In this
section, questions about where data is processed (e.g., at
the edge or in the cloud) are also addressed.
Analytics readiness: Collecting IoT data is important,
but analyzing and acting on it is where the largest value
lies. That analysis might include techniques such as
predictive analytics, stream analytics, or query and
reporting. This section examines the composition of the
analytics team and its experience with different analytics
techniques. It also looks at whether your organization is
set up to take action on analytics, and the deployment and
delivery models for doing so. For example, it asks
questions about data scientists and how your organization
currently acts on analytics.
IT/Dev/Ops readiness: IoT projects often include other
parts of the enterprise. For example, development teams
might be involved as well as engineering and operations.
IT may be involved in the data management and
processing portion of an IoT deployment, but operations
may need to be included in the rollout as well. The
assessment tool tests how ready the technical team is to
deploy and manage IoT. To further quantify readiness, the
tool collects information about how the organization will
address changes to systems or processes brought about by
IoT. This might involve developing workarounds to
legacy systems.
After answering to questions in the Readiness
Assessment Tool, the score for particular dimensions is
calculated. The greatest score for each single dimension is
20. Multiplying 20 by the five dimensions yields 100 as
the greatest possible score overall.
At the end of the assessment, the Readiness Assessment
Tool displays your scores per dimension (out of 20) and
overall score (out of 100), plus the average dimensional
and overall scores of all respondents from an organization.
Also the average for organization’s industry and size is
given. That way, one has a context for determining
whether his/hers organization is ahead of or behind the
curve. Results are also shown graphically via radar chart.
After self-assessment is done few typical organizations
scenarios concerning results are given, their strengths and

weakness are analyzed. In the end, recommendations how
successfully implement IoT are given.
AXEDA’S CONNECTED PRODUCT MATURITY
MODEL
Axeda Corporation, a part of PTC company, which is
one of the IoT platform market leaders, has developed
their own Connected Product Maturity Model. The model
is primarily suitable for production companies, and is
based on their own experiences with IoT customers. The
Connected Product Maturity Model has six levels (Fig. 3).
The level of maturity relates to the degree of integration of
business processes and functions - from initial connection
to differentiated services and solutions. According to
authors, the purpose of the model is to understand
organization’s current IoT capabilities along a continuum
of value. It can also serve as a benchmarking tool against
competitors who are providing differentiation. Below is a
more detailed explanation of each level as well as the
action steps your organization can take to move forward to
the next level of the model.
V.

Figure 3. Connected Product Maturity Model [10]

Level 1 - Unconnected. An unconnected organization is
looking to make existing processes more efficient and
drive higher levels of intelligence from the connected
world. There are IoT opportunities in every industry
because virtually all electronic and electro-mechanical
products can be designed to automatically transmit
information about status, performance, and usage, and can
interact with people and other devices in real time.
Requirements. At this level, understanding what’s
possible and the underlying technologies is critical.
Embedded software, network communications, device
protocols, provisioning, and real-time data processing
technologies combine with advanced Web Services,
security, and data management to strain the skills of most
IT organizations and development teams. Few companies
have all these specialized people on staff, so IoT projects
can get stalled or off track - if they are ever started at all.
Increasingly, companies are coming to the conclusion that
they should focus on their core competency, dismiss the
idea of the internal “build,” and conduct an educated
“buy” with faster, short-term ROI and time to market.
Implementation. Level 1 starts with planning. The first
step is “Getting connected” which is a broad term with
different meanings depending upon the environment of the
product and the economics of the solution. And while IoT
isn’t new, the fundamentals of a connected product
initiative are incredibly complex. Basic enablement,
network connectivity, security, middleware services,
cloud services, application development, and other device
management functions are all needs that must be

1

IoT governance refers to the development and application by
Governments, the private sector and civil society of shared principles,
norms, rules, decision-making procedures, and programmes that shape
the evolution and use of the Internet of Things in a direction that
addresses policy concerns and ensures that the maximum benefits are
reaped [9].
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addressed when organizations seek to launch a connected
product initiative.
Level 2 - Connected. Once connected, organizations
begin to realize a new means to generate growth and
achieve a sustainable service position. Connected product
services typically generate a recurring revenue stream,
require less fixed capital, and provide potentially higher
margins.
Requirements. Keeping up with device proliferation and
the numbers and types of devices produced by
manufacturers continues to grow rapidly. Here, the focus
should be on developing a solution that is resilient to
change and allows applications to capitalize on, rather
than be hindered by, product differences.
Implementation. Reaching Level 2 is accomplished by
connecting a product to a network (internet, cellular or
satellite) and enabling data transmission back to an
enterprise server or system for processing.
Level 3 - Serviceable. Each and every product requires
some level of service and support. Service organizations
are increasingly adopting remote service solutions to
identify, diagnose, and resolve issues remotely.
Requirements. Organizations require a cloud-based
application platform and suite of tools to monitor assets
remotely login and manage remote content. The solution
would handle hosting, security, scalability and have
flexible APIs, so that they are unencumbered by
infrastructure and can focus on the value of the solution.
Implementation. Reaching Level 3 is accomplished by
enabling remote access and service.
Level 4 - Intelligent. Here, the focus quickly turns to
analyzing the data and developing user-facing tools and
applications that facilitate data analysis, provide insights
and improve business functions. With the right IoT
reporting and BI solution, a company can run reports,
query the data, create dashboards, or feed the data into
your data warehouse and BI environments.
Requirements. Many organizations including Service,
Engineering, Finance, Compliance, QA, Product
Management, and Sales need visibility into product usage,
performance and behavior. The data from the connected
products needs to organized and stored in a way that
makes it is easy to report on and analyze.
Implementation. Reaching Level 4 is accomplished by
enabling reporting and analytics.
Level 5 - Optimized. Organizations who were early in
bringing their products online are now realizing that the
real “gold” in IoT is taking that data and integrating with
enterprise systems such as CRM, ERP, PLM or data
warehouses — optimizing critical business processes and
essentially “IoT-izing” their business.
Requirements. IoT data must be made available to
integrate with other systems. The IoT data must deliver
additional value by combining information from
connected products with information from other
complementary sources and systems to enable people and
processes to collaborate and extract even more value. For
example, product data flowing through a CRM system can
be sent to billing or into a supply chain management
system — eliminating error-prone manual steps and
providing new sales opportunities for consumable
replenishment or warranty renewals. Quality assurance or
product management can help enhance product features

based on real world data that shows usage patterns or
equipment issues - improving customer satisfaction and
streamlining beta programs. The valuable IoT product
data - now unlocked - can also guide engineering efforts
in building more reliable products with differentiating
features driven by customer demand.
Implementation. A middleware to integrate with
business systems by feeding IoT data into
CRM/ERP/PLM systems to optimize business processes
by enhancing service, billing, sales, inventory
management, and product development.
Level 6 - Differentiated. The ultimate goal for product
manufacturers is to reach Level 6 - Differentiation. This is
where connected capabilities have the capacity to
transform company business and increase customer
loyalty. Innovation is achieved by enabling end-users and
customers to reinvent their user experience through
connected products.
Requirements. There are many types of custom
applications that can enhance the utility of a product. For
example, organizations can present data from the
connected product to users and end-customers via portals
that they can view while using equipment in real time.
This enables application leaders and developers to receive
real-time technical and industry information and develop a
culture of innovation that motivates and rewards end-user
feedback. Mobile applications for smart phone and tablets
are also emerging as a way to put applications that interact
with products in the hands of field personnel and endusers who need remote access from anywhere.
Implementation. A platform that includes a rules
engine, scripting engine, robust APIs including RESTful
and SOAP-based web services.
VI. CONSLUSION
Recent surveys show that there are significant obstacles
in IoT project implementation [3], [4]. Reasons could be
found in [2]: many of the technologies, business models
and standards are nascent; organizations embark on IoT
strategy with very different starting points based on
previous experiences concerning IoT technologies, as well
as how well the IoT vision is articulated.
IoT readiness assessment methods provide a structured
IoT implementation approach, and they are subject of
great interest for consulting companies, IoT technology
and equipment manufacturing companies, professional
committees and academic institutions. Some of mentioned
organizations have developed tools which enable
companies to understand their current position concerning
IoT. However, different background and motivation of
this organizations (often motivated by marketing, or
influenced by big commercial alliances that are interested
in their own products or technologies promotion) results
in diversity of available solutions for IoT implementation
methodologies and IoT readiness assessment tools. Such
diversification confuses potential users raising concerns
like: will selected method would be appropriate for certain
type of company and its business domain, in what extent
company will become dependant of certain provider, what
will be extent of interoperability with partners, etc.
Significance of IoT solution application in order to
improve financial, organizational, productional and other
organization’s performances, as well as necessity of
organization’s adoption of these new technological trends,
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and required interoperability of IoT systems, raise the
need to develop universal methodology for IoT
implementation, which will make that complex process
easier and more predictive.
In the last few years a lot of efforts are made in
development of common standards that concern
implementation of IoT in organizations, one of which is
Standard for an Architectural Framework for the Internet
of Things conducted by IEEE, and which is expected to be
finished in the next few years. In the meantime, users can
chose among existing or newly developed solutions. It
could be expected that lessons learned in the process of
IoT implementation will be included in currently
developing standards.
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BIM) and finally, building lifecycle management (6D BIM)
[5]. Originally, BIM was developed for designing buildings.
Nowadays, it is used for diverse physical infrastructures including water, electricity and communications, roads, bridges,
ports etc.
The goal of this survey is to determine a practical workflow
for exporting the road design produced by civil engineers in
modern, BIM ready software to a driving simulator. Industrial
grade software for civil engineers focuses on specific tasks
regarding the road design. A driving simulator on the other
hand requires an optimized, yet visually compelling 3D model.
On top of that, 3D model requires semantic information on
exact lane location, direction, speed limit, motorway exits
and crossings, traffic lights and other details required by the
autonomous traffic.
The structure of this paper is the following. In the second
section, we introduce the software and file formats used in our
survey. In the third section, we present our approach step-bystep and point to limitations and issues of the current software
and file formats. In the fourth section, we report issues noticed
by test subjects during the showcase of the new road segment.
We conclude in the fifth section.

Abstract—Road design is a complex task and despite a rich
set of skills and road regulations, a number of design questions
remain unanswered until after the road has been constructed.
Our aim is to offer civil engineers an evaluation of a new road
segment on a driving simulator early in the design phase. In this
paper we determine the practical workflow for exporting the road
design produced by civil engineers to a driving simulator. While
industrial grade software focuses on a feasible, cost-effective
road design from the construction point of view, a simulator
requires, among others, an optimized 3D model for performance,
compelling visual details and semantic road information for
autonomous traffic. In the workflow we explicitly use open source
or freely available, cross platform, and scriptable tools and
formats. Finally, we perform a showcase where test subjects
evaluated the new road segment using the state of the art 4
DOF hardware simulator, an eye tracker, and biometric sensors
to determine the driver’s stress level and response time.
Index Terms—Road design, 3D modeling, 3D file formats,
Semantic Road, OpenSceneGraph

I. I NTRODUCTION
Road design is a complex task involving numerous teams
with different focuses. Despite a rich set of skills and road
design regulations (e.g. the Road Act of Slovenia [1]), there is
a number of questions and details which remain unsorted until
the road has actually been constructed. We focus on filling this
gap by offering architects and civil engineers an evaluation of
a new road segment on a driving simulator early in the design
phase. As a result, we could determine any non-obvious safety
flaws a road segment might hide and reduce potential costs in
the future [2, pp. 4].
In the last decade, architects and civil engineers are more
and more acknowledging the BIM methodology. BIM stands
for Building Information Modeling and is a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. A
BIM is a shared knowledge resource for information about
a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its
life-cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to
demolition [3]. For example, an outer wall of a residential
building can be viewed from at least three perspectives: the
designer’s, structural engineer’s, and energy engineer’s view
[4]. In practice all three actors use their own software to design
a wall. If a software is BIM ready, it supports interchangeable
file formats and collaborative tools for sharing the 3D model
(3D BIM), project time plan (4D BIM), cost dimension (5D

II. 3D M ODELING AND F ILE F ORMATS
Civil engineers typically use proprietary 3D modeling software of their choice. Tables I and II describe 3D software and
file formats used in our survey respectively.
While determining optimal workflow, we tried to explicitly
use open source, cross platform, and scriptable tools and
formats. This is allows deployment of the workflow to numerous environments, e.g. to an automated-testing cloud running
arbitrary operating system. In one case however, no adequate
open source alternative could read 3D models stored inside
.DWG format, so we used a cross-platform freeware software
Draftsight.
7 by

using osgexport plugin https://github.com/cedricpinson/osgexport
using OSG Max exporter https://sourceforge.net/projects/osgmaxexp/
1 https://www.autodesk.com/products/civil-3d
2 http://www.cgs-labs.com/Software/Plateia.aspx
3 https://www.3ds.com/products-services/draftsight-cad-software/
4 https://www.blender.org/
5 https://inkscape.org
6 http://www.oktal.fr/en/automotive/range-of-simulators/software
8 by
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Software
Autodesk Civil3D 20171
CGS Labs Plateia 20172
Dassault Software Draftsight 20173
Blender4
Inkscape5
Oktal ScanerDT6

Used for
Civil engineering design
Roadway design & reconstruction
as a Civil3D extension
2D CAD software with basic 3D
support
3D modeling
2D illustration
Driving simulation

License
Commercial
Commercial

Supported platforms
Windows
Windows

Freeware or Commercial

Windows, macOS, Linux

Open Source
Open Source
Commercial

Windows, macOS, Linux
Windows, macOS, Linux
Windows

TABLE I
S OFTWARE USED IN OUR SURVEY.

Format
.DWG
.DXF

Used for storing
Native Autodesk AutoCAD and
Civil3D models excl. textures
2D/3D models excl. textures

.FBX
.SVG

2D/3D models incl. textures
Vector 2D drawing

.OBJ

2D/3D models excl. textures

.MTL

Materials for .OBJ format

.blender

Native Blender models, optionally
incl. textures
OpenSceneGraph primitives excl.
textures
OpenSceneGraph primitives excl.
textures
OpenSceneGraph primitives optionally incl. textures
Semantic road information

.OSGT
.OSGB
.IVE
.RND

Import/Export by
Autodesk AutoCAD and Civil3D,
Draftsight
Autodesk software, Blender, and
other CAD and 3D modeling software
Autodesk software, Blender
Inkscape, Adobe software, Blender,
web browsers
Autodesk 3D Studio MAX, Blender,
and other 3D modeling software
Autodesk 3D Studio MAX, Blender
and other 3D modeling software
Blender

Specification/Encoding
Proprietary/binary

Blender7 , Autodesk
MAX8
Blender7 , Autodesk
MAX8
Blender7 , Autodesk
MAX8
Oktal ScanerDT

Open/text or binary

Proprietary/text or binary
Open standard/XML
Open/text
Open/text
Open/binary

3D

Studio

Open/text

3D

Studio

Open/binary

3D

Studio

Open/binary
Open/RoadXML

TABLE II
F ILE FORMATS USED IN OUR SURVEY.

III. E VALUATION
We designed a road model of a motorway segment near
exit “Novo Mesto — Vzhod” in Eastern Slovenia. The model
consisted of a 5 km long motorway with an exit in the middle
for each direction. Exits join the main road to the south-east.
The 3 km long main road includes 2 smaller roundabouts, one
leveled roundabout, and ≈ 150 m long bridge. Figure 1 shows
a top view of the road situation.
In the next 4 subsections, we describe steps made to design
and prepare a new road segment for the driving simulator. The
first step was performed by civil engineers, in our case using
Civil3D software with Plateia extension. In the second step we
imported models to Blender, performed various optimizations
and added details important for the driving simulator. In the
third step, we imported the 3D model to ScanerDT simulator
and we added semantic road information. In the fourth step,
a scenario for the showcase was prepared.

Fig. 1. Top view of a road segment (in orange) for evaluation in the simulator.
Points S1 and S2 denote starting positions and E the end point of the driving
scenario.

A. Step 1: Road design (Civil Engineers)
The 3D model of a road was designed in Civil3D. Initially,
for the earth’s surface, we imported 4 km2 of LIDAR points
in 1 m × 1 m resolution from the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia (GURS) publicly available
from GURS website. The point cloud was imported to Civil3D

in .XYZ ASCII format and a mesh was generated (see Figure
2). On top of this mesh proprietary aerial photos were mapped.
With the aid of Plateia for Civil3D we designed the road in
the following steps:
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since .DXF does not preserve Bezier curves, the resolution was
too coarse for our case and we weren’t able to set the .DXF
granularity in any of the settings panes. Finally, we exported
3D polylines to native .DWG format. We also exported vertical
and horizontal road markings to separate .DWG files. The
earth’s surface with textures was successfully exported to an
.FBX format. The export of the terrain surface from Civil3D
to .FBX took roughly 4 hours.
B. Step 2: Road modeling in Blender
In the second step we first imported the terrain in .FBX format to Blender. The import took about an hour for ≈ 240 MB
large file excluding textures. In Blender, the terrain surface was
optimized using the Decimate modifier keeping roughly 1% of
the vertices. The original texture resolution was preserved to
maintain the sense of speed while driving.
In order to import the 3D model of a road, we opened the
.DWG file containing 3D polylines by using freely available
DraftSight software. In DraftSight, we exported the drawing
to ASCII .DXF format 2013 and imported it to Blender.
Resolution of curves was improved by enlarging the drawing
by a factor 100. In Blender, we manually recreated the road
surface, cuts and embankments using the 3D polylines as base.
Vertical road markings stored in .DWG format were also
opened in DraftSight. Each road sign was exported separately
to vector .SVG format. Road signs were then opened in
Inkscape and exported to a .PNG image to be used as a texture.
We also used DraftSight to open a file with horizontal road
markings and we exported them to a single 2D .SVG file.
Although Blender supports importing .SVG images directly, it
does not support different brush styles and line widths. Therefore, we first imported markings to Inkscape and converted
strokes to paths. At this point, we noticed a number of garbled
markings (see Figure 5). We suspect this was a consequence
of multiple people working on same road marks over a longer
period of time using different approaches and tools.
When the horizontal markings were cleaned, we extruded
the markings to form a 3D mesh and intersected it with the
road surface (see Figure 6). During this process, it turned out
that Boolean modifier in Blender works best when intersecting
two 3D meshes i.e. objects having volume. Therefore, we also
extruded the road surface beforehand to obtain volume. This
was also needed to correctly compute mesh normals. Finally,
from the resulting intersected mesh, only faces facing up were
kept and were lifted for 5 cm.
For the motorway, we added concrete guardrails separating
opposite driving lanes and either steel guardrails or poles with
reflectors following the outer path of a road surface with
1 m offset. Also, five steel crumple zones were added. A
game fence was added around the motorway. The fence was
designed simply as a plane assigned a transparent grid-like
texture. We used a set of freely available textures for asphalt,
concrete, grass and sand.
Finally, we cut all continuous road objects (road surface,
horizontal markings, guardrails) on ≈ 500 m long segments.

Fig. 2. 3D model of existing terrain obtained by LIDAR.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

2D alignment to the terrain situation,
projection of the road to the 3D terrain,
longitudinal profile,
cross section and superelevation (see Figure 3), and
cuts and embankments (see Figure 4).

Fig. 3. Longitudinal profile of a road.

Fig. 4. 3D model of the road surface including cuts and embankments.

Finally, vertical and horizontal road markings were designed
using predefined line widths and styles according to the
Slovenian legislation. Road markings were placed in multiple
phases over a period of six months and a number of people
was involved, each person working on its own road segment.
We tried to export the 3D road model to .FBX, but Civil3D
took several hours to export and unfortunately crashed. Then,
we only exported 3D polylines of road edges, shoulders, and
banks to interchangeable .DXF format. Export worked fine, but
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This enabled occlusion of objects in driving simulator and
improved performance.
We exported the whole 3D model to .OSGT format
using Blender with osgexport plugin and then to .IVE
format with embedded textures by using osgconv -O
includeImageFileInIVEFile switch. Initially we had
issues that the resulting .IVE file wasn’t readable by ScanerDT.
This was due to a version mismatch of OpenSceneGraph
library and tools installed on originating and target computers.
The .IVE file was 292 MiB large including textures and had
roughly 1.3 M triangles and 1 M faces.
C. Step 3: Road import to ScanerDT
In the third step, we imported the model into ScanerDT
simulator. By using the Terrain tab of ScanerDT framework,
we manually applied the logical lane connections so that traffic
can drive over the provided road. Applying road connections
was a daunting and consuming task, since we needed to
precisely align the lanes with the road markings. The road
description included start and end track coordinates with
altitude and slope, crossings, number and type of lanes, traffic
regulations (speed, allowance), and placed signs direction.
Finally, we exported the RoadXML .RND file containing
the logical description of the road network.

Fig. 5. Garbled road markings — a consequence of a rough projection to a
3D surface in Civil3D. Some markings (e.g. the one on top) were projected
fine, others were garbeled (e.g. the remaining two markings).

D. Step 4: Scenario preparation in ScanerDT
In the last step, we combined the 3D model in .IVE format
and semantic road information in .RND format and designed
the following combination of situations resulting in 8 different
scenarios:
• starting point S1 or S2 as depicted on Figure 1,
• light traffic or heavy traffic,
• sunny day or a fog.
Each driver was asked to leave the motorway and travel
towards direction “Maline”. Ideally, when a driver left the
motorway, he needed to make either one or two correct turns
and needed to take two or three correct exits in roundabouts
starting in S1 or S2 respectively. At point E on Figure 1 the
scenario ended.
IV. P ROOF OF CONCEPT SHOWCASE
As a showcase we used NERVteh simulator9 already well
established in numerous surveys regarding driver responses
and computer-human interactions [6]–[10]. The simulator consisted of 4 DOF motion seat, a steering wheel including
the handles, three pedals, gear shifter and a handbrake. For
visualization we used three TV screens. Our evaluation was
based on data collected from Oktal ScanerDT and devices used
to collect biometry data: Tobii Pro Glasses 2 eye tracker10 for
obtaining the driver’s gaze and Empatica wristband E411 for
measuring heart rate, galvanic skin response, skin temperature,
and hand movement.
A dozen of drivers tested the new road segment in a random
scenario designed in the previous section. During the test,
the worst case frame rate of the simulation was ≥ 40 FPS.
All telemetry data was correctly received. For each frame,

Fig. 6. Optimized model in Blender: decimated terrain surface, added road
markings, guardrails with reflectors and supporters, deer fences, and crumple
zones.

9 https://www.nerv-teh.com
10 https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/tobii-pro-glasses-2/
11 https://www.empatica.com/research/e4/
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we mapped driver’s gaze to the 3D scene (see Figure 7) and
computed which object was a driver focused on and for how
long.

interchangeable 3D format. Recreating them in Blender added
additional cost to the project and even introduced the missing
emergency lane bug described in the previous section. Finally,
during the road design phase, exact lane position and direction
should be determined and exported to one of the semantic
road formats (e.g. RoadXML or OpenDrive) separately from
the 3D model. Perhaps, this information could even be part of
BIM. Eventually, this would significantly reduce time needed
to prepare the model for driving evaluation.
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Fig. 7. Driver’s gaze during the evaluation of a road segment.

During the showcase, drivers and audience mainly consisting of civil engineers reported the following smaller caveats:
• One driver starting from S1 made a wrong turn in a fog
after he left the motorway. He claimed he had not noticed
a sign above the highway in time because the canopy was
too low.
• Audience noticed that the emergency lane was missing on
a motorway in one direction. This bug appeared during
the recreation of a road surface from 3D polylines since
our team was not aware which polyline corresponded to
a driving lane and which polyline to the emergency lane.
• Audience also noticed that the length of the broken line
between lanes is too small. This bug appeared during the
horizontal road markings design by civil engineers. On
a motorway this distance is larger and they accidentally
took broken line style of the regional road.
Otherwise, no major drawbacks regarding the simulation
were observed and test subjects were eager to evaluate more
road segments in the future.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we determined a practical workflow for exporting a 3D road model from industry-grade CAD software to a
driving simulator. We provided an overview of file formats and
either open source or freely available cross-platform tools used
in the process. During the survey, we successfully resolved
issues mainly originating from the large scene. Autodesk software used by civil engineers proved, despite being BIM ready,
to offer unusable slow export of curved surfaces to de-facto
interchangeable .FBX format. Therefore we only exported 3D
polylines of the road and recreated them in Blender afterwards.
In the future, we should further simplify and optimize
the workflow. A task of recreating road surfaces, cuts and
embankments should be done solely using a software recognized by civil engineers, and successfully exported to an
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Abstract— Human driving strategies can be obtained in
various ways. This paper presents two artificial intelligence
approaches: a learning approach that builds a human
driving model based on driving data, and an optimization
approach that searches for driving strategies by taking into
account existing human driving models. The results show
that the optimization approach can optimize several
objectives in addition to human likeness thus producing a
set of driving strategies with various tradeoffs between the
objectives, while the learning approach aims at exactly
reproducing the human driving, which results in a single
driving strategy.

focus on non-critical driving situations or on specific
critical situations. The proposed approach, on the other
hand, aims at handling various critical situations by
implementing a generic representation of driving
situations and using it as an input for the deep neural
network.
The paper is further organized as follows. The related
work is presented in Section II. Section III presents the
optimization and learning approaches for discovering
driving strategies. The numerical experiments are
presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the
paper with ideas for future work.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicle driving has recently been
investigated by several automotive and other companies.
The main task of autonomous driving consists of defining
driving strategies that meet various objectives and
constraints, such as safety, low energy consumption,
drivability etc. To this end, several aspects have to be
taken into account, such as the behavior of other humandriven vehicles on the route. The driving strategies are
extensively evaluated in the driving simulators before the
deployment in real vehicles. To make the driving
environment in the simulators as realistic as possible, the
traffic, i.e., the behavior of human drivers has to be
appropriately replicated. Therefore, an effective
replication of human driving is of key importance for
evaluation the driving strategies in various simulated reallife situations. The obtained driving strategies that
replicate human driving and/or optimize other objectives
can be used for both driving of autonomous vehicles and
driving of human-like traffic vehicles.
The presented work on discovery of human-like driving
strategies consists of two approaches. The optimization
approach focuses on non-critical driving situations, such
as car following, free driving, and overtaking. The
existing research in this field mainly focuses on the singleobjective optimization and the discovery of driving
strategies that mimic human driving as much as possible.
However, besides human likeness, several other objectives
should be taken into account, such as the traveling time
and the fuel consumption. The presented paper proposes
an approach that takes these additional objectives into
account.
On the other hand, the learning approach is applied on
the critical driving situations, such as collision avoidance.
Existing approaches for learning human driving mainly

II. RELATED WORK
Human driving can be mimicked by either applying
appropriate human driving models or learning the driving
models. In the first case, the predefined driving models in
the form of sets of equations are optimized to drive the
vehicle as similar as possible to humans. In the second
case, the appropriate learning algorithms construct the
driving models without any predefined model structure.
Several human driving models have been proposed by
the researchers. These models typically focus on specific
driving situations, such as car following and overtaking.
Car following models are applied when the vehicle
follows the preceding vehicle on the same lane. To that
end, they control the vehicle by responding to the
stimulus, i.e., actions of the preceding vehicle. For
example,
when
the
preceding
vehicle
accelerates/decelerates, the following vehicle has also to
accelerate/decelerate. However, this response is not done
instantaneously, but tries to imitate the response of human
drivers. The best-know stimulus-response model is the
Gazis-Herman-Rothery (GHR) model, which specifies the
stimulus as the relative velocity between the vehicles.
Additional parameters that have been included in the
model comprise the distance to the preceding vehicle, the
velocity of the vehicles, different parameters for
acceleration and deceleration phases etc. [3,13]. The linear
model defines the vehicle acceleration as a linear
combination of the desired following distance, the vehicle
velocity, the relative distance to the preceding vehicle, the
relative velocity to the preceding vehicle, and the reaction
time [26]. The safety distance model drives the vehicle at
a safe following distance by manipulating basic
Newtonian equations of motion [10]. The optimal velocity
model achieves the optimal velocity based on the distance
to the preceding vehicle and the velocity difference to the
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preceding vehicle [16]. The psychophysical model defines
a set of action points, i.e., thresholds, which are used to
trigger actions when the selected stimuli (distance,
velocity difference etc.) fall beyond their threshold values
[22]. The cellular automaton model describes the traffic as
a stochastic discrete automaton model. The goal is to not
have two vehicles in the same cell at the same time, i.e., to
avoid collisions [17].
Other types of driving models that have been widely
developed are the lane changing and overtaking models.
These models determine when the lane should be changed
or when the overtaking should start. This is typically
determined in two steps. In the first step, the desire to start
lane changing or overtaking is determined, while in the
second step, the gap on the target lane is checked. If both
conditions are satisfied, the vehicle starts to change the
lane or overtake. Examples of these models can be found
in [6,7,12]. However, to control the vehicle during the
overtaking/lane changing, these models need to be
coupled with the car following models. As a consequence,
both types of models can be simultaneously optimized to
obtain better driving strategies. Examples of such a
simultaneous optimization can be found in [1,18,19].
Driving strategies imitating human driving can be also
obtained with learning approaches. These approaches
typically focus on specific driving situations, such as car
following, overtaking, etc. In contrast to the optimization
approaches, where the models are predefined and include
intuitive relations among the input variables, the learning
models are not predefined and are not intuitive, since the
modeled relations are hard to explain and understand. The
learning approaches mainly differ in the learning
algorithms that are used to build the driving models.
Examples of car following use conditional linear Gauss
model [15], Gaussian mixture model [2], PrARX model
[14], and Support Vector Regression [23]. To detect
maneuvers in crossroads, Gaussian process regression can
be used [20]. To drive in the city and on highway,
artificial neural networks have been applied [25]. Deep
neural networks have recently also been applied to model
human driving. These models aim at solving end-to-end
driving task, which consists of learning to drive by taking
as the input images from cameras. This differs
significantly from the previously listed approaches, which
preprocess raw data, reconstruct the scene and only
afterwards apply the learning approaches. Examples of
such end-to-end approaches that use deep neural networks
can be found in [5,8,11,24].
The existing optimization methods focus on modeling
human driving behavior and ignore other objectives that
are also important when driving a vehicle, such as short
traveling time and low fuel consumption. This paper
presents an algorithm that considers both aspects, since it
implements human driving models to obtain human-like
driving, and optimizes the traveling time and the fuel
consumption. This paper also presents a novel approach
for applying deep neural networks for learning human
driving. This approach enhances the existing approaches
by introducing a generic representation of the driving
situation that is used as the input to the deep neural
network.

III. DISCOVERING HUMAN-LIKE DRIVING STRATEGIES
The discovery of human-like driving strategies employs
two approaches. The first approach is based on the
optimization of parameter values of the predefined human
driving models and aims at optimizing the traveling time
and the fuel consumption. The second approach, on the
other hand, aims at reproducing human driving with
machine learning algorithms and does not take additional
objectives into account. In addition, the optimization
approach focuses on non-critical driving situations, while
the learning approach aims at driving the vehicle in
critical driving situations. The main difference between
the two approaches is that when using the learning
approach, objectives such as the traveling time and the
fuel consumption cannot be optimized, since leaning only
aims at replicating the given human driving. That is why
two independent tasks have been defined, one
optimization and one learning, and appropriate approaches
have been developed for each task independently.
A. Optimization Approach for Discovering Human-like
Driving Strategies
The optimization of human-like driving strategies for
handling non-critical driving situations consists of a twolevel multiobjective optimization algorithm that searches
for driving strategies, which simultaneously mimics
human driving behavior and minimizes the traveling time
and the fuel consumption. On the lower level, a set of
human driving models are used to determine the control
actions that are applied during vehicle driving. The
parameters of these models are tuned with the upper-level
algorithm, i.e., a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm,
which searches for a set of driving strategies that are
nondominated with respect to the traveling time and the
fuel consumption.
The lower level consists of a set of mathematical
models that aim to reproduce human driving in the
following set of driving situations: car following, free
driving, emergency deceleration, and overtaking. These
models determine the vehicle’s longitudinal acceleration
and the moment when the overtaking should start.
The car following model is based on the GHR model
[3], which determines the acceleration based on the
current velocity, the distance to the preceding vehicle and
the velocity difference with respect to the preceding
vehicle, as shown in (1). For more details, see [3].

 k1vt k2 st k3 vt  ; vt   0

k
k
at  k 4 vt 5 st 6 vt  ; vt   0

0
; vt   0

The free driving model and the emergency deceleration
model aim at achieving the target velocity with an
acceleration that is calculated with a linear function of the
current velocity. The overtaking models calculate the
driver’s utility to pass and the minimal gap as functions of
the current velocity, velocity of the preceding vehicle,
velocity of the vehicle on the other lane, and gaps on both
lanes, as shown in (2) and (3). When the utility is greater
than zero and the available gap is larger than the minimal
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Figure 1. Generic representation of driving situation consisting of
the space in front of the vehicle that is partitioned into cells

gap, the vehicle starts to overtake. For more details, see
[7].

u  k7  k8 vtarget  k9 s
g  k10  k11v  k12vpreceding  k13vopposite

(2)
(3)

The upper level of the multiobjective optimization
algorithm consists of a multiobjective evolutionary
algorithm that is based on DEMO [21] and NSGA-II [4].
This algorithm optimizes the traveling time and the fuel
consumption by tuning the parameters of the lower-level
human driving models, and returns a set of nondominated
driving strategies. To this end, the algorithm operates with
a set of solutions called population, where each solution
stores the values of all the parameters of human driving
models from the lower-level algorithm. These solutions
are randomly initialized and then improved in several
iterations called generations by employing evolutionary
operators, i.e., selection, crossover and mutation. More
precisely, the algorithm uses the scheme DE/rand/1/bin
[21] to create new solutions from the existing solutions.
After each generation, the best solutions are selected to
remain in the population thus maintaining a constant
population size. For this purpose, multiobjective
mechanisms from NSGA-II are used. Finally, a set of
nondominated solutions is returned.

Figure 2. The architecture of the neural network. Left-hand side:
the autoencoding model consisting of encoding and decoding
layers. Right-hand side: the final model consisting of the encoding
layers trained with autoencoding, and decision layers

of several layers as shown in Fig. 2. The network input
includes the driving situation and the vehicle velocity. The
network returns seven data that can be used to control the
vehicle. These control data are combined in three groups
{a, b, c} as follows: (a) throttle/braking percentage, gear
and wheel angle, (b) acceleration and change in vehicle
heading, and (c) velocity and distance to the center of the
right lane. Only one group among {a, b, c} is used to
control the vehicle. Nevertheless, all three groups were
evaluated to determine the best group of control data.
The developed network consists of several encoding
and decision layers [9] as shown in Fig. 2. The encoding
layers include convolution, max pool and dropout layers,
and aim at learning important features from the situation
data. The decision layers include long short-term memory
(LSTM) and fully connected layers, and aim at
discovering temporal patters by processing the encoding
data within a sliding time window. These layers are
trained in two steps. In the first step, the encoding layers
are trained by employing the autoencoding technique [9],
while in the second step, the decision layers are coupled
with the pretrained encoding layers and only the decision
layers are trained. The autoencoding technique adds
“mirror” layers to the encoding layers in order to produce
the output that is the same as the input. Therefore, the
convolution layers are mirrored with deconvolution layers,
and the max pool layers are mirrored with the upsample
layers. Finally, the algorithm returns the deep network that
consists of the encoding and decision layers.

B. Learning Approach for Discovering Human-like
Driving Strategies
Human-like driving strategies for critical situations are
learned with the deep neural network algorithm [9]. For
the input of the network, a generic representation of the
driving situation has been developed. This representation
discretizes the space in front of the vehicle into cells,
where each cell stores the information regarding the
presence of road, obstacles, etc. More precisely, only a
limited space in front of the vehicle is taken into account,
i.e., the space within an angle range with respect to the
vehicle heading and a given length ahead of the vehicle.
This space is partitioned into cells with respect to various
angles and distances from the vehicle. Each cell stores the
information regarding the road lane (preferred lane or
other lane), road position (on- or off- road), and presence
of obstacles such as other vehicles. An example of the
space partitioning can be seen in Fig. 1.
The deep neural network algorithm builds the human
driving model in the form of a deep network that consists

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed approaches were tested in two driving
scenarios. To test the optimization approach, a two-lane
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TABLE I.
SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION OF DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
observed set
of data

evaluation set

predicted data

statistic

throttle/
braking [%]

gear

wheel
[rad]

acceleration
[m/s2]

average

0.16

2.29

0.15

0.07

delta
heading
[delta rad]
0.00

8.03

distance to
lane center
[m]
-0.89

σ

0.28

1.17

0.76

1.08

0.06

5.86

1.75

min

-1.00

-1.00

-4.34

-17.53

-0.67

-2.17

-8.28

max

1.00

6.00

7.85

5.36

1.29

27.99

5.04

root mean
square error

0.22

0.97

0.51

0.86

0.04

0.79

0.20

velocity
[m/s]

The optimization algorithm was tested with the
following parameter setup: population size: 50, number of
generations: 50, crossover probability: 0.9, scaling factor:
0.5. Since it is a stochastic algorithm, it was run 10 times
to obtain the driving strategies.
To evaluate the learning algorithm, the following
parameter values were used: number of epochs: 200,
optimizer: simple gradient descent, learning rate: 0.1,
learning rate decay: 0.96, decay step: 1000, data split:
60 % for model training and 40 % for model evaluation.
The same configuration was used to train the main
network and for the autoencoding technique.
B. Experimental Results
Fig. 3 shows the driving strategies for non-critical
driving situations in the objective space, obtained with 10
runs of the multiobjective optimization algorithm. In
addition, this figure also shows the driving strategies
obtained with the existing approaches that were presented
in [1,6,7]. These results show that the existing approaches
focus either on the car following without overtaking (the
results on the right-hand side of the figure and with long
traveling time) or on overtaking (the results on the lefthand side of the figure and with short traveling time).
However, they fail to discover driving strategies with
compromises between the two objectives. On the other
hand, the multiobjective optimization algorithm finds also
a large set of driving strategies with various tradeoffs
between the objectives. Such a set of driving strategies
enables the user to have a better overview of all the
possible driving strategies and to select the preferred one
without limiting the tradeoff between objectives. In
addition, it also enables to deploy a large set of driving
strategies with various tradeoffs between objectives in a
driving simulation environment.
The deep neural network has been evaluated with three
sets of control actions as described in Section III.B. The
results are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4. This table shows
that the standard deviation in the evaluation set is similar
to the root mean square error in the predicted data when
the vehicle is controlled with {throttle/braking percentage,
gear, wheel angle} or {acceleration, change in vehicle
heading}. On the other hand, the root mean square error is
significantly lower than the standard deviation when the
vehicle is controlled with {velocity, distance to the center
of the right lane}. Consequently, when using deep neural
networks with the proposed generic representation of the
driving situation, the preferred actions for controlling the
vehicle are {velocity, distance to the center of the right
lane}. This is also confirmed by Fig. 4 that shows the
comparison between the predicted and the actual data on

Figure 3. Comparison of driving strategies obtained with the
multiobjective algorithm and existing human driving models

rural route was used and the results were compared to the
existing human driving models. The learning approach
was, on the other hand, tested on one critical situation in
the urban environment, where a moving vehicle had to be
avoided.
A. Experimental Setup
Both tested scenarios included traffic vehicles. In
addition, the critical scenario included pedestrians that
crossed the road on zebra crossing. The length of the rural
route was 46 km, while the length of the urban route was
around one kilometer. The critical situation in the urban
environment consisted of a truck moving backwards from
a parking area to the main street. This parking area was
surrounded by a high wall that prevented to see the truck
until the driven vehicle was close to the truck.
The learning algorithm requires a set of driving data,
which is used in the learning and evaluation phases. To
this end, driving data of 200 drivers were recorded with a
simulator based on the SCANeR Studio1, which was
provided by the NERVteh company2.

1

http://www.oktal.fr/en/automotive/range-ofsimulators/software
2
https://www.nerv-teh.com/
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 4. Comparison of predicted and actual values, obtained by evaluating deep neural network driving model that predicted: a)
throttle/braking percentage, gear, and wheel angle; b) acceleration and change in vehicle heading; c) velocity and distance to the center of the
right lane

the evaluation set for all seven control actions. This figure
shows that among the predicted control actions, the closest
to the ideal values represented by the line y  x are the
velocity and the distance to the center of the right lane. On
the other hand, wheel, acceleration and change in vehicle
heading are mostly underestimated, while throttle/braking
percentage and gear are predicted almost at random.

situations. The results show that the multiobjective
optimization algorithm is able to find good driving
strategies with various tradeoffs between the objectives. In
addition, the results also show that deep neural network is
able to replicate human driving when the vehicle is
controlled with velocity and distance to the center of the
right lane. In our future work, we will evaluate the deep
neural network in additional critical driving situations. In
addition, we will compare its results with existing learning
approaches.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We designed and evaluated two approaches for
discovering human-like driving strategies. The learning
approach uses the deep neural network algorithm to build
driving strategies for critical driving situations. In
addition, the optimization approach implements the
multiobjective optimization algorithm that discovers
driving strategies by taking into account additional
objectives, i.e., the traveling time and the fuel
consumption, and is used to handle non-critical driving
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inserting a scrambled fingerprint into a face photo as a
watermark. Inserting the watermark should not cause
noticeable degradation of the face image, but at the same
time, it should provide its reliable extraction. These are the
two contradictory requirements that the insertion
algorithms should reconcile. The mathematical apparatus
used in this paper for inserting a watermark into the image
is based on the DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transformation)
and SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). The safety of
the model is further enhanced by scramble the fingerprint
by the GMSAT (Generalized Multistage Arnold
Transformation) algorithm before inserting into the face
image. Methods of inserting a watermark are characteristic
in copyright protection procedures against the illegal
copying and distribution of multimedia content [3]. It has
been shown that the watermark - scrambled fingerprint
information can be extracted with satisfactory quality in
order to be used in the process of personal identification.
Unlike classic personal identification where problems can
arise when trying to access a remote database, in the
proposed concept, fingerprints are extracted on the site and
at the time of verification [4].
In addition, one of the problems that can arise is the
unknown identity of the persons to identify previouslytheir data are not in the database. The proposed concept
addresses both problems. The idea that the fingerprint is
attached and incorporated into a photo of a person brings a
series of benefits. Firstly, the proposed system does not
require access to a database with stored fingerprint images.
This also results in no rights to access the database. The
proposed system also solves the problem when the identity
of the person is unknown in advance. The proposed concept
can also be applied to paper documents, which gives him
certain advantages in terms of the necessary financial
resources for its realization.
The rest of the work is structured as follows. The second
chapter describes generic biometric identification systems
and determines the necessary characteristics which they
need to possess. Also, this chapter describes how to get a
high-quality image of a fingerprint, and describes its basic
characteristics.
The third chapter presents the scrambling, inserting, and
extraction the watermark from the image used in this paper.
The fourth chapter provides details of the proposed
algorithms and evaluate the proposed methods.
The obtained results were analyzed on the basis of
objective image quality parameters such as PSNR (Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio), NC (Normalized Correlation) and
SSIM (Structural SIMilarity). In the fifth chapter,
appropriate conclusions were made on the application of
the proposed concept based on the conducted tests.

Abstract:— The need for personal identification in the
modern world in all areas of social activity is growing. This
paper presents the application of the watermark in
multimodal biometric identification. In one biometric feature
- a face photo is inserted in the form of a watermark, a second,
encrypted biometric feature - a fingerprint. Unlike standard
biometric identification algorithms that require access to a
database with biometric features, the concept of multimodal
biometric identification does not require access to the
database. It has been shown that a high quality fingerprint
can be extracted from the watermarked photo of person,
which, together with the face image, is used in the process of
multimodal identification. In the experimental part of the
work, mean values of PSNRs of secured images of over 37dB
were obtained, while the average value of PSNR watermarks
was over 33dB, NC greater than 0.98 and SSIM about 0.96.
Based on the obtained experimental results, it can be
concluded that the proposed concept of multimodal biometric
identification based on a watermark can be successfully
applied in multimodal personal identification.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The need for reliable personal identification in the
modern world is growing day by day in all areas of social
activity. Personal identification is present both in every day
routine activities and specialized activities related to
security and crime analysis. Classical personal
identification is based on identification documents that
contain basic person data. Identification through
identification documents has become mandatory when
crossing the state border, entering government institutions,
banks, travel terminals, universities, schools and other
public institutions. The information that is standardly used
for personal identification is full name, person photo, PIB,
ID number, e-mail and telephone number. For applications
requiring a higher degree of security, the process of
personal identification should include the verification of
biometric characteristics [1].
In addition to the physical measures of a person, some
specific behavior such as way of walking, keyboard typing
or signing method can be used for personal identification.
In practice, a biometric personal identification based on
DNA, facial shape, arm geometry, palm print, voice
characteristics, etc. can be found. Traditionally,
fingerprints are used for biometric personal identification,
but identification methods using Iris texture are
increasingly encountered [2]. Identification of the person
through biometric characteristics is based on the
comparison of the biometric data of the person from the
database with the biometric data collected in the field.
In this paper, the concept of multimodal personal
biometric identification is proposed, which involves
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. Fingerprint scanners a) optical, b) capacitive and c) ultrasound.

also solves the problem when identity of the person to be
identified is unknown earlier. The proposed method has an
advantage over others because it can be applied effectively
both on electronic and on paper documents.

II. BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS
The basic function of biometric identification systems is
to perform personal identification based on the known
biometric characteristics of a person. In general, biometric
identification systems can be classified into unimodal and
multimodal. In unimodal systems, identification is
performed based on one biometric feature, while in
multimodal systems identification is performed based on
fusion of several biometric features. Biometric multimode
systems are safer, more reliable, and more resistant to
malicious attempts. In standard biometric identification
systems, at least two stages are distinguished. The first step
involves the acquisition of biometric data by specialized
biometric scanners. Thus, optical, capacitive or ultrasonic
fingerprint readers are used for scanning, while
microphones are used for recording speech, for scanning
the face of the CCD camera, and for reading the iris of the
NIR (Near-Infrared) cameras. The first stage ends with the
digital processing of the collected data to form
characteristic features. Specific biometric features obtained
in this way, together with personal information are stored
in the database. A database of characteristic features and
personal information can be found on a local or remote
computer. If the database is located on a local computer, the
security issue is more complicated, while access to data is
simpler and faster. In this case, there may be ethical
problems with the right to own a database of biometric
features as well as the costs of its protection against
unauthorized access [4]. If the database is located on a
remote computer, network problems, as well as issues
related to access permits, may also be reported. The second
stage is a matching phase in which the process of obtaining
biometric features on the site is repeated, compared with
the features stored in the database. By agreeing biometric
data obtained on the site with the one from the base, a
personal identity is established. In order for a biometric
system to be acceptable for use, it must possess the
following characteristics: UNIVERSALITY - the required
biometric feature should be owned by all individuals;
DISTINCTIVENESS - a biometric feature should be
unique to the individual; PERMANENCE - biometric
features must be constant over a certain period of time;
COLLECTABILLITY - biometric features should be
acquired and digitally processed and ACCEPTABILITY biometric features should be acceptable for users and
individuals.
The idea that the fingerprint is incorporated into a photo
of a person brings a series of benefits. Firstly, the proposed
system does not require access to a database with stored
fingerprint features. This also results that there is no need
to provide access rights to databases. The proposed system

A. Fingerprint
Fingerprint is a specific feature of a person. This is an
image print resulting from the sweating of the papillary
lines. Papillary lines appear as a consequence of creases and
fissures on human fingers. The unique interaction of the
creases and fissures on the finger determines the personal
identity. Functionally, the role of the creases is to increase
the surface of the skin on the fingers, which increases the
number of nerve endings that makes the finger more
sensitive. Fingerprints are formed during the embryonic
development of a man and are also different in singleskinned twins. Because the fingerprint is a permanent and
individual feature of every human being for many years, it
is used for personal identification. To collect fingerprints, a
whole series of scanners are used that work on different
physical principles. On Fig. 1 examples of a) optical, b)
capacitive and c) ultrasonic fingerprint scanners are shown.
The examples of the shown scanners are simultaneously
performing scanning and digitizing the image of the print.
The quality of the prints arrives significantly affects the
efficiency of the personal identification algorithms. The
degradation of the fingerprint image associated with
interruptions of the papillary lines can significantly affect
the incorrect determination of the fingerprint. Also, parallel
papillary lines can often not be distinguished in the
presence of noise in the image of the fingerprint. It is
desirable that the resolution of the scanned prints is 500
DPI, while the image size of the image is 300 × 300 pixels.
In this paper, fingerprints were used in a resolution of 256
× 256 pixels with 256 gray levels. It is extremely important
to extract inserted fingerprints of the highest quality from
the stamped photo of the person. The digitized fingerprints
used in this paper are shown in the second column of Table
1.
III.

ALGORITHMS FOR WATERAK SCRAMBLING,
INSERTING AND EXTRACTING

Under the fingerprinting, this paper implies the process
of inserting some secret information into multimedia
content. In this work, a fingerprint image is a secret
information that is inserted into a person's photo. The
insertion process should not cause noticeable degradation
of the image of a person's face while at the same time
allowing an effective extraction of the fingerprints. By
inserting a watermark with a higher insertion coefficient α,
a more reliable extraction is provided, but at the same time,
it causes visible degradation of the image of the face photo
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a)

Original

b)

Y component

c)

Cb component

d)

Cr component

Figure 2. Decomposition a) original image of "Lena" in b) Y, c) Cr and d) Cb component of the YCrCb format

with the inserted watermark. The choice of the insertion
coefficient value is very important and depends on many
factors. In order to increase safety, the watermark image is
scaled by GMSAT (Generalized MultiStage Arnold
Transformation) algorithm [3] before insertion. The
scrambled watermark is incorporated in this work in the
DWT-SVD domain. In this paper, a reliable SVD algorithm
was applied which solves the problem of false detection of
a trademark that is characteristic of the standard SVD
algorithm. Below are the basics of GMSAT and DWTSVD algorithms [5].

{𝒀𝒀, 𝑪𝑪𝒃𝒃 , 𝑪𝑪𝒓𝒓 } = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌(𝑭𝑭)

Step I2: Decomposition of the Y component using a
DWT transformation:

𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
� � �� 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 + 1 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑁𝑁, 𝑖𝑖 ∈ (1, 2, … 𝐼𝐼)

{ 𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘 } = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 (𝒀𝒀) , 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿, 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿, 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻}

(4)

𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘 = 𝑼𝑼𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 ⋅ 𝑺𝑺𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 ⋅ (𝑽𝑽𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 )𝑇𝑇 .

(5)

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

Step I3: SVD decomposition all of subbands 𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘 :

A. GMSAT algorithm for watermark scrambling
In order to scramble the watermark content, the authors
proposed in the previous papers the GMSAT (Generalized
Multistage Arnold Transformation) [3]. The basic idea of
this transformation is based on the successive application
of several different Arnold transformations - the watermark
stage. The transformation parameters of i-th transformation
ai, would be the number of consecutive iterations of the
stage representing keys for encryption, while the Arnold
transformation phase of the Ti stage is additionally required
for the application of the inverse GMSAT. The application
of GMSAT allows the variation of the square watermark
dimension in stages. Each of the stages of the generalized
multipack 2D Arnold transformation (i) can be described
by the expressions (1) and (2):
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1
1
�𝑦𝑦 � = ��
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛+1

(3)

Step I4: Scrambling the fingerprint image W’ using the
GMSAT algorithm and obtaining a scrambled fingerprint
image W that is inserted into the face image.
𝑾𝑾 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺_𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑾𝑾′ )
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 �𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖, 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖, 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖, 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 �

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝐼𝐼 . (6)

Step I5: SVD decomposition of scrambled watermark W
and calculating the principal component of Awa [5].
𝑾𝑾 = 𝑼𝑼𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑺𝑺𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑽𝑽𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 = 𝑨𝑨𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 ⋅ 𝑽𝑽𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 ;
𝑨𝑨𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 𝑼𝑼𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑺𝑺𝑤𝑤 .

(7)

Step I6: Insertion principal component Awa in the
diagonal matrix of the subband 𝑺𝑺𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 with the insertion factor
α1 for k𝜖𝜖{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿1 , 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻1 , 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿1 } and α2 for k𝜖𝜖{𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻1 }:

(1)

𝑺𝑺𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌_1 = 𝑺𝑺𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 + 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙 ⋅ 𝑨𝑨𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 , 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙 𝜖𝜖{1, 2}

2

(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ∈ (0,1, … , 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 − 1) × (0,1, … , 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 − 1) ⊂ 𝑍𝑍 (2)

(8)

Step I7: Creating modified subbands with built-in
watermark:

where 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 i 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛+1 represent the locations of the
watermark pixel, and ai , bi, and Ni represent the Arnold
transformation parameters. When using inverse GMSAT,
the same procedure is repeated with the same parameters
only in reverse order. Details of the DWT-SVD algorithm
for insertion and extraction [5] are given below.

𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤 = 𝑼𝑼𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 ∙ 𝑺𝑺𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌_1 ∙ (𝑽𝑽𝑘𝑘𝑌𝑌 )𝑇𝑇 .

(9)

Step I8: Replacing the original first-level image subbands
with modified and applying an inverse discrete wavelet
transform IDWT to obtain a secured image
𝒀𝒀𝑤𝑤 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤 ) .

B. DWT - SVD algorithm for watermark inserting in
cover image

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

(10)

Step I9: Conversion of protected face image from YCbCr
color space to RGB color space:

Step I1: Conversion of face image F from RGB Color
space to YCbCr color space:

{𝑭𝑭𝒘𝒘 } = 𝑌𝑌𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝒀𝒀𝒘𝒘 , 𝑪𝑪𝒃𝒃 , 𝑪𝑪𝒓𝒓 ).
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a)

Original

b)

PSNR = 37.4243 dB

c)

PSNR = 37.2544 dB

d)

36.6933 dB

Figure 3. Appearance a) of the original image, b) and c) watermarked images with the corresponding watermarks from Tab. 1

IV.

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED
ALGORITHM
Without compromising the significance of this
algorithm, this paper uses an uncompressed *.png format
for storing uncoded face image. This format belongs to the
class of RGB color space, while the application of the
proposed algorithm requires its transformation into the
YCrCb color space. Note that in the YCrCb format, the
information about each image pixel is stored in
characteristic matrices marked as Y, Cb, and Cr. In the Y
matrix, the values of the brightness for each pixel of the
image are stored, while the color information is stored in
the Cb and Cr matrices. Inserting a watermark in the
transformed domain is performed only in the Y matrix
using the DWT-SVD decomposition of this matrix. The
proposed algorithm envisages inserting a scrambled
watermark in the HH subband of the Y component with an
insertion factor α2 = 0.05, while in the other subbands LL,
LH, HL, the watermark is inserted by a lower insertion
factor α1 = 0.0125.
Figure 3a shows the appearance of the original "Lena"
image in a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, while in Figures
3b and 3c the layouts of the bearing image "Lena" are
displayed after inserting the scrambled watermarks shown
in Tab. 1. Below the secured figures, the PSNR values
obtained after the insertion of the watermarks are displayed.
Step I3 performs SVD decomposition of each subband to
prepare for insertion into the SVD domain. Step I4 scramble
the content of the watermark by G4SAT algorithm. The
parameters of the applied G4SAT algorithm are shown by
the vectors: a = [2 1 4 3], b = [2 1 2 1], T = [128 150 96
192], k = [51 72 83 94] and N = [256 200 186 256]. The
content of the parametric vectors is actually the key to the
later decompression of the watermark. Tab. 1 shows the
prospect of watermarks - fingerprints at a resolution of 256
× 256 pixels used in the practical part of the work. In the
first column, the regular numbers of people with displayed
fingerprints are shown. The second column contains the
original watermarks of the person, while the third column
shows the prospects of scrambled watermarks. This
scrambled fingerprint image is inserted into the supporting
image "Lena" by a reliable SVD algorithm [5], [6].
Steps I5 to I8 refer to inserting a scrambled watermark
into all DWT decomposition subbands. In these steps, SVD
transformations of all subbands and scrambled watermarks
are used for insertion. By changing the S matrix of each
subbands, the insertion of the watermark in the cover image
is actually carried out. In the last step of I9, the secured
image from the YCrCb domain is again transformed into a
RGB domain. The Cb and Cr components required for this

C. DWT - SVD algorithm for watermark extracting
from secured image
The process of extracting the watermark W* from the
protected face image can be done with the following E
steps:
Step E1: Conversion of protected Face image 𝑭𝑭∗𝒘𝒘 from
RGB color space to YCbCr color space:
{𝒀𝒀∗𝒘𝒘 , 𝑪𝑪∗𝒃𝒃 , 𝑪𝑪∗𝒓𝒓 } = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌(𝑭𝑭∗𝒘𝒘 )

(12)

Step E2: Decomposition 𝒀𝒀∗𝒘𝒘 component using DWT
transformation:

∗
{ 𝒀𝒀∗𝑘𝑘
𝒘𝒘 } = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 (𝒀𝒀𝒘𝒘 ) , 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿, 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿, 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻} (13)
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

Step E3: SVD decomposition of subbands 𝒀𝒀∗𝒌𝒌
𝒘𝒘 :
𝑇𝑇

∗𝑘𝑘
∗𝑘𝑘
∗𝑘𝑘
𝒀𝒀∗𝑘𝑘
𝒘𝒘 = 𝑼𝑼𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 ⋅ 𝑺𝑺𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 ⋅ �𝑽𝑽𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 �

(14)

Step E4: Creating the difference between the original
(𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘 ) and the protected face image (𝒀𝒀∗𝑘𝑘
𝒘𝒘 ):
𝑘𝑘
𝒀𝒀𝒌𝒌𝟏𝟏 = 𝒀𝒀∗𝑘𝑘
𝒘𝒘 − 𝒀𝒀

(15)

Step E5: Determination of the principal component:
𝑨𝑨∗𝑘𝑘
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 =

�𝑼𝑼𝑘𝑘
𝑌𝑌 �

−1

𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇
∙𝒀𝒀𝑘𝑘
1 ∙ �𝑽𝑽𝑌𝑌 �

𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙

−1

, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙{1, 2}

(16)

Step E6: Calculating the inserted scrambled watermark
W’* is performed as follows:
𝑇𝑇
𝑾𝑾′∗𝑘𝑘 = 𝑨𝑨∗𝑘𝑘
𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘∙ 𝑽𝑽𝒘𝒘

(17)

Step E7: Decrypting the scrambled watermark
𝑾𝑾′∗𝑘𝑘 using the inverse GMSAT transformation and
obtaining the original W*k:
𝑾𝑾∗𝑘𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼_𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺_𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑾𝑾′∗𝑘𝑘 ),
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 �𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖, 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖, 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖, 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 �

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝐼𝐼. , 𝑘𝑘 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

(18)
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TABLE I
ORIGINAL, SCRAMBLED AND EXTRACTED WATERMARKS
Person
number

Original
watermarks

Scrammbled by
G4SAT

Extracted
watermarks

PSNR [dB]

NC

SSIM

1

32.9746

0.9932

0.97188

2

33.0093

0.9952

0.97063

3

32.9528

0.9515

0.95153

fingerprint is inserted as a watermark in another biometric
feature - a photo of a person's face. When watermark was
inserted in the carrier image, there is no visible degradation
of quality. On the other hand, the shown method provides
extraction of the high quality fingerprint so that it can be
used in the personal identification process. In the process of
multimodal identification, the face of the person is
compared with photographs on the identification
documents, also, the extracted fingerprint with a scanned
fingerprint on the site is compared. The obtained results
justify the use of this method in the processes of "off-line"
multimodal personal identification.

transformation are taken from the decomposed originals.
High PSNR values of 37.42 dB, 37.25 dB and 36.69 dB
images show a seamless image degradation. This data
clearly indicates that the insertion of the watermark by the
proposed algorithm is very good, that is, it does not cause
significant visual degradation of the carrier image. This is
one of the basic requirements to be satisfied by good
insertion algorithms. Another, more important feature to be
possessed by these algorithms is the reliable extraction of
inserted watermarks of satisfactory quality. The extraction
algorithm is based on the inverse process of insertion and
is described by the algorithm steps E1 to E7. The obtained
results of watermark extraction are below. In order to
decrypt the content of watermarks, an inverse G4SAT
algorithm must be applied [3], [5]. The fourth, fifth and
sixth columns of Tab. 1 show the results obtained for all
three used watermarks. For the evaluation of the quality of
extracted watermarks, objective parameters of image
quality assessment were used: PSNR, NC and SSIM
coefficients [7]
The quality of the extracted watermarks that represent
the image of the fingerprint texture is about 33dB, which is
extremely good. The quality of the carrier image is higher
than 37 dB, which is also considered a very good result.
The quality of the extracted mark expressed by averaged
normalized cross-correlation NC is about 0.99, and over
SSIM about 0.96 that is considered a good result [8].
V.
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hydroclimatic modelling is an important issue, which can
facilitate decision-making process in certain river basin.
The assessment uncertainty in hydrological projections
under climate change is commonly achieved by addressing
uncertainties in the impact modeling chain. The modelling
chain consists of different elements such as the selection of
Global Climate Models (GCM) and Regional Climate
Models (RCMs), the selection of downscaling models and
the selection of hydrological model [6]. The considerable
uncertainty in the predicted streamflows is more likely lies
in climatic modelling depending on the selection of GCMs
and RCMs, choice of the bias correction method, the
assumed initial and boundary conditions, the chosen
greenhouse gas emission scenarios and scenarios of future
socio-economic development [5]. Also, there are
uncertainties related to the hydrological modeling scheme
caused by lack of reliable information needed for
hydrological calibration, hydrological model structures and
parameterization of hydrological model.
This implies that ignoring one of the uncertainty sources
may cause great risk in domain of water resource planning
and management [7, 10, 3, 2]. Also, uncertainty sources
have not yet been clearly evaluated in most previous studies
due to different regional characteristics of the river basins.
For this reason, this study aims (1) to establish a framework
for assessing uncertainty in the modelling chain for a future
time frame in the Lim River Basin in Serbia, (2) to quantify
the most dominant sources of uncertainties (i.e. emission
scenarios, regional climate models, hydrological models),
especially the contribution from hydrological models since
it has not been addressed, and (3) to determine future
hydrological changes for the considered river basin.
For this purpose, four regional climate models, two
greenhouse gas emission scenarios and the two
hydrological modes are used. In terms of hydrological
modelling, the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System
(PRSM) [1] and the 3DNet Catch hydrological model [9]
are be applied. The aforementioned hydrological models
have distributed parameters with a physical connotation,
which aims at evaluating the hydrological response of
various combinations of climate and land use data. Any
difference in the results from the three models will be
predominantly due to inherent differences in the model
structure, rather than input data.

Abstract— Uncertainty in hydrological modeling has played
a significant role in assessing the impacts of climate change
on water resources. The considerable uncertainty in the
predicted streamflows is more likely lies in climatic modelling
depending on the chosen Global Climate Models (GCMs) and
Regional Climate Models (RCMs), choice of the bias
correction method, the assumed initial and boundary
conditions, the chosen greenhouse gas emission scenarios and
scenarios of future socio-economic development. Also, there
are uncertainties related to the hydrological modeling scheme
caused by input hydrological data, hydrological model
structures and parameterization of hydrological model. In
this research, the uncertainties the projected streamflows due
to climate change are addressed by the direct variance
method since this technique is capable for assessing different
sources of uncertainties nested into the hydroclimatic
modelling chain. In the case of climatic modelling four RCMs
are used to derive inputs for hydrological models at river
basin spatial scale under different greenhouse gasses
emission scenarios. Namely, the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 pathways
are used for this purpose. For hydrological modelling, the
Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System (PRSM) and the
3DNet Catch hydrological model are applied. The research is
carried out for the Lim River basin, while the simulations
covered the 2011-2040 time frame with respect to the bassline
time period 1961-1990.

I.
INTRODUCTION
A notion “uncertainty” is considered as a lack of reliable
input data and incomplete knowledge regarding climatic
and hydrological systems due to their natural complexity
and variability [5]. The reducing individual uncertainties in
climate simulations and the subsequent hydrological
simulations represent major challenges since the impact
modeling chain propagates modeling errors directly in
streamflows.
However, it seems that uncertainties in hydrological
projections cannot be significantly reduced at present [7],
although it is possible that some uncertainty can be reduced
in future by modelling improvements [4]. At this moment,
evaluating and quantifying uncertainties in hydrological
response due to climate change are imposed as an adequate
solution to target specific areas where uncertainty is large
but potentially reducible [4]. Hence, the information
regarding individual contribution of uncertainty within
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[9] with inputs from climate modelling are apply for the
Lim River Basin.
The former hydrological model is integrated into the Object
Modeling System, whereas the FORTRAN modules have
been ported on the Java programming language in order to
facilitate their easier integration, scalability, portability and
use with other models and model
components. The latter one is
Hydrological model
developed on a GIS-oriented platform
called
3DNet
associated
with
hydrologic modules. The hydrological
model is implemented in C++ which
warrants fast computations and enables
simulations with minimum data
requirements. One should note that
PRMS iv
both hydrological models are a
deterministic
with
distributed
parameters
with
a
physical
connotation,
3DNet-Catch
which aims at evaluating the
hydrological response of various
combinations of climate and land use
data.

II. HYDROCLIMATIC MODELING CHAIN
The study is performed for the Lim River basin upstream
of the Prijepolje hydrological station that covers area of
3160 km2. The Lim River represents the biggest tributary
to the Drina River. Immediately downstream of the town of

Emission scenarios

Climate models

ALADIN 5.2
RCP 4.5

CCLM 4-8-19

RCP 8.5

LMDZ
CCLM 4-8-18

Figure 1. Framework of the impact modelling chain.

III. EVALUATING AND
QUANTIFYING UNCERTAINTIES

Prijepolje is the location of the storage lake used by the
"Potpeć" hydropower plant.
As can be seen from Figure 1, the impact modeling chain
is composed of two emission scenarios, two hydrological
models and four climate models. The aim of climate
modelling in the impact modelling chain is to create
plausible climate change scenarios for most important
climate driver for the Lim River basin. Then, the climatic
projections are used as the input for hydrologic simulations
so as to estimate hydroclimatic ensembles for the
aforementioned river basin.
For the purpose of climate modelling, the climate sets
from four RCMs are used, namely, ALADIN 5.2, CCLM
4-8-19, LMDZ, CCLM 4-8-18 which have horizontal
spatial resolution of 0.44°[11]. The climatic data sets are
simulated in the baseline years 1961– 1990 and in the future
time frame 2011–2040 under two emission scenarios of
representative concentration pathways (RCP) of RCP 4.5
and RCP 8.5.
To prepare the climatic data sets for hydrological
simulations a statistical bias correction is used. Namely,
daily precipitation and temperature is match with the
records at climatic stations within the Lim River basin for
the baseline period. In this manner, the corrective functions
are formed and applied to the outputs of climate modelling
separately for each climatic station for the future time
frame.
The assessment of the impact of climate changes upon
water resources is based upon the application of a
hydrologic models by the use of derivates from climate
modeling. Particularly, daily precipitation as well as
minimum and maximum daily temperature obtained from
GCMs are used as the input signals for hydrologic
simulations. Subsequently, the input climate parameters for
the hydrologic models are projected on the river basin
spatial scale by application of multiply RCMs.
For hydrological modelling, two hydroinformatics
platforms are employed. Particularly, the PrecipitationRunoff Modeling System (PRSM) [1] and the 3DNet Catch

The hydroclimate modeling chain for projecting the
possible changes in daily flows consists of three types of
elements: emission scenarios, climate modelling and
hydrological modelling. Considering this, 8 data sets are
formed for the baseline period and 16 impact modeling
chain combinations are determined for the projected period
2011-2040 under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 emission scenarios.
To assess the contribution from separate elements of
uncertainties in the hydroclimatic modelling chain, the
direct variance method is used since it can assess the
contribution of a separate modeling chain element by
varying the samples of this element and calculating the
variance according to the ensemble of the projected
changes in a particular hydrological variable [7].
For each data sets the flow duration curve 𝑄𝑑 are
assessed during the baseline period 1961-1990 and the
future time frame 2011-2040. Then, it is calculated the
climate change signal 𝑌𝑑 [8]:
𝑓𝑢𝑡

𝑌𝑑 = 𝑄𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑠 − 𝑄𝑑
𝑄𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑠

(1)

𝑓𝑢𝑡
𝑄𝑑 represent

where
and
the flow duration curve for
the baseline period and the future time frame.
The climate change signal of the daily streamflows 𝑌𝑑 is
𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
illustrated as 𝑌𝑑 where subscriptions represents i, j and k
represent the indices for emission scenarios, hydrological
models and climate models, respectively.
The variances of 𝑌𝑑 considering multiply sources of
uncertainties are estimated in the following way [7]:
1
∑2𝑖=1(𝑌̅ 𝑖,0,0 − 𝑌̅ 0,0,0 )2
𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠 =
(2)
𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =

𝐼−1
1

∑2 (𝑌̅ 0,𝑗,0
𝐽−1 𝑖=1
1
∑2 (𝑌̅ 0,0,𝑘 −
𝐾−1 𝑖=1

𝑉𝐴𝑅ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =

− 𝑌̅ 0,0,0 )2

(3)

𝑌̅ 0,0,0 )2

(4)

0,𝑗,0 ̅ 0,0,𝑘
where 𝑌̅ 𝑖,0,0, 𝑌̅
and 𝑌̅ 0,0,0 are the mean values of
,𝑌
the samples of the climate change signal 𝑌𝑑 for emission
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to +11.3% and from -8.3% to +11% for RCP4.5 and RCP
8.5, respectively.
Changes in intra-annual distribution of precipitation and
increase in temperature lead to a change in hydrologic
projections in two forms:
(1) Changes in intra-annual streamflow distribution,
(2) Changes in multi-annual streamflow pattern.
During the future period 2011-2040 can be expected the
changes in flows at annual level within a range from -16%
to +15.8% relate to the base period. The relative changes in
the median of daily flows for the future time frame (20112040) with respect to observed period (1961-1990) are
given in Table 1, together for both hydrological models
based on climate data derived from four climate models.
One should note that the changes in flow pattern are
more pronounced during seasons, with an emphasis on the
winter and summer seasons when can be expected an
increase and decrease of flows, respectively.
The results from hydrological modelling (the duration
curves of simulated daily flows) by using PRMS and Catch
model are given at Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the baseline
period 1961-1990 and for the future time frame 2011-2040,
respectively.
Based on duration curves of daily flows for the baseline
and future period it is estimated the climate change signal.

scenarios, hydrological models, climate models and the
total ensembles, respectively.
Having been determined the variances from previous
equations, contribution ratios of uncertainty sources
considered can be estimated as follows [7]:
𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠
𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠 =
(5)
𝑓ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠

(6)

𝑓𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =
(7)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒
where
𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠 ,
𝑓ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
and
𝑓𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 are the corresponding uncertainty
contribution ratios for emission scenarios, hydrological
models, climate models, respectively. The contribution
ratios are between 0 and 1 refer as to a contribution of 0%
and 100% to the total uncertainty, respectively.
IV. RESULTS
The research is carried out for the Lim River basin, while
the simulations covered the 2011-2040 time frame with
respect to the bassline time period 1961-1990. For the
purpose of climate modelling, four reginal climate models
within global climate models are used under RCP4.5 and
RCP 8.5 climate scenario.
TABLE I.
Emission
scenario
RCM
PRMS
Catch

THE RELATIVE CHANGES IN THE MEDIAN OF DAILY FLOWS FOR THE FUTURE TIME FRAME (2011-2040) WITH RESPECT TO
OBSERVED PERIOD (1961-1990).
RCP4.5
CM5
-9.0%
-6.1%

RCP4.5
CM
8.6%
10.8%

RCP4.5
IPSL-CM5A-MR
-7.8%
-6.3%

RCP4.5
MPI-ESM-LR
10.1%
15.8%

RCMs suggest a temperature increase within the Lim
River basin for all seasons during the 2011-2040 period.
The increase in the median of annual temperature is in the
range from 1.70C to 2.50C and from 1.80C to 3.20C for
RCP4.5 and RCP 8.5, respectively. The change
precipitation in the future is relatively small at annual level
and more pronounce at seasonal time scale. The changes in
the median annual precipitation is in the range from -11%

RCP8.5
CM5
-11.4%
-5.3%

RCP8.5
CM
9.1%
14.1%

RCP8.5
IPSL-CM5A-MR
-6.8%
-6.7%

RCP8.5
MPI-ESM-LR
-13.4%
-16.0%

Such signal is used to assess the contribution from separate
elements of uncertainties in the hydroclimatic modelling
chain by the direct variance method. The predominant
uncertainty source among the three modeling chain
elements is climate models with 78% of the total
uncertainty. Hydrological models are the second most
important uncertainty source since it explains 12% of the
total uncertainty. Emission scenarios contribute with 10%
of the total uncertainty as the least
important uncertainty source after climate
and hydrological models.

Figure 2. Duration curves of daily flows for the Prijepolje hydrological station over the
baseline period (1961-1990).
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V.
CONCLUSION
We have investigated the hydrological
response due to climate change based on
the four different RCMs, two
hydrological models and two emission
scenarios. The Lime River basin is chosen
to test the proposed framework for
assessing the uncertainty from different
sources. The considerable uncertainty in
the predicted streamflows is in climatic
modelling depending on the selection
RCMs. Hence, the projected streamflows
should be taken with caution in the water
management plans and studies.
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Figure 3. Duration curves of daily flows for the Prijepolje hydrological station over the future
period (2011-2040).

Despite the large uncertainties in projecting hydrological
variables, most modeling ensemble members show an
increase in winter streamflows, and a decrease in summer
streamflows. One should note that the results possess a few
limitations since they are based on ensembles of small
number of members. In the future research we will address
additional sources of uncertainty. Our results are not
directly transferable to the river basins with different
morphological, hydrological and climate characteristics,
but the presented framework can be applied to other
regions.
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current situation in the mentioned area is that there is little
awareness of the importance of introducing and using
modern ICT solutions, which at the same time will reduce
the negative impacts on the environment. In addition,
computer literacy in the public sector is not at an enviable
level, resources are often used inefficiently (for example,
non-rational printing), and the equipment in use is often
obsolete (CRT monitors that are power inefficient are still
in use). According to our knowledge, the aforementioned
countries have not yet developed or implemented a
comprehensive strategy for the introduction of Green IT.
All of these incentives have influenced to explore the
basic aspects of a similar Green It strategy, applicable to
the described domain, as well as to provide
recommendations for its implementation.

Abstract— Adequate planning, design, introduction and use
of information and communication technologies (ICT) can
enable organizations to automate and speed up business
processes, reduce the number of possible mistakes caused by
human factors, and increase the availability of timely
information. Although all of these can have a positive effect
on the business, the emergence of negative effects while
using modern technologies are not negligible (increased
emissions of harmful gases, unplanned and uncontrolled use
of non-renewable resources and energy sources, etc.). The
mentioned problems caused by the use of ICT can be solved
using different techniques, and one of the most popular is
Green IT. By analyzing the available strategies for the
implementation of Green IT, it has been established that
there is room for expansion of the same, in order to more
adequately meet the needs of the public sector in the
territory of Serbia and Montenegro. In this paper, emphasis
is placed on identifying the basic aspects of the strategy for
the implementation of Green IT in the public sector, as well
as providing a set of recommendations for each of these
aspects. This paper will contribute to the popularization of
Green IT in the public sector, and the recommendations
given in it may serve as a starting point when the overall
Green IT implementation strategy is created.

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Green IT is an approach that promotes responsible use
of ICT and aims at keeping or even increasing the level of
service efficiency, while reducing the negative impact of
ICT on the environment. However, the ad hoc
implementation of this concept cannot adequately address
all the requirements and the possibilities that can be
provided [1]. Local governments are mostly bureaucratic
systems that have a lot of specifics in performing tasks
and service provision, and therefore a strategic approach
for Green IT implementation is lacking.
This
strategic
approach
should
include
recommendations that would influence the resolution of
all the current challenges faced by public sector
employees described in the previous chapter. For the
purpose of a comprehensive analysis of the necessary
components of the Green IT strategy and the
concretization of its recommendations, the following
questions arose in the research process, which focused
further course of this paper: What should the strategy for
the implementation of Green IT in the public sector
contain? What would be the key aspects of the appropriate
strategy? Based on present situation in public sector, what
would be useful recommendation for each aspect? In what
time frames should this strategy be implemented?

Keywords: Green IT strategy, Green IT recommendation,
strategy for implementation, strategy aspects, public sector

I.
MOTIVATION
Information and communication technologies (ICT)
have become integral part of business life in the public
sector. They allow more efficient work and improvement
of a significant number of services of importance to
citizens, but often overcome the negative effects of ICT
usage on the environment. For example, the study [10]
foresees that in 2020 the proportion of harmful gases
caused by the production and use of ICT will be 4% of the
total emissions of harmful gases, which is a noticeable
increase from the previous period. The estimated
emissions of harmful gases caused by ICT in 2007
amounted to 2% [11]. In order to reduce the adverse
impacts, the European Union has adopted the Europe 2020
strategy [12]. This act also includes the candidate
countries for EU accession, before which a set of
requirements are set to be met [12]. Of particular
importance for this paper is the application of ICT in the
public sector in the territory of Serbia and Montenegro,
which also present candidates for accession in EU. The

III. METHODOLOGY
The literature review has identified the existence of
several significant strategies for the implementation of
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Green IT in the public sector. Among them, the UK
Strategy Greening Government: ICT Strategy [2], as well
as the Green Information Technology Strategic Plan
Department of Agriculture in the United States, have
special importance for the implementation of Green IT in
the public sector [3]. These strategies have been applied to
the problem of the Green IT application in the public
sector at the national level and at the level of a specific
economic branch. The UK Strategy and Strategic Plan
Department of Agriculture, in addition to a certain degree
of generality, are related to the level of work of the
Government and other national public institutions in the
UK and the US respectively and to the problem of usage
of ICT in order to reduce the carbon footprint accordingly.
In this paper, the domain of Green IT implementation
refers to the public administration sector, more precisely
to the municipalities. Considering that the problem of
introducing the Green IT strategy for local governments in
Serbia and Montenegro contains appropriate specificities,
primarily insufficient technical literacy of public sector
employees, as well as passivity in the application of new
technologies, for the purpose of increasing efficiency,
these strategies could not be directly applied to the domain
of public sector (more precisely to local government).
Analyzing these strategies, we have identified common
factors applicable to the described domain, but also the
specificities that have to be developed for the particular
region. Besides differences we mentioned, UK strategy
and the recommendations we are proposing differ in the
scope of institutional development, at moment of Green IT
strategy implementation. Most of the public services
provided by UK Government were available as e-services.
Countries we are addressing are candidates to join the
European Union and are obliged to develop appropriate eservices in accordance with European standards. Thus we
are able to address these issues at their beginning. In
addition, given that the UK was a member of the EU at the
time of the adoption of the strategy, its strategy did not
have to include the above-mentioned regulatory
adjustments. The strategy we are proposing also differs
from existing research, by extending it with two new
aspects: organizational and social.
IV. SOLUTIONS
One of the first steps in creating the Green IT strategy is
to identify key aspects. Various formulations of key
aspects can be found in literature. Thus, the author [1]
identifies the following basic aspects of the Green IT
strategy: economic, process, human and technical, while
according to the UK strategy [2] the following key aspects
have been identified: Operation, Production and design,
reuse and disposal. Regarding the specificity of the
application of Green IT in the public sector in Serbia and
Montenegro, as well as the fact that the aspects of the
strategy can be treated as the main content of the
recommendations of the Green IT strategy, this paper has
extended the aspects of existing strategies. Additional
aspects have been introduced that take into account the
specificity of applying Green IT to the public sector
domain, as well as the specifics of the current state of the
public sector at Serbia and Montenegro. The relation of
identified aspects and organizational approach can be
presented as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Green IT Strategy Aspects

The aspect of the organization is shown as the central
part of the diagram, because it also plays the role of
connective tissue for all other aspects. The most important
recommendations for this aspect are:
 Action plan –Document that should further elaborate
on steps to implement Green IT strategy in public
sector is Green IT action plan. Action plan defines
various aspects and phases in implementation of
proposed recommendations. Key stakeholders should
be defined as well as their role in this process. Action
plan also needs to define processes that will insure
implementation of Green IT recommendation; it needs
to contain metrics and ways of verification. A
proposed action plan that can be used to implement
this strategy can be found in paper [6].
 EU harmonized regulations – Both Serbia and
Montenegro are candidate countries to join European
Union. During process of joining Europe family, both
countries need to go through process of law
harmonization with EU regulations. Several of these
regulations greatly affect area of environment
responsibility and sustainability [5][7]. For reasons
previously mentioned all recommendations considered
are harmonized with EU directives.
Technology represents an indispensable aspect when it
comes to the Green IT strategy. This aspect contains touch
points with process, but also with the HR aspect, due to
employee’s referral to technology. Below are
recommendations for this aspect:
 Power management–One of aspects of Green IT
approach is PC power management [13]. It is a
technological mechanism for controlling personal
computers hardware power consumption. It is a
software that puts personal computers to lowest power
demand state possible. There are several solutions
available that include power management software
implemented in operational systems and third party
solutions such as 1E Night Watchmen, Data Synergy
Power MAN or Verdiem Surveyor.
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Web Services - Law defines Services offered to
citizens by municipalities, accordingly these services
are already unified, however, there are major
differences in the implementation of services from
municipality
to
municipality.
Methods
of
implementation and service delivery to citizens, is
currently decided at the level of each municipality, and
therefore there are great differences. An analysis of the
state of e-Government in Montenegro for 2015,
conducted by the Ministry of Information Society and
Telecommunications [4], found that there is an
increased number of e-services offered. However,
these services are not related to the work area of
municipality, although they are by the Law on
Electronic the administrations were obliged to
implement these services within 18 months from the
date of passing the law. One way of implementing
these e-services is by providing services like Web
Service (WS). The main advantage of the WS in
relation to classic applications is primarily the
standardization, availability and independence of the
platform to which it is used. These web services need
to be standardized at the national level in order to
provide citizens with an easier way of using them. The
stated standardization of the web service itself would
also provide a unique platform for the provision of
these services, and thus could be implemented as
private cloud computing owned by the government,
which would not create the need for additional
infrastructure.
 Equipment database -It is necessary to provide a
database of all the equipment that is available to each
of organizational units. Under the organizational units,
we consider the ministries, local governments, public
enterprises of the state and public companies at the
local level. Such a database can provide an overview
of redundant equipment, so appropriate procedures can
be delivered for managing redundant and unneeded
equipment. The state of IT equipment varies from
municipality to municipality, and depends primarily on
the financial resources available to each municipality.
Aforementioned database will provide an overview of
the state of IT equipment by individual municipality,
as well as a review of needs and surpluses of IT
equipment.
The aspect of the processes is one of the most important
aspects for each organization. When it comes to processes
that are significant for the Green IT strategy, the
procurement process is, above all, separated, as a common
procurement procedure in the public sector. Given that the
equipment represents a significant resource of any
organization that introduces Green IT, special attention is
dedicated to the resource management processes, which
are described below in more detail. This is also associated
with the technological aspect of the strategy. Identified
recommendations for the process aspect are:
 Public procurement - IT equipment that is purchased
in the future must meet Green IT standards. In order to
ensure this, it is necessary to adopt public procurement
procedures that will be in line with Green IT
recommendations. Public procurement of IT
equipment must include as additional conditions:
• Total Cost of Ownership metric

• Minimum energy standards that each product must
meet
Total cost of Ownership provides insight into not only
the cost of the purchase, but also the costs of owning and
using IT equipment. Accordingly, equipment that has the
lowest value of TCO metrics over a longer period of time
will be more economical and must be given priority over
others. [9] Energy Star has developed energy standards
for equipment, in line with electricity consumption and
environmental impacts that can be used. [8] Energy
standard is important to consider for every procurement,
but it won’t be further researched in this paper.
 Equipment management procedures:
1. Equipment acquisition – Needs on acquiring new
equipment should be based on created database of IT
equipment we mention in technological aspect of this
strategy. Acquisition of new equipment should be
done according to public procurement procedure
previously described
2. Equipment reuse –Established surplus of equipment
should be reused within organization where possible.
Where this isn’t possible procedure for equipment
transfer between municipalities should be made in
order to use existing equipment to its full extent. This
will avoid additional procurement and help better
management of equipment.
3. Equipment donation– Where equipment reuse as
procedure isn’t possible, and IT equipment is no
longer in requirement, equipment should be donated
to, either NGO or people in social need to avoid
additional costs and impacts of equipment disposal.
4. Equipment disposal– Last procedure within equipment
management should be how to dispose unneeded
equipment. IT equipment should be disposed with
accordance to The Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive. [5]
 Reengineering – The work of municipalities in Serbia
and Montenegro is defined in detail by legal
frameworks, but implementation of processes is
outdated. Several aspect of day to day processes
should be reengineered. Internal communication in
municipality is still primarily based on the use of
paper, classical reports, write-ups and letters. This kind
of communication has several negative impacts on
environment and should be changed. Use of mail
service and e-documents in internal and external
communication should be encouraged and promoted.
Document archiving is performed in classical manner
with hard paper copies, this kind of documenting
consumes a great amount of space. We recommend to
replace old fashioned style of archiving with electronic
archiving in order to save space and ease search for
specific and required documents. If these two
processes are reengineered appropriate procedures
should be made. Video conference represents another
recommendation in order to reduce traveling expenses,
and directly influence carbon footprint as result of
excess travel. This process allows us to decrease
carbon footprint by using ICT.
The aspect of human resources, especially in domain of
municipalities in Serbia and Montenegro for the reasons
mentioned in chapter 3 should be given special attention.
The human factor is crucial for the realization of the
mentioned strategy, because processes and technologies
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are dependent of this aspect. Through education of
employees this aspect achieves a connection with the
social aspect, while the training of employees establishes
the connection with the technological aspect of the
strategy. This aspect deals with the training and education
of employees, as well as the mindset that we want to
encourage among employees in public administration:
 Education –We recommend that employees should be
educated about negative impacts of everyday work.
Raising awareness about negative impacts of everyday
processes can help employees to understand
importance of their reduction. Finally, employees need
to be educated about Green IT approach and its
benefits.
 Training – Responsible usage of IT equipment carries
an important role towards reducing negative impacts,
energy consumption and carbon footprint. Training
employees to use IT equipment in accordance with
Green IT approach is one of recommendations. Use of
personal computers, printers, and printing as process
should have focus of this training.
 Equipment usability – Usage of consumables mainly
paper, and power consumption should be monitored.
Unnecessary printing should be monitored and
discouraged in order to reduce paper consumption.
Affecting this problem will decrease both power
consumption due to less usage of equipment and paper
consumption for same reasons.
 Green mindset in general – Being environmentally
responsible, committing to Green IT and other
responsible and sustainable practices, in general,
should be aimed within employees and should be
categorized as desired state to achieve.
Because of specificity of applying Green IT in the
public sector, i.e. in municipalities, the need for inclusion
of a social aspect has emerged, which is not frequent in
other strategies. This aspect provides support to
customers, end-users of the System, and provides basic
recommendations for easier adaptation of clients to the
effects of applying Green IT:
 Raising awareness – Negative impacts of using ICT
should be also present in society. Municipalities can
raise this issues among their citizens. Individuals
should be aware of negative impacts of their everyday
ICT usage.
 Promotion – Implementation of Green IT strategy
should be promoted to citizens, in order to raise
awareness and influence change. Environmental
responsibility should be shared by everyone that
interacts with municipality and everyone can
contribute.



Education –E-government is a new service, it can
ease a lot of processes and services required by
citizens, but also can cause confusion. Implementing
new technologies should be followed by education of
citizens, in form of user manuals, pamphlets and radio
and television shows to better explain new
possibilities.
With our strategy we want to achieve changes in the
technical
and
organizational
sense.
These
recommendations, apart from being classified according to
the aspects that we have defined, can be diversified
according to the approach to implementation. Within the
strategy, the following approaches to the implementation
of recommendations can be identified:
 Reactive activities represent the immediate response
to the existing situation. Mechanisms are primarily
reflected in the implementation of technical solutions
that will contribute to the realization of Green IT
recommendations and goals.
 Proactive activities are focused on long-term changes
in the organizational and operational sense. They need
to provide a change in the way of thinking. In addition,
how to organize business processes, so that they are in
harmony with the Green IT approach.
Both the reactive and proactive approach to
recommendations aim at reducing the negative effects of
the application of Information Communication
Technologies as well as reducing the negative effects on
the environment that are created by other local
government processes. The basic difference between
proactive and reactive views is in approaching the
mentioned problem.
Each of the above recommendations, given for the
appropriate aspect can be classified either in the category
of proactive or in category of reactive. In order to
facilitate the planning of the implementation we introduce,
a time dimension that is divided into two segments.
The first represents a short-term segment and includes a
period of the first two years from the moment of defining
and starting the implementation of the strategy.
The second refers to a time period of two to four years
from the moment of defining and starting the
implementation. A period longer than four years is not
covered by this strategy. The reasons for this are found in
the frequent trend of changes in ICT and the exploitation
of the full potential of the proposed strategy.
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TABLE I.
Two dimensional segmentation of recommendations
SHORT TERM
REACTIVE




Power management
Equipment usability

PROACTIVE






Equipment database
Raising Awareness
HR Education
HR Training

MIDTERM










For easier tracking, the table gives recommendations
for the implementation of Green IT in the public sector in
a two-dimensional view. Dimensions include the approach
to implementing the recommendations and the timeframe.

V.

EU Harmonized Regulations
Equipment management
Action Plan
Web services
Promotion
Social Education
Green Mindset
Public procurement
Reengineering processes
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business processes and trigger automatic alerts and actions,
helping to increase efficiencies and decrease costs.
Surveys show that IoT is among top three digital supply
chain initiatives for past several years.
Worldwide spending on the Internet of Things will reach
$800 billion, growing 16.7% year-over-year in 2018 [2]. In
terms of industry, manufacturing, transportation and
utilities currently lead the charge in terms of total spending
on IoT. The largest use cases for IoT currently exist in the
supply chain: the manufacturing operations segment is
forecast to spend $105 billion this year; freight monitoring
will invest $50 billion; and production asset management
will spend $45 billion [3].

Abstract—With the power to enable greater visibility and
control, the use of Internet of Things (IoT) technology in the
supply chain offers new possibilities to improve processes and
operations. However, due to supply chain complexity,
implementing IoT solutions effectively can be very
challenging project, and it requires forethought, strategy,
platform and models. In this paper, we discuss opportunities
for employing IoT systems in supply chain management
(SCM) along with literature review and state of the art
background research. We introduce the six-step framework
for implementing more agile and intelligent IoT connected
SCM systems. Finally, based on the proposed framework, we
present and-to-end solution for connected factory which
utilizes various IoT, data management and analytical cloud
services in order to enhance visibility and responsiveness,
increase efficiency, lower costs, and improve decision
making.

II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH
Supply chains are increasingly complex in this
globalized world. Connecting people, processes, data and
products is incredibly difficult, which is why the IoT is
tipped to cause big changes in how supply chains operate.
One of the surveys shows that a thirty-fold increase in
Internet-connected physical devices by the year 2020 will
significantly alter how the supply chain operates [4].
Specifically, the impact will relate to how supply chain
companies collect and process large volumes of data,
perform analytics and automate decision making and
actions.
While we’re still in the early days of IoT solving these
challenges, organizations need to start mapping out the
opportunities, barriers and strategies for moving forward
now or risk being left behind by more agile, efficient and
flexible competitors. From improved data capture and
demand planning to leveraging data analytics, there are
many use cases that are particularly exciting for the supply
chain that can directly drive operational process
improvements and cost savings [5]:
•
Manufacturing Maintenance - One area where
supply chain IoT progress can be seen is within
production facilities that integrate sensor
networks into machinery to increase up-times,
reduce operational cost and improve overall
quality of service.
•
Inventory Forecasting - IoT data provides critical
information to change the way manufacturing and
distribution companies understand procurement
operations.
•
Asset Tracking - From manufacturing to
production, IoT capabilities are also applicable to
warehouse operations, where new replenishment
models help monitor inventory and stock levels
for distribution.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The speed of current technological breakthroughs and
the exponential pace of disruptive innovation now bring
about a fourth industrial revolution, known as
Industry4.0—characterized by unprecedented processing
power, storage, access to knowledge and the blurring of
lines between physical, digital, and human space.
As the collaboration between suppliers, manufacturers
and customers is crucial to increase the transparency of all
the steps from when the order is dispatched until the end of
the life cycle of the product, it is therefore necessary to
analyze the impact of Industry 4.0 on the supply chain as a
whole [1].
At the heart of supply chain digital transformation efforts
are a combination of cloud- and edge-based technologies,
including high-performance computing, IoT, and advanced
analytics. These technologies enable companies to digitally
connect and model process, physical assets or products –
creating “digital twins” that replicate the physical world
and enable sophisticated analysis and advanced simulation.
The IoT presents unprecedented opportunities to
digitally enable the supply chain, and to create solutions
that combine digital and physical products and services.
Connected sensors, devices, and intelligent operations can
transform traditional supply chain management and enable
new growth opportunities, better efficiency, process
improvements and competitive advantage.
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and SCM systems
have gone together for quite some time, but the IoT
revolution will allow companies to enhance those solutions
by intelligently connecting people, processes, data, and
things via devices and sensors. Now, companies can access,
analyze, and use previously untapped data to automate
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•

Logistics - Key to in-transit visibility are cloudbased GPS and Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) technologies, which provide identity,
location, and other tracking information.
These examples demonstrate that the new wave of IoT
technology, including its integration into the likes of virtual
reality, predictive analytics, cloud, business intelligence,
and demand planning, are changing the way supply chain
operations interact with both customers and partners. IoT
provides companies deeper supply chain visibility through
a network that helps cut down on lost margins and prepare
for expansion, both of which are critical to market success.
However, many companies have yet to integrate and/or
replace existing legacy systems with new technology
advancements. Common barriers to adoption include
expertise, confidence or budget concerns. Additionally, a
basic lack of understanding of multitude of technologies,
scalability needs, cost and management requirements stand
in the way of IoT-implementation [6]. On the other hand,
most of the existing research and studies have focused on
conceptualizing the impact of IoT with limited analytical
models and empirical studies. In addition, most studies
have focused on the delivery supply chain process and the
food and manufacturing supply chains [7].
In this paper, we introduce the six-step framework for
designing and developing IoT supply chain systems and
provide concrete IoT cloud solution for realizing smart
factory concept.
III.

4.

5.

6.

a foundation companies can build on and scale out
across supply chain when ready.
Contextualize and visualize manufacturing
performance - With connected equipment comes
greater visibility into operational status, anomalies,
trends, and other performance insights. This
visibility is the foundation for making a wide array
of operational improvements.
Make operational changes based on data - The
visibility gained by connecting equipment adds
value when those insights drive operational
changes. Better visibility and insight makes it
possible to identify issues and respond faster, make
better decisions, and enact other operational
changes.
Enable new scenarios and scale - As companies
enable new scenarios and scale, the key is to
continue experimentation using a phased approach,
and to continue fine-tuning as business needs and
environment evolve.

B. Solution for Connected Manufacturing
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness and
applicability of the proposed framework, we have designed
and developed an end-to-end IoT smart factory solution
that implements common industrial scenario using various
cloud services such as IoT gateways, event hubs, stream
analytics, storage and web portals. It has been designed as
a preconfigured cloud solution (with reusable assets such as
servers, containers, jobs, analytical models, dashboards,
etc.) which can be used as a starting point for specific
implementation or customized in order to meet specific
supply chain requirements [8].
In this simulated scenario, several factories connected to
the solution report the data values required to compute
overall equipment efficiency (OEE) and key performance
indicators (KPIs). The web portal dashboard enables
companies to:
•
Monitor factory, production lines, station OEE,
and KPI values.
•
Analyze the telemetry data generated from these
devices using time series machine learning cloud
service.
•
Act on alarms to fix issues.
Each factory has production lines that consist of three
stations each. Each station is a real OPC UA server with a
specific role:
• Assembly station
• Test station
• Packaging station
These OPC UA servers have OPC UA nodes and OPC
Publisher sends the values of these nodes to the cloud. This
includes:
• Current operational status such as current power
consumption.
• Production information such as the number of
products produced.
The logical components of the solution accelerator are
shown in Figure 1.

CONNECTED SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATIONS

A. Framewrk for Connected SCM
The world of supply chain operations is forever changing
with the help of IoT devices, which are enabling visibility
and real-time insights that can lead to new revenue and
business opportunities. IoT use cases in supply chain
management and manufacturing are expanding at a rapid
pace.
Here, we present a phased approach that helps
companies start quickly, gain rapid insights, and expand
according to business needs. While each IoT project is
unique to specific supply chain, this approach offers a
unified methodology which encompasses all the steps
needed to design, develop and implement IoT solutions:
1. Determine supply chain digitization objectives - In
addition to understanding the possibilities, it is
important to determine target business objectives.
This helps provide the foundation for a business
case and serves as a benchmark for proving value. It
is also important to start small and identify a specific
place to start.
2. Experiment with data sources - Experimenting with
a solution that allows for simulation gives
companies a no-risk way to see what digitization can
accomplish. Simulations don’t require connecting
any of actual equipment and won’t impact real
operations.
3. Connect equipment without disruption Digitization does not have to be accomplished all at
once. Connecting a specific set of equipment
enables experimenting on a small scale and at own
pace, all without disrupting operations. This creates
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Figure 1. Logical Architecture

The solution uses the OPC UA (Open Protocols
Communications
Unified
Architecture)
Pub/Sub
specification to send OPC UA telemetry data to IoT Hub in
JSON format. The solution uses the OPC Publisher IoT
Edge module for this purpose. The system can also connect
to both simulated industrial devices running OPC UA
servers in simulated factory production lines, and real OPC
UA server devices.
The simulated stations and the simulated manufacturing
execution systems (MES) make up a factory production
line. The OPC Proxy and OPC Publisher are implemented
as modules based on IoT Edge. Each simulated production
line has a designated gateway attached.
All simulation components run in cloud containers
hosted in an Linux virtual machines. The simulation is
configured to run eight simulated production lines by
default. A production line manufactures parts. It is
composed of different stations: an assembly station, a test
station, and a packaging station.
The simulation runs and updates the data that is exposed
through the OPC UA nodes. All simulated production line
stations are orchestrated by the MES through OPC UA.
The MES monitors each station in the production line
through OPC UA to detect station status changes. It calls
OPC UA methods to control the stations and passes a
product from one station to the next until it is complete.
The solution also has an OPC UA client integrated into
a web application that can establish connections with onpremises OPC UA servers. The client uses a reverse-proxy
and receives help from IoT Hub to make the connection
without requiring open ports in the on-premises firewall.
The IoT hub receives data sent from the OPC Publisher
Module into the cloud and makes it available to the cloud
machine learning time series service.

The Gateway OPC Publisher Module subscribes to OPC
UA server nodes to detect change in the data values. If a
data change is detected in one of the nodes, this module
then sends messages to Azure IoT Hub.
IoT Hub provides an event source to cloud time series
service. This service stores data for 30 days based on
timestamps attached to the messages. This data includes:
• OPC UA Application Uri
• OPC UA Node ID
• Value of the node
• Source timestamp
• OPC UA DisplayName
To retrieve the data for the OEE and KPI gauges, and
the time series charts, data is aggregated by count of
events, Sum, Avg, Min, and Max.
The time series are built using a different process.
OEE and KPIs are calculated from station base data and
rolled up for the topology (production lines, factories,
enterprise) in the application.
In order to deliver valuable information and alerts, the
cloud analytical web app is designed. The app is
dashboard-based, and it enables:
• The visualization of OEE and KPI figures for
each layer in the topology.
• The visualization of current values of OPC UA
nodes in the stations.
• The aggregation of the OEE and KPI figures from
the station level to the global level.
• The visualization of alerts and actions to perform
if values reach specific thresholds.
Figure 2 shows the dashboard page with factory
information, map, alarms, OEEs and KPIs.
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Figure 2. Dasboard analytical page

IV. CONCLUSION
Digital transformation means harnessing various
technological capabilities like IoT, cloud and big data to
gain insights that companies can use to make their supply
chain operation faster, more efficient, and more flexible.
This transition process brings many challenges and risks,
and it requires careful and systematic planning and
implementation.
In this paper, the framework for implementing connected
supply chain is presented. It employs a phased approach
that encompasses the whole lifecycle from the digitization
objectives, all the way to improvement and scaling. This
approach provides better effectiveness and success of the
projects.
Benefits of the presented connected factory solution can
include:
• Improved
visibility
across
manufacturing
operations—make more informed decisions with a
real-time insight of operational status.
• Improved utilization—maximize asset performance
and uptime with the visibility required for central
monitoring and management.
• Reduced waste—take faster action to reduce or
prevent certain forms of waste, thanks to insight on
key production metrics.
• Targeted cost savings—benchmark resource usage
and identify inefficiencies to support operational
improvements.
• Improved quality—detect and prevent quality
problems by finding and addressing equipment
issues sooner.
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Abstract — The paper presents LADM based Serbian
cadastral domain model, as a base application schema for
the ontology development. After that, rules for formalizing
an application schema in OWL, defined in ISO 19150, have
been followed to obtain standard based formal ontology for
Serbian cadastral domain model.

and is intended to support the e-government and open data
community in Europe, which is increasingly looking at
RDF to represent data. Guidelines for the RDF encoding
of INSPIRE data also include base ontology of ISO
19150. Examples are given for the Cadastral Parcels data
theme, which could be linked to LADM profile.
There are several researches concerning ontologies in
3D cadastre and linked land administration. Ref. [4]
describes the ontology for representing roles in land
administration systems. A formalized ontology that
emphasizes user roles in the land administration may help
identify user roles by reasoning on submitted documents /
information. Ref. [5] examines the conceptual framework
on how to support the semantic representation of
LandXML using ontology in the 3D cadastre. In this
paper, the 3D ontology for the cadastre is designed to
describe the concepts used in the 3D cadastre case study
for Singapore. Applying the Linked Data approach, the
European Commission established e-Government Core
Vocabularies in RDF and the [6] develops a core
immovable property vocabulary for European linked land
administration. Ref. [7] describes the development of a
Knowledge Organization System in terms of a thesaurus
for the domain of cadastre and land administration. The
main purpose is to contribute towards the development of
‘Linked Land Administration’ that adopts Linked Data
technologies for semantic management of datasets kept in
public registries, and scholarly and legislative resources
kept in libraries. The thesaurus is mainly derived from
terms of the standard ISO 19152. The domain ontology
for the cadastre based on upper ontologies was proposed
in [8]. The approach based on semantic annotations of
cadastral data and services has been proposed in [9]. This
forms a two-layered environment, consisting of a data
layer and a layer of knowledge. The data layer stores
geodetic and legal data, while the layer of knowledge
stores ontological knowledge that emphasizes the
semantic aspect of the cadastre. A more recent work
proposes the use of semantic tools in code lists
management [10]. In contrast, this research is based on
Serbian cadastral domain model and follows the rules
specified in ISO 19150, with the main purpose to publish
cadastral data in RDF.
Serbian cadastral domain model as the country profile
for the real estate cadastre, based on the Land
Administration Domain Model (LADM), defined within
ISO 19152 was proposed in [11]. All UML conceptual
models based on ISO 19100 series of standards follow the
rules for application schemas defined in ISO 19109 [12].
Therefore, the actual use of the LADM also implies that
an application schema, such as a country profile, should
be developed. Rules for formalizing an application
schema in OWL defined in ISO 19150 [13], were used to
develop ontology.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of geospatial semantic web, a special
interest is shown to the formal semantics in the 3D
cadastre. This topic is cited as one of the six key research
challenges in the 3D cadastre field [1]: "Ontology should
be further developed in OWL (or RDF) for 3D land
administration based on the foundation of ISO 19152, not
only for a 3D cadastre in the narrow sense, but in the
sense of the entire chain of activities of 3D (rural or
urban) development" and as such presents a wide range of
possible solutions (registration of 3D rights, survey and
measure spatial units in 3D, data analysis, dissemination,
permits in 3D, etc.). Cadastral information system consists
of two parts: land register that records legal rights on
properties and digital cadastral plan which identifies legal
boundaries of cadastral parcels through geodetic survey
and produces traditional 2D cadastral maps. With the
proliferation of 3D data acquisition technologies, there is
an increasing demand also to record the third dimension,
hence solve situations of overlapping rights in 3D.
Therefore, although 3D cadastre is not officially accepted
in Serbia, it is no longer sufficient to view the domain of
cadastre through 2D perspective.
More formal semantics is requested within the cadastral
domain. Further formalization of the involved information
will better support the various steps and enable as much
automation as possible based on formal knowledge and
reasoning. There are several research questions that need
to be answered in this domain including how to implement
formal semantics based on a standards for geospatial
ontologies (ISO 19150 and GeoSPARQL). Also it might
be useful to investigate the use of OWL 2 profiles for
modeling ontologies in cadastre, to get formal semantics
and support reasoning. Another research question is to
assess weather it is useful to use Linked Data principles
and publish RDF cadastral data to the LOD cloud [2], that
includes spatial data from cadastral maps (cadastral
parcels, cadastral municipalities, buildings,…) and legal
data about rights, considering the growing number of
geospatial data already published.
RDF spatial data is gaining importance and it is
proposed that INSPIRE data is encoded in RDF as well
[3]. Guidelines for the RDF encoding of spatial data
specify an experimental encoding rules for representing
spatial data sets in INSPIRE as RDF. In particular, it
specifies the rules for converting an INSPIRE application
schema to an OWL ontology. The use of RDF is optional
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The paper is structured as follows. The next Section
shortly presents Serbian cadastral domain model (LADM
country profile). After that, in Section 3, rules for
formalizing an application schema in OWL have been
followed to obtain an ontological model. GeoSPARQL
was used to ensure required relationships specified in
LADM (and LADM country profile) [14]. The Section 4
presents an overview of cadastral Linked Data.
Conclusions are given afterwards.

cadastral records in Serbia is based on the international
standard ISO 19152 – Land Administration Domain
Model (LADM). LADM describes basic cadastral
concepts including spatial units and their geometric
representations, as well as rights, restrictions and
responsibilities that certain parties have over them.
Fig. 1 shows spatial unit package. Class RS_SpatialUnit
indicates all types of real properties. Specializations of
this class are classes RS_Parcel that represent parcel,
RS_PartOfParcel that represent part of parcel with same
way of use (field, pasture,forest…), RS_Building that
represent building located on one part of the parcel and
RS_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit with its specialization
RS_PartOfBuilding that represent apartments or business
offices. Attributes and code lists are added according to
rulebook on real estate cadastre in Serbia. Another class is
RS_RequiredRelationshipSpatialUnit which serves to
indicate some special spatial relation between two spatial
units. Topological relationships between spatial units can
be verified by implementing operation of ISO 10125-2
standard (i.e. operation ST_Within to provide that
building is located within the parcel).

II. SERBIAN CADASTRAL DOMAIN MODEL
Serbian cadastral domain model as the country profile
for the real estate cadastre, based on the Land
Administration Domain Model (LADM), defined within
ISO 19152 [15].
Since the data of cadastral records are of great
importance for the economic development of the country,
they must be well structured and organized. Cadastral
records in Serbia met numerous problems in past several
years. In order to avoid existing problems in 2D cadastre
as well as to introduce the possibility of including 3D
objects, it is necessary to create a domain model according
to current standards and national legislation. Profile for
class SpatialUnitPackage
LA_RequiredRelationshipSpatialUnit
«FeatureType»
RS_RequiredRelationshipSpatialUnit
+su1 0..*

::LA_RequiredRelationshipSpatialUnit
+ relationship: ISO19125_Type
+su2 0..*

LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit

«FeatureType»
RS_SpatialUnit

1..*

0..1

LA_SpatialUnitGroup
«FeatureType»
RS_SpatialUnitGroup
+

type: RS_SpatialUnitGroupType

::LA_SpatialUnitGroup
+ sugID: Oid
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ name: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ hierarchyLevel: Integer

1..*

«FeatureType»
RS_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit

LA_SpatialUnit

::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
1..*
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

::LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit
+ extPhysicalBuildingUnitID: ExtPhysicalBuildingUnit [0..1]
+ type: LA_BuildingUnitType [0..1]
::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

«FeatureType»
RS_Parcel
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

«FeatureType»
RS_PartOfBuilding

number: Integer
numidx: Integer
purposeParcel: RS_PurposeParcelType
planNum: CharacterString [0..1]
sketchNum: CharacterString [0..1]
maunal: Integer
year: Integer

«FeatureType»
RS_Building
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

«FeatureType»
RS_PartOfParcel
+
+

sequence: Integer
wayUse: RS_WayOfUsePartParcel

::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

buildingNumber: Integer
buildDate: DateTime
wayUse: RS_WayOfUseBuilding
legalStatusID: RS_LegalStatus
floorsUnderground: Integer
groundFloors: Integer
aboveGroundFloors: Integer
atticFloors: Integer
entnum: int

+
+
+
+
+
+

wayUseBussSpace: RS_BussinesSpaceType [0..1]
floor: RS_Floor
unitNum: Integer
regDate: DateTime
type: RS_BuildingUnitType
room: RS_Room

::LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit
+ extPhysicalBuildingUnitID: ExtPhysicalBuildingUnit [0..1]
+ type: LA_BuildingUnitType [0..1]
::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

0..1

1

Figure 1. Spatial unit package of the Serbian profile

Fig. 2. shows the surveying and representation
subpackage. Classes of this subpackage are RS_Point,
RS_SpatialSource and RS_BoundaryFaceString. In the
cadastral survey procedure, geodetic measurement of real

property is carried out according to the actual situation in
the field and points of measured locations are stored
(RS_Point). The individual points or complete spatial
units are asociated to RS_SpatialSource class which
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represent a spatial source. A survey is documented with
spatial sources. Spatial profile for Serbia is 2D topological
so
the
class
RS_BoundaryFaceString
with
GM_MultiCurve type is used for geometries. LADM has

additional class LA_BoundaryFace for representing legal
spaces of 3D spatial units (Fig. 3). In order to expand
Serbian cadastre with 3D legal spaces in future, additional
class RS_BoundaryFace may be introduced.

class Surv eying and Representation Subpackage

+su2 0..*

+su1 0..*

LA_SpatialUnit
LA_SpatialSource
«FeatureType»
RS_SpatialSource
+

«FeatureType»
RS_SpatialUnit
+source

+su ::LA_SpatialUnit
+ extAddressID: ExtAddress [0..*]
0..*
+ area: LA_AreaValue [0..*]
+ dimension: LA_DimensionType [0..1]
+ label: CharacterString [0..1]
+ referencePoint: GM_Point [0..1]
+ suID: Oid
+ volume: LA_VolumeValue [0..1]
+ surfaceRelation: LA_SurfaceRelationType [0..1]

type: RS_SpatialSourceType

::LA_SpatialSource
+ mesurements: OM_Observation [0..*]
+ procedure: OM_Process [0..1]
+ type: LA_SpatialSourceType
+source

0..*

+point

1..*

+source

0..*

0..*

+su
0..*
minus

LA_Point
«FeatureType»
RS_Point
::LA_Point
+ interpolationRole: LA_InterpolationType
+ monumentation: LA_MonumentationType [0..1]
+ originalLocation: GM_Point
+ pID: Oid
+ pointType: LA_PointType
+ productionMethod: LI_Lineage [0..1]
+ transAndResult: LA_Trasformation

+bf

0..*

+bf 0..*

+su
plus
+bf

LA_BoundaryFaceString
+point
0,2..*
{ordered}

+bfs

«FeatureType»
RS_BoundaryFaceString

0..* ::LA_BoundaryFaceString
+ bfsID: Oid
+ geometry: GM_MultiCurve [0..1]

Figure 2. Surveying and Representation Sub-packages of the Serbian profile

analyzed. The part of the resulting OWL class hierarchy
has been shown on Fig. 4.

Figure 3. LADM LA_BoundaryFace for 3D spatial units

III.

FORMALIZING SERBIAN CADASTRAL DOMAIN
MODEL IN OWL ACCORDING TO ISO 19150

ISO 19150-2 defines rules and guidelines for the
development of ontology to support better mutual use of
geographic information on the semantic web. It defines
the conversion of UML static modeling elements used in
ISO 19100 standards in OWL. It then defines the
conversion rules for describing the application schemes
based on the general model of spatial objects defined in
ISO 19109 within the OWL framework. UML application
schema that has been shown in previous Section is
translated into OWL according to the guidelines given in
this standard. The application schema has been converted
manually using Protege. However, the use of tools such
as ShapeChange, that enable automatic conversion of
UML application schema in Enterprise Architect to GML
application schema, but also to OWL, should be further

Figure 4. OWL class hierarchy

According to ISO 19109, a FeatureType is defined as
an abstraction of real world phenomena. A feature type is
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represented by a UML class having the stereotype
<<FeatureType>>. ISO 19150 specifies the rules for
FeatureType as
following:
“To support the
implementation of feature type in OWL, the ontology
corresponding to ISO 19109 introduces a Class <OWL>
AnyFeature, which is the most generic feature type. In
OWL, a feature type corresponds to a Class<OWL>
using an owl:Class declaration”. The corresponding
application schema ontology is shown in Listing 1 and
Listing 2. Listing 2 shows OWL class RS_Parcel.

<owl:Class rdf:about="&rs;RS_Parcel">
<rdfs:label>Parcel</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&rs;
RS_SpatialUnit"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="&rs;number"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom
rdf:resource="&xsd;integer"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="&rs;numidx"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom
rdf:resource="&xsd;integer"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="&rs;manual"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom
rdf:resource="&xsd;integer"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="&rs;purposeParcel"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom
rdf:resource="&RS_PurposeParcelType"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="&rs;partOfParcels"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="&
rs;RS_PartOfParcel"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy>http://standards.iso.org
/iso/19109/ed-2/en</rdfs:isDefinedBy>
</owl:Class>

<rdf:RDF
xmlns="http://geoinformatika.uns.ac.rs/Par
cels#"
xml:base="http://geoinformatika.uns.ac.rs
/parcele"
xmlns:rs="http://geoinformatika.uns.ac.rs
/parcel#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/01/XMLSc
hema#"
xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos
/core#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
#"
xmlns:iso191502="http://def.isotc211.org/iso191502/2012/base#"
xmlns:GM_Primitive="http://def.isotc211.or
g/iso19107/2003/GeometricPrimitive#"
xmlns:gfm="http://def.isotc211.org/iso1910
9/2013/GeneralFeatureModel#">
<owl:Ontology
rdf:about="http://geoinformatika.uns.ac.rs
/Parcele">
<rdfs:label>Example</rdfs:label>
<owl:versionInfo>v1.1</owl:versionInfo>
<owl:versionURI>http://geoinformatika.uns.
ac.rs/2017/Parcels</owl:versionURI>
<owl:imports
rdf:resource="http://def.isotc211.org/iso1
9150-2/2012/base"/>
<owl:imports
rdf:resource="http://def.isotc211.org/iso1
9107/2003/GeometricPrimitive"/>
<owl:imports
rdf:resource="http://def.isotc211.org/iso1
9109/2013/GeneralFeatureModel"/>
</owl:Ontology>
…

Listing 2. OWL class RS_Parcel





geo:Feature – This class represents a feature that
can have a spatial location, for example, a park,
a monument, etc.
geo:Geometry – This class represents a
representation of a spatial location, or its
coordinates.
geo:SpatialObject – This class is super class of
geo: Feature and Geo: Geometry.

Listing 1. Application schema ontology
Spatial Object

Querying through SPARQL endpoints that support
GeoSPARQL may be used to determine required
relationships
specified
in
the
class
RS_RequiredRelationshipSpatialUnit specified in the
country profile. The three basic classes in GeoSPARQL
ontology include (Fig. 5):

hasGeometry
Feature

Geometry

Figure 5. Basic GeoSPARQL classes

The relation: hasGeometry connects a feature with its
geometries (locations). By separating features from their
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locations, GeoSPARQL allows more geometric
representations to be linked to a single feature for
different purposes (for example, a settlement can be
represented by a point or a polygon, a river can be
represented by a line or polygon). Then, each geometry
has its own RDF literal representation, which is
associated to the corresponding type of representation.
Feature-to-feature relations allow the examination of
topological relationships between geo-objects as in the
following example. The query "which buildings are
inside of a Parcel1" can be written as follows:

RDF can be used to publish and interlink data on the
Web.
For
example,
retrieving
http://www.
geoinformatika.uns.ac.rs/parcel#parcel132 could provide
data about a particular parcel, including the fact that it is
related to the building, as identified by its URI.
Retrieving building’s URI could then provide more data
about it, including links to other datasets such as the
architect that designed it, its cultural value, tourist
attraction, urban zone it belongs to, its 3D models, etc. A
person or an automated process can then follow those
links and aggregate data about these various things. Such
uses of RDF are considered as Linked Data. The egovernment applications and tools started to use the
Linked Data paradigm based on Semantic Web languages
and technologies. If data was available as Linked Data,
these e-government applications and tools could then
easily link to it.
Since traditional cadastral information systems contain
large amount of data stored mainly in relational databases,
and given the changing nature of the data, it is not
convenient to export all the data in RDF, so it is necessary
to investigate possibilities of querying and retrieving only
required data or to create mappings from the relational
databases to RDF. Cadastral information systems also
utilize Web services to integrate with the information
systems of other organizations (banks, Ministry of internal
affairs, Ministry of finances - tax administration, business
registry agencies, etc.) that use cadastral data, as well as
for the work of the eGoverment portal through which
online services to clients are executed. Geoportal is
established and maintained by the mapping agencies as
part of the Spatial Data Infrastructure and provides view
of layers of spatial data, including cadastral parcels and
buildings. Therefore, geospatial web services must also be
considered.
In the end, it may be proved useful to link cadastral data
sets with data sets of other LOD cloud data as well as their
publication to the LOD cloud, considering the fact that
there are growing number of geographic datasets already
published. Considering that cadastral data sets are very
large and often changing, the use of web services is
justified for accessing data and setting up a SPARQL
Protocol service that would send HTTP responses to an
HTTP request in the RDF format (the so-called SPARQL
endpoint).

PREFIX rs:
<http://geoinformatika.uns.ac.rs
/ApplicationSchema#>
PREFIX geo:
<http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql#>
PREFIX geof:
<http://www.opengis.net/def/function/geosp
arql/>
SELECT ?f
WHERE {
rs:Parcel1 geof:sfWithin ?g1.
?f a rec:Building.
}
Listing 3. GeoSPARQL query

According to INSPIRE, a spatial object is an
rdfs:subClassOf the GeoSPARQL class "Feature". A
spatial object in ISNPIRE is synonymous with
geographic feature in the ISO 19100 series. This
alignment supports querying of INSPIRE spatial objects
encoded in RDF at SPARQL endpoints that support
GeoSPARQL. Similarly, the OWL class “AnyFeature”
that subsumes all feature types should also be a subclass
of the GeoSPARQL class "Feature" and a relation
between
INSPIRE
spatial
objects
such
as
cp:CadastralParcel and gfm:AnyFeature can be
established.
IV.

CADASTRAL LINKED DATA

The Semantic Web is usually called a Web of Data and
contains various kind of data. The Semantic Web
technologies such as RDF, OWL, SKOS, SPARQL, etc.
provides an environment where application can query that
data, make inferences using vocabularies, etc. However,
to make it a reality, it is important to have the huge
amount of data on the Web available in a standard format,
reachable and manageable by Semantic Web tools. Not
only the Semantic Web needs access to data, but
relationships among data should be established, as
opposed to unrelated collections of datasets that is the
usual case. This collection of interrelated datasets on the
Web is often referred to as Linked Data. To achieve and
create Linked Data, technologies should be available for a
common format, RDF, to make either conversion or onthe-fly access to existing databases (relational, XML,
HTML, etc.). Query endpoints have to be set up to access
that data more conveniently. A set of Semantic Web
technologies are provided to get access to the data [16].

V.

CONCLUSION

The paper presents LADM based Serbian cadastral
domain model (LADM country profile), as a base
application schema for the ontology development and
how the rules for formalizing an application schema in
OWL were followed to obtain standard based formal
ontology for Serbian cadastral domain model. It also
assesses the broader use of RDF to achieve web based
integration through Linked Data. A future work might
consider linking cadastral datasets with other LOD cloud
datasets, considering the growing number of geospatial
datasets already published. Also, the mapping and
alignment with INSPIRE RDF encoding of spatial data
should be considered.
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attached sensor signals should be periodic. In practice this
signals are cyclic with small differences in period length
and period signal shape. The variation of stroke period can
help coaches to grade the swimming action consistency.
Similar specifics in motion signals can be found in other
somehow familiar watersports, for example in rowing [6],
kayaking [7], and canoeing [8].

Abstract—In watersports, the use of on-site technical
equipment for coaching support is not very common.
Coaches most frequently use only a stop-watch. Wearable
sensors attached to the athlete or installed into and onto
sport equipment offer valuable supplemental information to
coach during the practice. A technical system providing
real-time feedback can make coaching more efficient. The
paper presents results of our field tests in swimming,
canoeing and kayaking. All listed watersport disciplines
have many very similar parameters important to coaches,
such as stroke frequency, stroke duration, stroke symmetry,
and others. We focus on the definition of demands for a
measurement system that would best fit watersport
professionals. Our final goal is the development of a realtime feedback system consisting of waterproof wireless
devices with multiple sensors supported by user friendly
application. Sport professionals should be able to operate
the system without constant presence of trained and
experienced technical personnel (engineers).

I.
METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT SETUP
The most important parameters and tasks for free
swimming analysis are found to be stroke phase analysis,
stroke type identification, lap time, swim distance, stroke
count and rate period, swimming velocity, kick count and
kick rate. Various other parameters are important in
analysis of starts and turns. Our research work focuses on
the acquisition of as many key performance indicators as
possible by using a simple and robust measurement
system that can be adopted by coaches without any need
for specialized technical support.

Index Terms—wearable sensors, smart sport equipment,
feedback system, watersports.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Modern competitive sport is ever more relying on
technology for achieving better results and competitive
advantage over opponents. For that purpose the use of
sensing, communication, and computing technology in a
synergetic way, known as ubiquitous computing, is
utilized [1]. One important constraint in technology use in
sports is that it should not obstruct or distract athletes
during the performed action. Real-time performance
monitoring and feedback systems are particularly useful in
coaching and training systems [2].
In watersports the great majority of coaches are still
using only direct visual information and relatively simple
stopwatch. Wearable sensors attached to the athlete or
installed into or onto the sport equipment can offer
valuable supplemental information to coach during the
practice or after it. The main goal of our research is
finding a simple and robust, but sufficient sensors setup
that would provide enough information about key
performance indicators in swimming, kayaking, and
canoeing. Stroke periods and sport and activity specific
signal peak values are listed as the key performance
indicators in many watersports. Swimming is
characterized by a sequence of coordinated actions of the
trunk and limbs, in a repeated, synchronous pattern [3].
We can expect that at ideally performed free swimming,
with perfect synchronous and periodic motion, all body

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Placement of sensor for different water sports. (a)
Swimming: the movement of the body is detected by a sensor in the belt
strapped to the lower back (b). Kayaking: sensors are attached to the top
of the kayak and to the paddle. (c) Canoeing: sensors are attached to the
bottom of the canoe and to the paddle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Athletes are monitored by a GoPro camera from different
view angles: (a) kayaking is monitored from the rear; (b) canoeing is
monitored from the front.

In our experiments and trials we used several IMU
devices with integrated 3D accelerometer and 3D
gyroscope. We used different number of IMU devices,
according to the needs of each sport. Figure 1 shows the
positions of sensors for different water sports. In
swimming we used only one IMU attached to the belt
strapped to the lower back of the swimmer. In kayaking
and canoeing we used several IMU devices attached to the
athlete’s body and sport equipment (paddle, canoe or
kayak). Kayaking and canoeing actions were monitored
by a waterproof camera, as seen in Figure 2.
Figure 3. Rotation angle around the longitudinal rotation axis (roll
angle) for backstroke and front crawl swimming style.

II. RESULTS
Swimming test consist of a continuous record of 12 laps
along a 50 m swimming pool with intermediate
interruptions for resting and preparation for the following
lap. A sequence of twelve single lap trails represents
swimming in four different stroke styles with three levels
of speed: starting with slow-speed butterfly style lap,
medium speed butterfly style lap and finishing with fullspeed front crawl style lap. A single IMU device, attached
to the back of the spine, captures enough information for
accurate swimming style recognition. Other researchers
mostly used only accelerometers with various algorithms
to detect the swimming stroke style [3]-[5]. Our method is
different and is based on the observation of three sensor
signals: acceleration in anterior-posterior axis and
gyroscope signals in swimming direction and mediolateral
direction axis.
Stroke periods and rotation peak values serve as
feedback information to the coach. We confirmed that a
single 6DoF sensor unit can give us sufficient information
for an accurate stroke counting and stroke rate
measurements. Figure 3 shows the rotation angle signal
around the longitudinal body axis for backstroke and front
crawl swimming style. Basic data analysis of these signals
offers valuable information about the swimming rhythm.
Local maxima and local minima signal points are needed
to calculate the basic features: stroke periods and body
rotation angles. Figure 4 summarizes the roll body rotation
angle peaks for backstroke and front crawl swimming
style with three different swimming intensity levels.
Stroke periods for the same swimming trials are shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 4. Peak values in rotation angle around the longitudinal
swimming axis (roll) in backstroke and front crawl with different
swimming intensity levels. Color codes of swimming intensity:
green=low, blue=medium, red=high.
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The kayak acceleration signal is shown in Fig 6 (a). The
signal includes the vibrations created by the paddler
movements and the noise induced by the sliding motion
through water. Information about the rhythm is gained by
searching the acceleration signal peak values. Analysis of
the signal from Figure 6 is similar to the analysis of the
swimming strokes in previous subsection. The results for
stroke period and acceleration peaks are shown in Fig 7.
Identical analysis was conducted on the signals of three
different paddlers performing the action at three speed
levels: moderate, medium, and fast. Some of the features
observed from Fig 7 are: number of strokes Nstroke=28,
stroke period Tstroke=0.62±0.08 s, acceleration maxima
Amax=0.53±0.07
g0,
and
acceleration
minima
Amin=0.24±0.06 g0.
In canoeing, similarly as in kayaking, the most relevant
sensor is accelerometer attached to the canoe. Figure 6 (b)
depicts the signal of the medium speed trial. In
comparison to the kayaking, canoeing shows stronger
pulsation, with approximately twice larger acceleration
and deceleration amplitude. The reason for this effect is
larger force with the use of paddle with one blade. Figure
8 summarizes the analysis of stroke period and
acceleration peaks of both phases of the stroke. Some of
the features, together with their standard deviation,
observed from Figure 8 are: number of strokes Nstroke=22,
stroke period Tstroke=0.89±0.04 s, acceleration maxima
Amax=1.11±0.17
g0,
and
acceleration
minima
Amin=0.63±0.15 g0.

Figure 5. Stroke periods are extracted from rotation angle data (roll).
Left-handed stroke periods, right-handed stroke periods, and double
stroke periods are measured for different swimming intensity levels.
Color codes of swimming intensity: green=low, blue=medium,
red=high.

Symmetry in swimming motion in backstroke and front
crawl can be acquired from the data in Fig 4. Spatial
symmetry parameter is related to the rotation angle peak
ratio. Asymmetry in rotation angle magnitude is related to
the difference in power used during the left-hand and the
right-hand stroke and also to the motor control of the
swimmer. The symmetry ratio of angle peaks in both
directions is calculated for backstroke and front crawl.
The average lap results are shown in the tenth column of
Table 1. The temporal symmetry parameter in backstroke
and front crawl can be evaluated from the ratio of left
handed and right-handed stroke periods from the results in
Fig 5. The symmetry ratio is calculated for backstroke and
front crawl. The average lap results are shown in the last
column of Table 1. Stroke timing asymmetry is much
higher during the high intensity swimming, where the
swimmer works with full power and is less precise in
motor control.
TABLE I.
Swimming
Style
Backstroke

Front crawl

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Boat acceleration signal in kayaking (a) and canoeing (b).

BASIC SWIMMING RHYTHM PARAMETERS BASED ON BODY ROTATION ANGLE AROUND THE LONGITUDINAL AXIS

Speed

FS
time
T1 [s]

Lap
time
T2 [s]

Stroke
Count

Stroke
Period
(Mean) [s]

Stroke
Period
(StDev) [s]

Rotation
Angle P2p
(Mean) [s]

Rotation
Angle P2p
(StDev) [s]

Rotation
Angle
symmetry

Stroke
Period
symmetry

Slow

4.82

38.56

38

1.72

0.04

74.5

3.1

1.09

0.97

Medium

4.39

34.82

42

1.42

0.04

69.1

3.1

1.32

0.90

Fast

4.61

33.23

43

1.27

0.06

64.0

3.0

1.59

0.89

Slow

3.06

34.75

38

1.67

0.06

101.6

4.8

0.93

1.01

Medium

2.99

31.91

40

1.43

0.03

90.5

4.9

1.11

0.96

Fast

2.58

29.98

45

1.20

0.03

78.1

6.3

1.64

0.91
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algorithms and methods for the application developing in
several different watersports.

(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

Figure 7. Features extracted from the kayak acceleration signal: (a)
stroke period, (b) kayak acceleration/deceleration peaks.

Figure 8. Features extracted from the canoe acceleration signal: (a)
stroke period, (b) kayak acceleration/deceleration peaks.

In swimming we can identify features such as number
of strokes, stroke periods and their variation, underwater
swimming phase duration, and others. For a complete
automatic analysis with timing information we should add
the sensors for the wall strike detection. It is also
relatively straightforward to adapt the system for the trials
with a number of consecutive laps with turn detection.
With the implementation of the above ideas it will be
feasible to design the application that will include all the
relevant information for the coach. That will allow the
coach to concentrate more on other qualitative aspects of
training and less on the routine quantitative
measurements. Similar observations are true for kayaking
and canoeing.
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impressions of both maxilla and mandible were also
being subjected to different 3D digitizing methods such
as laser scanning [2, 3]. Also, cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT) is used for the modification of
previous dentures [5]. There are several different
approaches in designing a partial denture, and many
authors have dealt with this question. Authors in [6] used
a technique that uses a surveyor, gutta percha points, and
a CAD/CAM guided implant surgery system to
predetermine and transfer the ideal angulation of the
implant to be placed. Authors in [4] explored a method
for fabricating removable complete denture aided by
CAD/RP technology. 3D crossing section scanner and
laser scanner were respectively applied to obtain the
surface data of artificial teeth, edentulous models and
rims made in clinic. In this study, AMT and classic
denture materials were effectually combined to achieve
making removable complete denture aided by CAD/RP
technology. A more detailed paper on current published
literature investigating the various methods and
techniques for 3D scanning and designing was presented
by authors in [7]. The purpose of this paper was to
present a comprehensive review of the current published
literature investigating the various methods and
techniques for 3D scanning, designing, and fabrication of
CAD/CAM generated restorations along with detailing
the new classifications of CAD/CAM technology. When
it comes to accuracy of manufactured RPDs, authors in
[8] evaluated the fit of RPD clasps fabricated by means of
4 different CAD/CAM systems and compared those
fittings with the conventional lost-wax casting technique
(LWT). Their conclusions were that when compared with
the LWT, milling techniques enabled fabrication of RPDs
with comparable or better fit, while RPDs fabricated with
rapid prototyping techniques showed distinct fitting
irregularities. RP technologies do bring a new way of
RPD fabrication, however, authors in [9] investigated the
mechanical properties and microstructure of RPD clasps
manufactured using selective laser melting (SLM)
technique.

Abstract—Application of 3D technologies brings new
innovative tools that support design process of custom
implants and dentures, more specifically related to the field
of dentistry. These new tools, which allow easier and faster
designing process of patient-specific removable partial
dentures (RPDs), enables them to be widely accepted as a
more preferable choice to use. In this paper, implementation
of 3D technologies will be presented through a case study for
designing and fabrication of patient-specific RPDs. The
entire process will be presented and elaborated, starting
from the designing stage of a 3D model of a patient-specific
RPD using advanced tools, all the way to a verification stage
using RP (Rapid Prototyping) technologies. This approach
enabled a more convenient design and faster delivery time
of a manufactured RPD, but also by using less expensive
equipment to achieve this.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Recent technological developments in the fields of
computer-aided design (CAD) and additive manufacturing
(AM) technologies, and their introduction to the field of
dentistry, have allowed the complete 3D digitization of a
dental cast, design of removable partial dentures (RPDs)
and their manufacturing [1]. The traditional manufacturing
of RPDs presents a more complex process, which is
acceptable to errors, but it is also time consuming. The use
of 3D technologies, especially in the combination with
rapid prototyping (RP), delivers a more effective method
for fabrication of RPDs.
RPD presents a removable replacement for missing
teeth and surrounding tissues. RPD usually have
replacement teeth fixed to an acrylic base that matches the
color of patient’s gums. The acrylic base may cover a
metal framework. They often have some form of clasp
that attaches to patients natural teeth, as this holds the
denture in place.
II. OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE
When it comes to the first removable prosthesis, it was
manufactured in 1994 da it was based on 3D laser
lithography [2]. After that, there have been progress in
the overall design and fabrication of partial dentures and
the removable prosthesis duplication technique was
improved using CAD/CAM with a computerized
numerical control (CNC) system [3]. Then, the
incorporation of 3D printers in fabrication of individual
physical flasks was also introduced [4]. Dental

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This approach, which will be presented in this paper,
focuses on a 3D digitization of a casted dental model
using a close-range photogrammetry structure from
motion (CRP SfM) method, designing of RPD and testing
and evaluation of the design using RP technologies.
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From the workflow (figure 1) it can be seen that the
first step presents sketching of the RPD shape onto the
casted dental model made by a dentist. When the desired
shape is achieved, the casted dental model is ready for the
next step and that is 3D digitization. 3D digitization
presents a way to convert the physical object into the
digital 3D model. This process can be achieved by using
various 3D digitization methods. CRP SfM digitizing
method presents a good alternative to a high-end 3D
scanners available on the market [10, 11]. The price of
these setups can be drastically low when compared to
other 3D scanners, which is also a reason for their recent
popularity and choice for use.
START

Casted dental model
with sketched shape
of RPD

3D digitization
Dentists

Engineers
Modelling

Revision
needed?

YES

NO
Rapid
Prototyping

Revision
needed?

YES

Figure 2. Showing a) dental cast with manually drawn sketches and
b) 3D digitized object with applied texture in Agisoft Photoscan software

NO

Photos were arranged in 5 circular rings, where each
ring contained 18 photographs equally distributed in a
circular pattern. These rings formed a spherical shape
around the casted dental model. The first ring was set at
the turntable plate level in order to capture the outside
shape of the casted dental model. The second and third
ring served to ensure required overlapping between
photographs. Forth and the fifth rings were captured in
order to cover the top side of the casted dental model.
Captured photos were processed using Agisoft Photoscan
software, and as a result the 3D model was obtained.
Because of photogrammetric 3D digitization are scaleless,
scale markers were used during 3D digitizing by CRP
SfM method in order to get the accurate 3D model of
dental cast [12]. After the proper scale was set, texture
from photos was applied and 3D digitization of the dental
casted model was completed.
After the 3D model of the dental cast was obtained, the
next step is the designing of the RPD. The software used
for this purpose was Meshmixer by Autodesk. This
software allowed a more intuitive and user-friendly
approach with a variety of different tools for freeform
surface modeling.

END

Figure 1. Presented workflow

Another reason why CRP SfM method was chosen was
because it can also acquire and export texture of the object
that has been 3D digitized. Manually drawn shape of an
RPD by a dentist on the dental cast model will later serve
as a guide for tracing the lines and designing of the RPD
(figure 2).
For photogrammetric 3D reconstruction, Canon EOS
1200D DSLR camera and the manually driven turntable
were used. In total 90 photos were captured.
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RPD was obtained, which will serve as a base for its
design (figure 3b).

A. Designing of RPD
The lines were traced onto the model directly in Agisoft
PhotoScan software (figure 3a) and the final shape of the

Figure 3. Showing a) textured 3D model obtained from CRP method with traced lines for cutout and b) cutout shape of the RPD base required for
further modelling

After the initial base was extracted, the next step was to
add thickness to the surface base. This was performed
with the Offset operation inside Meshmixer software. The
base surface was offset initially by a value of 1.5 mm to
allow manipulation of the surfaces during freeform
modelling.

so that the final fabricated RPD model does not create any
discomfort for the patient. This was done on all four areas
where the RPD was in contact with the teeth (figure 4b, 4c
and 4d). The perforating holes with diameter of 2, 1.5 and
1 mm were also added on both sides of the saddle (figure
4e) with an equidistant spacing between them. The total of
14 holes on the left side and 9 holes on the right side of
the saddle were added.
One important feature to modify is a relief which
should be created in the area without teeth. This is
important because in order to prevent the connector from
directly resting the surfaces on the soft tissues. Here the
relief was created by selecting the area of the retainer and
it was lifted by 0.5 mm. Also, the thickness on the saddle
where it sits on the alveolar ridge was also lifted up by a
0.2 mm. The final result of designing is shown in Figure
4f.

B.
Design process of clasp, saddle, occlusal rest
and connector
The design process of the RPD is shown in Figure 4.
The first step was to offset the base surface by 1.5 mm and
create a new offset surface (figure 4a), thus adding the
material for designing and shaping of the RPD. After that,
the next step was to address special attention to clasp
(retainer), connector, saddle and occlusal rest areas. The
clasps and occlusal rest areas were smoothed and rounded

Figure 4. Showing a) initial offset of the base surface, b), designing of rest, c) and d) designing and modifying of the clasps, e) perforating the rest on
RPD f) completed design of RPD
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C.

3D Printing

molecules link together when exposed to light in a process
called photopolymerization [13]. Desktop SLA 3D printer
used for printing, and its basic schematic representation
along with technical specifications are presented on figure
5 and Table 1, respectively.

Stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing, also known as
resin printing, produces 3D models out of photopolymers.
Taking the form of a resin, these are polymers whose

Figure 5. Showing a) by Formlabs Form 2 SLA 3D printer, b) schematic representation of a typical SLA setup [13]

TABLE 1.
FORMLABS FORM 2 SLA 3D PRINTER SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications
Dimensions [cm]
35 × 33 × 52
Weight [kg]
13
Build volume [mm]
145×145×175
Laser Spot Size [μm]
140
Layer Thickness [μm]
25 –100
Laser Power [mW]
250
Furthermore, some post-processing and additional
modifications were required in order to clean the transition
of the surfaces along RPD. Different factors needs to be
taken into account such as: wire clasps around the teeth,
occlusal rests, connector for transition of surface from the
RPD to the pellet and number of perforated holes
required.
After this stage, the next step is the verification of the
physical RPD by dentists, upon which a 3D model of the
RPD is being 3D printed. This step is also crucial, as it
may reveal any need for final corrections or modifications
that needs to be performed before the final fabrication of
RPD.
The 3D model of RPD was 3D printed using Formlabs
Form 2, SLA 3D printer (figure 6a). The STL model was
sliced into 0.05 mm layer thickness. Then, the SLA
technique uses a UV light to solidify a polymer model.
After solidification, the physical model of the RPD was
carefully removed from the machine platform to be
cleaned in isopropanol. In this stage, there was no need for
post curing using ultraviolet light for full polymerization,
as this first version was only an initial test model. Printed
RPD with the casted dental model is shown on figure 6b.

Figure 6. Showing a) 3D printed RPD and b) visual inspection of RPD
fitting on the 3D model of the dental cast
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D. Revision of the design of RPD
After the printed model came back from the visual
inspection of the dentist, some minor features needed to
be corrected in order to complete the design according to
dentist’s instructions. Modifications were performed at the
clasps on both sides where some excess material was
removed for better fit of the RPD. Also the modifications
were performed on thinning of the connector and saddle,
but also on thinning of some of the edges of the RPD.
Figure 7 shows the modifications performed on the RPD.

Figure 8. Color deviation showing performed modifications on the
revised 3D model of RPD

From figure 8 it can be seen that the major corrections
and modifications are marked in blue color, meaning that
those areas are where the thinning of the RPD material
occurred in second revision. Also two marked areas of
clasps are removed, therefore no color deviation is present
on those areas.
After the deviation inspection the second modified design
of RPD was printed again on SLA 3D printer for final
inspection and confirmation from a dentist. Revised
printed model of RPD is shown in figure 9.

Figure 7. Performed modifications on the revised 3D model of RPD

For a better clarification on the modifications requested
and performed on the design of RPD, a color deviation
was performed in GOM Inspect (GOM GmbH) software
where first design of RPD was used as a nominal 3D
model, and the STL file of the final version of the RPD
was used as an actual 3D model that was compared
against it (figure 8).

Figure 9. Final design of RPD printed on SLA 3D printer

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, the use of CRP SfM 3D digitizing method
proved to be able to deliver the 3D model of the dental
cast, with the required level of dimensional accuracy. This
3D digitizing method also enables the acquisition of
applied texture that reveals the initial design sketch of the
RPD. This, along with the application of advanced tools
for modeling and designing of RPD, was able to deliver
the desired shape and design of the RPD for its
fabrication. As a last step, RP technology, i.e. SLA 3D
printer, was used in order to verify the design, but also to
check its functionality. In this paper the focus was on
bringing closer the use of 3D technologies and RP
technologies together by 3D digitizing and designing a
patient specific RPD in a much faster, cheaper and
convenient way, suitable for its use with the patient.
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unavoidable intermediaries. They provide services that
are often expensive and slow.
Blockchain is a distributed ledger which can efficiently
record transactions between multiple parties in a
verifiable and tamper-resistant way, thus solving the
problem of trust in distributed systems. It was first
introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [1]. The
blockchain distributed ledger technology eliminates the
need for intermediaries in transactions between untrusting
parties, at the same time offering the aforementioned
advantages of distributed databases in an append-only
manner. Applying blockchain technologies in business
systems provides greater transparency and safety of
transactions and data in general. Besides that, blockchain
allows the development of computer systems that are
more fault tolerant and don’t require intermediaries, thus
leading to quicker and cheaper transactions [1]. In
blockchain systems, every participant has its own copy of
the data which he trusts and maintains. For every
transaction that occurs, all relevant actors must validate
the corresponding data and agree on it, in order for the
transaction to be added to the blockchain.
The research presented in this paper uses the
blockchain technology in order to improve the processes
in the pharmaceutical industry supply chain – starting
with the producers and finishing with the customers.
Blockchain technology is selected as a basis for the
presented approach due to its numerous advantages in the
considered context. For example, speed of service and
availability are of high importance when large number of
transactions is happening between participants in the
supply chain. Further, since the quality of operations in
the pharmaceutical industry directly affects peoples’
health, it is important to know where each of the products
came from, who produced and managed it, and, finally,
who delivered the product to the end customer.
In business applications, participants are not
anonymous, which is in contrast to the use of public
blockchains for cryptocurrencies, where anonymity is
crucial [1]. Further, there are different roles for
participants in the supply chain networks, e.g., small,
medium, and large companies, shipping companies, and
regulators. Therefore, in this context, there is a need for
private and permissioned blockchain networks, in which
every participant has specific roles and verified identity.
The main goal of the research presented in this paper is
to create an appropriate model for a business network

Abstract—This paper describes an application, built on top
of the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain framework, for
efficient and reliable support of the supply chain in the
pharmaceutical industry. The presented application
showcases how blockchain’s immutable ledger, peer-to-peer
(P2P) network, consensus algorithms, and smart contracts
all combine and synergize to create a secure, reliable,
auditable, and cheaper way of performing business. The
application is developed on the Proof of Concept (PoC) level,
using the Hyperledger Composer framework. It enables
communication with a private Hyperledger Fabric network
via Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) operations.
The developed PoC shows that the use of the Hyperledger
Composer framework allows simple creation of business
networks which include participants, assets, transactions,
and relationships between these entities. Our research shows
that Hyperledger Composer significantly reduces the
amount of time needed to develop a Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain-based software solution. However, for more
customized approaches, the Hyperledger Fabric platform
needs to be used directly on the infrastructure level. When
using Fabric, smart contracts are written on the lower level
of abstraction, using the Go programming language, instead
of the high-level JavaScript code used in Composer. Plans
for future work include implementing the solution directly
on the Hyperledger Fabric platform, as well as extending
the available functionalities of the application to cover an
even wider set of use cases.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data in distributed systems are processed and stored on
multiple computing and storage nodes, which can be
spread across different locations in space. The main
advantage of the distributed approach is that, if one of the
nodes fails and becomes unavailable, data can still be
accessed through other nodes which are participating in
the distributed network. Further, computational and
memory resources of all nodes in distributed systems may
be combined to offer more robust and reliable solutions to
larger problem instances. The distributed approach
improves the stability and availability of computer
systems, but it doesn’t resolve on its own some of the
typical problems or conflicts which occur in performing
communication and transactions between multiple
parties. For example, when different parties are
communicating in distributed systems, every party has its
own data and, thus, it is possible that the parties would
happen to have different data regarding same transactions
for whatever reason. Further, when it comes to
performing financial transactions, banks are currently
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN NETWORKS

which implements the aforementioned supply chain for
the support of operations in the pharmaceutical industry.
The presented results show how the use of blockchain in
the considered context can significantly improve speed,
cost, reliability, and robustness of service.
The paper is organized as follows. Fundamentals of the
blockchain technology are described in Section II. In
Section III, we describe the technological tools that were
used to implement the solution presented in the paper.
Implementation of the conceptual software solution is
described in Section IV. The closing section of the paper
offers main conclusions and offers some directions for
further work.
II.

Network type
Access

Confirmation
of transaction
Network
validity
maintence
Participants’
identity
Maintence
Number of
nodes
Example

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The blockchain distributed system was first introduced
in [1]. Blockchain is a shared, distributed, and replicated
ledger. This ledger can be also looked upon as a database.
Unlike traditional databases, where every party who takes
part in business dealings has its own data, blockchain
enables all participants to share the same data, and
provides the means of confirming that the data is
authentic. The basic and most important elements of
blockchain system are the distributed network, ledger,
consensus algorithms, and smart contracts [1, 8, 9, 10].
A. The distributed network
Participants in a blockchain system communicate
through a peer-to-peer network [1]. At least two different
network types can be differentiated: public and private
[5]. When it comes to public networks, each participant
has the right to add entry in the database and read from it.
In such networks, where privacy and anonymity is
crucial, adding entries and achieving consensus goes
mainly through a proof of work or a proof of stake
algorithm [1, 2, 3]. On the other hand, private networks
imply different access right for the network nodes.
Private networks do not provide anonymity, which means
that the identities of the participants are known. This
property enables usage of wider range of consensus
algorithms and quicker transaction confirmation.
Differences between private and public networks are
shown in Table 1.

Public
Open access
database for both
writing and
reading
Slower

Private
Reading and
writing possible
with permission

Proof of work/
proof of stake

Many

Anonymous

Familiar

Expensive
Millions

Cheap
Up to a few
hundred
Hyperledger
Fabric

Bitcoin

Faster

Figure 1. Structure of a block in a blockchain.

As previously mentioned, the chain of blocks is a
structure resistant to change. Changes of the transactions
in one block would result in different hash of that block.
Consequently, all following block hashes in the chain
would be changed and in that way the activity would be
recognized as malicious and thus rejected by the rest of
the network. Merkle tree is a structure which is used to
store the data inside the blocks. In order to form a Merkle
tree, each transaction is hashed and that is how the leaves
on the first level of the tree are created. On the next level,
hashes that are found in the leaves are combined in pairs
and hashed again. This process is repeated until the root
hash is created (see Fig. 2).

B. Ledger
Every transaction in the system is registered in the
ledger and it cannot be erased or changed without other
participants being aware of this action. Before they are
appended to the blockchain, transactions are organized
into blocks. Apart from transactions, blocks in the
blockchain also contain a block header. Block header of
each block contains a reference to the previous block in
the blockchain, as well as a root of the Merkle tree [6]
where transactions are stored (see Fig. 1). Reference to
the previous block is given as a hash pointer and it is
calculated based on the content of the previous block’s
header.

Figure 2. The Merkle tree.
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C. The consensus algorithms
The process of keeping the ledger synchronized
across the network, or, in other words, ensuring that the
ledger is updated only when the transactions are approved
by the proper participants is called consensus [7].
When it comes to traditional way of doing business,
there are problems of trust among the participants and
questioning of the data validity. These problems can be
solved by the introduction of mediators, but this approach
is often both expensive and time-consuming. In order to
exclude mediators from the business process, blockchain
imposes certain rules that need to be followed for the
transaction to be added into the ledger (see Fig. 3). Proof
of work [2], proof of stake [3] and Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [8] are some of the many
algorithms which are used to reach consensus in block
chain networks.

3) Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance [8] is one of the
algorithms used for solving the Byzantine Generals
Problem [9]. The preposition is that some of the nodes
may be unavailable or send wrong data and that messages
may not be arriving in the same order as they were sent.
The algorithm requires that within the network there must
be at least 3f+1 nodes, where f is the maximal number of
faulty nodes. Every node gets to decide for itself whether
the message it received is correct or not. Then, in order
for message to be recognized as valid, 2f+1 nodes have to
confirm its correctness.
D. Smart contracts
Smart contracts are basically computer programs used
to support complex business cooperation between
entities in blockchain networks. These contracts are
business contracts translated in program code and thus
automatically ensure fulfillment of contractual
obligations. Smart contracts require from the blockchain
system to offer a Turing-complete language for writing
programs to be executed on the blockchain network [7].
III.

TECHNOLOGY

Hyperledger [11] is chosen as the blockchain
technology for the implementation of the constructed
supply chain model for the following reasons.
Hyperledger Fabric [7] is a blockchain framework and
one of the Hyperledger projects hosted by the Linux
Foundation.
Unlike
most
other
blockchain
implementations, which are public and with anonymous
participants, Fabric is intended to be a private,
permissioned network, where identities are known and
transactions visibility can be limited to only those
participants who are relevant for the given transaction.
Further, Fabric provides the ability to create separate
channels allowing participants to execute private
transactions. This is an important business requirement
which public blockchain networks, such as Bitcoin [1] or
Ethereum [12], simply cannot provide. Since Fabric is
intended as a foundation for developing applications or
solutions with a modular architecture, it allows
components, such as consensus algorithms and
membership services, to be plug-and-play. Furthermore,
Fabric leverages container technology to host smart
contracts, called “chaincode”, that comprise the
application logic of the system. Hyperledger Fabric
allows users to create blockchain networks on a low level
of abstraction, whereas Hyperledger Composer [4] allows
easier development of Fabric applications. Composer also
provides a simple way to model network participants and
transactions. Its focus is on the efficient implementation
of business logic. Composer uses its own modeling
language for this purpose. Unlike Fabric, which uses Go
for chaincode implementation, Composer allows users to
write business logic in JavaScript. Composer also
provides its own query language. Besides the blockchain
part of the system, it also contains a NodeJS server which
handles requests towards the blockchain and allows
generation of Angular2 frontend web applications.

Figure 3. Traditional centralized approach of keeping records
versus the blockchain distributed approach.

1) Proof of work
Proof of work is a consensus algorithm used to ensure
proper functioning of public blockchain networks [1, 2].
It was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in [1]. The idea is
that the node inside the network must invest process time
(central processing unit (CPU) time) in order to send data
for verification to the rest of the network. In order to add
a block to the blockchain, the node which is sending data
must solve complex computational problem, while, for
the rest of the network, it is quite simple to check whether
the offered solution to the problem is correct. The first
node which solves the problem and offers the proof of
work is called the winning miner and it appends the new
block to the end of the chain.
2) Proof of stake
Proof of stake is an alternative algorithm to the proof of
work, which does not require complex computations and
resulting time and energy consumption [3]. Unlike in the
proof of work system, the proof of stake does not impose
competition between mining nodes. Each node, which
wants to validate the block, has to invest a certain amount
of the cryptocurrency used in the network. When
choosing the validator, the network takes into
consideration the amount of cryptocurrency that the
candidate nodes possess.
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IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

In order to achieve the main goals of the research
presented in this paper, it is first necessary to identify all
the relevant participants in the supply chain. An
appropriate model for the identified participants, as well
as assets, which are the subject of executing transactions
in the chain, should then be developed. Thereafter, it is
necessary to define permissions for participants, as well
as their rights to manage assets. Finally, the implemented
model should be used to configure and deploy a
permissioned blockchain network that supports a
predefined basic set of actions which are fundamental for
the pharmaceutical supply chain. Main focus and
questions posed in the research consider transactions
which are used to represent the stages in the exchange of
goods. These stages include sending orders, approving
orders, preparing products, and shipping of products. In
addition, creation or generation of a simple application
which communicates with the deployed blockchain
network is also required.
Several types of participants were identified while
observing business dealings in pharmaceutical industry:
end users, retail, wholesale and transport companies, and
control factors (The Medicines and Medical Devices
Agency and National Health Insurance Fund). In the
presented solution, the participant in the network is
modeled as an abstract type which is identified through
email address and has account balance. All other groups
of users inherit this abstract type (see Fig. 4).

Figure 5. The digital goods (assets) model.

Since it is important to know how each package of a
product was transfered through the supply chain, it is
necessary to lower the level of identification when
compared to traditional business systems. Each product
represents a class of concrete products and concrete
product represents a single product itself. According to
this, concrete product references the product class to
which it belongs. Orders reference the sender and the
receiver and also feature an array containing items that
were ordered.
Business dealings in the pharmaceutical industry
involve a lot of operations. The solution presented in this
paper is focused on those operations which enable
transfer of products among the participants.
SendOrder transaction implies sending of order form
to the intended agent. If the order form has not been
already sent and if there are enough resources, the order
form is placed among receiver’s incoming order forms.
ApproveAndPrepareOrder operation checks whether
the receiver of the order form has the sufficient amount of
each required product. If this verification passes
successfully, then product instances which are to be
delivered are added to the every order form item.
ShipOrder operation changes the status of product
instances which will be sent and puts them in incominig
product instances of the purchaser.
DeliverOrder is executed by special courier service or
the employees of the company which sells the product. In
this step, the purchaser account balance is decreased for
the total price of the order form, while the same amount
of money is added to the seller’s account balance.
Further, the owner of the product instances is changed.
The definition of the network also includes the access
rules for the described assets and are defined as follows.
Every agent of the network has insight into the product
class and wholesale companies can have special prices
for certain partners. Manufacturers or distributers can put
the new product into circulation, whereas regulatory

Figure 4. The network participants model.

Properties of participants representing retail or
wholesale companies are expanded with features of the
company. This group of users are modeled so that they
have an array of incoming order forms so as to keep track
of received orders. Besides that, they have a list of
concrete products which are supposed to be in their
possession (ordered products).
As far as the digital goods, i.e. assets, are concerned,
product classes, product instances, and order with its
items can be identified. Model of digital goods which was
developed using the Hyperledger Composer is presented
in Fig. 5.
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bodies have the authority to introduce or withdraw the
product. Every company can create the order form.
Sender and receiver are the ones who have insight into
the concrete order.
Based on the abovementioned models and access
rules, which make up the Business network definition,
simple frontend application is generated along with the
REST (Representational State Transfer) API (Application
Programming Interface). An example of a form for
adding assets which is taken from the presented solution
is shown in Fig. 6.

used directly on the infrastructure level. Therefore, our
future work will include implementing the complete
solution directly on the Fabric, using the Go language for
writing chaincode. This will allow greater control over
consensus rules, endorsement policies, security, and
business logic of the system. Hospitals will also be added
as a special participant in the network. The web
application, which now supports only CRUD operations,
will also support custom business transactions. In the
current version of the solution, only the backend
component contains validation. Therefore, validation and
improvement of the frontend design will be also part of
our work to come.
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Figure 6. Form for the addition of new products.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the fundamentals of the
blockchain distributed systems and we proposed a
solution which uses the advantages of private,
permissioned blockchain systems in order to solve some
of the problems in the pharmaceutical supply chain. We
discussed many actors involved in the distribution of
medical products and the complex, highly intensive, and
error prone cooperation between retail and wholesale
companies in this sector. All of these factors add
complexity to the process of tracking products in the
pharmaceutical supply chain. Our research shows that the
application of Hyperledger Composer for developing
applications running on the Hyperledger Fabric private
blockchain network significantly reduces the amount of
time needed to develop a blockchain-based software
solution.
However, for further improvements to the presented
solution, the Hyperledger Fabric platform needs to be
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types. Evaluation on German legislation corpus revealed
that the model accurately detects full-explicit and implicit
references but should be improved when detecting semiexplicit references. Winkels et al. [3] identified explicit
references in Dutch case law with an intention to develop
a recommender system where users of a legislative portal
receive suggestions of other relevant sources of law, given
a focus document.
Zhang and Koppaka [4] proposed a semantic-based
legal citation network and discussed the semantic multidimensionality of legal citations from a data science
perspective. Boulet et al. [5] used mathematical methods
to analyze the structure of French legal citation networks.
Agnoloni and Pagallo [6] investigated the relevancy of
case law using a citation network obtained from the Italian
Constitutional Court. Fowler et al. [7] applied network
analysis techniques to find the most relevant precedents
using a citation network obtained from the United States
Supreme Court. Sakhaee, Wilson and Zakeri [8] identified
several New Zealand legislation networks and used those
networks to test several legal and political hypotheses.

Abstract—The recently introduced concept of a legislation
network is a promising approach to addressing the
challenging issues of tackling with and quantifying the
complexity of the legislation. In this paper, we described the
process of crawling and scraping Serbian legislation,
applying natural language processing methods to detect
references in legislation and applying network science
methods (e.g. node centrality and community detections) to
quantify network properties. The quantified network
properties were attributed with corresponding legal
interpretations.
Keywords—legislation network; legislation; network science;
natural language processing; computational legal studies;

I.
INTRODUCTION
As legislation increases in size and complexity, finding
relevant legislation becomes a challenging task even for
experts. Analyzing large number of documents and their
relationships is a complex and labor-intensive task. Due to
the nature of legislation, where one piece of legislation
contains references to other pieces of legislation, the
legislation system can be viewed as a network. Natural
language processing (NLP) techniques and network
science techniques can be used to identify important
legislation and similar legislation and thus facilitate more
effective retrieval and browsing of legislation.
The specific problem our work addressed can be
divided into three subproblems:
1. crawling and scraping legislation and metadata,
2. using NLP methods to detect references in
legislation, and
3. applying network science methods, such as node
centrality and community detection, on a
legislation network and giving it legal
interpretation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, several related works are presented and discussed. In
section III, we describe the legislation collection process,
development of Serbian legislation network and the
algorithm for community detection. In section IV the
results are presented and analyzed. Finally, we make a
brief concluding mark and give the future work in Section
V.

III. METHODOLOGY
The legislation in force is published by the Legal
Information System1. It represents the biggest legislation
database which contains the only valid and official
legislation in its original, complete and accurate form.
Beside legislation text, it contains metadata and
occasionally a list of references to other legislation.
Metadata for each legislation contains its title, type, area,
group within the area, date of enactment, publication
service and date of publication, and the date of
application.
In order to form a document collection consisting of
legislation in force (and associated metadata) we
developed a crawler and a scraper. A crawler implemented
using Python bindings of Selenium2 software-testing
framework, simulates user actions by visiting the Legal
Information System, filling search forms and opening
result pages. Then, a scraper extracts data from an HTML
document, collecting document’s text, corresponding
metadata and available references to other documents.
Titles of all documents are extracted from metadata files
and aggregated into separated file for reference extraction
process.
An NLP pipeline for the extraction of full-explicit
references (a reference type with full information about
the referenced document) is shown in Figure 1. The input
to the pipeline is an HTML document. Firstly, the text is

II. RELATED WORK
Taxonomy of reference types, that is valid nowadays
was proposed by Berger [1]. He differentiates between
four reference types: fully-explicit, semi-explicit, implicit
and tacit references and proposes more than 50 parameters
to distinguish between those reference types. Waltl,
Landthaler and Matthes [2] proposed an extensible model,
based on text mining, for distinguishing between reference

1

http://pravno-informacionisistem.rs/SlGlasnikPortal/reg/content
2
http://selenium-python.readthedocs.io/
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converted from Cyrillic to Latin alphabet and non-English
characters are replaced with their ASCII pairs (č with c, ž
with z etc.). The text is then tokenized and stemmed using
the Serbian language stemmer created by modifying the
Croatian language stemmer3. Fourthly, the stems are
joined using space as a separator. In the next step, fullexplicit references are identified by performing a full-text
search of document titles (transformed on the same way as
an HTML document) over transformed text. Finally,
references are aggregated accross all of the processed
documents. The output of the pipeline is a set of
automatically assigned numerical identifiers representing
documents fully-explicit referenced from the input
document.

The diameter of a network, representing the greatest
distance between any pair of nodes is 14. The average
distance between two nodes (network path length) is 4.7.
The network density (the ratio of the number of links and
the number of possible links) is 0.0006. The global
clustering coefficient (the measure of the degree to which
nodes tend to cluster together) is 0.0985. Serbian
legislation network contains a cycle consisting of 7
documents, shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Reference extraction NLP pipeline

Serbian legislation network can be viewed as a directed
graph with legislation as nodes and full-explicit references
between legislation as links. Python language software
package NetworkX [9] was used for creation and
manipulation of the network, and calculation of basic
network scientific measures.
We used Latapy and Pons algorithm [10] based on
random walks to detect communities in Serbian legislation
network. This algorithm simulates many short random
walks on the network and computes pairwise similarity
measures based on these walks. Similarities are later used
to aggregate nodes into communities. Time complexity of
Latapy and Pons algorithm (O(|V|^2 log |V|) makes it fast
and applicable to complex networks.

Figure 2. Serbian legislation network cycle

In order to determine the relative importance of
particular legislations, we calculated five node centrality
measures: PageRank [11], Katz Prestige [12], eigenvector
centrality [11], closeness centrality [13], and degree
centrality [13], shown in Table 2 (X denotes rank greater
than 20). Eigenvector centrality computes the centrality
for a node based on the centrality of its neighbors, giving
greater score to nodes connected with other high-scoring
nodes. As we can see from the Table 2, the top ranked
nodes by eigenvector centrality measure are highly ranked
by Katz Prestige, PageRank and closeness centrality
measures as well. Only degree centrality measure deviates
from the others.

IV. DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the reference
extraction pipeline, full-explicit references were manually
detected in ten randomly selected documents. The
accuracy of the reference extraction process was 90%.
Since the legal documents are well structured, and have
unified referencing, ten is representative number for the
evaluation.
In brief, developed Serbian legislation network contains
5,391 nodes and 17,343 edges. The highest degree nodes,
representing documents with most references, are shown
in Table 1. The average node degree is 3.217.
Document
In Degree
Out Degree
Law on the Government
1,482
10
284
35
Law
on
planning
and
construction
Labor Law
290
20
282
20
Law
on
environmental
protection
Customs tariff Law
289
0
Table 1. Highest degree nodes

3

Document

Eigenvector

Katz
Prestige
1

PageRank

Law
on
1
3
Administrative
Procedure
Company Law
2
2
1
Labor Law
5
5
5
Law
on
3
3
6
Obligations
Constitution of
15
19
7
the Republic
of Serbia
Law on the
X
X
2
Government
Data Secrecy
8
10
13
Law
16
X
X
Law on State
Administration
Table 2. The most highly ranked documents

Degree
1,492
319
310
302
289

Closeness

Degree

1

8

6
3
8

6
3
X

5

7

17

1

10

X

2

18

Community detection algorithm detected 141
communities in the network, shown in Table 3. We
displayed top 8 communities containing 78% of network
nodes. To label a community, we counted document’s

http://nlp.ffzg.hr/resources/tools/stemmer-forcroatian/
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[3]

area keywords inside the community. Keywords with the
highest count were chosen as the label of the community.
Community label
Number of nodes
State regulation and army
1687
985
Public
incomes,
security,
ecology
and
environment
Decentralization and development
502
Labor, employment and taxes
334
Commerce
288
Social insurance and health care
188
Monteary system and finances
129
Agriculture
105
Table 3. The most numerous communities

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

The graphical representation of the Serbian Legislation
network was obtained by using PyGraphistry4 visual
analytics library for big graphs visualization and
manipulation. Graphical representation with colored
communities and enlarged high degree nodes is shown in
Figure 3.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

Figure 3. Serbian legislation network

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we collected valid legislation from
Serbian Legal Information System. We used natural
language processing techniques to extract full-explicit
references and develop Serbian legislation network.
Community detection algorithm and network science
measures were applied and discussed.
Our future work includes the application of case studies
for validating the usability and usefulness of the proposed
legislation network.
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Abstract— We present and compare some of the most
common techniques used for classifying daily human
activates that are applied to signals from wearable
kinematic sensors. We investigate and compare different
research results reported on this topic that focus on the most
common human activities, i.e., walking, running, sitting,
lying and climbing up stairs. Besides comparing the
considered research results in the obvious terms of
classification accuracy, we also compare them with respect
to the final number of features considered and the length of
the windows used for feature extraction. Both of the latter
characteristics have an impact on computational efficiency
and delay and so affect the suitability for real-time
operation of the presented techniques.

wearable devices to be enforced to their full potential in
the broader scope of motion analysis.
In this comparative study, we primarily focus on
presenting different activity classification techniques and
comparing them with respect to challenges they efficiently
solve and the classification accuracy they achieve for the
considered context. The main benefit of using body-worn
sensors lies in their low-power consumption.
Computationally
efficient
activity
classification
techniques not only support prolonged energy autonomy
of the devices but also enable classification in real-time.

Keywords: wearable devices, wearable sensors, classification
techniques, motion analysis.

Besides the complexity of human movements typical
for a considered activity, the variety of performances is a
mayor challenge in this field. Considering pace, intensity,
body posture etc., subjects differ with respect how they
perform an activity.
Intersubject variations are also common. For this
reason, most of the motion classification techniques as
used today are not applied directly to signals from
wearable devices. Instead, time and frequency features are
usually extracted from limited time sequences of acquired
accelerometer and gyroscope signals. The usual time
length of the considered signal window is between 1 and 5
s.
The feature set usually includes the maximum and
minimum values of signals, the root mean square value,
standard deviation, interquartile range, skewness, kurtosis,
duration of the segment in seconds, the magnitude of the
first five coefficients of the discrete Fourier transform or
the dominant frequency component. For each timewindow, these features are then arranged in a vector.
A feature reduction technique like principal component
analysis can then be then applied to estimate along which
dimensions the obtained vectors are characterized by
largest variations. The dimensions with largest variations
correspond to the most useful features for discriminating
between the activities and providing for extracted feature
reduction. These features are finally used as inputs to
different activity classification algorithms.
The most commonly used classification techniques
include: the least-square methods, dynamic time warping,
support vector machines, the k-nearest neighbor
algorithm, Bayesian decision making and artificial neural
networks. We investigated and compared different
research results reported on the topic of activity

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

In the area of modern methods of motion tracking,
relevant data are the starting point for comprehensive
motion analysis. Wearable motion sensors provide data
that directly reflect the motion of individual body parts
and can enable the development of advanced tracking and
analysis procedures [1-4]. Microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) motion sensors are small, light, widely
affordable, and come with their own battery supply. These
sensors cause minimal physical obstacles for activity
performance and can provide simple, repeatable, and
collectible data at any outdoor or indoor setting.
With the ongoing development in the field of bodyworn sensors, their use for human motion analysis is
observingly increasing. Activity classification is an
important research topic in this field.
Different body-worn sensors measuring motion and
various biometrical parameters are suitable for the purpose
of motion analysis, among which accelerometers and
gyroscopes are the most common.
In this review paper, we give attention to some of the
most common classification techniques that have been
reportedly applied to signals from 3D accelerometers and
3D gyroscopes for human activity classification. Our aim
is to provide a quality review and present with best
practices. We emphasize the problems that have been
efficiently solved so far and stress the challenges that need
further research attention.
Activity classification provides for modeling of user
behavior. Efficient techniques can therefore enable
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classification that focus on the most common human
activities, i.e., walking, running, sitting, lying and
climbing up stairs. Besides comparing the considered
research results in the obvious terms of classification
accuracy, we also compared them with respect to the final
number of features considered and the window length.
Both of the latter characteristics have an impact on
computational efficiency and delay.
III.

All of the obtained 110 features are then linearly
combined using randomly generated coefficients.
In [9] the authors have developed a system that uses a
single 3D accelerometer for classifying daily activities.
The system also estimates the speed for the walking
(running) labeled data features.
The classification tasks are achieved by cascading two
support vector machine classifiers. The sampling
frequency was set to 250 Hz and the window length to 1 s
with 50% overlap.
Authors present a classification accuracy higher than
99%.
While the training is performed externally, the
classification itself is performed on-line using a specially
designed data acquisition and signal processing board
consuming 2 W of power. Energy autonomy of the board
has not been reported.
Some motion classification methods also implement the
transformation of 3D acceleration values from the sensor
to the reference frame, allowing accurate results regardless
of the sensor orientation.
In [10], walking detection is reported. A gait segment is
found when a regular sequence of eight steps is detected.
Additionally, an autocorrelation-based filter is used to
discard segments with reduced regularity.
3D acceleration values that belong to the obtained gait
segments are then used to calculate acceleration
magnitude and vertical and horizontal acceleration. These
three acceleration vectors are then used as inputs to
feature extraction.
A multinomial logistic regression based classification
technique applied to these features was used for user
identification, finally providing for a recognition rate
ranging from 95% to 100%.

CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES

In [5], author report using 5 s long windows of signals
obtained from five devices mounted on all four human
extremities and the torso. The sampling frequency was set
to 25 Hz. From the initial 9 signals, a total of 1170
features were obtained for each of the 5 s signal segment.
This number of features was reduced to 30 using principal
component analysis.
Among the seven classification techniques applied to
these features to classify 19 different activities, in general,
Bayesian decision making performs best with respect to
accuracy and computational efficiency.
A similar analysis was reported in [6]. The authors
report using 3D accelerometer and 3D gyroscope signals
for classifying 13 daily activities including sitting,
walking, jogging and going upstairs and downstairs at
different paces.
The sampling frequency was set to 30 Hz and the
window time-length was set to 2 s with a 50% overlap
between consecutive windows. Among the classification
techniques compared in this analysis, the k-nearest
neighbor algorithm performed superior to all other
methods with respect to classification accuracy.
Classification accuracy for walking at different paces
was between 90.1% and 94.1%, for jogging 91.7% and for
sitting 100%. Stair activity showed to be the most
challenging activity, with classification accuracy ranging
from as low as 52.3% to 79.4%.
High classification accuracy of a decision tree classifier
was reported in [7], where a 2.5 s window with a 50%
overlap was used for feature extraction. The authors here
also report a significant reduction in classification
accuracy when the classification techniques are trained on
a younger group and tested on an older and vice versa.
In [8] authors report that using an activity recognition
framework based on compressed sensing and sparse
representation theory outperforms the usually considered
classification techniques including nearest neighbor, naïve
Bayes and support vector machines.
The subjects were encouraged to perform these
activities diversely and were not provided prior
instructions on how these activities should be performed.
Data was collection using a single inertial measurement
unit that integrates a 3D accelerometer, a 3D gyroscope
and a 3D magnetometer.
A 4 s long window was used with 50% overlap for
feature extraction. Besides the common statistics used also
in previous studies, the authors have included features like
zero crossing rate, mean crossing rate and first-order
derivative, movement intensity, eigenvalues of dominant
directions and average velocity along the heading
direction.

IV.

CONCLUSION

From the investigations here considered, we can
conclude that feature extraction and reduction from
signals obtained with body-worn kinematic sensors
together provide for efficient activity and/or user
classification.
The techniques considered can be implemented for onnode operation. It is however important to note that, for
real-time analysis the features actually considered for
classification should not be repeatedly estimated during
real-time operation but should be pre-defined in an offline
analysis environment.
The computationally efficiency of obtaining the chosen
features from the raw signals is also important. Finally, it
is worth noting that residing on extracted features gives
poor further possibilities for the analysis of the classified
motion.
In this sense, applying a computationally efficient
approach for signal-based activity classification is
potentially a more reasonable choice, opening up a
number of research challenges that are to be addressed in
further work.
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scientific computing and it has a large community that
uses and develops the ecosystem. Still, as far as the the
authors of this paper are informed, currently there aren’t
any Python libraries for knowledge management based on
probabilistic knowledge space theory.
The motivations for this research are multiple. The first
one is the importance of a knowledge management and
probabilistic knowledge structures in general and in
education in particular. The second one is a clear tendency
of introducing new models of probabilistic knowledge
structures. The third one is a popularity and wide use of
the Python programming language across diverse
application domains. The last one is the lack of Python
library supporting management of probabilistic knowledge
structures. That is why the subject of this paper is a
development of an extensible Python library supporting
management of probabilistic knowledge structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, several related works are presented and discussed. In
section III, we described the methodology we used to
develop the library. In section IV the experimental results
are presented and analyzed. Finally, we make a brief
concluding mark and give future work in Section V.

Abstract—In this paper we have proposed an extensible
Python library aimed at utilization and managing
probabilistic knowledge structures. A key part of the library
is implemented focusing on the probabilistic knowledge
structures application to educational domain. The library is
structured as three Python modules aimed respectively at:
(1) data representation and conversion, (2) basic modeling
of local independency, and (3) gradation of a probabilistic
knowledge structure. The library was verified against the
requirements specification and the obtained models are
validated by the chi-square test. The data set used for
verification and validation is a subset of PISA testing data
containing responses of 340 German students on 5 questions
from mathematical literacy.
Keywords—probabilistic knowledge structures; knowledge
spaces; parameter estimation;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge assessment starts with defining and asking
appropriate question. Starting from the student’s response,
it is easier to define and ask other questions. After a
couple of questions, knowledge state of an individual
becomes identifiable. Such question definition and
response analysis are labor-intensive tasks, due to the
large number of students, whose knowledge has to be
assessed and improved based on their current knowledge.
Successful creation of an automatic procedure for question
definition and response analysis allows better knowledge
management and advancement via personalized learning
based on current knowledge state of an individual.
Ideal conditions for knowledge assessment of an
individual are when the individual is not under pressure.
In reality, those conditions are not always possible, and
therefore careless errors occur. Also, there are situations,
especially with multiple choice questions, when the
individual luckily guesses the correct answer to the
question, without any understanding of the material.
Therefore, approach to these problems has to be
probabilistic.
Usage of Python programming language can ease
knowledge management with probabilistic approach due
to a large number of available libraries for mathematics
and engineering, data modelling and analysis,
visualization and parallel computing. It is widely used in
academia and scientific projects because it is easy to
master and performs well. The scientific Python
ecosystem (SciPy1) provides open source software for
1

II. RELATED WORK
Doignon and Falmagne [1] were first to introduce the
Knowledge Space Theory (KST). Their work was
motivated by shortcomings of the psychometric approach
to the competence assessment. Applications of
psychometric models resulted in placing an individual in
one of a few dozen categories. Such a classification is too
coarse to be useful. Doignon and Falmagne proposed a
fundamentally different theory with the basic idea that an
assessment in an educational course should reveal the
individual’s knowledge state that represents the exact set
of concepts mastered by the individual. Concept
represents a type of problem that the individual has
mastered.
In KST [2], a knowledge structure is defined as a pair
(Q, K) in which Q is a (finite) nonempty set, and K is a
family of subsets Q, containing at least Q and the empty
set . The set Q is called the domain of the knowledge
structure, and its elements are referred to as items or
problems. The elements of K are knowledge states. A
knowledge state represents the subset of items in the
considered domain that an individual has mastered.
Probabilistic framework in KST [2] handles two types
of unexpected responses:

https://www.scipy.org/index.html
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careless errors – an individual does not solve a
problem although they have mastered it;
 lucky guess – an individual solves a problem
without actually mastering it.
The knowledge state K (representing what is mastered)
cannot be identified with the the observable response
pattern R (representing what is actually solved), but it has
to be inferred from it. A probabilistic model is obtained by
specifying a probability distribution on the states of K and
the conditional probabilities P(R|K) for all R R and K
K, where R = 2Q denotes the set of all possible response
patterns in domain Q. Probabilistic model predicts the
marginal distribution on the response patterns as

It may be estimated directly from data consisting of a
frequency distribution on the set R. NR denotes the
absolute frequency of the pattern R R in a sample of size

Currently most prominent software implementation of
the abovementioned theory is the DAKS [3] package in
programming language R. It supports fitting and testing of
probabilistic knowledge spaces. Even though the R
programs can be executed in Python as sub-processes, for
a more efficient work a native Python implementation that
supports probabilistic knowledge structures management,
and enables simple introduction of new probabilistic
knowledge structure would be valuable.

represented as a dataframe in which the header contains
knowledge states, and the values are corresponding
probabilities. Probabilistic knowledge structure error
probabilities are two dataframes (one for every error
type) where the header contains items from the domain of
the knowledge structure, and the values are
corresponding error probabilities. In order to preserve
order of knowledge states within knowledge structure,
response patterns are represented as an ordered
dictionary, where the keys are knowledge states, and the
values are response frequencies.
The data consists of the results of the assessment of
students’ knowledge. It is necessary to extract the
knowledge structure and response patterns from raw data
for further usage in probabilistic knowledge structures.
For that purpose, data representation and conversion
module contains methods for:
 response patterns and response frequencies
extraction from raw data;
 response patterns to knowledge structure
conversion.
Following two modules rely on the functionalities of the
described module.
B. Basic modelling of local independency
Basic local independence model (BLIM) is most
widely utilized probabilistic model [2]. In the BLIM, for
each q Q it is assumed that there are real constants 0 ≤
βq < 1 and 0 ≤ ηq < 1 such that for all R R and K K:

III. METHODOLOGY
In order to comply with extensibility requirement, the
library is structured as three Python modules:
1. Data representation and conversion;
2. Basic modeling of local independency;
3. Gradation of probabilistic knowledge structure.
First module handles raw data and converts it to data
structures suitable for the next modules. Second module
estimates parameters for probabilistic knowledge
structures via basic modeling of local independency, while
the third module calculates gradation of provided
probabilistic knowledge structure.

This condition encompasses two assumptions, both
reflected on the given knowledge state K K. The first
assumption implies that the state K
K subsumes all
systematic effects on the solution behavior. Second, the
solution of a problem q Q depends on parameters βq
and ηq, which are interpreted as the probability of a
careless error and a lucky guess, respectively. In
particular, the βq and ηq are independent of the knowledge
state of the individual.
The module that implements BLIM provides two
methods for parameter estimation:
 Minimum Discrepancy (MD);
 Maximum Likelihood (ML).
MD method [5] is based on index that describes how
observed response pattern fits knowledge structure K. For
every knowledge state K K, probability distribution and
both error probabilities are calculated directly, based on
the distance between the response pattern R and
knowledge state K. The distance is calculated as d(R, K)
= |(R \ K)
(K \ R)|. ML method [5] is based on
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
This
algorithm artificially widens data assuming that in
addition to the response pattern R we have to take into
consideration the corresponding knowledge state K. In Estep algorithm calculates expected values of loglikelihood of complete data set paying attention to the
response pattern frequencies and current estimation of
probability and error parameters calculated in previous
iteration:

A. Data representation and conversion
In order to simplify data usage, knowledge structure is
represented as binary matrix where every column
indicates if corresponding item is in certain knowledge
state. Response patterns are represented using associative
map data structure, where the key is the state from the
knowledge structure, and the value is the response
frequency of the state within the set of response patterns.
Implementation of this module was based on Pandas
[4] library from SciPy ecosystem. Pandas provides high
performance and easy-to-use data structures and tools for
data manipulation. In the implementation proposed in this
paper, the data are represented as Pandas’ dataframes.
Knowledge structure itself is also represented as a
dataframe where the header contains all items from the
domain, and the values are fields of a binary matrix of the
knowledge structure. Probability distribution is
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State

.
M-step maximizes expectations from E-step by
calculating new estimations. The repetition of these steps
for appropriate number of times guarantees convergence.
The implementation of these methods relies on
NumPy library [6]. BLIM is represented as separate class
in this module, requiring a constructor argument for a
method that will be used for parameter estimation.
Constructor also requires knowledge structure and
frequencies of response patterns, and additional
arguments for a specific estimation method (e.g. number
of iterations for ML).
C. Gradation of probabilistic knowledge structure
There are two classes of knowledge structures in which
error probabilities for some items can be set to zero while
preserving model fitness. First class are knowledge
structures where careless errors for some items can be set
to zero, and they are labeled as backward graded
knowledge structures. In second class of knowledge
structures, lucky guess for some items can be set to zero,
and they are labeled as forward graded knowledge
structures [7].
Gradation of probabilistic knowledge structure module
provides methods for determining if provided knowledge
structure is forward or backward graded in an item. As a
result, each method returns a list of boolean indicators
one for every item.

Frequency

State

Frequency

00000 = { }

20

10100 = {a,c}

14

00010 = {d}

1

10101 = {a,c,e}

1

00100 = {c}

4

10110 = {a,c,d}

5

01000 = {b}

11

10111 = {a,c,d,e}

1

01001 = {b,e}

2

11000 = {a,b}

61

01010 = {b,d}

1

11001 = {a,b,e}

10

01100 = {b,c}

9

11010 = {a,b,d}

16

01101 = {b,c,e}

1

11100 = {a,b,c}

67

01110 = {b,c,d}

2

11101 = {a,b,c,e}

17

10000 = {a}

41

11110 = {a,b,c,d}

40

10001 = {a,e}

3

11111 = {a,b,c,d,e}

12

10010 = {a,d}

1

Table 1. Knowledge states and response frequencies
MD estimations

ML estimations

p{ } = 0.059880

p{ } = 0.100657

p{c} = 0.011976

p{c} = 0.020131

p{b} = 0.032934

p{b} = 0.028263

p{b,e} = 0.005988

p{b,e} = 0.012317

p{b,c} = 0.026946

p{b,c} = 0.033849

p{b,c,d} = 0.005988

p{b,c,d} = 0.010218

IV. EVALUATION
Solution is verified and validated on domain dataset
consisting of the results of the assessment of students’
knowledge.

p{a} = 0.122754

p{a} = 0.109472

p{a,e} = 0.008982

p{a,e} = 0.015198

p{a,c} = 0.041916

p{a,c} = 0.039831

p{a,c,d} = 0.014970

p{a,c,d} = 0.021014

A. Data set
Data set for verification of the library proposed in this
paper is a part of PISA (Programme for International
Student Assessment)2 testing from 2003. It consists of 340
responses given by German students to 5 questions on
mathematical literacy. Data is anonymized by removing
student’s personal information, and the questions
themselves are replaced with letters a, b, c, d and e.
Accurate and inaccurate responses on specific question are
labeled with 1 and 0 respectively [3].

p{a,b} = 0.182635

p{a,b} = 0.130818

p{a,b,e} = 0.029940

p{a,b,e} = 0.037108

p{a,b,d} = 0.047904

p{a,b,d} = 0.057186

p{a,b,c} = 0.200599

p{a,b,c} = 0.141075

p{a,b,c,e} = 0.050898

p{a,b,c,e} = 0.063222

p{a,b,c,d} = 0.119760

p{a,b,c,d} = 0.117925

p{a,b,c,d,e} = 0.035928

p{a,b,c,d,e} = 0.061715

Table 2. Probability estimations

B. Verification
Module for Data representation and conversion was
used to extract the knowledge structure and the response
pattern frequencies from raw data. 23 knowledge states
were identified. Table 1 contains identified knowledge
states with corresponding frequency.
In order to estimate BLIM parameters, knowledge
states with frequency 1 were removed from obtained
knowledge structure. Probabilities obtained after
estimations with both MD and ML methods are shown in
Table 2. With uniform distribution of knowledge states
and initial values for careless and lucky guess errors set to
0.1, ML method took 333 iterations to complete.

2

Although it is slower that MD method, ML method gives
better estimations for careless errors and lucky guesses.
Table 3 contains error estimations with ML method,
while the values estimated with MD method were so low
they can be disregarded.
a
β
η

b
-34

1.975e
0.3

3.406

c
e-36

0.149

6.816

d
e-19

0.000003

e

0.162
-69

4.523e

0.305
4.354e-45

Table 3. ML error estimations

Using Gradation of probabilistic knowledge structure
module, it was determined that the knowledge structure
from data set is forward graded in items a and b and
backward graded in items c and d.

http://www.oecd.org/pisa/
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C. Validation
Validation is used to determine if the estimated values
are in accordance with data. Chi-square non-parametric
test was used for validation, due to its robustness and
independence from probability distribution. Unlike some
parametric and other non-parametric tests, chi-square test
results give significant information about results of every
distinct group on the test. Therefore, chi-square test is the
recommended validity test in knowledge-state-related
research. For P-value the reference for accepting and
rejecting hypothesis is: [2]
1. strong rejection: P ≤ 0.01;
2. rejection: P ≤ 0.05;
3. acceptance: P > 0.05.
After parameter estimation, chi-square test was conducted
in order to estimate deviation of estimated values from
data set. As we can see from chi-square test results shown
in Table 4, both models can be accepted.
Method

Degrees of freedom

P-value

MD

5

0.99

ML

5

0.99

Table 4. Chi-square test result

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an extensible Python library
for managing probabilistic knowledge spaces. Library
contains modules for data representation and conversion,
parameter estimation via several methods and
probabilistic knowledge structure gradation. It is
published as an open source project3. The library was
verified against the data set from education domain and
validated by the chi-square test.
The results indicate that the proposed model is adequate
for situations with a relatively small knowledge space. In
addition, the model requires that each student gives an
answer to every question from the domain. These
limitations will be taken into account.
One particularly important constraint of the considered
mathematical model, is that the adoption of the new
knowledge extends the set of individual’s knowledge only
quantitatively. Therefore, one of the directions of the
future research will be to develop mathematical model
that deals wtih In order to lift this assumption, which is
absolutely necessary for realistic situations, the forgetting
as a part of the learning process.
The proposed library will be the starting point for the
above-mentioned tracks of future research.
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national research management systems in accordance with
CERIF standard because the European Union wants to
achieve maximum competitiveness of Europe at all levels
of research activity. For the purpose of the evaluations of
scientific research, European Science Foundation
organization clearly stresses the importance of data in
CERIF based information systems [6]. Those evaluations
are the basis for the policy makers and research managers
to make their decision in research funding [7].
Summarizing all above, one goal of this research was
create some mechanisms which would enable CERIF
based information system to include data from various
sources/formats, where RIS is an example of those
formats.
In this paper, the scheme for mapping data from the
RIS to the CERIF format is proposed. Outcome of this
research (mapping scheme) can be used as a guideline,
supporting the exchange between the RIS based
repositories and the CRIS systems.
CRIS UNS is an example of the CRIS system, which is
widely used for storing research information data on the
University of Novi Sad [8]. This system is fully in
accordance with the CERIF, but yet it does not have
support for the the RIS data format. Thus, as authors are
part of the CRIS UNS developer team, one of the author’s
motives for this mapping was to lay out a basis in making
the CRIS UNS compatible with the RIS data. Moreover,
this mapping could be efficiently used in other CERIF like
systems in order to make support for the RIS format.
Motivation for this work was also to extend and
improve research from [9], [10], [11] and [12].

Abstract—This paper describes basics of the Research
Information System (RIS) format and Current Research
Information Systems (CRIS) and their data models. The
result of this research is the mapping scheme of data from
RIS format to the Common European Research
Information Format (CERIF) standard.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Today we are witnesses of rapid development of
science and hence data from research need to be easy
accessible. These data are usually stored in various
systems such as digital libraries, institutional repositories
(IR), research information systems, etc. All of these
systems are constrained in access to the information that
they contain mainly caused by their specialization for
specific data types from the scientific research domain,
like digital scientific journals libraries focusing on
published scientific papers, institutional repositories
typically containing internal reports and educational
materials, and research information systems containing
information on research institutions, research projects, etc.
Standardization of data used in these systems is necessary
to enable scientists and researchers to find the desired data
in various scientific research information systems and to
enable exchange of data among those systems. Also, if
importing of data from one system to another can be done,
then that data can additionally be useful to stakeholders
and managers at research institutions, because it will
provide them with an insight of how research is done, to
see if goals and aims of research are reached, to find who
is producing more and who is producing less than
expected, etc. Moreover, the exchange of stored research
data is necessary to stimulate the research and innovation
and to provide a faster and broader technology transfer to
industry and society. Initially, information about research
was kept in digital libraries, so it was available in
according to library standards such as Dublin Core,
UNIMARC, MARC 21, ATOM, MODS [1] etc.
Fortunately, in the last decade new modern
comprehensive standards, by which almost all data from
scientific research domain can be supported, were
developed. One of these formats is the Research
Information System (RIS) format [2] which is widely used
in well-known systems such as IEEE Xplore, Scopus,
ACM Portal, ScienceDirect, etc. Apart from RIS, it is
highly important to mention Common European Research
Information Format (CERIF) standard [3], which is the
basis of Current Research Information Systems (CRIS)
[4]. A non-profit organization euroCRIS has been
responsible for the development of the CERIF since 2002
[5]. The European Union encourages the development of

II. RIS FORMAT
The RIS format [13] is a standardized tag format made
by the company which full name is “Research Information
Systems, Incorporated”. This format has become one of
the most common “tool” for presenting and exchanging
research information records. In [14] is stated that the RIS
is one of the most flexible format on the market for
exchanging references.
Data in the RIS format is stored within a file which
extension is “.ris”. The RIS is actually a plain text file that
can contain multiple records. Every record is a
combination of the multiple tags with contents, which are
called fields. Every field is defined in a single line of a
file, where line must end with the ASCII carriage return
and/or line feed characters depending on the used
operating system. It is important to mention that Unix like
operating systems will use line feed only as a end of line
mark. The RIS standard does not impose any restriction
on a number of lines (fields) in a particular record or in a
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file. Every tag is consisted of the six characters where the
first and second are reserved for defining the tag name.
First character has to be an uppercase alphabetic letter and
the second one must be an uppercase alphabetic or a
numeric character. The third and fourth are space (ANSI
32) characters. At the end dash (ANSI 45) and space
(ANSI 32) are following the previous characters. After
these 6 characters the actual data content of the tag
follows. The RIS format has the strict structure that does
not allow comments, or any other information rather than
tag entities. Every record must have predefined tag’s order
where the first tag must be “TY - “ and the last one has to
be the “ER - “ tag. All other tag between TY and ER can
be in an arbitrary order. TY tag defines type of a record
and ER indicates the end of a record and they can appear
only once in a particular record. In the same .ris file user
can define multiple records by separating them with “ER“ tag at the end of the record definition. All other tags
between TY and ER are not mandatory and can be given
in any order. Some tags may be placed more than once in
a record like tags representing authors and keywords.
Therefore, each record can include an unlimited number
of authors and keywords. In the RIS format there are 55
valid types of data that can be used [13]. If a type is not
specified in a record a default value “GEN” is used. This
value is label for Generic type in the RIS format. Value in
tag “TY” is important for processing the record since it
will determine how all other fields should be interpreted.
Not all tags are allowed in every type of data in the RIS
format. For example, SP tag (start page) can be used in
type journal (JOUR) but it is not allowed to be used in the
type patent (PAT). An example or record in RIS format is
given on Figure 1.

III. CERIF MODEL
CERIF is a standard that describes data model which
can be used as a basis for an exchange of data from
scientific-research domain. CERIF Standard describes the
physical data model [15] and the exchange of XML
messages between the CRIS systems [16]. The best
feature of the CERIF is that it can be expanded and
adapted to different needs. In practice, CERIF is often
mapped to other standards that also represent the data of
scientific-research domain, for example CERIF/MARC21
mapping described in [17]. Authors of [18] recommend an
extension of CERIF that incorporates a set of metadata
required for storing theses and dissertations. Another
example is [19] where authors argue how CERIF can be
used as a basis for storage of bibliometric indicators.
Hereinafter we will present main entities of the CERIF
data model version 1.5. Figure 2 shows some of Base,
Result, Link and Multiple Language Entities which are
relevant for the mapping proposed in this paper.
 Base Entities - represent the core (basic) model
entities. There are only three basic entities
cfPerson, cfOrganizationUnit and cfProject.
 Result entities - A group of entities which
includes results from scientific research such as
publications,
products
and
patents.
Representatives
of
this
group
are:
cfResultPublication,
cfResultProduct
and
cfResultPatent.
 Infrastructure Entities - represent a set of
infrastructure entities that are relevant for
scientific research. The entities which belong to
this group are: cfFacility, cfEquipment and
cfService.

Figure 1 – Example of RIS record for journal article
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Figure 2 – CERIF model









retrieve and import research data in order to perform
complex statistical analysis of publications. In mentioned
research, the RIS format is selected because it has a
human readable structure for presenting complex
scientific research data. Also, RIS is used in some learning
management systems in the UK to represent their data
[22]. Popularity of the RIS format is seen through the
dozens of projects on the Github that are actually small
tools that can be useful for handle RIS data. Some of the
most popular are definitely [23], [24] and [25].
Firstly, similar mapping from the RIS to the CERIF is
done to some extent in commercial CRIS system Pure
[26]. The mentioned system provides only importing of
research publications from the RIS format to the CERIF.
Also, the mapping that supports this importing process is
not available to public and it is not clear which fields from
the RIS format could be imported to the CERIF. Secondly,
famous institutional repository DSpace [27] supports
ingestion of bibliographic records in the RIS format but
only for journals data and journal’s articles. Last but not
least, Islandora [28] and EPrints [29] repositories to some
extent have a possibility to import publications in RIS
format in their local databases.
Author’s intentions were to map all types of data from
the RIS format to adequate CERIF 1.5 version entities and
to make the mapping available to everyone.
In general, the authors preformed assessment of the the
RIS format in order to find out its potential for storing
various types of data from scientific research domain. At
the beginning, in depth analysis of the RIS format
specification has been done. Focus of this analysis was to
identify structure and possibility of the RIS format to
describe different types of research data. Afterwards,
authors used popular systems such as Scopus and
ScienceDirect to export their data in the RIS format to
realize how real data look like in practice.
Last step was to use conclusion from the previous
phases to define adequate mapping of data from the RIS
format to the CERIF standard.

2nd Level Entities - Entities that describe the
Base Entities and Result Entities. For instance,
cfMedium can be physical representation of
some Result Entity.
Link Entities - are used to link entities from
different groups. Typical entities from this group
are:
cfOrganizationUnit_OrganizationUnit,
cfOrganizationUnit_ResultPublication
and
cfResultPublication_DublinCore. Link Entities
provide mechanism to define meaning for a
generic classification, indicating the role for each
entity instance in a relationship. Every Link
entity is described with a role (cfClass,
cfClassScheme),
timeframe
of
relation
(cfStartDate, cfEndDate), value (cfFraction) and
identifiers of elements creating relation (e.g.
cfOrgUnit, cfResPublId). The 'role' in link
entities is not stored directly as attribute value,
but as reference to Semantic layer.
Multiple Language Entities - These entities
provide multilingualism in the CERIF for some
entities.
Semantic Layer Entities - Provide different
kinds of semantics in the CERIF model.
Members
of
this
group
are
cfClassificationScheme and cfClassification.
These entities are used to describe classes and
classification schemes for link and other entities.
CERIF prescribes a controlled vocabulary to
describe some of the classifications.
Additional Entities - Currently in this group are
classified entities that represent DC record.

IV. RIS MAPPING TO CERIF
The RIS format is widely used for different purposes all
around the world. Papers [20] and [21] support previous
statement, where their authors relied on the RIS format to
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TABLE I.
MAPPING OF RIS RECORD TYPES TO THE CERIF ENTITIES

RIS
Record with TY - tag content
ABST
BOOK
CHAP
COMP
CONF
CPAPER
DATA
EDBOOK
EJOUR
ELEC

Record type description
Abstract
Whole book
Book chapter
Computer program
Conference proceeding
Conference paper
Data file
Edited Book
Electronic Article
Web Page

GRANT
JFULL
JOUR
LEGAL
PAT
PCOMM
SER
SLIDE
UNPB
VIDEO

Grant
Journal (full)
Journal
Legal Rule or Regulation
Patent
Personal communication
Serial publication
Slide
Unpublished work
Video recording

Entity
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResProd
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResProd
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResProd
cfProj
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPat
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPubl
cfResPubl

Table 1 presents a part of a proposal for mapping
specific RIS record types to the adequate CERIF 1.5
version entities. The first two columns represent content
of tag “TY - ” and its description that relates to the RIS
record type. The third column is reserved to present
correspondent CERIF entities. The fourth and the fifth
columns are used to provide the different kinds of
semantics in the CERIF model for the entities in the third
column by using powerful semantic layer of the CERIF
model. The CERIF predefined classifications and
classifications schemes from CERIF vocabulary are used
for this purpose [30].
In the following, mapping example of RIS journal
article record to the CERIF standard is explained in detail.
Mapping of RIS journal article record from Figure 1 is
shown in the Table 2.

CERIF
Classification Scheme
Classification
Output Types
Journal Article Abstract
Output Types
Book
Output Types
Chapter in Book
Output Types
Software
Output Types
Conference Proceedings
Output Types
Conference Proceedings Article
Output Types
Research data sets and databases
Output Types
Edited Book
Output Types
Journal Article
Online Resource
Output Types
Website content
Activity Subtypes
Programme Grant
Output Types
Journal
Output Types
Journal Article
Output Types
Standard and Policy
CERIF Entities
Patent
Output Types
Letter
Output Types
Journal
Output Types
Presentation
Publication Statuses
Unpublished
Output Types
Video Recording

First line from the RIS file [Figure 1] indicates the type
of this record which is JOUR. This type will be presented
within CERIF with entity cfResPubl. Additionally, the
entity will be classified by CERIF semantic layer with the
class Journal Article. To begin with, tag TI which is a title
of the journal article is mapped to the CERIF entity
cfResPublTitle, precisely in its attribute cfTitle. Title of the
journal in which is article published is kept in the tag T2
of the RIS record and can be mapped to a new instance of
cfResPubl and cfResPublTitle entities. For journal record,
it is necessary to provide the CERIF classification Journal
which is a part of Output Types schema. Relation between
article and its journal is established via CERIF link entity
cfResPubl_ResPubl where the classification Part and
schema Inter-Publication Relations specify the link
between these entities. The J2 tag is an alphanumeric field
of up to 255 characters and contains abbreviation of the

TABLE II.
MAPPING OF RIS RECORD TYPES TO THE CERIF ENTITIES

RIS
field
TI
T2
J2
SN

AU
AD
VL
IS
SP
EP
AB
KW
PB
PY
LA
UR

CERIF Entities

Mult
iple

Cerif Link Enitity

Used classification

cfResPublTitle (cfTtitle)
cfResPubl;cfResPublTitle (cfTtitle)
cfResPubl;cfResPublNameAbbrev
(cfNameAbbrev)
cfResPubl (cfISSN)
cfPers; cfPersName
(cfFirstName/cfLastName/cfOtherName)
cfPers; cfPAddr
(cfAddrline1,..,cfAddrline5)
cfResPubl (cfVol)
cfResPubl (cfIssue)
cfResPubl (cfStartPage)
cfResPubl (cfEndPage)
cfResPublAbstr (cfAbstr)
cfResPublKeyw (cfKeyw)
cfOrgUnit; cfOrgUnitName(cfName)
cfResPubl(cfResPublDate)
cfResPublTitle (cfLangCode)
cfFedId(cfFedIdId,cfInstId,cfClassScheme
Id, cfClassId)

cfResPubl_ResPubl
cfResPubl_ResPubl

X
X

sheme:Output Types, class:Journal;
sheme:Inter-Publication Relations, class:Part
sheme:Output Types, class:Journal;
sheme:Inter-Publication Relations, class:Part

cfPers_PAddr

scheme: Person Output Contributions, class: Author
scheme: Person Names, class: Presented Name or
class:Initials
scheme: Person Contact Details, class: Person
Professional Postal Address

cfOrgUnit_ResPubl

scheme: Organisation Output Roles, class:
Publisher

cfPers_ResPubl;
cfPersName_Pers

X

X

scheme: Identifier Types, class: URL;
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periodical in which the article is published. This tag
should be mapped similarly as the T2 where the only
difference is using entity cfResPublNameAbbrev instead
of the cfResPublTitle.
The value of journal’s serial number (SN), volume (VL),
issue (IS), start page (SP) and end page (EP) may be
stored in following attributes of the cfResPubl which are
cfISSN, cfVol, cfIssue, cfStrartPage and cfEndPage. In the
RIS UR tag (URI) multiple addresses can be entered on
one line using a semi-colon as a separator. To be precise,
those values can be stored as separate instances of cfFedId
CERIF entity where value is stored in attribute cfFedIdId.
Connection of entity cfResPubl with cfFedId is achieved
by entering id of cfResPubl in attribute cfInstId of cfFedId
entity.
Author’s personal data from the RIS tag AU can be
specified with new instances of cfPers, cfPersName and
cfPersName_Pers entities. Entity cfPersName will be used
for storing the actual value of the RIS AU tag, while
cfPersName_Pers has a role to link cfPersName with an
entity cfPers that represents the person in the CERIF. The
AU field value can have maximum 255 characters. This
limitation does not have an effect on mapping. The author
name in the mentioned field must be in the following
syntax: Lastname, Firstname, Suffix. For Firstname, it
can be used full name, initial, or both. The format for the
author’s first name is as follows: Phillips,A.J.,
Phillips,Albert John, Phillips,Albert. In the syntax
Lastname, Firstname, Full Name could be any string of
letters, spaces, and hyphens and Initials could have a value
of any single letter followed by a period. When it comes
to Suffix there could be some values like Jr/Sr/II/III/MD
etc, use of the suffix is optional. Lastname value from the
RIS AU tag is stored in attribute cfFamilyNames of
cfPersName, whereas the Firstname value from the RIS
AU tag is stored in attribute cfFirstNames of cfPersName
entity. Sufiix is stored in field OtherName of the
cfPersName. If there are initials in authors’ name, the
entity cfPersName_Pers should be classified with class
Initials and scheme Person Names. In other variants of
name the used classification should be with class
Presented Name from the same scheme Person Names.
Relation between journal article and its authors is
established via CERIF link entity cfPers_ResPubl where
the classification Author and schema Person Output
Contribution define the link between entities.
It is important to mention that this author’s data could
be found more than once in a record. The specific
situation is when there is A1 tag in RIS file since this
indicates that the first (primary) author is present.
Mapping of the first author is similar to mapping of
standard author with a small difference of using
classification First Author instead of the Author for the
same schema Person Output Contribution to define the
link between article and author entities.
Addresses of author (AD) from the RIS are stored in the
CERIF entity cfPAddr which is linked with author via
cfPers_Paddr. Classification scheme Person Contact
Details and class Person Professional Postal Address are
used to classify this relation.
The CERIF entity cfResPublAbstract should be used to
represent the RIS AB tag content. Keywords from the RIS
article (KW) should be put into the CERIF entity
cfResPublKeyw.

The publisher data from tag PB can be mapped to the
CERIF entity cfOrgUnit. Publisher name can be kept in
the cfOrgUnitName enitity where the concrete value can
be stored in entity’s attribute cfName. The cfOrgUnit is
linked to the cfResultPubl via entity cfOrgUnit_ResPubl.
The cfOrgUnit_ResPubl need to be classified with CERIF
semantic layer by using scheme Organisation Output
Roles and classification Publisher.
RIS LA tag, the language of the publication, cannot be
simply mapped to CERIF because cfResPubl entity does
not have the attribute for that purpose. Actually, the only
way to store the language of the publication in CERIF is
to repurpose the attribute cfLangCode from entity
cfResPublTitle that is used in the title mapping. Entity
cfResPublTitle is selected since journal article RIS record
is seamless without the title data because the tag TI is
almost always present in the RIS article record. The PY
tag is the publication year and it must be four numeric
characters and it maps to field cfResPublDate of entity
cfResPubl.
It is important to stress that this paper describes only
segment of data mapping for only 1 of 55 RIS record data
types, while the complete mapping for all RIS record data
types is presented here [31]. In complete mappings some
part are annotated with string N/A which means that the
authors did not map those RIS fields because there was no
straightforward solution. Authors wanted to achieve the
mapping using only original entities, fields and
classifications from the CERIF model. Every RIS tag
could be mapped to CERIF by adding custom
classifications. For example, the RIS Y2 tag Access Date
can be stored in the attribute cfStartDate of entity
cfResPub_Class and the cfResPub_Class should be
classified by crating the new scheme Date and its class
Access Date.
V. CONCLUSION
The importance for interoperability is enormous
especially among various systems that store scientific
research data. Making data accessible among these
systems is an ultimate goal. Therefore, this paper presents
a mapping scheme for the RIS format to the CERIF model
where all (not only publications) the RIS data types are
represented in the current 1.5 CERIF format. The
proposed mapping scheme enables unambiguous mapping
from the RIS format to the CERIF format without any
extensions of the RIS or the CERIF model.
This mapping could be used as a starting point to make
the CERIF based systems interoperable with the RIS
repositories.
Our future goal is to implement a fully functional
software tool for mapping data from the RIS to the CERIF
and vice versa. This application will implement all the
mapping futures presented in this paper.
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In this paper, a possible solution in the form of a system for
automatic risk assessment, will be presented. The goal of this
system is to detect possible signs of irregularities visible on the
mammograms and to assess the risk for each of the detected
irregularities. This system could be used to prioritize
mammograms based on the assessed risk, enabling radiologists
to focus their attention on inspecting high risk mammograms
and then later on the low risk mammograms.
Since the data required to assess the risk is in the form of an
image, it has to be extracted in a format appropriate for
computer analysis. For this purpose the techniques of digital
image processing and analysis will be utilized.
The extracted data then has to be interpreted. This
interpretation has to be carried out in such a manner that it
allows the use of incomplete and imprecise knowledge. The
reason this requirement exists is the lack of an exact
mathematical model that could be used to assess the risk.
Instead it is necessary to model the process of inspection carried
out by the expert radiologists who use qualitative measures such
as far, close, large, small etc. and not precise quantitative
measures to describe the features of the image they are
inspecting. Thus a fuzzy logic controller [2] will be used for the
purpose of interpreting the extracted data and risk assessment.
In the following chapter an outline of the possible problems
encountered in creating a system for automated assessment of
breast cancer risk, as well as some previous research in this area
will be presented. The third chapter describes the methodology
used to solve some of the aforementioned problems. The
following chapter shows the details of the implementation. The
fifth chapter shows the achieved results of the solution
presented in this paper. The final chapter present the conclusion
as well as possible further research directions and
improvements.

Abstract—This paper will present a new software system that
enables automated assessment of the breast cancer risk from the
mammographic images. The aim of the system is to provide for a
quick and efficient detection of all potentially malignant
abnormalities from the mammograms and determination of
preliminary malignancy risk for each. Such preliminary risk
assessment could, further, be used either to terminate the
procedure (small risk), or as a priority by which the patient will be
scheduled for following procedural steps. The system extracts the
data necessary for risk assessment from the mammogram. For that
purpose methods for digital image processing and analysis are
used. Interpretation of the extracted data and the final risk
assessment require a method capable to deal with imprecise and
incomplete knowledge because no exact mathematical model for
estimation of potentially malignant abnormalities risk exists.
Therefore, risk assessment is implemented by means of a fuzzy
controller capable to imitate the work of a human expert /
radiologist. The paper presents architecture of the system for
automated assessment of the breast cancer risk from
mammograms, some specific details of its implementation, and
discussion of the system’s accuracy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mammography is a noninvasive procedure used to detect
early signs of breast cancer. This procedure is conducted by first
taking an X-ray image of a breast. The image is then visually
inspected. The inspection of these images is done by expert
radiologists who have the goal of discovering any harmful
irregularities. Efficient discovery of these irregularities relies on
factors such as the quality of the acquired image and the
experience of the radiologist conducting the inspection, both of
which can vary. The quality of the image can be reduced by
human error e.g. not positioning the breast correctly during the
imaging or not setting up the imaging device correctly. It can
also be reduced by structural properties of a breast such as
dominant presence of dense glandular tissue. Even when the
quality of the image is acceptable the inspection of the image
can take up to an hour. This amount of time is acceptable during
the usual inspection of mammograms of single patients.
However, mammography is also used during screenings, when
a large number of patients in a short period of time are subjected
to X-ray imaging. The amount of images acquired in this
manner can be vast, but it is required that these images be
accurately inspected as soon as possible. This combination of
requirements can put a lot of stress on the individuals inspecting
the images which can lead to subpar inspections of the
aforementioned X-ray images [1].

II.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The problem addressed in this research is automation of the
process of medical examination intended for early breast cancer
detection, when massive screenings using mammography are
conducted. The critical point of the process is image
interpretation which should result in reliable risk estimate.
Automation of this activity could satisfy two contradictory
requirements, reliability of risk estimation and limited time
available for image processing.
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● the chest muscle,
● forbidden areas, and
● high density areas.
The extraction of these features is carried out by separate
modules of which the image processing software is composed.
Figure 1 shows each of the modules and the data flow through
those modules.
The features extracted using the image processing software
are then fed into the risk assessment software. The risk
assessment software utilizes a fuzzy logic controller to assess
the risk. This piece of software is also used to show the results
of assessment and to visualize those results.

The image processing itself presents a problem since the
quality of the images can greatly vary between patients. Also
the high resolution of the images means that the hardware
requirements for fast processing are very high. These can be
lowered by downscaling the image, but at a cost of losing many
of the fine details in the image required to extract useful
features.
Extraction of these useful features such as chest muscle,
glandular tissues, calcifications and potential tumors is greatly
impaired by the difficulty of discerning between these features.
For example a large calcification can appear to be a tumor or
glandular tissue, which can lower the precision of risk
assessment.
Even if the image quality is acceptable and the features are
extracted successfully, the risk assessment is not a trivial task.
Since there is no exact mathematical model to describe this risk
assessment, the model has to be created in such a manner that it
mimics the expert radiologist. This means that the model has to
be capable to operate with incomplete and imprecise knowledge
as well as qualitative variables used by expert radiologists to
describe features of the X-ray images.
Similar research in this field was conducted by a number of
authors and is discussed in [3]. This paper shows the
comparison of different approaches with respect to their
accuracy and the possibility of clinical use. The best performing
methods presented in this paper are shown in Table I.
Although the accuracy of these algorithms is high, the paper
emphasizes that these algorithms are not suitable for clinical
use. In the paper it is also noted that the high accuracy is usually
achieved on specific datasets, and that these methods cannot be
generalized. The authors also point out that conventional
methods of image processing and analysis have lower
performance than the methods employing domain specific
knowledge.
III.

IV.

In this chapter the implementations of image processing and
risk assessment software will be presented.
A. Image processing software
Before the images can be used for any processing they first
have to be converted into an appropriate format. The format of
a raw image is shown in Table II. The height and width are 32bit values representing the height and width of an image in
pixels. The following 16 bits are used to store the intensity
threshold used to calculate the final intensities of pixels. The
values of interest lookup table (VOI LUT) length, a 32-bit
value, stores the number of elements in the lookup table. The
lookup table itself is an array of 32-bit values used to calculate
the intensities of pixels. The final array are the values of raw
intensities of pixels each represented as a 16-bit integer.
After this raw image is loaded, the minimal threshold and the
VOI LUT are applied to all of the pixels. The result of this
operation is an image without noise created by an oversensitive
sensor used in the imaging device.
The image acquired in this process is suitable for further
processing, however it is not suitable to be used as a display
image. This problem was solved by creating a heatmap image
from the previously acquired image. An example of a generated
heatmap is shown in Figure 2.

METHODOLOGY

The solution presented in this paper is separated into two
main components:
● image processing software, and
● risk assessment software.
Both of these components are a separate software solution
dedicated to a subset of problems.
The image processing software is used to extract important
features from the raw images. These features include:
● the breast,
TABLE I.

SOLUTION

THREE BEST PERFORMING BREAST CANCER DETECTION
METHODS

Method
Region based edge-profile acutance
measure [4]
Model based vision algorithm.
Difference of Gaussians and texture
features [5]
Wavelet features in combination [6]

Accuracy
92%
Figure 1. Data flow through the image processing software

92%

90%
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TABLE II.
Width

Height

Intensity
threshold

4B

4B

2B

the depth first search (DFS) algorithm to extract the connected
components. During the extraction, the total count of pixels is
calculated for each component. After the extraction the largest
component is used to create a new binary image representing a
mask for the ROI, i.e. the breast.
Besides extracting the breast, this step is also used to create
a polygon from each of the detected regions. This is done to
simplify the visualization of the extracted regions and to
provide a more compact representation of the extracted regions
than the high resolution binary images. The process starts by
first detecting the edges of each binary region. This is achieved
by applying a morphological edge detection [9]. The following
step is the extraction of vertices of the polygon. This is done by
removing all lines on an angle of 0°, 45°, 90° or 135° and
leaving only their endpoints. These endpoints represent the
vertices of a polygon. The extracted vertices are then sorted in
clockwise order. This was necessary to draw the extracted
polygons correctly.
2) Chest muscle extraction module
Like in the breast extraction module, the first step in this
module is to apply the Gaussian filter in order to reduce the high
frequency noise. The next step is the application of a mask
acquired in the previous module to the filtered image. The
resulting image contains only the ROI. From this image, a
histogram of pixel intensities is created. This histogram is then
split into eight equal bins and is used to create a new image.
This image is created by replacing the values of pixels with the
number of bin to which the given pixel value belongs. The result
is an image with reduced range of pixel intensities, in this case
only eight. Figure 4 shows the result of this operation. In the
following step the edges that separate the muscle from the rest
of the breast are extracted from the previously created image.
For this purpose the Sobel filter is used [7]. As can be seen from
Figure 5 the Sobel filter detects all the edges, not only the ones
of the muscle. In order to detect which of these edges belong to
the muscle it is necessary to first define constraints which these
edges have to satisfy to be considered muscle edges. In the case
of this paper it is assumed that these constraints are:
● the edge must be continuous,
● the angle of the edge must be between 20° and 70° for
the left muscle,

INPUT IMAGE FILE FORMAT
VOI
LUT
length
4B

VOI LUT

Intensities

(VOI LUT
length*4)B

(Width*Height
*2)B

Figure 2. Breast image heatmap

1) Breast extraction module
After the image has been prepared for processing the first
step of the actual processing is to extract the breast from the
image and create a binary image of this region of interest (ROI).
This is accomplished by first applying the Gaussian filter to the
original image to reduce the high frequency noise [7]. The
following step is to determine the threshold to segment the
image into the breast area and the background area. For this
purpose the Triangle method [8] is used. After the threshold has
been calculated, each of the pixels of the image are compared
to it. Pixels below the threshold are classified as background,
and those above the threshold are classified as foreground.
Figure 3 shows the results of segmentation. As can be seen from
this image there are multiple areas that were above the
threshold. Some of these areas may be labels often found on Xray images while some are just noise. For the purpose of this
solution it is assumed that the largest area, the one with the
highest white pixel count, is the breast area and it is labeled as
such. The extraction of individual white areas is done by using

Figure 4. The image with reduced range of pixel intensities
Figure 3. The results of the image segmentation
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Figure 5. Edges extracted using the Sobel filter

Figure 6. Extracted chest muscle

the angle of the edge must be between -70° and -20°
for the right muscle, and
● the muscle edge must be the longest edge satisfying
the previous three constraints.
These constraints can further be simplified by assuming that
the edges are straight lines. Thus the edge that satisfies these
constraints can be found by using the Hough transform feature
extraction technique to detect all lines [7] and then finding the
one line that fits those constraints the most. The next step in
finding the muscle area is subtracting the edges from the binary
image of the breast, thus acquiring an image of parts of the
breast with different intensities. The position of these individual
parts is then compared to the chest muscle line. The parts whose
area is at least 70% on the left side of the line are considered to
be on the left side, otherwise the parts are considered to be on
the right side i.e. to belong to the chest muscle or to belong to
the breast, respectively. All of the parts that were classified as
parts of the chest muscle are then joined into a binary image that
represents a chest muscle area. Figure 6 shows the end result of
chest muscle extraction.
3) Forbidden areas detection module
Forbidden areas are areas where no high density masses
should appear. If any high density masses appear in these areas
they are considered high risk masses. These areas include the
areas around the outside of the chest muscle edge and around
the inner side of the breast edge. The process of extracting these
areas starts with detecting the edges of the chest muscle and the
breast. This is done by applying the morphological edge
detection to the binary images of the breast and the chest
muscle. In the following step the distance transform is
calculated for the image containing the edges of the chest
muscle and the breast. The resulting image contains the pixels
whose value is equal to the distance of that pixel to the nearest
edge. Since the pixels with a distance of less than 300 pixels
from the edges are the only ones considered relevant the rest of
the pixels are labeled as having a infinite distance. The result of
this process is shown in Figure 7.
4) Mass extraction module
High frequency noise is removed by using the Gaussian filter.
The result of subtracting the binary image of the chest muscle
from the binary image of the breast is then applied as a

mask on the filtered image. The resulting image is then
transformed to reduce the range of pixel intensities to the
interval [0, 8] by using the method described in I.A.2).
The segmentation of the resulting image is carried out by
applying a predetermined threshold. The threshold value used
in this solution is 4 units of pixel intensity. Any pixel whose
intensity surpasses this threshold is considered high density
tissue and as such is extracted from the image. Regions of
interest are extracted from the resulting binary image by
utilizing the DFS algorithm. The extracted regions are then
filtered according to their area. Any region with an area less
than 25 mm2 is discarded.
For each of the remaining ROI, their parameters are
calculated. Those parameters are later utilized in the risk
assessment for that region. These parameters are:
1. the area of the region,
2. the center of mass,
3. the angle along the major axis,
4. eccentricity of the mass region,
5. the distance from the edge of the breast, and
6. the distance from the edge of the chest muscle.
This procedure is applied to the images of the left and the
right breast, resulting in a separate set of masses for each image.
This is followed by the pairing of related masses from both sets.
The pairing of masses is done by comparing the distances
between the masses from the left image and those from the right
image. The next step is to find a mass detected on the right
image that is closest to the transformed center of the mass

●

Figure 7. Result of the applied Distance transform
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detected on the left image while not being further away from
the center than 3cm. This is done for each mass detected on the
left image. The transformed center is calculated by mirroring
the coordinate of a center of a mass on the left image to the right
image. If, for a given mass on the left image, no mass on the
right image satisfies these conditions, that mass is considered to
not have a pair. This procedure is repeated in the same manner
for each mass on the right image.
After the pairing is completed, three additional mass
parameters are calculated:
1. the distance from the closest mass,
2. the difference between the angles along the major axis,
and
3. the difference between the areas.
For each mass, a polygon is formed for later use in
visualization. An example of masses extracted in the
aforementioned process is shown in Figure 8.
All of the data acquired from the image processing software
component is forwarded to the risk assessment software
component.

area difference) AND large distance between a mass
and the mass closest to it) THEN risk high,
2. IF (far from breast edge OR far from chest muscle)
AND eccentricity low AND difference between angles
along the major axis small OR ((medium area OR
medium area difference) AND large distance between
a mass and the mass closest to it) THEN risk medium,
and
3. IF (far from breast edge OR far from chest muscle)
AND eccentricity high AND difference between
angles along the major axis small OR ((small area OR
small area difference) AND small distance between a
mass and the mass closest to it) THEN risk low.
The rule that is satisfied the most is considered the only
satisfied rule. The degree to which this rule is satisfied
represents the risk estimate value for a given mass.
V.

RESULTS

The evaluation of the segmentation was conducted by visual
inspection of each of the 25 pairs of images. The segmentation
of a pair of images is considered correct if every ROI is
successfully extracted. An extraction is successful if the ROI is
extracted in its entirety and without visible errors. Errors
include: missing parts of the ROI, merging two or more ROI,
failing to detect ROI, falsely declaring parts of the image to be
ROI.
As is evident from Table III, in 6 out of 25 images, the breast
was not successfully extracted. In all of the six images the
problem manifested as a merger of the visible part of the
patient’s arm with the breast and the labels on the image. In 5
cases the chest muscle was only partially extracted.
The extraction of masses had the worst performance. The
masses were successfully extracted in only 6 out of 11 cases.
Failure to correctly extract masses adversely affected the
subsequent pairing of masses. These failures happened due to
the similar densities of the masses and the surrounding tissue.
The accuracy of risk assessment depends on the accuracy of
the segmentation process. Thus, in every case where the
segmentation was not successful, the risk estimation was
incorrect. In the remaining cases, it was evident that the risk
estimation was leaning towards overestimating the risk values,
especially in the case of paired masses. This was due to the fact
small differences in paired masses caused large differences in
risk estimation. The problem was additionally aggravated by the
inflexibility of the ruleset for risk estimation.

B. Risk Assessment Software
The risk assessment software component uses a fuzzy logic
controller to estimate the risk value of a mass. The fuzzy
controller has the following input parameters:
1. the distance from the edge of the breast,
2. the distance from the edge of the chest muscle,
3. the area of the mass,
4. eccentricity of the mass region,
5. the distance between a mass and the mass closest to it,
6. the difference between angles along the major axis,
and
7. the difference between the area of a mass and the area
of the mass closest to it.
These values are then fuzzified and used to determine the
degree to which a previously constructed set of rules is satisfied.
These rules are:
1. IF (close to breast edge OR close to chest muscle)
AND eccentricity low OR difference between angles
along the major axis large OR ((large area OR large

VI.

CONCLUSION

The solution presented in this paper is a software architecture
and an implementation of a system for the segmentation and

TABLE III.

Figure 8. Result of mass extraction
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PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED ON TEST DATA

Total
images

Brest
extraction
errors

25

6

Chest
muscle
extraction
errors
5

Mass
extraction
errors

Overall
errors

11

12
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evaluation of mammograms. The implemented system is
divided into two components: an image processing software and
a risk assessment software. The image processing software is
used to extract important features from raw images, including
the breast, chest muscle, forbidden areas, and high density
areas. It is also responsible for pairing up the high density areas,
and the calculation of their features. The results from the image
processing software are then additionally processed and
displayed in the risk assessment software component. Risk
assessment for every extracted mass is also done during this
processing. The assessment is implemented with a fuzzy
controller whose inputs are features of the extracted masses.
Every mass is assigned a risk value using a predetermined set
of rules.
The performance of both software components has also been
evaluated. These evaluations show that the segmentation
software had the lowest error rates during the segmentation of
the breast and chest muscles, 24% and 20% respectively, and
the highest error rate of 44% during the segmentation of masses.
These results had an adverse effect on subsequent processing
steps, leading to inflated risk values.
Plans for the future improvement of the solution presented in
this paper include:
● improvement of high density area segmentation by
utilizing blob detection techniques,
● improvement of the method for chest muscle detection
by using a curve to model the muscle edge,
● the introduction of extra parameters for risk
estimation, for example: the difference in density
between extracted masses, the difference between a
breast’s average density and the density of extracted
masses etc.,
● the introduction of additional rules for risk estimation,
● the acquisition of additional data such as the age of the
patient, their medical history, smoking habits etc., and
● the detection of calcifications and the inclusion of their
densities as a parameter for risk assessment.
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not viable to test a student’s ability to produce functioning
software. That issue can be solved by using performance-based
assessment methodologies.
Homework programming assignments require students to
create larger scale projects within a specified timeframe. They
are valuable because of their similarity to real working
conditions. Evaluating homework assignments requires
experienced staff and a larger time investment to examine larger
projects. These larger assignments are vulnerable to plagiarism,
due to their unsupervised nature.
Examinations, in the form of short tasks, are a way to gauge
a student’s ability to generate smaller sections of code in a
supervised manner, to avoid plagiarism. This approach,
however, makes it more difficult to assess a student’s ability to
operate in real life environments and produce larger scale
projects.
Charettes are assignments carried out during fixed-length
supervised sessions on a regular basis. While this method
allows for more serious and focused tasks, it is unfair towards
students who are anxious under time-constraints or in public.
Such working conditions and constant supervision may also
have an adverse effect on a student’s performance. [1]
To evaluate the student’s answers, the person in charge of the
exam must rely on nonverbal cues to gauge whether the student
is looking at the code they are explaining. That allows them to
also identify whether the aforementioned student is anxious or
just tired.
To accomplish that the examiner would require either special
training or experience in the field. Even if these prerequisites
are met the assessment is a subjective one and is prone to errors.
The abovementioned process can be improved by utilizing
tools such as eye tracking devices. These devices can track a
student’s gazes across the screen and the dilation of student’s
pupils. The data acquired from these devices can then be used
to aid in assessing the student’s knowledge by providing an
objective measure of nonverbal cues.
However the eye tracking devices are not the only
requirement needed for the assessment, due to the fact that the
data acquired by these devices is in a form of raw on-screen
coordinates. For the purpose of knowledge assessment these
coordinates have to be augmented with additional data i.e.
relevant onscreen objects such as blocks or lines of code.

Abstract—Evaluating a student’s programming knowledge is not
always precise or objective. Students may give a correct answer to
a question without understanding the underlying code. One
approach to solving this problem is to track the student’s gaze
during the examination by using an eye tracking device. Data
acquired from the eye tracker can show if students are actually
looking at the code they are explaining by providing the x and y
coordinates of their gaze. These coordinates can then be mapped
to the code displayed on the screen, allowing the comparison
between the code the students were looking at and the code which
they were expected to look at, thereby confirming or refuting their
knowledge. This paper presents a solution to the aforementioned
problem. The solution includes establishing communication with
the Gazepoint eye tracking device, using a separately created Java
library. Coordinates received from the device are transformed
using the iTrace Eclipse plugin, modified to support tracking gazes
across multiple files within a project in a single Eclipse session. The
transformed data is then subjected to additional processing and
filtering, during which redundant data is eliminated, such as all
gazes that were flagged as non-code gazes, as well as attributes
which were deemed irrelevant to the current project, such as the
raw coordinates of the gaze, or pupil diameters. The median filter
was also applied to the data, to reduce noise caused partially by the
hardware itself, and partially by chaotic eye movements. The final
output data is a sequence of gazes, each consisting of the line and
column of the code that was watched, the name of the file
containing the code, as well as the duration of the gaze. The output
is then written to a JSON file that can be used later in the process
of evaluating students’ knowledge.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional knowledge assessment of a programming student
is mostly subjective and sometimes an unreliable process. This
process can be a lengthy one and usually yields unsatisfactory
results.
Most of the time a valid code that returns correct results is
not enough to prove a student’s aptitude. A student must be able
to identify key elements of the solution and to be able to explain
them. Any discrepancies between identified key elements and
the provided explanations can be a sign of a student’s lack of
knowledge.
Two common approaches to programming knowledge
assessment are objective testing and performance-based
assessment. Objective testing methodologies, such as multiplechoice questions rely on mostly theoretical knowledge.
Although they are objective, cost-effective and quick, they are
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In this paper one such solution, based on the existing iTrace
Eclipse plugin, is presented.
The rest of the paper is organized in chapters, the first of
which, Research questions, presents a detailed overview of the
problems and existing solutions of these problems. The next
chapter explores the methodology for the presented solution.
The fourth chapter describes the solution. The following chapter
provides the results of experiments conducted using the
presented solution. The final chapter provides an overview of
the methodology and the solution as well as on overview of
possible further improvements.
II.

to text documents, and a single session can only track gazes
inside a single file. The gathered data can be exported to either
an XML or a JSON file.
Previous research in this area indicates that the use of eye
tracking devices during an examination can improve the quality
of knowledge assessment. The inclusion of an eye tracker does
not interfere with the examination process itself, rather, it
enhances the process in an unobtrusive manner. The process of
knowledge assessment with the utilization of an eye tracking
device is shown in Figure 1, in the form of an activity diagram.
III.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

METHODOLOGY

The eye tracking device used in this solution is the Gazepoint
eye tracker, as it is the device that was available to the
researchers at the time. To provide students with a familiar IDE,
the Eclipse IDE was chosen, as it is free, open source, supports
a wide variety of programming languages and is extensible by
third party plugins. An existing solution for a similar problem,
iTrace, is also based on Eclipse, and provided a suitable starting
point for the development of the solution presented in this
paper.
To establish communication between the eye tracking device
and the IDE, on which the iTrace plugin was installed, a
separate Java library was developed. The library was used to
collect raw data from the eye tracking device and forward it to
the IDE. The iTrace plugin itself had to be modified to support
the input from the aforementioned Java library. Furthermore,
the plugin had to be modified to support tracking within
multiple files in a single session. Code and non-code

The main goal of the solution presented in this paper is to
provide a framework for the analysis of a student’s interaction
with program code, in order to improve existing programming
knowledge evaluation techniques. This will be accomplished by
utilizing an eye tracking device to record a student’s gazes
while being examined. These gazes are meant to indicate
whether the area on the screen the student is looking at
corresponds to the answers they provide.
The solution should not be limited to evaluating shorter
assignments, contained within a single file, instead, it should
provide means to facilitate the evaluation of large scale projects
such as enterprise applications.
Thus, the solution should operate within an environment
familiar to the students. This means that the environment must
support exploring and managing large scale projects, consisting
of multiple files and folders, as well as editing, searching and
syntax highlighting.
In order to utilize an eye tracking device in the
aforementioned environment, a connection between the device
and the environment must be established. Although eye tracking
devices usually have dedicated software, which enables the
recording of raw gaze coordinates or heat maps in video format,
it is inadequate for the purposes of this solution. No means for
integration with existing development environments, or
mapping to on-screen objects are provided. Most eye tracking
devices have proprietary drivers, limiting their possibility for
adapting to specific purposes.
In [2] Busjahn et al. present a case study which proves that
eye tracking is a viable tool in programming education as a nonobtrusive way of analysing a student’s visual behaviour.
In [3] and [4] Yusuf et al. and Cole et al., respectively, show
that eye tracking can successfully be used to differentiate
between experts and novices based on their visual behaviour
patterns.
An existing solution to a similar problem is provided by
Timothy Schaffer et al. in [5]. The provided solution is an
Eclipse plugin that enables communication between the IDE
and Tobii X60 and Tobii EyeX eye tracking devices, which can
be expanded to work with other devices. It supports mapping
gazes to lines of code, as well as different code elements, such
as classes, methods etc. This, however is only supported for the
Java programming language, since it relies on the Eclipse
abstract syntax tree parser for Java. Gaze tracking is restricted

Figure 1. Activity diagram of the examination process.
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discrimination was added, as well as tracking of a gaze’s
duration.
The data acquired by the modified iTrace plugin was filtered
to eliminate noise and outliers. Filtered data is then exported for
further use, beyond the scope of this paper.
IV.

Listing 1. JSON schema of a raw output file
{
"title": "Session",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"gazes": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"title": "gaze",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"file": {"type": "string"},
"x": {"type": "integer"},
"y": {"type": "integer"},
"left_validation": {"type": "double"},
"right_validation": {"type": "double"},
"tracker_time": {"type": "integer"},
"gaze_duration": {"type": "integer"},
"system_time": {"type": "integer"},
"nano_time": {"type": "integer"},
"line_base_x": {"type": "string"},
"line": {"type": "string"},
"col": {"type": "string"},
"relative_path": {"type": "string"},
"absolute_path": {"type": "string"},
"line_base_y": {"type": "string"},
"info": {"type": "string"}
"left-pupil-diameter": {
"type": "double"
},
"right-pupil-diameter": {
"type": "double"
},
}}}}

SOLUTION

The Gazepoint eye tracking device functions as a web server,
communicating with clients via XML fragments. The
communication between the device and the application is
established by utilizing a standalone Java library created within
this research. The library connects to the device using the
standard Java sockets API. After the initial handshake with the
device and the exchange of configuration data, the eye tracking
device begins to send the actual gaze data in the form of XML
fragments. The XML fragments received from the device are
parsed using the JCABIXML Java library. This library was
chosen because it is a lightweight solution that provides parsing
of XML fragments. The output of the library are gaze objects.
Each gaze object contains the following data:
● x on-screen coordinate,
● y on-screen coordinate,
● left pupil diameter,
● right pupil diameter,
● validity of the gaze.
A gaze is considered to be valid if it landed on the active area
of the screen and if at least a single eye is detected. These
objects are then forwarded to the modified iTrace Eclipse
plugin.
Due to the limitation of the Gazepoint eye tracker, in order to
establish a connection with the eye tracking device, the
proprietary Gazepoint Control software is required to be active.
Calibration of the device is also done exclusively via the
Gazepoint Control software.
The iTrace plugin underwent several modifications to be
made suitable for the purpose of this research. The gaze handler,
used for mapping coordinates to lines of code, was modified to
also track the file containing those lines of code. This allows for
tracking gazes across multiple files within the same project in
one session. During the session only gazes within the currently
active text editor are tracked, as tracking within multiple editors
proved too computationally demanding. Support for handling
gazes which landed outside of text was also added. Those gazes
were flagged as non-code gazes, allowing their later removal if
they are deemed irrelevant. Additionally, the duration of every
gaze was recorded. Long gazes may indicate that the student
was observing a line of code that they perceived as a particularly
relevant or complicated piece of code, or that they lacked the
understanding of the code they were looking at. Short gazes
may indicate that the student perceived the code as irrelevant
or, if the gazes were erratic as well, that they were having
difficulties finding a particular piece of code, thus implying a
lack of familiarity with the project.
The plugin’s JSON writer component was also modified to
include the duration of the gaze, the relative path to the file, and
an additional info attribute, if the gaze was a non-code gaze.

}

The structure of the output file is represented by a JSON
schema, as is shown in Listing 1.
The data was then processed by a separate Python script,
using the SciPy Python library. During processing, all gazes
flagged as non-code were removed. Afterwards, all irrelevant
gaze attributes were removed, leaving only the filename, line
and column of code, as well as the duration of the gaze. All
gazes with durations longer than one frame were oversampled.
This was done to equally distribute the gazes over the duration
of an entire session. This data, shown on Figure 2, representing
a whole experiment session was split into several sequences of
gazes, each corresponding to a single file, taking into
consideration that a file may be observed several times in
different timespans. The raw data obtained from an eye tracking
device proved to be noisy. The noise manifests as an inordinate
variance of the observed line of code in a short time span. The
noise originates partially from the hardware, and partially from
chaotic eye movement of the student participating in the
experiment. Reduction of this noise was accomplished by
applying the median filter to the data. The resulting data may
then be directly utilized for the evaluation of the student’s
interaction with the code. This data is exported to a JSON file.
The structure of this file, in the form of a JSON schema is shown
in Listing 2.
The interface of the iTrace plugin was also modified,
removing redundant elements and adding fields for defining the
name of the output file. Also an additional button was added for
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the purpose of activating the calibration of the Gazepoint eye
tracking device from within the IDE.

VI.

The solution presented in this paper is a software for
collecting data of a student’s interaction with program code. Its
main purpose is to aid in the evaluation process of a student’s
programming knowledge. The solution’s application is not
limited to small scale projects contained within a single file.
The solution is based on iTrace, an existing Eclipse plugin. It
is modified to receive data from the Gazepoint eye tracking
device by using a separately developed Java library. The raw
data is converted to gaze objects. These gaze objects are then
mapped to lines of code, filename and gaze duration. The gazes
are finally processed to remove noise and enable further
analysis and assessment of a student’s programming
knowledge.
Tests conducted with volunteers returned promising results.
The output data was interpretable i.e. the observed line in any
time frame was discernible, as well as the direction of the
reading.
Plans for further development include:
● Tracking of gazes inside the Eclipse output console,
error report, and project explorer.
● Integration of pupil diameter data into the output data.
● Tracking of gazes inside multiple editors
simultaneously.

Listing 2. JSON schema of a processed output file
{
"title":"GazesArray",
"type":"array",
"items":{
"title":"Gaze",
"type":" object",
"properties":{
"line":{
"type":"integer"
},
"file":{
"type":"string"
},
"column":{
"type":"integer"
}
},
"required":[
"line",
"file",
"column"
]
}
}

Figure 2. A session with multiple files. Each file is represented with a
different color.

V.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3. Unfiltered gazes

RESULTS

The validation of the system was performed by conducting
experiments with volunteers. The volunteers were asked to find
a specific section of code inside a project containing multiple
files, while reading the code they are currently looking at out
loud, as well as vocalizing each change of file. The audio of the
session was recorded. The data retrieved from the experiments
was compared to the audio recordings, and proved to be
consistent, especially after the reduction of noise. Figure 3
shows the data before noise reduction. As is evident on Figure
3, the observed line varies inordinately in both directions in a
short time span, which is inconsistent with the expected manner
in which a person would read.
Figure 4 shows the data after noise reduction. The variance
of the observed line is lower in a short time span, making it
easier to interpret the observed line in any given moment, as
well as the direction in which the person is reading.

Figure 4. Filtered gazes
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following definition, adapted from [8]: “The microservice
architectural style is an approach to developing a single
application as a suite of small services, each running in its
own process and communicating with lightweight
mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API. These services
are built around business capabilities and independently
deployable by fully automated deployment machinery.
There is a bare minimum of centralized management of
these services, which may be written in different
programming languages and use different data storage
technologies.”
Main benefit is facilitation of scalability of microservice
based systems operating in cloud environment, because it
is easier and less expensive to scale and replicate only
particular modules, which are taking the heaviest loads. In
other words, there is no need to start a new instance of the
whole system, which is the case of monolith applications.
That enables the full use of the virtualization in the cloud –
whenever it is needed, new virtual machines or containers
are started and a new instance of the given microservice is
executed on them. However network addresses of those
replicated microservices are generated dynamically. This
determines a need of a solution to discover the appropriate
services within a complex heterogeneous systems, running
into a distributed environment.
The goal of this paper is to present a platform for
microservice discovery. Main design decisions of the
platform are described, together with some details about its
implementation.
Structure of the paper is as follows: Section II gives some
more details about the notion of microservices and
microservice architectures; Section III presents the related
work; Section IV is dedicated to description of our
microservice discovery platform and finally Section V
concludes the paper and gives some directions for further
research in the area.

Abstract—Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is one of the
most common styles used to design and develop
contemporary software intensive systems. Microservices
represent the latest trend to build SOA applications, offering
interoperability, scalability, component sharing, improved
fault isolation and etc. Although an emerging and still
immature concept, it gains big impact in software
development industry, as many companies try to migrate
their projects to such architecture. Microservices lead to
construction of highly flexible scalable and dynamic software
systems. Such dynamism, however may provoke dynamic
reallocation of running microservice instances which results
into a change of their addresses. This raises some problems
with discovery of microservices. This paper presents a
platform for discovery of microservices, which tackles this
problem.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural
style that provides tools and techniques for development
and integration of heterogeneous distributed systems, using
software components, called services that are reusable,
loosely coupled and accessible via standard protocols. SOA
is widely adopted today and there is an extremely large
number of applications that are based on it. In recent years,
major problem with service oriented systems is that they
are usually built as big monolith applications. Such
applications have all of sub-modules packaged into a single
component. This has a number of drawbacks [9]. For
example, they are hard to understand and modify, the team
productivity is decreased because of the large code base,
continuous delivery and scaling are very difficult, they are
tied to a specified technology stack, etc. All those
limitations in conjunction with the increasing need of quick
response to the constantly changing requirements, have
forced software engineering community to develop new
approaches for development of service oriented systems.
One such very appealing and widely used approach is
microservice-based development [8, 9].
Microservices is an architectural style that is based on
SOA and a set of principles devised around the idea of
building small and easy to deploy services. Microservices
are heavily impacted by Domain Driven Design [2], as they
are all designed around domain entities. As a new notion,
there does not exist a common agreement if microservices
is a completely new style for developing applications or it
is just another form of SOA [17]. In addition, there is no
commonly accepted unified definition for microservices,
either. For the rest of this paper, we would refer to the

II. MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURES
The concept of microservices tries to overcome many of
the limitations implied by large monolithic services.
Microservices are small in size and fine-grained. Their
small codebase means less dependencies between service
components, which reduces the risk or introducing bugs to
the code, simplifies testing and allows developers to
quickly identify and fix issues if any. This can be critical
when teams support service level agreements (SLA) to their
customers and they need to respond quickly to reported
incidents.
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In contrast to some software engineering principles, a
common approach for building microservices is to copy the
same components to all services and evolving the
components independently. This approach benefits
coordination of development teams, as it gives
programmers freedom to update their services
independently by reducing the external dependencies.
Although this approach increases code duplication, it is
believed to decrease the coupling between service
components.
Microservices strictly favor Representational State
Transfer (REST) [3] and simple messaging mechanisms,
which eliminates the need of using complex middleware
systems that translate, route and mediate messages. This
way they improve interoperability and foster development
of highly heterogeneous systems.
In general, microservices are a form of SOA. Since SOA
practices are significantly less restrictive than
microservices it is reasonable to think of microservices as a
“form of SOA, perhaps service orientation done right” [11].
As discussed in the introduction, there still does not exist
a consensus in the community about the definition of
microservices. Nevertheless, there are some microservice
characteristics that are widely accepted and are common
across different existing implementations [8]. They are as
follows:
 Service Componentization – Microservice systems
are divided into separate components that can be
independently replaced and upgraded.
 Organization around Business Capabilities –
Microservice systems are designed around the
business units of each company, breaking the
“traditional” approach of organizing teams around
system layers.
 Product Development – microservices approach is
focused on developing products, not projects. Teams
take ownership of the products through their entire
lifetime.
 Smart Endpoints and Dumb Pipes – applications
built around
microservices
should
have
communications as simple, as possible. They should
eliminate the need of complex Enterprise Service
Buses and method calls.
 Decentralized Governance and data management –
decentralization of microservices governance results
in increased flexibility in building and supporting
them. Moreover, shared data stores across services
should be avoided and each service should maintain
a separate data store.
 Automated Infrastructure and Monitoring –
microservice concept results in a big number of
services, which makes it impossible to support their
development
manually.
Therefore,
highly
automated infrastructures are needed to support the
development,
deployment
and
monitoring
operations.
 Design for Failure – distributed nature of
microservices leads to many of the common
problems for distributed environments, like network
outage, not delivered messages, slow network
infrastructure, etc. Therefore, developers should
consider failures as part of the applications

themselves and design their microservices with
failures in mind.
 Evolutionary Design – microservices are
characterized with constant evolution as business
environment and requirements are constantly
changing.
The solution, presented in this paper aims to improve
achievement of the “smart endpoints”, “design for failure”
and “automated Infrastructure” characteristics of
microservice architectural style.
III. MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURES
Academic research, related to ours concerns various
solutions of service discovery, which differs based on the
information used to find the service. We have identified
two big groups of approaches for service discovery – based
on semantic information and the second, based on
information about Quality of Service (QoS).
Authors of [7] present a tool called OWLS-MX for
automated web service discovery, based on ontology based
semantic description of services with OWL-S language.
The tool uses hybrid matching filters that elaborate logic
based reasoning and content based information retrieval to
find relevant services. Another method described in [10]
aims to improve existing service discovery approaches by
extending semantic representation through analysis of
service WSDL and grouping similar services in clusters.
Caching mechanism that acquires knowledge from
previous searches is applied in order to increase the
performance of semantic discovery in [14]. A research
effort [6], focused into the domain of sensor webs, presents
method for discovery of sensor services, which is again
based on semantic observations. In [13], a logic based
matchmaking for semantic web services is proposed for
services described with WSDL 2.0. A continuous based
degrees of match, formed by linear regression are used to
discover services, in distinction with majority of other
approaches that uses discrete degrees.
Approaches, based on QoS aim to facilitate users to
select a service between several alternatives that best fits
their needs. Some of them share a common idea, based on
user feedback to analyze QoS, while others are based on
soft computing or statistical methods for this purpose. For
example, another semantic approach, based on peer-to-peer
service registries and augmented with QoS information
about services is presented in [15]. To express QoS
characteristics of services, author propose a user feedback
mechanism. User feedback data to augment standard UDDI
registries is used also in [16], where a discovery agent
calculates reputation score in order to find appropriate
services. A novel approach, based on probability and fuzzy
set theory for service selection is proposed in [5], which
takes into account also uncertainty in user specifications.
There exist some platforms implemented for industrial
use, which although not specifically targeted for
microservice discovery, may be tailored in order to be
utilized for this purpose. Among them are Consul [18],
ZooKeeper [21], etcd [19], etc. However, more scrutinized
description of such platforms falls out of the scope of this
paper.
Our work does not fit into any of these categories and is
more likely to complement the above listed approaches.
Main application area of the platform that we have
developed is to find appropriate replica of a given
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Figure 1. Architecture of the microservice discovery platform

microservice, and more specifically its address, because
when operating into a distributed cloud environment, the
addresses may become a subject of constant change.
In next section of the paper, we continue with more
detailed description of our solution for microservice
discovery.

provides statistics about the raw data for service
invocations - successful and unsuccessful requests,
response time, etc.
The Registrar API provides the Application
Programming Interface (API) for the services that should
register in the discovery platform. All functionality is
provided as REST endpoints.
The Registry proxy subsystem is responsible to register
the service, to track its availability and unregister the
service if it appears to be repeatedly down. Here is
implemented also the functionality for discovering a
specific service and obtaining its URL. For the purpose to
track service availability, an implementation of the circuit
breaker pattern [4] is used. This subsystem should be
integrated in each microservice that is going to be
registered into the discovery platform. Currently, this is
possible only for Java implementations, via Maven [20],
which offers flexibility when building complex software
projects.
The user interface subsystem has the responsibility to
visualize the registrar state in order to facilitate
administration of the whole platform.

IV.

PLATFORM FOR MICROSERVICE
DISCOVERY
The most rigorous requirements towards the platform
concern availability and reliability. This is due to the fact
that in real world application environment it is a bottleneck
if many other users (both machine and human) rely on it in
order to find appropriate service to process their request.
This way, design and implementation of the platform
should be presented by its architecture and with respect to
the two main challenges that concern the process of service
registration and the algorithm to select the active instance
of the platform.
A. Architecture of the platform
The service discovery platform is comprised of four
main sub-systems (Fig. 1): User interface, Registrar API,
Registrar proxy and Registrar. All of the modules are
themselves implemented as microservices.
The registrar subsystem is responsible to connect with
the registry to store data about service registrations. It
contains three modules, as follows:
The registration module contains all functionality about
service registration and unregistration. It also connects with
the services registry.
The Replication module is responsible for replication of
the server in order to achieve scalability, availability and
fault-tolerance. Replication process is described in more
details in the next subsection of the paper.
The server monitoring module provides REST endpoints
for observation of server state, hardware load and also

B. Service registration
Usually services, including microservices are identified
by their location (or endpoint) and description of their
interface. For this purpose our platform should implement
methods to register the service, when it is active and
subsequently - unregister when it becomes inactive. Two
main approaches to do this are possible in our context [12]:
(1) service self-registration and (2) third party service
registration.
The first of these approaches suppose the service to
internally implement the registration algorithm. Its main
advantages are architectural simplicity, as no additional
components need to be added and availability, as each
service may support keep-alive messages to notify the
register about its load and readiness to deliver functionality.
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Figure 2. Architecture of the microservice discovery platform

However, this approach have also the disadvantage to
complicate the implementation of the service, as additional
functionality about registration, which is also dependent on
the programming language, should be developed in each
service. The second approach for service registration relies
on additional component, external for the service to register
and unregister it. In this case, service implementation is
simplified, however additional mechanisms should be
implemented to notify the registrar about service
availability and state. Moreover, the registrar itself may
appear as a bottleneck about the over reliability of the
service discovery platform.
In our platform we are going to use a combination of the
approaches described above. More specifically, the
platform will export a communication module, which acts
as a proxy and is going to be integrated into each service
that should be registered into the platform. It is added as a
dependency to each service which requires registration. It

should be noted, that with such approach programming
language independence may be achieved if multiple
instances of the communication module are developed at
each language of interest.
C. Server replication
Main requirement towards the platform are its
availability and reliability. For this purpose, it uses passive
redundancy for the registrar module [1].
In our implementation of passive replication, there exists
one leading instance of the replicated platform server that
process the requests to register, search and unregister and
the others synchronize their state with it. This way if
enough instances are started one may achieve ultra-high
availability of the platform. However, in this case, there
need to be a consensus between the instances which one
should be the leading one. For this purpose each server
instance, when started waits random time and then asks for
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existing leader. If such does not exists then it should
become active and process all requests. However, all
instances operate in parallel and when a request is received
from one of the passive services, than it should first the
check if the active server is functional, if not – the request
is processed and the initialization is started over. The whole
process is shown on Fig. 2.
In order for the process described above to be functional,
addresses of all platform server instances to be known and
configured by an administration.

[3]

V. CONCLUSION
The paper described the some design and
implementation details about a platform for discovery of
running microservice instances. Microservices is a recently
emerged architectural style for development of complex
and heterogeneous distributed software systems. Usually
such systems tend run in dynamic environment and
individual microservices are subject of continuous
replication. In this case, their physical address also changes
in dynamic manner and there raises a need for a tool, like
the one proposed here platform, which facilitates discovery
of running microservice instances.
The platform for microservice discovery would be a
critical component of a system which is using it, so it has
been designed for maximum availability and performance.
To achieve that, a client-server architecture has been used
with maintaining passive redundancy. That allows for
improving the availability of the platform.
Test have shown that developed platform is capable of
handling production traffic. It is also planned to achieve an
even better performance in the future development of the
platform by enabling load balancing between both passive
replicas of the platform server and also between running
microservice instances. Another direction for future work
include augmenting the discovery capabilities of the
platform by adding semantic and QoS aware discovery
mechanisms.

[7]
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But cloud providers usually argue that such comparison
is probably deficient anyway since hidden cost of
ownership may easily be overlooked. And cloud approach
has additional strength – it is offering pay-as-you-go
payment model, while on premise solutions usually
requires large upfront investment (or at least leasing
contract or credit structure to meet large investment needs
event before the business has started).
One of the most common usages of cloud services is
leasing the computational power, usually in a form of
virtualized computing environment. Such a service usually
is delivered as an IaaS offering of the cloud providers.
Several models exist that are common to large cloud
providers (Amazon Web Services [2], Microsoft Azure [3],
Google Cloud [4], IBM Cloud (ex. SoftLayer) [5].
Virtualization and usage of Virtual Machine (VM) images
makes this offering extremely easy to utilize [6], since an
instance of a VM may be provisioned in a fairly short time.
Although several tenants usually are running their
virtualized environments alongside each other, using the
same host server, dedicated server instances are also
available, and give customers full control. However, they
are usually the most expensive contracts since cloud
provider cannot share resources with other cloud
customers.
On-demand model, probably most popular, gives the
customers flexibility and appropriate computational power
needed in any given moment. In this model, the resources
are allocated to satisfy current load. Customer pays for the
resources utilized over a given period of time. This way
customers can choose to run the configuration they need on
a timeframe they need and pay only for actual usage.
However, even this model can be quite expensive if
prolonged term of running the high-end configurations are
used. In such case, other models, such as contract
commitment, where infrastructure is leased for the whole
contract duration, may serve better.
However, on-demand model, as one of the most used,
usually leaves some resources free, unutilized over a period
of time. Idle resources are practically losing money for
cloud providers. So, it’s not a surprise that cloud providers
are offering these spare resources at a fraction of the price
of on-demand services.
In Amazon Web Services these instances are called spot
instances, Google calls them pre-emptive VMs, and Azure
has introduced them as a Low priority VMs. All of them
comes with a limitation - in case that on-demand (more
expensive) services require more resources, these low

Abstract— Cloud providers offers plenty of choice to their
potential customers, spanning all standard types of services
IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, FaaS, BPaaS... Sometimes it is quite hard
to properly determine someone’s exact needs and evaluate
the total cost of cloud-based solution, and even harder to
compare if that cost, in a long run, is comparable to the cost
of the on-premise solution. If we concentrate at the virtual
machine market, all major cloud providers (Amazon WS, MS
Azure, Google, IBM…) offer on demand instances of
different computational characteristics, dedicated instances
for demanding customers, but entry level configurations that
comes with some strong limitations, are also available. Their
price may be very attractive to small and medium
enterprises, one that are usually struggling with internal IT
support, and the one that may be best served by managed
service offered by the cloud providers. Those entry level
instances usually represent virtual machines created and run
on spare capacity of cloud computing hardware that
currently is not used for on demand services. Since the
lifespan of these instances is pretty unpredictable, they are
usually best utilized for applications that do the batch
processing and can easily withstand loss of computing
capacity. This paper discuss the possibility of using these
entry level instances even for a bit more demanding
applications, concentrating on Amazon Web Services spot
instances.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become ubiquitous feature and a
success story of modern day computing. Lately, besides
standard infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a
service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS) [1], several
other approaches are gaining traction such as: container as
a service, function as a service, business process as a
service, and other more specialized or tailor-made services.
In each of these offerings, the greatest advantage for
potential customers is that they are relieved of operational
management of the hardware and/or software layers. They
can easily concentrate on utilizing whatever platform and
software they need to drive their business, while cloud
providers are taking care of hardware replenishment, OS
upgrades, software patches and version upgrades.
But every service comes at a price, and in case of cloud
computing it may be quite hard to estimate what the final
cost, over prolonged period of time, may be. It gets even
worse if one tries to do the comparison with total cost of
ownership (TCO) of the similar system(s) on premise.
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priority instances will be taken offline, and their resources
will be allocated to the on-demand computing instances.
Even with such a rigorous limitation, these instances
may be well used for some purposes such as distributed
calculations, batch processing tasks and similar – the
processing that can easily survive the loss of some instances
(computing nodes).
However, their small price tag may be very attractive for
small and medium enterprises (SME), if they could design
their application to utilize these instances the best possible
way. The aim of this paper is to show one possible solution
for utilization of these low-cost, low-priority instances, that
may, in some cases, be beneficial for SME, since those
types of enterprises may find the costs of IT infrastructure
and IT organization to support their day-to-day businesses
too much burden for financial success of their businesses.

solution client will receive near on-demand experience,
while running cheaper spot instances.
III.

LEVERAGING SPOT INSTANCES FOR CREATION OF
DERIVATIVE IAAS LAYER

Spot instance provisioning on AWS (and similarly on
other cloud offerings) act as an auction mechanism, where
users are bidding to acquire appropriate spot instances.
Therefore, in any given moment, the price of running spot
instance is determined by the current demand for the given
server type.
Since spot instances are usually traded for the fraction of
the price of on-demand instances, it is argued here that good
planning of server instance types and well-thought bidding
strategy for spot instances may provide a running
environment capable of running desired application at very
low price.
Appropriate management of spot instances and their
provisioning, with migration of application containers from
one instance to another (to accommodate for price change),
may create a new, derivative layer of server instances we
can choose from at any given moment, keeping our overall
price as low as possible, but maintaining the capacity
needed to run the applications. Of course, provisioning of
the spot instances and container migration must be
performed at appropriate times to ensure uninterrupted
running of application(s).
In order to achieve this, the creation of the mixed system
containing several types of instances (spot and on-demand)
is proposed [9]. The system contains master management
server, several instances of worker servers, backup servers
and elastic load balancer.

II. CONTAINERS AS A DEPLOYMENT OPTION
Besides virtualization, that creates instances of virtual
machines, the containers have become increasingly popular
approach for deploying applications. Basically, they offer
the form of virtualization, but at a higher level than standard
virtual machines, virtualization of a user-space. In this case
several instances of containers share the OS platform. A
container should provide everything that is required to
successfully run deployed application, i.e. application code,
runtime environment, third party tools and libraries, all
conveniently packed as a single deployable package.
This package than may be easily transferred from one
machine to another (or VM) capable of running the
container. This way virtualization overhead is lower (you
don’t have to install OS as a part of the deployment), but
also the isolation level is currently still debated as being less
than the isolation level provided between VMs.
For many usage scenarios containers provide a
convenient way for application distribution. The most
popular container platform is Docker [7], and on cloud
services usage of Kubernetes[8] container orchestration
platform is gaining momentum.
Introduction of Checkpoint and Restore in UserSpace
(CRIU) capabilities have given the container capabilities to
support robust application that can be stopped, their state
persisted and restored on restarting the container (on same
or different machine). The solution described in this paper
is relying on this feature to provide expected behavior of
the application in moments when a necessary switch to
another host is performed. CRIU was first introduced in
Virtuozzo, and later introduced as part of the Docker. The
basic functionality that CRIU provides is ability to stop the
running application, persist its current state (practically
creating a snapshot of everything in its address space), and
ability to transfer this application image on another
machine and restoring it from this snapshot. It is obvious
that this approach is well suited for migration of application
between server instances, and therefore may provide a
mean for migrating application from the spot instance that
is going to be revoked to another server. Amazon WS has,
in 2015, introduced Spot Fleet API, that enables bidding
process for the same instance type. However, if all the
instances available are of the same type, that will not shield
a client’s application from sudden removal of the instance.
In order to support running “classic” web application on
spot instances, a medium layer of derivative IaaS needs to
be created between IaaS provider and client. In such

IV.

PROPOSED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR SPOT
INSTANCES

A. System Architecture
Management Server is deployed as an on-demand server
instance and is running Python application acting as a
management node. This application is the core of the
system, and is always aware of currently running workers,
their instance types, assigned IPs, and available backup
instances to be used when next spot instance revocation
signal is received.
Worker Servers is a spot instance server running desired
application in a container. Management application
(daemon) decides which instance type meets the minimum
requirements for worker server. Worker servers are
grouped, so several servers of the same type forms one
pool. Obviously, it is a good strategy not to have only one
spot instance type across server fleet, because this would
increase the probability that all servers would receive
revocation signal at the same time, or at a very short
interval. With several different spot instance types, that are
also acquired at different bidding price, the probability that
all servers would be revoked at the same time is lower.
Backup servers are proposed to be on-demand instances,
with minimum configuration needed to run the application.
The number of backup servers should be the same as the
number of workers, but some optimization is also possible,
since the worst-case scenario, where all workers would be
revoked is highly unlikely, due to the strategy of spot
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•

instance provisioning. Although these servers are ondemand, their total price is very low since most of the time
they are not active (on-demand instances are payed only for
running time). The architecture of the proposed system is
given in Figure 1.

Master then manages and monitors message
exchanges between old worker instance (Worker A)
and its replacement (Worker B)
• Worker A creates snapshot image, Worker B server
receives image and starts application
• Master checks if replacement server Worker B is
assigned Elastic IP of original Worker A
After this Worker A is no longer active node, and may
stop the application, or even be outright stopped by the
cloud management system.
Additionally, to keep the cost of the operations at the
minimum, the master node will immediately start the
bidding procedure to acquire a new spot instance. Although
at this point we may be certain that new spot instance will
come at a higher price than the one that was revoked, it is
still very possible that we could acquire new instance for
lower price than the price of running on demand backup
instance. If the price on the spot instance market is currently
higher than the price of on-demand instance we are
currently using, than master node will not try to provision
it.
V.

PROPOSED SYSTEM EVALUATION

A small web shop application was created that requires
state persistence to track customers shopping cart. The
application was packaged for container deployment. The
requirement for the system has been set up so that only
server instances with 4 or more CPU cores and with 8 or
more GB of RAM are chosen during the bidding period.
Tests were used to give answer to two critical questions:
1. Whether the system is capable of migrating
containers successfully in a given timeframe?
2. If the overall price of the system would justify it?

Figure 1. The proposed system architecture.

B. System Dynamics
The system configuration needs to be flexible, but some
presumptions are necessary prior to the first start of master
daemon, such as minimum desired number of workers (and
based on that, indicative number of backup servers). On a
first startup the management server will acquire necessary
spot instances to instantiate appropriate number of workers.
To be truly in the spirit of IaaS and cloud computing, the
number of spot instances later should be adaptable, to
accommodate for dynamic changes in application load.
When spot instance (worker server) receives withdrawal
(revocation) signal, it has 2 minutes to shed the load. Since
most of the instances are bided at optimum possible price,
more instances of the same type will probably receive
notification at the same time or in a short period. In this
moment, worker takes a snapshot of the container
application, while master node is preparing a backup
instance to accept the container.
Master node checks if available spot instances, ready to
receive the application, exist.
• Checks if there are spot instances available that were
bided for a (slightly) larger price than the one being
revoked (Worker B)
• If no spot instances are available, master node
wakes up backup instance and after the backup
server has started, master node sends a message
informing the backup server of the worker whose
load should be transferred. In this case backup
server becomes additional worker (Worker B)

Two system setups have been configured for test runs in
a period of 78 days (April - Jun 2017).
1. System consisting of one master node, one worker
and one backup instance. Here practically only one
worker pool exists. The type of the spot server
instance chosen to meet the requirements is
r4.xlarge, from AWS us-east-1e zone/datacenter.
Price change for this spot instance is given in Figure
2. During the test period, the price of this instance
has risen over the bid spot instance price, and this
instance has been revoked. In subsequent bid, the
same type of spot instance has been provisioned for
a slightly higher price, but in AWS us-east-1d
zone/datacenter. However, later during the trial run,
the price of this instance has also risen over the price
the system has bid, and the instance was once more
revoked. In a subsequent auction, master server
obtained the new server instance, of type i3.xlarge
from us-east-1a zone/datacenter, and it was not
revoked till the end of test period.
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Figure 2. Price dynamics for first test system spot instance type.

Figure 3. Price dynamics for second test system spot instance pool.

2.

The second system setup consisted of one master
node, two pools with two worker servers, and 4
backup servers. During the test period, just like in a
first system setup, the system has gone through two
revocation and auction cycles. Price change and
instance type dynamic of the first of two worker
server pools is given in Figure 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Test systems were successfully run for 78 days.
According to the then current state of spot instance prices
proposed systems were able to offer significant savings.
Furthermore, during trial run, the systems showed
capabilities to transfer application load from one spot
instance to another in a short time, and existence of backup
servers made this transition transparent to the users, that
may have noticed only a smaller delay if they were
interacting with the site exactly in the moment when elastic
IPs were transferred from one server to another. However,
further testing for heavier application loads would be
reasonable, to test if the servers maintain their capabilities
of making state snapshots and transferring them to another
server in the given timeframe. Nevertheless, these tests
gave the proof of concept, and with careful planning of
application containers and utilization of CRIU concepts,
this approach promises possible large savings (dependent
on the current state of server instance market), that could be
very interesting for SME wishing to keep their IT
infrastructure costs at bay.

After the given period total cost were summed, and final
price comparison with cheapest appropriate on-demand
instance was made.
For the first system setup total cost of the cheapest
appropriate on-demand instance would, for the given
period, amount to 388.032 $, while costs of the system
running the spot instances amounted to 120.5558 $.
Therefore, the proposed system offered saving up to
68.93%.
For the second system setup total cost of running the
cheapest 4 instances of on-demand servers would, for the
given period, amount to 1552.128 $, while for the system
running two pools of spot instances total costs were
393.612 $. Again, the proposed system offered savings, this
time up to 74.64 %.
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relational data model and XML data model. RDBMSs do
not support declarative mechanisms for the
implementation of ERICs. That is the main reason why
the database designers avoid to specify and to implement
ERICs. Here, we propose an implementation of the ERIC
in Oracle DBMSs. Oracle DBMS use triggers as a
procedural mechanism for ERIC implementation. Since
ERIC can be violated by critical operations of inserting,
modifying or deleting, we present several triggers which
are raised before these critical operations.
Unlike relational data model, XML data model does
not recognize ERIC type at all. Therefore, here we
specify the ERIC type in the XML data model and
propose two techniques for implementation of ERIC in
XML DBMSs, which depend on the characteristics of a
selected XML DBMS. In presented implementations
XQuery functions are used in eXist DBMS, and triggers
are used in Sedna DBMS.
Apart from Introduction and Conclusion, this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2 we present an example
to explain why it is important to recognize, specify and
implement ERICs. In Section 3 an implementation of an
ERIC by means of RDBMs is given. Aspects of ERIC
specification and implementation in XML data model are
discussed in Section 4. Related work is presented in
Section 5.

Abstract— The referential integrity constraint (RIC) type is
one of the constraint types of relational data model. It is
defined between at most two, not necessarily different,
relation schemes. In the course of the third normal form
database design, there may be necessary to define the
referential integrity constraint between more than two
relation schemes. Therefore, an extended referential
integrity constraint (ERIC) type is defined. A constraint of
this type spans more than two relation schemes. ERIC is
defined in the relational data model and its implementation
in relational database management systems can be done
procedurally, by means of database triggers, which is
presented in this paper. Unlike relational data model, XML
data model does not recognize ERIC type. In this paper we
specify the extended referential integrity constraint type in
XML data model and propose techniques for the
implementation of ERICs in XML database management
systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Every database management system (DBMS) is based
on a data model. It provides the means to express
database schema and has a specific set of integrity
constraint types. There are well-known constraint types
that are common for most data models. The referential
integrity constraint (RIC) type is one of the common
constraint types in relational and eXtended Markup
Language (XML) data model. It is a special case of
inclusion dependency (IND) constraint type [1, 2, 3].
Relational database management systems (RDBMSs)
support declarative mechanisms for the implementation
of RICs. Therefore, they are broadly accepted and used in
the relational database design and implementation.
Besides the common constraint types, there are more
complex ones, that are specific for a data model. These
specific constraint types are very often difficult to define,
implement and enforce. One of those constraint types is
the extended referential integrity constraint (ERIC) type.
It is an extension of the RIC type and, consequently, it is
another special case of IND constraint type. Detail
description of ERIC type is given in second section.
In this paper we explain the need for introducing the
extended referential integrity constraint type in the

II.

THE EXTENDED REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY
CONSTRAINT TYPE
An extended referential integrity constraint in relational
database schema [4] is defined between more than two
relation schemes. For example, let the relational database
schema models suppliers, articles and price list for each
article supplied by a supplier, orders made for suppliers
and order items of these orders. The relational database
schema contains following relation schemes:
Supplier({SupID, SupName}, {SupID}),
Article({ArtID, ArtName, ArtUn}, {ArtID}),
PriceList({SupID, ArtID, Price}, {SupID+ArtID}),
Order({OrdID, SupID, Total}, {OrdID}), and
OrderItem({OrdID, SupID, ArtID, ItemNo, Quantity},
{OrdID+SupID+ArtID}).
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SupID and ArtID are primary keys of relation schemes
Supplier and Article, respectively. The primary key of the
relation scheme PriceList is composed of two foreign keys
SupID and ArtID. The relational database schema contains
two referential integrity constraints: PriceList[SupID] ⊆
Supplier[SupID] and PriceList[ArtID] ⊆ Article[ArtID].
Here we use the standard notation to specify inclusion
dependency constraint as it is presented in [3]. PriceList
and Supplier are names of relation schemes. An argument
within the square brackets represents an array of attributes
from the relation scheme attribute set. In case of the left
side of IND the attribute SupID is from the attribute set of
relation scheme Pricelist and on the right side of IND it is
the attribute SupID from the attribute set of relation
scheme Supplier. If the length of that array is greater than
one, attributes are comma separated.
The relation scheme Order has a primary key OrdID
and a foreign key SupID, so the referential integrity
constraint has to be defined as: Order[SupID] ⊆
Supplier[SupID].
The relation scheme OrderItem has two foreign keys:
OrdId and SupID+ArtID, which means that two referential
integrity
constraints
have
to
be
defined:
OrderItem[OrdID]
⊆
Order[OrdID]
and
OrderItem[SupID, ArtID] ⊆ PriceList[SupID, ArtID].
However, in the relation scheme Order, the functional
dependency OrdID → SupID is valid, which means that
the attribute SupID is redundant in the relation scheme
OrderItem. The supplier which supplies the article is the
same supplier whose order is made. Therefore, the relation
scheme is not in the third normal form and it would be
normalized.
The normalized relational database schema contains
following schemes:
Supplier({SupID, SupName}, {SupID}),
Article({ArtID, ArtName, ArtUn}, {ArtID}),
PriceList({SupID, ArtID, Price}, {SupID+ArtID}),
Order({OrdID, SupID, Total}, {OrdID}), and
OrderItem({OrdID, ArtID, ItemNo, Quantity},
{OrdID+ArtID}).
It still contains the referential integrity constraints
OrderItem[OrdID] ⊆ Order[OrdID] and Order[SupID] ⊆
Supplier[SupID]. Unfortunately, in the normalized
relational database schema it is not possible to define the
referential integrity OrderItem[SupID, ArtID] ⊆
PriceList[SupID, ArtID], because SupID does not belong
to the attribute set of OrderItem relation scheme anymore.
Without such a constraint it could not be ensured that
order items contain only articles supplied by the same
supplier to whom the order is sent. Therefore, there is a
need to extend the RIC type allowing a join of two or
more relations to appear on referencing or referenced side
of RIC specification. This constraint type is called the
extended referential integrity constraint type. Now, it is
possible to define an ERIC over the relation schemes
OrdetItem, Order and PriceList:
⨝(OrderItem, Order)[SupID, ArtID] ⊆
PriceList[SupID, ArtID],
where ⨝ is the join operator between two relations over
the relation schemes OrderItem and Order, respectively.
Hereinafter a relation over a relation scheme will be
named after that relation scheme. Therefore, the notation
„relation Order“ will be used to refer the relation over the

relation scheme Order. In order to obey this constraint a
tuple from ⨝(OrderItem, Order) relation must not
contain a pair of SupID and ArtID values that is not
already contained in a tuple of relation PriceList. In that
way it is ensured that an order can contain only the articles
supplied by its supplier.
In this example the constraint is characterized as an
ERIC type because there is a join of two relations on the
one side (in this case on the left side) of inclusion
dependency. Generally speaking, join may appear on both
sides of IND and it can be a join between more than just
two relations. In general, the join may be a theta-join (θjoin), an equijoin or a natural join. Formally, we specify
an ERIC as follows:
(Nl1 ⨝JCl1 Nl2 ⨝JCl2 ⨝…⨝JCl(n-1) Nln)[X] 
(Nr1 ⨝JCr1 Nr2 ⨝JCr2 ⨝…⨝JCr(m-1) Nrm)[Y],
where Ni is the name of relation scheme Ni(Ri, Ci), Ri is set
of relation scheme attributes, Ci set of relation scheme
constraints (like domain, not null, key or unique
constraints), JCi is join condition of θ -join between
relation schemes Ni and Ni+1, and X and Y are the arrays of
attributes from the union
and from the union
, respectively. The specification of a join
condition is missed if an ERIC is defined over a natural
join. This constraint is validated over the projections of
included relations:
X(r(Nl1 ⨝JCl1 Nl2 ⨝JCl2 ⨝…⨝JCl(n-1) Nln)) 
Y(r(Nr1 ⨝JCr1 Nr2 ⨝JCr2 ⨝…⨝JCr(m-1) Nrm)) .
III. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EXTENDED
REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY CONSTRAINT IN RELATIONAL
DATA MODEL
The definition of each constraint contains the list of the
operations that can violate a constraint. Those operations
are called critical operations. The extended referential
integrity constraint in the example given in the section 2
can be violated in several cases. Therefore, the critical
operations of that ERIC are: insertion of a new order item,
modification of an order item, modification of an order,
modification and deleting of an existing price list item.
First, we will explain how these critical operations can
violate the ERIC in relational database schema. To easy
the further explanations we say that a tuple of relation
Order matches to an OrderItem tuple if they have the
same OrderId value. The critical operations are
implemented in RDBMS using procedural mechanism, i.e.
database triggers.
Since the relation scheme OrderItem does not contain
an attribute SupID, if a new tuple is inserted in the relation
OrderItem, we have to check if the supplier to whom the
order is sent supplies the article in that order item. It
means that in relation PriceList there must be a tuple with
ArtID value same as the ArtID value in the tuple inserted
in OrderItem. At the same time, SupID value of that tuple
from PriceList has to be same as the SupID value in the
Order tuple that matches to the inserted OrderItem tuple.
A critical modification of an existing tuple in the
relation OrderItem referes to the changing of ArtID or
OrdID values. In both cases, the existence of a tuple in
relation PriceList with the ArtID value same as the ArtID
value in modified OrderItem tuple, and with the SupID
value same as the SupID value of the Order tuple that
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matches modified OrderItem tuple, would be checked. If
it does not exist the critical operation must be rejected.
A modification of a tuple in the relation Order refers to
the modification of the attribute SupID value, since the
attribute OrdID is the primary key of the relation scheme
Order and its value cannot be updated. If we want to
change the supplier, we have to check if a new supplier
supplies all articles from that order, i.e. all items of that
order. Therefore, for each OrderItem tuple that is
matching with modified Order tuple, the existence of a
tuple in relation PriceList with the ArtID value same as
the ArtID value in OrderItem tuple, and with the SupID
value same as the SupID value of the modified Order
tuple should be checked. If it does not exist for at least one
of these Ordertem tuples, the modification of the Order
tuple must be rejected. In this paper we present the
database trigger that is raised before the update of an
Order. It is given in the Figure 1.

IF UPDATING THEN
Raise_Application_Error (-20000, '<Message>');
ELSIF DELETING
AND
Cons_ExRefIn_CheckOrderItem
(:OLD.SupId, :OLD.ArtId) THEN
/* Deleting forbidden, if a tuple is referenced
in OrderItem */
Raise_Application_Error
(-20001,
'<Message>');
END IF;
END Cons_PriceList_OrderItem_ExRefIn;

Figure 2. Trigger before tuple delete from PriceList
We have an additional function which has to check if
there is a tuple in the OrderItem with the same values of
ArtId and SupId like in the relation PriceList. If this is the
case, the deletion of this tuple in PriceList will not be
possible. This function is given in the Figure 3.

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER
Cons_Order_PriceList_ExRefIn
BEFORE UPDATE OF OrdID, SupID ON Order
FOR EACH ROW
WHEN (OLD. SupID!= NEW. SupID OR
OLD. OrdID!= NEW. OrdID)
DECLARE I_NumRow NUMBER(4);
BEGIN
IF UPDATING(OrdID)
THEN
Raise_Application_Error (-20000, '<Message>');
ELSE
SELECT COUNT(*) INTO I_ NumRow
FROM OrderItem s
WHERE s. OrdID = :OLD. OrdID
AND (:NEW. SupID, s.ArtID) NOT IN
(SELECT SupID, ArtID FROM PriceList);
IF I_ NumRow!= 0 THEN
Raise_Application_Error (-20001, '<Message>');
END IF;
END IF;
END Cons_ Order_PriceList_ExRefIn;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION
Cons_ExRefIn_CheckOrderItem
(p_SupId IN PriceList.SupId%TYPE,
p_ArtId IN PriceList.ArtId%TYPE)
RETURN BOOLEAN IS
I_exists NUMBER(1);
BEGIN
SELECT 0 INTO I_exists
FROM dual
WHERE EXISTS
(SELECT 0
FROM OrderItem s, Order p
WHERE s.OdrId = p.OrdId
AND s.ArtId = p_ArtId
AND p.SupId = p_SupId);
RETURN TRUE;
EXCEPTION
WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN
RETURN FALSE;
END Cons_ExRefIn_CheckOrderItem;

Figure 3. Function for tuple existence checking of
OrderItem

Figure 1. Trigger before tuple update from Order
A modification of a tuple in relation PriceList refers
only to updating a price, since the attributes SupID and
ArtID are parts of the primary key of the relation scheme
PriceList and their values cannot be updated. This
operation is not critical in the context of the ERIC.
If we want to delete a tuple from the relation PriceList,
first we have to check if there are any tuples from the join
of relations OrderItem and Order that reference this tuple
from the relation PriceList. If they exist, the deletion have
to be forbidden or the cascade deletion has to be forced.

IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EXTENDED
REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY CONSTRAINT IN XML DATA
MODEL
In our previous research [5, 6, 7] we have dealt with
different types of constraints and proposed their
specification and validation in XML databases since they
do not completely support it. Like in the relational data
model, there is a need to use ERIC type in XML data
model, too. In this paper we specify this constraint type in
the XML data model and propose two techniques for
implementation of ERICs in XML DBMSs, used in two
different XML DBMSs. We use XQuery functions in
eXist DBMS, and triggers in Sedna DBMS.
The detected critical operations for an ERIC can be
processed in XML DBMSs. Considerations are similar to
the ones in relation database schema. We have used
different XML DBMSs according to the level of support
for triggers and tested the validation of the ERIC. We

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER
Cons_PriceList_OrderItem_ExRefIn
BEFORE DELETE OR UPDATE OF SupId, ArtId
ON PriceList
FOR EACH ROW
WHEN (OLD.SupId != NEW.SupId OR OLD.ArtId
!= NEW.ArtId)
BEGIN
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have implemented constraints using triggers in XML
DBMS Sedna, and XQuery functions in eXist.
The definition of the extended referential integrity
constraint for XML data model is similar to the definition
of this constraint for relational data model. ERIC is
defined between two or more element types. Let E be an
element type and Attr(E) be a set of attributes specified
within the element type E. The definition scope of an
ERIC in XML model is an array of element types E1,...,
Em. In [5] constraint taxonomy and constraint type formal
specification for XML data model are proposed.
According to [5] constraint type formal specification is
named 5-tuple. Therefore, the formal specification of
ERIC type for XML data model is given as follows:
ExRICon(n, me,
⨝(Е1, …, Еn)@Z⊆⨝(Е1, …, Еk)@Z,
⨝(e1, …, en)@Z⊆⨝(e1, …, ek)@Z,
((ei, referencing, {(insert, Restrict),
(update, Restrict)}),
(ej, referenced, {(delete, Restrict, cascade),
(update, Restrict, cascade)}))).
In the following text the explanations of the
components of the aforementioned specification of ERIC
type are given. ExRICon is the name (label) of ERIC type.
First tuple element is definition scope of ERIC type and
its value is „n“ (more), which means that at least two
element types have to be included in the specification of
ERIC type. Next tuple element indicates the scope of
constraint type interpretation. For ERIC type it is "more
elements" constraint (me) since it is interpreted over the
values from more than one tuples (elements) gathered by
joining of two or more elements. Third tuple element is
formula pattern ⨝(Е1, …, Еn)@Z⊆⨝(Е1, …, Еk)@Z,
which means that this constraint is defined over the join of
two or more element types Е1, …, Еn, i.e. over the subset
Z which belongs to the union of attribute sets Attr(E1), …
Attr(En). It is interpreted over the projection of tuples (e)
on the subset Z, which belongs to the union of attribute
sets Attr(E1), … Attr(Em), that is specified by forth tuple
element. The last tuple element is 3-tuple containing
element, role and set of pairs (critical operation, set of
actions). For the ERIC role of an element can be
referencing or referenced. Critical operations for the
ERIC, are insert or update of one of the referencing
elements, or delete or update of the referenced elements.
Critical operations may violate database consistency in
regard to an ERIC. For each critical operation actions can
be defined that would be carried out to maintain database
consistency when this violation occurs. For all ERIC type
critical operations set of possible actions is singleton that
contains action Restrict or Cascade. It means that if an
ERIC is violated the critical operation will not be
executed, or it will be cascaded.
In XML data model, we specify the ERIC over three
elements: OrderItem, Order and PriceList, in the similar
way like in the relational data model.
According to [5] the specification of a given constraint
is named 3-tuple. Here we present the specification of
XML ERIC constraint that is analogous to the relational
ERIC constraint in the following way:
ExRefIntOrderItem_PriceList(ExRefIntCon,
(OrderItem⨝Order)@(SupId, ArtId) ⊆

PriceList@(SupId, ArtId),
((Order, referencing, {(insert, /),
(update (OrdId, SupId), Restrict)}),
(OrderItem, referencing, {(insert, Restrict),
(update (OrdId, ArtId), Restrict)}),
(PriceList, referenced, {(delete, Restrict),
(update (SupId, ArtId), Restrict)}))
ExRefIntOrderItem_PriceList is the name of the XML
ERIC. The first element of the specification is the label of
constraint type (ExRefIntCon). In the way the
specification of this constraint have to be in line with the
specification of ERIC type. ERIC is defined over the set
of attributes from three element types: Order, OrderItem
and PriceList. These element types are listed within the
second element of 3-tuple. Attributes of interest are SupId,
ArtId and OrdId. Critical operations, alongside with
actions aimed at maintaining database consistency are
specified in the third 3-tuple element. In the particular
ERIC critical operations are insert of a new order item and
update of the values of OrdId or SupId in the element
Order, or OrdId or ArtId in the element OrderItem. Also,
delete or update of the element PriceList are critical
operations. These operations can be restricted or cascaded.
One of the critical operations is updating of the element
OrderItem. In the Figure 4 we present the trigger in Sedna
that is raised before update of the element OrderItem. If
the supplier from the order does not supply any of the
articles in order items, the extended referential integrity
constraint is violated and the modification is not possible.
CREATE TRIGGER "ExRIOrderItemBeforeUpdate"
BEFORE REPLACE
ON collection('ExRI')/Orders/OrderItem
FOR EACH NODE
DO {
if(exists(fn:doc('Orders', 'ExRI')/Orders/PriceList
[@ArtID = $NEW/@ArtID
and
@SupID = fn:doc('Orders', 'ExRI')/Orders/Order
[@OrdID = $NEW/@OrdID]/@SupID]))
then
($NEW)
else
error(xs:QName("ExRIOrderItemBeforeUpdate"),"Or
derItem cannot be updated - Extended Referential Integrity
Constraint Violated!");
}

Figure 4. Trigger before update of tuple from OrderItem
If we use eXist XML DBMS then the XQuery functions
have to be implemented. In the Figure 5 we present the
XQuery function that is executed when the update of the
element OrderItem has to be done. Since the primary key
OrdId cannot be updated, only the update of the attribute
SupID is possible. In this case, a new supplier has to
provide the articles on that order, i.e. the items of that
order.
declare function local:canUpdateOrderItem($NEW as
element(OrderItem))
as xs:boolean{
let $exists :=
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The ERIC type is one of the complex constraint types
that can be used to model nontrivial integrity
requirements but to the best of our knowledge there are
no papers that define and explain this type of constraint in
relational or XML data model.
In recent years, XML has gained a wide acceptance as
data representation and storage format. XML integrity
constraints, just as in relational data model play an
important role to keep XML dataset as consistent as
possible.
XML databases offer specification and
implementation of several constraint types, like keys,
foreign keys and unique constraints [11, 12]. Other
constraints that exist in large database project are not
declaratively supported in XML DBMSs.
Karlinger, Vincent, and Schrefl in [13] define an XML
inclusion constraint (XIND), and show that it extends the
semantics of a relational inclusion dependency. Shahriar
and Liu in [14] propose XML Inclusion Dependency
(XID) and XML foreign key (XFK) constraints and show
how both XID and XFK can be defined over the
Document Type Definition (DTD) and are satisfied by
the XML documents. In [15] they discuss the
preservation of referential integrity constraint in XML
data. All of these papers discus simple non-extended
inclusion dependencies and referential integrity constraint
type.
In our paper we deal with ERIC type specification and
implementation in XML databases. The usual way of
implementing constraints in XML DBMSs is using
triggers [16]. The XML DBMS that supports triggers in a
way similar to relational databases is Sedna [17]. On the
other hand, there are XML DBMSs which do not support
triggers in the appropriate extent, such as eXist [18]. In
this paper we have proposed two ways of ERIC
implementation based on XQuery functions [19] and
triggers, depending on the level of support for triggers in
XML DBMSs.

exists(doc('Orders.xml')/Orders/PriceList[@ArtId =
$NEW/@ArtId and @SupId =
doc('Orders.xml')/Orders/Order[@OrdId =
$NEW/@OrdId]/@SupId])
return ($exists)
};
declare function local:doUpdateOrderItem($OLD as
element(OrderItem), $NEW as element(OrderItem))
as xs:boolean{
let $i := update replace
doc('Orders.xml')/Orders/OrderItem[@OrdId=
$OLD/@OrdId and @ArtId=$OLD/@ArtId]
with $NEW
return true()
};
declare function local:updateOrderItem($OLD as
element(OrderItem), $NEW as element(OrderItem))
as xs:boolean{
let $res := if(local:canUpdateOrderItem($NEW))
then local:doUpdateOrderItem($OLD, $NEW)
else false()
return $res
};

Figure 5. XQuery function before update of tuple from
OrderItem
V.

RELATED WORK

Maintaining compliance of data with respect to
specified integrity constraints is a crucial database issue.
Besides common integrity constraint types such as
domain integrity, not null constraint type or referential
integrity constraint type, real-world applications may
involve nontrivial integrity requirements that capture
complex data dependencies and business rules.
Referential integrity (foreign key) constraint type, as a
special case of inclusion dependency constraint type,
plays an important role in data modeling. In relational
data model, it is well studied and is widely used [2, 3].
Most of the commercial DBMSs, based on different data
models like relational or XML data model, offer efficient
declarative support for the domain constraints, null value
constraints, uniqueness constraints and referential
integrity constraints [8]. On the contrary, more complex
constraint types are completely disregarded by actual
relational and XML DBMSs, obliging the users to
manage them in application. Türker and Gertz in [9]
emphasize that enforcing integrity constraints and
business rules with declarative constraints or via custom
procedures or triggers often is less costly than enforcing
the equivalent rules within an application. In that way
logical data independence is preserved, too. Attaulah and
Tompa in [10] stress that several problems like the lack
of transparency and lack of manageability are caused by
the absence of a centralized policy and constraint
management system within database systems. Therefore,
it is important to take these complex constraint types in
the consideration, too.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we discuss the need for using the
extended referential integrity constraint. We present the
definition of this constraint in the relational data model as
well as the implementation in RDBMS using triggers. We
also present two approaches to the extended referential
integrity constraint specification and implementation in
XML databases. One is based on the usage of XQuery
functions, while the other is based on triggers. These
approaches depend on the level of trigger support in a
selected XML DBMS. A support of triggers in the eXist
DBMS is a quite basic, so it cannot be used for the ERIC
implementation. In this case, we have proposed a usage
of the XQuery functions. XML DBMS Sedna offers the
appropriate trigger support.
Future work will cover the generation of XQuery
functions and triggers for constraint validation. This
process could be fully automated and based on the
paradigm of a model driven software engineering and the
appropriate transformation specifications. A research
work on a code generator development is in progress.
This code generator would make database designer’s and
developer’s job easier and free them from manual coding
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of XQuery functions and triggers for validating
constraints.
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Abstract — In this paper, we present IrrigDSS, a decision support
system for site-specific data-driven irrigation scheduling. The
solution enables water consumption optimization in a way that
maximizes yields and reduces the overall cost of the crop
farming. IrrigDSS uses several data sources for building data
warehouse database and decision models. Decision models
include descriptive and predictive models developed to help
farmers in the decision-making process. An interactive graphical
user interface provides an insight to the present state of the crops
and offers access to the recommendation system for determining
the adequate irrigation schedule.

I.

decisions on resource application and agronomic practices are
improved to better match soil and crop requirements as they
vary in the field” [5]. In other words, SSCM can be described
as an information and technology-based agricultural
management system to identify, analyze and manage site soil
spatial and temporal variability within fields for optimum
profitability, sustainability, and protection of the environment
[6]. SSCM includes various data sources such as sensors,
drones, and satellites for gathering all data types related to
crops and weather and soil conditions. One of the main
advantages of using SCCM in farming is that it can be used to
accurately determine the most appropriate irrigation schedule.
In this paper, we present a Decision Support System (DSS)
for SSCM, named IrrigDSS. The goal of the presented solution
is to utilize the advantages of SSCM in a way that would
enable improvement of irrigation process. IrrigDSS comprises
of the following modules: (i) data management module, which
comprises a Data Warehouse (DW) database with a
corresponding Extraction, Transformation, and Loading (ETL)
process (ii) decision model management module, which
comprises analytic functions and prediction models and (iii)
data presentation module, which comprises a dashboard with
graphical data representation (GUI).
It is vital for IrrigDSS to reliably indicate when, and with
what amount of water should the crops be irrigated. For this
reason, the system enables soil moisture level prediction,
which can be proven crucial in very large irrigation systems.
In these systems, the irrigation process must be initiated early
enough for the system to irrigate the whole surface area of the
field before the soil moisture level falls beneath the critical
point, at which the crops start to wither. The proposed
approach also enables complex analysis of gathered data,
which enables further improvement of the system, by
analyzing correlations between different factors that affect the
trends in soil moisture level.
Apart from the Introduction and Conclusion, the paper has
three sections. In Section II we present the architecture of the
IrrigDSS, along with the three components it comprises. Next,
in Section III, we give a brief overview of the functionality
provided by the IrrigDSS, and discus the results obtained by
applying different predictive and descriptive models on the
soil moisture level data gathered during the year 2016 on the
several agricultural fields located in Bačka district, Serbia. In
Section IV we give an overview of the related work.

INTRODUCTION

The need for an increase in agricultural production, due to
the growth of the global population, causes the need for
improved irrigation water use efficiency [1]. Not only is there
a need to optimize the overall irrigation water consumption to
maximize crop yields, but there is also a need to provide
farmers with precise information on plant conditions and daily
crop water use, especially at critical plant growth phases.
There are various calculation methods for crop water
requirements estimation that could be applied by farmers.
And, although crop yield is often related to water use, most
growers do not use any methods for determining the water
requirements of the crops they cultivate. Also, most of the
methods that are used are applied in a non-criticized way,
which leads to significantly different calculation results for the
amounts of water required by the crops [2]. Many of these
methods were designed for areas with specific pedological and
climatic conditions, and thus their application is very limited.
The goal of irrigation scheduling, which should be enabled by
the research presented in this paper, is to guarantee an
optimum water supply for crops, with soil moisture level being
maintained close to the level that is required by the plant [3].
Applications that provide irrigation schedule planning are
crucial to help maximize yield potential of crops that are
exposed to water deficits.
In the last few years, due to an implementation of Internet
of Things (IoT) and Big Data technologies in the domain of
agriculture, Precision Agriculture (PA) concept has emerged
[4]. PA can be defined as a whole-farm management approach
using information technology, remote sensing, and proximal
data gathering. The PA is used in order to optimize
investments and maximize profits in regard to available
resources, which can be supported by implementing a
Decision Support Systems (DSS). The Site-Specific Crop
Management (SSCM) approach is “a form of PA whereby
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II.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF IRRIGDSS

We utilized three data sources for building DW database: (i)
measurement data gathered from soil moisture sensors placed
on the observed fields, (ii) meteorological data from Republic
Hydrometeorological Service of Serbia (RHSS) [8], and (iii)
farmers' records on their currently used irrigation schedule. In
the Figure 1, solid black arrows depict the flow of data from
the data source through ETL component to the DW database.
DMMM stores descriptive and predictive models which are
used to define next action in irrigation schedule. Decision
models were designed to enable both tactical and strategic
decisions based on the available historical data from DW
database. In other words, the role of decision models is to
determine when to perform irrigation and how much water is
needed. Descriptive models range from traditional statistical
methods, such as summary statistics, time series smoothing

The main value of the solution described in this work is that it
enables site-specific data-driven calculation of the irrigation
schedule. With this kind of a solution, it is possible to optimize
water consumption in a way that would maximize yields and
reduce the overall cost of the crop farming. The proposed
solution also enables the increase of knowledge about crops
and the conditions they thrive in, which is vital for the further
development of the calculation methods used for the irrigation
schedule planning. The solution comprises three distinct
modules: Data Management Module (DMM), Decision Model
Management Module (DMMM), and Data Presentation
Module (DPM). Those modules are encapsulated in a single
three-layered web application developed by using .NET
framework.

RHSS Data

Figure 1 – Overview of the IrrigDSS architecture

and decomposition, to time series regimes detection and
pattern recognition models. Predictive models include various
solutions, based on different approaches, for soil moisture
forecasting for a time period of one, three or five days. All
decision models are designed by using R programming
language and software environment for statistical computing
[10]. Communication between the modules of IggisDSS is
depicted by framed directed edges shown in the Figure 1.
DPM represents a graphical user interface with an
interactive access to DW database content and decision
models. The graphical user interface was developed to provide
the overview of the current state of the crops and their

DMM contains DW database, in which data gathered from
sensors and other sources are stored, along with a
corresponding ETL process. The building of the data
warehouse included some typical actions: inspecting available
data sources, designing the data warehouse schema according
to Kimball's dimensional modeling methodology [7] by using
identified dimensions and facts, and preparing data for the data
warehouse. The data preparation required modeling of the
process for extracting, transforming and loading data (ETL).
ETL process is designed in MS SQL Server Integration
Services and DW database is implemented in MS SQL Server
[9].
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environment to the user, as well as to help in decision-making
process regarding recommendations on when, and with what
amount of water should the crops be irrigated. Dashed directed
edges in the Figure 1 illustrate remote access to the DPM
using desktop and handheld user interface devices. The main
part of DPM is the user dashboard with the following
functionalities: (i) querying the DW database with standard
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) operations, such as
slicing and dicing, (ii) diagram representation of results
obtained by using descriptive models, and (iii)
recommendation of the irrigation schedule for a required
period according to the results of predictive models and userdefined rules.
III.

values of the time series data, such as measurements gathered
from the soil moisture level sensors. They are used to describe
the autocorrelation, i.e. the linear dependence that exists in the
time series data. One major convenience that ARIMA models
offer is that they provide the means to assess the prediction
intervals of the forecast. With this, it is possible to expand the
forecast with a range of values that a dependent variable could
occupy with a certain probability, which enables us to express
the uncertainty of the forecast. An example of the use of this
functionality of the IrrigDSS is presented on the chart
displayed on Figure 2. The chart shows a five-day forecast,
marked with a blue line, based on the data points collected
after the last rainfall, along with 80% and 95% prediction
intervals (darker and lighter shade of gray, respectively).
Relatively narrow prediction intervals indicate that the forecast
has a pretty high certainty of turning out to be true. Red line
shows the actual values of the soil moisture for the forecasted
period. Based on this kind of a forecast, it is possible to predict
when the soil moisture level is going to drop beneath the
critical level, at which the crops start to whiter. This enables
IrrigDSS to warn the crop grower that the irrigation process
should be started. It is crucial that the grower receives the
warning early enough in order for the irrigation process to be
completed before the soil moisture level drops beneath the
critical point on any part of the field.

SOIL MOISTURE FORECASTING AND ANALYSIS USING
IRRIGDSS

In this Section, we give a brief overview of the functionality
provided by the IrrigDSS. Time series forecasting and
exploratory data analysis, described in the corresponding
subsections of this section, are performed on the soil moisture
level data gathered on several agricultural fields located in
Feketić, Srpski Miletić and Futog, Bačka discrict, Serbia.
Three different crop types were planted at those locations –
corn, sugar beet and soybean. The measurements were
gathered during the vegetation period of July-September of the
year 2016, with sensors periodically reading the values on
every 2-10 minutes. Sensors were installed on three depths:
10, 30 and 60 cm.

B. Exploratory analysis
For exploratory data analysis purposes, traditional diagrams
and techniques are utilized, such as scatter plot, box plot, time
series decomposition, and hierarchical clustering of soil
moisture content measurements aggregated by crop type,
sensor depth, and location.

A. Time series forecasting
Forecasting of the changes in the soil moisture level is used
to estimate when the crops should be irrigated. One of the
techniques provided by the IrrigDSS solution for this purpose
is the ARIMA model [11]. ARIMA models represent one of
the most frequently used techniques for forecasting the future

Scatter plots
Based on line diagrams, shown in the Figure 3, it appears
that the moisture content is reduced with an increase in the

Figure 2 - Time series forecasting example
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Figure 3- Scatter plot example

depth. Therefore, fluctuation in the moisture content over time
is largest at the depth of 10 cm. Also, by observing scatter
plots, it is noteworthy that extreme values of soil-moisture
content at different depths occur at the same time but differ in
intensity and shape.
Box plots
Observing the box plot in Miletić, shown in the Figure 4, it
is noticeable that, in the case of corn, the moisture content
increases with increasing depth of installed sensors, while the
variance of soil moisture content decreases. In case of
soybean, a box plot is significantly different, the maximum
variance and the smallest amount of moisture content are at
the mean depth. This behavior can be explained by the fact

that the root of the soybean is at a depth of about 30 cm, so it
takes the largest amount of water at the mean depth. Box plots,
generated for different crop types at the same location with
almost identical soil quality, have significant similarities only
at a depth of 10 cm. Therefore, it can be deduced that the
influence of crop type properties at depths of 30 cm and 60 cm
is more significant than the impact of soil characteristics. Also,
there are significant differences between boxplots based on
measurements for the same crop type on different locations. In
case of corn in Feketić, a slight decrease in the value of the
median moisture content with a depth increase is noticeable,
while the variance at 10 cm and 30 cm is approximately equal
and greater than the variance at 60 cm depth. The decrease in
variance and the increase in the median of moisture content
with an increase in depth are present in case of soybean. In
Feketić, the similarities between the two observed crop types
are present only at a depth of 60 cm and reflected in the same
intensity of variance.
Time series decomposition
Seasonal patterns on daily basis are discovered in observed
time series data by applying Seasonal and Trend
decomposition using Loess (STL). STL decomposition is
shown in the Figure 5. Discovered patterns indicate the
presence of regular oscillations in the soil moisture content
regardless of the precipitation. It is noticeable that there is a
greater regularity of the seasonal component during the dry
periods. These daily oscillations explained as a result of
several factors. The first is an appearance of dew in the
morning, which the soil partially adopts by noon during most
of the summer days. The second factor is the fact that plants
use more water by their root system at night than during the

Figure 4 - Box plot example
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Figure 5 - Time series decomposition example

day. Also, the condensation of water vapor present in the soil,
as a consequence of the daily temperature changes, can
influence the moisture content. The daily maximum moisture
level in the soil is in the interval from 12:30 PM to 01:30 PM,
while the daily minimum is usually in the interval from 03:30
AM to 05:00 AM. This arrangement of extreme values of the
soil moisture content during the day indicates the connection
with daily air temperature fluctuations since maximum and
minimum daily temperature mostly occurs in the same parts of
the day.

moisture sensors at 10 cm and 30 cm react in an expected
manner, while the sensor at 60 cm shows very little or no
change in the level of moisture.
Comparison between expected evapotranspiration (RHSS)
and soil moisture changes
Expected evapotranspiration for Bačka district was
retrieved from RHSS website. The expected values of monthly
evapotranspiration were compared with the aggregated
monthly values of water content losses obtained using soil
moisture measurements. It concluded that the results of that
comparison are approximately proportional. The highest
values are in July, the values in August are 50-60% of July
values, while the values in September are 40-50% of August
values. The largest deviation from the expected
evapotranspiration is in the case of corn in Miletić, where
water content losses in August and September are
approximately equal. Although the water content loss rates in
the soil are generally proportional to the expected
evapotranspiration, the absolute values of water losses differ
depending on the location. It is noticeable that the total value
of losses in Feketić is almost double the value in Miletić. Such
a situation may be due to various factors, among which the

The influence of precipitation on the soil moisture level
Correlation, between the change of soil moisture content
and precipitation, is calculated on daily basis. According to
obtained correlation coefficients, it is noticeable that
precipitation and irrigation are losing influence with increasing
depth where soil moisture level measurements performed. It is
also noteworthy that the effects of adding water are not the
same during the vegetation period. During the warm summer
months, July and August, when the upper layers of the soil are
significantly drier, the precipitation and irrigation influence
less on the lower layer of soil (60 cm), since the upper layers
absorb most of the added water. This is especially happening
in situations when the rain comes after several days without
precipitation, and at high air temperatures. Then, the soil
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specific hydrological characteristics of the soil and sensitivity
of the sensor.
IV.
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RELATED WORK

There are several existing decision support systems for
irrigation scheduling, such as WISHCE (Spain) [12],
IRRINET (Italy) [13] and IrriSatSMS (Australia) [14]. The
existing solutions address the problem of calculating an
optimum water supply for crops in a wide variety of ways. To
the best of our knowledge, none of them uses IoT as a core
concept for gathering site-specific sensor data. It is worth
mentioning that there are some irrigation scheduling software
solutions that do take sensor data into consideration when
creating an irrigation schedule, such as IrrigNet (Serbia) [15].
However, unlike IrrigDSS, these solutions do not enable
complex analysis of different factors that affect the trends in
the soil moisture level, mainly because they are not built with
DW database as a core part of their architecture. For this
reason, they cannot be considered to be fully developed DSSs.
V.
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habits, everyday activities of people and also the market
conditions that largely define the behavior of consumers. In
addition, liberalization of markets and the development of
power exchanges also plays a significant role in the
development and behavior of the entities that make up the
power systems.
In this paper, the goal is to answer the question of
whether the latest methods in the field of deep learning, and
concretely, the deep belief networks can lead to creation of
models that will help in achieving more precise forecasting
results in the field of energy systems. Particular emphasis
is placed on the analysis of whether these models can be
applied for short-term forecasting of the electricity prices
on the power exchanges.
The electricity price depends on many variables, except
on the historical data for the prices, such as the seasonality
(daily, weekly or annually), system load, weather
parameters, working or non-working days etc. Therefore,
its forecasting represents a complex problem, which is nonlinear and many different models have been developed to
solve it. These models, used for electricity price
forecasting, mainly belong to the following two groups:
statistical [1-2] and artificial intelligence based models [37]. The most widely used methods are those in the field of
artificial intelligence and are based on artificial neural
networks applied in this area since the 1980s [8-9]. It is
proven that the neural networks can approximate any
complex function, if sufficient number of hidden layers and
hidden nodes in the layers are included, which makes them
suitable for the complex problem of electricity price
forecasting. However, by using the backpropagation
algorithm in order to calculate the gradient needed for
determination of the weights used in the neural network,
there are certain problems that may arise. These problems
involve bad scalability – the model cannot be easily used
for larger networks, which includes the time issue, the
model depends on random initialization of the weights and
biases and therefore it can get stuck in local optimum. As a
solution for these problems, in this paper the model od deep
belief networks (DBN) is used [10-11]. In this approach,
the initial values of the weights are calculated using layerby-layer unsupervised learning method, after which fine
tuning is applied using a standard supervised method,
which includes backpropagation. Compared to random
initialization, the obtained initial parameters of the network
are closer to the optimal solution, which also results in
faster convergence. This led to the successful application of
the deep belief networks model in many diverse areas.
However, very few studies have approached the subject of
using deep belief networks in electricity price forecasting.

Abstract— In this paper, one of the aspects of the smart grids
is analyzed. This aspect includes the utilization of the large
amount of available digital information for creating smart
models for planning and forecasting. The latest and new
achievements in the field of machine learning are used for
that purpose. Specifically, models based on deep belief
networks are developed within this paper and it is examined
whether these models may be applied for electricity price
forecasting. For that purpose, the hourly data of the prices of
the power exchanges in the region of Southeast Europe are
used. The obtained results present the advantages of the
developed models based on deep belief networks, compared
to the traditional neural networks, when applied to electricity
price forecasting. To this end, the mean average percent
error of the deep belief network model is less than the
minimum error of the traditional neural network model in
each of the analyzed datasets.
Keywords: deep belief network, electricity price forecasting,
power exchange, neural networks

I.
INTRODUCTION
One of the aspects that the smart grids involve is the
utilization of the large amount of available digital
information for creating smart models for planning and
forecasting, which could be based on the latest and new
achievements in the field of machine learning. With the
increasing amount of data generated on a daily basis, as
well as the rapid development of computer systems,
especially in terms of processing power using the GPGPUGeneral Purpose Graphical Processing Unit, a new field in
the machine learning is developed, and it is called deep
learning. Modern deep-learning architectures, which
include deep neural networks, deep belief networks and
recurrent neural networks have been applied in a variety of
areas with great success, such as in image classification,
speech recognition, natural language processing and
bioinformatics.
On the other hand, power systems are considered
complex systems composed of interdependent components
for production, transmission, storage and consumption of
electricity, in which the balance between production and
consumption must be constantly maintained. But, the
ability to achieve this goal is very closely linked to the exact
predictions and planning of the system. On the demand
side, forecasting and planning is a nontrivial task due to
various factors affecting consumers, such as outside
temperature (where any cold or hot wave can cause a
significant change in consumption and thus the price), work
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𝑬(𝐯, 𝐡) = − ∑𝒊∈𝒗𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒃𝒍𝒆 𝒂𝒊 𝒗𝒊 −
∑𝒋∈𝒉𝒊𝒅𝒅𝒆𝒏 𝒃𝒋 𝒉𝒋 − ∑𝒊,𝒋 𝒗𝒊 𝒉𝒋 𝒘𝒊𝒋

As an application of the model, the data for electricity
prices on the day-ahead power exchanges are used.
Particularly, the possibilities for forecasting the prices on
the Serbian, Croatian and Bulgarian power exchanges
(SEEPEX, CROPEX and IBEX) were analyzed for the
hourly data for 2016.
The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction,
short description of the methodology used for electricity
price forecasting is presented. The results and
corresponding discussion are given in the following
section, and the last section concludes the paper.

II.

where 𝑣𝑖 , ℎ𝑗 are the binary states of visible unit 𝑖 and
hidden unit 𝑗, 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑗 are the biases and 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the weight
between them. A lower energy indicates that the network
is in a more desirable state. This energy function is used to
calculate the probability that is assigned to every possible
pair of a visible and a hidden vector.
The gradient or the derivative of the log probability of a
training vector with respect to a weight has a simple form,
so the weights can be calculated using the equation:

METHODOLOGY

As mentioned in the introduction, neural networks are
used as a basic method for electricity price forecasting in
this paper. For that purpose, the model developed in [12]
is used. In this paper, a deep belief network model is
developed and integrated into the traditional neural
network model.
A deep belief network is a kind of deep learning
architecture, that represents a probabilistic, generative
model that can learn to probabilistically reconstruct its
inputs. It is composed of multiple simple learning modules
and in this paper, each pair of layers of the neural network
is pre-trained by using restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM). Restricted Boltzmann machines represent a
special type of generative energy based models that can
learn a probability distribution over its set of inputs [11].
An RBM has a single layer of hidden units which have
undirected, symmetrical connections to a layer of visible
units. The name Restricted Boltzmann machines comes
because of the restriction that their neurons must form a
bipartite graph. There are no connections between the
nodes in the hidden layer, so the main advantage of the
RBMs is that the hidden units are conditionally
independent given the visible states.
During the training phase, gradient descent is used,
where the weights are updated according to the following
equation:

∆𝒘𝒊𝒋 = 𝝐

𝝏 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝒑(𝒗))
𝝏𝒘𝒊𝒋

(4)

∆𝒘𝒊𝒋 = 𝝐(〈𝒗𝒊 𝒉𝒋 〉𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂 − 〈𝒗𝒊 𝒉𝒋 〉𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍 )

(5)

where 〈… 〉𝑝 represents averages with respect to
distribution 𝑝.
For calculating the 〈𝑣𝑖 ℎ𝑗 〉𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 part of eq. (10), the
following training process is used [11]. First, the visible
units 𝑣𝑖 are set to be equal to the training sample.
Afterwards, the hidden states ℎ𝑗 are calculated according
to the following equation:

𝑷(𝒉𝒊 = 𝟏|𝐯) = 𝛔(𝒃𝒊 + ∑𝒊 𝒗𝒊 𝒘𝒊𝒋 )

(6)

where 𝜎(𝑥) is the logistic sigmoid function. One step
“reconstruction” of the visible 𝑣𝑖′ and hidden ℎ𝑗′ units is
produced after repeating the process once more, using (6)
and the following equation:

𝑷(𝒗𝒊 = 𝟏|𝐡) = 𝛔(𝒂𝒊 + ∑𝒋 𝒉𝒋 𝒘𝒊𝒋 )

(7)

Figure 1 presents the methodology used in this paper for
layer-by-layer unsupervised learning method, when using
three layers. RBM1 is composed of the input and the
hidden layer of the neural network, and RBM2 is
composed of the hidden and the output layer of the neural
network. The values of the units in the hidden layer
obtained from RBM1 are used as values for the input layer
in RBM2. The model can accordingly be expanded for
networks with more hidden layers.

(1)

Where 𝝐 is the learning rate and 𝒑(𝒗) is the probability
that the network assigns to a visible vector, 𝒗 which is
represented by the following equation:
𝟏

𝒑(𝐯) = 𝒁 ∑𝐡 𝒆−𝑬(𝐯,𝐡)

(2)

Where 𝒁 is a partition function, which is a sum of
𝑒 −𝐸(𝐯,𝐡) over all possible configurations, and is used for
normalizing:

𝒁 = ∑𝐯,𝐡 𝒆−𝑬(𝐯,𝐡)

(3)

Figure 1. Example of deep belief network with three layers [13]

And 𝑬(𝐯, 𝐡) represent energy of the joint configuration
(𝐯, 𝐡) of the visible and hidden units:
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A. Selection of the input variables of the neural network
As the selection of input variables is one of the most
important steps when developing a traditional neural
network model, so it is for the deep belief network model.
When forecasting time series variables, such as the
electricity price forecasting, there are two possibilities.
One is to use only historical data, and the other is to also
include other variables on which the variable that is being
forecasted depend on. In this paper, we have used the
second approach, and based on a detail analysis of the
input data, we have selected the following input variables
(which are used for both – the traditional neural network
model and the deep belief model):
• Hour of day
• Day of week
• Holiday flag
• Previous day’s average price
• Price for the same hour of the previous day
• Temperature
• Price for the same hour-day combination of the
previous week

peaks of the price in the testing period that are not
predicted, mainly because these peaks were not present in
the data for the training period. These results are very
similar to the results of the price forecasting using the
traditional neural network [12]. However, in order to
compare more precisely the results obtained from the two
models, the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) was
calculated.

Figure 2. Actual and forecasted electricity prices for SEEPEX using
DBN

III. RESULTS
Firstly, the optimal parameters of the deep belief
network model are determined, using which the best results
are obtained. For the IBEX data, the optimal number of
layers is 4 with 24 neurons in each of them. The optimal
results for the CROPEX data are obtained for 3 layers with
6 neurons each, and for the SEEPEX each layer has 20
neurons, and there are 3 layers in total. As it can be noticed,
there are three, two and two restricted Boltzmann machines
for each of the three datasets (IBEX, CROPEX and
SEEPEX), respectively. Additionally, the obtained optimal
values for the number of epochs, size of mini-batch,
learning rate and momentum are presented in Table I.
TABLE I.
PARAMETERS USED FOR THE DEEP BELIEF NETWORK FOR ELECTRICITY
PRICE FORECASTING

Total number
of layers
Number
of
neurons in the
hidden layers
Number
of
epochs
Size of minibatch
Learning rate
Momentum

Figure 3. Actual and forecasted electricity prices for CROPEX using
DBN

IBEX

CROPEX

SEEPEX

4

3

3

24

6

20

[1,1,1]

[1,1]

[1,1]

[1,1,1]

[1,1]

[1,1]

[0.01,0.01,0.01]
[0,0,0]

[0.02,0.02]
[0,0,0]

[0.94,0.94]
[0,0]

Using these parameters, a comparison between the
actual data and the forecasted data using the developed
model for the electricity prices for SEEPEX is presented
on Figure 2. It can be noted that the two curves match quite
well. The Croatian power exchange (CROPEX) is more
unpredictable, and has more peaks in the prices, that are
not predicted by the DBN, as presented in Figure 3. The
results for IBEX (Figure 4) show that there are a lot of

Figure 4. Actual and forecasted electricity prices for IBEX using
DBN
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The results for the MAPE for each of these cases are
presented on Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. The MAPE
in the traditional neural networks is different for each
execution (as a result of the random initialization of the
weights and biases) and in this case the best results that can
be obtained from 100 runs were presented as a result of the
neural network. That result is compared to the forecasting
derived from the deep belief network. As it can be noted, in
each of the three data sets there is an improvement in the
forecasting when using deep belief networks. The biggest
improvement was on the Serbian power exchange
(SEEPEX), so the MAPE of 9.28% is decreased to 9.07%.
For the Croatian power exchange (CROPEX) MAPE is
decreased from 16.9% to 16.7%, and for the Bulgarian
power exchange (IBEX) from 21.5% to 21.4%.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, deep belief network models were
developed for the electricity price forecasting of the dayahead power exchanges. The results show that for each
data set that was analyzed, the mean absolute percent error
of the deep belief network model forecasting is smaller
than the minimum mean absolute percent error obtained
from the traditional neural network model. This shows that
the deep belief network model is suitable for the
application of electricity price forecasting.
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Abstract — In this paper a health monitoring system based
on the off the shelf smartwatch and mobile phone is
described. The system enables remote monitoring of an
elderly person or a patient by measuring the sensor data,
available on the smartwatch. Data is sent to the mobile
phone, processed, and then sent further to the server
application. The caregiver is able to see the measured data
like a heart rate or current activity at any time, to send a
notification to the patient, or to check the statistics or the
history of measured values. In this paper, we describe the
implementation and functionalities of such a system and
discuss the advantages and shortcomings.

I.

Technologies that are used in pervasive and
personalized health can significantly improve the quality
of life of the elderly, decrease the time caretakers need to
spend with them, and therefore decrease the cost of the
medical care for the elderly population in general. This
means that these technologies positively impact not only
the elderly population, but also their families, caretakers,
doctors, nurses, and the society in general.
Sensor-based monitoring systems promise to improve
and prolong independent living of elderly people.
Different solutions are already available on the market,
which use mobile phones and wireless sensors installed in
a home to monitor the well-being of people. These
systems can actively monitor, model and promote healthy
behavior, and on the other side, provide caregivers with
statistics or trigger real-time notifications when an
unhealthy or risky situation is detected. Furthermore,
long-term monitoring can help detect or support the early
diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases.
Smartwatches have the potential to support health in
everyday living by enabling self-monitoring of personal
activities; obtaining feedback based on activity measures;
and supporting bi-directional communication with health
care providers and family members. However,
smartwatches are emerging technology and research with
these devices is at the early stage. Consumers’ intention
to accept smartwatch is subject of several research
articles [2].
A systematic review of smartwatch studies that
engaged people in their use by searching scientific
databases is described in [3] and returned only seventeen
studies. Most studies employed the use of consumergrade smartwatches (14/17, 82%). Patient-related studies
focused on activity monitoring, heart rate monitoring,
speech therapy adherence, diabetes self-management, and
detection of seizures, tremors, scratching, etc.
The main problem we address in this paper is remote
wellbeing and health monitoring of the elderly people by
using off the shelf hardware (smart watch and mobile
phone). We research:
• if and how this system can be implemented,
• what are the advantages and disadvantages of such a
system,
• what type of data can be gathered or measured,
• and whether the system is more practical than similar
solutions proposed in [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].

INTRODUCTION

Pervasive health can be defined as a higher quality
healthcare given to anyone, anytime, anywhere.
Demographic population and social changes, the everincreasing healthcare system costs and the increase of the
elderly population in developed countries has led to
significant problems in the healthcare systems. Therefore,
changes in both strategy and organization are needed, and
pervasive and personalized healthcare represents
important and positive steps in solving these problems.
Health state monitoring of the individual person enables
us to assess and predict a possibility for the disease
development, based on genetic or other factors, and thus
enables the caretaker to act preemptively. This will also
enable a caregiver to provide more efficient, less-costly,
quality medical care.
The possibility for application of personalized and
pervasive health systems is the largest in the elderly
population. Other motives for elderly health monitoring
system research are the significant worldwide increase of
an aging population. In fact, according to the World
Health Organization (WHO), the world’s elderly
population (defined as people aged 60 and older) has
increased drastically in the past decades and will reach
about 2 billion in 2050, and in Europe the elderly
population above 65 years of age is foreseen to rise to
30% in 2060 [6].
The elderly people have specific health issues that
must be considered. A significant proportion of the
elderly population suffers or may suffer with higher
probability from age-related conditions such as
Parkinson’s disease, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
Alzheimer’s disease, different chronic diseases, and
limitations in physical functions.
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II.

RELATED WORK

The development of the proposed system is largely
enabled by the recent smartwatch breakthroughs.
Nowadays smartwatch batteries can last from couple of
days to a whole month depending on the display type.
Watch manufacturers have recently implemented or
opened access to low-level application programming
interfaces (API) which enable developers to access
different sensors present on the smartwatches. The
market adaptation of wearable devices, watches or other
fitness trackers is growing each year. All these devices
gather raw data and track our activities, and it is only the
matter of time when all these data will be integrated in
one overall system that will be in charge for monitoring
our health.
In the paper [10] authors illustrate such a system by
using two off-the-shelf smartwatches for activity
recognition. However, they do not propose a system that
can at the same time be used for overall monitoring of the
persons health state. The BeWell application described in
[4] and PPCare described in [5] are systems that use a
mobile phone to monitor, model and promote well-being.
They detect physical activity, social interaction and sleep
patterns, but do not include smartwatch nor implement bidirectional communication with health care providers.
The general characterization of activities and sensing
infrastructure is described in [1].
There are several papers that describe remote health
monitoring systems. Paper [11] gives in detail overview
of remote health monitoring systems in general, and gives
guidelines on implementing system and lists ongoing
issues and challenges.
In [6] authors describe TeleCARE system intended to
be used in the treatment of patients with cardiovascular
diseases. The system uses custom made “medication
container” for data gathering. Authors mention that their
system supports wearable integration, but have not
actually implemented or verified any of the wearable
devices.
In [7] authors propose another system, but the focus of
the research is on the implementation and verification of
the overall system architecture. Finally, the system that
uses users mobile phone for data gathering is described in
[8]. The system used set of different sensors that patient
needs to wear on different parts of his body, as well as
Bluetooth device that is strapped on his waist.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The system described in this paper called Health
Assistant enables self-monitoring of personal activity,
health state, and supports bi-directional communication
with healthcare providers.
Typical data model of a system for remote health
monitoring has three independent steps. The first is
gathering and preprocessing of raw data from smartwatch
sensors (or some other sensors). The second step is
processing of the acquired data, usually on the server, to
get information in context. The last step would be

application of artificial intelligence methods to recognize
complex contexts or predict future behavior. Based on the
acquired information, we decide on the actions that we
take to ensure high quality medical care. In this paper, we
describe a system that can acquire raw data, process it
into useful statistics, show it on the mobile phone or web
application, and enable a caretaker to monitor and act by
sending notifications to the patient.
When the system and the smartwatch application were
designed we had in mind a research done in [9] that
describes human computer interaction with a smartwatch
and [2] that describes factors that influence consumer to
accept the smartwatch. In the original paper, the topic
was smart home control, but the described methods apply
to health monitoring as well. The simplified architecture
of the system is shown on Figure 1. The system consists
of a Tizen application, an Android application, and a Web
application.
The Tizen application runs on the smartwatch which
is used as a sensor device. Samsung Gear S3 was used for
implementing and testing the proposed system.
Application was implemented in Tizen software
development kit (SDK) as a Tizen wearable web
application in standard web technologies.
The application can show currently measured sensor
values, like current hearth rate, activity, or amount of
light measured. The smartwatch API can detect three
different activity states: walking, driving, and stationary.
The application can also receive notifications from
doctors or caregivers and send responses. For example, a
caretaker can send a reminder “take medicine” and ask
for the confirmation from the patient.
The smartwatch sends all measured data to the Android
application via Bluetooth. All Tizen smartwatches are not
intended to run independently from the mobile phone and
are optimized to have persistent connection which is used
for the data exchange. In case of connection loss, the
watch can save the data in its local storage and then,
when the connection is reestablished, send the data to
mobile phone.
The Android application is sort of a data hub that
collects the data sent from the smartwatch. It can be
scaled to receive data from the additional sensors other
than the ones we find on the smartwatch. Data is
processed and then synchronized with the server. The
application communicates with the server over HTTP
protocol that is implemented with the Volley Android
library.
The Android application can also show the
measurement history and notification history as shown on
the Fig. 2.

Figure 1. A general architecture of the system
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The system was developed as a proof of concept,
where the main goal was to create remote health
monitoring system with the off the shelf hardware. To
verify the applicability of the system two experiments
were carried out. Both experiments were conducted from
volunteers, students and professors in the College of
Applied Technical Sciences Nis. Experiments with
elderly were not conducted due to ethical reasons.
The first experiment involved 10 different people of
different age, from 20 – 38. The people were instructed to
perform series of activities in total duration of 5 minutes
while wearing smart watch on their left hand, and mobile
phone in their pocket. The activities included standing,
sitting, laying, walking, and running, walking upstairs
and walking downstairs. The results were monitored and
recorded via web and Android application and later
compared to verify that the system is working as
expected.
The second experiment was conducted on 3 users and
included monitoring the health and wellbeing of the
patient for 24h. This study aimed to verify the
applicability of the system for long term monitoring,
energy consumption etc. It was also used to verify that
the statistics and history about patient health is shown
correctly. Let us briefly discuss and answer the research
questions posed in the introduction of the paper.
Both experiments verified that the system correctly
measures and monitors the health of the patients, and is
working as described in the paper. There were some
problems during the development of the system due to
lack of standard or universal way in which the health data
is saved or retrieved through API by different hardware
manufacturers. The standards and software access to raw
sensor data is still in the stage of rapid development. For
example, during the implementation of the system we had
to wait for Tizen operating system to update to version
3.0 so that we can access raw accelerometer data. The
access was allowed only for native application, but not
for the web wearable applications.
The system can measure hearth rate, activities, ambient
light, atmospheric pressure, and accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer data. The list of activities is limited by
API to stationary, walking, running and in the vehicle. It
also enables bidirectional communication with rich user
interface and interaction. Samsung gear S3 has advanced
hardware capabilities in comparison with other wearable
devices but is also more expensive. The main reason we
choose it for the experiment was free access to two smart
watches.
Other reason was to use a wearable that can best
demonstrate the full capacity for modern patient
monitoring in both different sensors that can be found on
the device, and as well to communicate different
information from caregiver to caretaker. For example,
cheaper solutions do not have the ability to measure hart
rate, or they cannot send visually rich notification or
reminder. The API support for acquiring the data from
device sensors is usually nonexistent or poorly supported,
which makes communication between the wearable and

Figure 1 – Android Application User Interface

The request for the data measurement (i.e. hearth rate,
activity etc.), can be sent remotely, from the mobile or
web application. Although, there is a concern weather a
patient should be allowed to remotely start or stop the
measurements on the mobile phone, as a potential conflict
can arise. For example, caregiver can start measurement
from the web application, and the patient can disable it on
the phone. We decided to keep this option for testing
purposes as it is also shown on Fig. 2, but this can easily
be removed.
All administration functionalities like adding new
caregivers or setting measurement time period per patient
can be done within PHP web application. It can further
be used to review the notification history or to review the
daily, weekly or monthly statistics of the sensors
measurements.
The client-side was implemented in standard HTML,
CSS and JavaScript web technologies. JavaScript jQuery
and Bootstrap libraries were used for improving the
application user interface. The backend side was
implemented in the PHP Laravel framework with
MySQL database as database management system –
DBMS.
The system has two groups of users: caretakers
(patients) and caregivers (doctor, medical nurse or family
member). To use the system, each user must be registered
and signed in on mobile or web application. If you are
logged in as a caretaker, you can only see data about
yourself which includes the history of notifications and
sensor measurements statistics. If you are logged in as a
caregiver you can see the data about any patient, set
different administration functionalities like measurement
period per sensor, or send notifications. You can also start
and stop measurements. If needed, it is easy to extend
application so that caregiver X can only see some
patients, and not all of them in which case an
administrator will be needed to give or revoke access
privileges.
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phone difficult to implement. On the other hand, new
(smart) wrist bands can provide some sensors offered by
the smart watches, and at the same time wrist bands have
longer autonomy, are less expensive, and can be less
distracting for the user. This “distraction” can also be
seen as a bad thing in case when a caretaker wants to
urgently notify an elderly to take a medicine.
In comparison to systems that don’t use a smartwatch
or wearable device [4][5], we find that the system
described here is more practical as it enables bidirectional communication. There is also a benefit that a
large population of elderly is more accustomed to
wearing the watch, and that a phone can be more easily
misplaced. We also find that the system described in [8],
where patient must wear different sensors on his body, as
well as Bluetooth device that is strapped on his waist, is
obtrusive and invasive as it can disrupt normal patient
behavior.
The other monitoring systems described in related
work section all describe systems intended to be deployed
in some type of environment or health organization like a
hospital. They require custom made hardware for sensing
[6] or additional PIR motion sensors [12]. The cost of
maintaining such a system for both hardware and
software should be significant and should also be
considered. They also disrupt normal patient behavior
and require from a patient to adopt some changes in their
daily routines.
In comparison, the system that we describe here uses
only off the shelf hardware that will disrupt or change
patient daily behavior as less as possible. We assume that
patients, especially elderly, are already used to wearing
watch and mobile phone. Therefore, the system we
propose is intended for more general use, to assist and
improve the wellbeing of elderly, and can be used by an
organization like home for elderly or can be used
independently. For example, a person can buy a
smartwatch and monitor the health of his elderly father
without the need for software maintenance.
The system described in this paper, as well as any
system that monitors health of a person, has access to
sensitive and private data. Therefore, the storage and
access to persons data must be handled with great care
due to moral and legal reasons. New law regulations like
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) impose
strict regulations on data protection and privacy for all
individuals within the European Union. Questions like
where health data should be stored, who can view a
subject's medical record, to whom should this information
be disclosed without the subject's consent, and who will
be responsible for maintaining the data need to be
addressed and appropriately handled when system is
deployed.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

communication, remote measurement of hearth rate, basic
activities, accelerometer, gyro eater and magnetometer
data, ambient light and atmospheric pressure. It requires
minimal change in patient’s everyday behavior, and
minimal maintenance cost, and thus marks an
improvement or alternative to the similar solutions.
Although
consumer-grade
smartwatches
have
penetrated the health research space rapidly since 2014,
smartwatch technical function, acceptability, and
effectiveness in supporting health must be validated in
larger field studies that enroll actual participants living
with the conditions these systems target to monitor.
Detecting additional features by using machine
learning technics, as well as assessing patient mental and
social state, will be the subject of future research.
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Abstract—The integration of Internet of Things and Cyber
Physical Systems principles and technologies in Enterprise
Systems creates a new complex system category, with
increased capability to process and manage information and
knowledge. Modern Enterprise Systems offer innovative
services that are developed in relation to core enterprise
principles. This paper is focused on the investigation of
using recently developed techniques in the area of process
mining and work-flow identification, that contribute to the
evolution of Sensing Systems towards Sensing Enterprise
Systems. The processing steps related to document flow
discovery in a mixed human – device - cyber enterprise
environment are analyzed and an automated process mining
solution is proposed and a case study is discussed.

•
•

•
I.
INTRODUCTION
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has
become a natural integrated component of our daily lives.
New products and services, as well as new ways to assist
human communication and interaction are being
developed. As ICT evolves so does our dependence on
technology.
A set of technical characteristics of the Future
Enterprise Systems can be identified in the emerging
paradigms and technologies [1], [2], [4], [5] :
• Production: Cyber-Physical Systems, Industrial
Internet of Things
• Logistics: Smart Things, Wireless Sensor
Networks, Service Science
• Management: Enterprise Modeling, Enterprise
Architecture
• Data Analytics: Business Intelligence,
• Interoperability, Intelligent Documents, Adaptive
Systems
• Human Resources: e-worker, Enterprise Social
Networks

Marketing: Internet of Future as “Universal
Communicator”, Intelligent Social Media, Virtual
and Augmented Reality
Infrastructure: Cloud Computing, Trustworthy
Infrastructure,
Information systems: Applications with proactive
behavior, IaaS or PaaS (Infrastructure/Platform as
a Service), Interoperability Service Utility (ISU),
Knowledge Representation and Semantic
Modeling, Federated, Open and Trusted Platforms
(FOT), Software as a Service (SaaS), Automated
Service Discovery and Configuration, federation
of heterogeneous service-based systems (SBS).
Knowledge management: knowledge worker

Figure 1. Enterprise Systems Enablers [1]

Complex systems cannot be seen as a simple set of
subsystems, many different challenges and problems
appeared, aspects that affect both society and industry:
• The self-organization and self-management of
infrastructure and utility systems;
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•

•

•

The smart factory, including smart processes and
smart products, needs new architecture and
business models, thus increasing the demand for
interoperability;
New technologies and integrated models and
architectures are emerging (H2M and M2M) into
intelligent environments. Thus Cyber-Physical
Systems cannot be modeled as simple systems,
but from an interdisciplinary engineering
perspective;
High impact on science, technology and
education.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the most important processing steps
related to flow discovery and sensor to workflow mapping
in a human-intensive environment are analyzed and an
automated process mining solution is proposed.
In order to achieve this, a framework for document flow
discovery in a human-intensive environment is proposed.
The input data set is assumed to be a set of semantically
annotated events collected from smart devices and smart
sensors.
Thus, the method provides real time access to data,
avoiding loops that includes various applications.
The collected sequence of events is extracted using an
existing process discovery algorithm and compiled into an
event log and a process model. As such, the main focus of
this investigation concerns the creation of the event log
from the collected events. As a constraint on the
investigated system, it is assumed that an annotation
procedure is used, based on an ontology represented with
the aid of a format developed in the field on Semantic
Web research.
From the sequence of collected events, in order to
construct an “event log”, the following steps should be
per-formed:
Event acquisition – semantic annotation analysis and
filtering the events that are not relevant for the current
goal;
• Activity mapping – associating each event to an
activity performed by one of the organization’s
members;
• Process case identification – associating each
event to an instance of a process / workflow;
• Process instance classification / clustering –
partitioning the set of event sequences, resulting
from the activity mapping and process case
identification steps into several clusters, each one
representing the observed behavior of a process;
• Process model discovery;
The pre-processing phase involved the retrieval of
events and storing them in the enterprise specific flow
analysis system’s working ontology.

Figure 2. Adaptive Sensing Enterprise [1]

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Modern Enterprise Systems offer innovative, secure
services that are developed in relation to core principles.
Such systems must facilitate the management and
decision-making processes by analyzing and processing
data acquired from heterogenous sources including
sensors, human worker and cyber sources.
One important aspect related to Future Enterprise
Systems is given by the level of complexity generated by
the number possible interactions between Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) devices physical and virtual
entities, Information Systems and humans. The relation
between these institutions has both a static and a dynamic
component as enterprises must adapts to the new
challenges of knowledge society.
The objective of this paper is to explore the possibility
of integrating IIoT sensing capability, Cyber Physical
Systems principles and process mining techniques to
facilitate process discovery and monitoring in the context
Future Enterprise Systems. In this context, the main
problem address in this paper is the processing, in a semiautomatic manner, of sequences of observations, with the
goal of extracting a sensor augmented process model and
mapping it with an existing process model.
Such a process analysis procedure, targeting processes
that are often implemented in an ad-hoc manner in
informational systems, can be an extremely useful tool for
all the stakeholders involved in operating and designing
them.

Figure 3. Flow Discovery Generic Framework
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Along with a legacy monitoring system, several other
event sources can be considered such as Internet of Things
devices, smart sensors and sensor and actuator networks.
[5]
After each event is collected, in order to be stored in the
proposed system, it should be semantically annotated
through a domain-dependent procedure.
Based on the stored event information, the flow
analysis system can execute the event aggregation
procedure in order to determine the performed activities.
For the process case identification step, the iterative
method for generating event correlation rules, will be
used.
Additional heuristic rules will be added for
automatically removing invalid rules. After extracting the
final set of rules, these will be used to generate individuals
in the system’s working ontology, relating events
associated with the same process case (instance).
Using the results from the instance identification
processing stage, the proposed a system can compile an
event log on which various process mining techniques can
be applied. The final goal of extracting a process model
depicted activity flow will require the execution of a
process discovery algorithm on this data structure. [3] [5]
However, the information currently encapsulated in the
event log represents the behavior of a large set of
processes and possibly variants of them. Executing a
process discovery algorithm on this data will result in a
process model that is overly-complex.
Finally, the sets of event logs can be used as inputs for
any process discovery algorithm, given their reduced
behavior following the application of a clustering
algorithm.
Related to the usage of automated planning techniques
in this paper, the authors of [3] highlight other
applications of these algorithms in field of BPM.
Noting the need for better tools to cope with the
increasing rate of change of the environments in which
BPM solutions are used, the authors highlight recent
applications of planning techniques mainly in the design
phase of the process models.

Figure 4. RDF listing example

Using a DL Reasoner (the Pellet reasoner included in
the Protege package) and the set of axioms defined in the
terminological part of the system’s ontology, a set of
classes is derived for each (OWL) individual representing
an event.
Using a border condition that separates events based on
their temporal distance and the associated organizational
member, the events are groups in transactions in order
detect the sequential patterns that will be then mapped to
activities.
Each transaction will contain an item for each OWL
individual representing an event and each deduced class.
Based on the proposed method a Petri-Net model as well
as a BPMN model are generated.
As depicted in the next figure, the analysed process
involves manufacturing a product at one of two sites with
materials from two suppliers. A set of vehicles will be
used to transport the raw materials from the suppliers to
the manufacturing sites.

IV. SOLUTION/DISCUSSION
In this paper, a case study is presented, involving a
system built up from a mix of heterogeneous components
representative of those found in modern enterprise
informational systems.
Specifically, a small-scale process involving both
logistic / supply-chain operations and some token
manufacturing steps is considered.
In order to validate the presented approach, some
aspects of the proposed system have been implemented in
preparation of a case study involving the proposed system.
As such, the focus has been places on the event
acquisition aspects of the system.
A set of events has been extracted from a monitoring
system in XML format. For each item in the input data
file, using a domain-dependent semantic annotation
procedure, an OWL Individual is created an stored in the
system’s ontology.

Figure 5. Case study diagram

The input data for the proposed system will be a
sequence of events generated by various physical and
“virtual” sensing elements.
In this case, the following event sources will be
considered:
• RFID readers placed on gates in the loading /
unloading and packing / unpacking areas of the
suppliers’ warehouses and the two manufacturing
sites,
• GPS sensors placed on the vehicles (signaling the
movement between a set of predefined areas)
• Manufacturing
Execution
System (MES)
deployed at the manufacturing sites (capable of
providing events at a higher level of abstraction
than those from various devices from the
production line).
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In this scenario, it is assumed that the components are
transported in containers – both individual components
and the containers are tagged.
To ensure a uniform and consistent representation of
the event stream, the proposed system employs an OWL
(Ontology Web Language) repository. [10]
The first processing step performed by the system
entails the assignment of each event to a set of process
instances.
The process model that the system must uncover
centers around the manufacturing of a single product and
thus, the events related to the movement of vehicles and
containers will be common to multiple executions (or
instances) of the process under investigation.
For this example, each process case / execution will be
uniquely defined by the RFID codes of the two
components and the final product. Furthermore, a set of
constraints must be imposed on the process to ensure that
a unique relation can be established between each final
product and the two components involved in its
manufacture. In this case, a FIFO order for the loading,
unloading and movements between the monitored areas
will be considered.
The next step in consists in converting the sequences of
events corresponding to each process instance into partialordered sequences on activities using a domain-dependent
library of activity models.
This step allows, through the development of the
activity library, the adjustment of the abstraction level at
which the observed behavior (contained in the sequences
of collected events) will be presented in the final process
model.
This “Activity recognition” step involves solving an
automated planning problem for each unique process
instance (identified in the previous processing step).
The PDDL domain and problem files can be
automatically generated based on a set of specifications
comprising of the (maximal) set of objects from the
planning problem and the set of activity definitions.

planner only in a small time frame corresponding to the
timestamp of its related event (and the “constraint”
action’s precondition will reflect the observed state
change).

Figure 6. Listing 1

To these, the proposed system will automatically add
special, “constraint” activities based on the event sequence
of the process instance and generate a goal ensuring that
the resulting plan (/planning solution) follows a trajectory
in the observed system’s state space that corresponds to
the observed state changes.
These “constraint” actions leverage the “timed initial
literals” construct introduced in PDDL 2.2 (Listing 1).
Each will set a “constraint” predicate that always appears
in the planning goal and can only be instantiated by the

Figure 7. Process model
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Any temporal planner supporting PDDL 2.2 can be
used to solve the problems generated during the “Activity
recognition” phase, SGPlan6 [6] and POPF2 being used
for this small-scale evaluation.
The result of solving each planning problem will be an
activity trace, from which the causal and independence
relations between the activity instances can be derived.
This information is subsequently used to build a workflow
net using the method described in [7].
Unlike many process discovery methods that use an
“event log” [3] as input, newly proposed approaches based
on Petri Net “unfoldings” accept (labelled) partial ordered
sequences of events and as such offer better results from a
smaller sample size in the case of processes with high
concurrency (of course, having the downside that this
information must be provided by an expert, or derived
from another source as in the case of this proposal). [8]
The resulting process model for the example discussed
in this section is depicted in the previous figure.
The proposed solution has several limitations, mainly
related to the activity recognition phase. For each event
sequence from which a planning problem is generated,
there might be several plans that satisfy the same statespace constraints. This issue can be partially mitigated by
carefully designing and evaluating the activity model
library and / or by optimizing for various plan metrics
(depending on the planner’s support of this feature).
Another limitation that was discovered refers to the
scalability of the planning-based activity recognition
solution. [11]
Although small scale scenarios, with highly constrained
plans (like the PDDL domain used this case that contains
relatively simple actions – transport / load / unload – that
most of the time map to consecutive events) require few
computational resources, in more complex domains this
issue might become significant. [12][13]
However, it can be mitigated by choosing a definition
for the process instance that compromises between the
process analysis objective and the mean number of
collected events involved.

Solution for Efficient Communication in an Industrial
Environment – DIVE.
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The aim of this study was to investigate abilities of
machine learning in prognosis of achievement of complete
cytogenetic response to tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy in
patients with chronic myeloid leukemia, while the
traditional scoring systems and prognostic significance of
various morphometric parameters of angiogenesis has been
combined with machine learning approach. Novel machine
learning based neural and neuro-fuzzy prognostic models
for chronic myeloid leukemia clinical outcome prediction
have been developed, based on clinical and morphometric
diagnostic data.
Motivation was to enable better prediction of complete
cytogenetic response (CCgR) for patients with chronic
myeloid leukemia, compared to traditional and wellestablished scoring systems and statistical approaches. This
is important since CML is largely treated with targeted
drugs called tyrosine-kinase inhibitors (TKIs) which have
led to dramatic improved long-term survival rates since
2001. These drugs have revolutionized treatment of the
disease and allow most patients to have a good quality of
life when compared to the former chemotherapy drugs.
Therefore, reliable prediction regarding success of therapy
for each individual CML patient gains significance.

Abstract— In this study novel machine learning based neural
and neuro-fuzzy prognostic models for leukemia clinical
outcome prediction have been developed, based on clinical
and morphometric diagnostic data. Motivation was to enable
better prediction of complete cytogenetic response (CCgR)
for patients with chronic myeloid leukemia, compared to
traditional
and
well-established
scoring
systems.
Computational intelligence and machine learning have been
applied to a wide range of problems to assist in decisionmaking, especially artificial neural networks, fuzzy systems
and powerful hybrid neuro-fuzzy approaches have already
proven their strong potentials in medicine. Despite that,
applications in hematology are still scarce. This prospective
study included a consecutive series of patients with chronic
myeloid leukemia (CML) who were started on imatinib
therapy. Analysis was performed with CCgR at different
time intervals as the outcome variables. Machine learning
based computationally intelligent neural and neuro-fuzzy
models that were developed included EUTOS score on
diagnosis and one of the angiogenesis morphometric
parameters. The major finding of this study is that machine
learning models using the morphometric parameters,
available at diagnosis of chronic phase of the CML, may
improve prediction of CCgR for patients on imatinib drug
therapy, in comparison particularly to the EUTOS score
being the standard prognostic scoring system and regression
models using the same inputs.

II. MOTIVATION
Computational intelligence and machine learning have
been applied to a wide range of problems to assist in
decision-making. Especially artificial neural networks,
fuzzy systems and powerful hybrid neuro-fuzzy approaches
have already proven their strong potentials in medicine.
Over the past several decades, such tools have become
more and more popular for medical researchers, especially
those in cancer research to predict the cancer susceptibility,
recurrence and survivability [4].
This is especially important in emerging field of
personalized medicine, which is often described as
providing "the right patient with the right drug at the right
dose at the right time" and represents tailoring of medical
treatment to the individual patient characteristics, needs,
and preferences [5]. Despite that, applications in
hematology are still scarce. Hovewer, there are reviews of
some possibilities for application of machine learning
algorithms for clinical predictive modeling in stem cell
transplantation [6], and onsiderations of prediction of
relapse in childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia [7].
Finally, there are published some results on clinical
application of artificial intelligence in patients with chronic
myeloid leukemia [8].

Keywords: Chronic myeloid leukemia, Machine learning,
Neural networks, Neuro-fuzzy, Imatinib mesylate,
Angiogenesis, Prognosis

I.
INTRODUCTION
Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a clonal
myeloproliferative disease that is characterized by genetic
abnormalities arising from a reciprocal translocation
t(9;22)(q34;q11) with subsequent formation of a fusion
gene encoding constitutively active BCRABL tyrosine
kinase, which leads to the growth of leukemia cells, an
increase in the proliferation and cytokine-independent
growth, inhibition of apoptosis, and linkage of alternative
pathways [1][2].
Angiogenesis plays a key role in the growth of the tumor,
including its potential for invasion, metastasis, and
progression [3]. Obviously, angiogenesis and angiogenic
factors play a significant role in the course and disease
process of some leukemias, which includes chronic
myeloid leukemia.
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In this study hypothesis has been considered that
machine learning based models may help to improve
prediction of clinical outcome in chronic myeloid leukemia
patients, in comparison to traditional widespread used
statistical and scoring approaches [9]. Among the
traditional prognostic scores for CML treatment outcome,
the newest and best preforming EUTOS score has been
considered as referential.

started on imatinib therapy. Patients with CML received
TKIs – imatinib in an initial dose of 400 mg/day orally. In
patients with cytogenetic refractoriness or cytogenetic
relapse an escalated dose of 800 mg/day of imatinib or
nilotinib was applied as well as dose reductions because of
toxicities according to the recommendations of the
European LeukemiaNet panel.
Analysis was performed with CCgR at 6, 12, and 18
months as the outcome variables. A total of 40 patients on
imatinib therapy were included in the final analysis. Of
these considered patients, 25 (62.5%), 29 (72.5%), and 32
(80%), respectively, achieved CCgR at 6, 12, and 18
months after initiation of imatinib therapy.
Clinical and laboratory characteristics of the patients
with chronic myeloid leukemia have been summarized in
Table 1 [11]. Machine learning based computationally
intelligent neural and neuro-fuzzy models that were
developed included EUTOS score on diagnosis and one of
the following morphometric parameters: microvascular
density, length of the minor axis, area or circularity of the
blood vessel.

III. METHODOLOGY
Machine learning is an application of artificial
intelligence (AI) that provides systems the ability to
automatically learn and improve from experience without
being explicitly programmed. Machine learning focuses on
the development of computer programs that can access data
and use it learn for themselves. Regarding medical
applications, machine learning can be considered as a datadriven analytic approach that specializes in the integration
of multiple risk factors into a predictive tool [10].
This prospective study included a consecutive series of
patients with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) who were

TABLE I. CLINICAL AND LABORATORY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUP OF TREATED PATIENTS WITH
CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKAEMIA [11]

Baseline characteristics of the patients
Age
Gender (male/female)
Palpable spleen size*(yes/no)
Baseline laboratory values
WBC count
PLT count*(normal/increase)
Hemoglobin*(decrease/normal)
Peripheral blasts
Peripheral basophils
Peripheral eosinophils
Baseline bone marrow histology
Megakaryocytes (not increased/increased)
Reticulin fibrosis (absent/focal/extensive)

N

Median

Range

40
18/22
25/15

53.78years

29-75years

5.28cm

0-21cm

135.55x109/L

20-483x109/L

1.96%
3.50%
2.60%

0-5.5%
0-7%
0-7.5%

24/16
25/15

22/18
27/10/3

*Reported as cm below the costal margin as assessed by palpation. *Normal platelets count: 150-450x109/L. *Normal hemoglobin levels: 12-16.5g/dl.

For morphometric analysis of the microvascular
structures representative bone marrow biopsies were fixed
in formalin, decalcified with EDTA/HCl and embedded in
paraffin wax. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained and
reticulin stained slides were analyzed in order to determine
number of megakaryocytes and the degree of fibrosis.
Microscope samples were analyzed with Leica DMR
microscope with a digital camera using the direct
digitization [11].
Among the other traditional prognostic scores for CML
treatment outcome, the newest European Treatment and
Outcomes Study (EUTOS) score predicts complete
cytogenetic remission (CCgR) after the start of therapy,
which is an important predictor for the course of disease.
Patients without CCgR at this point of treatment are less
likely to achieve one later on and are at a high risk of
progressing to blastic and accelerated phase disease.
The strongest predictors for CCgR, included in EUTOS
score calculation, are spleen size and percentage of
basophils. Spleen size is measured in cm under the costal

margin, basophils as their percent in peripheral blood. Both
need to be assessed at baseline. Their relationship to CCgR
is expressed by the formula: 7 * basophils + 4 * spleen size.
If EUTOS score is greater than 87, the patient is at high risk
of not achieving a CCgR in the future, while a sum less than
or equal to 87 indicates a low risk.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) or connectionist
systems are computing systems inspired by the biological
neural networks that constitute human brains. Such systems
learn (progressively improve performance on) tasks by
considering examples, generally without task-specific
programming.
Artificial neural network proposed as a machine learning
model for prediction of CML treatment outcome is shown
in Figure 2. Here, feedforward multilayer perception
networks were used, which were trained in an offline batch
training regime. ANN is composed of several layers: the
input layer, a number of hidden layers and the output layer.
Between the layers are connections containing weights.
Determination of the weights is called learning or training.
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important issue, generalization, shows the ability of the
network to perform with newly presented data which did
not form part of the training set. To achieve successful
generalization, we consider three data sets: the training, test
and validation sets. The ANNs used in this study had an
input layer, one or two hidden layers and an output layer.
Structures with up to two hidden layers were selected on
the basis of vast previous experience, limited number of
patients and numerous experiments and performance trials.
The output of the neural network was CCgR probability.
The mean squared error was used as a performance measure
during training. Three inputs of the neural networks were
spleen size in cm, blood basophils in percent (two variables
included in EUTOS score) and one morphometric
parameter selected to improve prediction [11].
Among the four selected most influential morphometric
parameters mentioned before, microvascular density,
length of the minor axis, area or circularity of the blood
vessel, best results have been obtained with minor axis. On
the other hand, inclusion of any morphometric parameter
among the most influential ones tends to improve
prediction, which is in line with our previous findings with
other types of models [9].
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy systems represent a specific
combination of artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic,
thus combining the learning ability of artificial neural
networks with the knowledge representation capability of
fuzzy logic systems. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) consists of five layers of nodes (neurons),
each of which performs a particular function on incoming
signals as well as a set of parameters pertaining to this node
[12]. The basic architecture of ANFIS network using hybrid
learning algorithm is presented in Figure 3, which also
corresponds to applied neural network prognostic models.
Because of ANFIS sensitivity to larger number of inputs,
here two inputs were used, EUTOS score as single variable
along with single selected morphometric parameter.

Figure 1. Immunohistochemical staining of bone marrow endothelial
cells for CD34 in CML at diagnosis in case of CML patients that
achieved optimal therapeutic response on therapy

Figure 3. ANFIS network as machine learning prognostic model for
CML treatment outcome forecast

ANFIS can be seen as structure equivalent to a Radial
Basis Function (RBF) neural network. However,
constructed to make use of some organizational principles
resembling those of the human brain it is a hybrid structure
of both fuzzy system and artificial neural network. ANFIS
network has all advantages of these systems and, besides,
its hybrid learning algorithm offers superior training
results in comparison to other methods.

Figure 2. Feed forward neural network as machine learning prognostic
model for CML treatment outcome forecast

For a multilayer perceptron, there is a computationally
efficient procedure for updating the connection weights
based on the technique of error backpropagation. Here, the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm was used to train the
feedforward multilayer perception network. Another
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EUTOS score or EUTOS score contained variables as
inputs improves prediction of CCgR or treatment outcome
in Imatinib treated CML patients.
Validation on larger groups of patients is needed, but
these findings indicate that neural machine learning models
could aid in individual CML patient risk stratification. This
could improve CML treatment, at the same time
emphasizing principles of the personalized medicine.
While the current machine learning models need to be
further improved and validated before clinical use, the
significant predictive value of our approach might have
strong potential to provide useful information for the
clinical practice, thus encouraging a computer-aided
treatment perspective. This conclusion is in line with results
of others cited here [6][7][8] related to hematology, as well
as our recent results regarding machine learning prediction
potentials in other fields of medicine [13].

IV. DISCUSION
All analyzed patients have received imatinib mesylate as
their first-line therapy for CML. Model predictions (0–1)
for any individual patient were interpreted as probability of
CCgR at 6, 12 or 18 months. The overall accuracy of the
final model was determined by comparing the predicted
values with the actual events. A probability cut-off point of
0.50 (50 %) was used to classify observations as events or
non events, and patents were divided in training, validation
and testing groups.
Best performing neural and ANFIS models, including
EUTOS score and minor axis morphometric parameter or
EUTOS containing variables spleen and basophiles and
also minor axis morphometric parameter, were better than
a model that includes only EUTOS score and regression
model based on the same inputs. Improvement were not big
but still significant, especially bearing in mind moderate
number of patients that were available for study, which is
common limitation with hematological diseases.
Overall model correct classification achieved for
EUTOS, two input LR model, two input ANFIS model and
three input ANN model were respectively 75%, 75%,
77.5% and 80%, while areas under curve on ROC graphs
were 0.776, 0.829, 0.875 and 0.895 respectively. Overall
models correct classifications are shown in Figure 4,
together with areas under curve on ROC graphs.
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models with morphometric parameters in conjunction with
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is still possible to cause damage to the pavement due to the
necessary cuts to the installation of the inductive loops.
The only use of images in these situations is a feasible
alternative to be considered, because it is possible to carry
out the differentiated identification of two classes of
objects, ie, vehicles and pedestrians, and it would be
possible to link the vehicle tracking with its invasion on
pedestrian lanes during the crossing of pedestrian [1-2].
From this presented problem, the aim of the work is to
study and to evaluate methods to identify the differentiated
displacement of pedestrians and vehicles, and to detect and
record a pedestrian invasion infraction only from images.
The research questions are related to understand how to
apply the computer vision and machine learning algorithms
for detection and classification of objects, as well as to
define the necessary hardware resources to define the data
gathering environment. Thus, the proposal of this research
is to make the study and the analysis of the viability of using
only cameras to identify infractions of vehicles over
pedestrian.

Abstract—The automatic processes operated by machine
learning algorithms that use information extracted from the
images require input of data that can be used as parameters
for object classification. The preprocessing step for image
segmentation is often a non-trivial task, especially for
outdoor environments, where acquisition conditions depend
on environmental factors whose characteristics cannot be
controlled. The paper addresses all necessary steps to
segmentation and classification of vehicles and pedestrians to
a traffic control system in order to capture vehicles’
infractions during pedestrian crossing the streets. A set of
images from potential collision situation were detected from
real traffic conditions. The text presents the performance
evaluation of machine learning based algorithm combined
with feature extraction methods applied in the identification
of collision situations.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The traffic of pedestrians and vehicles in the most of
cities, requires a responsible conduct from both, following
a set of rules and protocols determined by the laws. Always,
according to traffic legislation, vehicle drivers must give
preference to pedestrians and wait for the pedestrian's
complete crossing to resume the movement of the vehicle.
Many accidents involving pedestrians occur due to factors
such as haste, lack of attention, deficient signaling and
irresponsible driving among others.
In order to minimize fatal accidents and injuries,
commonly it is employed surveillance equipment, (as
radars) normally fixed at street corners as a way to force the
correct behavior from the vehicle’s drivers. The equipment
can also contain several types of sensors such as cameras
and lasers used to measure the speed of vehicles, and record
the infraction through an image to prove the event,
including the capture and the vehicle license plates
recording. Traffic monitoring environments, can use
inductive loop sensors installed on the track to detect the
presence of a vehicle through the generated magnetic
profile, or alternatively use Doppler Effect sensors that can
detect several vehicles simultaneously. Thus, in general,
the detection is done by sensors that serve as the trigger to
activate the camera to capture the images of the license
plate. Thus, the detection of the infraction is carried out by
a sensor and only its registration is done by images [1].
The problem is that these sensors only detect vehicles,
and this becomes a limitation in situations where the driver
does not respect the preference of people crossing in the
pedestrian lane. In addition to this problem, other technical
and financial issues can be decisive for obtaining
authorization for installation on public roads, because they
require intervention on the road, generating interruption of
passage of vehicles for installation and maintenance, and it

II. BACKGROUND
The problem addressed in this paper is concerned with
the selection of the best classification algorithm which
solve the problem of identification of the collisions. Thus,
an initial step was the literature review about the theme.
After filtering a large set of papers, as presented in [1],
some of them were selected from at the most cited in
correlated researches in order to give the theory support for
the proposition of this study. Thus, the selected papers
presents the methods’ concepts supported by the machine
learning context, compound by support vector machines
(SVM) applied together with extraction feature tools, such
as Histogram Oriented Gradient (HOG) and 3D-Histogram.
A. support vector machines (SVM)
The SVM (Support Vector Machine) is one of the main
machine learning classifiers used in computer vision to
classify images [2-3]. The principle of operation of the
method is based on the mapping of the input information of
the problem function, creating a dimensional space with k
dimensions proportional to the number of independent
variables of the problem. By constructing this dimensional
plane, this method optimally constructs a hyperplane in
space, separating input information into classes. Initially
the proposal of this method was to solve binary
classification problems, i.e., classifies a given entry into
two classes for which it was trained [4]. Currently it has
been extended also to be applied to for problems of
regressions and multi-class classification [5]. The SVMs
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for binary classification use the unsupervised training
method, that is, the algorithm is trained with only input
information, without the need to use output (response)
information. During training, the model to be generated
will create an optimized hyperplane separating the
information between two classes, and from this, all input
information will be based on the separation of the
hyperplane created during the training. Figure 1
demonstrates the principle of separation of two classes by
the characteristics of the objects.

from orientations for the segmented image. Adapted from
(LEVICV, 2013).

𝐺𝑥 = [−1 0 1] × 𝐼𝑚

(1)

−1
𝐺𝑦 = [ 0 ] × 𝐼𝑚
1

(2)

𝐺 = √𝐺𝑥 2 + 𝐺𝑦 2

(3)

𝜃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1

𝐺𝑦
𝐺𝑥

(4)

Thus the features are extracted from his 3-dimensional
histogram. Within this three-dimensional space, each
possible position of the histogram contains the number of
times that respective color appeared in the image.
Opposite to HOG, the 3D histogram of the HSV format
uses only the colors of the object, neglecting its shape. The
use of this method in a data set for vehicle or pedestrian
recognition tends to have worse results in relation to the
HOG, since vehicles and pedestrians have a great variety of
colors, and thus more susceptible to noise as the variation
of luminosity. What does not happen with HOG since the
object maintains its shape. In contrast HSV is faster to be
processed compared to HOG.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1 - Hyperplane examples, (a) Linear and (b) Nonlinear, adapted from [1].
For the application in the measurement of traffic of
people and vehicles in public roads, the SVM can be used
as classifier to separate two classes of very specific objects,
such as class "person" and class "vehicles".
Thus, the purpose of the algorithm is to find a separation
line that will divide the data by separating them by classes,
this line is known as hyperplane. The formation of the
hyperplane always seeks to find the greatest distance
between two points in relation to two distinct classes.

C. 3D Histogram
The 3D histogram represents the set of individual
histograms from each RGB plane, given by a tridimensional matrix, which contains respective axes (X, Y
and Z). Through 2 axes (X and Y) is formed a twodimensional matrix, whose values represent the palette of
visible colors [9]. The length of the axes is calculated by
the square root of the maximum number of colors used, an
RGB color palette based on the 8-bit RGB color has 65536
colors. The Z axis represents the amount of pixels in the
image which has that color represented by the Im(x, y)
coordinates to some image Im. Those all values are applied
with the SVM as extra parameter classification [10].

B. Histogram Oriented Gradient (HOG)
The HOG is a feature descriptor used in digital image
processing, based on counting the number of occurrences
of the gradient orientation of small areas (subdivisions)
evenly distributed in the image [6]. The basic information
for the HOG are the geometric characteristics of the shape
of objects, neglecting information such as colors.
HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) is a representation of an
RGB color system (Red, Green, Blue) in cylindrical
coordinates [7-8]. The image in the HSV pattern is
represented by a matrix mxnx3, where each H, S and V
channel occupies one of the dimensions of the matrix. The
first channel (H) is the dominant color or hue, the second
channel (S) is the saturation, and the last channel (V)
contains the brightness / color intensity information of each
pixel in the image [1].

III. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method, comprehends the following tasks:
image acquirement and enhancement; segmentation &
background removing; objects detection; objects
classification; objects tracking; infraction detecting;
infraction recording and transmission & storage, grouped
in three main layers as presented in figure 3.
In the first layer, in the initial step we apply the image
smoothing method by convolution [11-14] with a 5x5 size
kernel array. An additional division scale factor is also
added to the new pixel created, this division causes the
image to become darker, causing the effect that darker
pixels saturate to 0 value, thus reducing image information.
Following to the second step, the gamma of the image is
adjusted to a fixed value, for instance 0.5, keeping this
pattern for all frames, thus the small variations of

Figure 2 - HOG example. a) Number of configured
quadrants over original image. b) Histogram calculation
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• The vehicle does not stop near the track while there is
a pedestrian near the strip waiting for a vehicle to stop
to make the safe crossing.
• The vehicle does not completely wait for the
pedestrian to cross over the track, causing to advance
in the track.
• Vehicle crossing while a pedestrian started crossing.
• The same situations tested during the night and
different weather conditions.

luminosity in the scene are removed, this helps to improve
the non-detection of false positives due to fact that during
the first stage the image is darkened purposely. By the
adjustment of the gamma to 0.5, causes the image to be
grayed, and losing image information it become an
advantage for background detection, since the variation of
brightness and shadows of the scene is largely removed.

Figure 3 – the three main layers of infraction detection
proposition.

(a)

The third step on first layer is the background removal.
When the background of the scene is removed,
consequently the objects that are in motion, are found and
have the position detected. During this step, a binary image
is generated that distinguishes the background of moving
objects (foreground), and then from this binary image it is
possible to create the masks for each moving object, by
background detection [15].
The second layer is the classification [16] and tracking
[17] of the objects. In this step the SVM and HOG
algorithms were tested as presented in discussion section.
The third layer represents the infraction detection.
Despite this step is not covered in this paper, it is fully
influenced by classification. Thus, we discuss the
combination of SVM, HOG and 3D Histogram in order to
evaluate which combination causes a better pre-processing
to the next steps.

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4 – Simulation of the process operated over real
images.
The calculation of the accuracy was done through two
data sets. The first set of data contains about 20 thousand
images containing vehicles and approximately 30 thousand
images containing objects that are not vehicles. The second
dataset contains approximately 15,000 pedestrian images
and 20,000 non-pedestrian object images, totaling
approximately 35,000 images. The resulting values are
shown in the table 1 whose values demonstrate the
precision of combination between SVM and HOG versus
SVM and 3D histogram.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For experimental analysis of the method, the
environment for data collecting was arranged with two
cameras, A “tracking camera” was positioned with its field
of view over the pedestrian lane, and a “registering camera”
was positioned over street pointed to vehicles flow. In
Figure 4, the images (a) and (b) show the scenery captured
by registering camera with its respective objects
identification, car and person with its respective
assertiveness percentage. The image (c) presents an
infringement situation example. In this case a car in yellow
bounding box is in movement during a pedestrian crossing.
The figure (d) presents the license plate acquisition during
a registered infraction.
The validation of the proposed method was performed
by infraction simulations, by calculation of percentage
accuracy when correctly classifying objects in the image. A
video file with several irregular situations among regular
situations was recorded and submitted to the algorithm. The
simulated situations in this video are:

Table 1. Algorithm Performance.

According table 1, the performance of SVM with 3D
histogram is a little bit upper from SVM+HOG in terms of
accuracy. The most important gain is in velocity, that it is a
necessary condition to real time applications. The tests
show that when using the SVM classifier with the 3D
histogram, this classifier becomes quite susceptible to the
overfitting process, where a small change in the camera
configuration as for instance the brightness. Thus, it
demonstrates an example of some difficulty in maintaining
its performance during variation of ambient illumination.
The research demonstrates that is feasible to operate a
system with a machine learning based classifier in order to
classify vehicles and pedestrians in own respective classes.
Thus, a separable tracking can analyses the collision
situation between vehicles and pedestrians.

• The vehicle does not stop near the white strip while
there is a pedestrian crossing.
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Abstract — A content recommender system or a
recommendation system represents a subclass of
information filtering systems which seeks to predict
the user preferences, i.e. the content that would be
most likely positively “rated” by the user. Nowadays,
the recommender systems of OpenCourseWare
(OCW) platforms typically generate a list of
recommendations in one of two ways, i.e. through the
content-based filtering, or user-based collaborative
filtering (CF). In this paper, the conceptual idea of the
content recommendation module was provided, which
is capable of proposing the related decks
(presentations, educational material, etc.) to the user
having in mind past user activities, preferences, type
and content similarity, etc. It particularly analyses
suitable techniques for implementation of the userbased CF approach and user-related features that are
relevant for the content evaluation. The proposed
approach also envisages a hybrid recommendation
system as a combination of user-based and contentbased approaches in order to provide a holistic and
efficient solution for content recommendation. Finally,
for evaluation and testing purposes, a designated
content recommendation module was implemented as
part of the SlideWiki authoring OCW platform.

combination of user-based and content based approaches
under the umbrella of hybrid recommendation system.
However, the main focus of this paper is providing the
underlying idea for the user-based collaborative filtering
(CF) approach, which is elaborated in more detail in the
following.
As part of the proposed hybrid content
recommendation system, user-based CF will be
implemented in addition to the content-based
recommendation. The goal of user-based CF approach
(John et al. [3]) will be to discover the users that share
similar preferences and undertake similar activity patterns
in order to make the content recommendation.
Recommendations of the related content (i.e. decks) to
the OCW user will be performed based on relevant userrelated features. The user-related features will include
user activities (duration and number of deck visits, deck
creation/editing, participation to related discussion, deck
commenting, etc.) and user preferences (likes and ratings
of decks, etc.). Moreover, to make the recommendation
process context-aware, user demographic & contextual
data (e.g. age, skills, date and time, location, etc.) could
be also taken into account. Leveraged upon relevant userrelated features (e.g. past activities and preferences), the
proposed solution would evaluate the similarity with
other users by comparison with their activities and
preferences. Based on similarity search, the most similar
users (to the user whom the prediction is for) will be
taken into account for extraction of the OCW content to
be recommended. Recommendation will be made based
on the content that is associated to the most similar users,
but is not associated to the analysed user (who did not
visited or rated it). In this way, by comparing the past
user activities and preferences, the OCW platform will be
capable to derive the content for recommendation.
In addition to the user-based CF approach, the
proposed hybrid recommendation approach would also
provide recommendations based on content “popularity”.
The popularity of the content will be evaluated based on
visits, edits, comments or number of likes and average
rates given by the users (either total or during the last
week/month). In this way, these distinct but
complementary approaches could be combined to provide
more reliable recommendations leveraged upon both
user-based information and content “popularity”. Finally,
for evaluation and testing purposes, the proposed user-

I. INTRODUCTION
As defined by Francesco et al. [1], a content
recommender system or a recommendation system
represents a subclass of information filtering systems
which seeks to predict the user preferences, i.e. the
content that would be most likely positively “rated” by
the user. Nowadays, recommender systems typically
generate a list of recommendations in one of two ways
(Jafarkarimi et al. [2]), through:
 Content-based filtering, or
 User-based collaborative filtering.
The goal of this paper is to provide a conceptual idea of
the content recommendation module as part of the
OpenCourseWare (OCW) platform, capable of proposing
the related decks (presentations, educational material,
etc.) to the user having in mind past user activities,
preferences, type and content similarity, etc. To provide a
holistic
and
efficient
solution
for
content
recommendation, the proposed solution envisages
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based CF approach was implemented as a designated
content recommendation module as part of the SlideWiki
authoring OCW platform. SlideWiki platform is being
developed as a part of the H2020 EU research and
innovation project SlideWiki (Grant Agreement No
688095) aiming to create a large scale accessible learning
and teaching platform, using educational technology, skill
recognition and global collaboration and as such
represents suitable but challenging testbed for content
recommendation systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The proposed approach and underlying methodology
leveraged by k-NN technique is described in Section 2.
Section 3 elaborates user-related features which are
relevant for user-based CF approach. Implementation of
content recommendation module as part of the SlideWiki
authoring OCW platform is described in Section 4.
Finally, concluding remarks and discussion are given in
Section 5.

Figure 1. User's feature space (k-NN search algorithm).

II. PROPOSED APPROACH
There is a number of approaches, including various
data mining and machine learning techniques, which
could be applied for implementation of such user-based
CF approach for content recommendation (Beel et al.[4],
[5], Waila et al. [6], Sarwar et al. [7], Allen et al. [8]). In
opting for a most suitable technique, it should be kept in
mind that the OCW platform will eventually possess
large, constantly growing and highly variable record store
(so called User Activity Record Store) of user activities
and preferences, as it will be constantly updated with new
content and new users. Upon such User Activity Record
Store, user-based CF algorithm will have to perform
analysis in terms of similarity search and extraction of
content to be recommended. Having this in mind, so
called model-based CF recommendation (Xiaoyuan et al.
[9]) that requires classical training or coefficients
estimation of underlying model (such as Bayesian
networks, clustering models, ANNs, SVMs, etc.) will not
provide sufficiently generalization capabilities in terms of
tackling new content and users without permanent (at
least iterative) training and coefficients fitting. At the
end, it will deliver large, computationally demanding,
complex models (due to dimensionality of the problem)
requiring permanent adjustments of underlying model.
Answer to this problem can be provided by memorybased CF approach, which does not require any “oldfashion” model training and provides solution directly
applicable upon the User Activity Record Store in finding
most similar users.
Having previously mentioned in mind, as one of
potential techniques suitable for implementation of
memory-based CF approach would be k-Nearest
Neighbours (k-NN) algorithm as one of the widely
utilized techniques in machine learning and data mining.
More precisely, k-NN algorithm represents a nonparametric method used for classification and regression.
As such, k-NN algorithm can be used for implementation
of
(memory-based)
user-based
CF
content
recommendation. k-NN algorithm will perform the

similarity search upon the User Activity Record Store to
find k most similar users, based on the user-related
features (user activity and preferences). Each user
represents a point in multidimensional space of user
features (visited decks, liking & rating, commenting,
etc.), as shown in Figure 1, whereby each user feature
represents a single dimension:
𝑢 = [𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , 𝑢3 , … , 𝑢𝑚 ],
where u indicates the user, and ui indicates the userrelated feature (in m-dimensional space where set of m
features define a user).
In such multidimensional space, distance from the
analysed user (the user whom the prediction is for) to
other users will be calculated and k nearest “neighbours”
(i.e. the users with most similar past preferences and
activities) will be extracted. User distance will be
calculated based on Hamming distance (or Euclidian
distance in case of real value features such as deck rates)
as follows:
𝑚

𝑑𝑢𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 |𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢 ′ 𝑖 | ,

𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈,

𝑖=1

where dui indicates the distance between user ui and
analysed user ui’, wi weighting coefficient per userrelated feature, while ui is taken from U representing all
users of the OCW platform. In order to discover k nearest
neighbours, corresponding weighting of user-related
features (indicated by wi) will be applied according to the
feature relevance and potential impact on the
recommendation decision. A particularly popular
approach to the weights estimation in the literature is the
use of evolutionary algorithms (e.g. genetic algorithm) to
optimize the feature scaling (Nigsch et al. [10]). Finally,
by cross-matching of the OCW content that was
associated to these k nearest neighbours (according to
visits, comments, positive rates, etc.), top n relevant
OCW decks (that were not already associated to the user
whom the prediction is for) will be recommended.
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Figure 2. Recommender User Interface (SlideWiki platform).

(so called context-aware collaborative filtering as
specified by Adomavicius et al. [11]).

III. USER-RELATED FEATURES
User-based CF recommendation module, leveraged
upon k-NN algorithm, will analyse OCW users based on
predefined set of relevant user-related features. As
previously mentioned, this set of relevant user-related
features will unambiguously represent each user as a
specific point in multidimensional vector space. As part
of relevant user-related features recommender will take
the following:
 User activities (e.g. duration and number of deck
visits, deck creation/editing, search activity,
participation
to
related
discussion,
deck
commenting, etc.),
 User preferences (e.g. likes and ratings of decks),
and
 User demographic & contextual data (e.g. age, skills,
date and time, location, etc.).
All data, i.e. relevant user-related features, should be
collected implicitly and automatically by OCW platform
(after appropriate anonymization of user data) in User
Activity Record Store upon which k-NN algorithm will
perform similarity search in order to discover content for
recommendation. Moreover, to provide as rich database
for post-processing as possible, additional explicit forms
of data collection will be considered (e.g. asking a user to
rate a content).
To
provide
efficient
and
precise
content
recommendation, apart from user activities and
preferences, user demographic and contextual data will
be also considered for processing as such data could
reveal relevant behavioural patterns of OCW user that
could have significant impact on content recommendation

IV. RECOMMENDER IMPLEMENTATION
In order to evaluate and test the proposed user-based
CF approach in a real content management environment,
a designated content recommendation module leveraged
by k-NN technique was implemented as part of the
SlideWiki authoring OCW platform. SlideWiki platform
is being developed as a part of the H2020 EU research
and innovation project SlideWiki (Grant Agreement No
688095) aiming to create a large scale accessible learning
and teaching platform, using educational technology, skill
recognition and global collaboration. SlideWiki can be
seen as a virtual learning environment, in which content
editors and content owners can create new learning
objects, generating knowledge and competences based in
student’s needs. Concretely, in SlideWiki the learning
objects are represented as decks of slides, which are
accessible, can be reused and allow student interactions.
As Educational Recommender Systems (ERS) [13],[14]
serve to recommend learning objects (decks in this case),
according to the student’s characteristics, preferences and
learning needs, SlideWiki was aimed to analyze the
profile of users considering user preferences, and topics
and content details of the decks in which they show
interest. Regarding content editors and content owners, it
is possible also to establish their preferences based on
their previous creations. In this regard, the proposed userbased CF approach using k-NN technique was
implemented as part of the SlideWiki platform to serve as
dedicated ERS. From the user deck page, users can access
a list of recommended decks, which are computed by the
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platform using the proposed approach. Figure 2 shows a
capture of this feature, in which the user can see a list of
recommended decks, which are ordered by relevance
(weights) from more interesting to less interesting for the
user.
To validate the proposed approach, comprehensive
validation process will be undertaken by tracking the
preferences that user made and evaluating how they
match with the recommended content. For validation
purposes, different evaluation metrics will be taken into
account and accommodated to reflect the efficiency of the
proposed approach. Some of the commonly used metrics
are the mean squared error and root mean squared error,
while the information retrieval metrics such as precision
and recall or discounted cumulative gain are useful to
assess the quality of a recommendation method. Recently,
diversity, novelty, and coverage are also considered as
important aspects in evaluation process according to
Lathia et al. [15]

approaches that could improve the scalability: k-NN
search algorithm (optimised linear search; bottom
up search - analysing per deck related activities and
not per each activity solely), feature extraction &
dimension reduction (clustering of similar
decks/users; temporal constraint - only most recent
activity is analysed), dataset partitioning (similarity
search performed in parallel)
 Sparsity: As content database could be extremely
large, often only the most active users are sharing
their preferences (e.g. rating the content) just on a
small subset of the overall content database. One of
the remedies for this issue is to provide an explicit
form of user preferences collection (e.g. asking a
user to rate, search, to rank, create a list of favourite
items, etc.) and generally to evoke the user activity
on the platform.
As part of the future work and planned activities, each of
these problems and related research challenges will be
tackled and verified within the SlideWiki OCW platform
to provide more efficient and reliable content
recommendation system.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the conceptual idea of the content
recommendation module was provided, which is capable
of proposing the related content to the user having in
mind past user activities, preferences, type and content
similarity, etc. Suitable techniques for implementation of
the user-based CF approach were analysed, and userrelated features that are relevant for the content
evaluation were identified. The proposed approach
envisaged a hybrid recommendation system as a
combination of user-based and content-based approaches
in order to provide a holistic and efficient solution for
content recommendation.
For evaluation and testing purposes, the proposed
approach was implemented as a designated content
recommendation module as part of the SlideWiki
authoring OCW platform. In this regard, user-based CF
recommender was deployed with dedicated user interface,
where users can discover new content based on the
preferences of other similar users. In this way, the
proposed approach can help SlideWiki users to discover
new content, so learners can access new decks to improve
their skills, while content editors can check other similar
decks to reuse their contents.
During the implementation and evaluation of content
recommendation module, three well-known problems
were identified that are specific to the collaborative
filtering approaches (Lee et al.) [16]:
 Cold start: CF recommenders require a substantial
amount of existing data on a user in order to make
accurate recommendations (Rubens et al. [17], Elahi
et al. [18]). Therefore, it is necessary to take into
account the “initialization” phase for acquisition of
user-related data before unlocking a full-blown
potential of CF approach.
 Scalability: Environments in which CF should
provide recommendations are often characterized
with large amount of users and content, requiring
high computation power. There are several
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[19] distinguishes between five different types of
landscapes with separate flooding behavior:
1. High mountain ranges - subject to flash floods
and geophysical flows
2. Foothill areas - intense rainfalls and snowmelt,
and inundation is widespread
3. Large floodplains -low velocities; floods
caused by the landscape being unable to
quickly pass all the incoming flows
4. Urban areas - inadequate sewer capacity and
numerous barriers to flow
5. Coastal areas - flooding is typically caused by
cyclones and storm surges
These different flood types require different
architecture and implementation of flood prediction and
visualization systems. Authors of this paper are focused
on using rainfall data to simulate and visualize flood risks.
Research presented in this paper as inspired with previous
development in this domain. Previous research and
development has proven accurate detection of rainfall is of
great importance for the warning of possible flooding. In
previous decades, different numerical methods for
detection of precipitation using information about the
received signal level (RSL) of commercial microwave
links are developed. These approaches implement
complex calculations that may require a lot of time, so the
implementation of numerical methods can expose some
limitations for real-time information systems. One of
possible approaches would be to use artificial neural
networks for precipitation detection based on the received
signal level of microwave links. Such detection could
significantly reduce the time required to process the data
obtained at the link, which results in increasing the
efficiency of the entire system. Thus, it becomes possible
to acquire precipitation data estimation and combine it
with digital elevation models (DEM) to perform food risk
evaluation for a particular area of interest. Having DEM
and raster images both combined within Geo-Information
Systems (GIS), it is our opinion that appropriate GIS
extension tool can be developed for performing and
visualizing flood risk evaluations.

Abstract—This paper presents a proposal for calculating
and visualizing flood prediction on the basis of rainfall
prediction within given area in surface. Rainfall prediction
and visualization is performed in multiple subsequent steps.
As a basic, this approach uses quantified ground-level
precipitation from the measured attenuation of microwave
signals of cellular networks. Quantified precipitation along
signal lines is used as an input into GIS module which
performs spatial interpolation of precipitation for the area
intersected by microwave signals. Interpolated values are
used to calculate the estimated total amount of rainfall.
Further, in combination with DEM model for the selected
area, estimated rainfall is used to perform a flood prediction
and visualization within the same GIS module.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Flooding has proven to be one of the most destructive
disasters in the world [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Floods can affect
different regions, usually surrounding river basins.
However, due to unpredictable climate change, flood risk
is likely to increase so floods gain possibility of affecting
large regions [6]. As stated in [6], "in a 28-year span from
1982-2011, there were about 3,000 floods worldwide that
affected close to three billion people and caused
approximately $70 billion in damage". More recent
studies indicate that a part of world's population expected
to be subject of flooding is likely to increase due to
increased economic activities on river and coastal plains
resulting from socioeconomic growth. Also, climate
change directly increase flood because of increases in
intense precipitation[13, 14]. Researchers worldwide have
reported 0.8 billion people are exposed to a 1-in-100-years
river flood disasters resulting in $50 trillion damage [14,
15], whereas coastal floods in the world’s main port cities
are endangering 40 million people and may cause $3
trillion damage [17]. In the past three decades, nations
suffered $1 trillion direct economic losses and over 220
000 fatalities as a result of river floods [18].
As a response, research community is working on
developing means for simulating flood risks using various
data sources and models. The variety of strategies used to
model flood risk is a consequence of fact that floods can
be of many different types and scales. Thus, flood type
directly influences differences in the architecture and
implementation of flood prediction systems. Reference

II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays, we are witnessing many flood incidents
worldwide every year. This led to the development of
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many flood estimation and alerting systems. In many
cases, approaches used to simulate flooding and estimate
flood risks are usually based on rainfall data. These
mechanisms are not a novelty in research community but
still occupy significant attention. In order to perform
adequate and precise flooding estimation, information
systems should be capable of using complex models, like
one-dimensional Saint-Venant equation, in real-time.
Also, expected output should be accompanied with spatial
information [7][8]. Due to high complexity of used
models, these proposals are hardly to be used in near realtime information systems. As a consequence, many
alternatives with less complex computational models have
been proposed [9][10][11]. This significant effort of
research community aided development of global flood
alerting and weather forecasting systems.
GloFAS is the global system that provides information
regarding flood alerts. It uses global forecast and ERAInterim precipitation dataset as inputs and HTESSEL and
Lisflood for flood forecasting. HTESSEL computes the
land surface response to atmospheric forcing, and
estimates the surface water and energy fluxes and the
temporal evolution of soil temperature, moisture content
and snowpack conditions. Lisflood is a GIS-based
spatially distributed hydrological model, which includes a
one-dimensional channel routing model.
Meteoalarm is the most popular system for extreme
weather forecasting and alerting in Europe. It offers rain
and flood alert for the whole Europe. This system
calculates four risk levels for countries and regions in
European countries. Meteoalarm uses information from
meteorological services from participating countries.
Further, SCHAPI coordinates flood forecasting in France
based on observation collected from 500 real time rain
gauges, 24 meteorological radars and 1500 real time water
level stations, soil properties and various types of
hydrological models.
GIS have proven to be reliable platforms for the
development of flood forecasting systems worldwide.
Their usage can provide for a system that is easier to
handle and maintain. There is a significant number of
flood forecasting and warning solutions using GIS
components for visualization and decision-making
support. Also, GIS can be integrated with remote sensing
techniques for early warning systems [20]. In [21], GIS is
used for flood prediction in different regions in Malaysia.
The results show that the combination of hydrological
models and water balance model in GIS is very suitable to
be used as a tool to obtain preliminary flood possibility
information. Reference [22] reports usage of GIS with
purpose of developing decision support system for flood
prediction and monitoring. This solution integrates GIS
and hydrological modelling with additional bridge sensors
and users’ observation. This solution predicts water levels
for the next 24 to 48 hours and displays them via dynamic
web pages. Water level prediction is overlaid with maps
of the transportation network, property boundaries,
municipal infrastructure and water depth contour
lines. Authors of this solution claim they can provide good
flood prediction precision and strong support to the public
evacuation if flood events happen.GIS-Amur [23] is
monitoring, forecasting, and early warning system. It uses
observational data from weather and gaging stations, data
from hydrological forecasts, and satellite data.Due to its
web-based GIS component, this solution provides near-

real time access to all available hydrometeorological data
in the Amur River basin of Russia thus supporting timely
decision-making for flood risk reduction. There are also
examples of mobile GIS applications supporting flood
warnings, such as the architecture described in [24].
III. FLOOD PREDICTION VISUALIZATION PROCESS
In order to be able to estimate possible flooding, some
sort of predicting or gaging of the rainfall is required.
Usually, such value is received from ground level gauges
that are measuring rainfall rate. Such input is then used to
make proper estimations of the rainfall across the area that
is assessed. But such approach requires gauging stations to
be deployed along the area that is being monitored. The
process is expensive and requires regular maintenance of
such stations. Additionally, the stations need to be
connected to the central system that is collecting
measurements in order to provide accurate estimations of
the possible flooding danger.
As a contrast to rainfall gauges whose sole purpose is
measuring rainfall, there are various technical equipment
that is deployed into the field. Incentives for deploying
such equipment are other commercial reasons. The
possibility of using side effects of such equipment to
measure rain fall might provide cheap sources of ground
level rainfall measurements. Namely, in order to acquire
quantified spatial and temporal distributions of groundlevel precipitation, the attenuation of microwave signals of
cellular networks can be used. Microwave links can be
observed as a type of sensor that can be used for the areas
not covered by other types of meteorological sensors. The
network based on this type of sensor can cover large areas
with good spatial and temporal resolution. Such approach
has already been developed and initial algorithms relating
to the attenuation rate of cellular network signals to
rainfall intensity along signal lines were previously
provided as a result of the “Regional Precipitation
Observation by Cellular Network Microwave Attenuation
and Application to Water Resources Management”
(PROCEMA) project [12].
The rainfall rate calculated in the described approach
applies to the line of sight between two mobile cell
stations whose signal attenuation is measured.
Commercial cell stations can provide signal attenuation
data in near real time which can provide rain detection and
rainfall rate estimation. Compared to the network of
rainfall rate gauges, this approach lacks covering strategic
locations which are the most appropriate for measuring
but provides increased coverage of the observed region. In
addition, the main difference to the network of gauges is
that gauges provide rainfall in distinct locations while the
approach with signal attenuation measurements provides
rainfall rates along the lines between pairs of stations.
Ground level rainfall rate data are obtained in North
Western Bavaria in Germany. Digital Elevation Model
data and GIS flood estimation modules were developed
for Serbia. In order to make initial research proof of
concept, locations of base stations from Germany were
first translated to cover the area in Serbia, and the location
of therefore, the cell stations were treated as imaginary
stations deployed to translated locations. The research
goal was to first estimate the possibility of using such
data, once those are provided by the Serbian telecom
operators. The overall rainfall prediction process is shown
in Fig. 1.
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In order to be able to make spatial interpolation of the
ground level precipitation on the whole area that is being
monitored, the first step was to sample distinct points
along the lines. Because the lines are of different length, in
case of sampling predefined constant number of dots on

each line, shorter lines would be having higher influence
on the spatial interpolation because of the higher points
density. Therefore, we have used equal distance sampling
such that a dot is sampled on each kilometer of the link
length.

Figure 1. Rainfall prediction algorithm

Having obtained a scattered set of points with predicted
precipitation values, they are feed into the Kriging
module. Kriging module has been developed using the
kriging.js library, a JavaScript library that is capable of
calculating the spatially interpolated model from a distinct
set of spatial locations with rainfall rate values. After the
data has been fed into this module, it performs kriging, an
advanced geostatistical procedure, to generate an
estimated precipitation surface which covers the whole
space under analysis. Once the kriging model is generated,
it is possible to acquire a precipitation estimation value for
each distinct location of the given area.
Once the kriging model is generated, it is possible to
draw a proper heatmap that will show precipitation
estimation. Along with the heatmap that can visualize the
level of precipitation in certain area, it is also possible to
calculate the volume of the rainfall for the given
timeframe on the given area.
The core of flood prediction visualization process is the
usage of estimated spatial distributions of ground-level
precipitation within GIS-based technical platform for
flood analysis and risk management. Technical platform is
based on a custom developed GIS application capable of
providing support for diverse data types, data conversion,
visualization and analysis. The data obtained as the
Kriging output is used to calculate the overall rainfall

amount. This value is used as the input needed for flood
analysis to be possible. GIS application integrates DEM
model of the observed area and uses it to determine the
point with lowest elevation in observed area.

Figure 2. Example of flood prediction output
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All rainfall is expected to interflow towards the point
with lowest altitude so this point is used as a starting point
for flood fill algorithm implemented within GIS
application. GIS application simulates flooding in
iterations by increasing the reached water level at the
point with lowest elevation while population the rest of
the area according to flood fill algorithm. After each
iteration, the amount of water used for filling the area is
checked against the total amount of rainfall estimated by
kriging algorithm. Once the total amount of rainfall is
reached, the simulation ends and GIS application
visualizes the area expected to be flooded. An example of
area expected to be flooded is shown in Fig. 2.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a first research and development
step towards developing an integrated GIS solution
capable of calculating and visualizing flood prediction.
Our proposal is based on the usage of rainfall prediction
which is performed in multiple subsequent steps. The
approach presented in this paper can obtain quantified
ground-level precipitation which is the result of measured
attenuation of microwave signals of cellular networks.
This data is supplied to GIS solution which uses it for
precipitation prediction through spatial interpolation
methods. Area covered by prediction is the area
intersected by microwave signals. The sum of predicted
precipitation represents estimated total amount of rainfall
which is used for flood fill algorithm starting at the point
with lowest elevation of the observed area. Presented
solution will be upgraded by modeling the impact of soil
structure upon predicted total amount of rainfall. Further,
we plan to investigate appropriateness of the methodology
in cases of river basins intersecting the area of interest and
compare interpolated values to actual measurements in
areas covered with real time rain gauges.
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Abstract— Manufacturing enterprises are presently faced

In particular, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs)
have the difficulty to be highly skilled in applications and
technologies of Industry 4.0. This is caused by the fact
that those companies usually don’t have the possibility to
invest in emerging technologies like an early adaptor, in
order not to lose money by focusing on the wrong
technologies [4].

with an array of industry 4.0 (I4.0) challenges. “Digital
requirements” need to be really assessed by an accurate
analysis and deep understanding of the operational and
technological criticalities in the manufacturing operations.
This may thus allow to effectively design and implement a
digital twin that supports the transformation. The goal of
the article is to present and analyze the criteria adopted in a
design for the transformation of a real setting of an Italian
company into a I4.0 testing learning-laboratory. The idea
behind is that this laboratory-factory may play a key role in
developing new solutions for the automation and the
implementation of the I4.0 paradigm and it is a viable
solution for the learning factory.

The second challenge is to develop I4.0 competences in
SME’s and this will be one of the focal areas for progress.
Companies need to become quickly suitable to the new
market conditions. This ability of the company is highly
dependent on the ability of employees [5]. To develop
employees’ competencies, traditional teaching methods
show limited effects [6].
The new factory needs the development of problem
solving skills [7] and less physical strength. Therefore,
the third challenge is to facilitate the learning of new
tasks and skills.

Keywords: Industry 4.0, Laboratory-Factory, Learning Factory,
Smart Production, Digital Manufacturing.

1. MOTIVATION
Industry 4.0 was announced at the Hannover Messe in
2011 [1]. Kagermann et al. [2] define Industry 4.0 as:
“networks of manufacturing resources (manufacturing
machinery, robots, conveyor and warehousing systems
and production facilities) that are autonomous, capable
of controlling themselves in response to different
situations, self-configuring, knowledge-based, sensorequipped and spatially dispersed and that also
incorporate the relevant planning and management
systems”.

Human actors in a future production scenario will need
specific competencies to cope with the new challenges
regarding technological and organizational developments.
2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Industry 4.0 will lead to an increased automation of
routine tasks which implies that workers will have to
focus on creative, innovative and communicative tasks.
It is necessary to stop production so that production never
stops. It means equipping each machine with a system
and training every worker so as to be able to stop the
production process at the first sign of some anomalous
condition (predictive manufacturing).

Industry 4.0 is a new evolution for the companies. This
evolution involves the introduction of several
technologies in the manufacturing industry – big data, 3D
printing, augmented reality, collaborative robots, Cyber
physical system (CPS), and so on [3].
The first challenge, for manufacturing companies, is to
understand the rationale behind these new technologies,
how, when and where these could be applied and why
these are truly beneficial to the manufacturing industry.

How the companies are able to react on above mentioned
challenges?
Manufacturing companies, in particular SMEs, need
further training in modern technologies, enabling Industry
4.0 scenarios and methods to optimize their production
processes.
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Many universities look at an existing production line as a
starting point in order to implement learning factory
Industry 4.0: Aalborg University [3], University of
Applied Sciences Darmstadt [16], RWTH Aachen
University [17]. This are equipped with machines,
materials and tools established to realize real physical
products to support research projects about industry 4.0.
The IFA Learning Factory at Hannover University [11]
defines how cyber-physical systems in combination with
logistic models can improve planning, controlling and
monitoring production. Other learning factories with
focus on aspects of Cyber Physical Production Systems in
learning factories are for example:
• CPPS learning factory at Paderborn University
[18].
• Learning factory at Braunschweig University
[19].
• Teaching Factory at Patras University [20].

3. METHODOLOGY
This paper is the result of a project done in cooperation
with the SME Italian company: Master Italy s.r.l. It was
founded in 1986. The products are hardware aluminum
for windows and doors.
In this paper, we propose a solution to transform a real
manufacturing company into a learning laboratory factory
(LLF).
Future manufacturing systems will need to become more
autonomous. In order to make this happen, the
autonomous systems will need the access to realistic
models of the current state of the process. It allows the
understanding of the behavior of the process in the real
world [8] - typically called the "Digital Twin". The
solution here proposed for the Learning laboratory
factory (LLF) is based on a “virtual technological mockup” of the production stages so as to simulate potential
operating scenarios and devise potential execution
problems.
It is necessary to rethink the concept of what a factory is.
Factories can be a learning laboratory factory.
What is a learning factory? What is a laboratory factory?
In 1994, the National Science Foundation (NSF) in USA
coined and patented the term “learning factory”.
According to Wagner et al. [10], the term “learning
factory” has two words “learning” and “factory” and it is
used for systems that have elements of both.
The common definition is that the learning factory is a
real learning environment which allows a balanced
relationship in conveying specialized theoretical and
analytical knowledge as well as hands-on experience
[11].
The potentials of learning factories are education and
training, research, and innovation transfer.
The main goals of learning factories are either
technological and organizational innovation (if used for
research), or an effective competency development (if
used for education and training) [12].
Universality, mobility, modularity, scalability and
compatibility were identified as the first order parameters
for ideal classification of a learning factory [10], [13].
During the last years learning factories have already been
used during several practical trainings on different topics
within production processes (e.g. lean management and
resource efficiency).
Vienna University has decided to build the Industry 4.0
Pilot Factory. It will serve both as a research, a teaching
and training platform with regard to future production
[14].
Learning factories can clearly have a positive influence
on students’ performances in comparison with traditional
teaching. Cachay et al. [11] examined how the learning
factory concept impacted students' performance in
application. The EAFIT University defines a model to
develop the learning factory 4.0 into an academic context
[15].
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Faller and Feldmüller [4] developed an Industry 4.0
learning factory at Bochum University covering the
topics of technical and organizational integration of field
level, control level, management level and C-level.
The learning factories comprise physical and digital
environments. The physical environment includes real
system components like machines, logistics, information
flow, energy flow modules, products and people.
Integrated planning, modeling, visualization and
simulation tools are parts of the digital environment. Both
physical and digital environments should also be
integrated (Wagner,2017). That offers new possibilities to
transfer digitally created solutions to a real system for
testing, evaluation and demonstration. Furthermore, there
should be an automatic feedback from the real system
components to the digital environment to plan adaptation
and change (e.g ESB Logistics Learning Factory at
Reutlingen University [21].
The limits of the current learning factory concepts
considering [21]:
Ø resources needed for learning factories
Ø mapping ability of issues in learning factories
Ø scalability of learning factory approaches
Ø mobility of learning factory approaches
Ø effectiveness of learning factories
A laboratory factory is an organization dedicated to:
Ø knowledge creation;
Ø knowledge collection;
Ø knowledge control;
embedded in physical equipment and processes and
embodied in people [22].
The laboratory factory supports education and training to
let the industrial participants and employees discover
industry 4.0 principles and technologies and apply them
directly on problems in a real production environment.
Employees in the laboratory can test and try their idea on
real production line.
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The laboratory factory offers to employees the possibility
to analyze and solve production problems and in this way,
it is possible to:
• Collect and integrate internal knowledge;
• Do some field experience and innovate
(changing the status quo);
• Integrate external knowledge;

Productions can be effectively planned and scheduled
when the employees possess the high knowledge about
methods and interactions constraints. In addition, also the
employees involved in maintenance activities possess the
high knowledge because they have to be able to
understand the problems, to implement a standard
procedure when the problem is known and to identify a
new procedure when the problem is unknown.

4. SOLUTION/DISCUSSION

Through Industry 4.0 is possible to implement
technologies that reduce the complexity of the task and
the process of learning becomes easier and faster.

How learning laboratory factory concept can be
implemented on the existing real production line? What
are the benefits and limits of its application? People
don’t learn the technology but learn through the
technology.

The First 4.0 use case of the factory-laboratory in Master
is the ADVANCED SCHEDULING.
The simulator identifies the optimal sequence-planning
considering the constraints of the process, like cycle time
and setup, and the capacity of the workstations, and
customers’ requirements. The system also allocates
resources like material and staff.
The knowledge is shared and in this way all employee is
able to plan and optimize the production.
Thanks to this kind of technology, employees learn the
technology and learn through the technology.

The Learning Laboratory Master solution here proposed
consists of a realistic production environment
“augmented” with technological knowledge. In this
approach a laboratory-factory is represented by the
physical settings through their “virtual representation”.
Then they may interact each other according to specific
properties and rules. Accordingly, the mock-up line space
is composed of:
• A fleet of machines, including technological
processes and components.
The technological processes are:
o Aluminum die casting;
o Blasting;
o Drilling;
o Assembly lines;
•

The product is the angular fixing bracket used to
tighten aluminum, including:
o Version numbers;
o Size and shape;

•

Human actions, including:
o Condition Monitoring of previously and
presently collected data;
o Controller parameters machine performance
(e.g. product quality measurement, OEE
indicator);
o Maintenance activities;
o Logistic activities;
o Human controlled operating parameters
and/or model patter;

The second use case is the REAL TIME PROCESSING
DATA.
The data collection is possible thanks to low-cost, small,
easily available sensors. A MES is a platform for
transforming data collected on the shop-floor into
information.
MES is in charge of collecting the data gathered on the
shop-floor, analyze it through mathematical techniques,
and extract the information necessary to provide an
exhaustive picture real time of the current state of the
process.
In this way, employees can make decisions to control the
process with the necessary rapidity.
The third use case of the factory-laboratory is the ASSET
MONITORING. The analysis is performed in real-time
and are displayed in graphic dashboards through mobile
devices like tablets and smartphones.
In this way, every employee can control in every moment
the process and he can improve it.
For predictive manufacturing it is necessary to know
deeply the process. In the figure 1, the red circles are the
available technological parameters, the green circles are
available
technological
parameters
after
the
implementation of MES.

Workers are engaged in ordinary activities where the
level of knowledge is very low like the data collection,
data transcription and data processing. According to a
study conducted by Schuh et al. [23], production data
feedback is currently submitted in written and not digital
form in 59% of small and medium sized enterprises and
30% of large enterprises.
Through Industry 4.0 is possible to implement in the
learning laboratory Master IT systems (e.g. MES system)
and/or sensors to have real time data within a cyberphysical system.

It is necessary to have a realistic model of the process to
understand:
1. the behavior of the process;
2. the correlations between technological parameters;
3. the correlations between parameters and effects like
quality defects.
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Thanks to the model it is possible to select new important
technological parameters to measure.
The blue circles in the figure 1 are unavailable parameters
selected through the model.
It means to equip each machine with new sensors and it
allows to create the correct digital twin (“virtual
technological mock-up”).

[6]

The digital twin is the factory-laboratory because all
parameters are available, and employees can simulate and
test new solutions and evaluate “what happen if”.
Before the changes are executed in the physical factory
environment, the gathered data from the shop floor level
are aggregated, analyzed and interpreted in the digital
environment.

[9]

[7]
[8]

[10]

[11]
[12]

The solution tested in the laboratory-factory will be then
implemented in the real world. The laboratory-factory is a
learning environment because employee know what they
can do and why. At the same time, while implementing
solutions they improve and update the model and
consequently the digital environment in a continuous
loop.

[13]
[14]
[15]

5. CONCLUSIONS
[16]

In conclusion, the factory-laboratory introduced in Master
company can be closely linked to potential innovations,
as long as new prototypes or product, or even
technologies can be tested and then easily applied though
CPPS. A continuous upgrading plan of this concept is still
in process to provide a clear evidence of the soundness of
the idea here proposed.

[17]
[18]
[19]
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Figure 1. Virtual technological mock-up
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Abstract — In large cities, district heating system is a network
of pipelines where heating is delivered to a number of
customers from a centralized heating station, central plant.
Ideal operational strategy is to deliver enough heat in order
to satisfy heating demands of each customer with a minimum
cost. Nevertheless, nowadays many district heating systems
in Serbia are operated largely based on operational
experience, without any available tools for predicting future
states or demands. Due to the interactive, adaptive, and
interconnected nature of the district heating systems, their
components and outside environment, they must be capable
of negotiating constantly changing scenarios. Being among
large energy consumers, district heating systems, could be
optimized with help of deep learning methodologies and
extend capabilities of artificial neural networks (ANNs), such
as convolutional neural networks (CNN) and long short-term
memory (LSTM). In this paper control system of a district
heating plant is empowered with a model that predicts the
future heat demand – heat load forecast. Based on this model,
controller generates values that meet the predicted heat
demand without violating the system constraints. In addition
to that, IoT devices that are part of the district heating system
provide quantitative measurements of the processes they are
involved in, which in turn generate data streams that have
not existed before and provide for improvements of
modelling and control of the system.

density of demand for heat are mostly using district heating
system which is most beneficial in economic and
environmental aspects. District heating systems produce
hot water, steam and/or chilled water at a central plant and
then distribute the energy through underground pipes to
buildings connected to the system. Individual buildings
connected to district heating no longer need boilers and
customers use the hot water provided by DHS to meet their
space heating, water heating and other needs. Once used in
customer buildings, the water is returned to the central plant
for reheating then recirculated through the closed-loop
piping system.
Analysis of heat load for district systems was provided
in [1], offering study of factors influencing the value and
character of heat load, where linear regression models for
heat load in DHS have been developed. In [2] to predict
heat load in buildings data driven supervised machine
learning models were used, three machine learning
algorithms have been compared, while Support Vector
Regression (SVR) has been marked as the most efficient
model. Similar research was made in [3], where the shortterm forecast models are generated using four supervised
machine learning techniques with conclusion that SVR was
also the most efficient model for heat load forecast. In [4]
convolutional neural networks have been used for energy
forecasting, with promising results. A review of parametric,
non-, and semi-parametric methods and models for heat
load was presented in [5], where methods for online
prediction of heat load with available meteorological
forecasts have been developed. In [6] computational
intelligence i.e soft computing techniques were considered,
combining support vector regression to build predictive
models of heat load in DHS. Two support vector regression
schemes with a radial basis function and a polynomial
function have been used as the kernel functions.
Experimentally obtained data from one heating substation
have been used for creating and testing the developed
predictive models. Similar research was made in [7] where
authors showed that prediction of customer heat needs by
using adaptive neuro-fuzzy method could improve
production and adjust it to real customer’s needs.
Furthermore, in [8] it is demonstrated that proposed
Artificial Neural Networks empowered with Numerical
Weather Prediction variables can predict the heat load
precisely. Proposed method has been declared as capable to

Keywords: Deep learning, artificial neural networks, IoT,
load forecasting, distribute heating systems

I.
INTRODUCTION
Heat load prediction and gas consumption forecast in
district heating systems (DHS) are important technologies
for economical and safe operations of such systems.
Improvement of district heating systems operation can be
founded of control enhancement, based on reliable
prediction of consumers' heat consumption and gas usage
since production could be efficiently altered to match the
real demands.
Heating systems in large cities are organized trough the
district heating companies, which are responsible for the
delivery of heating energy produced in the central plants
trough the heating network. At the same time, they are
expected to keep the cost of produced and delivered heat as
low as possible. Namely, urban areas in big cities with high
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temperature will be below +120C. The suppliers of heat
energy are responsible to achieve and maintain the foreseen
temperatures in beneficiaries’ quarters even if the outdoor
temperature drops to -150C.

directly improve the forecasting accuracy as well. In [9] an
artificial neural network (ANN) model for short term
natural gas consumption forecast in DHS has been
presented, using a Levenberg-Marquardt training
algorithm. Research reported in [10] claims improvement
of the heat load prediction through the introduction of a
recurrent neural network for adapting the dynamical
variation of heat load together with a new kind of input data
in consideration of the characteristics of heat load data. In
[11] main idea was to achieve quality prediction for a short
period in order to reduce the fuel consumption for heat
energy production and improve exploitation of equipment.
Improved neural network model has been proposed for 1 to
7 days ahead prediction of heat consumption of energy
produced in small district heating system, showing
improved accuracy. Finally, our results from [12]
demonstrated efficiency of ANN and neuro-fuzzy models
for heat load and gas consumption forecast in DHS system.
Following previous research, in this paper efficacy of
computationally intelligent models for gas consumption
and heat load forecast in DHS has been tested extending
previous ideas by using deep machine learning,
convolutional networks [13] and Internet of Things (IoT)
paradigms. An attempt has been made to increase accuracy
by providing additional data for prediction and more
complex models.

Figure 2: Total gas consumption of DHS Niš

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system of local heat sources of the Jug heating network
encompasses control of the functional blocks within the
plant itself. Monitored data for the heating source plant Jug
for the heating season 2016/2017 has been used in this
study. Observed values included but were not limited to gas
consumption, outer temperature, total plant power, water
and gas flows, primary and secondary water temperatures,
etc. All variables were monitored with one-minute interval
to provide detailed analysis, with time interval increased
and data averaged to 15 minutes, 30 minutes, one hour and
to daily values to provide for generalization. Change of
total heating power (ranging from 0 to total power of above
60MW) and change of outer temperature for January 2017
are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.

II. DATA FROM DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEM OF A LARGE
CITY IN SERBIA
Situated in southern Serbia, the City of Niš is the third
largest city of Serbia, covers around 600 km2 of land and
has approximately 255 000 inhabitants. District heating
company of the City of Niš has two main separate networks
and several minor grids. There are also some other entities
that have smaller district heating systems. District heating
is primarily produced with natural gas and the heat is used
exclusively for covering space heating demand.
Two large district heating networks are Krivi vir and Jug.
PUC City Heating Plant is a public municipal company,
which was founded by the Niš city assembly. Figure 1
shows total heat delivered to consumers by DHS Niš for the
several recent heating seasons, while Figure 2 shows its gas
consumption for the several recent heating seasons.

Figure 3: Total power of Jug power plant change in January 2017

Figure 1: Total heat delivered to consumers by DHS Niš

The heating season commences on October 15th and ends
on April 15th. In the period as of October 1st to 14th and
April 16th to May 3rd, buildings are exceptionally heated if
in the latest Republic Hydro-meteorological Institute
weather forecast of the previous day, or the first weather
forecast on that day, it is anticipated that an average daily

Figure 4: Outer temperature change in Niš during January 2017
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District heating is not operating in summer and it is not
used for preparation of sanitary (domestic) hot water.
Almost all hot tap water is instead heated by electricity.
III.

CNNs use relatively little pre-processing compared to
other image classification algorithms. This means that the
network learns the filters that in traditional algorithms were
hand-engineered. This independence from prior knowledge
and human effort in feature design is a major advantage.
Convolutional layers apply a convolution operation to
the input, passing the result to the next layer. The
convolution emulates the response of an individual neuron
to visual stimuli. Each convolutional neuron processes data
only for its receptive field, as illustrated in Figure 6.

HEAT LOAD AND GAS CONSUMPTION PREDICTION
BY MACHINE LEARNING

It is important that DHS forecasts are available and
accurate, since they are needed for the production planning
and control. When the district heating load is fluctuating a
lot, decision is needed when to start a new boiler, in order
to avoid unnecessary start and stop costs on the boilers.
Also, natural gas consumption prediction is of the interest
to organize supply efficiently and economically.
Machine learning as a field of computer science that
gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly
programmed as an application of artificial intelligence (AI).
As elaborated in introduction, machine learning has been
proven to be an efficient method used to devise complex
models and algorithms that lend themselves to DHS
prediction and could be used in DHS predictive analytics.

Figure 6: A CNN architecture [14]

A. Multilayer perceptron neural networks (FNN) and
ANFIS networks
Idea of using feedforward networks, specifically
multilayer perceptron networks and adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference systems (ANFIS) for heat load and gas
consumption forecasting has been explored in our paper
[12]. Here, updated deep learning-oriented and
convolutional network solutions have been considered.
Deep learning network proposed for gas consumption
forecasting has been shown in Figure 5.

Although fully connected feedforward neural networks
can be used to learn features as well as classify data, it is
not practical to apply this architecture to images.
C. Long short-term memory (LSTM)
Long short-term memory (LSTM) units (or blocks) are a
building unit for layers of a recurrent neural network
(RNN). A RNN composed of LSTM units is often called an
LSTM network. A common LSTM unit is composed of a
cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The cell
is responsible for "remembering" values over arbitrary time
intervals hence the word "memory" in LSTM. Each of the
three gates can be thought of as a "conventional" artificial
neuron, as in a multi-layer (or feedforward) neural network:
that is, they compute an activation (using an activation
function) of a weighted sum. Intuitively, they can be
thought as regulators of the flow of values that goes through
the connections of the LSTM hence the denotation "gate".
There are connections between these gates and the cell.
The expression long short-term refers to the fact that
LSTM is a model for the short-term memory which can last
for a long period of time. An LSTM is well-suited to
classify, process and predict time series given time lags of
unknown size and duration between events. LSTMs were
developed to deal with the exploding and vanishing
gradient problem when training traditional RNNs. Relative
insensitivity to gap length gives an advantage to LSTM
over alternative RNNs, hidden Markov models and other
sequence learning methods in numerous applications.
There are several architectures of LSTM units. An
LSTM (memory) cell stores a state, for either long or short
time periods. This is achieved by using an identity
activation function for the memory cell. In this way, when
an LSTM network is trained with backpropagation through
time, the gradient does not tend to vanish, Figure 7.
The LSTM gates compute an activation, often using the
logistic function. Intuitively, the input gate controls the
extent to which a new value flows into the cell, the forget
gate controls the extent to which a value remains in the cell
and the output gate controls the extent to which the value in
the cell is used to compute the output activation.

Figure 5: Deep learning MLP network for gas consumption prediction

B. Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
In machine learning, a convolutional neural network
(CNN) is a class of deep, feed-forward artificial neural
networks that has successfully been applied to analysing
visual imagery. CNNs use a variation of multilayer
perceptron’s designed to require minimal pre-processing.
They are also known as space invariant artificial neural
networks (SIANN), based on their shared-weights
architecture and translation invariance characteristics.
Convolutional networks were inspired by biological
processes in that the connectivity pattern between neurons
resembles the organization of the animal visual cortex.
Individual cortical neurons respond to stimuli only in a
restricted region of the visual field known as the receptive
field. The receptive fields of different neurons partially
overlap such that they cover the entire visual field.
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heat source, leading to a conclusion that satisfactory results
could be obtained with moderate prediction errors.
It is important that DHS of the City of Niš does not
provide uninterrupted 24h heating service, while instead
the heating period is mainly from 5 a. m. to 9 p. m. Also,
high ambient temperatures lead to the turning off heating in
certain daily intervals, which makes modelling of the heat
load forecast more complicated but also more significant.
Encouraging preliminary results with deep learning and
convolutional networks and with IoT approach open
prospective for further research that could include more
weather related and other variables.

Figure 7: (a) An LSTM cell and (b) a multilayer LSTM network [15]
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There are connections into and out of these gates. A few
connections are recurrent. The weights of these
connections, which need to be learned during training, of
an LSTM unit are used to direct the operation of the gates.
Each of the gates has its own parameters that is weights and
biases, from possibly other units outside the LSTM unit.
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applicable solution(s). Besides all the benefits and positive
characteristics that the wireless medium has brought to
IoT, there are same inherited deficiencies which are
mostly reflected through the vulnerability to different
forms of traffic anomalies and attacks. The intrusion
detection and prevention systems represent cornerstone
for primary security provisioning, as they are continuously
monitoring the network activity, searching for any
suspicious, potentially anomalous behavior. New
technologies and heterogeneous environments are
legitimate targets for malicious activities, thus there is
need for machine learning (ML) algorithms that are
capable of accurate and fast detection analysis and
classification of intruders or traffic anomalies. We have
put our efforts to approach this hot topic, understand all
the issues and adequately provide a comprehensive
evaluation of a range of ML algorithms suitable for
environments that fall under the IoT umbrella. The
intensive hype related to the introduction of IoT has
implicated the noticeable boosting of the ML research
area popularity, especially among industrial companies.
For the needs of running a set of experiments we have
used Weka environment, widespread software platform in
academia and business [1]. The main idea is to analyze the
possible role of a set of chosen ML techniques in a way to
construct strong defense mechanism for IoT environments
based on network dataset/flows and specific identifiers
(dataset features).

Abstract— This paper focuses on the problem of providing
security measures, anomaly detection, and prevention to the
emerging IoT environment. We have considered several
different categories of machine learning classification
algorithms with a goal to estimate the proper choice for
network anomaly detection in IoT like environments. The
special focus is on SVM and the set of bagging and boosting
algorithms, the analysis of their performance and further
comparison taking for the reference the modern, IoT like,
UNSW-NB15 dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION
The intensified development of network technologies
and fast growth of number of different heterogeneous
network devices that are interconnected and continuously
exchange large data volumes (including Big Data), have
created a fertile ground for the development of versatile
cyber-attack categories and occurrence of various forms of
network traffic anomalies. Internet of Things (IoT) and
similar environments are at the momentum extremely
interesting for both the research and development
community and hacking communities at the other side.
Being at least one step ahead from the hackers is a
supreme goal of any security concern development team.
For further IoT development, and especially for smart
and Industrial IoT applications, there is a need for
intelligent processing and analysis of data. Such a
challenging environment characteristics is difficult to
respond with a use of traditional, stale techniques for
traffic anomaly detection and fast developing and
adaptable malicious activities.
With a motivation of supporting more intelligent
intrusion and anomaly detection in future network and
system environments, we have considered a set of
machine learning algorithms over one of the newest IoT
dataset representatives, UNSW-NB15.
Once applied as a part of any network or even system,
IoT technology represent a serious source of different,
frequently dynamic data generated in various formats.
Besides, the quality of the collected data differs as a result
of interconnection of highly heterogeneous devices,
existence of environmental and device noise, source
trustworthiness degree, as well as on the capabilities of the
devices to provide specific level of precision and accuracy
during data collection. Such a powerful technology and
the need to respond to the raised security concerns has
engaged a big research communities with a common task:
provisioning of the best security level in given
environmental circumstances. As a result, a number of
open security questions have emerged, seeking for

II. METHODOLOGY
In general, ML techniques can be categorized as
supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement learning
(hybrid) algorithms, while in more detailed version this
categorization is: Deep Learning, Ensemble, Neural
Networks, Regularization, Rule System, Regression,
Bayesian, Decision Tree, Dimensionality Reduction,
Instance Based, Clustering. Despite such diversity, the fact
is that there is no a ML technique that would be adequate
for every network traffic/dataset case. Our focus is on the
application of the supervised ML algorithms that base
their functionality on the use of the labeled datasets. We
rely on the use of the knowledge gained through labels to
build procedures for mapping from input attributes plane
to the output plane. We apply and compare the
performances of several supervised learning algorithms,
including SVM (Supervised Vector Machine) and a range
of ensemble classifiers [2]. The ensemble algorithms
combine basic classifiers which are trained on different
subsets of dataset [3]. We are measuring performances of
the chosen algorithms in Weka environment, taking as an
IoT representative the UNSW-NB15 dataset [4].
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the sophisticated organization and arrangement of the
testing and training instances has provided higher
authenticity of the gained exploration results, giving a
possibility of prolongation to its utilization [6].

III. SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING IN IOT
The fact that IoT represents one of the major sources of
information and data flows, has urged for faster
development of new, smarter and more powerful
techniques for network traffic analysis, keeping efficient,
accurate and secure the procedures for their manipulation,
storage and exchange. Although mentioned last, security
has become an ultimate issue, thus a range of data science
areas, including data mining, artificial intelligence (AI),
ML, and forensic analysis are increasingly being applied
in search for best solutions depending on the specific use
case, data characteristics and system needs. Such a
diversity of characteristics has again confirmed that there
is no unique method that would provide efficient and
accurate intrusion detection for every dataset under the
analysis. In ML area we are dealing with three
approaches: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement
ML. The choice of the category and successively the
algorithm to apply depends on data integrity, available
feature vector, missing data issue and possibility of
building it based on the available, known data, while
keeping awareness of the inherent memory and CPU
limitations of IoT devices and network resources, their
mobility, diversity in communication protocols, and
vulnerability to a range of exploits. The aim is to reach
flexibility benefits that these algorithms can offer with the
minimum of the human intervention. The major goal is to
reach the best possible trade-off between the algorithm
computational requirements and the classification
precision and false alarm generation at the other side.
In order to effectively mitigate and investigate the
security threats for IoT environments, it is of major need
to explore and enhance the techniques that would
efficiently: (1) detect any suspicious activity; (2) detect
any traffic anomaly from the "normal profile" behavior;
(3) use the benefits of forensic techniques to prevent
future attacks/anomalies; (4) mitigate the impact that
intrusions/anomalies would have on the proper
network/system functioning.
ML algorithms require dataset with a massive number
of data instances that are basis for learning phase (Figure
1), which analyzes the input algorithm and applies it to the
collected dataset. It explores the provided data, usually
through a range of feature vectors. It relies on the
provided labels for each instance in order to find internal
structures and relationships between them and form a
model that is further used for the evaluation phase. As a
result, a set of metrics is applied to provide quantitative
evaluation of model performance. The idea is to calculate
the metrics and choose the best model for further
prediction and detection of the intrusions in tested
environment/dataset.
Although the research in the area of cyber security is at
its peak, adequate datasets are still rarely the available.
For a long time the research community has based its
efforts in analyzing the 1999 KDDCUP dataset, thus
generating a number of scientific studies [5]. This dataset
has faced strong criticism, as being outdated, flawed and
with stale characteristics. Its refreshed and reorganized
version, NLS KDD has prolonged its lifetime by the
removal of all the inconsistencies and duplicates from the
original dataset and solved unbalanced problem between
the training and testing instances, which resulted in
providing more accurate false alarm counts. Additionally,

Figure 1. The structure of the supervised machine learning, evaluation
and prediction procedures

Nevertheless, the lack of modern attacks footprints has
become one of the strongest reasons for switching the
attention to rare but existing novel datasets, while many
research laboratories have generated their own,
proprietary datasets which are sometimes available for
further research and contribution of the research
community. The first available labeled dataset was
generated with honeypot technique by A. Sperotto [7].
Later, Winter has modified the original Sperotto dataset in
order to make it more suitable for the use of the SVM
algorithm [8]. Recently, a novel and IoT eligible UNSWNB15 dataset appeared, providing now possibilities for
modern IDS investigations [4].
A. WEKA
WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis), is an experimental software environment for
data analysis which allows the use, analysis and
evaluation of the most relevant machine learning
techniques. It is Java based, and consisting of a number of
open source packages related to different preprocessing,
classification, grouping, association, and visualization
techniques. It uses its proprietary ARFF (AttributeRelation File Format) format, along with some adapted
formats. Different packages and integrated tools can be
implemented for data analysis projects, with a support for
user contributions and algorithms development.
B. UNSW-NB15 dataset
UNSW-NB15 dataset covers a collection of a large
number of normal network traffic and malicious traffic
instances [4]. It encompasses realistic normal traffic
behavior and combines it with the synthesized up to date
attack instances. Malicious traffic is generated for a
number of typical, up to date attack types. It is an
unbalanced dataset, where the number of attack instances
is much lower that of normal traffic instances. It relies on
100 GB of the raw traffic (Tcpdump Pcap files) and
packets generated in IXIA PerfectStorm tool environment.
Raw data is processed with Argus Bro-IDS tools,
generating 49 features with the class label. The total
captured traffic consists of 2,540,044 instances, while
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parts of dataset were used for generation of two sets for
analysis purposes (training and testing) where the
instances are organized with 44 features, classified in 7
feature groups: basic (13), content (8), time (9), additional
features (12), attack category (1) and label (1). Malicious
instances encompass nine attack categories: DoS, Fuzzers,
Analysis, Backdoor, Shellcode, Worm, Exploits, Generic
and Reconnaissance. UNSW-NB15 is related to actual
networking paradigms and trends, tending to provide a
good basis for wide-ranging networking IDS analysis.

challenged to protect and provide bypass for their
weaknesses, as the intruders are becoming extremely
adaptive and intelligent, thus can easily manipulate data to
compromise learning [13].
The top-notch ML algorithms deal with the needs for
the fast real time processing, using variable quantities of
data in different formats and from various sources. The
increase of the computational power has implicated the
possibilities for accurate and reliable (pre)processing of
such information. The noticeable increase of the
exploitation of the security sensitive applications has
stimulated the expansion of the pattern recognition
systems among the trending IDSs. All this considered has
fortified the efforts towards the use and further
improvement of the basic and hybrid classifier categories,
mostly SVM, k Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Neural
Networks [14]. One of the most popular ensemble
classifiers, AdaBoost has gained interest of a group of
authors to evaluate its boosting capabilities and issue of
efficiently skipping the overfitting [15]. It is recently
shown that LogitBoost, which stands for the simple
regression function algorithm can be used as the base
learner when there is need to fit the logistic models [16].
The datasets with small percentage of attacks can be easily
analyzed with the use of the Bagged classifier [17].
No single ML algorithm is suitable for all cases, it
depends on the traffic characteristics, whereas every
algorithm can be applied with some specific advantages
over the others, but it can also be inadequate for
circumstances where its advantages cannot be fully used.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS IN IDS
Modern technologies have brought better performances,
throughputs, extreme connectivity and interoperability.
Although these are beneficial as improvements, some
unfavorable side effect have come to the surface and
brought on the scene a whole new range of issues, thus
directly or indirectly targeting the security area. The attack
can be defined as activity of an internal or external
network element(s) that violate the integrity,
confidentiality or availability of available network
services and resources. It is of mayor interest to provide
an adequate level of network detection, prevention, and
reaction to the attacks or network traffic anomalies.
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) development is all
about following the fast advance of (cyber) attacks, in a
way to be able to deal with anomalous traffic, as well as
with the mushrooming trend of novel attacks appearance.
Most of the modern IDSs rely on the use of ML and AI
algorithms that are able to efficiently detect/prevent
attacks and anomalies, giving adaptability, flexibility and
usability in data-process-intensive network environments.
The tendency is to follow the needs for higher accuracy,
decreased false alarm rates and lower memory and
computation consumption, and ML could help in
automating the generation of different analytical models
for algorithms that would continuously learn based on the
available data, find similarities, identify activities that
outstand the "normal profile", and find meaningful traffic
outliers related to the anomalies detection [9]. ML
algorithms can be used in cases where: (1) the preferred
result is known - supervised learning; (2) when the data is
not known in advance - unsupervised learning; (3) in the
case when the learning represents the result of interaction
between the defined model and environment reinforcement learning. The most important difference
relies in the way of manipulating the database instances,
which highly depends on the existence of the class labels
[10]. Supervised algorithms apply the knowledge learned
from labels to create the procedures that will be used for
mapping the attributes from the input to the output plane
[11]. If the dataset is not labeled or if there is certain
data/feature inconsistency, the procedure of detection and
classification can be significantly complex, seeking for the
approaches that are covered by unsupervised and hybrid
ML algorithms [12]. The benefits of the continuously
evolving models are certain increasingly positive results
reflected through automatic generation of the reliable and
repeatable decisions thus reducing the need for human
interaction. The timeline from the definition of certain ML
algorithm to its implementation in real situations, and
especially for modern widespread IoT like environments,
can be long. Also, some variations of the traffic behavior
that should be treated as anomalies are frequently left
undetected - "below the radar". ML algorithms are

A. SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an supervised ML
algorithm that relies on the use of the labeled training
instances, searching for the temporal and spatial
correlations in available data. SVM places the instances as
points in the feature space, thus dividing the space into
several parts. The separation margins are used to provide
as wide as possible separation of the parts, while newly
processed instance is classified and placed in the most
suitable area/part. It is suitable for the linearly inseparable
data and effectively learns from high dimensional data,
eliminating the need for feature reduction (Figure 2).
Se
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Figure 2. SVM classification
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SVM relies on finding a suitable hyperplane that has
the largest distance to the closest data point from the
dataset, while when finding larger margin it provides
lower generalization error. By the means of kernel, SVM
maps the instances into a higher dimensional feature space
where data becomes easily separable. The SVM classifier
is defined by a linear discriminate function
f(x)=w·x+b=∑xiwi+b, where w represents the weight
vector, x is the components xi vector, and b stands for the
bias that translates the hyperplane from the origin.
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) stands for a
simplified and enhanced SVM version, that has better
scaling capabilities applicable to the complex SVM
problems [18]. It is easy at implementation and use, as it
relies on the application of breaking down a large
quadratic programming (QP) optimization SVM function
to solve, into a groups of as smallest as possible QP
problems. These are further analytically solved, saving
time and CPU by avoiding a time-consuming numerical
QP optimization as an inner loop.
In WEKA, SMO and LibSVM C-SVM are different
algorithms, and stand to be specific variations of the
original SVM [18]. Precisely, for the needs of training a
support vector classifier, SMO implements sequential
minimal optimization algorithm while LibSVM C-SVM is
a wrapper class for SVM algorithm implementation.

The final output is defined by the combination of the
individually obtained results. Ensemble algorithms mostly
rely on the application of the decision trees (DT) as a base
learner [19]. DT algorithms rely on recursively generating
classification tree, where the values of the decision nodes
depend on the corresponding feature(s) and its/their
classification on the leaves of the tree. There are two node
types connected by branches. Each branch defines a
condition that is tested by each dataset instance. The DT
classifies the instances starting from the tree root node, up
until the final node that transmits the instance to one of
defined classes. The result will be classified according to
the class that the end node of the branch belongs to.
Supervised ensemble classifiers are defined as either
bagging or boosting algorithms.
Boosting algorithms involve the sequential and
incremental generation of an ensemble by applying
different ML models for training each new and reweighted
versions of the instances from the dataset. As the results,
the generated weighted majority vote of the sequence of
classifiers is taken and further analyzed. The goal is to
emphasize the training instances that were misclassified
with previously applied ML models. This concept
combines a number of weak ML classifiers in order to
enhance the classification performance [15].
Different variations of boosting algorithms appeared
with a focus on specific ML issues, mostly related to the
dataset (data format, size, number and type of the
features), traffic and connectivity characteristics.
AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting) algorithm gives an
advantage to the weak classifier by building it iteratively
on others depending on the performances achieved by
previously applied weak classifier. This approach provides
a complex, but much stronger learner. MultiBoosting is an
extension to AdaBoost technique for forming decision
committees. It represents a combination of the boosting
and wagging mechanisms, which provides a possibility of
parallel execution and harnesses well the AdaBoost high
bias characteristics with superior variance reduction
brought by wagging [20]. Yet, boosting lacks good
mechanisms to deal with the noisy data and frequently
faces the overfitting problem. In that case, it is
recommendable to apply LADTree (Logistic Alternating
Decision Tree), as the representative of the LogitBoost
algorithm which wisely uses its regression learner for
providing better generalization and decreasing the
percentage of the training errors [21]. It solves the issues
of hardly separable classes in binary classification.
Conversely, bagged tree (Bootstrap AGGregation)
defines set of ML models, each with an equally-weighted
prediction. It is shown that bagged trees deal efficiently
with noisy data, while increasing accuracy and reducing
variance. Bootstrap aggregation draws random samples
with replacement from the initial training set, as an
alternative to relying on the same training set which will
be applied to every ensemble classifier. Weka platform
supports REPTree (Reduces Error Pruning) which is a
regression tree logic bagging algorithm. It is an algorithm
based on variance error minimization and information
gain computing procedures, which generates multiple
trees in altered iteration. After spawning the trees, the best
one is chosen for further analysis [22].
One of the most applied ensemble ML algorithms,
Random Forest (RF), is a specific form of the bagged tree

B. Ensemble Classifiers
The ensemble classifiers stand for a specific type of
predictive algorithms which combine effects of various
basic classification models in order to obtain the
maximum benefits from the advantages related to each of
the used classifiers and finally better predictive
performance that any of them. These are usually trained
on different subsets of the dataset in order to jointly
produce output results with the reduced false alarms and
increased accuracy. The advantages of the ensemble
classifiers also rely on the possibility of applying them
over the updated or new data, while there is no need for
retraining the whole ensemble. The diversity of the basic
classifier outputs, reflected through a variety of the
resulting ensembles, provides a possibility to capture the
differences of the analyzed data, and to match more
precisely their specific characteristics in a way to make
instance classification highly accurate and increase the
overall predictive performance. Figure 3 depicts the
procedure of the ML ensemble learning and classification
principles. Training dataset is represented through several
smaller datasets, which represent particles of the main
preprocessed dataset. These are applied for the training
routine for different base learners with an aim to learn
model and obtain results for each of them.

Figure 3. Ensemble classification architecture
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algorithm that can be used for both classification and
regression [23]. In RF, algorithm builds the „forest“ that is
represented by multiple DTs which are mostly trained by
the “bagging” technique, thus usually providing more
accurate and stable prediction. This algorithm introduces
additional randomness to the model, during the process of
generating the trees. As a valuable advantage, RF searches
for the best features from a randomly generated subset of
features, contrary to the commonly implemented search
for the best feature while splitting a node. As a result, a
wider diversity is created thus bringing significant
improvements to the model. The RF trees can be even
more randomly created by applying the random thresholds
for every selected feature. Conversely, the standard DTs
perform the search for the best possible thresholds.
Ensemble classifiers have shown some remarkable
results when applied to the IoT dataset environments [24,
25]. In this paper we will put the efforts to prove that
efficiency by estimating some of the Weka ensemble
representatives on the UNSW-NB15 dataset.

precision  PPV 

TP
TP  FP

(1)

On the other hand, recall (sensitivity) is of paramount
importance for highly imbalanced datasets. It is a metric
that examines all the instances that were classified as from
the positive class and makes comparison to a number of
all the instances that should have been classified as from
the positive class. In other words, it is the ratio of a
number of instances that were correctly recalled to a
number of all correctly classified events, while precision
stands for a mixture of the correct and wrong recalls and
could be understood as the ratio of a number of events that
can be correctly recalled to a number all events that can be
recalled by an used ML algorithm. Specificity is an
opposite measure from the recall (relations 2 and 3):
(2)
TP
recall  TPR 
TP  FN
TN
(3)
specificity  TNR 
TN  FP
F-score covers a trade-off between precision and recall.
It stands for the combined metric calculated as the
Harmonic mean value of recall and precision (relation 4):
(4)
( recall * precision)

C. IDS Evaluation Method
The performance metrics for classification problems in
ML relate to the steps necessary to make after the model
application and retrieval of the results. This step is
responsible for obtaining the information on model
efficiency and is based on the calculations for a set of
metric. The proper choice of performance metrics will
have an influence on the evaluation and comparison of
ML algorithms. Majority of performance metrics are
based on correct interpretation of the confusion matrix.
For every existing class of instances, normal or malicious
(anomalous), confusion matrix will provide information
on the number of the correctly and incorrectly detected
instances. The four basic metrics are: true positives (TP),
that corresponds to the cases when both the actual and
predicted class of the data are "true"; true negatives (TN),
that are the events when both the actual and predicted
classes are "false"; false positives (FP) represents the
cases when the actual class belongs to the "false"
category, while the predicted is defined as "true".
Actually, the model has incorrectly made a prediction, and
the predicted class was a positive one - number of
incorrect positive predictions on a testing instance set; and
the false negatives (FN) which stand for the cases when
the actual class is "true" while the predicted class is
"false". It is "false" as the model has made incorrect
prediction and negative as the predicted class a negative
one. Based on these four elementary values, we can
further calculate a number of measures which correspond
to the metrics that aid in providing valid ML comparative
results. Accuracy represents a number of correctly
predicted instances over a total number of fulfilled
predictions. Although it is one of the most explored
performance measure, accuracy's major deficiency is that
it is inadequate for the case when there is a highly
unbalanced dataset, where the target class in the dataset is
the actually the majority class.
Alternatively, it is recommendable to rely on the results
gathered through precision and recall metrics. Precision
(relation 1) represents a ratio of a number of correctly
predicted instances and all the predictions made by ML
model. It measures the quality of predictions based on the
predictors claims on what is positive, regardless of what it
misses.

F  score  2 *

recall  precision

F-score metric has mostly an intuitive meaning in the
classification procedure, which shows how precise the
chosen classifier is in a sense of a number of instances
that it correctly classifies, but also shows its robustness if
it does not miss to correctly classify a significant number
of instances. ROC Area Under Curve (AUC) is another
combined metric that has high appreciation in the
researchers communities. It evaluates the ratio between
the sensitivity and specificity, and provided through the
"Sensitivity vs. (1 − Specificity)" plot. Every
classification instance of a confusion matrix stands for
one point in ROC area. Actually it gives valuable
information on classifier performance variation while its
discrimination threshold is altered.
V.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experimental evaluation of the chosen ML
algorithms over the UNSW-NB15 dataset is carried on
with Weka (v.3.6), in Windows environment, on 3GHz
Intel(R)Core(TM)and 8GB RAM. We have used
algorithms from SVM category: SMO and LibSVM CSVM classifier, and a range of ensemble classifiers:
LADTree, REPTree, MultiBoost and RF.
TABLE I.
UNSW-NB15 CLASSIFICATION METRICS RESULTS
Measures
Algorithm

200

Precision

Recall

ROC

Time (s)

LADTree

0.96/0.97

0.99/0.92

0.99/0.99

525

Random
Forest

0.98/0.99

0.99/0.97

0.99/0.99

211

REPTree

0.95/0.99

0.99/0.88

0.99/0.99

37

MultiBoost

0.89/0.99

0.99/0.76

0.92/0.92

38

SMO

0.91/0.99

0.99/0.79

0.89/0.89

17716

LibSMV

0.70/0.99

1/0.1

0.55/0.55

51512
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Classification learner was set to apply the five-fold
cross validation over the 175,341 imported and
preprocessed dataset instances. We have run a number of
simulations, whereas the obtained results are used for
calculating precision, recall, ROC values and time needed
for the experiment. The metrics are provided in the form
of the obtained values for each class from the dataset Normal/Malicious (Table I). The very first thing that
catches the sight are the time values, as there is a
remarkable difference between the two groups of
algorithms.
SVM algorithms are far slower in classification,
whereas LibSVM C-SVM has shown extremely low
performances when compared to all others. It is far the
slowest, and has the lowest performance. Base classifiers
have their strength and can learn much better from
balanced data sets, but when imbalance ratio is high, the
ensemble classifiers are classifying the instances with
superior performances, wining the time category as well.
Among them, RF is far the best ensemble classifier,
providing highest values for precision, recall and gaining
almost perfect ROC (~1). The obtained results show
superiority of the RF tree. As it belongs to the bagged tree
category it relies on the bootstrap sampling technique that
decreases the variance and enhances the accuracy. Bagged
tree algorithms are proficient in learning from extremely
imbalanced
datasets
where
the
number
of
malicious/anomaly representatives is low. RF handles
much better the over fitting issues and obtains high ROC,
while keeping acceptable timeline. Still, when there is lack
of time and need for fast examination, a smart solution to
apply would be the REPTree. Although being precise
ensemble classifier, LADTree has high delay, while
boosting representative, MultiBoost, has shown the lowest
performances results among the examined set of ensemble
classifiers, winning the battle in time category.

Technological Development of Republic of Serbia: TR32025 and TR-32037.
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joint. In those situations, bone and cartilage are replaced
with artificial joint.
The femoral head that is damaged is removed and is
replaced with a metal stem that is inserted in the center of
the femoral bone. On the upper part of the stem, a ball
(ceramic or metal) is added so that it can replace removed
damaged femoral head. Cartilage that is damaged is
removed as well, and instead a metal socket is placed. In
the end a spacer (metal, plastic or ceramic) is inserted
between the socket and the ball in order to provide better
movements.
When an implant is inserted into the fractured bone, the
healing process starts to happen. This healing process is
similar to primary bone healing. Osseointegration is a
direct functional connection between bone and inserted
implant. After the osseintegration is established, along the
fixture surface cortical bone is formed [4]. One method to
improve mechanical interlocking between bone and
implant and enhance osseintegration is to use implant that
has rough surface [5, 6]. The fixation of osseointegrated
implants depends on the mechanical interlocking [7].
Interlocking capacity is commonly analyzed using in
vivo experiments, and not many papers deal with
numerical approach. Results from the in vivo studies
indicate that increased surface roughness of cylindrical
implants leads to increased interfacial shear strength [8].
Effect of surface texturing of orthopedic implants has
been experimentally investigated in previous years. Ito et
al. [9] have investigated possibility of polyethylene wear
reduction by forming concave dimples on the surface of
the metal femoral head while Zhou et al. [10] analyzed
influence of concave dimples on the metallic counterface
on the wear of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene.
Effect of surface texturing on the elastohydrodynamic
lubrication analysis of metal-on-metal hip implants was
analyzed by Gao et al. [11].
Mathematical model presented in [7], showed that
rough surface led to increase in interfacial shear strength.
One of the papers with numerical approach [5], showed a
shear stress distribution for a non-resorbable fibrereinforced composites during static load while bone and
implant were rigidly bonded. Improved approach can be
seen in [6], where better boundary conditions and
geometry were used.

Abstract— During hip replacement procedure femoral head
is removed and instead of it implant is inserted into the
hollow femur. When an implant is inserted into the
fractured bone the healing process starts to happen, which
means that the newly formed bone interlocks with the
inserted implant. Interlocking capacity is commonly
analyzed using in vivo experiments, and only several papers
have information on numerical approach. The goal of this
study was to use the numerical approach to analyze the
interlocking capacity of the modified hip implant surface.
Numerical approach included implementation of the finite
element method (FEM) for simulation of the interlocking
capacity of modified surface topographies in the titanium
alloys (Ti-6Al-4V) implants. Analyzed topographies were
produced by the electron beam (EB) technique on the
surface of the titanium alloy. The structures were analyzed
by infinite focus microscopy and exported as a 3D profile for
the application of the finite element method. The biggest
advantage of this approach is that it can provide
information about different types of topographies under a
wide range of loading conditions before needing to insert an
implant into an animal.

I. INTRODUCTION
The hip is a ball-and-socket joint between the upper end
of the femur and the pelvis. It connects the lower and
upper parts of the body, while bearing loads up to 5 times
of bodyweight [1]. Also, the joint provides stability during
daily activities (e.g. walking, running, etc.). The geometry
of the hip allows rotation in all directions while muscles
provide with forces that are needed for joint movement
and help with stability [2].
Human life expectancy has been increasing in the last
decades. With aging we are facing lot of health
challenges. Some of those, such as arthritis causes
disability and chronic hip pain. In those situations, hip
replacement surgery is necessary. Hip replacement
surgery is one of the most successful procedures that
restores patient mobility. Also, it is a procedure with a
minimum rate of early complication while providing
immense improvement to the quality of life [3]. It is
performed when bone and cartilage need to be removed as
a result of a degenerative process or a trauma to a hip
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The goal of the present study was to obtain stress values
for the modified hip implant surface using finite element
method and use these values for assessment of
interlocking capacity. This approach has been used in
design and analysis of orthopedic devices, as this
approach complements experimental work and can
provide information that cannot be obtained from
experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
surface modification and explanation of the model used
for finite element method are included in the part II. Part
III covers obtained results while conclusion is given in
part IV.
II.

Next step in model creation included manually adding
previously created and exported modified surface on top
of the implant (Fig. 3).

MATERIALS & METHODS

A. Electron Beam Technique
Modified surface topographies were produced by highly
energetic electron beam (EB) technique on the surface of
the titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V). Modification was performed
using an electron beam welding (EBW) machine, model
Probeam EBG 45-150 K14. Sample plates had dimensions
15 × 15 × 2 mm3. This technique was successfully applied
for titanium alloys structuring for biomedical application
[12].
Created surface was analyzed using Alicona Infinite
Focus microscope. The modified surface had to be
exported as a 3D profile in order to use it for Finite
Element Analysis. This was done with special focus
variation technique. Acquired surface is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2. Created three-dimensional model

Modified surface was added to the end of the implant
and its position will be of interest in future studies.

Figure 3. Implant (layer 1) after manually adding modified surface
from Fig 1.

Figure 1. EB Structuring of Ti-6Al-4V with a square array with 100
arms each figure.

The implant surface (layer 1 – Fig. 2) was in contact
with the very thin layer of the bone tissue with highly
reduced mechanical strength (layer 2), followed by layer
of the bone with the slightly reduced mechanical strength
(layer 3). The last layer represented a healthy cortical
femur bone (layer 4). Bone layers were modeled only to
cover part of the implant where rough surface was added.
The rest of the implant has smooth surface and it is of no
interest at the moment.
This model consisted of 146453 nodes and 667527
tetrahedral elements.
Materials used for these calculations are considered to
be homogenous, linear elastic and isotropic. Material
properties (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) for all
layers were gathered from the literature. Values are shown

B. Finite Element Analysis
In order to carry out computational simulations of boneimplant interaction, the finite element models of implant
and bone were modeled. The created three-dimensional
model (Fig. 2) had four layers. The layers were created
using a computer aided design (CAD) software. Each
layer was exported from CAD software as .stp file in order
to use it for mesh creation. Surface mesh was
automatically generated and manually refined in order to
improve mesh quality and reduce sharped triangular
elements. Models created in CAD software had smooth
surface.
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in Table 1. Titanium Alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) was chosen for
implant material. Although material properties of bones,
especially cancellous bone, are really complex, due to the
computer constraints we had to consider all the bones to
be homogenous, linear elastic and isotropic. This was
done in order to obtain results in less time. In future
studies we will use improved bone material properties.

It can be noticed that modified surface has no effect on
the von Mises stress values of the surrounding structure.
In the Fig. 4 there were several small areas (marked with
black circles) with high stress values, up to 545 MPa. The
reason for this was that modified surface was additionally
added to the implant surface, which led to several
elements with bad quality. As it can be seen these areas
were on the edges of the surfaces and have not been
changed as we wanted to keep profile the way it was
exported.
If these areas are not taken into consideration, as they
are most likely result of manual combining of implant
model with modified surface mesh, the highest value was
around 220 MPa. This value was calculated in the area
represented by white square (Fig. 4).
Fig. 5 shows the contact pressure for the modified
surface.

TABLE I.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES – LAYERS 1, 2 AND 4.

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4

Young’s
modulus [GPa]
109
0.02
10
16.7

Poisson’s
ratio
0.34
0.3
0.3
0.3

Reference
[13]
[14]
[14]
[14]

Applied boundary conditions included load and several
constraints. For load we have used maximum force value
on the hip joint during the gait cycle. This value depends
on a patient and for this analysis we have chosen the
average weight of 70kg.
Applied constraints were adapted from paper [6], while
taking into consideration the difference in model axis. The
upper surface of layer 4 was fixed, while the sides of the
implant were only allowed to move in x direction (locked
in y and z direction) and lower surface of the implant was
locked in the z direction. All other elements were allowed
to move in all three directions.
Micro motions can occur between bone and implant.
These motions can cause wear of the material. In order to
simulate this accurately we have defined friction
coefficient between layers 1 and 2. We have used friction
coefficient of 0.39 obtained from the experimental study
where tribological behavior of Ti6Al4V was investigated
against cow bone [14]. The contact between other layers
was considered to be glued.
After models were created and material properties and
boundary conditions applied we were able to perform
numerical simulations. Simulation was performed in order
to analyze healing process.

Figure 5. Contact pressure for the modified surface.

Again, it can be noticed that modified surface has no
effect on the results of the surrounding structure. As with
the previous case, the same areas have higher contact
pressure values (up to 287 MPa) compared to the rest of
the modified surface. The highest value for the contact
pressure (white circle in Fig. 5) was around 205 MPa. It is
important to notice that the left half of the surface had
higher contact pressure values compared to the right half.
This will be further analyzed.
A few papers have analyzed surface modification using
FEM. It is hard to compare results as this modified surface
is very complex. We were able to compare von Mises
stress values outside of our modified surface. Fouad [16]
had tried to predict stress of the bone fracture. Values he
obtained for von Mises stress at fracture site at 1% healing
(corresponds to our layer 2) was slightly higher compared
to our values in layer 2. We had obtained about 2.3 MPa
(outside of the modified surface), while he obtained 2.7
MPa. However, von Mises stress values in the area that
was in the contact with modified surface showed
significantly higher stress values, up to 130 MPa. These
values require running more simulation using different
boundary conditions in order to better understand it.
Obtained shear stress was significantly higher in the
area of modified surface compared with smooth implant
area. It is in range from 1 MPa (smooth area) to 100 MPa
(modified surface). According to Mattila et al [5], shear
stresses at the implant-bone interface should be minimized
in order to promote bone ingrowth.

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Results depend on the quality of the created 3D model,
elements, material properties and boundary conditions.
Fig 4. shows the von Mises stress distribution for the
modified surface.

Figure 4. von Mises stress distribution for the modified surface.
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In order to improve interlocking capacity, we need to
reduce shear stresses. There are several ways in which we
can improve obtained results. First step will be to refine
mesh near the edges of modified surface in order to reduce
stress values. Friction coefficient value is also parameter
that can be further analyzed as well as different boundary
conditions combined with more accurate representation of
material properties. Beside these parameters we also plan
to analyze how multiple modified surfaces instead of one
(presented in this paper) influence stress distribution.
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Abstract — Sleep apnea is a common sleep-related disorder
caused by the obstruction of the respiratory tract and the
absence of respiratory flow. 18 million Americans are
estimated to suffer from sleep apnea, out of which 80% are
thought to go undiagnosed. Nowadays, apnea detection is
done using a Polysomnography (PSG) test during sleeping
hours, which requires that the patient spends a night in a
specialized center wearing several sensors to monitor his/her
state. After that, medical trained staff checks the recordings/
markings and manually corrects the scoring. This process is
time-consuming, which sets the motivation for this study to
provide and validate an automatic apnea detection
algorithm using the raw PSG recordings of 50 patients.
Apnea is detected primarily employing the nasal flow signal,
combined with oxygen saturation (SpO2) for hypopnea
classification. The proposed approach achieves 77.124%
accuracy (SD was 7.7) with around 55.3% sensitivity and
around 82.5% specificity. Such an automatic algorithm will
help drastically reduce the necessary time to analyze
patients’ condition.

and hypopnea events averaged over the duration of sleep
[1, 5].
Apnea events occur many times per night and, when the
syndrome is severe, they can cause daytime sleepiness,
insomnia, attention deficit, learning and memory
difficulties, depression and irritability [3, 4]. Short-term
consequences of sleep apnea also include increased heart
rate and high blood pressure. More important are longterm symptoms such as poor concentration, a
compromised immune system, slower reaction times and
cardio/cerebrovascular problems, which are identified as
risk factors for systemic hypertension, myocardial
infraction, stroke, and sudden death [2, 4, 6, 7].
Sleep-related breathing disorders are usually diagnosed
using Polysomnography (PSG), which is a gold standard
test performed in a specialized sleep center such as Sleep
Disorders Clinic or a Hospital for Pulmonary Diseases,
under the supervision of technicians and doctors during
the overnight sleep of a patient [1, 4]. This diagnostic tool
monitors several parameters using sensors for nasal or
breath airflow, oxygen saturation (SpO2), body position,
movements
(thoracic
and/or
abdominal),
electroencephalography
(EEG),
electromyography
(EMG),
electrooculography
(EOG)
and
electrocardiography (ECG) depending on the employed
PSG device [1, 3]. The analysis of PSG recordings is a
time-consuming process and medical staff often needs to
inspect the automatic scoring made by machine in order to
correct the possible mistakes [1].
Several studies have focused on the detection of sleep
apnea using different signals, mostly focusing on reducing
the amount of necessary signals to detect the apnea
episodes. For example, in [4], the authors review the
literature that shows that features from the ECG signal can
be used to detect sleep apnea. Some researchers focus on
methods such as mode decomposition to transform
complex time series into a finite set of intrinsic mode
functions [2] or derive a set of features that can later be
used for the discrimination of apneas [1]. Other studies
focused on measurement of the nasal airflow or on the
evaluation of the body movements (abdominal or chest
effort signals) and showed that body movements could
indicate the occurrence of sleep apnea events [8]. In that
sense, Almazaydeh at al. [3] based their research on the

Keywords: sleep apnea, automatic detection, nasal flow
signal

I.
INTRODUCTION
Sleep Apnea Syndrome (SAS) is a sleep respiratory
disorder that happens when breathing is interrupted by a
collapse of the upper airway at the level of the tongue or
the soft palate [1, 2]. It is characterized by a complete
absence or of airflow during at least 10s [3]. If the airflow
is not fully blocked the episode is diagnosed as hypopnea.
Depending on the respiratory effort, manifested by
abdominal or thoracic movements, different types of
apnea can be identified. While in obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA) the respiratory effort is present, in central sleep
apnea (CSA) it is not. Mixed sleep apnea (MSA) instead
consists of a first part where there is no effort detected,
like in a CSA episode, followed by a second part where
the respiratory effort exists [4, 5]. Hypopneas are further
characterized by oxygen desaturation of at least 4% [4].
According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine
(AASM) [5], the metric used to describe the SAS severity
is the Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI). This index is
calculated as the number of complete and partial apnea
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breathing acoustic signal analyzed using a Voice Activity
Detection (VAD) algorithm to measure the difference in
energy of the acoustic respiratory signal during the
presence and absence of breathing [3]. Another approach
in apnea classification is to use the electrocardiographic
(ECG) signal firstly to detect and secondly to classify
apnea episodes [4]. Several features based on ECG are
proposed in [9-11] to replace the information given by the
respiratory signal. Varon et al. [4] proposed an algorithm,
which uses two different features: changes in the
morphology of the ECG and information shared between
respiration and heart rate, by means of orthogonal
subspace projections. Based on these two features, they
claim to have achieved 85% accuracy. Another study by
Corhout et al. [12], applied a technique called Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) on Heart Rate Variability
(HRV) data and derived a signal that estimates the area
under the QRS complex, which they use to detect apnea
events automatically. With an initial accuracy of 88.8%,
further research was done to reduce signal noise and
improve accuracy [2].
A full PSG is expensive, sometimes costing up to
$1000, which is not always an option for people with
inadequate health insurance. Therefore, beside the PSG as
a gold standard, several alternative devices have been
introduced to detect SAS with a primary aim to reduce the
diagnostic costs [13, 14]. In this regard, there has been an
increasing interest in wearable health monitoring devices
in recent years, based on e-Health and m-Health advances,
which has brought academic research and industry
together in order to find inexpensive and comfortable
solutions for apnea detection. Some of the examples are
HealthGear [6], WEALTHY [15] or Foster-Miller’s health
monitoring garment for soldiers [6]. Other studies such as
the one done by Husemann et al [16] proposed a Personal
Area Hub and developed a health care application for
tracking patient compliance using an architecture for
logging and subscribing to events with an implementation
on a Sony Ericsson P900 smartphone. However, these
devices are not properly validated and fully accepted by
the end-users, since they need to overcome several
clinical, technical, legal and societal obstacles, as well as
improve their power consumption, privacy preservation
and usability [6]. Martin et al. discuss issues that surround
wearable ECG devices able to provide real-time feedback
to the patient [17] highlighting that their main drawback is
the lack of experimental results.
The development of more portable in a wearable
manner, friendly to use and less intrusive systems is of
utmost importance as demonstrated for the ever-growing
interest in the field. Unfortunately, PSG is not a good
candidate for sleep monitoring at home and the unfamiliar
environment encountered in a sleep laboratory often
influences the usual sleep pattern of patients [2, 4, 18].
Furthermore, the original test is invasive and patient
intrusive, especially EEG and ECG monitoring, which
require having several electrodes attached to the body to
record the electrical activity [14]. In addition, such testing
is expensive, time-consuming, and carried out for very
limited time periods [6, 19] (typically single-night
admission due to large number of patients). Furthermore,
trained staff is necessary to examine and correct automatic
scoring prepared and provided by the installed software
connected to the monitoring devices [14, 19].

Therefore, simplified methods to reduce the time that
specialists spend on processing the sleep reports [1, 3, 4,
7] would be very helpful and more comfortable for longterm testing modality and diagnosis [6]. Not many works
in the literature include empirical experience of medical
staff into the algorithms, which will be incorporated in this
study. In this research project, we have developed an
algorithm for automatic detection of sleep apnea episodes
based on the nasal flow signal in combination with the
ECG wave to perform artifact removal. This method for
automatic detection of sleep apnea is the first step in the
development of a broad independent system for
monitoring sleep disorders and speed-up of sleep apnea
episodes diagnosis in more flexible timelines and
healthcare setups.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The dataset used in this study consists of continuous
full recordings from 50 patients who performed a proper
Sleep Study at the Clinic for Pulmonology of the Clinical
Center Kragujevaca. The length of the signals’ recordings
ranges between 7 and 10 hours and the dataset includes
recordings from 35 male and 15 female patients with the
demographic and health characteristics detailed in Table
1.
TABLE I.
DEMOGRAPHIC AND HEALTH CHARACTERICTICS OF THE EMPLOYED
DATASET (MEAN VALUES±STANDARD DEVIATION)

Age (years)
AHI
Mean heart rate (bpm)
Max heart rate (bpm)
Mean SpO2
Min SpO2

Male
53±13.5
32±23.1
65±9.3
104±30.7
91±3.8
77±11

Female
58±11.6
21±16.5
65±9.9
98±17.4
91±3.6
78±8.25

The following parameters have been continously
monitored for all the patients:
 Nasal airflow, using standard nasal pressure sensor
 Body position
 Electrocardiogram (ECG)
 Thoracic and abdominal movements, by inductance
plethysmography
 Oxygen saturation (SpO2) was monitored using a
pulse oximeter
Even though continuous recordings of signals for
thoracic and abdominal effort were acquired, during the
study, we did not further analyse the above mentioned
signals in a more complex manner in order to perform
apnea classification, as this is out of the current scope of
the specific project and will be the topic of exploiation for
future work.
Figure 1 depicts the diagram that describes the general
algorithm developed in this study.

a

website: http://www.kc-kg.rs/organizacija/klinike/klinika-zapulmologiju
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positive airway pressure device ﬂow, or an alternative
apnea sensor)
2.
The duration of the interval with more than 90%
drop in the signal lasts for longer than 10 seconds
By the drop in the peak signal excursion, it is meant
that the amplitude of the nasal flow signal has dropped at
least 90% in comparison to the baseline signal. The length
of a respiratory event (e.g. apnea) is defined as the event
duration.
Examples of apnea events are colored in yellow in
Figure 4. Windows of 10s were used to score apnea events
and the maximum duration of an apnea event was limited
to 60s.
Figure 1. Proposed algorithm for automatic sleep scoring

The inputs to the general algorithm are some of the
previously mentioned monitored signals, which were
stored in the European Data Format (EDF) standard. The
free tool Polyman (version 2.x [20]) was used to inspect
these EDF files and visualize the signals before any
processing. The sampling frequencies of the signals were
200 Hz for nasal flow and ECG, 500 Hz for snoring, 100
Hz for thoracic and abdominal movement and 3Hz for
SpO2. Apnea detection and artifact removal were done
based on the rules, which will be explained further in the
text. The Gold Standard Apnea Event Scoring was
initially performed automatically by the Sleepware G3
from Philips Respironics. At a second stage, the medical
staff - experts inspected and corrected manually the result
of the automatic pass to obtain the best possible scoring
accuracy.
Since all changes in patient’s sleep are monitored in
comparison to the pre-event baseline or stable breathing,
we calculate the baseline in the first step of the algorithm.
According to the convention, the baseline is defined as the
mean amplitude of stable breathing and oxygenation in the
2 minutes preceding onset of the event (in individuals who
have a stable breathing pattern during sleep) or the mean
amplitude of the 3 largest breaths in the 2 minutes
preceding the onset of the event (in individuals without a
stable breathing pattern) [5]. Figure 2 shows an example
of stable breathing colored in blue.

Figure 4. Examples of apnea events

Analogously, the main rules for hypopnea episode
detection are:
1. There must be a drop in the peak signal
excursion by more than 30% of pre-event baseline using
an appropriate sensor (as previously mentioned)
2. The duration of the more than 30% drop in the
signal lasts for longer than 10 seconds
3. There is a minimum of 3% oxygen desaturation
from pre-event baseline or the event associated with an
arousal
Examples of hypopnea events are colored in yellow in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Examples of hypopnea events

The tool that is used to generate the apnea/hypopnea
report is only considering the basic rules described before,
so if there is an artifact, the underlying algorithm would
still score it as apnea/hypopnea. In that case, manual
correction would be necessary. Typically, specialized
medical staff performs this manual scoring by selecting
the area of the artifact and marking it as an awake stage.
To this end, the ECG signal is used to identify artifacts.
Examples of artifacts are given in Figure 6. Yellow parts
of nasal flow would be automatically scored as apneas by
the tool, if there were no manual scoring.

Figure 2. Example of stable breathing

As stable breathing is not always present at the
beginning of the monitoring (Figure 3), we implemented
an adaptive baseline calculation to constantly update the
baseline. The calculation was done based on the upper and
lower envelopes of the first 120s of the input sequence
and local n(k) maximum values, where each maximum is
calculated over a sliding window of length k=120s across
neighboring elements.
Figure 3. Example of non-stable breathing

Based on the medical staff expertise and as described in
the Scoring Manual of the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine [5], the main rules for apnea episode detection
are:
1. There must be a drop in the peak signal
excursion by more than 90% of pre-event baseline
using an appropriate sensor (oronasal thermal sensor,

Figure 6. Examples of artifacts that should be excluded from event
scoring

To automate this process, a third order low pass filter
was firstly used for filtering the ECG signal with a cut off
frequency 0.06/(freq. ECG/2), where freq.ECG is the
sampling frequency of the ECG signal. Additionally, zerophase filtering was used to have zero phase distortion and
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no delays in the filtered signal. No additional
decimation/sampling frequency reduction was necessary.
The filtered ECG signal will be the output of the first
block served as an input to the baseline calculation and
apnea detection. Artifact removal was carried out
removing a full apnea episode based on the quality of the
ECG signal. In other words, if the ECG signal is not
normal for an automatically detected apnea event, the
whole episode is removed. We defined abnormal ECG as
an excerpt of signal in which the amplitude for that
window is larger than the amplitude of the baseline with
some added tolerance. Baseline is calculated based on the
first 15 minutes of the ECG signal.
Comparison with manually scored events was done
before and after artifact removal. Standard statistical
measures of diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity were calculated based on Equations 1, 2 and 3.
(1)

Figure 7. Reference and automatic apnea scoring per window

(2)

In addition, numerical values for some patients are
given in Table 2.

(3)

TABLE II.
STATISTICAL MEASURES FOR SOME PATIENTS BEFORE ARTIFACT REMOVAL

Patient
number
3
15
22
31
41

TP indicates true positives, TN true negatives, FP false
positives and FN false negatives. It must be emphasized
that TP, TN, FP and FN are calculated per window. In
order to classify a window as apnea/hypopnea window, a
constant threshold (currently set to windowThreshold =
5/30) is used. This means that if apnea duration is longer
than 5s in a window of 30s length, a whole window will
be classified as apnea/hypopnea window. This is done for
both the reference and our suggested automatic scoring. In
this way, we were able to reduce the potential problems
that can occur between the scoring performed by the
expert and the one calculated by our algorithm. This
situation can happen because our system has incorporated
predefined rules for the exact ending of the
apnea/hypopnea event, whilst the marks made by the
experts may denote the end of the episode subjectively
based on experience.

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

32.828
57.598
56.554
76.879
45.399

72.114
88.007
82.299
87.470
89.227

57.479
73.273
71.650
80.278
77.751

Comparison by window between the manually scored
signal and our system for one patient is given in Figure 8.
It can be seen visually that apnea scoring per window of
the reference signal is matching the apnea scoring per
window obtained by our algorithm at most points.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results show 77.124% accuracy (SD was 7.7) with
mean sensitivity around 55.3 and specificity around
82.491. One example of apnea events scored by medical
staff and our automatic tool is given in Figure 7. Visual
comparison of the reference scoring made by the expert
(first row) with the scoring of our system (second row)
can be seen. Reference scoring has distinctions among
different types of apnea (cf. colored legend in Figure 7),
which will be incorporated to our algorithm in future
iterations. Other signals such as SpO2, body movements
and ECG signal can also be observed in this figure.
Figure 8. Reference and automatic apnea scoring per window

Based to the current state of the art by running a proper
cross validation analysis, Varon et al. [4] obtained
between 71% and 73% accuracy using SVM-based
algorithms and up to 84% accuracy using combined LSSVM algorithms, tested on the Physionet database. When
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they tested the same approach on the Leuven dataset,
accuracy was higher, achieving up to 86% using SVM and
around 80% using LS-SVM. Wong et al. [14] report 0.92
sensitivity and 0.86 specificity on evaluation of AHI based
on a nasal flow-monitoring device for obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) in comparison to AHI estimation of a PSG.
The main drawback of this work is that it does not report
accuracy nor describes the methodology of detecting the
presence of obstructive sleep apnea using a single-channel
nasal flow-measuring device. Mijovic et al. also compare
their findings with the results of Corthout et al. in terms of
classification performance [2]. They report 0.83 accuracy
for detection of OSA by Empirical Mode Decomposition
on Tachogram and discuss that apneic and borderline
subjects are not so well separated compared to the work of
Corthout et al., showing that the algorithm proposed by
Corthout et al. outperformed in specificity, but was less
accurate. Although our results are comparable to the
current state-of-the-art showing around 77% accuracy, we
must emphasize that these results are obtained only based
on pure pre-defined rules for scoring and no additional
machine learning is implemented.
After artifact removal, we have noticed that the
statistical measures changed depending on the patient. The
results show that total average accuracy with removed
artifacts is 76.5%, average specificity raises to 87% and
average sensitivity drops to 62.67%. These results show
that the overall specificity is improved after artifact
removal, but the sensitivity is reduced, which means that
deeper analysis of the tolerance selection and ECG signal
should be done. This will be the focus of interest in future
studies. Numerical values for same patients shown in
Table II are shown in Table III after performing artifact
removal.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed an automatic algorithm
for apnea/hypopnea scoring based on experience from
trained medical staff. The results based on the analysis of
nasal flow, oxygen saturation (SpO2) and artifacts in the
ECG signal, are very promising since no complex
machine learning method is required. Such an automatic
algorithm would enable the conception of a system to
perform home monitoring of sleep during more than one
night, reducing the diagnosis costs and the time required
for the manual scoring by an expert.
The continuous recordings have been done, apart from
the Golden Standard Device, by the SmartWearable for
cross validation purposes, as the Wearable which will be
used as a screening tool. This will provide an easy
solution to the end-users with a small, comfortable, easy
to wear, accurate tool based on sensors, algorithms and a
mobile app that can help them even to self-screen for
sleep apnea in their own bedrooms, at a later stage in the
near future. This will be part of future analyses in the
framework of sleep disorders research. Future research
will also include apnea and hypopnea classification into
obstructive, central and mixed events to obtain a better
insight into sleep-related disorders.
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Abstract—The aim of this work was to computationally
examine the biomechanical characteristics of the patientspecific AortoIliac Aneurysm (AIA) employing the fluidsolid interaction (FSI) and finite element method (FEM).
Beside clinical assessment, computational modeling and
simulations have great importance for improving
aneurysmal examination and patient monitoring. In that
order, the patient-specific 3D model of AIA was created,
based on the computed tomography (CT) data. The blood
flow simulation and interaction with the aortic wall,
considering existence of the intraluminal thrombus (ILT),
gave a more specific and more complete analysis of
aneurysmal biomechanical characteristics. Assuming the
blood as incompressible, viscous and laminar fluid, with an
average properties and parabolic flow, the computational
simulation of cardiac cycle was performed. The Von Mises
stress, as the main parameter for evaluation of aortic wall
degradation and rupture risk, was analyzed at the peak
systolic moment. Presence of high stress at the aortic
bifurcation and aneurysmal neck indicated the need for
operative treatment. Furthermore, the obtained blood flow
characteristics showed presence of stagnant blood flow at
the maximal aneurysmal diameter, which affects the ILT
and aneurysmal growth. In order to include the
computational simulations in a daily clinical practice, which
may lead to better prevention of aneurysmal rupture and
evaluation of operative treatment need, a larger number of
patients should be investigated in further studies.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
(AAA) with an iliac aneurysm that is called AortoIliac Aneurysm (AIA).

There are various endovascular treatments [3] of AIAs
that prevent their rupture and fatal outcome. In order to
prevent aneurysmal rupture and evaluate a need for
operative treatment or determine the impact of the aortic
treatment to blood flow, the novel approaches which
combine clinical assessment and computational modeling
and visualization are essential [4,5].
Numerous prior studies have identified many factors
that potentially contribute to the development,
enlargement and rupture of AAAs [6]. However, the links
between these factors and the underlying mechanisms
responsible for the formation, growth and stabilization or
rupture of AAAs/AIAs are still insufficiently investigated.
It is generally accepted that the evolution of aneurysms is
driven by flow-induced progressive degradation of the
vessel wall [7, 8]. Since the internal mechanical forces in
the aorta are maintained by dynamic action of blood flow,
the quantification of the AAAs/AIAs hemodynamics is
essential for characterization of their biomechanical
behavior. Furthermore, it is important to include both the
dynamics of blood flow as well as the wall motion
response associated with the pulsatile nature of the flow to
accurately model the AIA. With that goal, the Fluid Solid
Interaction (FSI) approach based on Finite Element
Method (FEM) was performed in computational
simulations employing simplified (parametric) model and
blood-aortic wall domains [9], or patient-specific

I.
INTRODUCTION
An aneurysm, a localized dilation of the artery’s wall,
most frequently appears in the abdominal aorta and in the
brain vasculature. Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs)
are formed preferentially in infrarenal area, before aortic
bifurcations. About 3% (1–7%) of the population aged
over 50 are affected by an AAA [1]. The AAAs can be
extended towards one or both iliac arteries, and in that
case they are called AortoIliac Aneurysms (AIAs, Fig. 1).
Approximately 20%-40% of patients with AAAs can have
unilateral or bilateral iliac artery aneurysms [2].
Understanding AIA pathogenesis is extremely important
to improve aneurysmal examination and patient
monitoring.
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geometrical model and blood-intraluminal thrombus
(ILT)-aortic wall domains [10].
In presented work we created the patient-specific model
of extended abdominal (aortoiliac) aneurysm and
performed computational simulation which made the
connection between hemodynamic variables and wall
mechanical properties. Thus, this work included blood
flow simulation and interaction with the aortic wall,
considering existence of intraluminal thrombus (ILT),
which gives a more specific and more complete analysis
of aneurysmal biomechanical characteristics and rupture
evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
creation of a 3D patient-specific model and explanation of
the FSI numerical simulation based on FEM, with
employed appropriate material characteristics, are
included in the part II. Part III covers discussion of
obtained results for employed model. In the part IV, main
conclusions are given with plans for further improvements
of presented FSI analysis.
II.

Figure 2. Geometrical model of AIA consisted of triangular finite
element mesh (anterior view).

B. Material Characteristisc
After creation of geometrical model, appropriate
material characteristics were prescribed in order to prepare
the AIA model for computational simulation. The material
characteristics (wall thickness, dynamic viscosity,
Young’s modulus, Poisson coefficient, density) of fluid
and solid domains are given in Table 1.
Solid domains (aortic wall and ILT) were modeled as
linearly-elastic isotropic material [8], under the
assumption that they are affected by average blood
pressure (80-120 mm Hg) [10]. Although it is known that
Young’s modulus of 1.2 MPa is present in healthy
arteries, experimental results show that Young’s modulus
has significantly higher values in case of abdominal
aneurysms (between 3 and 5 MPa) [15]. In this work,
Young’s modulus of 5 MPa and Poisson coefficient of
0.45 were assumed for the aortic wall [10]. Furthermore,
Young’s modulus of 0.1 MPa and Poisson coefficient of
0.49 were adopted for ILT [10]. The densities of 1.12·10-3
g/mm3 and 1.121·10-3 g/mm3 were adopted for aortic wall
and ILT, respectively.
In order to perform analysis which reflects the realistic
human blood flow we used average blood properties: a
dynamic viscosity of 3.5·10-3 Pa·s and a density of
1.05·10-3 g/mm3 [4, 5, 16]. Flow is considered to be
laminar, homogeneous (Newtonian) and viscous
incompressible.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Geometrical model
In order to perform the FSI analysis, the patient-specific
model of AIA was created. Process of obtaining an
appropriate geometrical model included several phases
that will be described. First, the initial model was created
in the segmentation software using computed tomography
(CT) scan images. The set of DICOM images, with
resolution of 512 × 512 mm and the slice increment of
0.625 mm were imported in the Mimics software [11]. A
user-friendly interface enabled to extract the region of
interest such as part from the infrarenal aorta to the end of
the common iliac arteries. This specific patient had the
AIA and, in this case, it was extended AAA towards the
left common iliac artery. Considering this, the different
solid and fluid domains (aortic wall, ILT formation and
blood) were created. The stereolithography (STL)
representation set the boundary surface for fluid and solid
domains.
In the second phase, the obtained 3D description of the
AIA was exported from Mimics as a surface triangulation
(STL format), which mainly consists of a triangular mesh
not suitable for computational analysis due to overlapping
and distorted elements. For this reason, the STL had to be
processed to further optimization of the surface meshes
that was performed in Geomagic [12] software. The final
geometry of AIA model consisted of finite element mesh
is presented on Fig. 2. It was difficult to accurately capture
the aortic wall thickness in patient-specific CT images due
to calcification, thrombus and unclear boundary between
inner and outer wall surfaces. Therefore, a uniform and
average aortic wall thickness of 2 mm was prescribed in
modeling of individual AIA [10].
After the AIA model creation, the surface STL model
was exported from Geomagic to Femap software [13] in
order to create volumetric model. Further, Femap was
used in combination with our in-house software for the
conversion of tetrahedral elements to eight-node brick
elements. The dataset was imported into the next in-house
software PAK for further computational FSI simulation
[14].

TABLE I.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR DIFFERENT DOMAINS

Parameters
Wall thickness
[mm]
Dynamic
viscosity [Pa·s]
Young’s modulus
[MPa]
Poisson
coefficient
3

Density [g/mm ]
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Blood
domain

Aortic
wall

ILT

/

2

/

3.5·10-3

/

/

/

5

0.1

/
1.05·10

0.45
-3

0.49
-3

1.12·10

1.121·10-3
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distribution in the ILT and aortic wall is presented on Fig.
5. Blood circulation, which was considered in the
simulation, and distribution of mechanical stress have
significant influence on aneurysmal growth and aortic
wall behavior. Also, it is known that aortic wall suffers
maximal loads at the peak systolic moment. Therefore, in
cases of analyzed mechanical parameters, the model is
presented at peak systolic moment, as the worst-case
scenario, which is reached after about 0.3 s of the
simulation.
The Von Mises stress, as the main parameter for
evaluation of aortic wall degradation and rupture risk, was
analyzed with accent on the areas of high stress in the
AIA’s wall. The obtained stress distribution is affected by
shape of the aneurysm formation, the material
characteristics of the aortic wall and ILT, as well as by
interaction between the fluid and solid domains. High
stress at the aortic bifurcation and aneurysmal neck
indicated the need for operative treatment. Furthermore,
the obtained blood flow characteristics showed presence
of stagnant blood flow at the maximal aneurysmal
diameter, which affects the ILT and aneurysmal growth.
As a confirmation of these findings, the patient underwent
an operative treatment according to clinical assessment.
It should be underlined that the analyzed model used
for this study involved some strong limitations. First, the
linear material model did not fully describe biological
aortic tissue, considering that aortic wall has nonlinear and
anisotropic properties. Third, average material properties
and wall thickness were adopted from the literature which
did not replicate the patient-specific characteristics. Also,
we assumed that the top surface of infrarenal aorta, as well
as the bottom surfaces of common iliac arteries were fixed
from motion. Due that fact, the presented model did not
replicate the realistic movement.
Furthermore, we
prescribed average blood flow rate at the inlet of
infrarenal aorta. Hence, the presented results can be
applied only for this study.

C. Numerical Simulation
The employed boundary conditions for fluid domain
consisted of:
• prescribed velocity at the inlet of infrarenal aorta,
•

zero-velocity at the ILT and aortic wall,

•

physiological resistance pressure at the aortic
outlets.

At the inlet of infrarenal aorta, a parabolic velocity
profile was used together with a pulsatile waveform based
on the measured data (Fig. 3) [17].
The employed boundary conditions for solid domains
were next:
• top surface of infrarenal aorta and bottom surfaces
of common iliac arteries were fixed.

Figure 3. Prescribed blood flow rate [17]: (a) end-diastole (b) peaksystole; (c) late-systole; (d) end-systole; (e) mid-diastole.

D. Finite Element Analysis
After applied appropriate boundary conditions and
material characteristics for the both models, the in-house
software for FSI analysis [14] was used for the
computational simulation, which calculated the velocity
field of blood and Von Mises stress distribution. This
software solves the mass and momentum conservation
(Navier-Stokes) equations for the fluid domain and the
equilibrium equations of elasticity for the solid domain
using a finite element discretization method. Also, it
implements an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
approach. The fluid and solid domain meshes were
independently converted, considering appropriate
numeration of nodes and elements, and then imported
into PAK for further analysis [13].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 3D finite element model of the AIA was created
using the patient-specific CT scan images in combination
with several different software packages. The fluid (blood
flow) and solid domains (ILT and aortic wall) were
created. Also, appropriate boundary conditions and
equivalent material characteristics were prescribed for
these domains. The employed FSI analysis provided a
comprehensive insight into the examination of aneurysmrelated complications, and, in chis specific case, enabled
computation of stress distributions in the aortic wall and
velocity field of blood. The analysis was performed using
numerical methods and algorithms for FSI on
computational finite element meshes. It was built on
experiences of other groups having performed FSI
simulations of AAA/AIA with obtained results which are
in good agreement with references 8, 10, 18.
As result, the velocity field of blood within the AIA is
presented on Fig. 4, while the Von Mises stress

Figure 4. Velocity field at the peak systolic moment (Units: mm/s);
anterior view.
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[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Figure 5. Von Mises stress distribution at the peak systolic moment
(Units: MPa); aortic wall, posterior view.

[8]

[9]

IV. CONCLUSION
In the present work, the computational FSI analysis was
selected to provide a better insight into the aneurismal
condition due to difficulties in obtaining the presented
mechanical parameters experimentally. Results of
computational simulation indicated the need for operative
treatment. In summary, this study proved that
biomechanical parameters’ determination can be useful
for appropriate prevention of aneurysmal rupture and
evaluation of operative treatment need, which have the
great importance in the patient’s health condition. The
impact of hemodynamics on wall structure and
mechanical properties should be further investigated in
larger studies, in order to include the computational
simulations in a daily clinical practice.
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Abstract—Integrating hand-written with generated code can
sometimes be challenging part of implementing the MDSE
approach, especially if the clean separation is not possible. To
overcome this problem, we based our solution on Microsoft’s
Roslyn project. During our research, we found that Roslyn’s
Syntax Tree API is difficult to use due inherent properties of its
implementation. In this paper, we present our RoseLib library
that abstracts large part of this implementation, which liberates
developers from remembering unnecessary details and makes
development process much more efficient.
Keywords—MDSE, code generation, Roslyn

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model-driven software engineering (MDSE) [1] is a
methodology for applying the advantages of modeling for
optimization of software engineering activities. One of the
application scenarios for MDSE is software development automation, where model-driven techniques are used with the
goal of creating a running system. Our research is centered
around the development of a code generator that automates a
part of the development process of an already existing solution,
a large-scale software product line (SPL) [2] developed in
C#.NET. A code generation was to be used for the creation
of new products and also for maintenance of existing ones.
This set limitations on how we could integrate generated code
because such use case requires both a modification of existing
handwritten code and generation of new code. Introducing
changes in architecture in order to enable clean separation
was not allowed. In order to enable safe modification of the
existing handwritten code, we based our development on .NET
Compiler platform [3], also known as Roslyn. This platform
provides an SDK that adds an API layer on top of the C#
and Visual Basic compilers to provide control over compilation process and insight in wealth of available information.
Throughout our research, we have experienced benefits and
drawbacks of using the Roslyn API. It became evident that
its inherent properties combined with the complexity of these
programming languages cause a steep learning curve and make
development difficult. We tried to find solutions to mitigate
this problem and optimize our work. Majority of solutions that
we have found were focused on creating cases for automated
testing [4], refactoring [5], and source code analysis. A tool
described in [6] offers substantial support for general code
generation. However, it is not compatible with our problem
since it demands separate project for generated code and
imposes rules about project structure. This paper presents a

solution that simplifies work with Roslyn by adding a layer
that abstracts details of its implementation. With our library,
programmers can focus only on concepts they use in their
everyday work.
II. Roslyn P LATFORM AND ITS LIMITATIONS
The Roslyn API mirrors the compiler’s traditional pipeline,
where each phase is treated as a separate component that
exposes its information through an object model, as depicted
in Fig. 1. In the first, parse phase, compiler tokenizes and
parses source code into a syntax tree that follows the language
grammar. In the second, declaration phase, compiler analyses
declarations from source code and imported meta-data to form
named symbols. In the next, binding phase compiler matches
identifiers with symbols and exposes the information from
the compiler’s semantic analysis. And in the final, emit phase
all the information built up by the compiler is emitted as an
intermediate language(IL) bytecode assembly.

Fig. 1: Compilation phases and their corresponding APIs [3]
This platform is most commonly used for development of
tools, that on the one side increase the productivity of programmers, such as IntelliSense [7], code refactorings, finding
all references to components, scaffolding, etc. On the other,
some tools help improve software quality, enabling automated
testing, source code analysis, and custom compile time error
checkers.
A. Architecture
The architecture of the Roslyn platform consists of two
primary and one secondary layer. These are the Compiler API,
Workspace API, and Feature API respectively (Fig. 2). Each
layer higher in the stack is relying upon the functionality of
the previous ones.
The compiler layer contains object models that hold information exposed at each phase of the compiler’s pipeline,
as described above. These object models are a part of the
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Fig. 2: Roslyn platform architecture [3]

immutable snapshot created by a single invocation of the compiler. This snapshot contains assembly references, compiler
options, and source code files. On top of the compiler layer,
is the workspace layer. This layer provides Workspace API
that allows users to do code analysis and refactoring over an
entire solution. It organizes all the information about projects
in a solution into a single object model that offers direct
access to the compiler layer object models without needing
to parse files, configure options or manage project-to-project
dependencies. The workspace layer also provides commonly
used APIs for implementing code analysis and refactoring
tools like finding all references, and formatting. On top of
this layer is the Feature API which adds code fix and code
refactoring functionality. In our work, we have only relied
upon the compiler layer, more specifically on the results of
the previously mentioned parsing phase.

B. Syntax Trees
Syntax trees represent the lexical and syntactic structure of
the source code. A syntax tree, as a data structure, consists
of syntax nodes, tokens, and trivia. Each constituent part of
the tree has its type and information about its position in the
source text.
In the Roslyn platform, syntax trees have few fundamental
properties. First, syntax trees hold all the source information
in full fidelity, which means that a syntax tree obtained from
the parser can produce the same text it was parsed from. This
means that syntax trees can be used as a way to construct and
edit source text i.e. generate code. Second, they are immutable,
so direct modification is not possible. After a tree is obtained,
it is a snapshot of the current state of the code, and never
changes. Because of that, creation and modification of trees is
enabled through creation of additional snapshots of the same
tree. The trees are efficient in the way they reuse underlying
nodes, so the new version can be rebuilt fast and with little
extra memory [3].
Immutability ensures thread-safety, which allows multiple
users to interact with the same syntax tree at the same time
in different threads without locking or duplication. But, this
property also makes them very complex and hard to work with.
The syntax trees can also contain errors that are present in
source code when the program is incomplete or malformed,
in the form of skipped or missing tokens.

2

1) Syntax Nodes: Syntax nodes are the main building
blocks of syntax trees. These nodes represent higher-level
syntactical constructs like declarations, statements, clauses,
and expressions. Each category of syntax nodes is represented
by a separate class derived from SyntaxNode class.
All syntax nodes are non-terminal nodes with other nodes
and tokens as children. All nodes except the root node have a
parent node that can be accessed through the Parent property.
Each node has a ChildNodes method, which returns a list of
child nodes in sequential order based on its position in the
source text. Each node also has DescendantNodes, DescendantTokens, or DescendantTrivia methods - that represent a
list of all the nodes, tokens, or trivia that exist in its sub-tree.
Also, each syntax node subclass exposes all the same
children through strongly typed properties. For example, a
BinaryExpressionSyntax node class has three additional properties specific to binary operators: Left, OperatorToken, and
Right. The type of Left and Right is ExpressionSyntax, and
the type of OperatorToken is SyntaxToken.
Some syntax nodes have optional children. For example,
an IfStatementSyntax has an optional ElseClauseSyntax. If the
child is not present, the property returns null.
2) Syntax Tokens: Syntax tokens are the terminals of the
language grammar, and they consist of keywords, identifiers,
literals, and punctuation. They are never parents of other nodes
or tokens.
For efficiency purposes, the SyntaxToken type is a value
type [3]. Therefore, unlike syntax nodes, there is only one
structure for all kinds of tokens with a mix of properties that
have meaning depending on the kind of token that is being
represented.
3) Syntax Trivia: Syntax trivia represent the parts of the
source text that is not relevant to its understanding, such as
comments, whitespace and preprocessor directives. Because
trivia is not part of the normal language syntax, they are not
included in the syntax tree as a child of a node. Instead, they
can be accessed by the token’s LeadingTrivia or TrailingTrivia
properties. This means that when a source text is parsed,
sequences of trivia are associated with tokens.
Like syntax tokens, trivia are value types. The single SyntaxTrivia type is used to describe all kinds of trivia.
C. Limitations
Limitations of the Roslyn platform are mainly caused by
its previously mentioned inherent properties: the immutability
and high complexity of the syntax trees. The high complexity
can be shown through an example of a simple invocation of
WriteLine method contained by the Console class, shown in
Listing 1. An object representation of syntax tree of such
invocation is depicted in Figure 3: syntax nodes are colored
blue, tokens are colored green, and trivia is colored white and
gray.

Console.WriteLine("Hello World");
Listing 1: WriteLine method invocation
To create a node higher-up in the tree (such as the node of
the statement of method invocation, shown previously), all of
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Fig. 3: Resulting syntax tree of a method invocation.

its descendant nodes first must be created and appropriately
assembled. This means that a user first has to instantiate
suitable tokens (such as tokens for identifiers of Console
class and WriteLine method) and trivia, use them to create
a needed syntax node near the bottom of the syntax tree, and
then repeat the process to create ancestor nodes until the root
node is made. Given this example, it is clear that creation
and modification of even the simplest language constructions
require in-depth knowledge of the API.
The Roslyn API includes a SyntaxFactory class that somewhat eases this problem by providing methods that automate
some of the work. But, the main problem with this approach
is that a user needs to think about the structure of syntax trees.
It would be much more convenient if he could express himself
using concepts of a programming language itself.
The problem that is caused by immutability can be depicted
by an example of renaming a class and its constructors. The
action that renames the class creates a new snapshot of the
tree, so to rename the first constructor we must first select that
constructor in that new tree, and then rename it, which again
creates a new snapshot and so on. To mitigate this problem
Roslyn platform provides an additional DocumentEditor API.
This API is a part of the Workspace API, and can be used
to make multiple modifications to the tree, and then return a
single snapshot. This API has a few drawbacks. First, because
it is a part of the Workspace API, it adds a lot of additional
code - if we want to work with a new document, we first must
create a new workspace, a project in that workspace and only
then can we create a new document in that project. Second,
all the methods used for modification of the tree are a part of
a single object and are not context aware. This means that a
user must be fully aware what node can be added as a child of
another. For example, to add a new statement into an existing
method, a user must know that adding a statement directly into
a method node results in an exception and that it should be
added to its body node instead. We are going to discuss this
API in more detail and compare it to ours in the next section.
Another problem that arises when working with immutable
trees is tracking of nodes across snapshots. To enable such
functionality, the Roslyn APIs offer TrackNode and TrackNodes methods. These methods accept nodes from the current
snapshot of a tree as their parameters, and return a new
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snapshot. By calling the GetCurrentNode or GetCurrentNodes
methods, we can get tracked nodes from the future snapshots
that match the ones from the snapshot that preceded the
returned one. Furthermore, when a user wants to add an
entirely new node into a tree, the actual node that is added
to the tree has a different reference than the passed node.
Tracking new nodes is only possible with annotations, that
are instances of SyntaxAnnotation class. We can create custom
annotations, attach them to nodes, and find annotated nodes
in the new snapshots.
So, basically, there are three different mechanism that aim
to mitigate different problems that arise from working with
immutable trees. Complexity of working with these three
mechanisms could be reduced by unifying them under a single
API that hides the immutability problem and tracks nodes
automatically.
To summarize, the library that could make manipulation of
Roslyn syntax trees easier, by mitigating mentioned limitations, should provide:
• A mechanism that liberates a user from thinking about
the immutable nature of syntax trees and keeping track
of tree nodes;
• Methods that help find needed tree nodes of various C#
language elements;
• Creational methods, that serve to simplify creation of
various C# language elements;
• Update methods that serve to alter already existing nodes
of syntax trees;
• Insertion methods, which insert nodes into the syntax
tree;
• Methods that ease the problem with indentation of generated code.
III. S OLUTION
Aforementioned categories of mechanisms and methods that
RoseLib provides are discussed in more detail in this section.
A simplified class diagram of our solution can be seen in Fig.
4. To preserve diagram’s clarity, mapping of some language’s
properties and elements to RoseLib classes, such as nesting,
operator overriding and structs (which are, from RoseLib’s
point of view, similar to classes), are not fully shown in it.
The API can be split into two halves: classes that implement
searches of the syntax trees (selectors) are depicted on the
upper half, and the classes that can alter the syntax trees
(composers) are depicted on the bottom half.
All selector classes inherit the BaseSelector class, and all
the composer classes implement the IComposer interface. We
aimed to create a fluent API [8], and as a result, all the
composer classes inherit corresponding selector classes. For
example, ClassComposer class inherits the ClassStructSelector
class. Also, the BaseSelector has a reference to an IComposer,
so that the composer can be the return value of selecors’
methods.
Composers are organized into a hierarchy, which follows
the structure of a C# language document. Each composer has
the ParentComposer reference as its field, and methods that
can create child composers, when suitable. This hierarchy is
going to be explained in detail in the following sections.
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4

Fig. 4: A simplified class diagram of RoseLib.

A. Tracking nodes between syntax tree versions
To tackle the problem of tracking nodes between versions of
syntax trees, we have created a mechanism mainly guided by
the previously mentioned BaseSelector class and IComposer
interface. BaseSelector defines a stack, which serves to track
selection of the nodes. Pushing nodes into the stack can only
be done by classes that inherit BaseSelector, and is usually
done by methods that select various language elements. After
the selection, a user can manually return to a previously
selected node by calling the StepBack method. All the API
methods that search or alter the syntax trees are dependant
on the currently selected node. Because the alteration of a
syntax tree results in a new tree, selected nodes need to be
tracked between versions, and references to them have to
be renewed. IComposer declares a Replace method, which
every composer class has to implement, and which should
ensure that this renewing passes as expected. Replace methods
are implemented using mentioned Roslyn’s mechanism for
tracking nodes. Replace method is available to users so that
they could combine both Roslyn’s and RoseLib’s functionality
for altering and adding syntax nodes.
B. Altering a syntax tree
Creational methods that are implemented in concrete composers are centered around C# language concepts and hide the

structure of syntax trees as much as possible. They ease the
generation of structural components like namespaces, classes,
interfaces, and enumerations, but also fields, properties, constructors, and methods. To enable altering of dynamic properties of code, they also allow the creation of local variables,
and method and constructor invocations. Implementation of
these creational methods is mainly based on the Roslyn API
and T4 [9] templates, which are utilized for creation of syntax
trees. Creational methods may or may not be dependent on the
current selection. Those that are dependent can insert newly
created nodes before or after the selected node. These methods
will automatically select the inserted node.

Besides the explained methods, there are ones to enable
ease altering of nodes already existing in a syntax tree, such as
methods for changing types of fields, properties, and variables.
Some use cases required modification of existing classes by
changing their name, making them partial, alter inheritance, so
we provided methods that support those requirements as well.
Every composer has a Rename and Delete methods: rename
will change the name of the selected element of the composer,
while delete method will remove it from the tree. Deletion
cannot be performed on a first element of the stack - that
must be done through the parent composer.
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C. Composer architecture overview
To better illustrate the architecture of our API, we will
describe it through following the usual C# language document structure. As the document represents an instance of a
compilation unit, starting point of our API is the CompilationUnitComposer class. This composer can be instantiated with
or without a file path parameter - passing a file path parameter
causes loading of an existing C# source document. It contains
methods that search and create elements at the compilation
unit level, such as using directives and namespaces. When a
specific namespace is selected, a new namespace composer
can be created with currently selected node on the top of
composer’s stack, and the compilation unit composer as its
parent composer. Namespace composer contains methods that
search and create new classes, interfaces, structs, enums and
delegates. Each of these sub-elements map to their own
composers. Class composer expands the functionality of the
namespace composer with methods that work with fields,
properties, methods and events. Also, it can be used to change
access modifiers of previously mentioned elements and make
the class partial, static, sealed etc.
Method composer exposes methods for search and creation
of statements, parameters, and can be used to change the return
type or name of a method.

5

Next, we have to create a class composer, which we can
then use to add a method and property to the example class.
Creation of the example property and method is also done
by passing objects that contain the information about their
respective properties - their names, access modifiers, are they
static, etc.

IV. API C OMPARISON
In this section, we will demonstrate how differently these
APIs create a simple language structure from the beginning.
A listing of resulting structure is shown in Listing 2.
Listing 3: Code generation with RoseLib API.

Listing 2: Code generated by the APIs.
As it has been said previously, creation starts with a
compilation unit composer (Listing 3). For the code to be
successfully compiled, two using directives are added, and
then the example namespace. To add a class to the namespace,
we first have to create a namespace composer, which is
then used to create the example class. Passed object contains
information about the properties of the example class, such as
name of the class and access modifiers. And finally, the class
is added to the namespace.

Unlike our API, Roslyn API requires building a tree in a
bottom up manner. For this example, Roslyn’s code is given
in 4 and 5. These listings show the order in which nodes must
be created. To create a property we have to:
• Create an access modifier token (if needed);
• Create a list of modifier tokens;
• Create a type of the property;
• Create get and set declarations;
Only then we can create a property using suitable methods
of the SyntaxFactory class.
To create a method we have to:
• Create a return type;
• Create access modifiers, as described previously;
• Create statements (if needed);
• Create the body of a method, using the previously created
statements;
Next, to create a class, we only need to provide its identifier.
Then, methods, properties and other class members can be
added to a class. Namespaces are created in a similar way.
Finally, we have to create using directives, and then assemble
a compilation unit.
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6

V. C ONCLUSION
RoseLib currently tackles major part of problems related to
code generation in C# including selection, tracking, creation,
insertion, alteration and deletion of C# language elements.
In addition, generated code is seamlessly integrated with
existing hand-written code which leaves development process
unaffected.
RoseLib has been proven through implementation and usage
in development of industrial SPL applications ref, which
confirmed our assumptions – it has improved efficiency of
developers by abstracting implementation details of Roslyn.
Developers with no previous experience with the Roslyn platform were able to effortlessly complete numerous tasks related
to code generation (such as creating, altering or removing
structural components) in an ongoing commercial project
using RoseLib only.
In near future, we plan to introduce minor changes and
extensions to RoseLib. For example, error handling process
should be improved in order to provide more informative and
precise error detection and resolution. In addition, selector
methods should be transformed to C# extension method to
reduce redundant code.
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(1) Can meaningful behavioral patterns from temporal
series of IoT data can be automatically recognized and
characterized?
(2) Is it possible to predict behavioral pattern changes
and detect the potential risk of MCI/frailty?

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a methodology for
behavior variation and anomaly detection from acquired
sensory data, based on temporal clustering models. Data are
collected from smart cities that aim to become fully
“elderly-friendly”, with the development and deployment of
ubiquitous systems for assessment and prediction of early
risks of elderly Mild Cognitive Impairments (MCI) and
frailty. Our results show that Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) allow efficient (1) recognition of significant
behavioral variation patterns and (2) early identification of
pattern changes.

I.

Given the unsupervised nature of the research questions,
temporal clustering techniques impose as a natural
solution. In this paper we propose a method for
characterization of behavioral time series, identification
of temporal pattern changes and anomaly detection.
Method is based on Hidden Markov Models because they
provide framework for: (1) time series characterization,
(2) prediction of behavioral state transitions and (3)
anomaly detection.

INTRODUCTION

Frailty and Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) are
common and inevitable conditions in the elderly citizen
population defined as critical intermediate (but reversible)
presursor statuses of accelerated physical and mental
declines. These conditions are often an early indicator of
more severe states, such as Alzheimer’s disease. Control
(delaying or decelerating) of the onset and progression of
MCI/frailty is becoming one of the major tasks of global
efforts in maintaining the functional independence and
quality of life of the globally growing elderly population.
The geriatric practice has in this aim utilized different
standardized instruments based on traditional data
collection methods (administration of questionnaires,
meter-based measurement or direct observation in
controlled conditions) which are in most cases intrusive
and demand citizens presence in geriatric centers and a lot
of time for data collection. More importantly, these
methods do not enable real-time monitoring of behavioral
changes (e.g. data from questionnaires are collected at
multi-monthly, or semi-annual intervals) and thus do not
support predictive and preventive interventions. Finally,
data collected via such methods are often subjective or
incomplete.
The framework for collection and analysis of elderly
citizens IoT data, developed within the City4Age project
(www.city4ageproject.eu), aims to overcome the stated
problems. The main tasks of City4Age analytic
framework are recognition of behavioral patterns,
behavior changes (transitions) in time and anomaly
detection that can be used for early identification of
frailty/MCI risks. Consequently, the main research
challenges of this study are:

II.

CITY4AGE PROJECT

The European Commission (EC) extensively supports
the developments and establishing of fully Ambientassisted Age-friendly Cities. Important high-level
initiatives that concentrate and channel innovation and
stakeholder efforts are the:
• European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities
and Communities (EIP on SCC), involving about
400 committed cities and other partners with
specialized initiatives and solutions.
•

European Innovation Partnership on Active and
Healthy Ageing (EIP on AHA), first established
EIP, in 2011.

The City4Age pioneering cross-cutting project (funded
under the EC Horizon 2020 programme) acts as a bridge
between the mentioned EIP on SCC and EIP on AHA,
contributing to specific and shared objectives from both
Partnerships, with the primary aim to enable fully Agefriendly Cities through provision of ICT tools and services
for unobtrusive early detection of MCI/frailty risks from
heterogeneous (IoT and other) data sources at homes or on
the move in the city, comprising the research and
development work performed and results presented in this
paper as part of the work on the Data Analytics Platform.
Coupled with the appropriate interventions – the
developed tools will mitigate the detected risks as
secondary aim. The final objective is to define a model
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ensuring sustainability and extensibility of the developed
services and tools. The developed system and components
are being validated through pilot deployments in 6 smart
cities – Athens, Birmingham, Lecce, Madrid, Montpellier
and Singapore.
III.

HMMs are widely used spefically in Smart City projects.
Fall detection method is proposed by [8]. They used
accelerometer and gyroscope sensor to correctly predict
the falls and reduce the false positives and false negatives
and increase the accuracy. This method allows real time
detection of falls considered as risky for the elderly people
and requiring momentary prevention and interventions.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

Behavior recognition, change and anomaly detection
can be modelled naturally with clustering algorithms, as
noted above. Clustering techniques allow grouping objects
into homogenous groups where objects in the same group
are similar (intra-cluster distance is low) and objects
between groups are dissimilar (inter-cluster distance is
high). Since the definition of clustering is based on the
notion of similarity, it is utterly important to define the
notion of similarity and types of similarity measures.
Unlike stationary data, time series have several aspects of
similarity [1].
Exhaustive and comprehensive reviews about temporal
clustering algorithms and applications have recently been
published [1][2][3], and we will focus here only on the
review of recently published papers that are closest to our
research and experimental evaluation.
HMMs [4] provide a widely used framework for
identification of temporal patterns in time series data, as
well as anomaly detection. Additionally, HMMs support
building predictive models of identified behavioral
patterns in future and this adds a predictive and preventive
component to the analytic framework.
Smart-Hospital, an IoT-based platform for Hospital
Information Systems (HIS) that helps in solving problems
of fixed information point. or inflexible networking mode
that prevents automation of processes, is proposed by [5].
They exploit dynamic probabilistic nature of Hidden
Markov Models for development of dense sensing
approach based on traces of activities in a smart hospital
scheme settings. Hybrid HMM-IoT system continuously
synchronizes itself with the current spectral analysis data
of the bio-signals of the admitted patients acquired by
non-invasive processes like electroencephalogram,
electromyogram, electrocardiogram etc.
HMMs are used by [6] to address the problem of
efficient power usage of IoT devices. This problem grows
in importance since evolution of Internet of Things (IoT)
demands interconnection of many autonomous and
heterogeneous devices, and many of such devices have
very limited power. HMMs have been employed to
efficiently orchestrate the heartbeat duration of status of a
device, the approach identifies the device anomalies with
high accuracy and also saves the end device power, by
intelligently transmitting heartbeats based on HMM
analysis.
HMMs are also successfully used in DNA analyses and
diagnosing cancer. [7] addressed the problem of the size
of DNA sequences collected from next generation
sequencer using clustering methods based on HMMs and
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), scalable enough to
cope with such large sequences. This approach showed
better results compared to Pruned Exact Linear Time
method, binary segmentation method and segment
neighborhood method.

In [9], HMMs are used for direction estimation for a
pedestrian monitoring system in smart cities. Parallel key
frame extraction for surveillance video service in a smart
city is developed in [10]. Reliable stochastic data-driven
models applied to the energy saving in buildings based on
HMMs are proposed in [11]. A method for inference of
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) is presented in [12].
However, to the best of our knowledge, application of
HMMs for Behavior Characterization, Behavioral
Transition Prediction and Behavioral Anomaly Detection
is not present in the literature. Our research is conducted
on recently collected (2017/2018) activity data from the
pilot sites of the City4Age project.
IV.

HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

As discussed, the main tasks of City4Age analytic
framework are recognition of behavioral patterns,
behavior changes (transitions) in time and anomaly
detection. Additionally, models derived from data should
be interpretable in order to integrate data driven insights
with domain knowledge expertise. Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) provide a framework for all main tasks
and thus we employed these models for behavior variation
analyses. Additionally, HMMs allow prediction of
identified behavioral patterns in future and this adds
predictive and preventive component to the analytic
framework. Here we will consider first order HMMs
where each temporal state depends only on one previous
state. This is a strong assumption, but allows development
of scalable models and realtime inference. Figure 1
describes first order Markov chain where each state x
depends on previous state (x-1) and observed data (y).

Figure 1. First order Markov chain

HMMs can be explained as total probability of X and Y
by following formula:
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where: p(yt|xt) represents observation probability, while
p(yt’|xt-1) represents transition probability. Details about
HMMs can be found in [4]. In our case observations are
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series of IoT sensory data while hidden states represent
categorized, homogenous series parts (that will be
characterized as behavioural patterns or behaviours). This
is why we use Gaussian HMMs that characterize states
with Gaussian distributions. This is depicted on Figure 2.

So input for building clustering algorithms in this research
were sets of Activity Measures for each citizen. Summary
of observed Activity Measures is presented in the Table
below:
TABLE I
OBSERVED ACTIVITY MEASURMENTS
Geriatric
Sub-factor
Walking
Quality of
Sleep

Physical
Activity
Figure 2.

Behaviour modelling with Gaussian HMMs

Each HMM model is thus constituted from 3 elements:
1.
Prior probability distribution of hidden states
(vector π) that describes how frequently each state occurs
in general.
2.
Transition matrix (Ai,j) that describes the
transition probabilities from one state to another.
3.
Probability distribution functions (one for each
state) with corresponding parameters. In our case
Gaussian distributions are modelled and thus means and
standard deviations are used for definiton of hidden state
(behaviour) probability distribution. HMMs allow
modelling of discrete data as well, but in that case state
probability distributions are conditional.

Activity Measure
WALK_STEPS
WALK_DISTANCE
SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME

Measure
unit
# of steps
meters
seconds

SLEEP_DEEP_TIME
SLEEP_AWAKE_TIME
SLEEP_WAKEUP_NUM
SLEEP_TOSLEEP_TIME
PHYSICALACTIVITY_SOFT_TIME

seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds

PHYSICALACTIVITY_MODERATE_
TIME
PHYSICALACTIVITY_INTENSE_
TIME
PHYSICALACTIVITY_CALORIES

seconds
seconds
# of
calories

B. Experimental setup

The main goal of our experiments was to show that
HMM can be efficiently used for behavioral pattern
recognition, behavior change detection, and anomaly
detection. In order to achieve this goal, we faced several
challenges: identification of adequate model evaluation
(selection) measure, identification of an optimal number
of behavioral states for each observed elderly citizen
(geriatric Care Recipient) and each Activity type, and
finally the characterization of identified behaviors
(clusters or behavioral patterns).

Since HMM-type models cannot implicitly learn an
optimal number of hidden states, we built HMM with a
varying number of clusters (in the range 2-10) for each
Care Recipient and each Activity type. Additionally, since
there is no consensus for evaluation of cluster models in
an unsupervised setting, each model was evaluated with
Log Likelihood, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) evaluation
measures. We conducted 810 evaluations in total (3 Care
Recipients * 10 activities * 9 variations of state numbers *
3 evaluation measures), applied to Activity Measure time
series for each citizen and each Activity type. In this way,
we labelled each time point with cluster (behavioral
pattern or state) assignment. Probabilities that time point
originates from specific cluster distributions are identified
during scoring of HMM, and largest probabilities are
stored for anomaly detection purposes. Experimental setup
is implemented in Python. HMM learn library is used for
building HMM while Pandas DataFrame is used for data
manipulation.

A. Data

C. Evaluation measure selection

Data used in experiments originate from the
Birmingham Pilot of City4Age project. Data have been
acquired by monitoring 3 Care recipients during a 6month period (from January to July 2017, and ongoing).
Sensory data have mostly been collected using Nokia
Steel (ex Withings Activité) smartwatches.
The proximity positioning data are gathered through
smartphone BLE transceiver and relayed through the
smartphone 4G connection to the City4Age Platform.
Nokia/Withings API is used for initial pre-processing step
on the sleep, activity, and other data obtained from the
smartwatches, before sending to the City4Age Platform.

Since there is no consensus about the best HMM model
selection and evaluation metric in unsupervised setting,
our first objective was to identify well-suited metric for
data at hand. The good metric should enable automated
identification of parsimonious solutions: ones with high
performance but minimal possible complexity. For that
purpose, we inspected general behavior of AIC, BIC over
all experiments (Care Recipients and Activity Measures)
and correlated these values with Log Likelihood
performances. Distributions of average values of Log
Likelihood, AIC and BIC over different model
complexities (numbers of states) are shown on Figure 3.

V.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
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X-axis shows the numbers of clusters, and Y-axis the
average AIC, BIC and Log Likelihood values (overall
experiments), respectively.

Based on previous insights, we used AIC measure to
analyze the quality of the models with respect to number
of clusters. Results for each Activity type for one Care
Recipient are shown on Figure 4. “Optimal” clusters
identified by HMM have shown very promising
performance in behavioral pattern recognition.
D. Behaviour characterization
Figure 5 depicts behavioral patterns identified by HMM
for Activity Measure SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME for one Care
Recipient. The X-axis represents temporal dimension in
day units for the period and Y-axis represents cumulative
duration of SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME for each day (24h).

Figure 3. Distribution of average values of Log Likelihood, AIC and
BIC over different model complexities

It can be seen on the Figure below that AIC values
follow adequately the identified growth of log likelihood
on Log Likelihood curve. Meaning that average AIC
shows better model performance while Log Likelihood
performance increases in large steps. However, it is very
important to emphasize that insight presented in the
previous text cannot be considered as conclusive and
cannot generalize over all problems. This is because
cluster performance is dependent on data distributions that
are different for each dataset, but also because depends on
the context of analyses.

Figure 5. Behavioural patterns identified by HMM

It can be seen that HMM based on AIC model selection
criteria identified 3 different clusters (behavioral patterns)
that can be characterized as following: medium values of
SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME (between 8000 and 13000 seconds)
with low deviations (purple line), high values of
SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME (between 13000 and 20000
seconds) with low deviations (light green line), low values
of SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME (between 0 and 15000 seconds)
with high deviations (red line).
The normal sleeping process includes interchange of light
sleep and deep sleep. Medium and High values of
SLEEP_LIGHT_TIME are considered desirable and
generally lead to mitigation of frailty risk. On the other
hand, lack of light sleep time and high variations are
considered as non-favorable behavior and could indicate
an increase of stress and chance of MCI/frailty risk
development. Based on these observations, behavioral
patterns are quantified and ordered (e.g. 1 – relatively
“worst” behavior, 2 – “medium” behavior, and 3 – “good”
behavior), and propagated to the further process of risk
quantification.

Figure 4. Selection of “optimal” number of behavioural patterns based
on AIC values
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E. Behavior pattern changes and Anomaly Detection
After characterization of behavioral patterns, we analyzed
behavior (pattern) changes over time as a crucial step for
building proactive systems and providing timely and
preventive interventions. Figure 6 describes transitions of
behaviors identified in the previous sub-section. Frequent
pattern changes from Figure 6 can be observed from green
(“good” behavior) to red (“bad” behavior) lines. It can
also be observed that red behavior appears more
frequently than other two. Finally, in most cases
“medium” behavior (purple line) transitions to “good”
behavior (green line). After behavior improvement (from
“medium” to “good”) Care Recipients often have sudden
worsening of behavior. Recognition of such transitional
patterns enables predictive and preventive approach in risk
prevention. Namely, HMM, based on transitional
probability matrices identify probabilities of behavior
transitions and if behaviors are characterized well, these
probabilities can be used as early risk identification
indicators. Furthermore, anomalies can be automatically
identified per user-defined thresholds. For example, by
manual labeling on behavioral series presented on Figure
6, the lowest point of bad behavior (red line between
2017-05 and 2017-06) is identified. This point is captured
as anomalous based on probability threshold of 70%.

Figure 7. Anomalous state

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we addressed the problem of behavioral
pattern recognition, behaviour change detection and
anomaly detection from personal IoT data in Smart City
environment. We proposed a framework for behavioural
change detection that will be utilizied in context of Mild
Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and frailty risk assessment
and detection in the City4Age project. Behavioral
modeling and risk assesment for MCI and frailty are very
challenging tasks because of the large variations between
each specific personal case, and the practical lack of
universally agreed and adopted criteria in geriatric
practice (in real-life environment, not controlled “lab”
settings) on the referent thresholds or ranges of quantified
risk factors or geriatric domain variables that actually
denote certain MCI/frailty risk or potential onset.
We have therefore developed data-driven models based
on HMMs that exploit IoT sensory data and allow
automated behaviour recognition, change and anomaly
detection. Models are used for characterization of data
that serves as an input for exploratory analytics through
interactive dashboarding and/or enrichment of modelled
Geriatric Factors that quantify the specific behaviour
characterizations and risk levels for MCI and frailty.
In future work we will integrate results from this research
in City4Age interacive monitoring dashboards and thus
enable geriatricians to gain additional insights into Care
Recipients behaviour and potential risks. This should
enable semi-supervised and/or supervised behavioural
scoring and risk prediction. Further, we will develop
data-driven behavioural models for multivariate IoT data
series and explore mutual influence between series.
Finally, additional and other unsupervised models for
behavioural recognition will be evaluated in the analyses,
including deep learning methods (e.g. recurrent neural
networks).

We can conclude that data-driven models based on HMMs
allow automated behavior recognition, change and
anomaly detection from sensory IoT data. Additionally,
they allow proactive behavior change detection and timely
warnings of risk levels for MCI and frailty in Smart City
environment.

Figure 6. Behaviour variations (transitions) and anomalous point

Another clear example of anomaly that is detected can be
seen on Figure 7. Closer inspection of the usage of data
has shown that this specific anomalous value of
PHYSICALACTIVITY_CALORIES had been due to an
error on the data acquisition device.
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model provides that by the application of specific
parameters, model adapts into 3D personalized
geometrical model of the specific human bone.
In order to create such model, 3D parametric model of
the mandible, previously developed by the use of Method
of Anatomical Features was used in this research [5]. 3D
parametric model is defined as a set of parameter
equations, developed by application of multiple
regressions. However, in any statistical modeling based
on regression analysis the goal is to develop the “best”
model (equation) that best fits the data [6]. It is well
known that the regression model that includes all of the
independent variables has the highest coefficient of
determination, however, as a rule, all variables do not
contribute significantly to explaining the variability. In
the previous research, ten central and bilateral
morphometric parameters were determined and used to
create the parametric model of human mandible.
Parametric models were defined as a set of parametric
equations (functions), whose independent variables are
morphometric parameters, measured on medical images.
The main focus of this study was to examine whether the
reduced number of morphometric parameters in the
already defined parametric equations attains an
appropriate geometrical accuracy of resulting models.
The optimization number of morphometric parameters
was performed by preliminary statistical analysis.

Abstract— The mandible is one of the frequently fractured
bones in skeletal system of man. Reconstruction of the
damaged mandible bone requires detailed and precise
preoperative planning, which enable maxillofacial surgeons
to improve execution of surgical interventions. For that
purpose, 3D geometrical model of human mandible of
specific patient is necessary in preoperative planning. In
previous research, 3D parametric model of human mandible
body was developed using Methods of Anatomical Features
(MAF). The 3D parametric model is defined as point cloud,
where coordinates of points are described by parametric
functions, whose components are morphometric parameters
(dimensions which are read on medical images). Ten central
and bilateral morphometric parameters were used to create
the parametric model of human mandible. The main benefit
of this model is ability to adapt model to the specific patient,
by applying patient specific values of morphometric
parameters. The main focus of this study was to reduce
number of parameters, while at the same time preserve
geometrical accuracy of the personalized model. With this
aim, statistical analysis (multiple regression) was applied in
order to create “best fit” model with reduced number of
morphometric parameters. Geometrical accuracy of the
obtained parametric model was tested by the application of
the deviations analysis in CATIA software. Deviations
analysis was performed between input and resulting model.
The results of analysis satisfied necessary accuracy of the
models.

II. OPTIMIZATION OF NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
The procedure for the optimization of number of
parameters consists of following steps:
1) Selection of morphometric parameters;
2) Loading the set of anatomical points;
3) Statistical analysis;
4) Examination of the interconnectedness of
parameters;
5) Creation of parametric model with optimal
selection of parameters;
For geometric analysis of human mandible twenty (20)
mandible samples were used, scanned by 64-slice CT
MSCT (Toshiba, Aquilion 64, Clinical Center Nis),
according to standard parameters: resolution 512 x 512
pixels, thickness 0.5 mm, radiation 120 kVp, 150 mA
current, rotation time of 0.5 s. The mandible sample came
from Serbian adult male from 22 to 72 years.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The human mandible can be significantly damaged
because of its location and anatomy and due to various
traumas (congenital and acquired deformities, injuries,
tumor, fractures). Reconstruction of the missing,
damaged or deformed mandible bone requires detailed
and precise preoperative planning. Preoperative planning
is an essential prerequisite for the success of surgical
procedures [1]. In order to improve preoperative
planning, personalized 3D geometrical model of the
complete mandible or its part have become indispensable.
Personalized 3D geometrical model is model that has
close resemblance to the actual part in terms of specific
bone geometry and topology.
Numerous studies that are based on personalized 3D
geometrical model are performed until today [2-4]. In
general, personalized geometrical model of human bone
are based on predictive models created by using
volumetric scanning methods (Computer Tomography,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging). The construction of this

Selection of morphometric parameters
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Identification and definition of morphometric
parameters have important role in the process of creation
parametric surface model of human mandible. In
accordance with the geometric and morphometric
analysis of the bone the 10 basic central and bilateral
mandibular morphometric parameters are defined and
presented in the Fig. 1. According to the scientific
literature [7], they are sufficient for a complete definition
of the geometry of the mandible. On each specimens
mandibular morphometric parameters are defined and
measured.

teeth region is not considered in the statistical analysis
because, in general, teeth differ in their number and the
topology of the reconstructed geometry from patient to
patient.

Figure 3. Definition of coordinate system and the
characteristic anatomical points on polygonal model of the
human mandible

Statistical analysis
The measured values of the coordinates of points and
morphometric parameters represent the input data in the
statistical analysis (multiple linear regression). Basic
multiple regression model looks like:
C = β0+ β1C1+ β2C2+ β3C3+ ...+ βpCp+ ε
(1)
where: C-dependent variable (variable response), C1-CP is an independent variable (explanatory variable), βparameters to be assessed, ε-error measurement. In our
case, C1, C2, ... , Cp represent the values of morphometric
parameters measured in all samples of the mandibles. The
calculation was performed for all anatomical and support
points on the human mandible body. For each X, Y and Z
coordinate of 56 point there is parametric equation that
defines it.

Figure 1. Morphometric parameters

Loading the set of anatomical points
The process of creation the human mandible body
parametric model is based on the Method of Anatomical
Features (MAF) [8]. MAF has been already applied for
the creation of the geometrical models of various human
bones. Parametric model of the human mandible is a
geometrical model defined as a point cloud. Each point in
point cloud is defined by parametric equation (function),
whose arguments are morphometric parameters [9].
On the mandible body 56 anatomical points were
selected. Anatomical points are used to create spline
curves in accordance to the bone geometry and
morphology. In the absence of a sufficient number of
anatomical points for the fully characterize shape of
mandible body, support points (semilandmarks) were
added on spline curves. A collection of anatomical points,
semilandmarks and constructed spline curves are
presented in Fig. 2. Spline curves can be used to create a
volumetric model of human mandible.

Examination of the interconnectedness of parameters
Testing of multicollinearity is an integral part of the
selection of regression model [6]. The elimination of one
or more independent variables that have high collinearity
with another is one way of solving the problem. The
bases of identification of the independent variables that
are to be excluded are correlation coefficient between
them. Using the statistics software Minitab the values of
the Pearson's correlation coefficient are determined. The
analysis involved estimating the strength of all
independently variable. The high values of the correlation
coefficients between the independent variable C1 and C4
indicate a strong correlation between them. When there is
a strong correlation between independent variable
(variables have a similar meaning), it is not necessary that
both be included in the regression model.
By elimination an independent variable C4 from a
regression model, an analysis of the results was
performed. Based on the value of the coefficient of
determination (R) and p values of predictors, it can be
concluded that the new regression model with a smaller
number of independent variable is just as good as the
regression model that contains all the independent
variables.
In order to elimination of variables that overlap with
others and therefore have little or no contribution to
accuracy in forecasting model, stepwise regression is
used. The results of the method gave optimal number of
independent variables for all three coordinates of all

Figure 2. Definition of the anatomical points on polygonal
model of the body of the human mandible

The coordinates of points have been measured in
relation to a predefined coordinate system in all three
directions X, Y and Z. The same procedure is performed
for each specimen in input set for statistical analysis. The
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anatomical points, which significantly affect the accuracy
in predicting model. On the coronoid process of human
mandible it was easiest to group the optimal number of
variables for all three coordinates [10]. However, on the
body of the human mandible, the grouping of a subset of
variables for all three coordinates was impossible.
Creation of parametric model with optimal selection of
parameters
The main objective of this analysis was to develop
“best” regression model, with the least number of
variables, which still explains sufficient variability in the
dependent variable. As a result of the analysis new set of
parametric equations (functions) are obtained. The
created 3D human mandible body parametric model (Fig.
4. and 5.) consists of the new set of the parametric
equations.

Figure 5. 3D human mandible body parametric model

III. RESULTS
The calculation was performed for all anatomical
points on the body of human mandible. In
Table 1. coefficients of the multiple linear regression
functions are presented for chosen anatomical point.
For example, statistical function for X coordinate of
anatomical point is presented in:
X = b0 + b1·C1 + b2·C2 +… + b7·C7 + b8·C8 + b9·C9
= - 27.025 - 0.101·C1 - 0.083·C2 +… + 0.098·C7 0.298·C8 - 0.04·C9

Figure 4. 3D human mandible body parametric model

ANATOMICAL
PART
BODY OF
MANDIBULE

b0

b1

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

b7

b8

b9

x

-27.025

-0.101

-0.083

0.173

0.007

0.055

0.216

0.098

-0.298

-0.04

y

-12.989

0.509

-0.341

0.095

0.136

-0.663

1.225

-0.211

-0.150

0.286

z

-33.744

-0.646

0.392

0.169

-0.317

0.285

-0.864

0.302

-0.188

-0.23

Table 1. Coefficients of the multiple linear regression functions
NUMBER OF

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

IXX

XX

1.MAX.DEVIATION
[MM]

1.83

1.57

2.89

1.82

1.88

1.77

1.79

1.64

1.96

1.92

1.95

1.21

1.78

1.88

2.25

1.56

1.48

2.12

2.90

1.65

2.MAX.DEVIATION
[MM]

1.53

1.03

2.38

2.06

1.97

1.74

2.05

1.64

1.82

1.62

1.74

1.06

2.11

1.67

2.57

1.45

1.56

1.97

1.82

1.78

SAMPLES

Table 2. Comparing the obtained value of deviation resulting surface model created based on the all MP and the resulting model created on
the basis of reduced number of MP

IV. DISCUSSION
Based on correlation coefficient, we were able to reduce
the selection of morphological parameters. As a result of
this approach a new regression model is obtained with a
smaller number of independent variables, where p values for
regression coefficients in equations are less than 0.0339 and
value of variance R2 is up to 86.3%.
Geometrical accuracy of the obtained surface models was
tested by the application of the deviations analysis in
CATIA software. Deviations analysis was performed
between input and resulting model. Comparing the obtained
value of deviation resulting surface model created based on
all morphometric parameters (row 1 in table 2) and the

resulting model created on the basis of optimal selection of
morphometric parameters (row 2 in table 2), one can draw
the conclusion that the geometrical accuracy of the model is
about the same.
IV. FURTHER WORK
Further work by the authors of this study will be based on
creation of complete parametric model of human mandible
with reduced number of morphometric parameters in the
already defined parametric equations. This task will be
performed in order to examine whether the reduced number
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shape models, International Journal of computer assisted radiology
and surgery, vol. 12, iss. 1, pp. 99-112, 2017.
[3] S. Kim, W. Yi, S. Hwang, S. Choi, S. Lee, M. Heo, Development of
3D statistical mandible models for cephalometric measurements,
Imaging Science in Dentistry, vol.42, iss. 3, pp. 175-82, 2012.
[4] T. Heimann, H.-P. Meinzer, Statistical shape models for 3D medical
image segmentation: A review, Medical Image Analysis, iss. 13,
pp.543-563, 2009.
[5] N. Vitković, J. Mitić, M. Manić, M. Trajanović, K. Husain, S.
Petrović, S. Arsić, The Parametric Model of the Human Mandible
Coronoid Process Created by Method of Anatomical Features,
Computational and Mathematical Methods in Medicine, pp. 1-10,
2015.
[6] T. Novaković, E. Đorić, B. Mutavdžić, Problem multikolinearnosti u
višestrukoj linearnoj regresiji, Agroekonomika,iss. 72, pp. 81-93,
2016.
[7] S. Arsić, P. Perić, M. Stojković, D. Ilić , M. Stojanović, Z. Ajduković,
S. Vučić, Komparativna analiza linearnih morfometrijskih parametara
humane mandibule dobijenih direktnim i indirektnim merenjem,
vojnosanitetski pregled, vol.65, iss. 7, pp. 839-846, 2010.
[8] N. Vitković, J. Milovanović, N. Korunović, M. Trajanović, M.
Stojković, D. Mišić, S. Arsić, Software system for creation of human
femur customized polygonal models, Computer Science and
Information Systems, vol. 10, iss. 3, pp. 1473-1497, 20013.
[9] V. Majstorović, M. Trajanović, N. Vitković, M. Stojković, Reverse
engineering of human bones by using method of anatomical features,
CIRP Annals - Manufacturing Technology, vol. 62, iss. 1, pp. 167170, 2013.
[10] J. Mitić, M. Madić, N. Vitković, M. Manić, M. Trajanović, Optimal
selection of morphometric parameters for the creation of parametric
model of the human mandible coronoid process, 4th South-East
European Conference on Computational Mechanics, SEECCM 2017,
Book of Abstracts pp. 19, 03-04. 07. 2017, Kragujevac, Serbia.

of morphometric parameters attains an appropriate
geometrical accuracy of complete resulting model.
V. CONCLUSION
This preliminary study indicated that by reducing the
central and bilateral mandibular morphometric parameters,
it is possible to create geometrically accurate and
anatomically correct parametric model of the body of the
human mandible. Above all, the importance of this analysis
is that resulting models based on a smaller number of
morphometric parameters have appropriate geometric
accuracy.
The resulting models have an accuracy level that is
clinically acceptable. The application of these models is
broad in: training of medical staff, preoperative planning,
creation of implants and virtual simulations of treatment.
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Abstract — The main goal of genome analysis and DNA
motif finding is to explain cell mechanisms and their
influence on genetic diseases. The technological advances in
the area result in large amount of data that needs to be
processed in order to solve these challenges. That is why
machine learning is becoming popular for genome analysis
and motif discovery in particular. Some example systems
that implement machine learning techniques are DeepBind,
DeeperBind and DeepMotif. This work’s primary objective
is to assess the performance of these systems, examine their
usability and behavior on new datasets and provide insights
as to what causes the errors systems make. Previous
evaluations are available, but do not incorporate neural
network systems which are known to achieve the state-ofthe-art in other areas. This research aims to address this
issue and uses more common systems (e.g. Gibbs Sampler or
implementations of the Expectation Maximization
algorithm) to establish a baseline.

Most of these systems have been recently developed
and are still in the research phase. Some of them are
usable in practice, while others are not. Further, it is not
easy to decide which one to choose, since there are no
publicly available testing results apart from the results
reported by authors. Most of these systems built after
2015 have used DeepBind as a reference. However, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, these systems were not
compared.
The main objective of this paper is to provide a
comprehensive evaluation of those systems. This
evaluation could help researchers in two ways. First, they
could utilize the results to choose the system for their
research or other applications. Second, it could provide
guidelines to researchers as to which approaches should
be developed further. Additionally, certain drawbacks of
the systems could be detected thus enabling their
improvement.
The paper is organized in six sections. The section 2
briefly discusses related work, both systems for motif
discovery and recent evaluations. The third section
describes the problem and common modeling approaches.
In the fourth section, the methodology is proposed for the
analysis in this particular area. The results of the
evaluation for the three systems (DeepBind, DeeperBind
and DeepMotif) are presented in the section five. The last
section contains a discussion on the work performed and
provides some thoughts on future development.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Genome analysis, combined with modern informatics
approaches allows researchers to better understand the cell
mechanisms and the genetic bases of drug responses and
diseases. With introduction of novel deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) sequencing techniques, the amount of
available data in this field increases rapidly. Due to the
growing dataset size, various machine learning systems
are gaining popularity for the particular problem of DNA
motif finding. Software packages commonly used for this
purpose, such as statistical ones (implementing Gibbs
sampling, EM algorithm or Markov models, for instance),
scale poorly. To exemplify, MEME Suite’s [1]
implementation of Expectation Maximization algorithm
scales as a quadratic function of the dataset size [2]. On
the other hand, machine learning algorithms are often
designed with large quantities of data in mind and thus
can be used as a tool for the genome analysis.
At the moment there are a number of proposed systems
that can be used as a tool for genome analysis. Some of
the examples include EXTREME (an online
implementation of the EM algorithm) [2], gkmSVM (an
implementation of gapped-kmer support vector machine)
[3], GibbsSampler [4], DeepBind (a neural network with
single convolutional layer) [5], DeeperBind (extended
DeepBind with additional recurrent layers) [6], DeepMotif
(a deep neural network with both convolutional and
recurrent layers) [7] and others. Although some of them
have diverse underlying mechanisms, they share a
common goal – to reduce the computational complexity of
their models and to successfully handle newly available
data.

II. RELATED WORK
In the literature, there are a lot of systems for finding
motifs in DNA sequences. Nowadays, neural networks are
the most popular due to excellent results they achieve in
pattern recognition (e.g. in image classification [8]). There
are also more traditional approaches based on statistical
analysis and other machine learning techniques.
Systems for motif discovery can be classified according
to the motif model they use. In [9], authors evaluated
algorithms with the following models: k-mers, Markov
models, position weight matrices and dinucleotide model.
There are also hybrid models combining some of these.
Software used for this purpose also relies on different
algorithms to form such a model. They include Gibbs
sampling, EM algorithm, support vector machines,
spectral analysis [10] and others.
Neural networks utilized for motif discovery usually
consist of multiple hidden layers, but their architectures
vary. Some systems employ convolutional and fullyconnected layers (e.g. DeepBind), while other add
recurrent layers between the two (e.g. DeeperBind and
DeepMotif). The motivation behind the use of specialized
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layers is that convolutional layers act as motif detectors
[5], while recurrent layers allow the network to capture
long-term dependencies which are not easily found
otherwise.
Although quite extensive and conducted as a part of the
DREAM5 challenge, [9] does not include neural networks
in its assessment. Other evaluations are also available,
such as [11]. However, although [11] discusses machine
learning based motif discovery tools, it almost exclusively
relies on different implementations of genetic algorithms
(such as MOGAMOD [12] or GARPS [13] [14]) and do
not account for neural networks.

indicates that the network consists of a convolutional
layer, rectified linear unit, pooling layer and fullyconnected layers on top of the pooling layer.
f(s)=netw(pool(rectb(convm(s))))

DeeperBind was developed as an improved solution
over the DeepBind. It includes a recurrent layer on top of
convolutional layer. Its significance originates from the
existence of loops and the ability to map the history of
previous inputs on to a current output [16]. The recurrent
layer in question uses a long-short term memory units.
The idea of such layers is important because, unlike the
standard approaches where base pairs in the motifs are
assumed to be independent, these models are able to
capture long-term dependencies among the bases within
the motif.
DeepMotif is a multi-layered neural network which
includes three different architectures. The first one uses
only convolutional layers, the second only relies only on
recurrent ones, while the third implements a combination
of those two types. In the original paper [7], the authors
report that the best results are achieved with hybrid
architecture, so that one will be used in this paper. What
makes this implementation stand out is the explanatory
aspect – along with the neural network, additional
software is provided that aims to explain how the motif
was discovered and thus improve the reliability and
applicability of the system.

III. DNA MOTIF DISCOVERY
DNA consists of nucleotides whose components are
nitrogen bases (adenine, guanine, thymine and cytosine).
The nucleotides (with one corresponding nitrogen base)
are arranged in a sequence. Certain sequences of bases are
recognized by some proteins (i.e. transcription factors TFs) which then bind to that sequence in the DNA. Those
sequences are called motifs and are of great importance
for transcription and gene regulation processes.
Discovery of the motifs can be executed through
experimental procedures, but the more frequent and
convenient approach nowadays is to apply machine
learning algorithms or statistical analysis in order to
identify them. Computational methods impose two
questions: how the motifs should be represented and
which algorithm to use to infer the motif.
Representations
include
consensus
sequences,
positional weight matrices (PWMs), k-mers or
dinucleotide models. Motifs are discovered by EM
algorithm, Gibbs sampling (which are standard
approaches [15]), SVM implementations, genetic
algorithms and most recently, neural networks. Neural
networks differ from other approaches in that they do not
model the motif explicitly, but rather classify the sequence
as positive, when it contains the motif, or negative, when
it does not.
IV.

(1)

B. Evaluation pipeline
In order to perform the evaluation, [9] emphasizes the
importance of the following:
 The output of any system for motif
discovery should be a numerical score
indicating the preference for the sequence,
 Area under the ROC curve should be used as
a measure to describe if positive sequences
(sequences to which the proteins will bind)
can be discriminated from the negative
sequences (sequences to which the proteins
will not bind).
With these two factors in mind, we propose the
pipeline consisting of five basic steps and an optional
training step (Fig. 1). Those steps are data loading, data
processing, execution, performance measurements and
result comparisons.
The training step, if performed, should be the first one.
If systems are available in the form of source code, as it is
the case for the systems to be analyzed, it is necessary to
train them.
In the data load phase, it is necessary to analyze the
dataset which will be used for further analysis. Some of
important features are the sequence length, class
distribution, the motif representation format.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, the evaluation methodology of systems
for motif discovery will be described. First, a short
overview of the systems used for evaluation will be
presented. In the following subsection, we will propose
an evaluation pipeline. Finally, the implementation
details will be presented.
As a dataset for the analysis 108 K562 cell ENCODE
ChIP-Seq is chosen. It contains a separate dataset and test
set for each transcription factor. In this analysis,
transcription factors used are ATF1, ATF3, CEBPB,
BACH1 and BHLHE. Further examinations were
performed for ATF1, ATF3 and CEBPB. This dataset
was used in the original DeepBind and DeepMotif papers.
A. Neural networks systems
The three systems to be analyzed are DeepBind,
DeeperBind and DeepMotif.
DeepBind was developed so that it can process both in
vitro and in vivo data in order to discover motifs. The
probability that a transcription factor will bind to a given
sequence is given by the equation 1. The equation

Figure 1 – Evaluation pipeline
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Data processing refers to adapting the data format for
each system separately. Apart from simple adaptations,
such as adjusting the sequence length, this can also refer
to adaptation of data types for a particular system. This
problem is much harder and, to our best knowledge, has
not yet been automated. The problem originates from the
fact that the data can be obtained from different
laboratory experiments (e.g. PBM or ChIP-Seq) and thus
cannot be directly mapped from one experiment to
another.
The last two phases are measuring the performance of
the systems and result comparison. The first one refers to
evaluation of each system individually and in regard to
the test set. The comparison indicates that these results
should be further analyzed and some insight into the
errors they made should be provided.

To analyze the results, in addition to dataset name and
type and transcription factor, we also stored neural
network parameter values (dropout probability, learning
rate, learning rate decay etc.). This evaluation takes into
account all classification results on the sequence level in
order to provide a list of misclassified sequences for
further analysis.
Correlation and other metrics were calculated using
Scikit-learn Python library [17].
V.

RESULTS

A common metrics for assessing how well the
predictions resemble the real labels for the motif
discovery is Spearman coefficient. In the motif discovery
settings, it was used as metrics in [6]. The Spearman
coefficient was calculated for five different transcription
factors within the dataset: ATF1, ATF3, CEBPB,
BACH1 and BHLHE. The results are given in table 1.
In the table 1, dataset size is also displayed. It ranges
from about 4500 training examples to over 53000. Test
sets for each transcription factor consist of 1000
sequences, half of which are positive.
By comparing Spearman correlation coefficients, it is
evident that for the given setting, DeepMotif has the best
average performance. For ATF1 and ATF3 it scores the
highest.
The average performances of DeepBind and
DeeperBind differ only by 0.01. There might be a few
reasons behind this. The first one is that the recurrent
layers do not add to the predictive value of the network
for this particular problem. This does not seem likely
since another neural network with the same architecture
constantly exhibits the best performance. The other
possible reason might be the state of the software.
DeepBind is trained by its authors and available as such
online. Additionally, it is a more mature solution being
available since 2015. On the other hand, DeeperBind is
still in a research phase. Its source code can be
downloaded, but it is up to a research to train the model.
That could be the reason for its poorer performance.

C. Implementation details
For the purpose of implementing the proposed
methodology and for testing the aforementioned systems,
a few aspects of those systems had to be taken into
consideration.
For conducting this analysis, the first requirement is to
determine data type and dataset. To this end, we have
chosen to use data originating from ChIP-Seq experiment
available in FASTA format from 108 K562 cell
ENCODE ChIP-Seq dataset. The data is organized as
follows: for each transcription factor, there is a separate
dataset and thus a separate neural network model to be
trained. The dataset consists of sequences which are
labeled as positive (containing a motif for transcription
factor) or negative. With training examples labeled in this
manner, the problem becomes binary classification. All
sequences are 101 base pairs long. In the test set for each
transcription factor there are is a total of 1000 sequences
evenly distributed between the positive and negative
class.
In such setup, it is assumed that systems can handle
ChIP-Seq data in FASTA format. That is not applicable
for DeeperBind. To solve that issue, the input layer of the
network has been adapted. The input vector length has
been changed from 35 base pairs to 101 base pairs
represented by one-hot encoding. The labels were
changed to 1 or 0, for positive and negative sequences,
respectively. It is important to note that the network
architecture was not altered in any way.
TABLE I.
SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR
DIFFERENT TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

Systems
/ TFs

DeepBind

DeeperBind

DeepMotif

ATF1
ATF3
CEBPB
BACH1
BHLHE
Average

0.76
0.57
0.84
0.84
0.77
0.76

0.75
0.57
0.85
0.80
0.79
0.75

0.77
0.76
0.84
0.83
0.77
0.79

Dataset
size
20110
21715
53501
4628
30796
/

Figure 2 – ROC curve for ATF1 transcription factor
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TABLE III
SPEARMAN CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
BETWEEN PREDICTIONS OF PAIRS OF SYSTEMS
System
DeepBind
DeepBind
DeeperBind
pairs / TFs
and
and
and
DeeperBind DeepMotif
DeepMotif
ATF1
0.805
0.797
0.825
ATF3
0.689
0.729
0.742
CEBPB
0.829
0.834
0.844
The most relevant issue encountered during the
evaluation is the lack of information integration. Most of
the systems are constructed to work almost exclusively
with the datasets provided by the authors. That fact
makes it hard to test and compare systems. In this work,
that issue was ameliorated by adapting some of the
systems to work with different datasets.
Another problem with machine learning systems is
their
interpretability.
Probabilistic
models
or
classification algorithms provide an explanation for
decisions made by the system. However, if neural
networks are to be used in biomedical applications, some
means for explanation and justification need to be
available.
Some more traditional approaches, i.e. optimization of
position weight matrices (PWMs) through EM algorithm
or Gibbs sampling, do exist, but typically solve the
problem of generating PWMs as motif models which
could be later used for scoring the sequence. The problem
with systems which use PWMs stems partially from the
assumption that bases within the motif are independent.
Neural networks do not assume that independence and
that might be one of the reasons why they provide better
results.
Another issue which is also frequently encountered in
systems relying on PWM and statistics is scalability. It is
natural for neural networks to work with large datasets,
while the EM algorithm, for instance, required an online
implementation at the very least in order to be used with
the novel data. On the other hand, these systems provide
more insight into how the decision was made, since the
motif model is explicitly available. As previously noted,
this does not hold true for neural networks.
Authors of this paper extracted the misclassified
sequences to attempt to ameliorate the problem. These
sequences could be examined by a domain expert in order
to confirm or deny the existence of common
characteristics between the sequences. If there are such
characteristics, it would be possible to adapt the system to
the specific problem. If that is not the case, then we might
conclude that the behavior is caused by imperfect models
and continue to work on them.

Figure 3 – ROC curve for ATF3 transcription factor
The figures 2 and 3 illustrate behavior of DeepBind,
DeeperBind and DeepMotif on two different datasets. It
is important to note that, even though different systems
are the best ones for different transcription factors,
DeepMotif does not show significant fall in performance
even when it is not the most accurate solution. The same
is not applicable to DeepBind and DeeperBind.
In table 2, AUC is given for each of the three systems
and for different datasets (ATF1, ATF3 and CEBPB).
The highest average AUC is observed for DeepMotif
which is 0.96.
Another analysis was conducted in order to explore the
correlation between the predictions of these systems. To
that end, Spearman correlation was calculated for all pairs
of systems. The results are given in the table 3.
The highest correlation is constantly noted between
DeepBind’s and DeeperBind’s predictions across all
transcription factors (ATF1, ATF3 and CEBPB). This
implies that they might be making the same errors in the
process of classification. In order to tackle this problem
further, a list of erroneously classified sequences is
extracted and available for analysis.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The proposal of the procedure to analyze systems is
significant because if proved beneficial in practice, it
could become an evaluation framework for machine
learning systems used in the process of motif discovery.
As a consequence of their diversity, a well-defined
approach has to be established and this work might be a
good step in that direction.
Using this methodology for analysis of DeepBind,
DeeperBind and DeepMotif, the obtained results indicate
that DeepMotif consistently gives the most accurate
predictions of binding affinity.
TABLE II
AUC SCORES FOR THE SYSTEMS
TFs /
ATF1 ATF3 CEBPB Average
System
DeepBind
0.937 0.831 0.988
0.92
DeeperBind 0.934 0.829 0.988
0.92
DeepMotif
0.945 0.939 0.988
0.96
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and corresponding deployment model. Moreover, once the
deployment model is selected, it is also necessary to
investigate the feasibility of the proposed architecture by
identifying interoperability challenges and existing
hardware and software components having the capacity to
tackle them.

Abstract – The paper discusses possible system architectures
and corresponding deployment models for an IoT-based
platform for increasing energy efficiency of end-users and
facilitating change in their behaviour in this regard. The
main objective is to provide for a flexible and modular
architecture able to integrate IoT based monitoring and
actuating devices with advance energy services. A brief
overview of the most prominent middleware-based
architectures capable of providing integration of
heterogeneous hardware and software components is
followed by the proposed system architecture and
deployment model. Finally, a proposal for implementation of
architecture building blocks is given through state-of-the art
open source solutions.

I.

B. Identification of platform use-cases
In general, the proposed solution will represent a highly
flexible, cloud-based, IoT platform which will integrate
energy monitoring and automation devices with
environment sensing and innovative energy services.
Although it is aimed to develop a comprehensive platform
the undertaken approach will not follow the principle ‘one
size solution that fits all’. On the contrary, the proposed
platform will try to induce energy related behaviour
changes through tailored recommendations, decision
support and guided action. In other words, the platform
will provide relevant energy and cost saving measures that
are relevant to a specific end user, who is then able to act
upon them without compromising personal comfort and
convenience. Moreover, the platform will engage end
users through specific incentives according to their
preferences and limitations [5][6][7].
The aim of this section is to determine different use
cases for the proposed ICT platform, i.e. different aspects
in which the platform may contribute to reaching improved
energy and cost efficiency. Seeking for different ways to
raise end-user awareness in energy and environmental
related aspects and aiming to induce a behavioural change
in this regard, the platform will follow a comprehensive
approach which shall allow end-users the following
platform use cases:
Reduction of energy wastes (Use Case #1): by detecting
wasteful practices through cross-correlation of
information about operating heating/cooling systems and
lighting devices with ambient and occupancy sensing, end
user will be presented with appropriate energy
conservation measure.
Optimal energy infrastructure operation (Use Case #2): by
optimally satisfying requested energy demand based on
information about available energy assets and dynamic
energy pricing context, forecast of local generation etc.
Evaluate performance and benchmark (Use Case #3): by
periodically assessing energy performance and raising
awareness
through
benchmarking
with
similar/neighbouring end users.
The three core use cases for proposed ICT platform will
be leveraged upon availability of devices dedicated to
energy monitoring and home automation (such as
electricity/gas meters, calorimeters, smart plugs and relays

INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
The main objective of this paper is to elaborate on the
possible architecture and system integration approach for
the IoT-based energy efficiency platform, initially
introduced in [1]. As previously described, the proposed
platform leverages on the energy related data collected
from the existing home automation systems and/or
monitoring platforms to underpin the development of
advance energy services aiming to facilitate transition
towards energy efficient behaviours through direct enduser engagement. In particular, the advance energy
services will leverage upon the monitored energy
consumption to estimate individual energy efficiency
performance, detect potential performance deviation and
consequently deliver customized energy conservation
measures. Moreover, one of the services will also focus on
providing a benchmarking tool allowing the end-users the
compare their consumptions with “similar” consumers but
also with themselves. These services will be developed and
operated independently, delivering innovative features
such as consumption analytics, profiling and prediction,
demand optimization and, finally, the performance
evaluation and benchmarking. Given the selected service
oriented approach and modular development, the proposed
solution will feature high service orchestration flexibility
and allow for high replicability and reusability of
developed services.
The overall system functional view represented logical
clustering of key desired system functions, their mutual
interrelations and corresponding interfaces. However, to be
able to develop and deploy the described system in terms
of software artefacts and required hardware components, it
is necessary to select the most suitable system architecture
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etc.), ambient and environment sensing (temperature,
luminance, humidity, CO/CO2, occupancy etc.) and
advanced energy services. The later will comprise of the
following services:
- Consumption analytics service (CAS), dedicated to
consumption disaggregation, i.e. estimation of
appliance-level electricity consumption from a single
metering point;
- User profiling service (UPS), focusing on profiling and
categorization of end-user and their consumption;
- Consumption forecast service (CFS), offering
prediction of near future energy related behaviour;
- Energy dispatch optimization service (EDOS),
delivering optimal energy dispatch strategy for existing
energy assets while satisfying various economic,
environmental, societal and technological criteria;
- Energy performance evaluation and benchmarking
service (EPEBS), enabling end user’s energy
performance and its benchmarking against ‘similar’
end users.
Although each of these services represent part of same
value chain, they will be developed and deployed
independently operating as a black box from the platform’s
perspective requiring specific inputs and offering
corresponding outputs, which are detailed in one of the
following chapters. Their integration into a unified
workflow will depend on the requirements of each usecase which will also define which services are required and
what will be their corresponding sequence of operation.
When it comes to communicating devised energy
conservation measures or corresponding performance
deviation notifications both Mobile and Web clients will
be made available with their intuitive and user-friendly
GUIs. Following are brief descriptions of the three use
cases, especially highlighting the featured energy services.
Тhe Use Case #1 platform will primarily look for the so
called ‘quick wins’ related to overall energy efficiency and
thus seek for the wasteful energy practices which can
avoided without compromising end user comfort and
operational capacity. Hence, it will combine energy
consumption information from major consumers, such as
heating and cooling system and lighting, with ambient and
occupancy sensing to deliver custom, end-user tailored,
energy conservation measures (ECMs). The typical energy
wastes, such as open windows in HVAC conditioned area
or working lights during the daylight, have enormous,
untapped, potential for avoiding energy wastes and thus
increasing the end user efficiency. Once energy wastes are
minimized, within the Use Case #2, the platform will assist
end users in reaching optimal energy infrastructure
operation strategy for satisfaction of the remaining energy
demand. Proposed operation strategy will leverage usercentric energy consumption modelling and consumption
prediction
combined
with
pricing/load/stability
information received from ESCOs. In particular, it will
consider available energy carriers and sources such as
power grid, district heating, renewables etc., energy
conversion assets such as electric boilers, heat pumps,
furnace etc. and dynamic energy pricing context for each
energy carrier. Moreover, this use case will also capitalize
on increasing Demand Response and Demand Side
Management programmes through integrated optimisation
of energy supply and demand which takes additional inputs
related to load characterisation (e.g. classification into

critical, reschedulable and curtailable loads), required
comfort levels, etc. In other words, the platform will extend
information supplied through energy conservation
measures by performing comprehensive energy
infrastructure operation optimization to detect optimal
energy management strategy of available energy assets.
Although optimal energy management strategy is often
associated with minimization of operation costs, the
optimisation service will bring the flexibility of multicriteria decision making process so as to simultaneously
evaluate range of economic, environmental, technical and
societal criteria. The Use Case #3 will offer end users a
more general feedback related to their energy related
performance aiming to create a positive social pressure and
raise awareness [8][9]. Namely, by aiming to understand
barriers for action, and target those specifically, the
proposed solution will adopt an approach of providing
‘fair’ comparison (fair, as perceived and defined by end
user) which will enable unique social nudges (i.e. positive
reinforcement) towards the desired behaviour change. The
platform will bring the ability to benchmark and compete
through evaluation of end user energy social practice and
performance rather than just consumption. The
performance evaluation considers normalization of
consumption against a range of ‘objective parameters’ such
as building size, construction material properties, number
of occupants, climate conditions etc. Moreover, current
adoption barriers, faced by the similar ICT platforms, will
be tackled by using energy services approach (rather than
energy consumption) and by incorporating insights and
methodologies for user engagement from the ‘Practice
theory’ and the ‘middle out framework’.
Necessary information and data flow behind the
aforementioned use cases is depicted in Figure 2. In
particular, the figure summarizes employed advanced
energy services and necessary steps to fulfil the workflow.
All three use-cases share the same part of workflow dealing
with the energy/ambient monitoring, corresponding data
analytics/processing and visualisation. Namely, this part of
the workflow is responsible for 1) acquiring and storing raw
monitoring data in the Data repository and 2) data
enrichment based on load disaggregation performed by the
Consumption analytics service (which implements Nonintrusive load monitoring techniques, NILM [10]) and User
profiling service. It should be noted that load
disaggregation techniques are employed in cases when
existing energy monitoring does not provide for sufficiently
detailed consumption information. Also, a common part of
the workflow is also Visualization which serves for
presentation of monitored energy and ambient data but also
provides interface for presentation of intermediate outputs
from each service and, the most importantly, is used to
communicate derived recommendations/actions/awareness
information. The Use Case #1 requires an additional
proprietary component, called ECM inference engine, will
be employed to detect wasteful practices from ambient
monitoring data and corresponding outputs from
analytics/profiling services, using heuristic based methods.
The Use Case #2 employs proprietary components/services
starting with the Consumption forecast service which takes
archived data from consumption monitoring and various
contextual information to deliver short-term predictions
regarding energy consumption [11]. Output from this
service is then fed into Energy dispatch optimisation
service which is another proprietary component of this use
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Figure 2: Data flow diagram for proposed platform use cases
case. The Energy dispatch optimization service will deliver
optimal energy supply and consumption profiles
[15][16][17], for each energy carrier and load types
respectively, to the component referred to as Optimised
control which main responsibility is to translate outputs
from the optimisation service into actual control actions
applicable by end user through existing energy assets. In
other words, this component will ensure that an optimal
operation strategy is communicated to the end user in the
form of manual, semi-automatic or automatic controls such
as actuator switch, set-point, time table etc. The Use Case
#3 requires, however, additional proprietary Energy
performance evaluation and benchmarking service. This
service takes energy and ambient monitoring data, enriched
with corresponding analytics/profiling services to evaluate
end user energy performance through normalization of
energy consumption against a range of contextual
parameters, such as climate conditions, building
construction material, number of inhabitants etc.
[12][13][14]. Such normalization is employed to ensure
that an objective performance indicator is calculated which
sets the ground for comparison and benchmarking with
other end users.

facility and aims to solve the interoperability challenges
through unification and conversion of data coming from
lower software levels, thus overcoming any format-related
issues for pluggable application layers. The following is an
overview of different middleware architecture proposals in
the context of energy management.
The AIM project [2] present a framework architecture
for modelling, visualizing and managing energy
consumption of home appliances. The projects proposes
development of a gateway which consist of the three
separate modules: i) a module providing machine-tomachine interfaces through a common API for
implementation of gateway-related services, ii) an identify
management module for user authentication and
authorization, and iii) a module for service integration and
orchestration offering also creation of new, composite,
services upon such integration. The HYDRA project [3]
brought a generic middleware platform for heterogeneous
devices which facilitated communications between the
devices and provided an architectural infrastructure for
network abstraction, event management and services
communications. It was not built primarily for energy
efficiency purposes, however it provided infrastructure for
construction energy-aware solutions. The EPIC-Hub
project [4] developed a new methodology, an extended
architecture and services able to provide improved energy
performances both on building and neighbourhood level.
It leverages upon energy gateways to integrate various data
sources in the middleware architecture and offer
implementation of advance energy demand and supply
optimization services.
When it comes to the possible deployment models for the
system architecture, they have a strong influence on
underlying hardware requirements, location of data
sources, where data is generated, transported and consumed
across the value chain and they also affect the type of

C. Research questions and SoA
The focus of the conducted research is on selection of
the appropriate system architecture and corresponding
deployment model given the requirement to integrate
different hardware and software components devoted to
energy monitoring and control at building/household level.
The problem has been known and investigated for several
years and the existing literature has emphasized that the
complexity of this integration is severely dependent on the
number of different devices employed, existing on-site
energy generation and storage etc. In principle, the most
widely acknowledge solutions referred to the use of dataunifying layer for tackling this problem. This layer focuses
on abstraction of the complexity of lower components of
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business models which can be supported. Moreover, they
also affect further design of actual software components of
the system.
II.

penetrate the end-user premises and offer a richer
information and control environment to be locally
exploited.
A hybrid deployment model: this model assumes that not
all end-user will have edge system, and corresponding
components, deployed at their premises. As a result, some
end-users, with limited hardware deployment will only use
the cloud-based part of the solution while the others,
offering more advance monitoring and control capabilities,
are able to use the system functionalities to the full extent.
Such deployment model allows for development of
flexible business model and larger market outreach.

METHODOLOGY

The presented research examines the deployment
models from the perspective of the two key stakeholders:
the energy utility (both electricity and gas) and the energy
end-user, i.e. the customer. For this stakeholder
constellation, the three types of deployment models are
considered, as elaborated in the following.
A cloud-based deployment model: which assumes that
system components are deployed in a private cloud of an
energy provider or energy service company (ESCO).
Furthermore, it builds on a fact that both energy
monitoring and ICT equipment is under full control of
energy and/or service provider and that information about
end-users is centrally available. The monitoring equipment
located at the end-user is relatively lightweight, e.g. a
single smart meter for entire household and does not
penetrate into premises of the end-user.
An extended edge deployment model: system components
are distributed between a private cloud governed by the
energy/service provider and edge systems deployed at the
end-user premises (e.g. energy gateways) and/or
distribution network. This deployment model assumes that
some of the end-user oriented services can be provided by
the edge systems (e.g. energy gateways), thus forwarding
only the necessary information to the central system while
leaving some simple calculations and decision making
(with corresponding alarms and notifications) for the edge
systems and components. Energy monitoring, such as
smart meters/occupancy/ambience sensing, as well as
actuation equipment such as smart plugs/boilers/EVs, can

III.

SOLUTION

The most appropriate deployment model to be finally
considered is a hybrid model which can strive the balance
between the advantages and disadvantages that each of the
deployment model offers. Inspired by aforementioned
state of the art of previously employed system
architectures, the proposed platform architecture is
depicted in Figure 2. The figure shows key layers and the
main functional dependencies among sub-systems which
can, from an ICT perspective, be classified into the three
layers, as follows.
The Gateway layer comprises different sensors,
actuators and metering equipment that are deployed at the
buildings and inside the households and connected via
gateways to the rest of the InBetween platform. The aim of
this layer is to ensure the collection of different
measurements (power consumption, temperature, etc.) that
will be stored in InBetween cloud platform, further
processed by advanced energy services and presented to
the end users via web and mobile applications. Besides, the
InBetween platform will be able to perform control actions

Figure 2: Proposed architecture
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seamless data exchange of underlying systems and
services.
The availability of professional, open-source, IoT
solutions yields the opportunity for affordable and easily
deployable energy management solution offered through
innovative business models (e.g. SaaS) allowing for faster
return on investment and higher benefits for the end Users.

(turn on/off the boiler, set the temperature on HVAC, etc.)
following decisions made by advanced energy services.
Finally, this layer also includes a number of interfaces
towards external services that will be used to get data
related to energy pricing, weather, etc.
IoT Cloud platform layer is the main data collecting and
processing point of the InBetween platform. Its main
functionalities include lightweight message exchange
(MQTT or AMQP message broker), data storage
optimized for time series data (InfluxDB) and identity and
access component (Keycloak) that will provide centralized
authentication and authorization management. In addition
the semantic data related to the deployed devices will be
stored inside a semantic repository (Virtuoso), whereas
real-time data processing will be performed by Kapacitor
component.
Advanced energy services and visualisation layer
comprises a number of services used for energy
consumption analytics and forecast, energy optimization,
user profiling and benchmarking, as well as a web and a
mobile application that provide visual user interface for
energy managers and building occupants. This layer
employs information collected by the monitoring and
control layer that have been stored in the IoT Cloud
platform. The collected data are processed by means of
advanced energy services that result in a number of control
actions performed by the deployed actuators (smart plugs,
relays, etc.) and recommendations for users aimed to
change their behaviour towards more energy efficient
lifestyle.
When it comes to the component implementation, the
InfluxData open source framework, offering contemporary
time-series platform and handling metrics and events was
selected as the best candidate for the backbone of the
proposed system. The overall system is also referred as the
TICK stack, containing four main components:
Telegraf, InfluxDB, Chronograf, and Kapacitor.
IV.
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Abstract – General understanding of possible benefits
achieved through implementation of industrial Internet of
Things (IoT) solutions, set a clear need to develop new
approaches to manage and orchestrate distributed and
heterogeneous data and components within an IoT
environment. Vf-OS initiative provides FIWARE enabled
solutions with focus on the manufacturing domain. The
challenge to be addressed here, is on how to instantiate the
vf-OS concept to other relevant domain sectors, as the
mobility and transportation, in order to provide a fullfledged FIWARE functionality based on Generic Enablers,
by reusing and proposing new ones.

This sets important requirements to hardware and
software, as well as to management capabilities of the
target systems. Some of those are the vast amount of data
being sensed, generated and collected from sensors. Some
of those requirements might be satisfied by using Smart
Systems and Smart Sensing Systems which are able, when
properly processed, to provide the necessary level of
autonomy, managing uncertainty or even possess selfrecovering capabilities. However, as those systems in
some cases are very complex, based on heterogeneous
technologies and different ways of representing their
services/data, efficient management of such systems
becomes a nontrivial task. In this case, platforms which
can serve as intermediate layers and provide high-level
abstraction from technical details, focusing on user’s
needs and bringing together various stakeholders such as
service providers, consumers or developers, are needed in
order to create competitive environment for further
evolution is a key element.
New requirements for design of new systems as well as
need to provide a collaborative platform for parties
involved in data generation and exchange lead to
emergence of Virtual Factory (VF) concept. To our best
knowledge there is no unified definition for VF. However,
VF might be described as “representation across the
hierarchical levels” of a real factory [1] or in broad terms
a testbed and/or simulator for information flows and
corresponding business processes. VF aims at providing
interoperability among distributed components. It covers
following technological issues: a common data model for
representing different factory nodes, shared data storage
for effective data provision and retrieval and a middleware
to enable access for outer users, services and applications
[2], including adapter functions, if different technologies
or data models are applied.
Vf-OS project launched under the Horizon 2020
framework, is intended to provide a distributed,
heterogeneous collaborative environment shifting from
device-centric to user-centric paradigm [3]. Besides the
basic technological issues which are addressed by
Operational System itself, additional modules are planned:
Open Application Development Kit (vf-OAK) for
software developers, Manufacturing Application Store
(vf-mApp) and collaborative platform for all involved
parties or involved groups, namely Software Developers,

Keywords: Industrial Internet of Things, vf-OS, FIWARE,
intelligent transportation systems, OPTIMUM, smart toll
charging system

I.
INTRODUCTION
Emerging concepts of Industrial IoT and Industry 4.0
in regard to the developments made in other areas such as
Smart Systems, Smart Sensing Systems, Cyber-Physical
Systems and Cloud computing, set large opportunities as
well as challenges for both research and industrial
communities. All emerging areas suffer from lack of
standardization, terminology base, middleware platforms
bringing various stakeholders such as service providers,
consumers and developers, and state of the art solutions
which can be recognized by most of the parties. European
Commission is undertaking efforts within Horizon 2020
framework to contribute to all mentioned aspects, and
thus facilitate wide implementation of new technological
achievements.
A. Motivation
Internet of Things concept is an important part of the
fourth Industrial Revolution with application cases in
different areas of human activities. Besides its clear
importance for the manufacturing domain, transportation
is another area for sufficient multi-vector contribution.
Among relevant IoT solutions, several could be
mentioned: autonomous driving, smart parking systems,
smart tolling payments, solutions for minimizing negative
impact on environment, etc. Sensors inside the cars, as
well as sensors installed on the road infrastructures can
provide relevant information about available parking
facilities, traffic jams, and in the case of road payment
systems, information about size, weight and a category of
a vehicle.
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specifications, Generic Enablers (GE) and Specific
Enablers (SE). FIWARE initiative was launched by the
European Commission in order to “build an open
sustainable ecosystem around public, royalty-free and
implementation-driven software platform standards that
will ease the development of new smart applications in
multiple sectors” [6]. FIWARE platform offers a set of
reusable components: GE’s and SE’s, those building
blocks are intended to ease development of new
application in different areas. GE’s are offering the basic
functionality of a platform in its turn SE’s can extend
GE’s offering additional features or target specific
application domains such as, for instance, multimedia. In
other words, GE consists of a combination of modules
implementing a certain set of functions and providing a
certain set API’s, defined in the specification [7]. The
figure below represents some key nodes of the EF:

Manufacturing Users, ICT Providers and Service
Providers – the Virtual Factory Platform (vf-P). However,
vf-os and all corresponding components are not just
limited to pure manufacturing cases and can be applied for
a wide variety of scenarios including the ones in
transportation.
B. Research Question and Hypothesis
Some recent activities undertaken to fill the gaps in the
area of industrial IoT are mostly focusing on high- or low
level solutions, thus covering just slightly middleware and
corresponding bridging of heterogeneous components
within shared collaborative environment. Solution
discussed in [4] considers a modular design and
distributed nature of a proposed system, being more
device-centric than user-centric, without assuming
heterogeneous information assets, as well as their data
models. Another work [5] describes a platform attempting
at integration and management information flows from
different sources. However, it implies common data model
for all entities being integrated in the proposed platform, it
also does not benefit to needed extent to creation of
common marketplace and provision of agile instruments
for software/application developers. After analysing
existing solutions and relevant gaps, the work proposed
here aims at addressing the following research question:
What kind of a collaborative platform is needed
to cope with orchestration of instances within
heterogeneous, high distributed manufacturing
and logistics environment with focus on
particular needs of different users’ groups?

Figure 1. General/High level representation of Enablers Framework
architecture

Two main components of the EF are enablers-registry
and
request-handler
modules.
Enablers-registry
encapsulates three models: Enabler, Connection and
Service. Enabler model can represent both GE as well as
SE containing the name and short description of
particular enabler. Connection describes some important
technical details, as for instance, the type of protocol
which has been used. And Service corresponds to
functionality which is provided by a concrete enabler.
This model allows flexible approach for enablers
managing, as it allows flexible and dynamic change of
certain characteristics, for instance, if user application
works on specific port, new instance of enabler can be
created or Connection model updated with desired value.
Request-handler allows users to interrelate physical
entity, for instance sensor, with enabler. It also provides
mechanisms for entities management, according to NGSI
specifications developed within FIWARE initiative.
Thus, applications, enablers and devices are integrated
into the common collaborative environment providing
flexible, open API’s.

Hypothesis to solve above raised research question:
Needed result can be achieved through
integration of vf-OS deliverables with Optimum
solution in order to provide necessary
functionality for proper utilization of FIWARE
components and data flows management.
II. VF-OS AND FIWARE
As mentioned before vf-OS project is aiming at
developing Open Operating System for Virtual Factory –
platform enabling collaborative Environment for the
Factory of Future. Platform being developed within vf-OS
project intended to meet the key requirements: modularity,
wide
availability
through
cloud
deployment,
representation of IoT devices capabilities as services,
virtualization on different layers, interoperability
provision, scalability and open standards basis. The core
component of which is Virtual Factory System Kernel (vfSK) or Enablers Framework (EF), designed to fulfil the
core management activities within VF. Among
functionalities being provided by vf-SK are: processing
and managing access and usage of main resources or
assets, application requests management, integration of
heterogeneous components, management of ascending and
descending information flows. Other important elements
of vf-OS are: Virtual Factory Connect to ensure
interoperability among factory and vf-OS applications,
and Virtual Factory I/O responsible for provision of Plugand-Play mechanisms, drivers and API’s.
“Vf-OS project uses some key developments
accomplished within FIWARE community, such as NGSI

III.

IOT BASED TOLL CHARGING SCENARIO

The mobility and transportation sector, is dynamically
changing as a result of several factors in many diverse but
interconnected fields: cutting edge technological
innovations such as, for example, increasing penetration
of digital and space-based technologies in automated,
connected
and
cooperative
vehicles,
transport
infrastructure, logistics operations, safety applications.
Transportation also responds tomajor socio-economic
trends such as ageing population, migration and
urbanisation; global targets such as those set by the COP
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21 Paris Agreement on the fight against climate change
and by the UN in support of Sustainable Development
Goals. Moreover, increasing international competition for
the European transport industry across all modes
multiplied by new operations and business models based
on increased connectivity between infrastructure,
transport means, travellers and goods is a significant
factor contributing to development of seamless door-todoor mobility. Aligned with such challenges, the
OPTIMUM project (OPTIMUM consortium, 2015) aims
at developing of an Intelligent Transportation Systems
platform, establishing a largely scalable architecture for
the management and processing of multisource big data,
which enables the continuous monitoring of
transportation system needs while facilitating proactive
decisions and actions in a semi-automated way,
introducing and promoting interoperability, adaptability
and dynamicity.

One of the business cases covered by OPTIMUM
project addresses a dynamic toll charging scenario being
tested in Portugal, with the objective of developing a
dynamic toll price model for highways, based on the real
congestion levels on national roads. The infrastructure
accesses traffic sensor data, both in national roads and
highways, and other kinds of data sources (weather,
events, floating-car, etc.), cleans and harmonizes the data
against predefined standards (Datex-II), and processes it
by utilising machine learning algorithms, which are being
used by the toll pricing model.
Taking into account the challenges being addressed by
OPTIMUM project described above, an interesting
business case, could instantiate the vf-OS concept into the
OPTIMUM’s data processing pipeline [8], which handles
the data collection and harmonization processes. In fact,
the pipeline could use several of FIWARE’s features,
such as FIWARE data models and generic enablers to
process data, as depicted in the image below:

Figure 2. Representation of OPTIMUM data processing pipeline

•
Finally, FIWARE’s Transportation Harmonized
Data Models4 could be used as the base schemas for
OPTIMUM’s Data Processing Pipeline, meaning that
all data accessed by OPTIMUM would use these Data
Models as standard data schemas.
In order to support the goals set towards
implementation and to ease development of the
OPTIMUM platform, the integration model with vf-OS
components is proposed (Fig. 3). Two components
considered as the most valuable for the OPTIMUM
context are the EF and Data Management Component
(DMC). Both can be easily integrated as third-party or
standalone services which are requested on demand. The
EF allows managing connections with basic GE’s, SE’s
created by the third parties or Enablers developed for
specific transportation case [9]. As long as new Enabler
registered in EF it becomes available for requesting by
Data Processing Pipeline (DPP). Thus part of load related
to enablers’ management as well as enablers search can
be transferred to EF component.

•
In order to enable direct communication with
sensors, avoiding the need for third-party web
services, which may not be reliable or not suitable for
particular requirements, OPTIMUM could use one of
several IoT middleware or publish-subscribe
framework GEs already available in FIWARE GE
Catalogue1. Two examples could be the Fast RTPS
GE2 for sharing data in distributed systems using a
decoupled model based on Publishers, Subscribers
and Data Topics, or the KIARA Advanced
Middleware GE, which is a Java based
communication middleware for modern, efficient and
secure applications.
•
To persist data between collection and
harmonization processes, the Cygnus GE 3 could be
used, as it is a connector in charge of maintaining
certain sources of data in certain configured thirdparty storages, creating a historical view of such data
sources.
1

https://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/
https://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/fast-rtps
3
https://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/cygnus
2

4

http://fiware-datamodels.readthedocs.io/
en/latest/Transportation/ doc/introduction/index.html
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Second vf-OS component which might have a great
impact on OPTIMUM platform is DMC being able to
cover or ease data handling process. The libraries
delivered by the DMC can be requested as services for
data harmonization as well as analytical tasks. This
primarily supports the Data Harmonization unit of DPP.
Libraries provided by DMC are isolated and
implementing different functionalities including some

specific algorithms for classification, dimension
reduction, etc [10]. In other words if a particular task, for
instance: classification, need to be performed there is no
need to download all libraries or the full package. This
can be an advantage over requesting third-party enablers
for data analytics, thus the consumer (DPP) receives even
not needed functionality.

Figure 3. Integration of vf-OS components with OPTIMUM platform

IV. CONCLUSION
As described here, Transportation and Logistics, are
areas which can benefit from rapidly developing
technologies of Industrial Internet. This paper is focused
on applying deliverables achieved in vf-OS project to a
transportation business case, currently being addressed by
OPTIMUM project. The Enabler Framework developed
within vf-OS initiative is aimed at combining the usage of
FIWARE generic, as well as specific enablers for
complex industrial systems bridging enablers’ providers
and consumers. It assures reliable platform corresponding
to key requirements, such as modularity, distributiveness,
virtualization of underlying processes and serves as a
middleware between enablers’ provider and enablers
consumer, in particular case: Intelligent Transportation
System Platform. Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
is a complex solution developed within OPTIMUM
project covering broad set of issues in transportation
sector, such as handling multisource data with proactive
response on events happened in the environment where
the system operates in. A valuable support in data
handling tasks is possible through integration with DMC
providing various services in the area of data
harmonization and analytics.
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Abstract— The expectancy of live has been extended in
modern societies becoming a symbol of civilizational
progress, with technology supporting medical research and
healthcare improvements. In technological domain,
diagnosis and monitoring benefit from data collection from
the most diverse sources. Along with specific medical
equipment, data sources are available in what is becoming a
sensor rich environment. The concept of Internet of Things
refers to the sensing and communication devices that are
becoming pervasive in modern societies. The present work
proposes the usage of multiple data sources to support
reasoning and decision for people with aging associated
health conditions. Beyond ensuring safety and risk
avoidance it is aimed to support active aging while
stimulating healthy behaviors and social inclusion. The
proposed architecture focus on monitoring and reasoning
over available data sources to ensure risk assessment and
adequate response to health risks internal or in the
environment. Beyond risk it is aimed to promote active
living, good habits and socialization thus ensuring active
aging in daily routines, leisure and work. The proposed
framework deploys a coach, or a companion that is always
present and manifest only when needed. The decision
process reasons based on clinical directives and situation
awareness to determine risky situations for a citizen with
cognitive vulnerabilities and react according to such
reasoning promoting safety for elder citizens and comfort
for carers and family thus supporting active and healthy
aging for the target population.

I.

But when is the unfortunate case of someone in our
family or close friend become diagnosed with Alzheimer
or other kind of dementia we don’t know what to do. The
obvious action is to look at the internet and try to figure
what can be done to help that person, in essence to
provide help so that the person does not get lost in some
memory loss episode.
When looking for such solutions, a person is confronted
with some devices which, by themselves are useful for
what is really needed, to ensure safety and not only
provide readings, as is the case of the fitness bands [3][4]
or even specific wearables for elder tracking [5]. Another
type of options are the complex services where a person
buys a tracking equipment and afterwards pays a monthly
fee ensuring, solely, that when a person gets lost the
service will issue a warning to selected personal either
caregivers or family [6][7].

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide, nearly 44 million people have Alzheimer’s or
a related dementia. Only one in four people with
Alzheimer’s disease have been diagnosed. Alzheimer’s
and other dementias are the top cause for disabilities in
later life [1]. In what regards to American citizens, one in
nine over 65 has Alzheimer and An estimated 5.4 million
Americans have Alzheimer's disease meaning that in
2015, more than 15 million family members and other
unpaid caregivers provided an estimated 18.1 billion
hours of care to people with Alzheimer's and other
dementias, a contribution valued at more than $221
billion [2]. In what regards to technological devices, they
are becoming pervasive cheaper and efficient in
performing physiological measurements and one of their
fast-growing appliances are those in the healthcare
domain as they are associated with safety, ease of use and
cost reduction. diverse types of devices can provide
information about our position and some physiological
parameters are read analyzed and displayed. That is the
case of GPS data and measurements of the heart
frequency (HR) or even oxygen saturation.

Figure

1

Alzheimer

patients

will

wander
The problem
that stands out of existing solutions is that
none of those products and services will in fact guarantee
safety and protection and none of those solutions will
operate outside the logic of tracking a person’s path and
determine if a distress signal should be sent. Unless user
is willing to pay a significant price added with a monthly
fee. Research will figure if with existing technology it is
possible to develop a solution that ensures safe
monitoring and safety alarms while not depending on
monthly subscriptions and with an affordable price. The
Alzheimer association and published research points to
60% of dementia patients will wander at some point in
life. Tackling this problem is one of the objectives of the
hereby reported research in the scope of the Carelink
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AAL Project, as the the losses of memory can promote
wandering and putting themselves at risk as in the
carelink presentation video, (a capture in Figure 1)[8].
II.

static conditions. Publicly available sources of
information as the weather reports and street city cameras
(e.g. beach cams) can provide additional information
about the risk in walking along an, otherwise pleasant,
sidewalk. The next layer, Data Processing, makes use of
the sensor data, or even the fusion of data from several
sensors, allowing complex event processing towards the
extraction of features and classifies them so that some
known artifacts are becomes useful for reasoning.
These approach is not static and it is aimed some type of
learning for improvement of the system. In that way, it is
important to record raw data from sensors so that data
mining and machine learning algorithms can eventually
generate information that makes the system more useful
and more predictive of risky situations. Along with raw
data it is important to aggregate data and transform it so
that information from complex event processing, as those
resulting from data fusion and data mining, will be
classified and stored establishing new information
records for the usage by the next layer, the Reasoner. In
this layer, known algorithms can be used for supervised
learning, looking for known risks but also unsupervised
learning can be applied so that new markers can be
discovered. Ensemble learning provides that those
machine learning algorithms that, together will produce
indicators, markers, signals that can be of major use in
detecting anomalies and risks. This is done taking in
account what can be considered an agenda of normality
where known events are recorded and accessible to the
reasoner (e.g. previewed displacements, usual paths of
displacement, medication schedules) thus avoiding false
positives. A knowledge base is essential to link with
known medical knowledge on the pathologies. This
knowledge may produce known parameters that,
otherwise, would wrongly become alarms or bad
assessments (e.g. knowing typical ECG ranges for this
age or for patients with dementia can avoid triggers for,
otherwise, alarming situations). It is of most important
that all this process is guided by clinical advisors so that
last decision on what is to be observed and regarded is
taken by a responsible medical specialist that has a final
word (e.g. Heart rate boundaries to be respected or
acceptable SpO2 levels). All these processes will sustain
a set of rules that will be used and constrains applied so
that an evaluation of risk is taken and provided by the
reasoner stage. This overall processing and reasoning
activity will ensure that sources of information will be
analyzed in the proper context and that in real-time the
assessment ensures that viable behaviors are taken within
normality. That sort of assessments will enable that,
outside that boundary of normality, events will trigger
alarms and signal the upper layer of services and
applications.
In the upper level, diverse applications can be deployed
and executed according to the needs (e.g. for an active
person or for an advanced pathology progression). It is
possible to design Domain Specific applications that can
be used for clinics where patients are hosted or for patient
use at hospital within the short timing of medical
interventions or for continued monitoring of people in

RESEARCH STRATEGY

By knowing the potential of the devices already available
in the market, and being developed, it would be
interesting to research the possibility of using commercial
devices, and others specifically customized, to provide
support and safety to elders.
The research strategy aims to provide a credible response
to the questions; Someone in my family (or myself for
that matter) was diagnosed with Alzheimer, what should I
do? Is it too risky to go on with a normal life or there is
hope and support for a safety living after such diagnose?
In addressing such questions research aims to propose a
solution that could use different types of devices, publicly
available, commercial or customized in the direction of
promoting safety by detecting anomalies or abnormal
behavior and selectively actuate to the person and,
according to risk assessment, send warning messages to
clinical staff, family or informal carers.
III.

UNITS

The methodology to conduct such research is based on
the before mentioned questions and requisites. This
methodology consists in developing an architecture that,
once instantiated, will allow the usage of devices to
ensure permanent tracking of location and risks, for the
person with diagnosed dementia, and will actuate
properly in case of anomaly detection according to a
customized decision support system.
SERVI CES & APPLI CATI ONS
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Figure 2 - Architecture based on IoT towards elder security

The proposed architecture is based on a lower layer of
Data Collection that uses devices, as those in the market,
performing physiological measurements (e.g. heart-rate,
SpO2) and other measurements as position with GPS
sensors and accelerometers to determine falls or long
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mild states while continuing a normal life. All those cases
are supported by timely Context Awareness of what is
happening, what is supposed to happen and what cannot
happen according to current circumstances. Context will
change the alert mode for applications to become active
or neutral (e.g. to know if the person is with caregivers,
alone at home or in public or if the circumstances are not
favorable). That will determine the level of response and
the adequate type of response according to the specificity
of the context and the results provided by the Decision
Support System (DSS). The DSS will use information
received from the Reasoner to act appropriately, being
that the activation of a local alarm, the communication
with parents and carers or other activity considered
proper due to the circumstances.

IV. SOLUTION AND DISCUSSION
Technology is present in many aspects of our life and
can be used for different age groups even for those less
keen to technology. It is therefore possible to use
technology to ensure security and safety, sometimes
without devices being noticed or actively manipulated.
Research hereby reported manages to track and monitor
deviations to usual tracks and it determines the severity of
falls along with heartrate variations. This allows a more
accurate evaluation of situations of risk and therefore
issuing less false alarms to family and carers that would
provoke stress and, ultimately, disregard and lack of
timely response in situations that in fact become of
emergency. The developments and testes performed so far
are strongly encouraging towards the proposed holistic
solution for those with diagnosed dementia where
Alzheimer is one of the prevalent pathologies in Europe
and in most developed countries around the world. Social
and human concerns are at the center of this research as,
by specificities of the disease and the human diversity, it
is necessary to address different options for device’s
geometry and for operational characteristics such as
robustness, visual aspect and wearability. For instance, it
is likely that women will prefer bracelets or similar
garments instead of other wearable devices such as pocket
belts or smart clothing. It is also important to take notice
of the technical aspects such as battery life and time to
charge and way of charge (e.g. charge on the move,
wireless charging docks). In line with this thought is the
concern of different types of acceptance of the disease and
the behavior towards technology. In these profiles, it is
noted that some people may fear to be monitored and
tracked as a menace to their freedom. That is why it is
important to ensure that, in some cases, the system
becomes vigilant and monitors parameters that could
signal risk and only provide feedback or alarm if there is a
clear identification of a risky situation. In other cases, a
more complete follow up of the track could become a
need to avoid disappearance and associated risks for life.
It is to notice also that some other patients become
stubborn and refuse to adopt the proposed approaches in
any circumstances. Some others may fear to be tracked
and that it will constitute risk for them or expose them to
invasion of privacy. This way it becomes imperative to
assume a human centric posture in designing and
conceiving this type of technological setups. This is what
is done within Carelink project with multiple interactions
with patients and carers to ensure that those who are the
final users and the carers are listened and taken in account
while developing technological solutions. Those outcomes
result, for instance, in the need to propose different
profiles supported by different optional devices. This way
it becomes possible to reach a major audience and be able
to uphold human diversity even in sickness. In that
direction solution encompass profiles so that technology
will adapt to different people’s needs and a reasoner will
improve the adaptability to a certain person in her stage of
the disease. In overall, t is aimed to continue fostering the
most customize less expensive solutions thus allowing a
wider audience with reliable monitoring and safe
response, promoting the autonomy of elder citizens with
diagnosed dementia or similar cognitive impairment.

The research methodology developed this architecture
that is able to support different instantiations according to
different patients in different circumstances. It is aimed to
cover the wide variety of ways of life that should be
possible to support, ranging from almost autonomous life
to live in a specific care institution. Based on the
proposed architecture, will be possible to structure
different technological setups able to provide monitoring,
reasoning and activate the adequate responses, either
locally, providing warnings and guidance to the person,
but also remotely to family and caregivers as needed. It is
important to avoid repetitive false warnings along with
disturbances of a normal living that would let the system
useless or to be removed due to its contribution to
problems instead of solutions.
The developments hereby reported include partial
instantiation of the proposed framework. Development
was made based on mobile applications using a specific
GPS simulator that supports the creation of roots and
deviations so that the system can be trained [9]. The
simulation of tracks allows extensive and intensive
testing of wrong path determination in lab, without the
need to send people to the field. Machine learning was
used along with heartrate and sensor data so that a more
complete assessment would prove to be less wrong about
identifying distress situations and both communicate with
the user and report to caregivers and family. In this
process, it was assumed that the mobile phone is still the
most important device for such developments since most
of devices in the market include a set of sensors of use for
physiological and location measurements, including
accelerometers that provide information on falls usually
related with accidents. It is also important to keep in mind
that those are temporary measures since other devices can
be used in specially designed setups and those could
become expensive solutions in an early stage but less
expensive in massive production thus cutting costs.
The developments hereby reported are not part of a
closed work but progress shows that it is worth to follow
this line of thinking and development. Position,
identification of falls, heartrate and deviation from path
all can be used for monitoring and insurance of good
practices and safe patient monitoring while providing
confidence to caregivers.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS
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The present work consists in a framework that is able to
accommodate different approaches for the same goal; to
ensure the safety of Alzheimer patients. This objective, in
a broad sense, can be applied to other kinds of dementia
or pathologies with similar cognitive limitations where it
is necessary to ensure safety either at home or in going
outside. In order to accomplish such goal, it is necessary
to use technological skills to monitor several aspects of a
person’s life, while ensuring privacy and security of that
same technology. A key benefit of the proposed system is
that reasoning makes risk assessment and only disclose
the needed information while risk is detected thus
ensuring privacy. The proposed system alerts the person,
in a first stage, and later sends warning signal to selected
caregivers or family. The proposed architecture is
modular and open to integrate different components in
each of the modules or layers. It is therefore possible to
conclude that the proposed work covers most of the cases
where a person can be exposed to risk and that timely
help can be provided based on the issued warnings. It is
also important to notice the modular and scalable
dimension of the proposed work, allowing us to conclude
that it provides ground for multiple configurations
adaptable to the diversity of users at different stages of
progression of the pathologies considered in this study.
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Although powerful, WPF is complex, and the learning
curve can be very steep. Creating a software product that
meets the client’s changing requirements in the short
period of time can be a demanding job. This paper
proposes a language that enables specification of forms at
a higher level of abstraction, and a code generator called
WPFGen for C#.NET. WPFGen generates WPF code
based on specification created with clients. The generated
code supports localization. Corresponding SQL scripts for
database schema creation are also generated.

Abstract— This paper presents a language and a code
generator called WPFGen for C#.NET WPF (Windows
Presentation Foundation) applications. WPFGen enables
iterative and incremental development providing an
environment that supports rapid cycles of specification, code
generation, and verification of invoked generated
application. Manual changes in code are preserved.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) [1] is a
presentation framework for .NET applications that
implements Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) [2]
design pattern (Figure 1). It provides a clear separation
between application logic and the user interface (UI)
appearance, which enables independent work of
developers and designers. The appearance is specified in
the Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML),
an XML-based markup language, while the application
logic is implemented in C#.NET or VB.NET classes.
An implemented WPF form consists of the following:
(1) UI appearance specification written in the XAML file;
(2) Code-behind – a class associated with XAML
specification that implements the functionality that
responds to user interactions; (3) a Model class, which
provides representation of business domain entity; (4) a
ViewModel class, which is the bridge between the view
and the model [6].

II.

RELATED WORK

Before developing WPFGen, several existing solutions
were analyzed based on both industrial environment and
scientific community.
EasyCode [3] generates WPF forms based on database
(DB) schema obtained via a data access layer (DAL). It
provides create, read update and delete (CRUD)
operations, search and document export features for all
DB entities. DB schema is the only user provided input.
The advantage of such approach is ease of use by the
client who is generating a new WPF application. The
disadvantage is that layout is not customable, and in case
of many entity records, UI may seem opaque. EasyCode
does not support localization.
DevExpress [4] uses the same client input like
EasyCode and provides WPF forms with responsive
layout. When an entity has many records, end users are
able to reorganize their workspace, and manually set
display for each WPF control. However, this only reflects
to end users, and does not reflect code generation.
Another important information regarding this solution, is
that it is provided as an extension for Microsoft Visual
Studio environment. Lead for such approach is ease of
use for client. We thoughtfully considered using this
approach but decided to build an independent application
environment instead. The advantage we see in such
approach is that our system won’t be affected by changes
in MS Visual Studio application programming interface
(API).
Xomega [5] generates search or details views for WPF
based on the type of their associated data object. This tool
can only be used for generating view components for
WPF applications - XAML.

Figure 1: Model –View-ViewModel design pattern
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Figure 2: Main system architecture of WPF Gen

Xamarin XML Power Toys [6] goes a bit further from
Xomega’s solution [5] with ViewModel generation. It
does not generate a model.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
System architecture of WPF Gen can be described as
association of the following set of components (Figure 2):
• Meta-model
• Model
• Application (WPF Gen) UI
• Templates
• Generators
• Output WPF application
The meta-model (Figure 3) is providing an abstract
syntax for creating custom generated WPF applications. It
allows Product creation by providing entity Tables,
Columns on the one end, and custom ViewLayout for UI
Fields on another. Besides that, meta-model allows
grouping fields using FieldGroup feature. User is able to
specify the output or input File.
Application UI (WPF Gen UI) is responsible for
receiving input from the client in order to create the
specification (concrete model state). Even though textual
description of a model is often more expressive, we have
built separate application UI for creating the model so
that our application is easier to use for the client.
The model is an instance of meta-model. It presents
concrete meta-model state for ongoing generating
Project. Based on model state, generators are providing
relevant output.

Figure 3:A high level view of a meta-model of the language for
WPF forms specification
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Figure 4:WPFGen development environment. 1. Main menu, 2. Forms selection tree, 3. Selected form
property panel, 4. Code generation section, 5. Selection panel, 6. Logging panels.

• a method of specification familiar to the endusers (through WPF forms)
• validation of specification with reporting
warnings and errors
• code preview
• generation of code that can be invoked
immediately
• iterative and incremental development, with
preserved manual customization of generated
code.

Once a model has been created, the Parser-Template
generators and Template generators are able to generate
relevant C# code using Code generator templates.
Template generators generate C# code for Models and
ViewModels using T4 template engine [7]. Generated C#
code is in partial classes, providing support for manual
changes in the other parts of the classes, without the need
to develop a dedicated mechanism for the preservation of
the handwritten code. Parser-Template generators also
uses T4 template engine for generation of parts of View
(XAML files), local resources (.resx file), and project
(.csproj file) entries, but generated code is inserted in
proper places using Extended XML parser [8], taking
care of manual changes, comments, and file formatting.
The result of WPF Gen is a complete Visual Studio C#
project, which can be built and executed.
IV.

WPF Gen development environment (Figure 4)
consists of the following:
1. Main menu
2. Selection tree
3. Selected form property panel
4. Code preview/generation section
5. Selection panel
6. Tracing panel for logging generation process,
errors, warnings, etc.

CODE GENERATOR

To enable collaborative development, WPFGen
provides a development environment that supports rapid
cycles of the specification, code generation, and
verification of invoked generated application. This
includes implies:
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The selection tree provides an overview of the project.
Using the right mouse click, the client is able to add or
remove entities.
Selected property panel is used for adding new and
modifying existing selected nodes.
Code preview/generation section allows client to see a
preview of the code which will be generated. It shows a
list of files, their paths and generated source code of the
selected file. Having an insight into this allows client to
copy and partially use generated code in some cases. If
code has previously been generated, the code preview
panel also shows a diff view between the previously
generated code and code which will be generated with the
current model.
Tracing panels are informative. They provide all
necessary information about:
• Info – generation process itself, containing each
generator action measured in time.
• Error – information about errors that have
occurred during the generation process.
• Warning – information about possible warnings
about code generation
• Trace – used for developing purposes and only
visible if WPF Gen is built in DEBUG mode.

eng/days
with
code
generator

Model +
configuration

2

0.5

5

1570

ViewModel

15

1

8

970

Xaml

15

1

6

820

eng/days
with
code
generator

Model +
configuration

2

0.5

5

1570

ViewModel

15

1

8

970

Xaml

15

1

6

820

Number
Number lines
of files code

Table 2: Case study for customization of one field for one
document update

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a language and a code
generator called WPFGen for C#.NET WPF (Windows
Presentation Foundation) applications. It provides
iterative and incremental development including an
environment that
supports rapid cycles of specification, code
generation, and verification of invoked generated
application.
WPF Gen allows the user to specify entities and
their field through the provided user interface. Using
this model, WPF Gen generates Models, ViewModels
and XAML files, along with a C# project file. The
resulting source code can be built and executed. After
seeing the results, the user can change the model and
repeat the code generation process. Manual changes of
the source code by the user are also supported and will
not be lost when code is generated again.
Compared to existing solutions, WPF Gen allows
the user to make further edits to their model, provides
the possibility of reorganizing visual appearance of UI
components in the resulting application, supports
localization and generates a solution that is closer to
being complete.
Further research would include support for
validation of generated forms. This would increase the
robustness and quality of the generated application.

V. CASE STUDY
In order to provide concrete results, we have provided
development time comparation between eight-person team
of developers and WPF Gen. In order to do so, we
explored two scenarios:
1. Generating from scratch (no earlier development
is being done regarding generation scenario,
Table 1)
2. Update/extend already generated/developed files
(Table 2)

eng/days
for
manually

eng/days
for
manually

Number
Number lines
of files code
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Achieving enterprise interoperability through integration Conway’s law and
Functional Silos in mutual support mode: Case study of traffic management
systems
Miloš Ivanović
University of Belgrade, Faculty of Organizational Sciences, Serbia
Abstract — In this paper will be presented the solution of
achieving interoperability between enterprises that
together design the software, or one enterprise wants to
integrate their software module with software of other
enterprise. The idea for this research has appeared after
analyzing Conway’s law and Functional Silos.
Organizations should put more efforts on communication
between people/teams in organizational structure. It is not
enough for organization to share knowledge only on
vertical axis, the communication on horizontal axis gives
more opportunity for achieving common goals of
enterprise. While analyzing the Conway’s law and
Functional Silos, have think about the solution for
achieving interoperability between heterogeneous traffic
management software’s which are product of two
different companies. The problem of interoperability of
this research is when two enterprises want to integrate
them software’s. But on one side we have enterprise
which have “old fashion” traffic management software
based on old software architecture, and on the other side
is enterprise which have the traffic management software
with new generation of software architecture. The goal is
that traffic management system from enterprise 2
communicate and processed data from traffic controllers
(devices) from the system of enterprise 1.
I.

communication structure” [1]. This hypothesis gives us
opportunity that with changing the system concept we
change the system and redirect communications. As an
example, a team focused on quality control will
communicate with a team which is focused on marketing
stuffs.
The efforts in designing the enterprise should be
focused/organized according to the need of
communication. Communication is defined as a process
where people in organization share the meaning and
knowledge. There are internal communication between
individuals/teams
in organization and external
communication with the individuals/teams from another
organization.
Internal communication on horizontal axis between people
is the key for achieving sharing of information’s and
common goals. The functional silo syndrome is based on
theory that the problem in organizations is that they share
the knowledge between people mostly on vertical axis,
and little is shared on horizontal axis because each
function develops its own special language and set of
buzzwords (Phil S. Ensor). Design managers should keep
their enterprise lean and flexible [1]. Functional silo is the
group of individuals/teams in one department of
organization which is the carrier of knowledge and
information’s. These knowledge is usefully for another
team or department whose can integrate it in their business
to achieve the common goals of enterprise. So, different
types of teams need a different leadership styles (Kevin
Seal)

INTRODUCTION

Enterprise interoperability is the ability of enterprises to
provide services (data, information and processes) to other
enterprises, and to accept services from those other
enterprises, that the inter-connected enterprises operate
effectively together. Enterprises are interoperable when
their services are provided in real-time including between
different organizations and different locations (Fig. 1).

“All management systems are based on the hierarchy of
duty relations - competencies - responsibilities that link
jobs and positions in an organization at all levels”
(Fayol’s bridge, Henri Fayol).
The second chapter of this paper is about methodology
which is used in this research. The approach is based on
quality research.
The third chapter describes the problem of the research
and system context.
In the fourth chapter is presented the findings of this
research throw interviews with some enterprises.
II.

PROBLEM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This paper is focused on solving problem of
interoperability between enterprises that design software.
The motivation and idea for researching this solution
became from Conway’s law and Functional silos (M.
Conway and Phil S. Ensor). Main research question and
problem is how enterprises can integrate their software’s
modules and achieve interoperability between

Figure 1. Interoperability concerns: data, service, process
and business
“Any organization that designs a system will produce a
design whose structure is a copy of the organization’s
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themselves. Today, the most enterprises are using stateof-art technologies in developing software. The problem
happens when we need to make interoperable the existing
software which is made in older programming
technologies by enterprise A, and the software which is
developed in newer technologies by enterprise B (Fig. 2).
The main research question is how these to enterprises
can achieve interoperability between their software
solutions.

communication structure. The first phase is to create the
software structure which is the product of each enterprise,
and this structure describes the organization’s structure.
The assumption and the initial phase is in this solution,
that the design of company’s product/software form
creates its organizational and communication structure.
This solution is addressed on issue, on which way
organizations can share information’s and knowledge
between
themselves
and
achieve
enterprise
interoperability (Fig. 3), if organization and
communication structure is based on functional silos [4].
The Functional Silo Syndrome (E., S., Phil.) defines that
is not enough to share information’s only on vertical axis,
it is important to include and sharing data on horizontal
axis in enterprise structure [5]. Any enterprise that
designs a system will create a design whose structure is a
copy of its communication structure [12].

Figure 2. System context

III.

The key of interoperability is standardization. Using
appropriate
standards
in
achieving
enterprise
interoperability is the best solution, but the next research
question is, what is the price of interoperability ?.
Standards are not cheap solutions in achieving
interoperability and the enterprises should analyze is that
acceptable and goal solution. Another way in achieving
enterprise interoperability is throw interoperability
agreements.
Enterprises
should
make
formal
arrangements for cooperation through interoperability
agreements [3]. Agreements should have enough details
and focus on aim of enterprise interoperability. Also,
these agreements usually include standards and
specifications which enterprises sees that in necessary for
their interoperability. The main benefit of using
interoperability agreements is that enterprises can made
an “company standard” in their way of achieving
interoperability, which can be used in business with other
enterprises and including them into the interoperable
system.

METHODOLOGY

In this paper is proposed an approach based on Conway’s
law and Functional silos. Primarily, the assumption in
this solution is, that design of enterprise’s product/system
is a copy of the communication structure of this
enterprise (Fig. 4). The problem in this structure is to
achieve interoperability if the communication link is only
on top level and on vertical axis. So, the goal is to have
communication and on horizontal axis between all teams,
which will be presented on next chapter of this paper.

Figure 4. Enterprise organization structure is a copy
structure of designed system (the assumption)
Structure, presented on Figure 4., has two barriers for
enterprise interoperability: Inter-organizational and Intraorganizational. Employees has a limit formal and
informal communication inside of one department.
“Communication outside department is exceptional, and
often not accompanied by open minded and open hearted
approach” [4].
Criterion for the structuring of design enterprise: a design
effort should be organized per need for communication
and teams need different leadership styles as is shown on
Figure 4. Managers of teams should keep their team lean
and flexible for integrating with other teams and available
for sharing data.

Figure 3. Problem of enterprise interoperability that
design softwares
Organizations that design system will create a design
whose structure is a copy of the organization’s
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IV.

FINDINGS

In Table 1., is presented the interview results which is
based on next key parameters: Type of company, type of
informant, department, Number of employees in this
department, type of organizational structure, type of
software architecture and level of link between
organizational and software architecture.
The results what we can see in Table 1., is there are not
complete level of link between these two architectures.
Enterprises have an type of organizational structure
which is not according to software architecture, they
develop. Achieving interoperability between these
enterprises is hard to do, because they have different
types of organizational structure which are not in fully
link with software architecture. The assumption is, that
design of software has an impact to the structure of
organization in aim of identifying the roles of employees
and communication between them.

The presented solution (see Fig. 5) involved integration
and achieving interoperability on both the vertical and
horizontal axis. The goal is that people in the
organization should start cooperating as allies, not as
opponents, that enterprise interoperability can achieve on
flexible way.
In different colors are defined teams, like a functional
silo. This silo is one entirety of enterprise, which is
capable to communicate with other silos on horizontal
axis of organizational structure. The Functional Silo
syndrome which was presented in preview chapter, with
an assumption, has been solved with presented
organizational structure (Fig. 4). There is no only sharing
information and data on vertical axis between teams, it is
included and sharing data on horizontal axis in enterprise
structure
All teams have different leaders. Their aim is to keep
organization flexible and stable. This solution puts the
communication between employees on higher level, so
employees will more flexible and productive. Employees
are better educated and more sophisticated consumers of
information and knowledge [12].

V.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this research is to present one of the ways of
achieving interoperability between organizations using
Conway’s law and Functional silos. Organizations
involved in software production and its integration with
existing software systems is the challenge of achieving
interoperability. Namely, existing software systems
currently do not have the same organizational structure as
at the time they were developed. Therefore, this solution
is based on the assumption that the design of the software
system defines the structure of the organization, in order
to effectively identify the roles and relationships between
the teams. Effective realization of communication on the
vertical and horizontal axis in the organizational
structure, ie, by creating functional silos, achievement of
interoperability between organizations.
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Abstract— In this paper we present the novel approach to

the applied problem presented to them, thus increasing
the positive effects of the application-inspired learning.
GeoGebra is an interactive free software program for
learning and teaching mathematics from primary school
up to university level. Depending on the course we were
lecturing and the level of knowledge of our students, we
were just presenting already prepared GeoGebra applets
to illustrate same important theoretic concepts or we were
training our students to use or to create them. The best
results are achieved when same topic is being upgraded
through different math courses. In our work we present
one of the modules that we are developing to be
implemented in the classes of mathematics for students of
electrical engineering, with the aim to increase the quality
of the learning process by motivating students and
connecting topics relevant to them with new
mathematical concepts. There are different approaches
depending of the study level. We chose to create
GeoGebra applets in order to give students opportunity to
interactively observe how the changes in some
parameters are changing outputs.

the application-inspired learning, by introducing GeoGebra
as an information technology tool for mathematical
education of students of electrical engineering and computer
science. GeoGebra applets developed in the concept of
application-inspired learning do not require prior
knowledge of the information technology students’ and
provide lecturers with the ability to customize the
presentation according to prepared guidance of students in
the learning process.

I.

INTRODUCTION

During our careers in teaching mathematics to students
of electrical engineering and computer science, we have
observed that their interest for the mathematical concepts
being taught significantly increases if they are illustrated
with practical examples from physics or engineering.
Furthermore, the concept of application-inspired learning
is showing the increase in students’ self-efficiency and
positive feeling towards mathematics [4]. Motivated by
this work, we are developing several modules that start
with the concrete challenging application, use creative
exploration of the problem by GeoGebra as an
information technology tool, examining solution paths,
and then forging the mathematical tools. In such approach
the application is not merely the illustration of certain
mathematical tool, but represents a problem that the
students are solving and on the way discovering the
appropriate mathematical tool.
II.

III.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN GEOGEBRA

We illustrate the concept of application-inspired
learning using GeoGebra as information technology tool
on the examples of the motion of a body along a straight
line (boat problem) and damped free oscillations, for
learning the concepts of differential equations on the first
year of studies.
Let us consider the following problem. A sailing boat of
mass m moves through water. At time t  0 it has speed
v0 . If the resisting force is proportional to the velocity

GEOGEBRA

We investigate how the applied problem can be
explored by students using GeoGebra and increase the
efficiency of the application-inspired learning concept.
GeoGebra is a dynamic mathematical environment in
which all representations of mathematical objects are
linked and allow students to view, experiment with, and
analyze problems and situations in a laboratory like
setting [1]. The crucial part of this process is to create a
valuable set of assignments and questions to be addressed
by the students, guided by the lecturers, before the
mathematical theory is presented. Geogebra provides
excellent tools for students to explore different aspects of

with the proportional factor k , calculate the boat velocity
as a function of time. By Newton’s Law of motion, the
total force on the body is

Fn  mv '(t ),

(1)

where v '(t ) is the acceleration of the mass. Since the
resisting force is proportional to the velocity with the
proportional factor k , we have

THE RESEARCH IS PARTIALLY SUPPORTED BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE, SERBIA, GRANTS NO. 174032 AND 174033.
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Fr  k v(t ).

Let's take a look on Algebraic View of our applet.

(2)

Net force is equal to minus resisting force, so we get

Fn   Fr ,

(3)

i.e. we obtain homogeneous linear differential equation of
the first order

m v '(t )   k v(t ).

(4)

The general solution of the boat problem is given by


k

t

v(t )  Ce m .

(5)

If we consider the differential equation (5) with initial
conditions v(0)  v0 we obtain

v(t )  v0 e



k
t
m .

(6)

Now, we will give the detailed explanation of the
GeoGebra applet presented on the Fig. 1. Firstly, we
create three sliders for mass m, resisting constant k and
time t. Slider for time (not visible in Fig. 1.) is necessary
for the animation. Insert Buttons “Start” and “Stop” are
used to begin and terminate animation. These tools are
used
to
execute
StartAnimation[t]
and
StartAnimation[false] GeoGebra script commands with a
single click on buttons. The Input Box “ v0  ” is used to
change interactively initial condition and it is connected to
object v0 . Changing the value of the parameter m
changes the size of the boat. We have done it by using
transform tool Dilate from point, “slika1'=Dilate(slika1, e,
F)”, where slika1 is image of the boat, e is ratio of
homothety proportional to m , and F is a center point
from which all other points are either enlarged or
compressed. Changing the value of the parameter k
changes the speed of boat motion. And finally boat motion
is realized through time slider by transform tool Translate
by vector, “slika1''=Translate(slika1', u)”, where u is
displacement vector defined by starting point F and
point G . Since we just need the horizontal displacement
the first coordinate of the point G is variable t and the
second one is fixed.

Figure 2. Algebraic View 1

k
, and we use it to
m
define parametric curve f . Points A, B, C and D are
corners of the blue rectangle which represents the sea.
Numbers h is defined as h 

Figure 3. Algebraic View 2

Figure 3. deals with printing text with interactive
object on the right side of applet.

Figure 1. Boat problem
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Our second example is mass-spring-damper system.
Let us consider a mechanical system consisting of a body
of mass m , hanging on the elastic wire with the stiffness
coefficient k , damped in the viscous fluid with the
viscous damping coefficient b . The equation describing
such damped free oscillation, based on the Newton’s law,
is

m y ''(t )  b y '(t )  k y (t )  0,

(7)

with initial conditions

y (0)  y0 , y(1)  y1.

(8)

Here y (t ) is time varying displacement, y '(t ) is velocity
and y ''(t ) is acceleration. We have prepared for the
students a Geogebra applet enabling them to visualize the
displacement y (t ) , both the graphical and analytical
form, as well as the actual simulation of the damped free
oscillation, for different values of m, k , b . The values of

Figure 4. Mass-spring-damper system

IV.

STUDIES

We will concentrate a bit more on the mass-springdumper system, because it nicely presents different
mathematical concepts for solving the same problem. On
the high-school level, problem is solved using linear
equation. On the under graduate levels, the second order
differential equation with constant coefficient with initial
conditions is more suitable, since students are better
equipped with appropriate mathematical knowledge. On
the first year of under graduate studies applets of this type
are just presented as a part of the lectures. But on the
second-year students are encouraged to play with these
applets and to form similar ones. Finally, on the graduate
level of studies we can present this model as control linear
system. For its solving we can use either transform
function derived by Laplace transform or Jordan form and
generalized eigenvectors.
Linear time invariant control system is a system of the
form



x '(t )  Ax(t )  Bu (t )
(12)



y (t )  C x (t )  Du (t ),

m, k , b in the applet belong to a certain range, chosen so
that we only consider the case of under-damping system.
We can assume that solution of differential equation (7) is
in the form of exponential function y (t )  et . This leads
to the equation

m 2  b  k  0,

(9)

b  b2  4mk
. In our
2m
motivational example we only consider the case when
which has the solutions 1,2 

b2  4mk  0 . By applying the properties of complex
function, we get that the displacement is of the form

y (t )  e



b
x
2m

 C1 cos( t )  C2 sin( t )  ,

(10)

4mk  b 2
is damped circular frequency.
2m
The solution can be rewritten in the form
where  

y (t )  Ae

where

A  C12  C22



b
t
2m

sin( t   ),

and

conditions (8) implies that A  2

 y 4mk  b2
and   arctan  0
 by0  2my1


  arctan


where x(t )  [ x1 (t ) x2 (t ) xn (t )]T is a state vector,

u (t )  [u1 (t ) u2 (t ) um (t )]T
is input vector and

T
y (t )  [ y1 (t ) y2 (t ) yr (t )] is output vector. Matrix A
is called state matrix, matrix B input matrix, C is output
matrix and D is direct link. In most systems D  0 , [2],
[5].

(11)
C1
.
C2

SAME PROBLEM FOR DIFFERENT LEVELS OF

Initial

m(ky02  byo y1  my12 )
4mk  b 2


 .



The construction of the GeoGebra applet is similar to
the first one and all details can be found in [1].
Figure 5. LTICS
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Taking Laplace transform of the both sides of the
equation (13) with initial conditions y (0)  y0 and

Consider again mass-spring-damper system. It consists
of a weight m on a spring with spring constant k , its
motion damped by friction with coefficient b . If y (t ) is

y '(0)  y1 we obtain

displacement from the resting position and u (t ) is the
force applied, we have

m y ''(t )  b y '(t )  k y (t )  u (t ).





m s 2Y (s)  sy0  y1  b  sY (s)  y0   kY (s)  U (s) (16)
where

(13)



Y ( s)  L  y (t )   e st y (t ) dt

Let x1 (t )  y (t ) and x2 (t )  y '(t ) be new variables,
called state variables. Then the previous equation (13) is
equivalent to the system

(17)

0

and


U ( s )  L u (t )   e st u (t )dt.

x1 '(t )  x2 (t )
x2 '(t )  

k
b
x1 (t )  x2 (t ).
m
m

(14)

Combining terms with respect to Y ( s) we obtain

 m s2  b s  k Y (s)  U (s)   m s  b  y0  m y1. (19)

Since y (t ) is of interest, the output equation y (t )  x1 (t )
is also added. We can now rewrite system as

 x1 '(t )   0
 x '(t )     k
 2   m

1   x1 (t )   0 
b   x (t )    1  u (t ),
m
  2   m 

 x (t )   x (0)   y 
y (t )   0 1  1  ,  1    0  .
 x2 (t )   x2 (0)   y1 

(18)

0

The Laplace transform for the system assuming zero
initial conditions is

 m s2  b s  k Y (s)  U (s).

(15)

(20)

Transfer function from force input to displacement output
is

 m s2  b s  k Y (s)  U (s).

Using knowledge of Jordan form, eigenvalues and
eigenvectors we obtain solution of given Cauchy problem
t
 x1 (t ) 
 t  s  J  S 1 0  u ( s) ds.
tJ
1  y0 

S

e

S

 x (t ) 
 y   S e
1 
 
 2 
 1 0

V.

Matrix J is Jordan canonical form of the system matrix
1 
 0
1
A k
holds, i. e.
b  . For matrix S , A  S  J  S


m 
 m
the columns of matrix S are the generalized eigenvectors
of the matrix A . Since y (t )  x1 (t ) we easily get the

(21)

SOME SET UP QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS RELATED
TO THE MASS-SPRING-DAMPER SYSTEMS
The following are some of the questions raised,
answered by the students using GeoGebra, with the
guidance by the lecturers, when needed.


value of output parameter y (t ) depending on the input
parameter u (t ) .
The transfer function of the linear time invariant
system is the ratio of Laplace transform of the output
Y ( s) to the Laplace transform of the corresponding



input U ( s) with all initial conditions assumed to be zero.



Fix two of the values mass m , spring constant
k or viscous damping coefficient b and observe
how the displacement y (t ) changes as the other
one changes its value in the given range.
Notice that we have sinusoidal motion
decreasing in amplitude with time. How does the
exponential factor in the analytical form of the
displacement y (t ) contribute to the amplitude
decrease?
Measure the time at which y (t ) achieves its
maximum (when the derivative vanishes). The
successive zeros of the derivative y '(t ) are
separated by a time lapse of


. Why? Prove


that for two neighboring maximum points t1 and

Figure 6. Mass-spring-damper system LTIS shema

t2 we have that t1  t2 
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how dumped circular frequency
calculated using velocity y '(t ) .


can



be

Two characteristics of under-damped free
oscillation are natural circular frequency
k
b
n 
and damping ratio  
. We
2mn
m
can rewrite the equation (7) in this new fashion
as

y ''(t )  2n y '(t )  n2 y(t )  0.
Roots of the characteristic equation

(22)

 2  2n   n2  0

(23)

VI.

CONCLUSION

Inspired by [4], we included GeoGebra in the
application-inspired learning as an information
technology tool which allows us to have a better
control of the process, and the students to
conveniently explore the applied problem
without the need of prior knowledge of the
information tool used. GeoGebra applets provide
the ability to show different aspects of the
presented setting by turning on the show option
for different formulas and connections,
according to the analysis needs.

are

1,2  n    i 1   2   n  i ,(24)


Express the natural circular frequency and the
damping ratio in function of the logarithmic
decrement and the damped circular frequency.



2



where   n 1  
is the damped circular
frequency.
Measure the ratio of the value of the
displacement at two successive maximum. The
difference of their natural logarithms is defined
as
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y (t2 )
(25)
y (t1 )
and called the logarithmic decrement. Therefore,
  ln y (t2 )  ln(t1 )  ln

[4]

we have that y (t2 )  y (t1 )e . Furthermore,
values of sin( t   ) at two points of time
differing by

2



[5]

are equal, so we get
2n

y (t2 ) ent1

 en (t2 t1 )  e  . (26)
y (t1 ) ent2
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Abstract— While process of verification of traditional
simulation models is well established, fresh approaches are
needed for new types of simulation. That is especially the
case for simulation of complex systems which have unique
properties (emergent behavior, high sensitivity to changes)
that can mask faults in code and wrong design. In this paper
we deal with such challenge by proposing a conceptual
model for verification of complex system simulation.
Namely, we suggest that each verification attempt needs to
include usage of individual elements checking along with
top-down approach to system testing.

I.

usefulness of existing methods and adjust them to the need
of complex systems.

II.

SIMULATION OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Complex systems are defined as systems which
contain multiple different parts that interact with each
other and with the environment. Science of complex
systems present a rising research field which has
flourished with the rise of computational power and new
possibilities in modeling and simulation [5]. They are
being used in various fields from economics, biology,
physics and more.

INTRODUCTION

Verification is an important aspect of every simulation.
It can be defined as “The process of determining that a
model or simulation implementation accurately represents
the developer’s conceptual description and speciﬁcation.
Veriﬁcation also evaluates the extent to which the model
or simulation has been developed using sound and
established software engineering techniques.” [1]. By
verifying the simulation model, we confirm that it is built
correctly, without inconsistencies, conflicts and
redundancies. Otherwise, the analysis based on it can
provide fault results and misleading conclusions which is
a situation every researcher wants to avoid.

However, their usage comes with certain challenges,
one of them being the methodology for verification and
validation [6,7] Especially verification has been
recognized as a critical issue in their quality assurance
[8], where one has to be certain that emerging patterns on
the macro level are result of system’s inherent
characteristics not errors in the code or design
specification.
New methodological standards for their verification
have still not been established while existing ones, which
refer to traditional simulation models, might not be
suitable for complex system simulation as such systems
are unique in many aspects [9].

While verification techniques have been extensively
studied and developed for discrete-event system
simulations, recently popular complex systems
simulations lack such formalism and are in need for a
more organized approach [2]. We tend to contribute to
the endeavor of better simulation of complex systems by
providing a conceptual framework for their verification.

Some of those aspects are [10]:
1)
non-linearity which can even lead to chaotic
behavior, a small change can have a big effect on final
outcome.
2)
emergent behavior which is not easily
predictable and can come a surprise to the modeler.
3)
heterogeneous agents that adapt and learn
through mutual interaction.

While there are papers which focus on complex system
validation, so far there hasn’t been an attempt to create a
complete framework which can be used for verification
[3]. The need for standardized simulation building
approach stems from the requirement to build high
quality models and establish a common language for
scientist to discuss and compare models [4].

For these reasons it is hard to identify faults in code or
programming logic. A researcher might be under
impression that that he has discovered a new type of
emergent behavior but beneath it might lie a coding
mistake. That is, one has to treat verification very
carefully.

In the first part of the paper we explain the reasons why
the simulation of complex systems might provide unique
research challenges and put the emphasis on the process of
software verification. Afterwards, based on the literature
review of software verification process we examine
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Some traditional verification techniques might not be
appropriate. For example, complex systems are very
prone to random effects. A correctly built model might
behave differently due to different random conditions.
That is why technique of internal validity [2] might not
work. Additionally, traditional methods usually imply
that system components are homogenous, but in complex
systems that is opposite [2]. Also, in traditional
simulation methods scientists often know what the
expected behavior of the whole system is while that
assumptions are not valid for complex systems due to
their nature [11].

Instead of analyzing the whole simulation, a researcher
focuses on a single iteration [17].
The downside of using this method is that it can be costly
and complex as well, because parts of complex systems
can also present complex systems [7].
C. Tracing
As constitution parts of a model are heterogeneous and
can interact with each other it can be useful to trace their
behavior. Individual behavior is followed throughout the
whole cycle to ensure that it never deviates from
predefined assumptions [16]. That way it can be
confirmed that logic of the code is accurate. However, if
there are many such heterogenous elements such analysis
can take time.

Researchers simply don’t know what to expect and that
is why errors can be easily overlooked. Model-to-model
comparison is also hard to implement is it can happen that
similar models with same parameters can provide different
results [11]. Usage of boundary conditions is also one of
the traditionally and most widely used techniques [7].
However, with complex systems there is an additional
challenge which is that boundaries are uncertain [7].
III.

IV.

A VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

CONCLUSION

Verification of complex systems is not an easy process but
together with traditional techniques of expert code
checking there are two more approaches that can be used.
Those are splitting the system into smaller parts and
testing their behavior in an isolated black-box approach
along with tracing the behavior of individual components
during the whole simulation cycle.

A. Traditional Techniques
Some of the traditional technique are still valid when it
comes to verification of complex systems simulation [12].
Those are audit, code inspection and reviews. Depending
on the approach they are performed by a group of
qualified individuals which follow formalized procedures
in order to perform analysis of the simulation code. They
have to confirm that all standards have been implemented
and that programming code is correct [13].
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specification. Even though this technique is prone to
standard human errors they are still effective and can
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B. Top-down approach
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Abstract - This paper compares the ITIL with other most
familiar methodologies for managing IT services. I carried
out a SWOT analysis of the application of ITIL and described
additional ITIL research in the sectoral areas. I explained
why organizations use ITIL and performed an analysis of
using ITIL in teaching in Serbia. I further explained I
described the most popular examples of developing own ITIL
as well as the best practice in applying ITIL in state-owned
organizations. My motivation for researching the application
of ITIL lies in looking at the broader aspects of using ITIL as
an ITIL lecturer at FTN. The goal of all these analyzes was
not to get into the ITIL's guidelines and content, but to
investigate and demonstrate in one place all the applications,
benefits, possible upgrades of ITIL, and the use of ITIL in
theory and practice.

I. INTRODUCTION
IT Service Management (ITSM) is a relatively new way
of managing IT resources. Traditionally, IT management
has focused on managing technological products:
hardware, software and IT systems. In recent years, the
focus of IT management has been shifting from managing
IT products to a more comprehensive management of the
ultimate IT services. This shift occurred due to companies
that wanted to better understand and manage their IT
investments in order to maximize their value and reduce
risks.
As a result, a number of frameworks and standards for
managing IT services have emerged. These frameworks
cover a wide range of IT services management topics
(ITSM): Management, processes, controls, services, and
continuous improvement. Among these frameworks and
standards, ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure
Library) has a key position. Since its launch in the late
1980s, ITIL has become the default standard of good
practice in IT service management.
II. ITIL COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
FOR MANAGING IT SERVICES
A.COBIT
Control Objectives for Information and Related
Technology (COBIT) is an internationally recognized
framework for IT Governance, that is, a framework for
managing, monitoring and steering IT in one organization.
Cobit was developed by the IT Governance Institute, a nonprofit organization founded in 1998 in the pillar of ISACA
("Information
Systems
Audit
and
Control").
While ITIL enables IT services to be organized through
their lifecycle, Cobit is the control framework that provides
a reference process model for IT business and helps IT
Governance generate the highest possible value on the job

through its IT investments, thereby reducing risks and
adapting resources.[1]
B.CMMI
CMMI is an abbreviation that means Capability
Maturity Model Integration. CMMI is a combination of
models for improving process for system engineering,
software engineering, integrated product development and
procurement of software.
Process areas can be grouped into four categories:
1. Process Management
2. Project management
3. Engineering
4. Support
While CMMI focuses on software development,
maintenance, and product integration, ITIL is expanding to
scale and provides a framework for IT service management
that includes the life span of hardware. It covers both
software and hardwares.[2]
C. Balanced Scorecard
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) puts emphasis on adopting
strategic goals and focusing on their achievement. It
represents an instrument, or a methodology for
transforming organizational strategic goals into
performance indicators. [3]
D. SIX Sigma
SIX Sigma is a business upgrade based on finding and
elimination of errors and causes of errors or defects in the
business (processes), focusing on the output parameters
critical to the customer or user. While both models help
businesses, Six Sigma and ITIL are generally not used
together, but combined as a complementary set of practices
that increase business performance from various angles
[4].
E. ISO / IEC 20000
ISO/IEC 20000 is a standard that relates to the management of IT services and enables IT organizations to ensure
that the processes and services they provide are in line with
the needs of all stakeholders and in line with best practice
in the field. The standard was developed by the ISO JTC 1
/ SC 7 Technical Committee, which was derived from the
BS15000 standard, which has since been withdrawn.
While there are many similarities between ITIL and ISO /
IEC 20000, the biggest difference is that ITIL is a freelance
and ISO / IEC 20000 standard. There are differences in the
organizational structure and size as well as the
requirements of the management system. [5]
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F. ISO / IEC 27001
In October 2005, the British Institute for
Standardization (BSI) published the ISO / IEC 27001
standard called Information Technology - Information
Security Management System - Requirements. The
objective of ISO/IEC 27001 is to ensure the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of information to interested,
authorized parties, by setting up adequate information
protection mechanisms.

While ISO / IEC 27001 is an international standard and
defines the requirements for providing information
protection, adaptable to any type or size of organization,
ITIL is a best practice framework that provides a set of best
practices for IT service management, providing guidance
for improving the quality of IT services, processes, and
function. [6]

TABLE I.
LIST OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES OF SERVICE MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES

Metodology
CMMI

Last
version
1.3

Balanced
Scorecard

Description

Application

Advantage

Program for
training and
assessment of
process
improvement

Provides guidance in
improving the
process on a project
or organization.

Compatible with
other methodologies,
it's always evolving

It is not suitable for
any organization,
too much
documentation, the
implementation time

2017

Method of
performance
measurement

Measures the
effectiveness of the
activities according to
the strategic plans of
the company

Adds the structure to
the business strategy,
makes it easy to see
the strategy for
employees

It can be a rounded
frame, can not be
followed exactly by
examples

SIX Sigma

2017

Tool for improving
new or existing
processes

Provides a systematic
approach to process
improvement

It requires total
commitment,
complicated

ISO/IEC
20000

ISO/IEC
200006:2017

Methodology for
elemination of
defects in any
process
Standard for IT
service
management
requirements

It allows
organizations to
achieve compliance
with the IT services
management system
and thus improve
their delivery

It reduces the process
time and cost and
increases customer
satisfaction

It's not easy to
process its
certification,
required and
requires a lot of
resources

ISO/IEC
27001

ISO/IEC
27001:20
17

Standard for
information
security

It helps organizations
secure information
security

The most popular
standard with the
highest certification

Customers can not
rely solely on it

III. SWOT ANALYSIS OF ITIL APPLICATION
Taking into account the rich history of the ITIL
template, its global growth and various levels of successful
adaptation, it is good to make a SWOT analysis of the
frame itself. This analysis will highlight some challenges
in ITIL implementation as well as critical success factors.
Also SWOT analysis is an essential element in finding the
answer to the question: "Is ITIL a sufficient set of
knowledge for the implementation of ITSM?"
SWOT Analysis is a method of strategic analysis used to
determine Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats.

Fault

A. ITIL Strenght
1. Universally accepted as a good practice of ITSM
guidance, with a focus on processes and services
2. An open and non-profit frame, free for everyone to use
it
3. Supported by the vast community of ITIL practitioners
gathered around it (SMF forum service management)
4. It includes a well-established and well-known
certification scheme for individuals globally
recognized in the IT industry
5. It establishes a common vocabulary within the IT
industry that promotes understanding and simplifies
communication
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6. It provides a good structure, promotes process
discipline, documentation, analysis and measurement
7. Once adopted, ITIL will assist in the collection and
maintenance of organizational knowledge
8. It promotes focus on customers and value creation as
the main purpose of IT organizations.
B. ITIL Weaknesses
1. Does not cover sufficient knowledge complementary to
managing the services needed for a successful ITSM
transformation: organizational change, management,
control, organizational design, etc.
2. Missing benchmarking and different models of
maturity for extensive processes
3. Unbalanced management by scope and versions: lack
of detail in some areas, too much detail in other areas
4. The content that is often too academic and theoretical
- is difficult to apply in a practical, pragmatic sense.
5. The certification scheme is available only to
individuals, not to organizations and product
manufacturer.
6. A certification scheme that is considered too complex.
7. Adoption and implementation abandoned by the
capabilities of individual organizations.
C. ITIL Opportunities
1. Commitment of implementation instructions. Extension
of the area to address implementation instructions, and
other complementary guidance for successful
implementation, transformation and permanent
adoption.
2. Become a choice for academic management for IT
management: use as a framework for higher and lower
education programs that deal with IT management and
IT services management.
3. Establish global credentials for individuals and
organizations that would evolve into a recognized
profession (eg: Professional Engineers).
4. Recognize other existing ITSM-related methods,
frameworks and guidelines and formalize its leading
role between ITIL and these other guidelines.
5. Establish and provide guidelines for incrustation and
models of maturity for processes in areas where they
work.
D. ITIL Threats
1. The latest version (version 3) may not meet global
acceptance as it has significantly changed its focus,
content and message exchange from previous versions
(version 1 and version 2).
2. COBIT and Val-IT frameworks offer serious
competition to ITIL in the areas of value management,
control and control, and these are essential elements of
any ITSM implementation - ITIL should accept COBIT
and Val-IT and establish full alignment or provide an
improved alternative.
3. The open and insensitive nature of the framework
exposes the interpretation, resulting in a large variation
in the approach to adoption, scope and results.
4. The continuation of the lack of documented
accomplished benefits and the related lack of credible

research can jeopardize the long-term viability of the
framework.
IV. ANALYSIS OF LECTURING ITIL IN TEACHING
A. Faculties teaching ITIL in Serbia
At the faculty of technical sciences in Novi Sad,
lectures are held in the subject: "Methodologies and
systems for managing IT resources" The program is
implemented from 17.06.2010. years. The aim of the
course is to enable students to organize and implement
business processes for managing IT resources. After this
course, students will be trained to apply ITIL guidelines for
managing IT resources.
The content of the lecture consists of:
1. Management of IT services
2. Service life cycle
3. Basic principles and models of IT resources
management
4. Generic Concepts
5. Business Process Management
6. Role Management
7. Function management
8. Technology and architecture for the
implementation of ITIL recommendations
Methodology of teaching consists of lectures, computer
exercises and consultations. The final exam is oral.
Students take the practical part of the material into a
computer lab by solving mandatory tasks. Students can
also do optional work. Tasks are evaluated and assessment
is formed based on attendance, assessment of compulsory
assignments, papers and grades at the final exam.
At the faculty of organizational sciences from Belgrade,
lectures are held "Management of Information Systems
Development".
The subject is about:
1. Characteristics of information systems for services
2. Life cycle problems of IT services
3. How to manage IT services
4. Introduction to ITSM
5. Service Level Agreement
6. Standard ISO / IEC 20000
7. ITIL - Best Practice
8. ITIL - Key Processes
9. Service strategy
10. Design services
11. Service Transition
12. Service execution
13. Continuous improvement of the service
14. ITIL benefits
At the Faculty of Computer Engineering in Belgrade,
ITIL's main topics are dealing with the management of IT
services. Topics include: Services and Quality, Strategy,
Design, Transition, Performance and Continuous Service
Improvement,
Incident
Management,
Problem
Management, Change Management, Version Management,
IT Configuration Management, Management of Existing
IT Infrastructure and Management of IT Services Phases.
Work in the framework of: ITIL, IBM Trivoli Unified
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Process, Microsoft Operations Framework, ISO/IEC
20000.
V. ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
A. Use ITIL
The IT sector is what is running the business nowadays.
The fact is that the profitability of the business and the
loyalty of the shareholders depend on the high availability,
reliability, security and performance of IT services. This
fact made the relative maturity or immensity of IT
management very visible. This means that process
improvement is key to success.
By enhancing IT processes, the organization will begin
to:
1. Improves the use of resources
2. Becoming more competitive
3. Reduces processing
4. Eliminates excess work
5. Improves the timing of project delivery
6. Improves the availability, reliability and security of
IT services to a critical extent
7. It justifies the quality of service costs
8. Provides services that meet customer requirements
9. Integrates central processes
10. Learning from previous experience
11. Provides demonstrated performance indicators

Teleccomunication
Avaya: ITIL helped this telecommunications provider
to reduce their IT budget by 30% and now look at IT as
part of the business rather than the operational cost.
Telkomsel: In addition to improving the customer service
in this Indonesian mobile provider, ITIL has helped reduce
operating costs by 50-60%.
Production
Procter & Gamble: Launched the use of ITIL in 1999
and achieved operating costs by 6-8%. The second ITIL
project has reduced Help Desk calls by 10%. And for four
years, the company reported a savings of $ 500,000.
Caterpillar: Accepted a series of ITIL projects in 2000.
After the application of the ITIL Principles, the percentage
of achieving a specific response time for Web Services
Incident Management jumped from 60% to more than
90%.
MeadWestvaco: ITIL started to use in 2003. To date,
the company has eliminated more than $ 100,000 annually
from
an
IT
maintenance
contract.
Shell Oil: It used ITIL best practices and reduced software
development time and made $ 5 million a year.
Finisher: A computer parts manufacturer who accepted
ITIL in 2002 and achieved Service Desk standardization.
The result was a growth of customer satisfaction from 33%
to 95%. They also reduced IT costs from 4% to 2.4%.

B. Companies that have made use of their ITILs using
ITIL to the public
Government
Ontario Justice Enterprice: Accepted ITIL in 1999 and
created a virtual help / Service desk that reduced support
costs by 40%.
State of Illinois: Implementing a strong business
architecture and IT management program in cooperation
with ITIL has saved the state $ 130 million a year.
Victorian State Revenue Office (Australia): Complete
the complete ITIL implementation in August 2005,
resulting in a savings of $ 2 million a year and an
improvement in skills. They also became the first in the
world to receive an ITIL certificate (BS15000-AC8018).

Education
Purdue University: Information Technology at Purdue
(ITaP) has trained half of their permanent ITIL employees
in 2003, and implemented ITIL-based Service Desk. That's
why they reduced the second level calls by 50%. They also
launched a $ 73 million project without the need to hire
more workers.

Finance (banking and insurance)
Visa: It started embedding guidelines for incident
management in 2002, which resulted in improved network
tracking and disappearance, and a 75% decrease in incident
time.
PEMCO: The investment in Itil Essentials training in
2002 resulted in a total savings of $ 500,000 over the
course of 12 months.
Zurich Life: Since the application of ITIL in order to
maintain the Service Desk, the company has reduced the
number of contracted staff from 30 to 10.
Sallie Mae: The adoption of ITIL Service Support in 2005
began, resulting in a 40% reduction in call duration and an
increase in the percentage of problem-solving through the
first call.

C. Why Organizations Choose ITIL

Health
Hospital Corporation of America: Notable ITIL success
and cost savings, as well as consistent delivery of IT
services.
MultiCare: After implementing ITIL, a non-profit
health organization has experienced drastic improvements
in IT services and organizational productivity.
In addition to ITIL's key roles in giving structure to
organizational process management, there are several other
motivations for selecting ITIL implementation.
A 2010 survey showed that one of the benefits is that ITIL
is a well-recognized framework for best practice in terms
of companies being satisfied and improving business
performance after implementation. What is the fact is that
it takes time to implement the ITIL process and that it is
necessary to direct people to work accordingly. Also, it
does not make sense to implement ITIL just for
impressions. The goal of the implementation is to create a
stable and good functioning of the organization.
The research further showed that companies are
introducing ITIL to professionalize the IT department. One
of the possible reasons for this is that users or consumers
sometimes express dissatisfaction with some of the
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services provided by IT units to their business areas. The
desire to professionalize IT services can also come from
internal IT staff, without the external pressure that triggers
the initiative. With an overview and knowledge of IT staff,
organizations can understand that ITIL can be a useful way
of ensuring the quality and consistency of the services they
provide.
Also, Research further shows that more than 70% of
respondents claim that the initiative for the introduction of
ITIL came from the leading IT manager or IT manager
operations. But it's hard to see the difference between
people who have the authority to run projects and people
who first mentioned this ITIL implementation idea. Also,
most respondents hold managerial positions. So 70% can
be a high number because of the possible bias of the
respondents themselves. [7]
VI. DEVELOPMENT OF OWN ITIL IN PRIVATE
ORGANIZATIONS
Some companies have developed ITIL according to
their needs and requirements. For example, Microsoft, HP
and IBM have their own ITIL versions that focus on their
own software and hardware. Each of these organizations is
at different stages of application of ITIL.
A. Microsoft - is developing its own Microsoft operations
framework (MOF)
Microsoft operations framework (MOF) is a
collection of best practices, principles, and models that
provide a comprehensive technical guidance for
achieving reliability, availability, support and
manageability of solutions and services based on
Microsoft
products
and
technologies.
MOF provides the basics of the operational methodology
and framework for IT operations. Product-specific
operations guides, such as the "SQL Server Operations
Guide", provide detailed operational information specific
to server products. This guide provides guidelines for
managing operations that are specific to Commerce
Server 2007.
MOF provides relative, practical and applicable
guidelines for today's IT professionals. This free
downloadable framework includes the entire lifecycle of
IT services management, providing organizations with
the knowledge to continually integrate business and IT
goals while establishing and implementing reliable and
cost-effective IT services. [8]
B. HP - is developing its IT Service Management
Reference Model
In order to help its customers move forward with
greater ease and confidence, HP has compiled a team of
ITS experts worldwide to develop the HP ITSM
Reference Model, which can be used as a tool for
corporate IT organizations. The HP ITSM Reference
Model functions as a fully integrated IT process map.
It has proven to be priceless for companies around the
world because they want to understand the problems of
their people, processes and technologies and to consider
the best solutions for them.
And as a reference tool, this model provides a
consistent presentation of the IT process, making it useful

in initiating a meaningful dialogue between all parties
involved in IT processes and solutions requirements. [9]
HP has organized IT processes in five different groups
that focus on different aspects of the life cycle of the
service.
1. Insurance of service delivery
2. Compliance of IT business
3. Design services and management
4. Development and application of services
5. Service operations
C. IBM - is developing its IT Process Model
Managers are increasingly concerned that traditional
sources of earnings can not meet the results necessary to
achieve the goals of the announced profit over the next
five years. IBM's global executive management study
was conducted to understand how company directors
look at innovations in order to get their current insights
and find out what's on their innovation programs. The
study shows that directors increase the innovative
horizon.
To help IT organizations in this challenge, IBM has
developed the Process Reference Model for IT for
generic representation of processes involved in the
complete IT management domain. It contains a thorough
overview of the IT process.
PRM-IT has complemented the content of ITIL
Version 3 based on its rich experience with IT
management in a wide range of IT considerations and
experiences from managing thousands of IT
environments, both large and small. The Process
Reference Model for IT identifies a set of IT management
processes that are necessary to shift from a uniform cost
center to a principled decision-making process that
involves changing business and technology conditions
while managing the existing complexities of the system.
The guiding principles that are subject to this model
are:
1. Regardless of the organization or technology, there
is a fundamental set of processes necessary to
manage any information technology environment.
2. These processes do not exist or function in isolation,
but are interconnected with one another.
3. There is no unique correct decomposition of the
process or any way of demonstrating that this IT
process is always superior to other methodologies.
4. For example, well-established processes from ITIL
represent the default standard of a subset of the IT
process, better known as Service Management
VII. ITIL DEVELOPMENT IN STATE
ORGANIZATIONS
ITIL is currently in the function of most of the modern
world in every industrialized nation. It was adopted by
governments and business organizations of Europe
(Including Germany, Spain, Italy, Denmark, Sweden,
Switzerland). It is also widely used in Japan, Singapore,
Australia, Canada and the United States.
ITIL has become an internationally accepted standard for
the IT Service Management structure.
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A. State of California
California is one of the countries that use ITIL to
improve its IT sector. The California Department of
Technology (CDT) is dedicated to partnering with state,
local and educational entities to provide services,
developing innovative and appropriate solutions for
business needs and quality assurance for information
technology in the country.
CDT is the Guardian of Public Data, a leader in IT
services and solutions and has wide responsibility and
authority over all aspects of technology in the California
government, including: Policy formulation, agency
coordination, IT project oversight, information security,
and service delivery technology.
Using ITIL, they defined a number of services divided
into the following groups:
1. Professional services
2. Infrastructure services and platforms
3. Software services
4. Cloud-based services
5. Network and Telekom services
6. E-mail and mobile services
They also provide information protection through
security management and monitoring operations. They
contain incidents management policies, privacy, risk and
technology recovery.
For project delivery, the Project Approval Lifecycle
PAL framework is divided into four phases. Each phase is
separated by the approval gates. Each phase consists of a
set of prescribed, mutually functional and parallel activities
for the development of results that are used as values for
the next phase. The gates consist of a set of "yes / no"
questions that are necessary for making decisions at a given
moment. [10]

VIII. CONCLUSION
The fact is that the adoption of ITIL leads to
improvement of the level of services to the user base. More
than half of the companies that have adopted ITIL have
reported obvious improvements in customer satisfaction.
ITIL also helps employees. Not only increases their
working ability, but also the satisfaction of their work.
It turned out that the size of the company is not a limit and
does not jeopardize the chances of success of adopting
ITIL. ITIL adoption remains a matter of choice rather than
morality. Those who adopt ITIL have a slightly higher
tendency to adopt other standards of external practice in
their work. Those who reject ITIL will probably reject
other standards.
Fifth companies that adopted ITIL acknowledged that
they had gained a competitive advantage on the market of
their companies using it. And by definition, not all market
leaders can be so that this fifth is devoting commercial
advantage to ITIL.
ITIL is definitely just an IT issue. Business, strategic,
commercial and political issues, although important at the
level of the organization, are not necessarily the ITIL
implementation components. All parts at all IT levels
should be prepared for procedural and operational changes.
Although ITIL is of great benefit if properly adopted, it is
not a cure for all procedural diseases. His processes,
although detailed, do not cover everything.
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Abstract—Serbia is in the process of creating its national



Facilitate peer-reviews and mutual learning

smart specialization strategy (S3), whereas the region of
Vojvodina has its strategy already defined. Determined
smart specialization sectors are core sectors for innovation
and research activities in a region. The aim of authors of
this paper is to introduce stakeholders with the existing
bottom-up process which is in progress and which should
identify sectors of smart specialization, to stress its
importance to the future of ICT sector, at national and
regional level (Vojvodina) and to provoke informationcommunication technology (ICT) experts to be involved in
process of creation of S3.



Support access to relevant data



Train policy-makers

At S3 platform can be found all registered regions that have
developed S3 documents with list of their focus sectors for
innovation and research.
All these regions went through the creation process defined
by EU and many of them organized peer review events to
discuss their S3 concussions and compare with other regions.

Key words: smart specialization, innovation, research, ICT

I.

INTRODUCTION

Smart specialization is a new general concept developed by
European Commission whose aim is to build an innovative
approach for the growth of European economy based on model
used in United States that enables creation of its unique research
and innovation space. S3 should bring new ideas, business
models and multiplication of jobs in Europe [1]. It is based on a
premise that not all regions in Europe need to do research and
create innovative solutions in all sectors. Available resources
should be used more efficiently. Each region should be
specialized for research and innovation in sectors with the
biggest potential which comes out of its resources and specifity.
Niches of specialized products and services must be developed
out of identified comparative advantages [2].

Figure 1. EU and Non EU regions that have S3
strategies (source: S3 platform)

Smart specialization has made a big change in designing
innovation strategies for European regions. It started or
reinforced cooperation at all levels based on the analysis of the
strengths and opportunities of economies and on an
Entrepreneurial Discovery Process (EDP). EDP is a bottom-up
process with wide stakeholder involvement. This process brings
together local authorities, scientific institutions, companies and
civil society to work together with aim to define focus sectors
for research and innovation of a given region. Process is
supported by EU funding programs [3]. Starting from 2011, the
European Commission is providing consultancy to regional and
national authorities on how to define and implement their smart
specialization strategies. It created S3 Platform which provides
advice to EU countries and regions for the design and
implementation of their smart specialization strategies S3.
Services of S3 platform are to [4]:

II.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Whereas Serbia is in the process of creating its national
smart specialization strategy, the region of Vojvodina has its
strategy already defined. The methodology was accepted from
Hungarian partner through one Instrument for Preaccesion
Assistant (IPA): cross border cooperation (CBC) project
between Hungary and Serbia, financed by EU. Vojvodina went
through the whole process of developing S3 which consisted of:
-mapping data of existing situation
-benchmarking of neighboring regions and similar regions
-presenting best practice examples
-collecting and analyzing primary data through survey
Collecting and analyzing secondary data (tuning primary data)



provide guidance material and good practice examples



Inform strategy formation and policy-making

-defining priorities
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-defining action plan
-creating indicators, monitoring system and further activities'
owners.
A Peer review workshop was organized in Novi Sad to
discuss all results when practically representatives of all
stakeholders were invited together with representatives of
Germany and Romania who presented their S3 documents and
development processes.



 Process equipment for food industry (mini
bakeries and breweries)
 Process equipment for petrochemical industry
 Supply for automotive industry, railway systems,
shipbuilding
Tourism

Focus sectors defined in regional S3 strategy of Vojvodina
are:
At regional level, there have been identified the following
sectors with potential for smart specialization:






Crop production

o

Viticulture

o

Fruit growing



 Phytopharmacology
 Biotechnology
Information communication technology
 Information system

 Digital agriculture
E-

 Geothermal resources
 Biomass/biogas

 Mini hydropower
 Wind turbines
 Solar energy
Professional electronics
instrumentation)



Metal industry
 Equipment for the renewable energy systems
 The equipment for agriculture (irrigation system,
agricultural machinery)

(medical

equipment

Health tourism



Hunting tourism

Ecology and environment protection
 Waste water management
 Recycling
 Decrease of harmful gas emission

And de facto, in Novi Sad, which is the city of IT
entrepreneurship and the center of IT industry in Serbia, some
of the largest IT companies in Serbia were created. According
to data from the Vojvodina ICT cluster among the top 10 IT
companies in Serbia, the first 3-4 places are companies from
Novi Sad: Schneider Elektric DMS NS, which was created by
combining the expertise of our professors from Faculty of
technical sciences in Novi Sad (FTN) and world capital; A51
doo, that, with its project management SW package, from a
company with two employees became a company that earned a
revenue of 12 million USD and within 2 years increased the
number of employees to 15 and whose products are bought by
famous world companies, such as Diznija et al. Among the
leading IT companies are RT-RK, which deals with the
development of software for TV and telecommunications, then

 Biodiesel





Namely, at this stage of development of national level of S3
which will include all regions in Serbia, recently completed
document: “Mapping of data about the most potential sectors in
Serbia” (published by a foreign organization) has found that
leading sectors in Vojvodina are automotive supply industry,
petrochemical sector, plastic, and, after, telecommunication and
not ICT. ICT is even not among three sectors on top of the list.
Only Belgrade region was mapped as software
programming/ICT region.

 Smart greed



Cultural tourism

Serbia is in the process of developing its national S 3. Interministerial working group of the Republic of Serbia is
established to lead this process, Joint research center (JRC)
from EU supports a lot this process through education,
trainings, experts missions and workshops. Through all
activates Working group tries to include as much as possible
stakeholders into this process. Now it is very important to
involve wide public into process of creation S3 to get the best
document and to reach goal that all involved in its creation
would become its owners and actors of implementation its
activities, with aim: to reach its goals. The authors intent is to
draw public attention to the importance of the smart
specialization strategies and their outcomes for the future
development of Serbian regions.

 Healing herbs

E-Medicine,



Horizontal issues which should be incorporated into all sectors
are:

 Functional Nutrition

 Services (teleworking,
Manufacturing:, E-Tourism)
Renewable energy sources

Cycle tourism

 Personalized tourism

o
Livestock production: native species (mangulica,
oxes, sheep, donkey)





 Agging tourism

Agricultural production and food industry
 Organic agricultural production:
o

Spa tourism

 Ethno tourism

Agricultural production and food industry
Information communication technology and professional
electronics
Renewable energy sources
Metal industry
Tourism

Detailed smart specialization sectors analysis:




and
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Levi 9 and others.

concept and its use to facilitate a results-oriented policy
agenda“. They say that the specific features of the EU context
also heavily influence the nature and logic of the changes [7].

According to the same source, the export income of cluster
members alone is around 200 million euros, which is about a
third of Serbia's IT exports. In Novi Sad there are over 250
companies employing 6,000 people, which is almost one third
of all employees in IT in Serbia. The number of founding
companies from 1993 to 2016 is constantly increasing. Also, the
number of employees as well as the income from exports is
increasing [5].

In the paper, “Converting smart specialization into a
regional strategy”, INFYDE Working Paper, Year 1 - Vol. 2
N°1, 2012, Castillo and Paton present that it is also necessary to
consider that there are differences between regions, and thus the
process of defining and strategic implementation cannot be
uniform. Finally, the concept of smart specialization brings as a
novelty the fact that governance is no longer part of the regional
logic but is inserted in the global context. This makes the
process even more complex, because it is no longer enough to
identify regional specialization, to structure it in the field of
related diversity, and to get innovation system agents involved.
Now the facto that there are similar processes in other regions
implies a potential competition for us, but also offer
opportunities for collaboration. In this sense it seems critical to
configure the governance of a specialization considering that the
regional system is inserted into the national and international
levels, so that at every micro-meso-macro level actors,
institutions and their relationships should contribute to
specialization conceived in global terms. It should be noted that
a region will not be the only one choosing certain areas of
expertise. Nevertheless, the appropriate mechanisms should be
taken into consideration for any region since, regardless of their
stage of development, any region can reach leadership in a
domain or specific sector on a medium or a term. As history has
shown, competitive leadership is not so much a matter of
allocation of resources and exogenous capabilities, but it is a
process that is based on the comparative advantage looking for
the "construction" of competitive advantage. Hence the
importance of governance that will keep that process over time,
and adapt to changes in circumstances is significant [8].

Vojvodina that has been for a while recognized in the world
of ICT as a fast growing region with possibility to become
Silicone valley of Europe, is not recognized in “Mapping of
data about the most potential sectors in Serbia” as an IT region.
And this mapping could be of crucial importance to define
smart specialization focus of Vojvodina. What could
consequence of such smart specialization of Vojvodina be as
defined in Mapping document? It will disable European funding
of ICT projects and minimize Vojvodina’s general growth. It
will be almost eliminated from the European ICT innovation
race.
The problem which authors addressed in this paper is
relation between regional and national smart specialization
strategies and then, between already created and new ones. The
problem is how to organize the process which should lead from
the current situation mapped on the existing official statistical
data of the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia to the
results facing the future which should define economic
development of Serbia. Focus sectors should encompass the
vision of the future EU economy and niches of Serbian regions
within it. Statistical data directed the process itself into the
wrong direction, into sectors which remained from the past,
from socialism time, when Serbia had well developed some
industrial branches. Statistical data are not enough reliable and
specially because many ICT companies which have activities in
Vojvodina have their headquarters in Belgrade or are registered
at other codes, not those referring to ICT activity.

III.

DISSCUSION

This paper described a part of the roadmap that was created
by Inter-ministerial working group of the Republic of Serbia to
define Serbian S3 strategy and present some results of just
finished Innovation camp held in Belgrade. It presented
dilemmas and problems which should be solved as soon as
posible, and, gave also, some suggestions for solving them.
Already this paper makes progress simply with its intent to
inform wider audience, the most important stakeholders of
smart specialization process in Serbia - experts from the
possible focus sectors of S3 in Serbia (and Vojvodina): ICT
experts. ICT companies and the ones related to ICT should be
involved in Entrepreneurial discovery process in Serbia
directing it towards the clear notion that ICT should be in the
focus of S3. The process should convince the EU, national and
regional authorities about potential of ICT and possibilities of
its growth. Scientific conferences should discuss, except
scientific topics, also social changes and the role of ICT in new
business models of the EU functioning.
The Entrepreneurial discovery process which pursues the
integration of entrepreneurial knowledge fragmented over many
organizations, companies, universities, clients and users, should
build links and partnerships. It is opening up a new pool of
opportunities which can potentially result in numerous attractive
innovations. But, in case of Serbia, there is a need for a strong
push by conscious experts, especially young owners of ICT
companies to use their influence on decision makers. Wide
experts’ action must bring the valuable solution for both Serbia
and Vojvodina - ICT in focus of both S3s with, additionally, a

The topic is new, and there are no many researches and
articles about it. Dr. Henning Kroll said in his Policy Brief on
Smart Specialization that it is heartening to see in how many
regions there is continuous ownership of the process and
political attention for related activities. The analysis shows that
the participants of entrepreneurial processes are in fact less
entrepreneurial than initially envisaged. With limited
exceptions, most discourses are led by universities and research
organizations, rather than by local business firms. Furthermore,
civil society organizations are underrepresented. Universities
and PROs leading role is in part strongly complemented by
intermediaries, such as clusters. Contrary to what has been
suggested, universities do not, in general, appear capable of
substituting for genuine entrepreneurs in the identification of
market-oriented domains. Instead, they engage in discussions
mostly to promote own interests and to contribute within their
mission of research and teaching. Finally, it seems that the
political level, at which the process of discussion is anchored,
influences the composition and role of the involved actors. The
higher their process is anchored in the political hierarchy and
the larger the territory it covers, the stronger it leans towards
political negotiation rather than towards open ended processes
of joint discovery [6]. Such explanation doesn’t have a solution
for Serbia on how to come from mentioned wrong mapping to
the real demanding focus of S3.
Philip McCann and Raquel Ortega-Argilés in their work:
“Transforming European regional policy: a results-driven
agenda and smart specialization define the smart specialization
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few other sectors with well defined niches at Europan and world
market.

[4]

S3
Platform.
http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/s3-platform
(accessed March 2018)
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multiple REST endpoints to build a complex data
structure, based on the formal models. The problem above
is defined in the specific circumstances. Namely,
according to the project requirements, the integration
needs to take place on the client side (in browser), based
on the previously defined mappings. The motivation for
such an approach is rapid and easy implementation of the
corresponding solution on any web page.
The specific requirements make this research problem
unique. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no
framework or package for implementing its solution.
The solution is assumingly based on the application
model, which is built in the implementation phase by the
developer/knowledge engineer. Main goal of the
application model is to establish formal relationships
between the concepts of main data model and schema
elements of the existing data sources and thus, to build the
integrated data model. This data model needs to be
managed from a single web widget. That widget is a
generic client, which can be easily embedded in any web
page. Client accesses the integration platform to get the
application model and then makes the requests to the
defined web services, performs integration and makes the
instantiated model available for any kind of user
manipulation.
In the remainder of this paper, first we present the data
aggregator client as a solution to the above problem. Then,
an application model is presented as the main scientific
contribution of the paper. Finally, a short case study of
using the client for searching multiple REST sources of
project funding data is presented.

Abstract— With the increasing implementation of Internetof-Things paradigm, the increase of data volume and
diversity threatens to diminish the potentially valuable
effects of their reuse in multiple circumstances. While
increasing number of datasets, coming from devices or
elsewhere is being exposed by using APIs, very few of them
is based on the standard dictionaries, data structures and
models. For that reason, it becomes very difficult to
integrate data of similar or identical semantics, coming from
different sources. In this paper, we propose the meta-model
for client-side application which aggregates semantically
identical or similar data from multiple REST APIs in a
single Angular-based widget. Main concepts of the proposed
meta-model are data objects, services with defined object
and property mappings, use cases and user interface
components. Model is implemented in the data integration
platform and it is validated in the case of searching data
about research projects from two sources. The search
widget is implemented on the EURAXESS portals.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The world of computing has dramatically changed since
the introduction of the new devices that continuously
generate data, such as smart phones. According to IBM,
2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created every day [1].
However, only small portion of this data can be
effectively used in multiple contexts. In fact, our digital
environments are typically full of unwanted and unused
data, which are not usable for the purposes other than the
initial one, because of the use of proprietary, “closed”, or
simply unknown and unrecognizable (by machines)
formats. However, value of this data is potentially
significant, when considering their use in many different
contexts. For example, the personal location data from
smart phones is typically used to calculate health related
information, such as distance walked or run, calories
burned, etc; on the other side, this data can be also used to
produce higher value data, for example, to calculate risks
for viral infections spread in different regions [2].
On the positive side, there exists a trend of increasing
openness of data, mostly through representational state
transfer (REST) web interfaces. Although this trend does
not contribute to unification of data structures, it does help
to have data at least easily accessible.
When referring to the term of “structured data”, we
assume that such data can be used by machines. Thus, we
assume that this data is based on standard dictionaries or
agreements which are explicitly and formally described
(with underlying ontology).
The main research question we want to address in the
work behind this paper is: how to integrate data from

II. DATA AGGREGATOR CLIENT
Data aggregator client is a lightweight HTML client
which interprets the application model to: 1) generate
HTML UI elements for interacting (searching, adding)
with data coming from more than one, different API
sources; 2) enable integration of data coming from
different sources, based on the mappings defined in app
model; 3) display integrated data in a way, described by
application model.
Data aggregator client can be embedded in any HTML
page, by simply including its JavaScript source.
Data aggregator client is a part of the data aggregator
platform, which also includes server-side architecture for
instantiating an app model. This instantiation involves
(see Figure 1, below):
1. definition of relevant APIs and their endpoints
(services);
2. definition of a formal data model (ontology)
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3.

definition of UI model, based on application model
schema

4.

semi-automatic mapping, based on the pre-defined
formal data model (ontology);

Figure 1. Workflow for instantiating client app model and running app

Admin user is using data aggregator back end to
construct the application model. First, ontology
representing main data model is defined (URI). The
concepts are mapped to the UI model schema to
instantiate the layout of the application. Data sources are
defined, by indicating REST services endpoints and their
arguments. Based on the test arguments, the back end
reads data and builds corresponding RDF/RDFS models
which are then semi-automatically mapped to the concepts
of the main data model ontology.
The generic client is embedded in the web page which
is accessed by the visitor. Upon access, the client makes
the authenticated request to backend API, which returns
the application model. The model is delivered in the XML
format and it is a structured representation of the main

data schema, application (client UI) layout, as well as the
descriptions of the REST services which deliver actual
data. Finally, the model includes defined mappings
between the elements of the expected REST services
responses and main data model objects.
Based on the application model, the generic client
builds the user interface, which is then used by the web
page visitor to enter data (for example, search keywords).
Upon the user action, generic client makes the requests to
the REST services in the model and collects responses
which are then merged and integrated by using the main
data model. Finally the data is shown, according to the UI
model.
Overall architecture of the platform is illustrated on a
Figure 2, below.

Figure 3. Workflow for instantiating client app model and running app

At this moment, only app client widget development is
completed. It is functional and it is being used at the
existing website, as described in the case study below. For
the purpose of the case study, app.xml instantiation of the
application model schema is manually coded. The
development of data aggregator back-end is in progress.

A. Application model schema
Main classes of the application model schema are
Dataobject, Service and Objectmapping.
Dataobject represents a data entity that can be described
by basic (Dataproperty) or complex (Objectproperty)
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properties. In the backend, Dataobject is represented by
the individual concept of the existing ontology, while its
properties are represented by the concept’s object and data
properties, as defined in RDF/RDFS/OWL file with a
given URI.
Service object is a representation of the REST API
endpoints. Each service can be invoked with a modelled
set of parameters (Parameter).
Mapping between the output of the REST API call and
existing data object is represented by Objectmapping
element, which establishes relation between a given data
object and element of the JSON or XML structure,
returned by the REST API call. That element is defined by
XPath expression in Objectmapping element.
1) User interface model schema
Main element of the user interface model schema is
user interface, represented by Ui object. One client
application has one Ui object and it is only a placeholder
for its parts. Main constitutive parts of the client

application or Ui object are data UI components,
represented by Datauicomponent objects. Those objects
are implemented at the user interface as individual tabs.
Each of the components uses one or more services and
this relationship is established by Usecase object. One
client application can have multiple use cases and each
Usecase object defines services which are used in it.
Tabs show one or more data panels of different types,
namely a form (represented by Dataform and child
Dataformelement schema elements), data list view
(represented by Datalist and child Datalistitem elements)
and individual data view (represented by Dataview and its
child Dataviewsection and Dataviewitem elements). Each
of the items in the data panels (namely, Dataformelement,
Datalistitem and Dataviewitem) can be bound to the
existing data properties, as defined in the main data
model.
Figure 3 below shows detailed view to application
model schema.

Figure 4. Workflow for instantiating client app model and running app

services to professional researchers. Backed by the
European Union and its Member States, it supports
researcher mobility and career development, while

III. CASE STUDY IMPLEMENTATION
EURAXESS - Researchers in Motion is a unique panEuropean initiative delivering information and support
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enhancing scientific collaboration between Europe and the
world.
EURAXESS portal is a website which publishes
information and tools for mobile (incoming and outgoing)
researchers or resident researchers who are interested in
information and opportunities for career development. The
core online service provided by the portal is database of
jobs and grants for researchers and scientists, published by
thousands of R&D organizations in Europe.
The EURAXESS portal is Drupal based platform,
hosted by Amazon web services. It has national entry
points, named EURAXESS national portals. Each
EURAXESS national portal publishes content which is
managed by the national EURAXESS offices. This
content is static HTML. The problem is that often,
national portals have a need to publish structured
information from a database or from online service hosted
elsewhere. Given very strict security and performance
requirements by the web platforms maintained by
European Commission, it is not possible to implement a
back-end tool which would facilitate such integration.
This was exactly the motivation for developing data
aggregator platform, which can be hosted anywhere but
integrate, merge and deliver relevant data to application
client widget, easily embedded in existing web page.

From the user point of view, the widget is used to
search existing data on EU-funded projects, by keyword.
Two consecutive REST API requests are made with a
given keyword to the service endpoints above. Data is
collected and merged, by using the approach described
above.
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper presents the unique solution to integration of
data from REST sources, implemented at the client side.
Client-side implementation makes it easy to use on web,
even in cases where administration access is not available.
The solution is illustrated by a case study of integrating
data from two different sources of project funding
information.
Future research and development involves development
of the backend platform framework and its components
for semantic matching.
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A. Widget for searching data on EU-funded projects
The specific case of implementation involved integrated
search of data about EU-funded projects, coming from
two different sources:
 Datasets with information about FP5, FP6, FP7
and Horizon 2020 projects, funded by the
European Commission. Datasets are imported in
a database which data was then exposed by the
developed
API
(endpoint:
http://euraxess.eventiotic.com/euprojects/api/sear
chProjects)
 Data about research projects, published by
OpenAIRE
API
(endpoint:
http://api.openaire.eu/search/projects)
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Fingerprint biometrics in service public health system at birthplaces
Komlen Lalovic
MEF Faculty – University of PA Novi Sad
komlen@mef.edu.rs
device maintenance is easy, classical and similar like other
the one for fingerprint scanners. Beside its common
purpose and scanning two fingers of different persons at
the same time it will provide a unique ID reference
(similar to Primary Key) which will be the base for every
pair of a scanned mother-baby pair.

Abstract— This article presents totally new system of
biometric identification and baby identity guarantee, based
on fingerprint minutiae that are formed prenatal at
humans.
Exclusive, we are presenting qualitative research as proof
that baby has fingerprint which can be acquired, stored,
encrypted and, above all, it can guarantee its identity. We
enrolled testing baby minutiae on every possible type of
fingerprint scanners and determine which one is optimal for
this purpose. With that we formed hard basic to develop our
research further more.

Figure 1 shows front view of the patent device that we
have prototype for. We can see all elements needed.

This new system can prevent any possible steal or ID
replacement in birthplaces, worldwide! In countries such as
SAD, Japan, Switzerland that have high level public health
it can provide new, higher level, of public health level and
give their citizens better health service.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Large human problem nowadays in birthplaces worldwide
with potential to make bigger problem is baby switch in
birthplaces or baby steal identity. According to B. Gille
study, from 4 million newborn babies in the world 28.000
from them have been replaced. This is great society
problem and it is happening today, in every country in the
world. We are preparing to solve this great problem with
totally new system based on fingerprint minutiae of
newborn baby.

Figure 1 - shows front view of the patent device

Device works as putting P in position on the device gives
us an information on the display that device is in function
regularly and there are no errors. Pressing S button makes
the fingerprint scanning on both fields of the device start
(S1 and S2) simultaneously, requiring placing the fingers
of a mother and the baby.

Main question was: Can baby fingerprint provide enough
quality fingerprint and second can it be acquired? By
making this research we provide answer to these
questions and give basic to improve our research to other
colleagues in fingerprint biometrics.

After scanning and pressing R1 button the data will be
stored and unique ID reference is shown on display D. ID
reference can be both numeric and alphanumeric,
considering that the numeral systems it can be octal,
decimal, binary or hexadecimal. The main fact is that ID
is unique.

What type of scanner is optimal for such job and how it
can be realized? We have answers on these questions and
in this work it will be shown.
II TECHNICAL SOLUTION
First step was to make prototype of our patent device. It is
dual fingerprint scanner that scans two fingers, both
mother and baby at the same time.
The device will be slightly different from today’s existing
classical fingerprint scanners, thus it would have two
fields for scanning fingers of two different persons (a
mother and the baby). Those two fields for scanning can
be physically divided during the process of device
construction or they can be mapped by software definition
on scanning surface as existing scanners possess. It will be
really effective device, since it is highly practical and easy
to work with, easy to control and to manipulate. The

III RESEARCH
Research that we can provide is all 10 scanned fingers
from new born baby and compared based on results.
These results are shown on figure 2 and represented our
qualitative jump in fingerprint biometrics research.
We provide those results exclusively and we expect
somebody to make further steps in providing deeper
research in this field based on this results.
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MILESTONES GAINED FROM PATENT
- we got proof and evidence of parenthood for every
newborn baby
- we have no possibility replacing or stealing identities of
newborn babies
- all parents got safety
- device is compact construction and practical handling
throughout the process
- device has its own energy supply with batteries
- device has small size, low weight and it is portability
- has good price/quality ratio
- also device is ambient and environmental friendly
- wide range of application and usage.

Figure 2 – Scanned baby fingerprint on various scanner
types
Using all these facts, device, research results and existing
fingerprint scanners we develop totally new system that
will guarantee baby identity for each new born baby. Also
we guarantee parenthood over each baby and enable that
every parent leave birthplace with its own baby.

Figure 3 represent our Data acquisition algorithm for
enabling baby minutiae stored and encrypted.

Existing devices scan one or more fingers of one person
only, we are emphasizing the fact that it is only one
person, and there are no fingerprint scanners which scan
fingers of two different persons at the same time using one
device, especially not devices which make unique ID
reference during scanning which will be connected with
the record of fingerprint scanned and stored data.
Many researches done fingerprints minutia of fetus, ultra
waves and biometry scanning the minutiae on each finger
are formed by the end of 7th month of pregnancy. It is
important to say that babies born before regular time of
birth, during 8th, and especially by the end of 7th month
of pregnancy have fingerprint on each finger, both hands
and foots fingers already formed and we can use it to
guarantee identity.
This scientific fact is essential for this device, this
research and the realization or the Project that will provide
a qualitative leap in gynecology and midwifery and
nursing in every maternity all over the world.

Figure 3 – Data acquisition algorithm

After starting device and choosing option 2, software
initializes Agrogithm2 – Algorithm for checking identity
of parenthood-maternity. Figure 3 shows all functionality,
logic and behavior of this algorithm. Based on figure
preview the conclusion can be derived about the possible
usage of both cases and a sequence diagram of procedures
and activities of software.

In fingerprint ridges and valleys are the only biometry that
is formed prenatally and it can be used for the purpose for
ID baby. The idea for Patent Innovation is based on this
scientific fact confirmed by both Biometry system as
Computer science and gynecology – midwifery as a
branch of HealthCare protection system.
Here we cannot use other biometrics such as Iris
recognition because it is unstable. Main question is: Why?
Well, until 4th year at humans the pigmentation in
children’s eye is changing and becoming different that is
main reason. The shape and color both change which
makes it impossible to be used for this purpose and for
fulfill this purpose.

Data algorithm is provided by pseudo code here to show
his functionality and to provide logic in this process.
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IV CONCLUSION
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systems. Mapping of metadata and harmonization of
vocabularies are error- and time-prone tasks that require a
close collaboration between experts in metadata models
and software developers. Misunderstandings are a
common problem in such collaborations. A tool which
will enable metadata formats experts to define mappings
could address previously stated issues, by solving
communication issues and automating some operations. In
this paper, we used the X3ML mapping toolkit to define
the mapping of CKAN to CERIF. This toolkit allows
experts to use a common language to express mappings
and help them with automation tools like auto-completion
and automatic transformation features.
The VRE4EIC project addresses key data and software
challenges in supporting multidisciplinary data driven
sciences (www.vre4eic.eu). The goal of the VRE4EIC
project is to allow users to search for data coming from
various scientific datasets or repositories, which use
heterogeneous data models. To ease the querying and the
display of the results, a harmonization process is needed.
This process will allow heterogeneous data (or metadata
for this project) to be stored using a common data model.
Platforms for data repositories and dataset metadata
formats were analyzed for the needs of the VRE4EIC
project. CKAN platform is a dominant one in this area. In

Abstract— The paper presents mapping of CKAN metadata
model to CERIF RDF using the X3ML Toolkit. The
mapping enables interoperability of CKAN data platforms
and virtual research environments based on CERIF format.
X3ML Toolkit enables describing schema mappings in such
a way that it can be collaboratively created and discussed by
metadata format experts.

I. INTRODUCTION
Research management systems, institutional publication
repositories, research data repositories, and virtual
research environments contain research information.
Interoperability of those systems is necessary in order to
avoid duplicate input of data and enable creation of a
unique digital space of research information, which can be
exploited by researchers, managers, entrepreneurs, citizens
and government. Beyond the ability of two or more
computers systems to exchange information, semantic
interoperability is the ability to automatically interpret the
information exchanged meaningfully and accurately in
order to produce useful results as defined by the end users
of both systems. Implementation of mappings between
various data formats and harmonization of vocabularies
are necessary in order to reach interoperability between

Figure 1. VRE4EIC project vision
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the CKAN platform, datasets are described using an
internal format. Metadata about datasets can be retrieved
in JSON format using a REST API.
CERIF format is selected as the target research domain
format because it is a conceptual metadata model which
allows a representation of research entities, their activities
and their output. It has high flexibility with formal
(semantic) relationships, enables quality maintenance,
archiving, access and interchange of research information
covering all the research life-cycle. It is also a format
recommended by European Commission for European
Union countries research information systems. Some
matching exists between CKAN and CERIF metadata
format, expressed in tabular format [1]. Moreover, this
matching doesn’t use the actual version of CERIF.
However, this matching is used as a starting point and
updated to be in line with CERIF version 1.6. After that,
the X3ML mapping tool is used to define mappings [3].

c)

X3ML Engine, a tool that realizes the transformation
of the source records to the target format.

IV. CKAN
CKAN is a web-based open source and open
architecture software platform for data management. This
platform is in use by numerous governments,
organizations and communities around the world. The
CKAN platform can be easily installed, customized and
extended for the specific needs of some organisation.
Moreover, the CKAN platform can preserve various data
types – datasets, source codes, documentations, etc.
There are three basic entities in the CKAN metadata
model: Package, Resource, and Group. Also, there is the
Organization entity which stores data about the institution
being the data publisher. Besides these entities, CKAN
also enables adding “tags” with predefined sets of values
to a package entity and key-value pairs of additional
package.
A simple example of CKAN JSON record is shown in
the Listing 2.

II. VRE4EIC
VRE4EIC (www.vre4eic.eu) develops a reference
architecture and software components for VREs (Virtual
Research Environments). One product of the VRE4EIC
project is a prototype of VRE – e-VRE (enhanced Virtual
Research Environments). The e-VRE platform increases
the quality of VRE User Experiences by providing user
centered, secure, privacy compliant, sustainable
environments on searching data, composing workflows
and tracking data publications. Moreover, it increases the
deployment of the VRE on different clusters of research
infrastructures by abstracting and reusing building blocks
and workflows from existing VREs, infrastructures and
projects. Also, e-VRE improves the contextual awareness
and interoperability of the metadata across all layers of the
resources in the VRE. Finally, it provides interoperation
across ‘silo’ e-RIs.

{
…
"result":
{
"type": "dataset",
"title": "UK: Adur District Council Spending Data",
"author": "John Smith",
"author_email": "john.smith@gmail.com"
}
}
Listing 2. A CKAN JSON record
V. CERIF
The Common European Research Information Format
(CERIF) is a flexible and a rich data model for
representing information about research. The model was
developed and is being maintained by euroCRIS
(www.eurocris.org). The primary aim for the CERIF
model is to support information interchange in the
research domain. The various upgrades and extensions of
the model are led by the CERIF Task Group. The CERIF
model contains about 25 conceptual entities in the current
version (CERIF 1.6 – Figure 2) dealing with the different
concepts involved in research information:

III. X3ML TOOLKIT
The X3ML toolkit allows definition of a matching and
mapping between a source schema expressed in XML and
a target schema expressed in RDF, and transform the
instances of the source schema to instances of the target.
Matching has been defined as the process of finding
relationships or correspondences between entities of
different ontologies [4]. Another definition says that
schema matching aims at identifying semantic
correspondences between elements of two schemas, e.g.,
database schemas, ontologies, and XML message formats
[5]. Mapping is the process of defining some
transformation for the data to be compatible with the
definition of the properties in the target data model. The
X3ML toolkit is based on X3ML language, an XML
based language, describing schema matchings in such a
way that it can be collaboratively created and discussed by
metadata format experts. The key components of the
toolkit are:
a) Mapping Memory Manager, a tool for managing
mapping definition files providing a number of
administrative actions.
b) 3M Editor, a web application suite that assists users
during the mapping definition process, using a
human-friendly user interface and a set of subcomponents that either suggest or validate user input.

Figure 2. CERIF high level entities
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Basic concepts: persons, projects, organisation units
Concepts linked to scientific results: products,
patents, publications
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Flexibility of the CKAN platform makes much more
complicated the mapping of the CKAN metadata model to
the CERIF format. The set of metadata which describes a
data file can be customised and extended. The
vocabularies which contain the set of values available for
some metadata can be also customised and extended.
CKAN also enables adding tags with available sets of
values to a package and key-value pairs of additional
package metadata – this is implemented in CKAN using
“extras” elements which contain “key” and “value”
attributes. Thus, any new metadata can be added to the
CKAN instance in the form of key-value pair.
Basic set of CKAN metadata representing a CKAN
Package is mapped to CERIF Product instance. Subset of
metadata grouped within the CKAN organization field is
mapped to a CERIF OrganisationUnit instance which is
linked to the previously mentioned Product instance.
Furthermore, subset of metadata grouped within the
CKAN resource field is mapped to a CERIF
OrganisationUnit instance which is linked to the Product
instance representing package. Moreover, CKAN tags are
mapped using the semantic layer of CERIF model, i.e.
using CERIF Classification instances. The 10 most used
“extras” elements found in 133 CKAN instances all over
the world [2] are mapped to CERIF RDF as it is shown in
the table 1.
The mapping of CKAN metadata model to CERIF RDF
is expressed in the X3ML Toolkit and the full mapping is
accessible
by
opening
the
link
http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/3M-VRE4EIC, logging in using
username vre4eicGuest and password vre4eic, finding
mapping project with id 50 and selecting the icon
.
There are a few basic options of X3ML menu for a
mapping project.
In the Info section of the mapping we :
 uploaded as source a CKAN example which we
previously transformed from JSON to XML
format,
 uploaded as target the CERIF RDF,
 defined generators which we used in our
mapping, and
 uploaded sample data which we use for
verification of our mapping in the
Transformation section.
In the Matching Table section we defined mapping of
input source (CKAN) to the target output (CERIF RDF).
A part of mapping definition using X3ML is shown in
Figure 3. The first step is to define domain (the D line in
Figure 3) by specifying source and target node. After that,
path (the P line) correlation between source and target

Concepts linked to research infrastructure: services,
facilities, equipments
 Indicators and measurements
 Federated identifiers
 And several other additional concepts: funding,
addresses, geographic bindings, languages, etc.
An encoding of CERIF in XML has been defined and
used for the interoperability among CERIF-compliant
systems [6]. The core technology for a wide spread,
distributed and structured service for data is the semantic
web technology in 2010s. According to the W3C, "The
Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows
data to be shared and reused across application,
enterprise, and community boundaries" [7]. One of the
best ways to integrate and publish research information is
to use the open W3C Web standard RDF (Resource
Description Framework).
Definition of the CERIF RDF encoding was carried out
in the context of the VRE4EIC project where a CERIF
based semantic metadata catalogue has been built. It
resulted from a bottom-up approach of the transformation
of the relational structure to an ontological structure.
Entities and attributes of the extended relational CERIF
model have been transformed into ontology axioms; the
types and roles as defined in the CERIF Semantics have
been translated into vocabularies. The CERIF research
entities have been transformed into RDF classes and their
attributes into properties.
The Listing 1 shows a simple example of CERIF RDF
Product class with two properties (has_identifier and
has_name) in the Turtle format.
<http://www.vre4eic.com/ckancerif/resultProduct/5843a7f8-f74e-48be918e-7b146b73e245>
a
cerif:Product ;
cerif:has_identifier
<http://www.vre4eic.com/ckancerif/resultProductIdentifier/5843a7f8f74e-48be-918e-7b146b73e245> ;
cerif:has_name
"UK: Adur District Council Spending Data" ;

Listing 1. A CERIF RDF record
The adoption by euroCRIS of this representation as
official CERIF RDF expression is in progress.
VI. MAPPING
CKAN metadata used for definition and testing
mappings have been retrieved from Open UK
Government Data platform using CKAN REST API
(https://data.gov.uk/api/3/action/package_list).
CKAN
JSON format has been converted to XML format and used
as input source in 3M Editor of X3ML Toolkit. The
previously discussed CERIF RDF encoding is used as the
output format.

Figure 3. X3ML Matching table
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format should be defined. This path correlation definition
could include additional entities if it is needed (Add
constant expression in Figure 3), as well as definition of
some preconditions (if rules). At the end, mapping
between range (the R line) of source and target node
should be defined.
In the Generators section we assigned a generator for
each entity which is a result of a mapping rule defined in
the section Matching Table. Figure 4 shows assignment of
generators for mapping shown in Figure 3. A generator is
used to create a value: a literal, a constant, a URI or any
other kind of value.
At the end, we can run the transformation and validate
our mapping in the Transformation section. It is possible
to define the output format: RDF/XML, N-triples, or

used X3ML mapping tool to define mapping described in
this paper in order to overcome previously stated issue.
This tool enables metadata formats experts to define
mappings. The tool can be also useful for verification of
mapping, because transformation of a source sample data
can be run and the target output can be shown in various
formats. Moreover, there is Mapping Analyzer (Maze), a
web-based tool which undertakes to serve experts in order
to provide a complete management of mappings. Maze
works as intermediary between expert users and X3ML
language, providing a complete analysis for converting
and publishing content as linked data. This tool enables
experts to improve their mappings.
As further work, we will continue to use X3ML tool to
define mappings of other metadata formats (DCAT-AP,

Figure 4. X3ML generators assignment

Turtle. Listing 2 shows part of result Turtle output format
corresponding to mapping and assignment of generator
shown in Figures 3 and 4.

DublinCore, ISO 19139) to CERIF RDF for the needs of
creation of a unique research dataset catalogue which is
one goal of the VRE4EIC project.

<http://www.vre4eic.com/ckancerif/resultProduct/5843a7f8-f74e-48be918e-7b146b73e245>
a
cerif:Product ;
cerif:has_identifier
<http://www.vre4eic.com/ckancerif/resultProductName/housingaffordability-data-system-hads>
…
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<http://www.vre4eic.com/ckancerif/resultProductName/housingaffordability-data-system-hads>
a
cerif:FederatedIdentifier;
cerif:has_id_value "housing-affordability-data-system-hads" .
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TABLE I.
CKAN THE MOST USED EXTRAS ELEMENTS
CKAN element

Package

CERIF element

Product

Resource
[resource_type =
documentation]

Publication

Resource
[resource_type in
(visualization,
code)]

Product

Resource
[resource_type =
api]

Service

Resource
[resource_type =
api]

Service

Resource
[resource_type in
(dataset,
file,
file.upload)]

Medium

Group

Product

Tag
Extras [key
spatial]

Classification
=

Extras [key =
harvest_object_id
]
Extras [key =
harvest_source_id
]
Extras [key =
harvest_source_ti
tle]
Extras [key =
guid]
Extras [key
contactemail]

=

Extras [key =
spatialreferencesystem]
Extras [key =
metadata-date]
Extras [key =
resource-type]
Extras [key =
datasetreferencedate]
Organization

GeographicBoundingBox

Note
The Package CKAN element’s attributes are matched with the cfResultProduct
multilingual
entities
cfResultProductName,
cfResultProductDescription,
cfResultProductVersionInformation, as well as linked to the CERIF entities
cfPerson, cfElectronicAddress, cfOrganisationUnit, cfClassification, and
cfFederatedIdentifier
If resource_type has value “documentation”, the Resource CKAN element’s
attributes are matched with the cfResultPublication multilingual entities
cfResultPublicationTitle, cfResultPublicationAbstract, as well as linked to the
CERIF semantic layer entity cfClassification and the linked entity
cfFederatedIdentifier
If resource_type has value “visualization” or “code”, the Resource CKAN element’s
attributes are matched with the cfResultProduct multilingual entities
cfResultProductName, cfResultProductDescription, as well as linked to the CERIF
semantic layer entity cfClassification and the linked entity cfFederatedIdentifier
If resource_type has value “api”, the Resource CKAN element’s attributes are
matched
with
the
cfService
multilingual
entities
cfServiceName,
cfServiceDescription, as well as linked to the CERIF semantic layer entity
cfClassification and the linked entity cfFederatedIdentifier
If resource_type has value “api”, the Resource CKAN element’s attributes are
matched
with
the
cfService
multilingual
entities
cfServiceName,
cfServiceDescription, as well as linked to the CERIF semantic layer entity
cfClassification and the linked entity cfFederatedIdentifier
If resource_type has value “dataset”, “file” or “file.upload”, the Resource CKAN
element’s attributes are matched with the cfMedium multilingual entities
cfMediumTitle, cfMediumDescription, as well as linked to the CERIF semantic
layer entity cfClassification and the linked entity cfFederatedIdentifier
The Group CKAN element’s attributes are matched with the cfResultProduct
multilingual entities cfResultProductName, cfResultProductDescription, as well as
linked to the CERIF semantic layer entity cfClassification and the linked entity
cfFederatedIdentifier
The CKAN Tags are matched using the CERIF semantic layer and its
cfClassification entity
If the Extras key attribute has value “spatial”, the Extras value attribute is matched
with
the
cfGeographicBoundingBox
multilingual
entity
cfGeographicBoundingBoxDescr

FederatedIdentifier

If the Extras key attribute has value “harvest_object_id”, the Extras value attribute is
matched with the cfFederatedIdentifier and URI contains the value of key attribute

FederatedIdentifier

If the Extras key attribute has value “harvest_source_id”, the Extras value attribute is
matched with the cfFederatedIdentifier and URI contains the value of key attribute

FederatedIdentifier

If the Extras key attribute has value “harvest_source_title”, the Extras value attribute
is matched with the cfFederatedIdentifier and URI contains the value of key attribute

FederatedIdentifier

If the Extras key attribute has value “guid”, the Extras value attribute is matched
with the cfFederatedIdentifier and URI contains the value of key attribute

Person_Product, Person,
Person_
ElectronicAddress,
ElectronicAddress

If the Extras key attribute has value “contact-email”, the Extras value attribute is
matched with the linked cfElectronicAddress entity and the established link is
classified as “contact email”

GeographicBoundingBox_
Classification
Product_
Classification.startDate
[Publication or Product or
Service or
Medium]_Classification
Product_
Classification.startDate

OrganisationUnit

If the Extras key attribute has value “spatial-referencesystem”, the Extras value
attribute is matched with the cfGeographicBoundingBox linked CERIF semantic
layer entity cfClassification
If the Extras key attribute has value “metadata-date”, the Extras value attribute is
matched with the linked cfClassification entity and its cfStartDate attribute
If the Extras key attribute has value “resource-type”, the Extras value attribute is
matched with the linked cfClassification entity
If the Extras key attribute has value “dataset-referencedate”, the Extras value
attribute is matched with the linked cfClassification entity and its cfStartDate
attribute
The Organization CKAN element’s attributes are matched with the
cfOrganisationUnit
multilingual
entities
cfOrganisationUnitName,
cfOrganisationUnitResearchActivity, as well as linked to the CERIF entities
cfMedium, cfClassification, and cfFederatedIdentifier
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additional network hops needed to fulfill a request,
leading to increased latency. Instead, we try to leverage on
built-in service discovery and load balancing of target
messaging platform. Solutions such as ZeroMQ, NATS
and Apache Kafka [3][4][5] offer these features.

Abstract—Service oriented architectures have traditionally
been
using
HTTP
messages
for
client-server
communication, as well as inter-service communication.
However, request-response pattern of HTTP protocol can
be inefficient for messaging patterns such as event-driven
messaging. The problem arises for architectures that need to
introduce new messaging patterns, but already use HTTP.
In this paper we present architecture of an adapter that
converts HTTP messages into messages of another protocol.
Such protocol can use a messaging pattern other than
request-response. We cover synchronous request-response,
asynchronous request-response and event-driven messaging
patterns. The adapter must also allow transition to a new
protocol or messaging pattern without affecting service
interface definitions and their application logic. We also
present an implementation of such architecture and discuss
the results.

2. RELATED WORK
Transitioning to a new messaging pattern can be seen as
a problem of integrating two systems: internal and
external. Internal system refers to web services of the
system, while external refers to clients outside of that
system. While the internal system will change its
messaging and protocol, the external system will not.
Integrating two systems using different protocols is a
known issue. Works in this area have addressed and
formally defined the problem [5][6][7]. Solutions have
been made for service mapping [8][9][10] mostly SOAPto-REST or REST-REST service mapping based on
WSDL. In this case the underlying protocol stays the same
(i.e. HTTP), so protocol conversion boils down to
matching XML/JSON elements from the payload of two
observed systems. In other approaches, such as NATS
proxy[11], two systems truly use different application
level protocols (i.e. NATS and HTTP).

1. MOTIVATION
Despite its age, HTTP protocol is still the most widely
used network protocol on the Internet [1]. It is used in two
of the most popular web service implementations,
SOAP[21] and more recently REST[14]. Although they
greatly differ in style, HTTP is mostly used in both
approaches as the message carrier. But HTTP was
obviously designed with server-client communication in
mind; it might be inefficient for complex systems that rely
on events, or other messaging patterns other than requestresponse.
For larger scale projects, migration to a new messaging
pattern or messaging protocol is a time consuming and
tedious task. Reasons for this migration can be whole
system rework with legacy support, introduction of a more
specialized messaging pattern (e.g. for stream processing),
performance issues caused by inefficient inter-service
communication etc. Services must also be able to handle
the new message format, meaning that the code must be
refactored to accommodate this change. Instead, using an
adapter can ensure separation between the services and
the messaging protocol. As a result, service interface
definitions and application logic should remain intact.
Web services using HTTP require load balancing and
service discovery components to be included in the
system. One solution is to introduce battle-tested solutions
such as Eureka[2], but this can cause two problems. The
first problem is that doing so potentially increases
complexity and fragility of the system as there are more
moving parts that can fail. Other problem comes from the
fact that services need to query the registry to get network
address of one or multiple destinations. This leads to

A. StoRHm
StoRHm[9] is a protocol adapter, described as best
suited for systems to transition from SOAP web services
to RESTful HTTP web services. While both approaches
use HTTP messages, paradigms are much different. SOAP
is a protocol carried on top of HTTP, whereas REST is an
architectural style. Another important difference is that
SOAP only carries XML documents, while REST does
not have such a constraint. StoRHm allows its user to
define mappings between WSDL service definitions and
RESTful service definitions through a GUI client
application. Based on these mappings, adapters convert
SOAP messages to HTTP messages between internal and
external systems.
B. NATS proxy
NATS proxy is a framework written in Golang that
provides a bridge between NATS and HTTP, or more
specifically, NATS and RESTful HTTP. It aims to
migrate REST based architecture to an architecture using
NATS messaging platform. In the current version, NATS
proxy only supports synchronous request-response
messaging. Besides protocol adaptation, it brings another
benefit of leveraging on service discovery and load
balancing of the NATS platform itself, eliminating the
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Figure 1. Adapter architecture

need for additional network components, thus reducing
complexity of the system.
In both described approaches only one part of the
problem is being addressed. Web services still need to be
refactored to accommodate the changes in protocol and
messaging format. It is easy to see that interface has to
change when the underlying protocol or payload type
changes; two protocols will most likely differ in both
structure and concepts. Our goal is to provide both
protocol adapter and service interface adapter. This way
we attempt to also solve the other part of the problem,
which is making new messaging format understandable to
existing web services without changing them.

Requests sent from clients run through a following
pipeline:
1. Inbound HTTP request is received by a single
service instance from the gateway layer.
2. Gateway can cancel the request if it doesn‟t
match a certain set of criteria (e.g. authorization).
Request that passes this check will be converted
into a message of the chosen protocol.
3. Newly created message is sent to the messaging
platform that does load balancing and service
discovery. If services are unavailable or request
times out, error response is back to client via
gateway layer.
4. Inbound message is received by a service and is
then converted into format that the service
understands. This conversion is done by the
adapter integrated with the service.
5. Service computes a response in its native format.
The adapter takes this response, converts it into a
message of the target protocol and sends it to a
gateway service.
6. The gateway service takes the response message,
converts it into an HTTP response and sends it
back to the client.

3. ARCHITECTURE
In the previous chapter we discussed that in order to
fully migrate web service architecture from one messaging
pattern or protocol to another, two adapters are needed.
The first adapter acts as the protocol adapter, converting
HTTP messages to another protocol. This adapter is
integrated into the entry point of the system, forming the
gateway or proxy layer of the protocol adapter. The
second adapter serves to translate payload to a format web
services understand (e.g. POJO for Java). It is integrated
into web services and needs to understand both the
language and data format of web services used in the
system. This adapter is part of the conversion layer with
the web services it is integrated with. Conversion layer is
naturally a part of the service layer. Overview of the
architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
Web service architecture commonly have reversing
proxies as gateway into the system. Since an inbound
request first meets these proxies, it is reasonable to include
protocol adaptation logic there. This is done by providing
a library that is specific to language of the service and
target protocol. Potential problems are that there might not
be library support for used languages, and increased
difficulty in introducing new languages. The other
approach is to create a separate conversion service that is
not language specific, but doing so leads to increased
complexity and latency. We have chosen the former
approach, as the adapter should strive to improve or at
least keep the same performance.

4. GATEWAY LAYER
Gateway layer is composed of edge services (proxies or
gateways) serving as the entry point into the architecture.
Here is where authorization, authentication, routing etc. is
usually done. Logic for these actions rely on HTTP
elements, in particular headers, method and URL. In two
of the most popular authorization protocols, OAuth and
JWT [12][13], authorization data is carried by
Authorization header. For RESTful web services,
requested action is expressed by a combination of HTTP
method and URL as described in [14]. Request payload is
carried by either body or URL, depending on the method.
All these things must be taken into consideration when
creating a protocol mapping. It is also imperative that the
mapping provided as a simple drop-in for the gateway
logic. To accomplish this, mapping library should have
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the same interface as popular HTTP libraries used by
language of the service.
As an HTTP request is received from the outside of the
system, its validity is immediately checked in order to
avoid using unnecessary resources. For example, a request
can be directed at an endpoint not found in the routing list,
or the client is not authorized to access requested resource.
In other words, request first passes through the existing
code before reaching our adapter, meaning that only valid
requests should reach it. Its interface is made to mimic
popular libraries of the language gateway services are
implemented in. For example, Java adapter accepts
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest which is associated with
Apache Tomcat [15] and commonly used by Spring [16]
applications. The idea is to keep code modifications at
minimum. Ideally, only one line of code will be
modified: the one that forwards the request to services.
Depending on the target protocol or messaging platform,
code responsible for service discovery might have to be
removed. However, removal of code can be a welcome
change as it reduces complexity.

via response.
b) Client establishes a WebSocket connection
with the gateway service. Once the response
message arrives to gateway layer, it is
sufficient to simply emit a WebSocket
event. However, each client then keeps an
open TCP connection that the server must
maintain. A large number of clients could
potentially use up all of the services‟
resources.
In both cases, a request timeout is chosen that
can differ from the timeout for synchronous
requests. Service that originally received the
message generates the expiration date of the
request, and starts a timer. Once this timer
expires, an error response is sent to the client.
Services also push this expiration date into a
shared, distributed storage such as Redis[17].
This way, expired messages can be discarded if
encountered by another service, either if the
original crashed or the load balancer forwarded
the response message to a service other than the
original. Asynchronous conversion is not fully
supported in the current version.
c) Conversion to events is done by emitting an
event to a subscription group that equals the
base URL of the received message. Lets
consider an example containing user service
with base URL /users. Upon receiving an
HTTP
message
with
URL
/users/findByName, gateway emits an event
to the subscription group “users” containing
action “findByName”. Since events do not
require any responses, client receives an
“200 OK” response as soon as an event is
successfully emitted.

A. Message pattern conversion
Architectures using this adapter should be able to
transition to a messaging pattern best suitable for its
needs. As HTTP messaging is request-response pattern,
the adapter must ensure that there is a mapping available
for the new pattern. In this chapter we discuss how to
map
HTTP
to
synchronous
request-response,
asynchronous request-response, and event based
messaging.
As an inbound HTTP request arrives and a new
message is created, it is assigned an 128-bit Universally
Unique Identifier (UUID). This applies to all mappings as
it is important to trace messages and keep have a
correspondence between request messages and response
messages.
1. Synchronous request-response conversion is
rather simple. HTTP messages are simply
mapped according to mapping rules and
forwarded to the messaging platform. UUID can
be unnecessary here, because it is more efficient
to keep the TCP connection open as it uniquely
identifies a HTTP request (TCP connection can
carry only a single HTTP request).
2. Asynchronous request-response conversion
heavily relies on UUID. As an HTTP message is
received, client receives a “200 OK” response
containing UUID of the message. There are two
possible ways of implementing callbacks:
a) HTTP request contains an X-Callback
header containing the URL of the callback
endpoint. This endpoint will be called when
the response is ready. It must be able to
accept the message that is normally returned

5. CONVERSION LAYER
Conversion layer is responsible for bridging web
service interface with the new message format. It is
integrated with web services as a client library. Ideally,
each language would have an implementation of this
library. Main purpose of an adapter from this layer is to
accept a message and create a corresponding object
native to the language it was written in. For example, in
RESTful web service architecture, message payload is
usually either XML document or a JSON object. Both of
these formats are not difficult to convert to POJO,
especially as Java environment already offers many
libraries for this purpose. Web frameworks such as
Spring already have this mapping logic, which can be
leveraged on in a custom implementation for Spring.
Web service adapter must accept messages, which
implies that it must include a server. This server is

Figure 2. Conversion layer architecture
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specific to the target protocol or messaging platform and
replaces HTTP server of the web service. We have
decided on a reactor-loop based server.
Adapter is composed of several components:
1. Reactor that accepts and enqueues messages,
and delegates work to available worker threads.
2. Worker thread is a thread that executes service
logic.
Reactor
component
contains
a
configurable number of worker threads in its
thread pool.
3. Router is a component that relies on a structure
similar to a radix tree[18] to lookup handlers for
a given path. Main difference between a true
radix tree and the one router uses, is that nodes
are formed based on common path segments
instead of common prefixes.
4. InvocationHandler encapsulates information on
how to invoke a function handler. It is composed
of ParamResolver subcomponents per formal
parameter of its function handler. Each resolver
resolves an argument for the parameter it
represents. Paramresolver is created for each
data type used in the service. InvocationHandler
is the component that separates service logic
from the embedded server, ensuring no changes
are required in function handlers.
5. Handler is a function that implements service
logic. It is also a part of service interface
definition as it describes a single endpoint (i.e.
path and parameters).
Inbound message goes through the following sequence
of events presented in Fig. 2:
1. Request message arrives to the server. Reactor
loop then checks the worker thread for an
available worker thread. If there are no available
threads, message is put into a queue. In case the
queue is full, circuit breaking logic is triggered
and an error message is sent as a response.
Service is unavailable until queue is cleared or its
size falls under a certain threshold. Either way,
once an available thread is found, it is launched
with the received message sent as an argument.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Router component receives the deserialized
message and uses its path value as input to its
routing tree.
If the lookup was successful, router will pass the
message to the corresponding InvocationHandler.
Otherwise, a “404 Not Found” error message is
generated.
InvocationHandler passes parts of the payload to
each corresponding ParamResolver. If any
resolver fails, an “400 Bad Request” message
containing an error message is generated.
InvocationHandler passes resolved arguments to
the Handler function and invokes it.
After executing its logic, Handler returns a result
back to InvocationHandler, which returns it back
to Router.
Router returns the message to the Reactor.
Reactor serializes the result and generates a
success message with UUID of the original
message. Message is formed based on chosen
messaging pattern and algorithms described in
chapter 4.A.

6. CASE STUDY: HTTP TO NATS ADAPTER
In this section we present an adapter implementation
that bridges HTTP and NATS protocols. We applied the
adapter on a microservice architecture containing 10
different services implemented in Java Spring framework.
Gateway services are implemented in NodeJS[19]. Our
main goal was to migrate inter-service communication
from HTTP to NATS messaging platform. We have
chosen to work with NATS mainly because the
architecture needed event-based messaging. Another thing
is that NATS uses a simple text-based protocol and is easy
to setup.
HTTP messages are converted into Flatbuffers[20]
objects that are sent as payload via NATS messages.
Request messages are converted into NatsRequest objects
with the following fields:
 method – HTTP method of the original request.
 path – All path segments except of the first, as it
indicates subscription group of targeted service.

Figure 3. Response times measured in stress test 1
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turn off Tomcat embedded server and to start the
adapter server. Removal of Tomcat reduced
memory usage of service instances by ~50MB,
totaling ~550MB across all services.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an adapter that
enables smooth transition from one messaging
pattern and/or protocol to another. Main goals
were to minimize changes to code during this
transition, while also preserving performance. We
also strive to reduce complexity of the architecture
by leveraging on service discovery and load
balancing of the new message platform, instead of
Figure 4. Spring framework endpoint declaration (top) and a message it can accept
using separate components for this purpose.
(bottom)
Proposed architecture of the adapter has two
 params – Path parameters of the original
layers: gateway layer and conversion layer. Gateway layer
request.
consists of existing gateway services that use an adapter
 auth – Authorization header of the original
library for the language they are written in. We chose this
request.
approach over having a separate conversion service in
order to reduce the number of network hops in the
 id – Message UUID.
architecture. Main drawback is that every language
 data – Request body in binary form.
requires its own implementation of the adapter library.
Response messages are converted into NatsResponse
Conversion layer acts both as a web server, that replaces
objects with the following fields:
the old HTTP server, and as a wrapper for existing handler
functions. This way logic of web services requires no
 statusCode – HTTP response status code.
changes during the transition.
 error – Has error message if there was an error,
HTTP to NATS adapter for Java Spring web services is
otherwise has null value.
presented in this paper. Transition to NATS required
 data – Request body in binary form.
minimal code changes. Result of stress tests show an
 id – Message UUID .
increase in both throughput and latency, both of which can
be attributed to the nature of NATS.
 rid – UUID of the corresponding request
message.
Further work includes: 1) full asynchronous messaging
support, 2) adapter libraries for more languages and 3)
Message payload is always a JSON object.
support for more messaging patterns such as scatterJava adapter works with annotation based endpoint
gather.
declaration. An example is shown in Fig. 4. Users can
configure the adapter by specifying which annotation
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Abstract— The reliability of IoT networks gained its
significance during the past several years, mainly due to the
harmful coexistence with other technologies operating in the
same 2.4 GHz frequency band. IoT applications, using
ZigBee, have much lower power than WiFi, the most
widespread technology in this frequency band. Such a
coexistence results in a significant packet loss in ZigBee
networks, which makes them unreliable. The sensor data
driven design directions, developed using the massive online
IoT testbed SmartSantander, are given in this paper. The
interference problems are identified and described, which is
the most important step towards the future performance
improvement of IoT applications.
1

Figure 1. Comparison of IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.11 spectrum
occupancy [5]

I.
INTRODUCTION
Modern wireless communications systems are in a great
expansion. However, due to the limited spectrum
resources, heterogeneous communication systems often
operate in the same frequency band. This is the case with
widely used the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [2] networks,
based on ZigBee protocol [3], [4], and WiFi networks,
both operating in 2.4 GHz frequency band, as shown inf
Fig. 1 [5], and interfering with each other. The carrier
sensing technology is a part of both standard, and it should
provide shared access without interference. However,
since ZigBee has much lower transmitting power than
WiFi [6]–[8], WiFi devices are not able to detect ZigBee
deviecs and the IoT systems suffer from a severe packet
loss, making sensor data unreliable. Therefore, in this
paper we give design directions for an IoT application,
with the respect to the reliability [9], [10], based on the
sensor reading data.
The main source of the unreliable sensor data in IoT
networks is the interference, the most often with WiFi
networks. Thus, the IoT networks should be designed with
the reliability in mind. There are proposals that decrease
the packet loss in ZigBee networks, based on the
modification of ZigBee [11]–[15] or both ZigBee and
WiFi [16]. However, these solutions require access to the
physical level of ZigBee and WiFi nodes in a network,
which is often not available. A methodology to identify
problems in an IoT network and to help design it more
reliable, is given in this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
The analysis of an IoT network may be performed in
several different ways. One approach is to create
simulation, but it is not always possible due to numerous
factors and effects that cannot be theoretically predicted
and simulated. The other approach is to conduct an
experiment on a deployed commercial network. Again, it
is not often suitable because an experiment could interfere
with a normal operation of the system. The most
appropriate methodology is to run an experiment and
acquire data on a massive online testbed. In this paper we
will be using SmartSantander [17], an IoT online testbed
located in Santander, Spain, which operates within FiestaIoT [18] testbed federation. It consists of several

The research leading to these results are performed within the project
“SemantiC Coordination for intelligENT sensors (2CENTs)”. This
project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 643943.
The research was performed on SmartSantander testbed.
1

Figure 2. Position and type of several sensors within
SmartSantander testbed
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thousands of sensors deployed throughout the city. The
sensors are connected to a number of gateways using
ZigBee network. Finally, gateways are connected, using
mobile and WiFi network, to the datacenter. The position
of the sensors in one part of the city is shown in Fig. 2.
The experiment includes data captured during 37 days
from 121 sensors. There were 10,565 measurements per
sensor. The data acquired during the experiment is
statistically analyzed using correlation analysis, i.e.
Pearson correlation coefficient [19].
n
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Figure 4. The output of one temperature sensor

Figure 6. Pearson correlation coefficient as a function of distance
between sensors 0  100 m

correlation coefficient is needed, and n is the number of
samples in each dataset.
The analysis of the sensor’s data will give insight into
the system operation and will provide the design
directions.

between all pairs of sensors in the considered part of the
testbed, for different distance range. Fig. 5 shows the
correlation coefficient between all considered sensors, and
Fig. 6 depicts the correlation coefficient for pairs of
sensors which are up to 100 meters away from each other.
It can be seen that the correlation is generally higher for
lower distance, which confirms that the data voids are a
consequence of the same WiFi interference at the sensors
close to each other. There are some pairs of sensors
having low correlation and low distance, as well as
relatively high correlation and high distance. It is a result
of different operating channels and the presence/absence
of the obstacles between the sensors.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The acquired sensors data analysis is presented in the
following figures. Figs. 3 and 4 show the time plot of the
data from two different types of the sensors. As can be
seen, there are some data voids at some points of time.
These missing data are the result of the packet loss due to
the interference. This conclusion is confirmed also in the
next figures. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the Pearson
correlation coefficient for the presence or absence of data
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Figure 3. The output of one soud pressure level sensor
[8]

In order to avoid the loss of data caused by the
interference, some kind of coordinated spectrum access
between ZigBee and WiFi should be used. Based on the
analysis of the time moments when the data form sensors
are missing, it is possible to predict the next moment of
the missing data, by employing, for example, a neural
network. However, during the experiment, there were not
enough data to train the neural network, so it could not be
used for the prediction either. But, over the time the
amount of data will increase and ti would be achievable to
predict the interference and therefore avoid it by
proactively changing the operating channel of the ZigBee
device being interfered.

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

IV. CONCLUSIOIN
This paper considers the reliability of an IoT network
and explores the possibility to incresease the reliability by
using data mining and analysis. Namely, IoT networks
based on ZigBee standard operate in the same 2.4 GHz
frequency band as WiFi networks, which causes
interference between them. The interference causes
problems in the operation of IoT network and leads to the
loss of data from wireless sensors. By analysing the
patterns of the previous data loss events, the paper
suggests the applicaton of the neural network to predict
some future data loss and prevent it by changing the
ZigBee device operating frequency in advance.

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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Kostolac1, a subsidiary of Electric Power Industry of
Serbia. We also try to detect issues and challenges in the
transformation of monitoring phase of the control process,
from current mining practice to sustainable mining.

Abstract—Supporting mining processes by modern
information and communications technologies is emerging
area. We have previously enabled monitoring of some
important parameters in open pit mining and set an integral
framework for sustainable mining. In this paper, we extend
our activities in monitoring phase according to the proposed
framework and analyze various ways of data collecting. We
show that combining data from proprietary, open data and
public sources, sufficient set of data for sustainable control
of open pit mining process can be established.

II. RELATED WORK
A number of ICT applications regarding monitoring in
mining focusing on particular aspects of mining control or
local loops, have already been proposed. We list here
some of the applications and systemize them according to
the target aspects.
Monitoring tools used in mining such as machinery,
trucks, shovels, etc. targeting localization service and
efficiency is proposed in [9-11].
Rapid increase in monitoring of mining activities
impact on environment is evident [12-19]. Since the
increase is related with growth of ecological conscience,
wider monitoring with a number of ecological parameters
including both abiotic and biotic parameters is still
missing. Air pollution seems to attract the most
monitoring efforts, with pollution characterization in [13,
14, 16], monitoring systems based on satellite imaging
[12, 17], monitoring system based on airborne imaging
[15], etc. Water monitoring is discussed in [18, 19] while
ground monitoring is discussed in [14].
Various open pit mine monitoring systems with the aim
of mitigation of risks - dangerous conditions and
situations recognition, where alarms or warnings have to
be issued, are proposed in [20-25]. Mine slopes stability is
monitored in [20-23, 25] while tailings dam stability is
monitored in [24]. Radar sensor is used in [21], data
fusion from radar and satellite sensors is presented in [23]
while the examples of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN),
Internet of Things (IoT) and Cloud Computing (CC)
modern ICT usage for monitoring and data processing are
presented in [24, 25].
Monitoring of ground deformation, movement and 3D
ground mapping for exploitation purposes are given in
[26-30]. Various monitoring techniques were used, such
as: GPS/Pseudolites technology in [26] for high precision
slope deformation, differential SAR interferometry for
ground movement in [27], unmanned aerial vehicle based
photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning fusion for
3D ground mapping in [28], or WSN based on ultra-wide
band sensors for ground monitoring in [29].
Long term monitoring of mining activities influence on
human health is presented in [31, 32]. It is indicated that
depending on ore type various diseases are present more
in mine surrounding than usual, while PM10 and PM2.5

I.
INTRODUCTION
Sustainability and sustainable development recognized
as a promising approach for humans to continue living on
the Earth [1] is defined from global to local level by
United Nations [2]. Moreover, the most important players
in transformation process towards sustainability are
industries and companies. Mining as the primary
economic sector activity is also the subject of the
transformation [3, 4].
Since application of modern information and
communications technologies (ICT) in open pit mining
constantly increases [5-7] a number of frameworks were
proposed focusing on assessment of mining sustainability.
We proposed the framework [8] for assessment and
dynamic control of mining. The framework is supported
by modern ICT and it should keep controlled system
within sustainability constraints. The framework defines
objectives for five sustainability pillars/cornerstones –
economy (EC), production efficiency (PE), safety (SAF),
environment (ENV) and community (COM). It also
considers design space divided into five phases of a mine
lifecycle, and four phases of control cycle for the system.
Current mining companies usually rely on the single
objective, e.g. fulfilment of annual economic plan that is
given by mass of excavated ore, while sustainability and
sustainable development parameters report under the force
of law or in the sense of compliance with environment
protection recommendations. On the other hand, control
process in sustainable mining encompasses a number of
objectives and consequently, the number of monitored
parameters is much larger compared to the control in the
single objective mining.
Dealing with the transformation in mining we focus on
monitoring phase of the control cycle and the problem of
procurement of the sufficient set of data for tracking all
the objectives. For the purpose of the problem analysis we
set the hypothesis H - modern ICT can enable the
collection of data set, sufficient to support the control of
sustainable mining process. To test H we build testing
system in the use case of open pit coal mine TE-KO

1
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seriously affects lung and cancer diseases in mine
surrounding. How wearables can contribute to health
monitoring improvement for employees in mining
companies is presented in [33].
Some examples of monitoring mining energy and
production efficiency are presented in [34-36]. Monitoring
of environment rehabilitation process efficiency after
mine exploitation is presented in [37].
III.

or heath care and protection of employees, which is the
subject of safety objective. Company is obligated by the
Law to issue financial, environmental, etc. reports toward
governmental bodies. However, limits set by the Law are
TABLE I.

TE-KO KOSTOLAC COMPANY
PROFILE

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

TE-KO Kostolac is lignite open-pit mine in Kostolac,
Serbia, on the right bank of the river Danube, with origins
dating from 1870, Fig. 1. The company is equipped with
old machinery/tools, which should be modernized, as well
as, modern equipment ready for integration, according to
the framework [8]. Illustrative figure of the mine is given
in Fig. 2.2
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rather treated like recommendations than mandatory in the
transition period. In such circumstances company system
control loop is sufficiently closed by self-monitoring and
community is satisfied by mandatory reports, Fig 3.

Selfmonitoring

Figure 1. TE-KO Kostolac place

Main facts regarding the company profile are given in
Table 1. It is large size public company operating in the
primary economic sector within bigger company Electric
Power Industry of Serbia. It is profit oriented with the
middle and the first level of management. It is split-up
into several places with most of continual excavation
activities in Drmno and Cirkovac.

TE-KO
Kostolac
system

Mandatory reporting

Figure 3. Current TE-KO Kostolac control

To upgrade TE-KO Kostolac system to sustainable
operation we use the framework [5] for sustainable mining
and five sustainability cornerstones to define high level
objectives. Let 𝐱 be the vector of TE-KO Kostolac system
state, where 𝐱𝛜𝐗, and 𝐗 is the set of all possible states. Let
𝐳 be the vector of TE-KO Kostolac system state
observables, where 𝐳𝛜𝐙, and 𝐙 is the set of all possible
observable vector values. Let 𝐨 be the vector of TE-KO
Kostolac system objectives in context of sustainability
mining framework [5], where 𝐨𝛜𝐎′ , and 𝐎′ is the set of all
possible 𝐨 vector values, which satisfy all constraints in
the objective space. Let 𝐅𝐎′ 𝐗′ : 𝐎′ → 𝐗 ′ be the mapping
function form the set of objectives to the set of sustainable
TE-KO Kostolac system states 𝐗 ′ , where 𝐗 ′ ⊂ 𝐗. Let
𝐅𝐙𝐗 : 𝐙 → 𝐗 be the mapping function from the set of
observables to the set of states and consequently 𝐅𝐙𝐗′ : 𝐙 →
𝐗 ′ be the mapping function from the set of observables to
the set of sustainable states. We define condition C1 monitoring subsystem supports the system control in
sustainability sense, if it can observe all the elements
belonging to the set 𝐗 ′ , in other words, if 𝐅𝐙𝐗′ exist and it
is feasible. Therefore, to test H we should check if the

Figure 2. TE-KO Kostoalc open-pit mine

Current control is single objective oriented, where the
objective is given by the average excavation speed, mass
of
excavated
ore
per
year/month/day
in
annual/monthly/daily company plans. Certainly, the other
processes, important for company functioning also exist
and they are subject to side objectives, e.g. equipment
maintenance, which is the subject of efficiency objective,
2

Figures 1 and 2 are taken from the mine website
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monitoring subsystem enables observation of TE-KO
Kostolac’s 𝐗 ′ all the elements.
Since TE-KO Kostolac is in the transition towards
sustainable operation and 𝐗, 𝐙, 𝐎′ , 𝐗 ′ sets and
corresponding mapping functions are not defined, we are
not able to test C1. However, we can define high level
objective space 𝐎, according to the framework [8], where
𝐎′ ⊂ 𝐎. We can also define the feasible observables
space 𝐙 ′ , where 𝐙 ′ ⊂ 𝐙. Now we can relax C1 and define
the condition C2 – monitoring subsystem, which collects
𝐳𝛜𝐙 ′ , supports the control in sustainability sense, if
objectives 𝐨𝛜𝐎 can be observed. Further, we use C2 to
test the hypothesis H.

Figure 5. Average daily fuel consumption of auxiliary mechanization

IV. ANALYSIS
To check whether hypothesis H satisfies relaxed
condition C2 we determine high level objective space
according to the framework [8] and analyze which
observable space is feasible by extending the traditional
observable space by means of modern ICT. Than we
analyze whether all objectives have corresponding
observables.
High level sustainable mining objectives are defined in
[8] and we list them in Fig. 15.
To assess observable space of mining in TE-KO
Kostolac we consider data availability from proprietary,
open data (OD) and public data sources, Fig 4. For
available data we focus on average daily values during the
year 2015. Three reasons stand behind the decision. First,
3 years period is sufficient for all sources to present data;
second, data from the same observing interval are suitable
for further processing; and third, one year observing
interval seems to be sufficient for many objectives
estimation. Generally, we detect five data sources.

Figure 8. Average daily temperature

Figure 9. Average daily humidity

Batut

Independent sources
R
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O

Figure 7. SO2 average daily concentration

Selfmonitoring
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Figure 6. Cumulative fuel consumption of auxiliary mechanization
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Open
data

Second, we collect open data, which should be provided
by Serbian government and public bodies. However, since
a number of regulative obstacles are present and OD
initiative is still in the beginning phase3, we succeeded to
obtain data from Republic Hydro-meteorological Service
of Serbia4 (HidMet), after payment and we still negotiate
how to obtain detailed data from Environmental
Protection Agency5 (SEPA) from appropriate measuring
stations. Potentially, relevant data can also be obtained
from public bodies such as: Institute of Public Health of
Serbia (Batut), National Health Insurance Fund (RFZO),
Serbian Business Register Agency (APR), etc. For
example, we present in Figs. 10, 11 some of the
observables collected from SEPA. Open data can
contribute to observation of various sustainability
objectives.

TE-KO
Kostolac
system

Dependent sources
Mandatory reporting

Figure 4. Data sources for monitoring TE-KO Kostolac system

First, we enable existing aged enterprise sources such as
old machinery/tools to network with the system through
the Internet of Things (IoT) concept. In this manner an
IoT device capable to collect machine parameters such as:
position (GPS coordinate), ID device, time, working
hours, amount of fuel in the tank [38], is developed and
100 machines are monitored for four years. This device
collects data relevant for production efficiency objectives.
We also have two devices in TE-KO Kostolac testbed for
monitoring air pollution parameters such as: CO, NO,
CO2, O3, NO2, SO2 and basic meteorological data atmospheric pressure, temperature and humidity. Some of
the collected observables are shown in Figs. 5-9.

3
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average monthly salaries from local to country level in
Fig. 14.

Figure 10. Daily average of underwater relative dissolved oxygen
obtained from SEPA, Lubicevski most station

Figure 14. Monthly average salaries from Kostolac municipal to
country level in Dinar currency
Figure 11. Daily pH average obtained from from SEPA, Lubicevski
most station

A. Issues in system observation
Several issues of monitoring subsystem transformation
from current to sustainable mining rise. Issues are related
to the cost of data sets needed for control process,
automatization of data collection, data collection process
cost reduction and suppression of conflict of interest in the
control loop.
We detect two examples of non-free data. First example
concerns data collected by modern machines/tools for
which the machine/tool producers require payment. This
problem belongs to the set of intentional interoperability
problems. Second problem is concerning to legal
regulation rules regarding open data, which in some cases
allow public bodies to request payment for data that are of
public importance.
Various procedures of mining company, especially in
data collection and procession, can be automatized by
application of modern ICT. However, automatization cost
vs. quality of automated processes trade-off should be
kept within acceptable constraints.
It can be seen from the diagram given in Fig. 4 that
open data generated by dependent data from mandatory
reports issued by the subject of sustainable control may
lead to conflict of interest. Therefore, monitoring branches
in dependent flow should be treated with respect to
conflict of interest suppression.
The example of integration of modern machines
monitoring systems with maintenance purpose into the
sustainable mining monitoring subsystem showed that
interoperability issues are significant. Since sustainable
mining monitoring subsystem is complex and consists of
many various technical parts interoperability certainly is
considerable issue [40-42].

Third, TE-KO Kostolac in the process of modernization
procured modern machines/tools, already designed to
interchange data by means of Internet, e.g. machines
produced by Hidromek, JCB, Caterpillar, and Merlo
companies. Since these machines/tools have Internet
access mainly for maintenance purposes, they often lack
of protected interfaces problem, where interfaces are even
not accessible for customers. However, data provided by
the machines/tools are useful for control of production
efficiency related objectives.
Fourth, the pool of manually collected and processed
data inherited from obsolete process organization is
significant for sustainability of open pit mining processes’
control. Such the processes TE-KO Kostolac should
modernize and upgrade to the acceptable level of
automatization. E.g. installing the sensors into the coal
digging excavator can provide satisfactory data sets for
calculating the daily produced amount of coal. For
example, we present in Figs. 12, 13 some parameters
obtained from manually generated plans and report [39].

Figure 12. Daily average coil production in tons

B. Challenges in system oservation
Monitoring subsystem is challenged by regulatory and
technical challenges on the way from current to
sustainable mining.
Although technological progress enables data to be
open according to the Open Data Initiative (ODI) [43],
national regulation rules do not support the initiative fully,
but it is the process in national regulation bodies
worldwide. E.g., Law on Free Access to Information from
Public Meaning7 in Republic of Serbia obligates all
governmental bodies to provide data on a request in

Figure 13. Cumulative coil production in tons

Fifth source of useful data for sustainability of open pit
mining processes’ control is Statistical Office of the
Republic of Serbia6 (STAT). It differs from the sources in
the second group by the willing of the Office to open data
but the process of opening is still running. On the other
hand, we have great expectation from these sources to
provide significant data regarding economy, safety and
community related objectives. For example, we present

7
6

http://www.stat.gov.rs
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required form without specification of a purpose.
However, one must know exactly what kind of data exist
and to request them. On the other hand, the Law does not
prevent governmental bodies to open their data and make
them available for everybody. Such the way there exist the
web portal8 for open data where many governmental
bodies from local to national level issue the data.
Even data regarding phenomenon relevant for subject
system control is open or can be obtained from some
proprietary source, they often do not provide sufficient
spatial-temporal resolution, e.g., HidMet observes
meteorological parameters over 88361 square kilometers
of Serbia with 31 meteorological stations. Observing
frequency for some parameters is given in Fig. 15.
Another challenge in monitoring relates to collected
data credibility and confidence. Credibility concerns
procedures, which stand back the monitoring process, and
responsibility for quality of collected and reported data.
E.g., SEPA and HydMet can provide raw or processed
data while they guarantee just for quality just of processed
data. On the other hand, there is a question of
measurement errors introduced by sensors.

observables

objectives
Economy
(EC)
Production
Efficiency
(PF)
Safety (SAF)
Environment
(ENV)
Community
(COM)

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we continue working on the topic of
sustainable mining and further analyze the framework set
in [8] by focusing on feasibility of monitoring phase of the
control loop. We analyze availability of necessary data for
observation of high level objectives defined in the
framework. Analysis are performed with the goal of
testing the hypothesis H, which state that modern ICT can
enable the collection of data set, sufficient to support the
control of sustainable mining process. The hypothesis is
tested by relaxed test, which checks whether high level
objectives observation is feasible.
Various open data, proprietary and public data sources
are assessed and issues and challenges that monitoring
subsystem confronts in the transformation from the
current to the state of sustainability are detected. We show
that the hypothesis holds true
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Abstract— : In this paper, we will analyze benefits of two
popular private blockchain platforms, Ethereum and
Hyperledger Fabric. Blockchain is decentralized transaction
and data management technology and is said that its impact
will be similar to the impact Internet had. Blockchain can be
implemented in many industries, but the question is: is it
needed, regarding scalability, business value and
performance? The goal of this paper is to present analysis
results regarding business value of both blockchain
platform.

transactions. When the unit of time elapses, the next
block begins. This period of time is characteristic for
every blockchain.
2) Smart contract
Smart contract are agreements between accounts, to
render a transfer of ether when certain conditions are met.
They are used in both Ethereum and Hyperledger
network.
3) Proof-of-work
Proof-of-work (POW) is a consensus algorithm, which
rewards participants who solve cryptographic puzzles to
validate transactions and create new blocks. This
algorithm is used in Ethereum and Blockchain network.
4) Partial Byzantine Fault Tolerance
Partial Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) is a
consensus algorithm used in Hypeledger Fabric network.
Using PBFT, transactions reach the validating peers at
different times, so they don’t have the same order of
transactions. The peers then “vote” for a validating
leader, which choose the sequence. The other peers
communicate with one another until they have the same
sequence and a consensus [3].
5) Public blockchains
First one is differentiation of private and public
blockchains. Public blockchains are open and anyone can
participate in it. These blockchains, such as Bitcoin, allow
any node to enter the system, or to leave it, making the
system fully decentralized, resembling a peer-to-peer
network. Ethereum blockchain can be public or private
network. One of the drawbacks of a public blockchain is
the substantial amount of computational power that is
necessary to maintain a distributed ledger at a large scale.
More specifically, to achieve consensus, each node in a
network must solve a complex, resource-intensive
cryptographic problem called a proof of work to ensure all
are in sync. [4]
6) Private blockchains
Unlike public, private blockchains require an
invitation to be able to participate in it. In private
blockchains, such as Hyperledger, one can only enter the
system if permitted, i.e. every node is authenticated by an
access control system, making every node known to
others. Ethereum as mentioned, can be public and private
network. If someone, or some organization chooses to use
Ethereum as private network, they need to fork Ethereum
project, thus making their own Ethereum [2]. In this
paper, we will use Ethereum as private network, to test its
performance.
7) Permissioned blockchains

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the current hot research topics, both in industry
and academia, is blockchain. Blockchain is often
identified with bitcoin, a public blockchain used for
transferring money, although it represents a lot of broader
image. The idea behind bitcoin was to send money
quickly from one end of the world to another without
commission and without the control of a central
organization. This idea has resemblance to digicash,
which was created by David Chaum in 1989 [1]. Digicash
was based upon transactions where participants were
anonymous and used cryptographic protocols, such as
public and private keys to preserve anonymity. Unlike
digicash, which broke down in 1998, bitcoin has a
decentralized system, which excludes the need for a
confirmation of a certain tranche and allows everyone to
have a copy of the entire blockchain. Defined as a shared,
distributed ledger, blockchain uses a set of nodes to
maintain data structure, organized in blocks. Blockchain is
not a new technology per se, it is a combination of three
technologies which are being used for quite some time.
Using peer-to-peer networking, asymmetric cryptography
and cryptographic hashing, blockchain mimics a simple
database that is decentralized and stored in the nodes of
the network [2]. Motivation in this paper stands in
perceiving main benefits and flaws of Ethereum and
Hyperledger platform, as currently leading private
blockchain platforms, as well as their applicability in
various industry and academia fields. Benefits and flaws
will be represented in terms of scalability, performances
and security.
A. Keywords
In order to compare these private blockchain
platforms, certain concepts and keywords must be
comprehended:
1) Block
Blockchain represents a history of all transactions
which have occurred. This history is organized in blocks,
units of time that encompasses a certain number of
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Another type of blockchain is permissioned
blockchain, where in an enterprise software context,
company sets up permissioned blockchain, where
corporate stakeholders are given certain rights to read and
write to this chain [2].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II reviews related works regarding Ethereum and
Hyperledger platform. Section III describes methods used
in this analysis. Section IV presents results obtained in this
analysis. Section V summarizes our testing and gives a
scope for future work.
II.

Architecture is shown on Figure 1. The first and
second module are set up before evaluation, and the last
two modules run during tests. Workload dispatcher is
used to send transactions to the blockchain and
performance counters are used to collect results.

RELATED WORKS

Vast number of industries have shown interest in
blockchain technologies, including health departments,
economics and even gambling [5] which are finding
usage of blockchain technologies. Also, there is an
ongoing process in Dubai for introducing blockchain into
government thus reducing paperwork [6]. In paper [7],
authors discuss architectural styles of blockchain that can
be implemented in Internet-Of-Things (IOT) services.
Another example of using blockchain in IOT industry is
presented in [8] where authors use smart contracts, which
are part of Ethereum network, to create Turing-complete
code. Another example of blockchain technologies used
in industry is presented in [9], where authors describe
how this technology can be used in blockchain-based
electricity trading system. An extensive research was
conducted by authors [10], using their BLOCKBENCH,
an open source tool for quantitative analysis for
blockchain, which compares Ethereum, Parity and
Hyperledger. As Ethereum and Hyperledger represent a
novelty in industry and science, it remains a question
whether its performance, in terms of scalability, speed
and reliability, can justify expectations. Authors in [11]
have come to conclusion that, in terms of the average
execution time, average latency and average throughput,
Hyperledger Fabric outperforms Ethereum across all
scenarios.

Figure 1. Architecture for testing

B. Test Application
For testing two blockchain platforms application was
constructed to execute experiments as item transfer
application. Application has 3 functions: user account can
be created (function CreateAccount), item can be loaded
to an account (LoadItem function), and item can be
transferred from one account to another (function
TransferItem). For each platform, implementations are
done separately. To create account in Ethereum,
passphrase is used, which is required to decrypt the
private key. For Hyperledger Fabric, key-value pair is
used. For loading items function, we add the item into an
account by specifying account name as the key. Items are
transferred between accounts by subtracting number of
items from the source account and adding the same
number of items to the target account. During
configuration, all smart contracts are written and
deployed separately for each platform to be ready for
testing and evaluation.

III. METHODS
In this section methodology that is used to evaluate the
blockchain platforms is going to be described.
A. Infrastructure Setup
As mentioned, two blockchain platforms that are
being analyzed and tested in this evaluation are
Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum. The infrastructure for
testing is Azure Virtual Machine (F8 v2 instance) with
the 2.7 GHz Intel Xeon® Platinum 8168 8 core CPU,
16GB RAM, 64GB SSD hard drive and running Ubuntu
16.04 [12]. One blockchain node is deployed for each
platform with appropriate software, for Ethereum,
Ethereum’s geth 1.5.8 is used, and for Hyperledger,
Hyperledger Fabric 0.6 is used. Consensus mechanism is
turned off because only one node is deployed. There are
four modules in the architecture for testing:
- blockchain platform,
- configuration module,
- workload dispatcher,
- performance counters.

C. Evaluation
Experiments are performed where a client sends N
requests of transaction s to target platform in an
asynchronous manner. The number of requests are 1, 100
and 1000 requests. The transaction s can be
CreateAccount, LoadItem and TransferItem. The data
used for functions (e.g. number of items to be transferred
between accounts) is randomized and does not effect the
final result. Final results are calculated as average of ten
independent runs. The interactions between the client and
the blockchain are done with HTTP requests. For
Ethereum, all requests are implemented with Web3.js
[12]. For Hyperledger Fabric, all requests are
implemented with the RESTful API.
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D. Performance counters
Within this subsection, data that is collected for the
analysis and the evaluation metrics are explained.
1. Transaction Time: for evaluating performance,
data is collected for each transaction:
a. T1 - time when transaction is deployed
on blockchain
b. T2 - time when transaction was
confirmed by the blockchain
2. Evaluation: The parameters that are measured for
the evaluation are execution time and throughput.
a. Execution time – For each set of
transactions, execution time is the total
amount of time (in seconds) blockchain
took to execute and confirm all
transactions in the set.
b. Throughput – is measured as a number
of successful transactions per second,
starting from the first transaction.
Average throughput is the average of the
throughput for the execution time.
IV.

consistently lower than Ethereum for all scenarios. The
gap in the execution time between two platforms also
grows as the number of transactions grow. For large
number of transactions, Ethereum has the execution time
for CreateAccount (12.86) considerably lower than
LoadItem (28.27) and TransferItem (28.26). LoadItem
loads item to one account, while TransferItem subtracts
number of items from one account and adds that same
number of items to another account, which gives the
amount of workload for LoadItem approximately half of
the amount of workload for TransferItem. For 1000
transactions, LoadItem and TransferItem takes 2.65 and
3.88 seconds respectively for Hyperledger, and for
Ethereum takes 28.27 and 28.26 seconds respectively.
From the results, we can see large differences in data
access and management for the two platforms. Tables I, II
and II show execution time in seconds for Ethereum and
Hyperledger Fabric with different number of transactions
for CreateAccount, LoadItem and TransferItem.
Average throughput comparison is shown on Figure 2
where TransferItem function is analyzed for each
platform in ten sets of experiments. Hyperledger Fabric
has higher throughput than Ethereum in all scenarios. The
highest throughput for both platforms is when number of
transactions is 100. Also, it can be observed that when
changing the number of transactions, the change of
average throughout of Hyperledger is larger than that of
Ethereum.

RESULTS

A. Performance
This section assesses the performance of blockchain
platforms for average execution time and average
throughput. It is observed that Hyperledger Fabric
outperforms Ethereum on all scenarios.
Execution time grows as the number of transactions
increases. In Figure 1 we compare the differences in
execution time for two platforms for different number of
transactions. Hyperledger Fabric has the execution time

350
300

276.12

Hyperledger

250
200

TABLE I.
EXECUTION TIME WHERE NUMBER OF REQUESTS IS N=1
N=1

329.86
Ethereum

150

Create Account [s]

Load Item [s]

Transfer
Item [s]

Ethereum

0.61

0.18

0.19

50

HyperLedger

0.1

0.09

0.08

0

100
11.56

42.82

37.84

5.16
1

100

1000

TABLE II.
EXECUTION TIME WHERE NUMBER OF REQUESTS IS N=100
N=100

Create Account [s]

Load Item [s]

Transfer
Item [s]

Ethereum

2.51

2.54

2.51

HyperLedger

0.31

0.28

0.28

Figure 2. Average throughput comparison between Ethereum and
Hyperledger Fabric

B. Implication
This analysis shows that Hyperledger Fabric performs
better in every scenario than Ethereum in term of
throughput and execution time. The analysis shows that
the difference between Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric
becomes even more significant for larger number of
transactions. Implication is that for a specific blockchain
application, estimating expected number of transactions
will be important for selection of suitable platform.

TABLE III.
EXECUTION TIME WHERE NUMBER OF REQUESTS IS N=1000
N=1000

Create Account [s]

Load Item [s]

Transfer
Item [s]

Ethereum

12.86

28.27

28.26

HyperLedger

2.4

2.65

3.88
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C. Limitations
In this paper, execution layer is analyzed of both
blockchain platforms with consensus layer excluded from
the analysis. Reason for excluding consensus layer is that
two platforms utilize different consensus protocols which
can impact performance. In theory Proof-of-Work
mechanism of Ethereum is slower than PBFT. The
presence of consensus mechanism provides security but
reduces the performance, therefore for testing
performance of the execution layer consensus mechanism
is not needed.
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every domain to find the right and most relevant
information in an easier and faster way. The use of
ontologies is an example of this method, which creates a
kind of controlled vocabulary for a specific domain. This
method, created by philosophers, were used to study the
being and its existence [1], which later was introduced into
the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence field to be
used as a relation between terms and concepts for every
different domain [2]. In the field of dental implants,
ontologies come with the proposal of helping the dental
surgeon in choosing the best type of implant for each
specific patient case, which nowadays is done manually by
the professional over TC images and an initial consult.
In this paper we target how the formalization of such
ontology was performed in order to achieve the expected
results. It will focus on the preoperative planning and
decision making step, as shown in Fig. 1, where all the
parameters are obtained and the choice of the best dental
implant is made. The processes of structuring an ontology
will be based on thousands of medical concepts created and
used in various areas of healthcare. In addition, it will be
demonstrated and discussed results of the application of the
ontological basis structured in a case study within the
domain of dental implants.

Abstract— With the expressive amount of terms and concepts
generated over the years for all the existing domains, a
formalization and possible validation of such domains were
given as necessity. In the medical field, for example, more
precisely in the field of implantology, terms are used daily in
different ways around the world. The standardization of such
terms is extremely important for human and machine
understanding, thus creating a semantic interoperability
between both systems. Thus, the use of ontologies as a method
of knowledge formalization has been an approach to benefit
the human understanding for any real domain. Applying this
method to the area of implantology, ontological basis comes
to benefit the professional dental surgeon at the time of
decision making in choosing which type of dental implant to
be applied to each particular case. This method consists of
determining which implant is to be applied before a
numerous physiological parameters of the patient compared
to structural parameters of existing dental implants. For this
method to be a real application, the formalized ontologies
must contain and supply all essential data related to this
domain. Therefore, this project focuses on the formalization
of an ontological basis aimed at the application of a dental
implant before physiological human and implant variables by
itself. In order to obtain the results, it is essential to keep in
mind the real meaning of the semantics and interoperability
concepts, which should be applied together to the
formalization of an ontology. In addition, it is necessary to
analyze the application of these concepts in the dental field so
that a case study based on the formalized ontology can be
applied later. The formalization of the ontology was made
based on Protégé software created by specialists of the
university of Stanford in California. The results showed that
not only an efficient but also effective solution for such an
application was obtained, making the decision of dental
professionals simpler with lower failure rates and better
acceptance of the patient's body in relation to
osseointegration.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Over the years, the technology has improved the way
people communicate and share information around the
world. With these changes, the human being, responsible
for generating an increased amount of information every
new day, had to adapt themselves to this new environment
around them. Gradually, this amount of information turned
into a huge pile of lost and unorganized files that people use
daily. The Web is a great example of environment that face
this problem, where thousands of new data are added every
single minute in it by the users, but most of it erroneously,
further aggravating the problem of creating a polluted
environment. In order to solve this issue in an effective
way, methods have been created, tested and/or applied
before these situations to benefit users and professionals in

Figure 1: Process model of dental implant application

II.

BACKGROUND

The use of implants to restore the loss of a tooth has
become a widely growing alternative in the last decades
and its results have been increasingly encouraging. [3]
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TC images, Fig. 2, are acquired and used to obtain the
parameters of interest of the site.

Implants in general are structures willing to do the work
of absence or support of some component of the human
body, such as bones. The author states that implants are
nothing more than medical devices produced to replace a
missing biological structure, to support a damaged
biological structure or to repair a structure of the existing
one. [4] They are recognized today as a great oral solution
for many problems that improve both the functionality and
the aesthetics of the patient. [5] One of these problems is
known as edentulism that represents the partial or total loss
of teeth, respectively, representing 30% of edentulous
people above the age of 65 years. [2] Not only
aesthetically, edentulism is also responsible for oral
dysfunctions that affect people's health and quality of life.
[5]
In order to decide and apply the best option in between
thousands of implants, the professional needs to obtain
some parameters which will assist it in the decision
making. Some technologies are available today in the
medical field, more precisely, medical imaging
technologies have been of great help to physicians when
making decisions about which implant and which tools
should be used. [2] Before diagnostic imaging
technologies, DICOM images are one of the options to
assist in this issue. The use of the DICOM ontology is
responsible for describing medical image metadata of
DICOM files created from a CT scan. With the use of these
imaging technologies it is possible to extract images of the
DICOM format that allow the communication of medical
information regarding to medical diagnosis. [6]
Although these technologies can assist the dental
surgeon at the decision making moment, it is not
guaranteed that the professional has enough experience to
decide which implant is the best option before those
parameters obtained. In this case, the use of ontologies for
the medical field can benefit both professionals and
patients with a more precise decision.

Figure 2: Analysis of the site before TC image

The second group of parameters are the implant
parameters by itself. As stated before, every patient has a
specific case which demand a specific type of implant. For
instance, implant profile such as, length, diameter and
material are some parameters that it possible to find in
different types of these devices. Also, it is important to
know where the implant will be applied, which means, in
the mandible or maxilla, at the front or the at the back of
it. Consequently, there will be a wide range of choices that
must be analyzed in order to find and selected the best
option as part of the solution.
Some parameters are often responsible for cumulative
overload to implants, and these parameters must be studied
and planed preoperatively, such as muscle strength,
inclination, location and quality of bone tissue, implant
positioning and, consequently the prosthesis with their
respective shapes as well as other physiological variables
of the patient. [7] Such parameters can influence in the
primary stability of the dental implant, being this factor
one of the most important in the rate of successful and
durable implants. [3]
One of the reasons of choosing the best implant before
these parameters, is the fact that it will result in a better
osseointegration for the patient. Osseointegration, as the
name implies, is the functional connection that the bone
has in relation to the titanized dental implant. This
phenomenon occurs when the dental implant is inserted
into the bone by moving the osseous cells to the surface of
the metal implant.
Also, osseointegration can be influenced by factors
extra to the type of material, being these, its shape or
design and also its surface topography. [8]

III.

ONTOLOGY STRUCTURING: PARAMETERS OF
INTEREST
In order to start structuring an ontological basis, it is
necessary to understand the context in which it will be
applied. In general, a study and prior understanding of the
subject is necessary in order to formalize the structure.
For the case of medical assistance in the decision making
regarding which type of dental implant will be used for a
particular patient, it is necessary to understand in advance
which are the parameters of interest for each specific case.
The first one is the parameter group of the patient, which
include parameters such as site diameter, length, osseous
type, inclination and others. These are the parameters that
will be used to choose the most appropriate type of dental
implant.
These parameters can be obtained in two different
moments. The first one is the analysis made over the initial
consult with the dental surgeon, as shown in Fig. 1, step
number 1. The professional analyzes the issue and verify if
is necessary to perform a surgery or not. In sequence, the

IV. METHODOLOGY FOR ONTOLOGY BASE STRUCTURING
Using the methodology 101, is possible to structure an
ontology base which will be applied to a specific domain,
in this case for the decision making of dental implant.
This methodology is clearly understandable, as shown
in Fig 3.
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Besides these parameters, it is important to check if this
type of ontology was previously created by another author.
In this project, an ontology created by Trappey was used as
base for the structuring of the new one.
The main idea of the ontology created by the author was
to break down the dental implant and divide it into main
components such as Implant Fixture, Implant Assembly,
the Screw Device and the Implant by itself. If we look at
this project, the decision making is taken over 2 main
ontologies parameters, the human being and the dental
implant device.
For the human being ontology only common parameters
such as name, age, gender, and patient-related
physiological and anatomical parameters were used, which
was enough to reach the expected results.

Figure 3: Methodology 101 for ontology structuring

The initial idea is to answer some macro questions
regarding this methodology, which will define the general
scenario in question [9]. Some of these questions can be
seen as:
▪ What domain will this ontology cover?
▪ What will be the use of this ontology?
▪ For what types of questions will the ontology
provide answers?
▪ Who will use and maintain this ontology?
As known, this project aims to formalize an ontology
regarding to dental implants decision-making, so some
questions can be applied as shown in Table 1 below.

V. PROPOSED ONTOLOGY
Based on the last few parameters, it was able to
structure classes and subclasses as well as slots for the
classes. An example of the Dental Implant proposed
ontology can be seen in the Fig. 4.

TABLE I.
EXAMPLE OF MACRO ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM

1.

What is the best type of implant to be used?

2.

What are the dimensions of the site?

3.

What is local osseous type?

4.

What is the site inclination?

5.

What is the bone quality and quantity?

6.

What is the best implant material?

7.

What is the application site?

Spacing available
Available bone depth (check veins and
arteries local)
Available bone width
Type 1, 2, 3 or 4
Inclination between 0 and 20 degrees
Inclination bigger than 20 degrees
Need for bone grafting or not
Amount of bone around the implant
(minimum 1mm for better osseointegration)
Titanium / Titanium alloy / ChromiumCobalt (Cr-Co) / Nickel-Chromium (Ni-Cr)
/ Zirconia
Maxilla / Mandible

Once the macro analysis of the system is performed by
the above questions, it is possible to perform a more precise
analysis regarding terms of interest for each of these macro
issues. These terms will be used as classes or subclasses,
properties and even relationships between them.
TABLE II.
EXAMPLE OF MICRO ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM

1.

Length
Diameter
Profile (threaded or solid)

Figure 4: Example of the proposed Dental Implant ontology
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Once structured the whole ontology, it is possible to
created such structure into a software which will provide
the user the ability of mapping, check, modify and test the
actual ontology. Connecting all the classes and subclasses
in Protégé software, Fig. 5, a mapping graph is shown,
which is possible to verify the connection between all the
structure classes, slots and also the later instances which
will be created according to the necessity of the user.

Figure 6: Ontology facets

It is also possible in this step to define the domain and
range of properties, and the domain will be a class whose
slot or property is attached, while the range will be an
instance or object created based on a class, being used in a
slot.
An instance represents an object created by an entity or
an abstract class [11], for example, Morse Taper is an
instance created to receive the parameters regarding to a
dental implant class and Patient_1 is an instance of the
class Human Being, which will receive values and
properties from its class. Given some values of the
properties from the objects, a particular human being will
result in receiving a specific type dental implant.
The Fig. 7 represents one instance created based on
dental implants features, such as, bone type, region of
application, maximum torque that can be applied to the
implant, type of connection (internal or external), etc.
Every type of implant has their own features which will
differ from the others in order to make the ontology logic
decides which is the best option for a particular case.

Figure 5: Example of ontology structure in Protégé software

As can be seen in the two ontologies implemented in
the Protégé software, there is the connection from other
subclasses that does not belong direct to the ontology
Human being or Dental implant, it occurs because these are
only equivalences between subclasses of the main
ontologies that are grouped and presented in this way in the
software.
If we think about any class, it is not enough to define
itself, thus is possible to create class properties, known as
slots. Slots describe relationships between classes and they
are nothing but structural attributes to this relationship, for
instance, -hasDepth-, -typeOf-, -sameAs-, etc. [10]
An example of slot is shown in Fig. 4 as part of the
current ontology, for instance, -consistsOf-, -has- and
madeOf-.
Once defined all the slots is it important to define the
new constraint. A constraint, also known as a facet,
describes a value type assigned to the slot, or property,
restricting this attribute to that type of value. These
restrictions may have single or multiple cardinality
depending on the property to which it applies. For values,
the facets can be in several forms, being the most used in
the form of string, number, Boolean and even in the form
of instance, which relates to another individual or class.
The Fig. 6 demonstrates an examples of facets used to
structure the actual ontology implemented on Protégé.

Figure 7: Example of dental implant instance and its features

A final version of the proposed ontology, divided in the
two main ontologies Dental implant and Human being, are
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. As stated in the
beginning of this paper, this is a formalization for a new
concept of decision making in dental implants area, this is
not a validated ontology. The validation of an ontology is
a step ahead of this project purpose. Before this, new
implementation or modifications can occur with the
continuous development of this project.
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Figure 9: Human being proposed class ontology

VI. CASE STUDY: EXAMPLE
For the current project, 2 distinct patients and 5
different types of dental implants were created in order to
test the actual ontology performance. Each one of the
patients received different parameters that will make the
ontology assume a different instance for each one of them.
An example of this, can be seen in Fig. 10, where the
patient number 1 receives the implant number 1. It happens
because the features that the implant 1 provides, supply the
need for the patient 1. For example, the spacing (diameter)
necessary to apply the implant 1 is minimum 4.1mm,
knowing that is always important to have 3mm spacing in
between implants or teeth to apply a new dental implant.
[12] Likewise, it is possible to apply this dental implant if
we check the necessary depth, region of application and
bone type. [13]
Figure 8: Dental Implant proposed class ontology

As it can be seen, some of the classes are represented
with an equal sign inside the yellow circle. It means that
these classes are equivalents, in other words, they are
synonyms that receive the same value or meaning inside
the ontology. It happens when inside one domain it is
possible to find a class with different expressions or terms
to be used in the structure.
Figure 10: Case study - Patient 1 parameters

If we compare the parameters of patient 1 above with
the parameters of the implant 4 below, shown in Fig. 11.,
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it can be clearly seen that both parameters do not match. In
specific cases where two or more implants fit the necessity
of the patient, it is necessary to look in some others
parameters which may not influence the general demand
for dental implant applications, such as implant material,
bone quantity, etc.

Incl.
Reg.

0
47

P_T

U

36/7
46/7
-

13/4
23/4
-

16/7
26/7
-

36/7
46/7
-

10
-

0
-

M

U

Where, Ø: diameter, L/D.: length/depth, B_T: Bone
type, Incl.: Inclination, Reg.: Region, P_T.: Prosthesis type
(Unitary or Multiple).
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The formalization of the new ontology made possible
to obtain new parameters of interest, which have not been
proposed in previous works. Thus, it became a more
complete and efficient base regarding dental implants.
It also can be noticed that the formalization of the new
proposed ontology was achieved successfully through tests
applied to a study case, which made necessary to guarantee
the correct functionality of the base.
For future projects, the author will be able continue on:
i) Update the basis for possible future validation. ii)
Interaction with other basis to achieve more precise results.
iii) Automate the implant search method to make it more
efficient. iv) Creation of rules and inferences to restrict the
outcome of the dental implant choice.

Figure 11: Case Study - Implant 4 parameters

In the example for the case above, the best option was
using the abutment 2, which specifies the use for cases
where you need no site inclination correction.
Before the choice of the best implant option, it was also
necessary to choose the best abutment option, which led to
look over parameters such as site inclination, angle of
application, etc. This parameters, together with the type of
connection for the abutment and the implant body by itself,
will determine which is the best option for a particular
case.
The Fig. 12 shows the comparison made between all
these 3 instances where it is able to clearly understand their
connections and the good results for this application.
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which the software can recognize and give detailed
information on them. Also, the software can calculate the
total number of different syllables and different syllables
per type. The initial analysis was performed on the novel
“The Master and Margarita”.

Abstract— The aim of this paper is to present an approach
to quantitative analysis of syllable distribution in Serbian
texts. The approach is based on creating a software that
allows automatic processing of texts in Serbian, and which
will have as a result the text with words divided in syllables,
according to the syllabification rules for Serbian. Also, the
program should give a detailed quantitative analysis of the
processed text, which included the analysis of syllables by
type, length, frequency, words, and text. In this paper some
of the initial results are presented.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Natural language is challenging to process, and each
language is specific, with a complex nature and set of
rules that are used. The goal of this research was to
perform a quantitative analysis of the syllables in Serbian
by type, length, and frequency. Syllables have not been
mathematically modelled systematically, and the main
reason is the problem with their definition (i.e., with word
syllabification). Syllabification can be performed
algorithmically, where the focus is on the models for
syllable frequency, type and length, and which prepares
the data, among other things, for further statistical tests.
Based on the analysis of those results, a mathematical
model that describes syllables in Serbian is planned,
which will be followed by models in other Slavic
languages.

I. INTRODUCTION
Slavic languages are Indo-European languages spoken
by the people who mostly inhabit Eastern Europe, the
Slavs. Slavic languages descend from Proto-Slavic, their
parent language, which was derived from Proto-IndoEuropean, the ancestor language for all Indo-European
languages. During their common existence, a number of
isoglosses in phonology, morphology, lexis, and syntax
developed for the Slavic languages [1]. The approach
described in this paper is based on the fact that all Slavic
languages share the same root. This means that some, if
not the majority of the rules, can be applied to several
Slavic languages.
The main goal is to create a software solution for
processing syllables in several Slavic languages. The
initial goal was to automatize processing of syllables in
Serbian, which is important for hyphenation and as
additional information in dictionaries.
In order to achieve this goal, the software solution was
developed. It relies on the syllabification rules for Serbian
language. The software can extract and give detailed
information about types of syllables and their distribution,
which will be presented in this paper.

IV.

METHODOLOGY

A syllable is a sound unit composed of an uninterrupted
sound sequence which is pronounced with a single
opening of the mouth. The software presented is based on
syllabification rules proposed in Serbian grammar written
by Stanojčić and Popović [5]. Each syllable in Serbian has
one vowel (a, e, i, o, u) or sonorant (r, l, n), which is the
syllable “nucleus”. Also, a syllable can be composed of
only one vowel, for example, prepositions u and o.
A general rule defines syllables ending in a vowel
(open syllable type – example ma-ma), or in a consonant
(closed syllable type – example ot-vor).
In addition, there are five rules related to phonetic
nature of the syllables:
- If there is a group of consonants, and the first one
is fricative (z, ž, f, s, š or h) or affricate (dž, đ, c, č
or ć), the syllable ends before that group.
Examples: o-sta-li-ma, dvo-ri-šte, ko-nji-čka.
- If there is a group of consonants, where the first
consonant is not a sonorant (v, r, j, l, lj, n, nj or m)
and the second is a sonorant v, j, r, l or lj, the
syllable ends before that group. Examples: u-plaše-no, sve-tlo-šću, ne-str-plji-vo.
- If there are two sonorants next to each other, they
belong to separate syllables. It means that the

II. MOTIVATION
As previously mentioned, the idea was to automatize
the processing of syllables in Serbian which is important
for hyphenation. At the same time, syllabification can be
useful as additional information in dictionaries. Developed
software can extract and give detailed information about
types of syllables and distribution of syllables. The
software is specially adapted as a tool for detailed analysis
of syllables, which have an important role in creating a
mathematical model for Slavic languages.
This software can handle text in two alphabets used in
Serbia, Latin and Cyrillic, with text in ekavian and
iekavian pronunciation. According to literature there is a
set of recognized syllable types in Serbian [2],[3],[4],
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syllable border is between them. Examples: razum-lji-vo, cr-ve-na.
- If a plosive consonant (b, d, g, p, t or k) is followed
by some other consonant, except (j, v, l, lj or r), the
syllable border is between them. Examples: prošap-ta, pred-sed-ni-ka.
- If there is a group composed of two sonorants,
where the sonorant j that belongs to ijekavian “je”
(corresponding to ekavian e) is on the second
position, the syllable closure is before that group.
Examples: čo-vjek, go-rje-ti.
In addition, there are semantic rules for syllabification
in Serbian. These rules have priority over the
aforementioned rules. Examples can be found in
compound words, for example, the verb razljutiti.
Phonetic syllabification would be ra-zlju-ti-ti, and
semantic syllabification, which has a higher priority, is
raz-lju-ti-ti. In this case the prefix raz is one syllable.
V.

Slavic languages for the purpose of comparison of results.
These texts in Serbian were given as an input to the
program, which then performed and applied the
aforementioned rules.
Text pre-processing was performed on the
textual file in order to clear the words from clutter (i.e.
accidental space, tab, comma...). The words were then
split into syllables, based on the rules for Serbian. The
process of obtaining syllables was not easy to perform,
because it had to follow all the rules for Serbian, and the
algorithm went through several iterations before the final
one was accepted. When the syllables extracted, their
type was determined, their length and frequency
calculated, and data for further statistical processing
prepared.
B. Architecture

SOLUTION

The software architecture consists of three main
components (Figure 1). The first component is a text preprocessor, the second and the most important one is the
text analyzer, and the third component produces the
output of the analyzed text, which will serve as the input
for the mathematical model.

A. Discussion
A software solution was developed which can
process and perform analysis on textual materials. The
novel “The Master and Margarita” was analysed. It
have been chosen, together with the novel “How the
Steel Was Tempered” which will be analysed later,
having in mind the existence of translations in other

Figure 1. Simplified software architecture

The text pre-processor has several tasks to
perform in order to prepare the text for the text analyzer. .
During the process of reading the input file, which can be
in the Latin or the Cyrillic alphabet, the text preprocessor has three main tasks:
1.
2.
3.

Forming correct tokens is crucial for the next steps in the
application, and needs to be done with great care. If the
tokens are formed incorrectly, the application will not
produce a satisfactory result, and the number of mistakes
will be large. In order to produce a satisfactory result, a
lot of attention was given to token extraction and to
cleaning of the input text from clutter.
In order to enhance the analysis, every token
(word) was translated from Latin to Cyrillic, assuming
that it wasn't already written in Cyrillic. This
transcription is very useful for software manipulation
because it minimizes ambiguity. For example, the letter lj
in Serbian is written with two characters in Latin, as

To form tokens (which are basically words) and
to clean the text form clutter
If the text is in Latin, to convert it to Cyrillic for
further processing
To prepare the structures that will be populated
by the text analyzer (second component) during
its work.
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opposed to Cyrillic where there is only one-character љ,
which corresponds to the rule in Serbian, where one letter
is one sound.
While forming tokens, it was necessary to
organize them in a way that enables the calculation of the
number of times each token appeared, its length, number
of vowels, etc. This information was used in the statistical
analysis that was performed on the results obtained.
Tokens were organized using dictionaries (i.e. Maps) in
such a way that the key of the map is the token itself, and
the value associated with it is the data structure that has
all the necessary information. When the same token
reappears, the number of repetitions in dictionary is
increased by one.

C. Text analysis
During token iteration and the forming of data
structures, one other process takes place, namely, text
(token) analysis. Every token is analyzed before it is
saved into the dictionary, in order to obtain the necessary
information for further data manipulation.
Token syllabification takes place in the text
analyzer component. Tokens are split by vowels for the
first, rough form of syllabification. After that, multiple
syllabification rules are applied on each token, in order to
correct the errors in the initial division into syllables, and
produce the correctly split token. In Figure 2 the control
flow of the program is presented.

Figure 2. Program flow control

VI.

words, with a total of 22658 different word forms. Word
length was from 1 to 17 letters. Words with the length of
2 were the most frequent (Figure 3).

RESULTS

In this part results for the novel “The Master and
Margarita will be presented. This text contains 126966

Figure 3. Word frequency by word length in literature work “The Master and Margarita”
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The most frequent words in the text were conjunctions,
particles, abbreviated form of auxiliary verb “jesam”, and

prepositions (Figure 4). Also, the text contains 1337
words that appear in the text only once.

Figure 4. The most frequent words in literature work “The Master and Margarita”

Different words were divided into 72819 syllables. Words
contained from one to eight syllables. The most frequent

words were those with three syllables, and there were only
two words with eight syllables in the text (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Number of words by number of syllables in literature work “The Master and Margarita”

A. Types of syllables
As previously mentioned, several types of syllables in
Serbian were recognized. Out of 72 819 syllables found in
the novel “The Master and Margarita”, 71 667 belong to

some of the already recognized canonical types (Table 1).
There are 2448 different syllables.
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V

VC

VCC

VCCC

V

5132.0

1227.0

10.0

0

CV

43637.0

8272.

114

6.0

CCV

10565

2021.0

31.0

0

CCCV

617.0

29.0

1

0

Table 1. Number of syllables by types. V denotes vowel and C denotes consonant.

There are also 1152 syllables which do not belong to any
of the recognized types. Some of them contain
syllabifical “r”, and this was a group we analyzed further.
Results in Table 2 show the results of this analysis, where
letter “r” is treated as a vowel. Within 1152 syllables,
there were 74 different syllables, 1117 of them belong to
one of the recognized types of syllables, and the 35
remaining “syllables” represent some mistake (wrong
syllabification, or incorrectly written word in the text).
V
VC
VCC
V
22
CV
764
9
3
CCV
316
3
CCCV

Figure 6. Syllables by their length

Table 2. Syllables by type with syllabifical „r“. V denotes „r“
and C denotes consonant.

The most frequent syllable was syllable „o“, and there
were 829 syllables which appear only once in text. The
most frequent syllables are depicted in Figure 7.

Also, we analyzed syllable lengths. The length of
syllables in this text were from one to six letters. The
analysis of length and frequency of syllables is depicted
in Figure 6.

Figure 7. The most frequent syllables in literature work “The Master and Margarita”

PRECISION
Precision of the software was tested using a ground truth
of 1178 words, which contain the most frequent words of
different length, with a minimum of three syllables. Out
of these 1178 words, the software divided correctly 1160

into syllables (Figure 8). Among the ground truth words,
errors did not appear in words of the length of
4,5,10,11,13,15 (Figure 9).
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented software for syllabification and
quantitative analysis for texts in Serbian. Results are
shown for the novel “The Master and Margarita”.
Precision of the software was tested with ground truth
and results are presented in the paper.
An idea for further research is to perform a quantitative
analysis for more texts in Serbian, in order to detect
patterns in distribution of syllables and to extend ground
truth for obtaining higher precision. Also, an idea is to
upgrade the software, so that it takes into account the
sonority of vowels, sonants and consonants. According to
literature, such software could be applicable to several
Slavic languages. After the processing of texts in
different Slavic languages by this software, and following
a quantitative analysis, the distribution of syllables by
types will be modelled. The final part of the project
would be the creation of a comprehensive mathematical
model of syllables for Slavic language.

Figure 8. Precision of the software for syllabification
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Abstract — Although the financial benefits are crucial for
today's market oriented industry, environment protection is
recognized as an ultimate goal for modern industry
development. This goal is usually performed in the frame of
energy efficiency. It has been shown that non-intrusive load
monitoring (NILM) is not only beneficial for planning and
optimization of production but also for consumption of
energy. Overview of basic problems related to NILM, key
idea, theoretical frames for realization of this task and an
implemented algorithm are presented in this paper.

short periods of time when an appliance changes its state.
In transients there is often a lot of information that is
highly unique for specific appliance and then we can say
that they use transient signatures. Norford and Leeb [3]
use transient event detection to classify devices with
similar level of consumption. Whereas others are more
interested in steady state signatures. When it comes to
steady state signatures the ones that are mostly used are
power change, harmonics and V-I trajectories. Power
change is actually a level of average power consumption
when device is in specific state. Harmonics refer to
patterns in frequency domain that are stable while the
device is in specific state. V-I trajectories refer to
voltage-current characteristics that are also stable when
the device is in specific state. Some examples of V-I
trajectories are shown in Fig. 1. It is important to
highlight that sampling frequency one is dealing with is
going to influence the choice of approach one is using.
For instance, it is impossible to develop approach based
on transient states if sampling period is one second or
higher considering these transient states happen in split of
second. It is also important to realize that decision either
to use transient state signatures or steady state signatures
beside sampling frequency is going to be influenced by
type of device one should recognize.
In order to understand some of the difficulties one is
going to deal with when performing task of NILM it is
important to know that there are three basic types of
appliances (See Fig. 2).

I. INTRODUCTION
When it comes to Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
(NILM) it is all about determining consumption of
specific devices from the signal of aggregated power.
This can be really challenging task due to existence of
noise, similarity of devices and variety of appliances of
the same type.
Surveys have shown that providing information to
consumers about their consuming habits can yield up to
12% energy savings [1], [2], this is really important fact
for environment conservation.
Nowadays, when
computational power and smart-meters are affordable,
interest in non-intrusive load monitoring has significantly
increased due to potential economic benefits of
consumers.
In this paper we have descried concept of NILM. We
have also described what are the problems usually
encountered when performing NILM. An overview of
state of the art of relevant algorithms from the literature is
also provided. We have proposed a suitable approach
based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Moreover,
performance evaluation of the proposed ANN based
approach was conducted in this article as well.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes state of the art literature and
algorithms that we could find in the literature. In Section
3 we have proposed and described our algorithm. In
Section 4 we have analyzed results scored with our
approach. Finally, concluding remarks and discussion
are given in Section 5.
II. STATE OF THE ART
There are many approaches to the task of NILM.
Signature of appliance is some characteristic set of
patterns or features in power consumption of that
appliance. Some researchers are primarily interested in
transient states for example harmonics that occur for

Figure 1. Examples of V-I trajectories
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First type is so called single state appliances, these are
devices that can be either turned on or off and in both of
these states they have some constant level of power
consumption that doesn’t vary over time. Second type
are multi state type of appliances that can be in more than
two states, but every of these states are characterized by
constant level of power consumption that is timeindependent. Thirdly there are also continuous or infinite
state type of appliances that can have two or more states
but in these states appliances don’t have the constant
level of power consumption. Third group of appliances
is the most difficult one for energy disaggregation.
There are many techniques that were presented but it
seems that it doesn’t exist a superior method that would
give the best results in all situations.

common and that is that they have advantages and
disadvantages in comparison with other methods.

A. Hart’s approach
One of the first methods that was proposed back in
eighties was Hart’s approach [4], which consists of
several steps. First step is to measure voltage and current,
after that one should calculate normalized power in order
to mitigate variations and instability of voltage of grid.
Next step is to perform edge detection. That means that
one should detect events when some appliance changes its
state based on change in aggregated power. Next step is
to perform clustering of appliances, and build a model for
every appliance. After that one can use the gathered data
to make a statistic for each appliance. Important
disadvantages of this approach is that in this way you need
labeled data for a lot of devices in order to perform
training of algorithm mainly due to huge variety of
appliances of the same type. This approach is also not
able to learn patterns in power consumption of specific
appliances and that can be really important especially
when it comes to continuous state appliances. There is
also no implementation of knowledge about correlation
between states of different appliances. Best example how
this correlation can be important is if one has Xbox and
TV-set, so for example if Xbox is turned on probability
that your TV is turned on is really high and this can be
really beneficial for recognizing some devices. In this
approach it is also not modeled a duration of states and
duration of state can be really beneficial. For example if
you know that your washing machine is turned on now
and you know that average time of on state is 45 minutes
this information can be really effective for recognizing the
moment of turning off the device.
There are more than few approaches that are based on
similar principle. One of modern approaches that involve
feedback through mobile application from residents is [5].
In this article authors use measurements of real, reactive
and distortion power in order to classify edges. In the trial
they performed the accent was on small devices and in
order to mitigate the noise they experimented with
different filters for preprocessing the signal. They got the
best results with kernel filters but mainly due to
computational complexity they decided to use
combination of mean and median filter instead.
Since then there were many proposed approaches that
differ significantly, but they all have something in

B. Hidden Markov Models
It is also interesting that most of these methods were
not originally developed for task of NILM but rather for
some other applications. Best example are approaches
based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [6], [7], [8].
Application of HMMs in speech recognition tasks was
successful so many researchers led by the similarity of
these two tasks tried to apply HMMs and variations of this
power tool to NILM and they obtain satisfying results that
are state of the art results.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are probabilistic tool
that has significant application at many areas. We are
going to explain how it works on a simple example of a
single device that can be either turned on or turned off.
Lets presume that our task is to determine the states of the
appliance st t∈ {1,2,…,T} based on our series of
measurements of power consumption yt t∈ {1,2,…,T}.
Our HMM is going to consist of the finite set of hidden
states S (in our case it can be ON or OFF) of an appliance,
the finite set of measurements Y per states (power
consumption) observed in each state, Y = {y1, y2...., yT }.
The observable symbol Y can be discrete or a continuous
set. The transition matrix A = {aij , 1 ≤ i, j ≥ N} represents
the probability of moving from state Si to Sj such that: aij =
P(qt+1 = Sj| qt= Si), with aij ≤ 0 and where qt denotes the
state occupied by the system at time t. The emission
matrix B= P(yt | Sj ) representing the probability of
measurement Y when system state is Sj. So basically there
are three possible tasks when it comes to HMMs.
The first task is so called the evaluation problem and it
refers to determining the probability that given sequence
of measurements was created by specific model. The
second task is so called decoding problem and it addresses
to determining the most probable series of states that
generated given measurements for given model. Third
task is so called learning problem and it is all about
learning the parameters of the model given series of
measurements. When it comes to task of NILM at
beginning one is going to deal with learning problem in
order to determine parameters of the model and after that
one is going to solve second task in order to determine
states of appliances based on measurements.
The first idea could be to model every possible state of all
appliances at specific house as a state of hidden Markov

Figure 2. Graph of power consumption of three different type of
appliances.
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model. It is not hard to see that if you have N devices at
your home, where every appliance has M states your
HMM would consist of MN states. That would be
computationally too expensive. That’s why Factorial
Hidden Markov Models (FHMM) were proposed.
The basic idea with FHMMs is that one is going to
have as many HMMs as there are appliances at home. So
now if there are N appliances and each appliance has M
states FHMM is going to have MN states which is
significantly less than previously.
Model of each
appliance is going to generate consumption of that device
and then all these consumptions are going to be
aggregated and that’s the reason why they are sometimes
called Additive FHMMs.
In spite of having
computationally less expensive problem it’s still
challenging to perform disaggregation mainly due to local
optima susceptibility.
Authors in [6] presented
approximate inference algorithm that overcome problem
with local optima susceptibility. There is also a problem
due to way of modeling duration of states of appliances.
In order to illustrate this let’s presume that appliance of
interest is washing machine and that it is usually turned on
for an hour a day. HMMs model time duration of each
appliance through matrix of transitions and they model
probability density functions of duration of states with
geometric distributions which would be inadequate in the
example of washing machine. That’s why Hidden Semi
Markov Models were developed. The key feature of
HSMM’s is that this tool is capable of modeling time
duration of states in more appropriate way. Also there is a
problem with approaches based on HMMs that they don’t
model dependencies between different appliances. If you
look at the example of your monitor and your PC it is not
hard to see that there is significant correlation between
states of these two devices. Kim [8], presented approach
based on Conditional Factorial Hidden Semi Markov
Models (CFHSMM) that overcomes some of these
problems by introducing dependencies between
parameters of the model and other features and also he has
outperformed approaches based on FHMM and FHSMM.
He didn’t introduce new features but only utilized states
of other devices and also the time of day in determining
the state of appliance of interest. He has shown that at
daytime duration of ON-states of most of appliances is
more appropriate to model with gamma distribution
whereas at night it is better to represent it with geometric
distribution. We have to outline that despite of promising
results of approaches based on HMMs estimating of the
parameters without having information on disaggregated
power consumption of the house where task of NILM has
to be performed is quite challenging and much harder in
comparison with some other approaches that are going to
be presented later.

embedding the structure of signals onto a graph. It shows
powerful, scalable and flexible properties that makes it
suitable for many data mining and signal processing
problems.
D. Artifical Neural Networks (ANN)
There is also application of deep learning for task of
NILM [10], [11]. Artificial neural networks or just neural
networks have scored amazing results in visual
recognition challenges and they totally outperformed all
methods whose features were human based. From 2012
when Alex Krizhevsky and his team have presented Alexnet [12], deep convolutional neural network, that has won
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition
(ILSVRC) researchers from all over the world started to
implement different architectures of deep neural networks
in so many domains and that’s the case of NILM too. As
mentioned above, one of the biggest advantages when
using neural networks is that one doesn’t have to think of
extracting meaningful features because that’s going to be
done by network. There are three network architectures
that are proposed by Kelly [10]: convolutional neural
networks, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks
and autoencoder networks.
When it comes to
convolutional neural networks the basic idea is to have a
lot of small filters that are going to slide through input and
perform convolution. So every of these filters are going
to have the task to find something meaningful in input and
then at the end we are going to have a few dense layers
that are going to make decisions based on all the
information provided by these filters. Mainly due to huge
number of parameters approaches based on deep neural
network require a lot of labeled data, and this can be
obstacle in implementation of this approach. It is also
important to highlight that training of deep neural
networks is computationally and time consuming. But on
the other hand it is really important to outline that once
trained network can perform classification or regression in
a split of a second. Crucial advantage of application of
neural networks for task of NILM is that they score
satisfying results on unseen houses where they don’t
require labeled data but only signal of aggregated power
consumption.
Kelly [10] scored best results with LSTM networks
which are quite often used for speech recognition,
grammar checking and translation. Pedro [11] also used
this network architecture and it was also really interesting
that when he wanted to perform regression he reduced this
problem on classification by dividing interval of possible
levels of consumption of devices on smaller intervals and
performed quantization. He used softmax loss, which
outperforms L2 loss especially when there are outliers that
can significantly deteriorate results when one uses L2
norm.
Kelly [10] also implemented autoencoder network. He
was led by extremely good results that were scored in
image processing domain and the main advantage of deep
neural networks which is that they are capable of
extracting meaningful features that are in most cases more
useful than human based extracted features. The main

C. Graph Signal Processing
Another interesting approach is Graph Signal
Processing (GSP) [9]. In the case when there are not
much data GSP approach seems to be suitable. It is a
novel signal processing concept because it captures
correlation among data samples in time and space by
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idea of autoencoder networks is to have architecture
shown in Fig. 3. Every autoencoder network consists of
encoder and decoder part. Encoder network is supposed
to extract useful features whose dimension is going to be
smaller than dimension of input, and decoder network is
supposed to reconstruct input provided only extracted
features.
Very interesting approach was proposed in [13], the
basic idea was to train deep neural network to extract
meaningful features and then to use these features as
observations for hidden Markov Models.
Some authors performed frequency analysis of
aggregated signal but this approach demands high
sampling frequency.

Figure 3. Architecture of autoencoder network.

Term classification refers to fact that our task was to
determine if the specific appliance is turned on or turned
off at some time. We used REDD data set [18], for both
training and testing.
In REDD data set there is
information about both aggregated and disaggregated
power consumption of 6 houses and appliances in these
houses.
Sampling period for aggregated power
consumption was one second and sampling period for
power consumption of appliances was three seconds. In
order to get labeled data from consumption of appliances
we preprocessed data with mean filter and used threshold
of 10W. The level of threshold was determined by
analyzing the consumption of devices we were interested
in.
It is also important to highlight that in REDD dataset
there are often periods when either sensors for aggregated
power or sensors for power consumption of single
appliances were not working. While preprocessing we
decided not to use such periods.
We trained two neural networks for two appliances,
first one for refrigerator and the second one for
dishwasher. The input of our network is sequence of 599
measurements of aggregated power consumption and you
can see example of such an input in Fig. 5

E. ElectriSense
Another approach that requests really high sampling
frequency is ElectriSense [14]. ElectriSense relies on the
fact that most modern consumer and fluorescent lighting
employ switch mode power supplies (SMPS) to achieve
high efficiency. These power supplies continuously
generate high frequency electromagnetic interference
(EMI) during operation that propagates throughout a
home’s power wiring. The authors of this approach has
shown that EMI signals are stable and predictable based
on device’s switching frequency characteristics.
III. ANN BASED APPROACH IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a similar solution to one presented in
[15]. The architecture we used is shown in Fig. 4. But
unlike the authors from [14] we used this architecture for
purpose of classification and our architecture also has
significantly less units in dense layer so there are also less
chances for overfitting which happens when there are too
many parameters of the network in comparison with
available data for training. In these situations it is a
common thing to have really small error on training set
but high one on test set. Risk of overfitting is pretty high
when one uses deep neural networks with huge number of
parameters. In order to fight against it we used dropout
[16]. The main idea of dropout is to zero out outputs of
half a neurons in a layer in every forward pass, which
means essentially to exclude half a neurons of a layer. In
this way it forces neural network to perform
diversification and not to make decision based only on
few nodes. We experimented with number of nodes per
layer and chose our architecture empirically. We also
used batch normalization [17] in order to normalize inputs
of layers, in this way problems with initialization are
significantly mitigated and it has beneficial influence on
generalization.
We also used early stopping where we divided our date
in three parts training, validation and test part. We also
trained multiple model ensembles and average their
results in test time in order to fight against overfitting.
Input layer

Conv. layer

Input length=599

Filter size=10
Number of filters=30
Stride=1
Activation=relu

Conv. layer
Filter size=8
Number of filters=30
Stride=1
Activation=relu

Figure 5. Example of input in neural network

Conv. layer

Conv. layer

Filter size=6
Number of filters=40
Stride=1
Activation=relu

Filter size=5
Number of filters=50
Stride=1
Activation=relu

Conv. layer
Filter size=5
Number of filters=50
Stride=1
Activation=relu

Figure 4. Architecture of neural network utilized for NILM.
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Results for refrigerator are presented in Table 1. Results
for unbiased data for dishwasher are presented in Table 2.
Results for biased data for dishwasher are presented in
Table 3. Term biased refers to situation when there are
much more examples from one class than from another
one.
In Tables 1, 2 and 3 there are four metrics. Accuracy is
defined as a percent of correctly classified samples among
all samples. Precision is defined as correctly classified
samples among samples that are classified as that device
of interest was turned on. Recall is defined as percent of
correctly classified samples among samples that come
from the class when device of interest was turned on. F1score is harmonic mean of precision and recall.
It is important to highlight that training was performed
on the data from four houses and testing was executed on
the data from the house different from the ones the model
was trained on. In this way we simulated realistic
situation that one has to perform NILM at the house where
there is no information about specific appliance one has to
recognize and also there is no information how many
appliances there are.

On the other hand when it comes to dishwasher we can
see that results are good but not as good as for refrigerator.
Main reason for these results is that we had significantly
less data about the dishwasher primarily due to the fact
that refrigerator was much more often turned on. In our
training data we had roughly the same number of
examples where device is turned on and where it’s turned
off. The reason why we created our training data in this
way is that if had much more examples from one class it
would be very easy for model to converge to local minima
where it would all time classify examples as class that’s
predominant.
This is why the size of training data for dishwasher is
much smaller. Data for fridge consisted of measurements
that effectively was gathered for 30 days whereas data for
dishwasher was effectively gathered for 4 days. You can
find results for dishwasher in Table 2 and Table 3. In
Table 2 are presented results for unbiased data, and
unbiased means that again we have roughly the same
number of examples from both classes, when device is
turned on and when it is turned off. In Table 3 you can
find the results for whole data that was available from the
house where the model was tested.
You can see now why F1-score is much better than
accuracy. Accuracy was much more affected by data it
was tested on, and F1-score is more representative and
more credible metric.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
When it comes to refrigerator the results are satisfying
and you can see that both accuracy and F1-score are
extremely high. And it is obvious that network succeed to
perform generalization based on high accuracy and F1score in situation where it didn’t have any information
about the specific model of fridge it was supposed to
recognize.
In Fig. 6 you can see how power consumption of
refrigerator looks like and you can see that there exists
obvious pattern. This is great asset of deep neural
networks to learn really complex patterns and
dependencies from data. In many areas it has been shown
that deep neural networks totally outperform approaches
and models that are handmade especially when it comes to
complex problems that are hard to describe
mathematically. In situations like these if one has a lot of
data for training deep neural networks seem like a
reasonable choice. We believe that this is the case with
NILM too, and experiments we performed confirmed that.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented in this article basic concept of NonIntrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) and described the
problem.
Global tendencies to decrease energy
consumption and pollution are going to become even
more important in the future. NILM is most definitely
going to be the part of it because it is a relatively easy way
to stimulate people to change their habits and decrease the
consumption. In this article the overview of the state of
the art of the relevant approaches that could be find in the
literature is presented. It was obvious that this problem is
really interesting and attractive for many researchers as
there is variety of proposed algorithms. We developed
our own architecture of neural network for task of
classification which was inspired with [15] but had

Table 1.
Scores for our network architecture for refrigerator.

Accuracy
0.92

F1-score
0.92

Precision
0.98

Recall
0.89

Table 2.
Scores for our network architecture for unbiased data for dishwasher.

Accuracy
0.92

F1-score
0.92

Precision
0.98

Recall
0.89

Table 3.
Scores for our network architecture for biased data for dishwasher.

Accuracy
0.9935

F1-score
0.74

Precision
0.77

Recall
0.70
Figure 6. Power consumption of refrigerator.
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[8]

significantly smaller number of parameters. We tested our
model for two appliances and scored state of the art results.
In the future we plan to train and test our models for bigger
number of appliances and for different sampling periods.
We are also planning to evaluate impact of variety among
appliances of the same type to behavior of our model and to
other proposed algorithms.

[9]

[10]
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business effects. Previous notes emphasize the
importance of organizing data in ontologies and the need
to restructure toward semantic solutions. In this work,
authentic tourism ecosystem ontology is created using the
open source software OWLGrEd. This is initial condition
to create semantic database, which need also, special
condition and adapted software services. Therefore, the
last part of this paper describes a set of mutually
compatible software tools for creating semantic solutions,
such as, WAMP server, ARC2, PHP, MySQL, and
SPARQL.

Abstract—Tourism is one of the highly dynamic areas which
already extensively are using the available Internet
technologies. The Semantic Web as the next generation web,
gives opportunity of having background knowledge about
the meaning of web sources stored in a machine-readable
way using appropriate ontologies. Several publicly available
tourism ontologies already exist today. However,
information management solutions for tourism are still at an
early stage from a semantic point of view. Concept of
tourism “ecosystems” gives opportunity to implement
successful tourism sector strategy and address the systemlevel challenges that lead to build up the institutions that
support tourism and solving the problems which includes
inadequate physical and social infrastructure and
insufficient attention to environmental issues. Based on
previous principles authentic tourism ecosystem ontology is
created and presented in this paper. Open source software
OWLGrEd was used for ontology creation and a set of
mutually compatible software tools for creating and
implementation of semantic solutions, such as WAMP
server, ARC2, PHP, MySQL, and SPARQL. Proposed
conceptual solution can be used for development of the next
generation tourism information systems.

I.

II. SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGIES FOR TOURISM
The Semantic Web paradigm needs special adaptations
of standardized solutions for data and database
organization, used on previous working versions of Web
and internet. For this purpose it needs to make
standardization and reorganize following forms of data
use. These efforts are starting point to develop semantic
software solutions.
Reference [1] is detecting two extremes in current
tourism information systems. On the one side there are
well-structured information repositories, mostly from
large providers of touristic packages, travel or lodging
arrangements. Virtually all of these providers offer easy
access to their systems via the World Wide Web, but they
are mostly isolated from each other and they rarely
include detail information.
On the other side, however, there is the World Wide
Web as a whole with its many small, detailed pieces of
information, e.g. about opera festivals, and touristic offers
in market niches, in particular regions or regional style
lodging.
Because of the vastness of the Web there lies a heavy
burden on the user for accessing the latter kind of
information, as well as for interpreting it and connecting it
to the offers made by the large providers.
In [1] also are described few Application Scenarios:
Semantic Search Engine for Tourism, Browsing Topic
Portals, Semantics-based Electronic Markets, and Web
Services for Tourism where the Semantic Web can solve
the detected problem. The scenario one would like to have
is that one gives some preferences about maximum budget
and minimum of comfort, let your software find out about
the constraints (including e.g. your personal datebook) and
propose a complete package to you that considers the
information given on the web page.
Different Application scenarios and using the Semantic
Web solutions for tourism are presented in [2], [3] and [4].

INTRODUCTION

Today, actual trends on data processing on the web are
focused on reorganizing those web data according the
new requirements of semantic web. Following the
activities in this area, it can be noted that there are many
theoretical researches and recommendations, but
unfortunately, lack of practical realization. Generally, the
ontology is the formal naming and definition of the types,
properties and relationships of entities that are common
parts in a particular domain of discourse, in this case, the
domain of tourism ecosystem. The chosen area of tourism
ecosystems is widespread as a search field on the internet,
providing the financial impact in e-business branch, and
any particular improvement on query processes could be
significant.
The main idea of the semantic web is to create internet
communication and issues, understandable to machines,
which means to the servers and network computers.
Unlike that, the former concept of the web, was realized
to be much close with the logic and cognitive processes
of the humans. The semantic web is a more effective way
to work with different data and give the opportunities to
make some conclusions, and perceptions can be realized
through many different approaches that lead to better
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includes concepts that describe leisure activities and
geographic data.
OTA Specification (OpenTravelAlliance) members are
organizations that represent all segments of the travel
industry, along with key technology and service suppliers,
corresponding to events and activities in various travel
sectors.
TAGA Travel Ontology works on the platform
compliant to Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agent
(FIPA). TAG defines two domain ontologies for its
working, one covers the basic concepts related to
travelling like travel routes, services needed, reservations
etc, and the other is dedicated to auctions and its
protocols.
e-Tourism Ontology. The goal of the ontology is to
support tourism organizations with exchanging data and
information without changing their local data structures
and information systems.
Travel Itinerary Ontology is simple ontology for
representing a travel itinerary.
General Geographic Ontology provides geographic
location information for cities, airports, ports, and other
facilities and includes name, country, lat/long, etc.
A Tourism Ontology developed by the University of
Karlsruhe contains four different sub-ontologies for the
tourism domain defining about 300 concepts and more
than 100 relations.

III. TOURISM ONTOLOGIES
As described in [5], in tourism domain, there already
exist different taxonomies and catalogues which are
designed and used internally by tourism agents to help
them to manage heterogeneous tourism data. Efforts are
made to generate global standards to facilitate inter and
intra tourism data exchange. List of available ontologies
are also described in [6], [7], [8] and [9].
Harmonise Ontology within the EU Project
Harmonise It is specialized to address interoperability
problems in the area of tourism (e-tourism) focusing on
data exchange, supporting tourism organizations in
exchanging data and information without changing their
local data structures and information systems.
Mondeca Tourism Ontology which includes important
concepts of the tourism domain which are defined in the
WTO thesaurus (www.world-tourism.org) managed by
the WTO (World Tourism Organization). The concepts
given are object profiling, tourism packages, multimedia
content related to tourism and description of archeological
objects along with other concepts.
QALL-ME Ontology developed in the frame of EUfunded project covers several aspects of tourism sector
which are covered in other ontologies as well. It includes
accommodation, toursm sites, events, transportation etc.
The ontology is mapped with two foundational ontologies
– WordNet and SUMO.
HiTouch Ontology developed mainly by Mondeca and
was a part of IST/CRAFT European program aiming to
develop software tools to be used by travel agents to cater
the needs and expectations of prospective tourist.
GETESS: The German Text Exploitation and Search
System is a BMBF financed project aims at retrieving the
tourism related information through tourism websites.
This information can be queried by users through natural
language processing techniques. GETESS is an intelligent
agent that gathers tourism related information from the
web and generate answers to human queries in a user
friendly way.
OnTour Ontology was developed by DERI (Digital
Enterprise Research Institute). In addition to normal
tourism concepts (location, accommodation…) it also

IV.

TOURISM ECOSYSTEM ONTOLOGY

All previously presented tourism ontologies are
publicly available, they are showing the current status of
the efforts, and may serve as a basis for development of
problem specific tourism ontologies.
New ontology is developed using the Digital
Ecosystems concept (Fig. 1), where all relevant factor are
interconnected in many complex relations. In [10] Digital
Ecosystems have been considered highly relevant
especially in the case of highly fragmented sectors where
a high number of SMEs are operating, as it is in the case
of tourism.

Figure1. Tourism ecosystem - key tourism areas and components
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Tourism sector enablers support a country’s physical
attractions. They are activities that a country undertakes to
build up its tourist industry and to formulate and execute a
strategic plan, promote investment in its tourism sector
and market to prospective tourists.
System enablers are the last part of the tourism
ecosystem. System enablers are the quality of a country’s
infrastructure, security, health and safety, and
environmental-sustainability practices. These are all
elements of a country’s larger systems. By making a
country more appealing to tourists, the country makes
itself better for its own citizens as well.
Other parts of the structure (components and
subcomponents) are well known and more or less used in
other, previously mentioned ontologies. This methodology
goes beyond standard definition of tourism industry and
includes physical and social infrastructure, and points
attention to environmental issues as an integral part of
providing quality for tourism products and services.

Ref. [11] presents a framework for development of a
successful tourism sector strategy based on ecosystem
concept presented at Fig. 1.
A. Tourism ecosystem key areas
In order to increase the number of tourists, countries
must make changes to every part of their tourism
“ecosystems”. They must improve their most visible
tourism products and services, build up the institutions
that support tourism, and address the system-level
challenges that lead to tourists being disappointed with
their visit and not returning. These problems can include
inadequate physical and social infrastructure and
insufficient attention to environmental issues.
Reference [9] presents a framework to develop and
execute a successful tourism sector strategy. It describes a
three-step process, and the impact that a central tourism
planning entity can have when it is refocused on the
correct priorities.
As a result of analyzes, the best way to understand how
countries compete for tourists is to think of tourism as an
ecosystem composed of three parts: products and services,
sector enablers, and system enablers shown in Fig.1.
Tourism products and services attract travelers to a
country. In principle there are two types of travelers:
business and leisure. Leisure travelers are more important,
because they account for the largest share of total
spending. Cultural and natural attractions, beaches and
resorts, and sports events are all products that appeal to
leisure travelers.

B. Development of ontology for tourism ecosystem
Ontology for the Tourism Ecosystem was created and
visualized using open source software OWLGrEd [12],
[13]. Data from Fig. 1. were adopted using the Semantic
Web rules and protocols. All data are organized in
standard semantic way: Classes, Data Properties, Object
Properties and Individuals, (example in Fig. 2), and they
are available in order to ensure interoperability with other
sources of data.
Visualization of all main classes of the created
ontology, using OWLGrEd software is shown at Fig.3.

Figure 2. Part of the Tourism Ecosystem Ontology RDF/OWL file
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Figure 3. Tourism Ecosystem Ontology, created using OWLGrEd (basic, only main classes shown)
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Basic Ontology can be expanded by adding the new
individuals, (for example different members of Class
Hotel) by adding few well known hotels in Ohrid,
Macedonia as shown on Fig. 4,

V. CREATING THE SEMANTIC DATABASE
According to previous analyzes of the semantic
contents on the Internet, there is a serious lack of practical
examples in all areas, including tourism, which leads to
necessity for reconstruction of the classical Web contents
in direction of the semantic web. In this paper, some
theoretical recommendations are used as a starting point in
realization of a real ontology. In a broad sense, ontology is
a formal naming and definition of the types, properties
and relationships between entities that are common parts
in a particular domain of discourse, in this case, the
domain of tourism ecosystem.
Previous notes emphasize the importance of organizing
data in ontologies and the need to restructure toward
semantic solutions.
Starting from theoretical description and some practical
recommendations, an authentic ontology for Tourism
Ecosystem is created, using open source visual ontology
editor, OWLGrEd. The working ontology is based on
RDF format. This is initial condition to create semantic
database, which need also, special condition and adapted
software services. According to personal practical
experience and research from other authors (Ref. [14] and
[15], it is possible to create complete working concept of
semantic services, using open source software tools.
Therefore, the next part of this paper in brief describes
use of mutually compatible software tools for creating
semantic solutions, such as, WAMP server, ARC2, PHP,
MySQL, SPARQL.

Figure 4. Part of a Tourism Ecosystem Ontology

or add a members of different classis which has the same
property (isAttraction=true, Fig. 5.) for some well-known
attractions in the vicinity of Ohrid Lake.

A. Implementation steps
The key steps for semantic information retrieval using
WAMP server is as follows:
1. Installation of WAMP server
2. Installation of ARC2
3. Configure MySQL
4. Configure SPARQL Endpoint
5. Creating Ontology
6. Load ontology into MySQL database
7. Query using SPARQL in PHP
Steps from 1-3 are standard for implementation of
semantic database using WAMP, and well documented
and described step-by-step in [14]. Step 4 is specific for
configuring SPARQL Endpoint, configuring read, update
and backup options for the database Fig [6].

Figure 5. Idividuals with the same property isAttraction

Development of presented ontology is ongoing process,
especially in the areas where existing ontologies are not
applicable. In the future more attention will be paid to
defining the appropriate Subclasses, Properties and
Individuals for Tourism Enablers (both System and
Sector).
Ontology can be used in order to develop proper
Information Management System for further development
of Digital Tourism Ecosystem concept. All efforts should
lead to improvement of framework for development and
executing a successful tourism sector strategy. It can help
to maximize the impact that a central tourism planning
entity can have when it is refocused on the correct
priorities.

Figure 6. Configuration PHP code for the ARC2 Store and Endpoint
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Step 5 was described in IV part of this paper, and as a
result tourism.owl file was created, which contains all data
for Tourism Ecosystem Ontology.

providing quality for tourism products and services and
strategic refocusing on the correct priorities.
Ontology was developed using open source semantic
tools, and semantic database was created using following
software technologies and solutions: WAMP, ARC2,
PHP, MySQL, SPARQL.
Proposed conceptual solution can be used for research,
development and practical implementation in future
generations of tourism information systems.

Loading ontology into MySQL database (step 6) was
done by using code shown on Fig. 7.
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originate from the real source and that they are generated
at the original generation time. Established trust is not
permanent and it is necessary to enable trust management.
Authors think that the trust in the system must be
considered from the time perspective, also, as it is time
bound.
In this paper, authors rely on PKI and timestamping
technology in the process of establishment of trust
between IoT entities. In the proposed model, the authors
introduce trust token as a tool for presentation of entities
to one another and a guarantee that the content has not
been altered or generated after the specific time. The
proposed trust model enables time bound trust. Rest of the
paper includes: the section defining trust in IoT and early
defined trust models; section three and section four
describing applied public key infrastructure technologies
and trusted timestamping; section five describing
proposed trust model in IoT and model analysis and
section six providing a conclusion.

Abstract— IoT system gathers data from physical devices
integrated into a data exchange network. Upon analysis,
intelligent systems or humans make decisions based on the
analysis performed. The quality of decision made depends
on the trustworthiness of the data sources. One of the key
elements in the decision-making process is trustworthy
interaction between IoT entity and time information. In
order to make timely decision, it is necessary to be certain
about the time of the data gathering. The authors apply PKI
technology in order to secure trust between all parties in the
communications and timestamping technology to verify
digital data in specific time in trustworthy and verifiable
way.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a paradigm where
everyday objects can be equipped with identifying,
sensing, networking and processing capabilities that will
allow them to communicate with one another and with
other devices and services over the Internet to accomplish
some objective [1].
Based on obtained data, IoT system or users, make
decisions on further actions. Na osnovu dobijenih
podataka, IoT sistem ili korisnik donose odluku o daljem
delovanju. Quality of a decision made and service
provided depends on the data obtained, that is on the trust
in the IoT entity and data.
Trust in the IoT entity should be such that it should be
certain that it is an entity as represented, and that a change
of data may be confirmed during transmission process.
With this trust, prevention of malicious user presentation
as a part of IoT system and delivery of malicious data is
prevented.
Prior to processing IoT entity data intelligent
applications and services should be certain in
impossibility of revocation that transaction originates from
a specific entity. This trust is necessary in order not to
create doubt in processed data and decisions originating
from them. Quality decision making is affected by the
moment of the data collection. Decision made by the data
collected in an inappropriate moment for sure is not a
good decision and affects the final result. Therefore, trust
in the moment of data or content creation is of importance
for relevance and quality of a decision.
IoT is a complex environment with interaction of
various entities within the same environment or with
interaction of entities of different environments. It is a
challenge how to achieve a trust between entities in IoT
environment. In order to be certain that data originate
from the right entity, it is necessary to establish trust that
all entities participating in the interaction trust that data

II.

TRUST AND IOT TRUST MODELS

A. Defining Trust in the IoT
Trust, in its common understanding, is a human
feeling affecting decision and behavior. According to [2],
trust can be decomposed into device trust, entity trust, and
data trust. Device trust in the IoT is a challenge, as a priori
trust in devices cannot always be established, e.g., due to
high dynamics and cross domain relations. Entity trust in
the IoT refers to the expected behavior of participants
such as persons or services. In the paper [3] the authors
state that the trust in data in IoT may appear in two ways.
First, reliable data may be obtained from unreliable
sources by aggregation. Second, IoT services themselves
may create data that need to be evaluated for
trustworthiness.
Among the many different definitions and contexts of
trust [4], the authors focus on establishment of trust
between entities no matter of the type of entities
introducing the factor of time within the trust.
B. Trust Models in IoT
Trust management has a very important role in IoT in
order to reliable gather and process data, use qualified
services, improved privacy of users and safety of
information. The reference [5] defines model with the
following characteristics: trust relationship and decision,
data perception trust, privacy preservation, data fusion and
mining trust, data transmission and communication trust,
quality of IoT services, system security and robustness,
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generality, human–computer trust interaction and Identity
trust - IT.
The reference [6] proposes autonomous model of trust
with the agent and agent platform in each of the nods by
application of TAEC (Trustworthy Agent Execution Chip)
architecture that uses highly safe software and hardware
platform for secure agent functioning.
The reference [7] presents TRM-IoT trust and
reputation model in order to strengthen cooperation
between single elements in IoT/CPS networks and the
cooperation rely on behaviour on these single elements.
Trust model should be modelled by daily trust model
between people in everyday life; therefore, the proposed
model is the one for the service provision for the needs for
IoT, as in [8].
The reference [9] elaborates four trust dimensions:
device trust, processing trust (service provider),
connection trust and system trust (overall perspective),
while the reference [10] considers that the key to
development of appropriate algorithms and models based
on logic measurements and trust calculations are trust and
reputations mechanisms.
The reference [11] develops general framework for
trust management for IoT using formal language based on
semantics in a way that IoT is viewed through three
layers: sensors, network and application.
All above mention papers look at trust through the
concept of trust management in IoT. Time dimension is
not considered, Application of trustworthiness by public
key and digital signature is considered, as in [12]. The
trust is transmitted through transitivity via nods, that is by
creation of trust chain. IoT entities from the same or from
different environments may have certificates issued by
different certification authorities. It is not considered how
to establish trust between entities with certificates issued
by different certification authorities. Also, time factor of
trustworthiness is not considered.
The reference [13] proposes IoT architecture that
includes a general systematic network and application
security through basic requests of the data safety. Papers
do not elaborate on how IoT integrate technology of
digital signature and time stamp.

Figure 1. The relationship between PKI components

The Certification Authority (CA) is a collection of
computer hardware, software and human resources. It is
responsible for issuing certificates (created and signed)
management information on the status of certificates and
Certificate Revocation List (CRL), publish certificates and
CRLs, and archive management of expired certificates.
The CA can delegate responsibilities to other
infrastructure components, such as registration authority.
Registration Authority (RA) [15] is a confidential
representative of CA responsible for verifying the identity
of an applicant for a certificate. In addition, RA can
perform other functions which CA conveyed it, as well as
providing reports of revoked certificates, generating key
pairs or archiving keys. RA cannot issue certificates and
generate a CRL.
PKI repository provides storage of certificates and
information about their status. PKI database must fulfill
the following requirements: a simple and standardized
approach, modern way of data storage, built-in protection,
data management and the possibility of storing similar
data. The database is implemented as a directory
according to standard X.500. The directory storages and
distributes certificates and manages their changes. PKI
applications access the directory across LDAP
(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) [16] protocol
which is a customized version of DAP (Directory Access
Protocol) protocol.
Archive. The archives are stored CA certificates for a
longer period of time. Archive must guarantee that
certificates have not been and will not be changed while
they are in the archive. Before the certificate is issued by
CA archives is necessary to determine whether the
certificate comes from CA and is valid. The certificates
are stored in the archives that some signature older
documents could be verified.
End Entity (End-Entity, EE) is defined as a user of PKI
certificates and / or end user of system that is the subject
of the certificate [14]. In other words, the PKI system, the
end entity is a general term for subject that uses any
services or functionality of the PKI system and can be the
owner of the certificates (individuals, organizations or
other entities) or the applicant (may be an application,
service, CA, ...) a certificate or CRL.
Certificate. The purpose of the certificate is to establish
a link between an identified (the notified) the entity and
the public key, indirectly with corresponding private key

III. THE PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a complex system
that consists of hardware, software, people, policies and
procedures necessary for the creation, management,
distribution, use, PKI storage and revocation of electronic
[14].
PKI enables the establishment of connections between
public keys and entities (in the form of certificates), check
the connection by other entities and service necessary for
key management in distributed systems.
A. The Components of PKI architecture
The model of PKI architecture is composed of five
components specified in [14]: the certification authority,
the registration authority, PKI Repositories, archive, end
entities and their mutual relationships. The model of PKI
architecture,
their
functional
components
and
interconnection are shown in Fig 1.
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entity. This is accomplished when CA uses its private key
for signing the certificate, so that certificate can be latter
verifiers by any entity which has the public key CA.
Today we use version v3 of the X.509 standard for the
structure the certificate which is specified by the IETF
[17].
Certification Policy (CP). Certification policy defines
overall conditions PKI participants have to fulfill in order
to be allowed to work within PKI. Usually CP describes
benefits of the certificates issued and categories of
individuals and organizations that can participate in the
PKI.
Certification Practice Statements (CPS). CPS describes
working rules and procedures applied by one or more
CAs. CPS encompasses the same chapters as CP but
elaborates them in more detail in order to make users
acquainted with described procedures and applied security
mechanisms thus building confidence with CA’s services.

-

Algorithm for signing. This algorithm generates
digital signature by given message and private key;
Algorithm for authentication of digital signature. This
algorithm verifies or denies the statement that the
message is authentic based on the message, public
key and signature.

Figure 2. Digital signing and verification of digital signature

B. Digital signing and hash functions
Hash function is a function performing compression of
input content into significantly smaller size output content.
The values returned by a hash function are called hash
values, hash codes, digests, or simply hashes.
Cryptographic hash function has special characteristics
suitable for cryptographic use. One of these functions
used for digital signing belongs to the family of one-way
functions. This family of functions within has functions
has the characteristics of simple calculations of any input,
while calculated output, which is random, cannot be
converted into input. It is characteristics that a minimal
change in the input leads to the significant change of the
output.
Definition [18]: A family of one-way hash functions is
an infinite set of functions {hl}such that the functions hl :
{0,1}* → {0,1}l have the following properties:
- There exists a polynomial P such that for each integer
l, hl(x) is computable in time P(l, |x|) for all x Є
{0,1}*.
- There is no polynomial P such that there exists a
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm which, for all
sufficiently large l, will when given l and some x
Є{0,1}*, find an x′ Є {0,1}* such that hl(x)= hl(x′)
with probability greater than 1/P(l) when x is chosen
uniformly among all elements of {0,1}|x|.
By applying a one-way hash function to a document, it
becomes computationally infeasible to find another
document which hashes to the same value. For this reason,
authors utilize one-way hash functions in their model,
such as SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm), SHA-224,
SHA-256, SHA-512 and RIPEMD-160.
One of the fundamental tools that will be used for our
digital signing and time-stamping systems is that of oneway hash functions.
Digital signature is a mathematics scheme for
realization of authentication of digital messages or
documents. Relevant digital signature indicates
authentication to a receiver, non-repudiation and integrity
of the message.
A digital signature scheme typically consists of 3
algorithms:
- Generator of a pair of keys (private and public
cryptographic key);

More formally, sender generates the pair of the keys
(Kpri, Kpub) and calculates H(M). With the private key Kpri
he digitally signs H(M). The signed message consists of
the pair (M, {H(M)}Kpri). The recipient can use the
matching public key Kpub to decrypt {H(M)}Kpri and
compare the result to its own computation of H(M). Given
that it is infeasible to find a message M′ that has the same
digestand assuming that only the sender is in possession of
Kpri, the receiver can be sure that M has indeed been
signed by the correct sender and that the received message
is the same as the one sent. The Fig. 2 shows the process
of signing and verification of the digital signature
Nowadays, standard asymmetric cryptographic
algorithms are used for digital signing, like [19]:
- RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman) ) by application of
standard PKCS#1 with minimal length of RSA
module with n of 1024 bit;
- DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) with minimal
length of parameters p and q of 1024 and 160 bits,
respectively;
- ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm)
with minimal length of parameters p and q of 192 and
160 bit, respectively.
IV. TRUSTED TIMESTAMPING
Trusted timestamp is a service of secure time
monitoring creation and modification of documents.
A stamping service consists of a set of principals with
the Time-Stamping Authority (TSA) and the publication
authority (PA) together with a quadruple (S, C, V, P) of
protocols. The stamping protocol S is used by a
participant to hand over a message to the TSA for timestamping. During the stamp completion protocol C a
participant obtains a time certificate from the TSA. The
verification algorithm V is used by a principal having two
time certificates to verify the temporal order of the
corresponding stamping events. The publication protocol
P is used by a TSA to handle the round stamp (short
fingerprint of the round) to the PA who will publish it on
some authenticated and easily accessible medium [18].
TSA has special device synchronizing the current time
with world time and mechanisms for signing time stamps.
Timestamping procedures is conducted in two steps:
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-

-

User sends a timestamping request to TSA containing
a content to be attributed a timestamp, usually a hash
value content.
TSA delivers generated timestamp to the user.

-

Simultaneously, verification entity generates hash
value content (30 and aggregates it with time sign (4).
Then, verification entity generates hash value of the
newly generated content (5).
- Verification entity compares previously generated
hash values with decrypted digital signature (6). If
digital signature is good, then is it reliable
information that TSA generated TST, that is:
- That content has not been modified upon
timestamping
- That verification entity knows that hash content
has been used for TST generation
That TSA has observed content is the specific moment.

A. Timestamping
The service of timestamping is designed in a way that
certified TSA generates time-stamp tokens (TST) – token
– contains received cryptographic data stamp and exact
time – and is signed digitally, protecting thus the integrity
of the token.
The procedure of timestamping generation is
standardized by RFC 3161 and is conducted through the
set of the following steps, Fig 3.:
- User submitting timestamping request creates hash
contents to be attributed timestamps (1);
- User submits request containing hash value to the
TSA (2);
- TSA provides that its watch is synchronized with the
authoritative time source (3);
- TSA checks that hash value is of correct length, and
does not research hash value in any order way in
order to secure privacy (4);
- TSA generates TST containing hash value from the
request and time sign TST (5). TST is digitally signed
by private key TSA used for timestamping purposes
(6) and thus trusted timestamp is created.
- TSA adds plain text timestamp to the trusted
timestamp and delivers it to the user that submitted
the request for timestamping (7) who then keeps it
together with the original content (8) for future
verification.

Figure 4. Timestamping Verification

V. PROPOSED TRUST MODEL
Proposed model is based on the trust of IoT entity in the
PKI architecture and technology of the timestamping. By
the application of PKI digital certificate X.509, IoT entity
obtains digital identity to present itself to other IoT
entities. Digital certificate of the IoT is signed by the
certification authority with its private key. Fig 5. shows
IoT trust model based on PKI and time stamp.
A. Preconditions for Model Application
In order to establish trust between entities it is necessary
to establish trust in the PKI architecture. Trust is
established by entity generating a pair of keys (public and
private key). Entity submits request for public key
generation to the certification authority. Certification
authority generates the key, signs it with its private key
and delivers it to the entity. Private keys of the entity and
certifications authority are not available to other entities
involved as the trust is based on the private key.
Trust is verified by checking the trust chain from the
certificate of the entity to the certificate of the PKI
architecture trust point (for example, trust point of the
hierarchy PKI architecture is root certification authority).
Trust in TSA is based on verification of its digital
certificate or trust chain if another certification authority
has issued certificate.

Figure 3. Timestamp Generation

B. Timestamping verification
In order to verify timestamp, verification entity does not
need TSA. Verification entity needs signed content and
TSA certificate. Verification entity performs verification
in the following way:
- Verification entity firs separates signed content (1) to:
content, trusted timestamp and timestamp.
- Then verification entity decrypts digital signature of
trusted timestamp by public key from TSA certificate
(2).

B. Elaboration of the Proposed Trust Model
IoT entity model establishes trust token consisting of
two parts: the first part of the trust token (authentication
part) includes digital signature of the content and digital
certificate, while the second part of the token (time part)
includes trusted timestamp token, time stamp and TSA
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certificate. With the first part of the trust token, the IoT
entity proves to the second part that it has generated the
content and trust or lack of trust, while the second part of
the trust token proves that the content was not created or
has not been modified after generated time.

trust token. Then, the first part of the trust token related to
digital signature is verified. By verification of the
certificate expiration time information on digital identity
validity of IoT is obtained. Verification of digital
certificate of IoT entity and all digital certificates in the
chain of trust IoT entity determines if there is a trust in
PKI, and by this if the content was indeed signed by the
IoT entity digitally presented by the certificate.
Checking the list of revoked certificates IoT entity
confirms that: the entity may be trusted, that the trust to
the entity has been revoked (certificate revoked) or that
the trust has been temporarily revoked (certificate
suspended).
With successful verification of digital signature, IoT
entity receiver may be certain that the content has not been
modified during transmission and that the content has not
been signed by anybody else but IoT entity stated in the
digital certificate.
At this stage of verification of the trust IoT verification
entity has trust:
- That received content has originated from IoT entity
sender.
- That content has not been modified during
transmission.
- That there is still trust in IoT entity.
- That IoT entity cannot deny generating and sending
the content.
In the second phase, verification of time is performed. It
is determined if there is trust in TSA by verification of the
status of digital certificate and chain of trust of TSA,
meaning if TSA is trustworthy at the moment of
timestamping. Verification of trusted time stamp
determines that the content was not created or was not
modified after generated time stamp.

Figure 5. IoT trust model based on PKI and time stamp

Only in case of successful verification of authentication
and time parts of the token, the trust in the IoT entity is
full. Full trust means trust in the identity of the IoT entity,
revocation of delivered content, permanence of the
content and time of the content creation.
Within the same IoT environment, IoT entity trust may
be managed by management of digital certificate. When in
the same IoT environment digital certificate of IoT entity
is suspended then other IoT entities have information that
there is a temporarily revocation of trust. If digital
certificate of IoT entity is revoked, then there is no trust in
the entity.

C. Analysis of the Proposed Model
The proposed model is based on the cryptography of
the public key with all advantages and disadvantages of
the model originating from this characteristic. Advantages
are multiple as they do not relate only to the current trust
in the communications, but in future trust. Future trust
means that we can trust for certain that delivered content
has not been altered and that we can trust its origin.
Besides, the exact information on the time of the content
generation, as well as that the content has not been altered
after that time contribute significantly to the quality of
future decisions.
In general, disadvantages of the model are related to the
trust establishment via third parties which may lead to
partial or complete loss of trustworthiness. Having in
mind that the trust is based on the private key of the
certification authority or TSA, its compromises
trustworthiness. However, ASC X9.95 and RFC 3161 [20,
21, 22, 23] provide additional instructions on certificate
and security management in order to secure TSA and
certification authority not being easily compromised.
The second disadvantage is related to the need to
increase hardware resources in order to implement
cryptographic functions used for trust establishment.
Today technology development and implementation of
“lightweight cryptography”, should not have an effect on
the implementation of the proposed model.
Advantages of the proposed model are:

Figure 6. Cycle Diagram of Establishment and Verification of Trust

Fig 6. shows diagram of establishment and verification
of trust based on the proposed model. IoT entity to be
trusted is attributed digital certificate by the selected
certification authority. Using private key corresponding to
the public key from the certificate IoT entity digitally sign
the content to be sent. Simultaneously, the request for
trusted timestamping is sent to the TSA. Trust token is
generated by aggregation and is added to the content and
delivered to the IoT entity to perform trust verification.
On the side of the receiver, IoT entity performs trust
verification so as to firstly perform disaggregation of the
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- Fulfilment of the basic safety requirements, like trust,
authentication, integrity, revocation
- Flexibility, as in the possibility of application in
devices, software, services, humans (smart cards)
- Scalability – not limited to the specific number of
entities
- Mobility of entities – mobility not affecting trust
establishment between entities no matter of their
locations
- Time dimension of trust – model enables time
management of trust and clearly emphasises trust in the
moment after which the content has not been altered
- Historic overview of the original content in time – based
on the time stamp, it can be precisely shown from which
period in time the content has not been altered which is
of importance for timely and reliable decision-making
- Transparency of trust establishment between entities
from different PKI environments – it is not necessary to
create changes in the model, but transparency is
achieved on the level of PKI architecture by
establishment of some of the interoperability models
[24].
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VI. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes the model of establishment of trust
in IoT based on application of PKI and timestamp. The
model enables trust establishment between IoT entities
from one environment linked to one or more trust nods.
The model introduces time stamp in order to guarantee
that data has not been gathered, processed or altered prior
to the time stated in the time stamp, that is after verified
by the time stamp. Management of digital certificates
enables management of IoT entities’ trust.
The proposed model enables implementation of the
multi-dimensional trust in IoT environment by device
trust, processing trust, connection trust, system trust, data
trust and time trust. The authors believe that the proposed
model is appropriate for implementation in the IoT
systems requiring huge trust necessary for timely and
quality decision-making.
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sistematization and schematization of sediments based on
choosen percentage involvement or choosen grain-size.
This is a useful part in preparation of hydrodinamical
model for a groundwater simulation softwares such as
MODFLOW [7], FEFLOW [8], WODA[9], etc.
Software is developed in C++ using Qt framework and
it is licensed under GNU General Public License version
3. Executable version for Windows systems as well as the
code itself and user manual can be found on
https://github.com/mdotlic/qGrains.

Abstract—Software qGrains is intended for estimation of
hydraulic conductivity based on granulometry analysis of
samples taken from exploration drills. Using qGrains, it is
possible to make space classification, sistematization and
schematization of sediments based on choosen percentage
involvement or choosen grain-size. This is a usefull part of
preparation for a higher level of hydrogeological
interpretation, for example making hydrodinamical model.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the hydrogeological exploration, determination of the
hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium presents
unavoidable task. Hydraulic conductivity is the dominant
parameter of the aquifer, which is involved in all
groundwater flow computation. It is impossible to conduct
these computation without knowing this parameter.
Estimation of the hydraulic conductivity using one of
the empirical formulas is the most used way. These
formulas are based on the grain-size distribution curves,
which are usually obtained from exploration drills. Every
formula has effective grain size of the material, which is
obtained from grain-size distribution curve. Results
obtained in this way are limited by the relevance of the
analyzed sample.
In practice formulas for estimation of hydraulic
conductivity for the same material can give results that
can vary even more then order of magnitude. It is obvious
that empirical formulas do not have universal span, but
each one corresponds to the specific conditions.
Therefore, applying estimate requires caution and it is
vital to respect autors recomendation. Despite this well
known limitations of hydraulic conductivity estimates
from grain-size analyses, there are no simpler or more
economical measurement-based techniques for obtaining
it from aquifer samples.
Earliest attemp to relate hydraulic conductivity to grain
size was a work published by Hazen [1] in 1892. Since
that time, a large number of estimations have been
developed. Review of 10 and 20, oftenly used estimations
can be found in [2] and [3], respectively. Exhaustive
review of 45 estimations can be found in [6].
There are a few software tools built over the empirical
estimates of hydraulic conductivity from grain-size
distribution curve [2, 4, 5]. Software qGrains is more than
just a tool for hydraulic conductivity estimation, it is a
complete application for granulometry analysis with
graphical visualization over terrain map or over profile
sections. It has no limitations on a number of drills or
number of samples in a model.
Besides for estimation of hydraulic conductivity
software qGrains can be used for space classification,

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Hydraulic conductivity is the fundamental parameter
for groundwater flow computation. This parameter
depends on porous medium but also on fluid, in this case
water. It represents the ease with which fluid can move
through pore space.
In accordance with [2], based on the laminar flow of
groundwater, schematized with system of pipes with
different radius, the general form of the relationship
between hydraulic conductivity (K) and grain-size is
expressed as

g
K= Nφ ( n ) d 2e ,
ν

where g is the gravitational constant [LT -2], ν is the
kinematic viscosity of water [L2T-1], N is the nondimensional coefficient, which depends on a number of
parameters of porous medium, φ(n) is the function that
defines relation between real and schematized porous
medium, n is the porosity [-], and de is an effective radius
of grains in porous medium [L]. Porosity n is derived in
[2] from the empirical relationship with the uniformity
coefficient η as follows

n=0.255 (1+ 0.83η ) ,
where η is the uniformity non-dimensional coefficient and
is given by:

K=d60 /d 10 .
Values d60 and d10 represents grain diameter in millimeters
for which, 60% and 10% of the sample respectively, are
finer than.
The values of N, φ(n) and de are dependent on the
different methods used in the grain-size analysis.
Complete formula for estimations can be found in Table I.
All of these empirical formulas are to be used strictly
within their domains of applicability [10].
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TABLE I.
FORMULAS FOR HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY ESTIMATION
Author
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Hazen
Slichter
Terzaghi
Beyer
Sauerbrei
Kruger
Kozeny
Zunker
Zamarin
USBR

Formula

Area of implementation

g
K= 6⋅10−4⋅ ⋅[ 1+10 (n−0. 26 )]⋅d 210
ν

0.1 mm < d10 <3 mm

g
K= 0. 01⋅ ⋅n 3. 287⋅d 210
ν
g n−0 .13 2 2
K= 0. 008⋅ ⋅ 3
⋅d 10
ν √ 1−n
g
500 2
K= 6⋅10−4⋅ ⋅log
⋅d
ν
η 10
3
g n
K= 0. 00375⋅ ⋅
⋅d 2
ν ( 1−n )2 17
g
n
K= 4 . 35⋅10−5⋅ ⋅
⋅d 2
ν ( 1−n )2 ef
g n3
K= 0. 0083⋅ ⋅
⋅d 2
ν ( 1−n )2 ef
g
n 2 2
K= 0. 002⋅ ⋅
⋅d ef
ν 1−n
3
g n
K= 0. 0082⋅ ⋅
⋅(1 .275−1 .5⋅n )⋅d 2ef
ν (1−n )2
g
K= 4 . 8⋅10−4⋅ ⋅d 220. 3
ν

(

)

( )

The empirical formulas for hydraulic conductivity
estimation are mainly derived from laboratory
experiments with sandy samples. Their application is
mainly limited with a grain-size. Formulas used in
qGrains are taken from [2].

η=

d 60
d 10

<5

0.01 mm < d10 <5 mm
1 mm < d10 <2 mm
0.06 mm < d10 <0.6 mm

1<η<20

d17 <0.5 mm
0.2 mm < def <1 mm

η>5

1 mm < def <2 mm
0.1 mm < def <1 mm
1 mm < def <2 mm
0.2 mm < def <1 mm

η<5

There are six main tabs in the application: Input, Plot,
Depth plot, Conductivity, Profile, Plan.
Input tab serves for inputing data related to drills and
samples. Data can be inputed using tables or through
graphical part through digitalization of scanned data.
Plot tab is used for plotting granulometric curves which
are inputed in the Input tab. Granulometric curves can
have different colors or line style and only selected ones
appear on the graphical display of this tab. Graphical
display allows zooming and dragging and has a painted
frame. Frame limits, language, line thickness or color can

III. SOFTWARE DETAILS
Software qGrains is a standard Windows application.
Main window (Figure 1.) consists of a title bar, a menu
bar, tabs and status bar.

Figure 1. qGrains main window
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Figure 2. Profile tab

be changed. Frame admits two lithological classification
based on grain size: JUS (old Yugoslavian standard) and
MIT standard. When hovering mouse over graphical
display the status bar shows values of grain size and
percentage involvement.

Only values for selected samples and selected author
formulas are shown in the table. If the are of
implementation is not satisfied the cell background color
is highlighted to red.
Profile tab serves for graphical representation of the

Figure 3. Plan tab

Depth plot has two vertically aligned tabs: Depth vs d
and Depth vs %. Tab Depth vs d is used for plotting
graphs of depth (or elevation) relative to grain size. Tab
Depth vs % serves for plotting graph of depth (or
elevation) relative to percentage. We can change color or
line type for a certain percentage involvement and grain
size respectively for Depth vs d and Depth vs %.
Conductivity tab is used for estimation of porosity,
coefficient of uniformity, and hydraulic conductivity.

given input and obtained results of the material parameters
along chosen profiles, which can be costume defined
(Figure 2.). Also, this tab is used for defining boundary
contact surfaces between schematized layers and its
visualization. Custom profiles on this tab are defined on
the georeferenced map.
Plan tab is used for graphical display terrain map with
the material parameters for different depth intervals or
selected surfaces. On this tab we can calculate isolines of
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material parameters and display it in graphical part. Terain
map is georeferenced and can be imported from some .jpg
file. This tab and Profile tab represents the main strength
of the qGrains.
Generally, graphical displays in all tabs allows zooming
and dragging, and also saving pictures in .jpg file format
or in some cases .dxf file format (AutoCAD file format).

[9]

D. Vidović, M. Dotlić, B. Pokorni, WODA solver, open-source
http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/wodasolver/
[10] J. Odong, “Evaluation of empirical formulae for determination of
hydraulic conductivity based on grain-size analysis,” in Journal of
American Science, vol. 3, No. 3, 2007, 54–60.

IV. CONCLUSION
Granulometry analysis offer a convenient and low-cost
means of acquiring preliminary estimates of hydraulic
conductivity. Software qGrains works with 10 mostly
used
estimates of hydraulic conductivity. Code
architecture allows an easy expansion with others
estimates.
Software qGrains besides estimation of the hydraulic
conductivity allows complex analysis, interpretation and
visualization of the grain-size composition taken from the
drill samples. It represents a convenient tool for data
preparation of hydrodinamical models.
Software qGrains is C++/Qt desktop application with
code, documentation, and also Windows executable freely
available at https://github.com/mdotlic/qGrains.
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Abstract — This paper explains the production of a
personalized child orthosis with 3D printing technology. In
agreement with the doctor’s specialists, an appropriate
candidate was selected. The components of a child's orthosis
have been modelled and adapted based on the scans from
candidate acquired with 3D scanning technology. The 3D
scanning process with OrtoSCAN digitizer and component
modelling in Autodesk Fusion 360 are explained.
Customized child orthosis components were made using two
3D printers: Prusa i3 P3Steel and Geeetech Prusa i3 Pro.
Patient visit was followed by assembling of the orthosis.
After final design and orthosis trial, the conclusion is that
less modification on the shoulder part is needed and there is
still room for further optimization of the orthosis. By using
a generative design, it is possible to obtain an even more
lighter customized orthosis that will satisfy the required
mechanical properties and fulfill its function.

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The paper examines the usability of personalized aids
made on the cheapest open source FDM device for 3D
printing. Since the orthosis was intended for a child with
neuromotor disease and weakness of the muscle tissue, it
was necessary to design and make a usable aid with the
lowest possible weight and sufficient strength. The
possibility of reversing engineering using 3D scanning
device to prepare a personalized orthosis was also tested.
This kind of preparation can significantly save time of
making customized aids. Another goal was to make the
cheaper and simpler orthosis that meets all of the observed
criteria and fulfills its function. An example of a suitable
orthosis is Wilmington Robotic Exoskeleton - WREX,
which was initially fixed to the patient's wheelchair.
Attached WREX orthosis is not suitable for patients who
do not require a wheelchair, so today different WREX
orthosis variants are produced. Authors Gunn, Shank and
Eppes in their article User Evaluation of a Dynamic Arm
Orthosis for People with Neuromuscular Disorders
describe the types of 3D printed WREX orthosis mounted
on the wheelchair and placed on the patient back [2]. The
results of the conducted research indicate significant
improvements in the function and coordination of hands in
everyday activities. The orthosis considered in this paper
is portable and fixed on the back of the child

I.
INTRODUCTION
Orthoses made with technologies such as traditional
plaster molding fabrication techniques are expensive,
require mold as well as long lasting preparation. Because
of accelerated growth in childhood, buying such orthoses
is economically unprofitable. Neuromotor diseases cause
weakness and deformation of the muscle tissue and
frustration of children due to the inability to control the
desired actions in everyday activities. A custom orthosis
made on a 3D printer will help the selected child to better
control the hand movements. The custom orthosis should
stabilize the arms and direct them to the central position so
that the candidate can handle the desired objects. 3D
printing technology is suitable for creating a pediatric
custom orthosis because of its relatively short production
time, ease of handling and the ability to create
components of various shapes that are very demanding or
almost impossible to obtain by classical methods of
making. Dimensions of individual orthosis components as
well as possible additional adjustments can be performed
without major difficulties in a very short time. 3D printing
does not have much waste, making it an environmentally
friendly technology. Orthosis can be designed without
mold preparation using reversible engineering and modern
manufacturing processes such as 3D scanning. 3D printing
offers the possibility of quick and easy modification of all
parts of the orthosis and adjustment in accordance with the
growth and development of the child. The experience and
knowledge gained in making a 3D print orthosis will serve
for the help and other small patients that would be needed.

III. METHODOLOGY
The procedure of selecting candidates for the printed
3D pediatric customized orthosis lasted about 2 months. It
was necessary to contact associations and hospitals that
could contain information on a suitable patient. As a
suitable candidate is planned little patient up to 7 years of
age. Customized orthosis would help him perform simple
activities such as self-feeding, coloring or huging.
Professional advice was provided by neuropediatric
specialist Zrinka Ereš Hrvaćanin and orthopedic Dr.
Hrvoje Pitlovic. A 4-year-old girl who has limited control
over the actions of her arms was selected as a suitable
candidate. It was estimated that a customized orthosis
would help her to better coordinate hands and allow better
development, and therefore better quality of everyday life.
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“butterfly” orthosis component to an elastic fabric
waistcoat was performed. The “butterfly” beck
component was first made unilaterally because the patient
did not hold both hands in the same position. During the
scanning the right arm and right shoulder were in the
proper position so only they are considered.

Figure 1. 3D scanning

Figure 4. Digital customized orthosis
Figure 2. 3D scan

Due to the need for modeling the construction
component for the orthosis tightening, the patients back
are scanned. The precise customized component is called
a "butterfly". The “butterfly” should be placed on the back
of the patient with as minor abnormalities as possible in
order to reduce the risk of irritation when wearing the
orthosis. OrtoSCAN and its OrtoFLEX application were
used for scanning. Additional model processing was done
in Meshmixer. The OrtoSCAN device consists of a central
patient stand and two pillars each containing two
digitization tapes. In each digitization tape there is one
projector, computer and camera that are connected to the
main computer via the OrtoFLEX application.

Figure 5. 3D printed customized orthosis

Customized children's orthosis is made on low-cost 3D
printers Prusa i3 P3Steel and Geeetech Prusa i3 Pro B. 3D
printer Prusa i3 are one of the most common low-cost
printer on the market. They are mostly used as beginner
3D printers and for educational purposes. 3D printers used
in this paper were part of the project "e-workshops" in
Osijek and assembled by the students of elementary and
high schools under supervision of the teachers.
IV. SOLUTION/DISCUSSION
The modeling of the back “butterfly” orthosis
component based on the patient 3D scans images did not
take much time. Approximately the time of modeling the
"butterfly" component was 15 hours, considering the time
needed to familiarize the tool and the program. The
customized children's orthosis has been successfully
developed with 3D printing technology. The printing
process lasted over 80 hours and approximately 650 grams
of material was consumed, taking into consideration both
the test and the failed prints. 3D printing advantage is the
production speed and the strength combined with the
smaller mass of components. The time to assemble
customized orthosis was approximately 30 minutes. The
orthosis trial lasted twenty minutes. Placing the orthosis
on the patient lasted less than 5 minutes, while in the rest
of the time the arms were laded to different positions to
test the motion limitation. There is no need for big
changes and the orthosis is a suitable size for a patient.
Possible improvements would be a new solution for fixing
the components on the back of the patient and redesigning
certain arm components to reduce the orthosis distance
from the the patient's shoulders.

Figure 3. Modeling the “butterfly” component based on back images in
Autodesk Fusion360

Modeling of the basic parts of customized orthosis was
based on the available models from the free CAD
database. All other parts of the orthosis were created in
Autodesk Fusion 360. To make the orthosis adaptable to
each next little patient, parametric modeling was used.
After the parametric modeling of the orthosis, fixing
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infrastructure) and smartness (smart population, economy,
mobility, etc.) [1].
The infrastructure of the smart city consists of a
physical, technological, and service component. Physical
infrastructure includes buildings, roads, railways, water
supply system and so on. ICT infrastructure is the only
intelligent component of a smart city that keeps all other
components together. It is based on IoT (Internet of
Things) and BigData [2], [3]. IoT consists of: things (a
sensor, a device connected to a network with the ability to
interact with a user or manage another device), a local
area network, the Internet, and the cloud. BigData refers to
large quantities of data read from the sensors, obtained by
crowdsourcing, and the like. The realization of their
storage and processing requires the use of more complex
methods than traditional [4], [5]. The service
infrastructure combines the previous two components [1].

Abstract— The rapid process of urbanization of the
population in the world, as well as increased application of
mobile and ubiquitous computing in all spheres of human
activity, caused the modernization of the conditions of
transport and traffic. Smart devices with the ability to
collect data from the context of vehicles and passengers
provide the possibility of processing them in order to
increase the quality of transport services. If this information
is publicly available and used to form collective intelligence
in order to improve the transport conditions for residents of
the cities, then they contribute to the areas of smart traffic
in the concept of smart cities. The paper describes a smart
transport service, which provides the possibility of
monitoring the vibrations in the vehicle, in order to improve
the level of comfort when driving in urban transport. The
client-server application collects information about
vibrations, and the result of their processing is publicly
available estimations of routes, according to the criterion of
driving comfort.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The growth and development of the application of
information and communication (IC) technologies, in
addition to the numerous innovations that digitalization
brought into everyday life, resulted in the creation of a
new concept of smart cities. A smart city is an urban
environment based on IC technologies used to improve
the general living conditions of the population. As modern
technological achievements such as the Internet, smart
devices, etc. are accepted and used by the majority of the
population, there is a possibility of collecting data about
their environment (the context data), in order to
implement new and improve existing services available to
the citizens. These services may include the domains of
health, economic, school, traffic, administrative, and other
sectors of the city.
The central themes in smart cities are society,
economics, governance, and the environment. The social
aspect refers to the fact that the city exists for the benefit
of its inhabitants, while the economic factor is reflected
through continuous economic growth and development.
The topic of governance relates to the political aspects of
the city, while the theme of the environment indicates that
the city should maintain its functionality for the needs of
present and future generations, with the efficient use of
resources. Smart cities have their own attributes,
infrastructure, and components. The attributes include
sustainability (issues of pollution, waste, climate change,
etc.), quality of life (emotional and financial satisfaction
of
the
population),
urbanization
(technology,

Figure 1. The components of smart cities

Figure 1 shows the basic components on which the idea
Figure 2.
of smart cities is based: smart business, energy efficiency,
smart health, smart household, smart agriculture, smart
education, smart management, Big Data, Internet of
Things, and smart traffic, which is especially prominent as
it will be the subject of this work.
Intelligent Transport Systems relate to all types of
traffic (road, water, air) and involve the existence of
various types of navigation and communication devices
for data exchange between vehicles or between vehicles
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movement of buses. The use of crowdsourcing for similar
purposes is described in [8].
The use of IoT in intelligent transport systems has been
described in [9]. The service described in this paper refers
to the use of RFID controllers in vehicles in order to
record traffic jams and to determine the frequency of
traffic on the appropriate routes. The combination of the
previous two services was described in [10].
The paper [11] shows the use of mobile devices and
GPS to determine the distance of the train from the ramp,
so it can be raised by clicking on the button that represents
the ramp on the map in the mobile application. The
application of context-aware systems in train traffic is also
the subject of [12]. The comfort of passengers in trains is
the subject of the paper [13].
The paper [14] describes the possibility of using mobile
devices with sensors in order to determine the comfort in
the vehicle, but the information is used locally, intended
for the individual user of the application. The paper [15]
deals with the analysis of comfort, but all changes in the
vibration level are attributed to the unevenness of the road
surface. Vibration analyzes for the purpose of determining
comfort were also dealt with by authors [16], who used
the embedded systems and LabView implementation
software.

and a fixed location. They provide information on the
fastest, cheapest and safest routes.
The motivation for our work is to improve the quality
of life of the citizens through the concept of smart cities
and its services. Collecting vibration data while driving
can be used to generate public data about road comfort
maps. These maps can be useful when transporting
patients, sensitive or dangerous materials. Our aim is to
show how existing solutions [17] that collect contextaware data can be used to improve the components of
smart cities, in this case, smart traffic.
The described system [17] has the ability to record the
level of vibration in vehicles (which affects the comfort of
passengers), and the storage, processing and display of
data on potentially critical locations on the road. Data
collection is done using a mobile application for the
Android operating system, processing using the Web
system, and as a result, the road comfort maps are
obtained.
The paper is organized in the following way. The
second chapter gives an overview of the papers that
contributed to the realization of smart traffic services and
who dealt with similar problems. Then, the architecture of
the mobile application for measuring vehicle comfort is
given, describing the technologies used to implement the
application, and then displaying it. The final chapter gives
a conclusion and directions for further research and
improvement in this domain.

III.

SYSTEM FOR RECORDING AND PROCESSING
VIBRATION DATA
It is difficult to quantitatively represent the comfort,
because it is influenced by factors that are subjective,
when it comes to the transport of passengers. Inadequate
conditions during transport may have an adverse physical
and psychological impact on passengers and thus cause a
bad mood, anxiety, back pain, joint pain, nausea, and so
on. In the case of passengers who already have some
health problems, the health condition can worsen due to
uncomfortable transportation. This is especially important
when transporting patients. However, some types of
materials need to be transported with a higher level of
comfort (fragility, hazardous / flammable substances).
The comfort of the passenger during driving is affected
by seat vibration, arm vibration, foot vibration, noise, seat
design, temperature, humidity, air pressure, seat-to-seat
distance. One of the most important factors of comfort is
the level of vibration the passenger feels when
transporting. Vibro comfort is directly proportional to the
acceleration that affects the body of the passenger while
driving. The comfort of transport is influenced by three
factors: the driver, the type and condition of the vehicle
and the condition of the road.
Estimation of the comfort level in this paper is based on
measurement of vibration comfort according to the ISO
2631 standard with additional calculations above the
measured data. The effective acceleration value (aRMS)
for the discrete system is calculated according to formula
(1):

II. RELATED WORK
Three traffic issues are current in the concept of smart
cities: smart parking, smart transport, and smart vehicles.
These are all problems that are solved by intelligent
transport systems. Smart parking is one of the most
difficult issues to solve, but the solution to this problem
contributes to significant savings in time, space, and
energy resources. Smart transport means solutions that
improve travel efficiency by performing analysis and
predicting the route in order to reduce the number of
traffic accidents, increase passenger safety, achieve better
productivity and a healthier environment. Smart vehicles
have smart functionalities to enhance the safety and
comfort of the passengers. They have the ability to
connect to smart devices and can provide services like
networking in a unique system to perform monitoring e.g.
houses or driver's offices, the transport of goods at
efficiently determined routes, etc. [6].
The development of the smart transport service was
dealt with by authors [7]. This paper discussed the
gathering collective intelligence to inform passengers
about the number of vacancies and the exact time of
arrival of public transport vehicles. This system works in
real time, has been implemented in Mexico, and has given
good results.
The solutions in the field of smart transport were also
dealt with by the authors in the paper [4]. As a result of
the analysis of the importance of data openness,
crowdsourcing and sensors in the concept of smart cities,
mPASS and WhenMyBus applications have been created.
The first is intended for persons with special needs in
order to find a safe route, while another application aims
to help the passengers of public transport to monitor the

a zRMS 

1 2
2
(a z1  a z22  ...  a zn
)
n

(1)

where azi is the i-th measured acceleration in the Z axis
(vertical axis) and n is the number of samples. The
obtained result shows the appropriate level of comfort,
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•

and the classification of these levels is given in Table 1.

COMFORT:
(0=comfortable;
1=a
little
uncomfortable; 2=uncomfortable) according to
Table I.
The measured data for each interval is remembered in
the KML or CSV file, depending on the user's choice. By
uploading data to the server, the comfort maps for the
appropriate locations are updated [17], [18].

TABLE I. THE COMFORT LEVELS ACCORDING TO ISO 2631
STANDARD, AND ACCORDING TO THE VIBRODROID APPLICATION

aRMS
[m/s2]
0-0.315
0.3150.63
0.5-1
0.8-1.6
1.6-2.5
>2

Comfort level
(ISO 2631)
Not
uncomfortable
A little
uncomfortable
Fairly
uncomfortable
Uncomfortable
Very
uncomfortable
Extremely
uncomfortable

Comfort level
(our approach)
Comfortable

IV. VIBRODROID APPLICATION
To track comfort, an Android application has been
developed. The paper [10] describes a method of
development Android applications that operate in the
background, with built-in sensors. Realized background
application works with an accelerometer and GPS sensors
using RxJava from the ReactiveX package [11]. RxJava's
functionalities are based on Observable and Subscribe
classes that are linked through the Subscription interface.
Using RxJava allows creating independent threads and the
scheduling of processes is done in the background.
After logging and calibrating the device, the appearance
of the received window of the VibroDroid application is
shown in Figure 2. Figures 3 and 4 show the recording of
the comfortable and uncomfortable point on the road,
respectively.

A little
uncomfortable

Uncomfortable

In the Android application, RMS is calculated for all
three axes, according to (1), and then for each sample of
the three-axis accelerometer i-th modulo according to (2):
𝑎𝑖𝑅𝑀𝑆 =

a2xi + a2yi + a2zi

(2)

where axi, ayi, azi are the accelerations along the X, Y and
Z axes respectively in the i-th sample, and aiRMS is the i-th
modulo of acceleration of all three axes. Using these
values in the standard time interval, aRMS is calculated
according to (3):
𝑎𝑅𝑀𝑆 =

1
n

∗ (a21RMS + a22RMS + ⋯ + a2nRMS )

(3)

where n is the number of samples.
In addition to the above calculations, the maximum
value of the acceleration module calculated in accordance
with (2) is calculated at each interval of time. For the
detected maximum acceleration mode (aPeak), the
detected acceleration values for all three axes are
memorized, such as latitude, longitude and velocity. Also,
at the set time interval, maximum acceleration values are
calculated for all three axes (MAXX, MAXY, MAXZ).
Based on all of the above, after each interval of time for
the crossed section of the road, the following information
is stored:
• IDT: location marker ID
• RMS_X, RMS_Y, RMS_Z: X (Y, Z)-axis
calculation according to (1)
• ARMS: acceleration magnitude according to
(3)
• APEAK: acceleration magnitude maximum
value in the values calculated by (2)
• APEAK_X, APEAK_Y, APEAK_Z: X (Y, Z)axis acceleration value in APEAK
• LATITUDE: GPS data for APEAK
• LONGITUDE: GPS data for APEAK
• TIME: GPS data for APEAK
• SPEED: GPS data for APEAK
• MAX_X, MAX_Y, MAX_Z: real value on X,
(Y, Z)-axis where absolute maximum X (Y,
Z)-axis value is detected

Figure 2. Measuring vibrations using the VibroDroid application

Figure 3. Recording comfortable points

Figure 4. Recording uncomfortable points
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The appearance of the created map based on the
recorded data is shown in Figure 5.
[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Figure 5. Appearance of a created comfort map

[6]

The picture shows one of the recorded road maps of the
road, on the territory of the city of Čačak. Green color is
characterized by comfortable driving intervals, yellow
partially comfortable, while uncomfortable intervals
recorded while driving are presented in red.

[7]

[8]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The integration of modern technological achievements
in various areas has led to the creation of the concept of
smart cities, in which collective intelligence is used in
order to improve the quality of life of the inhabitants. The
result of the successful implementation of IC technologies
in traffic is a smart city component, called smart transport,
based on intelligent transport systems.
One such system is also a comfort measurement system
developed as an Android application. Every smartphone
user can install the application and measure the level of
comfort while driving with a properly positioned phone.
Because smart cities are based on IoT technology, the use
of this application does not have to be limited to a
smartphone, or any smart device, or an Android OS-based
smart car component.
The presented system can be very useful in various
categories of transport. The most important application
can be for medical purposes, i.e. to monitor the comfort
when transporting patients in emergency vehicles. This
application represents the topic for further research in
order to improve the conditions of patient transport, and
therefore to influence the improvement of the service of
another area of smart cities, which is smart healthcare.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]
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